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FOREWORD

This %ohmic is one of a series of handbooks prepared under the
auspices of Foreign Area Studies (FAS) of The American Univer-
sity, designed to be useful to military and other personnel who need
a convenient compilation of basic facts 1,bout the social, economic,
political and military institutions and practices of various countries.
The emphasis is on objective description of the nation's present society
and the kinds of possible or probable changes that might be expected
in the future. The handbook seeks to present as full and as balanced
an integrated exposition as limitations on space and research time
permit. It was compiled from information available in openly pub-
lished material. Extensive bibliographies are provided to permit re-
course to other published sources for more detailed information. There
has been no attempt to express any specific point of view or to make
policy recommendations. The contents of the handbook represent the
work of the authors and FAS and do not represent the official view
of the United States 11mernment.

An effort has been made to make .the handbook as comprehensive.
as possible. It can he expected, hov,eer, that the material, interpreta-
tions, and conclusions are subject to modification in the light of new
information and (le% elopments. Such corrections, additions, and sugz_
gestions for factual, interpretive, or other charge as readers may Iffie.
%%ill be welcomed for use in future revisions. Comments may be_
addressed to-

The I )i rector
Foreign Area Studies
The American University
5010 'Wisconsin .kver.ffe, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20016

iii
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PREFACE

Continuous civil war during the second decade of the present
century and t \\ 0 decades of political unrest and drastic social and eco-
nomic change contrast \\ ith the Mexico of 1969 which has had, for a
full generation, an unbroken record of social stability and constitu-
tional govt rnment, has maintained one of the world's highest and most
constant rates of economic growth, and has become an industrialized
cosmopolitan country.

This book is an attempt to provide, in compact, convenient, balanced
and object k e form, an integrated exposition and analysis of the domi-
nant social, political, and economic aspects of the society. It is designed
to gke readers an understanding of the (I.\ namics of the component
elements of tie society and an insight into the ideas and feelings, the
goals, and the hopes and fears of its people.

In preparing this it has been possible to draw on a large and increas-
ing literature in both Spanish and English. The principal difficulty in
research has been statistical : figures on important social and economic
aspects of the country are either lacking or published late and in
fragmentary form. Where statistics of e \ ident reliability have been
available, they have been presented. Any study of a country as com-
plex and apparently paradoxical as Mexico is unavoidably interpreta-
ae. Where, interpretation has been necessary, it has been offered
t intat k el and has drlmn on the experience of those autlu who lived
i i Mexi,o for vonnber of years.

pallisli usage is based on The New Appleton-011 m Dirthmary:
EngliNh-Spanish and Spanish-EngUsh (New York : Doubleday, 1964).
Spanish \\ ords and phrases ha \ e keen employed in the text only where
satisfactory English (Ink :dents are wanting; they are defined at first
appearance or, if frequently used, are found in the Glossary appended
to the book.

k
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COUNTRY SUMMARY

1. COUNTRY: Official name is Estados Unidos de Mexico (United
States of Mexico) ; unofficial name is Mkico. Under the Spanish it
was Nueva Espana (New Spain) ; under the Aztecs, Ankhuac.
2. GOVERNMENT: A federal republic with a strong executive, a
bicameral congress (consisting of a chamber of deputies and a senate),

and a judiciary.
3. CONSTITIMON: Promulgated in 1917, and subsequently
amended.
4. POPULATION: About 47.600,000 in 1968; 65-75 percent mixed
Indian and European; 15-25 percent Indian; 10 percent Caucasian;
1 percent Negro. Growth rate: about 3.5 percent per year.

5. SIZE: 761,602 square miles.
6. TOPOGRAPHY: Two major mountain ranges run roughly north
and south. Between them lies the elevated Mexican plateau extend-
ing from southern Puebla northward into the southwestern part of
the United States. The southern portion of the plateau, the Mesa
,Central, contains the Valley of Mexico. There are few other areas of
plains; the most extensive are found in the northern deserts. The
Pacific coastal plain is narrow, the only extensive areas occurring in
the desert and the semi - tropical areas of Sonora and Sinaloa adjacent
to the Sea of Cortes. Veget ttion is sparse in the desert and semi-arid
regions of northern and central Mexico but grades into tropical forest
in the southern portions of the country and temperate forests in the

interior plateaus.
7. LANGUAGES: Official and predominant language is Spanish;
there remain about 50 indigenous languages and dialects.

8. RELIGIONS: Roman Catholic, 90 percent or more; Protestant,
2-3 percent ; ,Jewish, about 0.3 percent.
9. EDUCATION: Literacy rate in 1968 was 72 percent. There are
275 institutions of higher learning with about 133,400 full-time
students.
10. HEALTH: Major causes of death in 1961 were influenza and
pneumonia: gastritis, enteritis, and related diseases; accidents; and
heart disease.
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11. CLIMATE: Three basic climatic regions: the arid north; the
tropical lowlands of the east, south, and west coasts; the temperate
and cool tropical uplands of the central zone and parts of the interior
south.
12. JUSTICE : The principal legal origins are in the Roman civil law,
with some other influences; embodied in Constitution of 1917 and
Penal Code of 1931. Federal judiciary consists of supreme court,
circuit courts, and district courts; there are state supreme courts and
municipal courts as well.
13. ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISIONS: 29 states, 2 territories, and
the Federal District.
14. ECONOMY: Mixed industrial-commercial and agricultural. In
1967, industry comprised 36.6 percent of gross domestic . product
(GDP) ; commerce and finance, 26 percent ; sm.% ices, 17.5 percent ; agri-
culture, 15.8 percent; transportation and communication, 4.1 percent.
About half of the work focce was engaged in agriculture, 22.3 percent
in industry, 13.6 percent in services, 10.6 percent in commerce and
finance, and 4.1 percent in transportation and communication.ii15. EXPO RTS : Accom d for 9.1 percent of 1967 GDP. 'Agricul-
tural products (princip y cotton, corn, sugar, coffee) comprised 40.0
percent of total exports; manufactured goods, 20.0 percent; minerals
and products, 16.8 percent. Principal destinations of exports were the
United States, Western Europe, Latin America, and Japan.
16. IMPORTS : Accounted for 11.7 petccnt of 1967 GDP. Consumer
goods (principally automobiles) comprise _0.9 percent of imports,
while production goods (mainly machinery, industrial equipment)
comprise over 50 percent. The United States and Wostern Europe sup-
ply nearly 90 percent of Mexican imports.
17. CURRENCY : The Mexican peso (Mex $) is % alued at 0.07109:3
grains of fine gold. Maintain.4 parity of 12.5 pesos to the 1..S. dollar.
Last devalued in 1951.
18. COMMUNICATIONS : Telephones, 9-17,:):35: telegraph, 92,000
mile.: ,.ado, -155 commercial stations and 9 million receivers: tele-
% ision, 55 stations (including relays) and about 2 million receiers;
newspapers, about 220 with combined circulation of about 9 mill iim--
almost entirely in urban areas.
19. TRANSPORTATION : ilailrowty: in 196, 1.1,000 miles of
track. 1 a WO diesel units ; 26,000 freight et rs : 2,000 passenger ears : 1:1.5

Billion ton milo-: of freight (1967). .Vap;gah/e rip( ,w awl orolteror,,,op:
loner emir -e-, of the Rio-) Bra% o and the Palmy() are inn igable by (ean-
goin % es,els as far as port:, of Jiatamoros and Tampico : the lower
Coatzaco;deos nu% igalde as far as Ntinatitl6n. Po/PR : in 1967, -10,200
miles of ,urfaeed roads (20,000 miles pa% ed ). Pipeh'prx: 066, 3,300
mile, natural ,i,, 2,100 mile- Crthle 011, ,100 nines petroleum product.

....-......--0,
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20. ELECTRIC POWER : Total generating capacit 6771 iiivo.a-
atts (19(38) ; 0 et I Lar) ; half titermoeiecirie

and half 11droeleetric; tly ccle cut rent, substant in! 00 cycle
('urrent.
21. PORTS .1N I) l'OIZT FACILITIES: Ma jot -seaport is Veracruz.
Other important ports tend to ho specialized. as: Tampico, petroleum
products and Ore concentrates; Coatzacoalcos, sulfur; Venustiano

rartanza. : Santa copper ore. Lesser ports sem, local

shippi no.. fishing fleets, or t he resort business.

22. .k I UF I EI,DS : 179 airfields in 1907. Los .knimits (Guadalajara
Acapulco Internal ional. and Mexico City International are t he largest
dt (net. 10,000 feet in length.

P I I NCI 1).14 .k I RI. I N ES : Poim st;e: Aeronin eh de Mexico and
Compaflia 'Afexicana de .1 ittcf6n. .1nteriean, .1ir France,
Air West, .' iancit, liran 'anadian Pacifio, C'tibana, I /elta. Eastern,

Pan Alturici.n. Quantas, and Western.

21. NlERCIIANT si A nix E : :i50,000 tons under Mexican regist ry
I /91;7) 25 million metric tons of freight (1960.

2:). I NT E I N.kT1()NA AGREEMENTS AN I) TnEATIEs: There
are t. bilateral treaties anti agreement:, with the United States and
117 multilateral treaties. Among the more important of the latter are
the Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance (19-17 Rio Pact)
and the Charter of the Organization of American States. There are no

21;. .II) PIZOG ii.k .1NI) 111,1T.111" ASSISTANCE PRO-
G ANIS : Total aid in 1907, I .S$100,000.
27. OVERSEAS TER l I TOR I ES AND POSSESSIONS : Nom'.

2s. INTERNATIONAL OBLIGATIONS AND NIEMBERSIII PS:
United Nations and related international agencies; Organization of
American States; 1-1 other international organizations and specialized
agencies.
29. ARNIE!) FORCED STRENGTH: About Go,000 in 19(iti: police,
figure not at ailahle; militia, gendarmerie, or National Guard. none.
Military budget in 196, v ;t:., 9 I percent of total federal budget.

-00009
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SECTION I. SOCIAL

CHAPTER 1

GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE SOCIETY

The pre,ent -m-exienn state came intO hying ith the dissolution of
the Spanish empire and the collapse of the brief Middle American
empire of Agustin de Iturbide in 1s?:; (-ee ch. :;, 1 1 istorical Setting).
A federal republie N\ ith 29 states. 2 territories. anal a federal district,
the count y\ is headed by a strong executite hhata a subordinate legis-
lature and judiciary (-we eh. The (1o% eminent System). Since
1916 the Institutional IZe obit ionar Party (Partido olucionario
Institutional ), a coalition of groups ranging front the moderato
Left to the moderate Bight, 1:s controlled tilt government.

The- carious segments of the population th. farmers, organized
labor, 'Indust red and commercial grumps, tits professionals, and the
clergyappear to support solidly the PRI. Minority opposition is
found among membeN of the illegal Fuerza Popular, (clerical
fascists), mert andcmert Coniimunists of aaci0us persuasions, some
anarchists, and menibers of the -new Left" who in the summer and fall
of 19(;8 sparked a series of public demonstrations and riots (see ch.
1-1, D mimics). On the w hole, however, the government ap-
pears quite stable. It has attempted to ensure broad participation of
the people in the national gol eminent through programs of Ind&
information and education, and b PVgalliZat i011:11 31enues

for various interest groups to participate in tile programs of the
in4itutionalized revolution.

There has evol% (1 in Mexico a genuine national society. There is a
feeling that the people ale the nation's most pi ocious asset and that no
segment of the moo. iet has a monopol oil abilit-sky Only the most primi-
tic and rotated !nue not been integrated if,""o the society (see ch. 5,
Ethnic Groups and Languages), Some fin, t , rural areas and in
the south displa communal rather than irrational loyalties, but par-
ticularl since the administration of Pre,sident Liizao ('ardenas

19.:1 19 to) /..do (C01111111111:11 land ) 11401'11N. these Indian
communities 1,4,1 inctea-ingl,% heel, brought into the nut ion. The more
Ili-1)8114:1/yd northerners and urban (Nene' . contrast with the more
Indian and rural southerners, but t he inst it u, ionelized re oink ion lies
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evolved a x iable means of meeting the different aspirations of the
several groups.

The national society that has ex olved clerk es its homogeneity from
the process of inestizaje (ethnic and cultural blending of European
and Indian) which is irtually complete. Although Spanish is the
national language, it has incorporated many Indian roots, place names,
and patronymics. Catholicism is the predominant religion, but there
exist syncretic practices among Indians and a significant degree of
anticlericalism among the PRI and the middle class. Some cultural
differences remain, however, and they'have been represented by various
revolutionary heroes and political figures. Southerners Eniiliano
Zapata and Lazar() Cardenas symbolized the Lillian tradition of
regional loyalty to the pat ria chka (small country) ; northerners
Pancho Villa and Alvaro Obregon espoused the Spanish values of

nia(he'xino (manliness), and loyalty to a chief or patiyin
(see ch. 3, Historical Setting; ch. 12, Social Values).

Virtually since the Revolution (1910-1917), political power has
rested with the PRI. Because it manages to embody and represent a
broad spct rum of national interests, it has had no strong opposition.
Opposition parties exist and have made sonic showing in local elec-
tions, but their effectiveness seems to lie in demonstrating to the PRI
the mood of the people. The National Action Party (Partido AcciOn
NacionalPAN), the major opposition party, won an important
mayoralty election in Lruapan, Michoaciin, in December 1968. The
PRI discovered its error in trying to impose on local electors its own
outside candidate in that case.

As the PRI attempts to embody nation,.1 interests, so does the presi-
dent ofthe country reflect a concensus of the PRI. He does not rule
arbitrarily but reflects party policies. It is said in Mexican politics
that no matter what the personal political sympathies of a presidential
candidate he they Left or Rightin office lie always becomes a Cen-
trist (see oh. 1-1, Political Dynamics).

Mexico thus presents the picture of a country which has achieved
a measure of representative democracy under an oligarchy. For ()vet
a generation no significant part of the population has been alienated,
and as a consequence Mexico has been the only country in Latin
America which has escaped significant political violence for over -10
years of increasing economic and social progress. The prospect for
political stability seems perhaps the best in Latin America. Unlike
other f.at:n American countries, Mexico is in little danger of being
upset by the military. Although the generals of the revolutionary
period played a major role in building the PRI, the military has sub-
sequently played a small and declining part in politics, and the Mexi-
can military budget is one of the smallest in the world, relatively
speaking.

2
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The principal sou -co of dissidence seems to be found in the raiical
Left, in the wave f student unrest which Mexico shares with most
other developed al I developing societies over the world. The prospect
for continued a ante of significant internal conflict is still a good
one, how e. er, because of the highly sophisticated methods traditionally
employed by the PRI in dealing v ith opposition. Although the PRI
has demonstrated on occasion a capacity to deal firmly with insur-
gency, the fundamental approach in recent years has been to treat it as
a socio-political rather than a military problem, to work towards the
containment of social alienation rather than the repression of insur-
rection. Thus, Leftists have often been contained by political and
economic reform instituted by the PRI (see ch. 1, Political
Dynamics).

Economic power in Mexico is divided among four principal groups
who also represent the ruling political coalition : communal and indi-
vidual farmers, organized labor and the functionaries of the party and
the government, and the rising industrialists and their commercial
and financial allies. This power derives from the land, including both
mineral and agrjcultural resources; the people; and the state. There
is a dwindling group of traditional landed elite and former owners
of mines and services, many of whom have shifted their residual
capital to urban real property development ; a rising middle class,
some of whom'are approaching the status of a new plutocracy; and
a large mass, representing the bulk of both rural and urban popula-
tion. It is for thiSf roup that the ongoing Revolution seeks to speak,
and the party and the government continue to advance programs of
economic reform designed to raise further the economic status of the
rank and file.

Building on the social and economic convulsions of the mid-19th
\ century Reforma, the long period of economic development and

political stability of the Porfiriat 0 (the long rule of Porfirio Diaz),
and the 20th century- catharsis of the Revolution, the Mexican econ-
omy has largely transisted from the traditional post-colonial land,
cattle, and mining economy to a nodern, diversified economy, growing
at one of the fastest rates in Latin America (see ch. 18, ('haraaer and
Structure of the Economy).

In this process, some of Mexico's resources have been overexploited
and are now seriously depleted. These include fresh and salt water
fisheries, w i ld game, and forests. Although Mexico is still the major
producer and exporter of silver, zinc, and lead,, reserves of precious
metals and ores have been significantly reduced. Excessive subsistence
farming. especially of maize (corn) on poorer soils and steep slopes,
and, grazing, both in the semi-arid areas and in the highlands, has
resulted in significant destruction of soils and natural vegetative cover.
On the other hand, well conceived programs of flood control, irriga-
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tion, drainage, lidroelectric tlekelopinet, management. of petroleum
and natural gas resources, pest control, and soil consenation seem to
more than ethinterbalative past exploitzttion (see eh. 19, .1griculture).
Only should the rate of population grouth continue tutllecLed ttould
these programs seem likely to foil.

t lie .19611.- agricult to al out put 11:1h eXIMIldt'll of er 1 pen (Alt faster
Than population. The Mexican iigri( tilt 1 potential is considerable,
but its del elopment is it difficult. t ime consuming, and capital-intensk e

process, lequiring continuing large-scale gan et nmental out las on irri-
gation, drainage, transportation, and resettlement. Tu o-thirds of
Mexico's agricultural output is produced on irrigated lands tthiell
1 Vprent'llt a fraction of t Ile total area under cultivation. The productive
agit idtural sector is for the mo-t part mechanized tt ith little demand
for agl it'll It Ural 11111). 01er 1.0 percent Of the FM011:16011 i, V1111/101 l'4.1

in dry-farming subsistence agriculture; the pil`rductie potential of
this sector is -light as the fainting i-, carried out on seti-arid
pernulentle inaLcessible to irriLration. Although this agricultural
population has ceased to grou--_,...largel because of migration to the
cities it already exceed- the capacitt of the dry-farmed lands to
ab-orb human labor, and agricultural underemployment is a set ions
and continning problem (ee eh. H). Agriculture).

Nfi..\ican agriculture continue:, to expand. !mum er, and is not onh
-11111k: wilt to feed the -Mexican population but to account for a signifi-
cat shale of export trade. A high proportion of tuery national budget
(Intim). the Ifra)'s and 1960', has been de% oted to irrigation and land
t. Lunation. During 1961- 19t:). the production of ttheat increased by

an a% erage of I I per'ellt 1e3 C011'eP. by 8.9 percent ; cotton, by 1.8
percent : and bean,. by 5.7 percent.

The most striking feat m e of the Mexican econo since World War
II been the gum% th of the industrial sector. As the u ar cut off
Nfexico' acces, to imported manufactures, Mexican industrialists
uoted into the eatca it laud reforms u hick desttoed the
puliti al potter of the landed olig.uclls and took 0% er effective control
of the PHI. At the end of the u;i Mexican industrialists were in a
political p();:a1()11 to 1111lit foreign imports h trade restrictions and
thus protect Mexican industrI. The ,piesent contribution of maim file-
t tires to gross Ilational pioduct has passed 26 percent, %% bile that of
agliculture hits declined to less than II percent (see ell. 20, Industry).

.Nlexican industt continues to expand. its orientation is begin-
ning to change. Before 'World War II, ahnogt all Mexican imports
u vie consumer goods. Nou. around a third of intpork are capital
goods. a third are raw materials, and less than a fifth are consumer
good Mexico is beginning to enter the Latin American r!ommon
Nfarket ;Ind the Canailiikti !mulct with such capital goods as boilers,
drill rigs, and steel ()Ili( e furniture; it has taken oe the Caibbean
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and Central American tinurlset for bottles: and has competed strongly
with the United States in t he' cement and steel market (see ch. 23,
Foreign Economic Relations).

.knot her ,ig:Iliticant change in the urn !dation of the Mexican econ-
omy 1,,t- been the decline in the relatk e importance of foreign capital.
Mexico i- now generat ittgr 111)t (MIN olot its own capital for develop-
ment, but is beginning to assume t he role of a capital exporting nation,
with its strongest industries establishing o erseas subsidiaries_Al-
though ownership of bllish.% remains largely in private hands, in-
dustrial growth has reeeked major iipetus from public investments
in economic infrastructure, particulau , power generation and trans-
port. Public financial institutionsnotably the Banco de Comercio
Exteu ior anti the. Banco de Mkico art' supporting Mexican manu-
facturt s m their major role in dm eloping the Latin American Com-
mon Nfarket, (see ch. 1S. Character and Structure of the Economy),

Strong a, the impetds to growth in 'Mexico is, the count rt- has been
faced witlu the need to o% ermine a social deficit. As agriculture and
industr become less labor intensk e and the population continues to
grow, .prolilenis Of IthenIploment and rapid urbanization increase.
The country is faced with a continuing struggle to accommodate the
fast mounting urban populations, to outpace slums and provide hous-
ing, sanitation, electricity, and potable Atter (see ch. S, Living Condi-
tions). Much, however. has already dtnte in the fields of health
and education. The ratio of doctors to polo at ion is one of the highest
in Latin America: effective public health campaigns have been car-
ried out : the cost of medicine is kept under rigid price controls: and
dietary supplements are po\ ided to school age children free or at
subsidized prices. Educational resources irate been mobilized behind
development. A high proport ion of secondary schools offer vocational,
technical, and specialized training related directly to the national
program for economic and social progress. Illiteracy has decreased
from 6.1 percent in 1930 to 8 percent in 1968. The gm ernment giu es a
high priority to education: the federal budget in 196( allocated 26 per-
cent of gm el nment funds to thispnrpom (see ch. 9, Education).

Mexi.o's foreign relations are conditioned by its strict adherence to
the principals of sel f-determination of all peoples and noninten elution.
These principles have led Mexico to take a neutral position on the cold
war and to be the only Latin Amrican cutout ry to maintain diplomatic
relations with C:tstroite Cuba. As a member of the Organization of
American States and of the rnited Nations, Mexico has supported
hemispheric solidarity but has opposed inters cut ion by either of these
bodies into the internal affairs of any state (see ch. 15, Foreign
Relations).

Nfoxican foreign polio does recognize the ad% antages of economic
cooperation het %\een so% ereign states. It hat :retire part icipant



in hemispheric and Latin American plans for economic cooperation
especially in the, Latin American Common Market. It has been reluc-
tant to become involved in bilateral aid programs but has engaged in
joint development programs with the Vnited States along their com-
mon border. While not dependent on foreign aid, Mexico has made
successful use of international lending agencies.

Mexico's geography has contributed significantly to shaping the
present society (see ch. 2, Physical Environment). The high elevation
and geology of the central core area have combined to produce fertile
soil and favorable climatic conditions in an area which would other-
wise be unable to support a population of any size. The deserts in the
north and the mountains and jungles in the south have served to con-
tain the state and aid its survival as an independent nation. The rich-
ness of the country's resources made Mexico one of the most important
of Spain's colonies. As the colony grew so did the mestizo (mixed
European and Indian ancestry) spirit ; Mexico was the first Latin
American country to declare independence from Spain and has exerted
considerable influence over the Latin American community since that
time.

Sottish cultural influence has combined with the distinct strains
which have evolved out of the Chichimee desert cultures of the north
and the high Mesoamerican cultures of the center and south to produce
the present Mexican society (see ch. 12, Social Values). The two recent
events which have had the greatest impact on this society have been
Mexico's Revolution during the early part of the centurywith its
sweeping political, economic, and so, ial changesand the economic
boomprincipally industrial in characterfollowing World War II.

Accelerating urbanization and industrialization, the emergence of
:t substantial and influential middle class, and the concomitant, growth
of a genuine nationalism appear to he the hallmarks of the new Mexico.
Change has been rapid since the 19-10.s. -Whether the rate of change
will continue to be exponential or whether Mexico will enter upon a
period of sochil, political, and economic consolidation remains to be
seen. The PRI is committed to the ongoing revolution, but, its current
emphasis on the institutionalized revolution may %Nell indicate iv.shift
of emphasis from change to consolidation. The reemergence of the
moderately conservatiN e opposition party, the PAN, on the one Mind,
and Qui:1011st ration:- I o the radical Left on the other may both be symp-
toms of a tendency touard readjustment, in the polity. The Mexican
people in general support their government ; all are proud of their
nation.

6
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CHAPTER 2

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

Mexico has been, and is being, shaped by its physical circumstances.
The geology and high elevations of the central mesa and its flanking
highlands have produced an enclave of healthy and fertile lands in an
area which would otherwise tend to be too hot and alternately too wet
and. too dry for optimum human occupancy. It is this area which has
been and remains the core of the state. On the other hand, the desert
and mountain barriers separating the Mexican coreland in the Valley
of Me co (An lame) and its associated central zone from the oases
and sin tropical areas of southwestern tnitql States were among the
reasons that the Mexican political state proved unable to retain these
outlying areas. Similarly, with the end of the Spanish Empire on the
mainland of the New World, the isolated corelands of Central
America, cut off by mountains and jungle, could not be retained in

the emergent Mexican state. The evolution of the national territory
has been a matter of establishing the effective span of control of a
society based primarily on the Mexican central zone and those areas
which could be effectively connected to it.

Many of Mexico's land forms are dominated by the Cordilleran
(Laramide) system of mountain ranges (to which both the South
American Andes and North American Rocky Mountains belong), and
the associated Gulf Coast Embayment. The peninsula of Baja Cali
fornia, the Gulf of California and the Sea of Cort6s, the Sierra Madre
Occidental and the coastal highlands of Guerrero, Oaxaco, and Chi-
apas are wholly or largely products of the on-going Coast Range geo-
logical activity that is pi rt of the contemporary "Ring of Fire" around
the Pacific Ocean basin, characterized by active volcanism and violent
crustral movements. In Mexico, the most spectacular recent event of
this sort was the erupt ion of the new olcano, Parietal'', in 1943. While
Mexico belongs to the North American continent, it also is physically
and geologically the bridgehead to South America since the present
Central American landbridge was built out of the volcanic activity
of the Coast. Range.

Between the Cordilleras ranges is the elevated plateau, extending
from north of the Balsas depression (in present Guerrero and South-
ern Puebla ) northward into the southwestern part of the "United
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states. southern part of this area is hnow n as the central mesa and
contains t he Valley of Mexico.

Mexico falls into three basic climatic regimes : the arid north ; the
tropical low lands of the east, south, and w est coasts; and the temperate
and cool tropical uplands of the central zone and parts of the south,
w here most of the people are concentrated. For the most part, Mexico's
native flora and fauna :ire of North American origins, but there has
been a significant backflow of South American species. The North
American life forms tend to he predominant in the key central
highlands.

Except for petrolein, coal, and sulfur, and some residual iron and
aluniinum deposits, the bulk of mineral resources are associated with
the Cordillera n structural s stem, the Sierra Madres, both Oriental
and Occidental. Mineral deposits in the Coast Range structures of the
west and south are far more sparse. Mexican pet roleum and sulfur, as
in the adjacent parts of the Texas and Louisiana areas, are associated

it the Gulf Eniba went. Mexico's relatively scarce bituminous coal
is also 'associated with the Gulf Embayment in Nuevo Leon and
Tanial i pas.

Human geography di ides into smeral main elements: 1) the core-
land in the central zone, essentially the Valley of Mexico, with its
extensions into the tropical lowlands around Veracruz, and into the
!myth western part of the central zone around Guadalajara in Jalisco;
2) the humid and wet and dry tropical areas of the south (Veracruz,
Oaxaca, Tabasco, ('ampeche, Yucattin, and Quintana Roo), the strong-
hold of persisting Indian influence; 3) the dry sub-tropical lowlands
of Tamaulipas and Nuevo Leon, w it its independent secondary- core
focusing On Monterrey; -I) the wild dry land pastoral area of
Chihuahua, interior Sonora and Baja California ; and 5) the irrigated
areas of the north both along the Rio Gi an& ( Rio Irmo) and Colo-
rado River and along the Pacific Coast.

BORDERS AND POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS

Fronk El Paso and Ciudad Jitillez to the (tuff of Mexico, the
boundary la t ecn the United States and Mexico is formed by the main
channel of the Rio Grande (Rio Bra\ o del Norte) (see fig. 1 ). Such
a boundary has the advantage' of being a definite, clearly visible
feature, but since it is a dy mimic and still active pysiographie feature,
it has some disath antages. How eer, a ith a determination on the part
of the two neighboring nations to sole their problems amicably, and

ith joint agreements for the do dopmnt of the irrigation and hydro-
electric potential of the s stein, and a joint flood control program, this
frontier seems unlikely to generate any future problems related to its
physiograph lc character.

8
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From El Paso west, the border, except for a short stretch of the
lower Colorado, which series to separate Arizona from the northeast
corner of Baja California, follows an arbitrary surveyed line, marked
on the ground only by surveyors' monuments and a zone of cleared
vegetation.

The use of the ricer for a boundary splits certain areas into two
parts, inhibiting unified development: The part of the frontier that
includes the twin cities of El Paso and .Itnirez has relatively minor
problems. More serious are those associated with the lower Colorado
River and the irrigated lands of northeastern Baja California. Heavy
exploitation of the waters of the river upstream within the United
States has the effect of raising the salinity level of the waters in the
delta to an unacceptable level for optimum irrigation use in Mexico.
The problem is being studied, and it is believed an acceptable solution
can be found. A. lesser set of problems grows out of the fact that the
Tijuana area of Baja California Norte is effectively an overflow of the
San Diego urban complex of Southern California. Effective commu-
nity action by the inhabitants of Baja California and the cooperation
of 'United States federal authorities, California state authorities and
the communities of ('hula Vista and San Diego have gone a long way

toward developing a a iable and mutually beneficial set of local inter-
national arrangements there.

There has been considerable mot ement of peoples across the
frontier ever since its establishment. During much of the period, the
lure of higher wages on the United States side has drawn Mexican
farm workers across. Much of this Mot ement has been overt and a
matter of contract labor or formal immigration into the IThited States.
Similarly, expatriate North Americans have often congregated in the
Mexican border towns, attempting to es ade extradition back into the
-United States. The problems associated with these phenomena are
markedly receding and the Mexican government has undertaken a
well-conceived and. on the whole, successful program of rehabilitating
the communities of its frontier zone. Cooperation between the two
national governments in control of smuggling and illegal immigta-
tion is also growing in effectiveness.

.Mexico's southern boundary is with Guatemala and with British
Honduras (Belize). Except for the segment from the Interamerican
Highway to the Pacific, the frontier with Guatemala traverses almost
uninhabited wasteland. Similarly, the boundary along the Hondo
valley with Belize goes through country with few people and little
economic significance. Although there are extant, but qnieseent border
disputes is ith both Guatemala and Belize, none are active, and there
are no current problems, either economie or political, which generate
significant trouble on either of the southern frontiers. Should Guilty-
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mala attempt to press its disputed claims on the British, Mexico is then
likely to press its claims on Belize.

There are .2,) states in the Mexican Federal Union, two territories
and a federal district. For statistical and some administrative pur-
poses the Mexican government. has grouped these into five regions.
'Phe North Pacific Region contains Baja California Norte, Baja Cali-
fornia. Sur (territory), Sonora, Sinaloa, and .Nayarit. The Northern
Region contains Chihuahua, Coahuila, Nuevo Le(in, Tamaulipas,
Durango, Zacatecas, and San Luis Potosi. The Gulf coast and Yuca-
tan Region contains Veracruz, Tabasco, Campeche, Yucatan, and
Quintana Roo (territory). The South Pacific Region contains Guer-
rero, Oaxaca, Chiapas, and Colima. The Central Region (Central
Zone) contains Aguascalientes, Jalisco, Guanajuato, Queretaro,
I I i da I go, Al iehoaciiii, Mexico, I )ist rito Federal ( Federal Dist rict ),
Morelos, Tlaxcala, and Puebla.

The Northern Pacific Region comprises about 21 percent of the
land area of Mexico, but only has some 6 percent of its population.
Its irrigated agriculture is playing an increasing role in the economy.
The Northern Region includes sonic 40 percent of the land area but has
less than 20 percent of the national population. Here, tics the recent
upsurge in agricultural production and in heavy industry is increas-
ing the significance of the region. Tin Gulf Coast and Yucattin Region
includes some 1 percent of the national land area, and somewhat over
12 percent of the population. New developments in the Gulf Coast are
tending to rehabilitate this slowly developing sector of the country.
The rugged South Pacific region also compriSes some h percent of the
land area of the republic, but includes more than 14 percent of the
people, concentrated especially in Oaxaca. The Central Region,
Mexico's heartland. includes only 14 percent of its area, but has nearly
half of all its people.

NATURAL FEATURES

Major Terrain Features

The land forms of Mexico break hit° a western set, and a central
and eastern set. However, there is not any clean separation between
them. Terrain is both highly complex and highly significant to the
historical development and present characteristics of the Mexican
society, polity, and economy. Generally, Mexico consists of the arid and
sub-tropical lowlands of the central and soutIrn coasts. Their is
then subdivided,into : the Gulf Coastal Plain of Tamaulipas and Nuevo

the Mesa del Norte, the arid and lower northern- part of the cen-
tral plateau, extending front the northern parts of San Luis Potosi and
Zacatecas, and the eastern part of Durango, to Coahuila and astern
Chihuahua : the folded and faulted ridges of the northern part of the
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Sierra Madre Oriental, which bound the plateau to the east ; the dis-
sected low eastern edge of the plateau which continues north of Mon-
clova to the United States' border; the high and rugged and deeply
dissected volcanic flows of the Sierra Madre Occidental, which bounds
the western side of the Mestt del Norte; thC basin and range country
of Sonora, west of the Sierras; the interrupted alluvial lowlands of
the coastal plain along the eastern shores of the Gulf of California
(Vieja California), with its pockets of lowland along both the Pacific
and Gulf of California coasts (see fig. 2).

Generally speaking, the fauna and flora reflect the arid climate and
are characterized by a preponderance of North American species over
South American. The principal deposits of metallic ores are found in
the Mesa del Norte and the associated Sierras, although there are some
deposits in the basin and range country of Sonora and in Baja Cali-
fornia. Fossil fuels, both petroleum and bituminous coal, However, are
associated with the sediments of the eastern part of the plateau and the
Gulf Coastal plain.

Central MexicOlinostly a matter of the Mesa Central, the southern
part of the central plateau, and its associated features. On the east
mid west are the southern part of the Sierra Madres, Occidental and
Oriental, and discontinuous coastal lowlands beyond along both coasts.
Along the southern edge of the Mesa Central is the great transerse
volcanic range, which together with the Balsas Depression to the south,
cut Mexico into two parts. This barrier has been more significant in
post-conquest than in pre - Columbian times, since it was a less formida-
ble obstacle to runners and porters than to wheeled vehicles. The top
of the plateau; especially in its southern part, is characterized by a
series of dry on lake-filled basins; some, like the Valley of Mexico
itself, are without natural exterior drainage. Others like the Bajio and
Guadalajara, Puebla, San Juan, Aetoplin, and Tulancingo, are drained
by streams penetrating the Sierras to the Gulf or Pacific Coasts. The
climates of the uplands are temperate, though there are spots that are
semi-arid, or even, on the higher peaks, cool and moist. The lowlands
are hot, moist on the coasts, and dry in the interior 13alsas Depression.
Minerals were associated with the Sierra Madre Occidental and
Oriental and the Balsas Depression in Indian and Colonial times, but
have mostly been mined out, except for a few gold and silver mines.

The south is composed ofsix principal subregions: the Serra Madre
del Sur; the Mesa del Sur; the mountains of Chiapas; the Isthmus of
Tehuantepec; the southern extension of the Gulf Coastal Plain; and
the YucatAn Peninsula. Very few of the uplands are high enough to
have extensive areas of cool and moist climate or even ,very much
semiarid. Most of the area is hot and wet or hot and dry. Although
North America fauna and flora are still prominent, more South
American species are found, especially to the south of the Isthmus of

11
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Tehuantepec. Petroleum and sulfur are found in the Gulf Lowlands,
an occurrence similar to that of the Louisiana. Gulf Coast, and some

mercury is mined in (Nei rcro, but g. nerally the mineralization is
slmrser in the south.

Soils

Just as Mexico has great di% efsity in its terrain and geohmoric strnc.-
titre, as well as its climate, so tot) it has a great din ersity of Als. Never-
theless, the soil., of Mexico di% ide generally into Elie great groups
related to climate and' relief; the soils of the humid or subhumid
tropics; the soils of the deserts and semideserts; the soils of the wet
or wet and dry tropics; the soils of the temperate uplands; and the
undo eloped sdfls (litliosols) or rugged, niountainous. or hilly terrain,
of recent % &Jeanie debris, or of the related young alltnial soils. The
soils of the arid to semi-arid areas are characterized by calcification
(lime accumulatig). These are found in northern 'Mexico and drier
parts of the central and southern uplands. Laterization (accelerated
leaching) is characteristic of the humid and warm areas and the
coastal lo lands of the hot and wet zone. There is limited leaching of
the surface layers in the relatively humid to humid uplands; these
soils hare Aiwa never developed to an infertile extreme. Thus the
most successful agriculture in Mexico has been localized on immature
or submatttre soils.

Atypical soils are those which have developed in Tamaulipas, the
low-lying parts of Nueo Lean, the northern Veracruz, and in the
Petiqt district Of southe Yucatt'in. These soils are lime accumulathig
because of an unusually high original lime content in the parent ma-
terial. Other atypical soils are the brown forest soils of northern Baja
California's mountains and the soils of coastal Tabasco and Campeche,
which are relatively infertile soils, very low-lying and hence water-
loTed. The rocky soils of the more rugged terrain tend to resemble
the more mature soils of their climatic regime, hitt are typically thin
and difficult to till, The new Au% jai soils, where the parent material
is relati% y ac11 endowed %dill plant foods. are often very fertile. but
%%here elevated and exposed to weathering for a significant period,
they rapidly acquire the soil characteristics expectable in their climatic
circumstances. On the whole, in Mexico, agricultural prospects are
rather more a matter of surface configuration and available water
than of soil ty pe. lloweer, locally variations of soil fertility, or till-
age chat acterist ics !we had and gill continue to exert, a significant
effect on settlement and economic success. It is also true, especially in
the south. that, long-continued exploitation of relatively infertile soils
or soils on steep slopes has led to a significant reduction in initial soil
fertility, or to excessive erosion and the exposure of relatively infertile
subsoils:
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Climate

As with soils. the basic pattern of climates in Mexico follows the
variation of terrain (see fig. 3). On the w hole, northern Mexico falls
within the area of the aria and semi-arid climates, except for a small
area of Mediterranean (dry subtropical) climate in the extreme north
of Baja California, and a somew hat larger area of humid subtropical
climate in the eastern part of the coastal lowlands on northern
Tamaulipas and Nue% 0 Leuu. Similarl, southern Mexico .,ends to
fall within the tropical savanna (wet and dry). Only along the
Tabasco-Campeche coast and the Pet61 piedmont are there true rainy
tropical climates. I lowever, in the highlands, throughout the country,
there are small patches, and sometiines large areas of climates of the
mid-latitude type (for example, in the temperate areas) and are cool
and. moist. Since altitude is such a major determinant, this tempera-
ture-based pattern is often very complex within a given locality. Simi-
laly, the mountainous terrain often produces local "rain shadow" dry
areas (for example, the eastern Mesa Central, or the Balsas Depres-
sion) or "rain trap" (for example. the sewad slopes of the mountains)

' 6ffeets.
Mexico's basic climatic pattern stems from its latitude, its funnel

shape, its variation in altitude, and the orientation of its highlands.
While all of Mexico lies in the sable latitudes as the great desert belt
of North Africa and the Middle East, only in the wide north, in Baja
California and the northwestern part of the mainland does true desert
climate occur in Mexico. Even the somewhat larger areas of bordering
semi-arid climates are confined to the north, except for localized areas
of "rain shadow" on the leeiard sides of the central highlands.

The most densely populated and productive parts of Mexico fall
right in the center of the normal zone of inflt,,nce of the tropical high
pressure belt, partly because of the alternation of wind and moisture
patterns by the adjacent seas and oceans. This results in bringing
moisture to the east coast, both by extension northward of the effects,
of the moisture bringing Northeast Trade Winds in the slimmer, and
extension southward of polar outbreaks ail of the North American
continent in the winter. These latter normally dry winds' pick up
moisture over the Gulf of Mexico and are the cause of both the
Tehuantepec Storms of Mexico and the similar Papagayo Storms of
Honduras and Nicaragua. Although Mexico lies outside of the main
path of the summer and fall Atlantic hurricanes, their Pacific an.
logues (cord (ntqu8 or t hubtptcos) bring significant amounts of ire
to the Mexican west coast. In some 'sense, all of these phenomena can
be ascribed to the weilk North American monsoons, in which the
generation of generally' low pressures over central North America in
the hot summer and early fall tend to induce northward flows, while
the continental high pressures of winter and early spring tend to push

14
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the %%hole system of air masses to the south. How ever, because the prin-
cipal moisture sources lie to the cast, given the prevailing wind pat-
terns, and thus the entire west coast lies generally in a seasonal "rain
shadow."

The tropical, wet climates of the southern and eastern slopes of the
Sierra Madre and the Mesa del Sur, the coastal areas of southern
Veracruz and Tabasco, and of the Petk are only occasionally and
locally continuously wet enough to approximate true rainforest condi-
tions. For the most part, these are monsoonal tropical climates, with
a drier season in the winter. The rest of the hot and vet climates, in
central and 'orthern 'Veracruz, in northern Yucattin and Quintana
Roo, and along the Pacific coast, from Sinaloa to the Guatemalan
border and a smaller highland area in Baja California, are tropical
wet and dry climates, with a marked and prolonged winter dry season,
and heavy summer rains. The dry climates of the north include two
sizable areas of tropical desert and two smaller areas of cooler sub-
tropical desert. The first of these latter are the deserts of central and
southern Baja California, and the second is an area in northern Chi-
huahua., centered on Ciudad .karez. The smaller of the two areas of
hot. desert, includes the northwestern part of Sonora and the north-
eastern coast of the Baja California peninsula. The most extensive area
of hot desert occupies the eastern third of Chihuahua, western Coa-
huila, the northwestern corner of Durango, and the northern tips of
Zacatecas and San Luis Potosi. The cool desert in west central
Baja. California gets most of its sparse rainfall in summer. The rest
of the desert areas receive most of the rain in the form of violent win-
ter thunderstorms. The semi- arid areas border the true deserts except
"rain shadow" areas of the eastern Mesa Central and the Balsas
Depression.
_The more important occurrences of humid subtropical climates,
however are those of Mexico's highlands. These include a small area
of mediterranean climate, with a moist cooler winter and dry hot
summer, in the sierras of Baja California del Norte. Most of the up-
land temperate climates however are either of the dry winter or gen-
erally moist types. In the north there is generally a distinct variation
between hot summers and cool winters, but in the south these climates
tend to be isothermal, with less than 9' F. annual temperature range.
The cooler climates, in which the average temperature of the warmest
months does not exceed 't1.6° F., are confined to the upper parts of:
the Sierra Madre Occidental, the Sicha Madre and Mesa del Stir, and
the npper'slopes of some of the peaks in the Neovolcanic Range. The
largest of these latter areas is found around Mexico's highest moun-
tain, Citlaltepec ( 18,9,09 feet).

More significant, as well as more widespread, are the warm sub-
tropical climates. The dry winter type is more widespread, the moist
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climates being generally confined to the "rain traps" of the windward
slopes of the higher ranges of the center and north, and to the tropical
highlands of Chiapas and Guerrero. It is the former type which is
dominant in the Mexican coreland in the Mesa Central. Both in that
area and the strips which follow the Sierra Madre Occidental and
Oriental into northern Mexico, the pattern is toward the dry margin of
the temperate type of climate. But further south, in Oaxaca and
Chiapas, even though the winters are drier than the summers, the over-
all levels of rainfall are high. There are very limited areas near the top
of the highest of the volcanic peaks where the climates are compara-
ble to those of the northern midlatitudes or even the polar climates.

Hydrology

Mexican hydrology is largely conditioned by terrain, soils, and
climate, but there are significant areas where the underlying rock Ma-
terials haVe significant hydrologic effects (see fig. 4). The most notable
of these are the subsurface drainage phenomena associated with under-
lying limestones, but locally, both sandstones, and even more com-
monly, porous volcanic rocks (tuffs, etc.) act as important waterbear-
ing layers. In many alluvial areas at the foot of the highlands or in
basin fills, there are sizable accumulations of subsurface water. Never-
theless, the crux of Mexican hydrology is related to surface run-off,
in perennial or intermittent streams and storage on natural or artificial
lakes. Only two major' river systems affect Mexico and then only
slightly; these are the delta of the Colorado in the west and the middle
and lower part of the Rio Grande, (Rio Bravo) system in the north-
east. There are significant areas of interior drainage in central and
northern Mexico, and the most important area of subsurface drainage
is in Yucattin and Quintana Roo. The rest of Mexico has normal ex-
terior drainage into the Atlantic or the Pacificthe shorter, inter-
mittent streams characterizing the western drainage, and longer,
perennial ones, the eastern.

NATURAL VEGETATION

There is great variety in the natural vegetation of Mexico, ranging
from cool climate species to tropical types, and from desert to rain-
forest and swamp vegetation (see fig. 5). The dryland species are found
mainly in the north, the tropical in the south, and the cool climate types
in the uplands. The physiographic diversity of Mexico tends to blur
these distinctions, and local conditions often govern the vegetative
complex. In the north there tends to be a differentiation between west
coast forms and eastern forms; in the south these distinctions tend to
disappear and altitude and microclimates, soils, and underlying rocks
tend to be more important.
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In the northern portion of the Baja California Peninsula, especially
on the western slope, there is a small area of Mediterranean type
chaparral, with true sages as well as sagebrush, scrub oak, live oak,
((mountain mahogany", coastal (closed cone) pines, nanzaiiita and the
like. Farther south on the peninsula and in the arid or semi-arid parts
of Sonora and Sinaloa west of the Sierra Madre Occidental, there is a
sparse evergreen vegetation. resembling that of California's Mojave
Desert and western Arizona. Scattered evergreen shrubs, succulents
especially many varieties of cactus, including the impressive saguaro=
and ephemeral flowering plants after the rare but intense desert
thunderstorms or the rarer Pacific hurricane. On the extreme southern
tip of the peninsula, there is a small area of deciduous vegetation of
similar characteristics. The upper slopes of the Sierra Madre Occi
dental are covered with a sparse growth of conifers, mostly pines in
small open groves or as single trees, but with some fir and denser stands
of pine in higher, wetter locations.

The vegetation of the Mesa del Norte and the northern, inland slOpes

of the Sierra Madre Oriental is composed primarily of dryland vegeta-
tion, but with a number of deciduous broadleaf shrubs and scattered
trees. Except for local areas of wetter and cooler upland, this-pattern
obtains in the central mesa as well. The coastal lowlands of Tamaulipas
have a somewhat similar vegetative cover, but with more trees along
the watercourses, and with grass in bunches in many of the intervening
spaces between the shrubs of trees. In the higher areas of the Sierra
Madre del Sur, the Mesa del Sur and the higher parts of the Sierra
Madre de Chiapas, the vegetation is a mixture of needleleaf coniferS,
mostly pines, but with firs and oaks in the cool, moist uplands. North-
ern Yucatan and Qintana Roo have only scattered deciduous and
evergreen shrub, for the most part. The rest of the Pacific and Atlantic
coastal lowlands tend to be dominated by semideciduous "jungle" type
broadleaf semideciduous forest, or the thickets of regrowth in areas
where traditional "slash and burn" agriculture has operated on too
short a cycle. Genuine tropical rainforests are found in part of the
Pet6n and Chiapas, but these too 'have sometimes been cut back to
tropical brush by excessive exploitation.

NATIVE FAUNA

Nearly all main groups of tropical and midlatitude vertebrate and
invertebrate animal groups are found. Probably the bulk of the wild
land animals are of North American origins, but a significant backflow
of South American species from tropical Central and South America
has occurred. The Isthmus of Tehuantepec serves in several respects
as a boundary between the areas dominated by North American fauna,
and the area of more equal mixture in Central America. Chiapas and
the Yucatan Peninsula, together with the contiguous highlands of
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Central America, are a similar border zone in -which tropical species
are dominant but some North American types are represented. Never-
theless, there is a tendency for tropical species to follow the lowland,
hot, moist areas northward in the coastal lowlands of southern and
central Mexico.

Soge tropical mammalian species such a.s;the common oppossuin,
the armadillo, and the collared peccary' haire -made their way north-
ward into the southern United States. On the other hsn_d there are no
primates north of southern Mexico. Conversely such northern Species
as the cougar (puma, mountain -lion), bobcat (lynx), gray fox, and
Whitetailed deer have tended to follow the cooler regions of the high-
lands south. Similar patterns to these are found among other; verte-
brates, including reptiles and amphibians, but are more blurred among
the highly mobile and often migratory birds. The pattern of distribu-
tions among both terrestial and marine invertebrates are both highly
complex and less well understood than that of the higher animals, but
appear to be somewhat similar.

Much of this diverse fauna, on land, in the streams and lakes, and
in the adjacent seas, has been profoundly altered by man. Humans
have, since pre-Conquest times, exploited many of these species for
food, for hides, or feathers, and increasingly, in recent times waged
war on species seen as health hazards or economic pests. Man has also
introduced many Old World elements into the area ; among those
deliberately introduced are the domestic animals (cattle, horses, sheep,
goats, chickens, etc.) and such fish as carp, while among those un-
wittingly introduced are the common rat and mouse, the starling, the
house sparrow, the Aeries mosquito of yellow fever and plasmodium,
the causative organism of malaria. Animals once, but no longer, found
in Mexico include the American Bison, and the pronghorn antelope
and the quetzal ; the parrots have been much reduced. On the other
hand, the present surge of development in the tropical lowlands of
Mexico is largely a matter of bringing the disease-carrying anopheline
itnd Aedcs mosquitos under control.

Of particular importance to Mexican man have been the fisheries of
both the inland and coastal waters. With the dessication of many lakes
in the Central Highlands, and the artificial drainage of others, as well
as continued pressure on the remaining resources, this is waning in
importance. The abundant mollusks and crustaceans as well as the
fish and marine turtles of both shores continue to be both an important
source of subsistence for coastal dwellers and an increasingly im-
portant food source for the interior dwellers, as wellas a source of
exports (especially shrimp). The fisheries of tuna, bonita, mackerel,
sardines, and swordfish in the cool waters off Baja California, have
been a very important source of fish, but most of the vessels have been
North American, serving the markets of the United States (see ch. 20,
Industry).
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MINERAL RESOURCES

Minerals has e been of particular significance in Mexico's history
and in the evolution of its economy. Antillean Indian accounts of
Mexican gold reportedly led to the first Spanish expeditions to the
Mexican mainland from Cuba and Santo Domingo. Most of the early
Spanish expeditions out of the conquered Valley of Mexico many'of
the early cheomiGmlas (feudal fiefs), and much of the forced labor of
Indians was related to the search for gold and silver. Similarly, dur-
ing the later Spanish Colonial period the principal freight, in terms of
value, was in precious metals, but by then largely silver. Much of the
agricultural settlement of the Mesa del Norte was initially to provide
food for the mine and smelter workers.

It was Mexico's fabled mineral wealth which is reported to have
led Napoleofl III into his ill-fated adventure in the mid-19th century,
and it was Mexico's minerals which later attracted most of the for-
eign "economic imperialists." Even in the period after World War I,
it was disputes over foreign ownership of Mexico's mines and oil wells
which led to most of the friction between the United States and Mexico,
and one of the major goals of the Revolution from 1910 on was the
recapture of ownership °Nile national mineral resources (see ch. 3,
Historical Setting). In spite of all of this, Mexico's mineral resources
were and are concentrated in a relatively few kinds of ores and de-
posits, and the country is relatively or absolutely lacking in certain
other minerals of particular importance to a modern commercial-
industrial society (see fig. 6).

As late as 1940, gold, and then silver, were by far the leading items
by value in Mexican mineral production, but they have been generally
decreasing in importance in this century, and especially since-World
War II. In only one significant areavdia the Balsas depression, is gold
mining as such still a major economic activity. The rest of the placer-
ing areas have been essentially mined out, and no really significant
lode deposits have ever been found in Mexico. A significant produc-
tion of gold does still come as a byproduct from silver mining, or the
exploitation of complex sulfide ores, mined primarily to recover lead
and zinc.

Most of the initial settlement of northern Mexico by the Spanish
Colonials and t e Indian and mestizo laborers they brought with them
were related t the exploitation of the-grent silver belt from Zacatecas
to Ciudad Chihuahua. Later lines of settlement were related to silver
deposits in northern Zacatecas and Nuevo Leon and western Durango
and Sonora. Many o fthe old silver workings are virtually exhausted,
but some are still in operation in Durango and Chihuahua, and the
old Taxco mines (among the earliest) still are marginal producers.
Among recently abandoned workings are those of Ocampo in
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Coahuila, Villadama in Nuevo Leon, the famous Zacatecas mines, and
those of Guanajuato. In 1969, most of the silver production came
from the exploitation of the complex sulfide ores of the Cardilleran
system for lead and zinc, and production tended to fluctuates with the
world price for these non- ferrous metals. A significant fraction of
Mexico's silver was exported, principally via the tourist trade as
jewelry or holloware (see ch. 20, Industry).

Of other metallic ores, Mexico is one of the world's leading pro-
ducers of lead and zinc, and has been so since the late 19th century.
These Mexican ores are of tip same type which occur in the Cordilleran
system from Alaska to the southern Andes. They occur as hydro-
thermal deposits associated with the Larmide, and more rarely, with
the later Nevadan or Coast Range orogenies. Most of this set of deposits
are to be found in the range, s of the Mesa del Norte or the Sierra Madre
Occidental (see ch. 20, Industry).

Mexico is a significant, but not major producer of copper, principally
from the Cananea deposits of northern Sonora, in operation since the
1880's, and geologically related to the adjacent deposits of Arizona
and. New Mexico. The other major producing area is at El Boleo, in
Baja California Sur, also opened in the 1880's. The Taxco ores were
originally mined by the Indians for tin, but tin production in Mexico
has been nominal.

Mexico is generally deficient in known exploitable resources of iron
and the ferro-alloy metals. Mexico does have minor production of
manganese in Baja California and in the two Sierra Madres of the
north of molybdenum in Sonora and Of tungsten, also in Sonora. The
only developed or, in fact, surely known area of economically exploit-
able iron ore is the Cerro de Mercado, near the city of Durango, which
has thus far been sufficient to permit the growing Mexican steel in-
dustry to avoid dependence on foreign ores. It is quite possible, and
in accordance with both the climate of the tropical parts of Mexico,
that deposits of lateritic iron ore or bauxite (the ore of aluminum) may
be found, but none were known to exist in 1969.

U.

Mexico is fairly deficient in known coal resources. However, the
deposits of bituminous coking coal in the Sabinas basin of northern
Coahuila, first exploited in the 1880's, fueled Mexico's railroads in the
late 19th and early 20th centuries and localized Mexico's earliest, and
still premier, heavy industry concentration at Monterrey.

Petroleum and natural gas are far more important in contemporary
Mexico than coal, and have been for at least 30 years. Nearly 80 percent
of Mexico's energy for industry and transportation as well as a sig-
nificant chemical industry comes from this resource. There are three
areas of known reserves and significant production ; the Reynosa gas
fields of the Rio Grande Delta in the north ; the oil and gas fi
the Tampico area in southern Tamaulipas and northern Veracruz; an
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the Poza Rica field, which in recent years has been producing nearly,
25 percent of Mexican oil. The oil and gas resources of southern Verk'
cruz, now principally exploited for natural gas, may have reserves that
arcs very large. Thus far there has been little exploitation of off-shore
oil in these Mexican areas, but the similarity of the geology and the
shallowness of the Gulf of Mexico would seem to promise_future poten-
tial production, when needed.

Most Other non-metallic minerals are of internal significance only.
A. notable exception is sulfur, produced as in Louisiana by the high
temperature Fritsch procesc, from salt domes underlying the coastal
plain and geologically associated with the petroleum and gas deposits.
Another exception is salt, especially from the seawater evaporation
works of the Baja Peninsula. As yet, the salt, of the Tabascan salt
domes is not being exiensivel: exploited, but the growing petro-
chemical industry at the port of linatithin is expected to change this.
Salt production elsewhere in Me. ico is principally a matter of ex-

.

ploitation of the deposits in the lash's of interior drainage and is
mostly locally consumed in mining, heavy industry, or domestic use.

-Other non-ynetallic mineral production such as building stone, lime-
stone for cement or agricultural use, or ,use of clays, is and historically
has been a matter of local domestic consumption. A minor but per-
haps noteworthy exception has been the use of semi-precious stones,
volcanic glasses, and ell ramie glazes for the production of jewelry for
sale domestically, to tourists, or for export (see ch. 20, Industry).

MANMADE FEATURES

. The pressures of man on the land, from pre-Conquest times to the
present, have significantly altered the physical setting of the Mexican
culture. In the arid north and in the uplands, grazing by cattle and
sheep and especially, by goats and donkeys, have permanently altered
the vegetation, and have led to significant destruction and removal of
topsoil. Similarly, both in the tropical lowlands, and on the slopes
in the tropical and sub-tropical hill lands. recurrent cropping of maize,
has led to the depletion or actual removal of much of the original soil
resource. In some areas, draw on subsufface water resources has passed
the point of any early replenishment. Well-conceived conservation
programs are beginning to mitigate many of the worst of these situa-
tions, but some of the losses are irreversible at present levels of tech-
nology. Urban occupancy of the land has been less destructive of the
nation's productive resources. but in Mexico. as in other areas of the
world, significant areas of premium agricultural land has been in-
vaded by urban construction, especially in the vicinity of the capital.
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Irrigation Works

Major irrigation tl..\ elopmeuts cat. tie found in nearly every province
of the arid north, but Sinaloa, Sonora, Chihuahua,_ Coahuila, Nuevo
Leon and Tamaulipas, all hal e experienced major new develmnents
in the exploitation of available irrigation waters. Significant though
smaller new developments ha% e taken place in the Central Zone supple-
menting those inherited from Meso-American and Spanish times, and
a new development is underway on the Rio Tehuantepec, on the dry
southern side of the isthmus.

Drainage and Flood Control Works

Drainage works, unlike irrigation, have been largely a matter of
post-Independence times, and most post-date the Revolution. Among
those of importance are the new drainage projects in the Coastal Low-
lands of Tabasco, Campeche, and Veracruz provinces. Along with the
flood control and hydroelectric project with which they are, or are to
be, associated, these will produce a major change in the physical
makeup of these renascent areas (see fig. 4).

Hydroelectric Works

The earliest hydroelectric developments in the Sierra Madre Orient al
were built in the late 19th century, but the surge of construction of
large hydroelectric installations was an accomplishment of the Revo-
lution. The newer structures are frequently multi-purpose dams, serv-
ing flood control and irrigation needs as well as power generation. As
yet, the output of these works and the several thermoelectric sites is
only regionally netted.

The largest area of netted power extends from the Miguel Aleoliin
complex southwest of the capital, through Mexico City to the Necaxa
and Mazatepec orks in the Sierra Madre Oriental, and thence.south
through the city of Veracruz to the Pal aloapan system and on to the
thermal plant at MinatitlA, it the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. Smaller
nets focus on: Guadalajara and the Cupatizio project; the Sonora and
northern Sinaloa coasts and the Novillo project ; Chihuahua and the
Conchos Valley ; and the Falcon Darn on the Rio Grande and Mon-
terrey. Major new works are underway in the lower Balsa Valley and
in the Grijalva Valley of Chiapas.

_Ports

Although Orin* ports or small boat harbors along Mexico's exten-
sive seacoasts are numerous, only a few are of major international
significance. None is a good "natural harbor," and Veracruzthe most
importantis almost entirely a "made" port. The other ports of more
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than local signifieance on the Atlantic co cst are Matamoros, Tampico,
Tuxpan, Coatzalcoalcos, Campeche, and Progreso. The Mexican port
cif the Rip Grande (Rio Itraxo) Delta is connected by rail to Monter-
rey. Tampico, at the mouth of the Pamico, is in the center of the old oil
and gas area. It is connected by rail with Monterrey and the Mesa del
Norte and by highway to the Central Zone. Tuxpan is the port for
the Poza Rica area. Coaczalcoalcos is the (Puerto Mexico) outport for
Minatithiu and the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. Campeche is the port and
capital of the province of the same name. Progreso is the port for
Merida in Yucatiln.

There are no ports of real significance on the peninsula of Baja
California, but La Paz, capital of Baja California, Sur, is gaining
popularity as a sportsfishing and yachting center. Manzanillo,
terminus of the railroad from Guadalajara, is perhaps the most im-
portant 'of the contemporary west coast ports on the mainland.

Other ports of the Gulf of California or Pacific coasts include :
Venustiano Carranza, salt port of the Bahia Vizcaino in Baja Cali-
fornia: Santa Rosalia, copper port of the Gulf of California in Baja
California; Guaymas, shrimping center, and port for the cotton
growing Hermosillo and Nogales areas of Sonora; Yavaros, port for
the, Navojoa, area ; Topolobampo, terminus of the newly completed
railroad from Ciudad Chihuahua ; Altata, port fc %thacan;
Mazatlan, port of southern Sinaloa; and terminus of the hit ay from
Durango; San Bias, port for 'Nayarit, and former Pacific outlet for
Guadalajara; Puerto Vallarta, a fashionable resort; Acapulco de
Jinirez, a cruise and yachting port and major tourist center; Puerto
Angel, port. for Oaxaca de Jinirez: Salina Cruz, Pacific terminus of
the Tehuantepec rail and highway route and the, petrolemn pipeline
front 31inatit ; and Puerto Madero, last Mexican port before the
Guatemalan border.

Pipelines

The Mexican petroleum deposits have gis en riseto a growing system
of pipelines (see fig. 7). In the north a short pipeline connects the
gas fields of the Sabinas area of Coahuila with Nuevo Laredo, but
the more important line is the system which connects the Reynosa gas
fields of Tamaulipas with Monterrey, 3lonclova, and Torreon. From
TorreOn the system is being extended north to Ciudad Chihuahua and
on to Ciudad Jinirez. A. petroleum products pipeline connects Tampico
with the Monterrey heavy industry center. Also from the Tampico
area, an oil pipeline system connects Tampico and Poza Rica and con -
tinues.into the Central Zone, with twin terminals at Mexico City and
Saltunanca in the Ilajio. A. natural gas 5% stein connects Poza Rica with
Mexico City, with a western extension to Salamanca. Mexico City is
also connected x h the new southern fields at Minat it I:in ond Ciudad
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Pemex. Au oil pipeline connects Ciudad Penwx with Minatithin as
Nvell. A products pipeline crosses the isthmus from Minatithin to the
export port of Salina Cruz on the Pacific.

Railroads

Mexico's rail net is nation-wide (see fig. 8). It connects with that
United States at Mexicali in Baja California, Nogales in Sonora,
Ciudad Jmirez in Chihuahua, Ojinaga, in the Big Ben Country of
Chihuahua, Piedras Negras in Coahuila, Nuevo Laredo in Tamauli-
pas, and 'Matamoros at the mouth of the Rio Grande, also in Tamau-
lipas, On the south, only the line along the Pacific coastal plain, con-
tinues into Guatemala. With the exception of a few remnant local
lines, the system has been nationalized and is operated by an agency of
the Mexican Government.

Highways

Mexico has a growing national system of paved or surfaced high-
way; which has grown from only 1,500 miles in 1936 to over 18,000
miles in 1968. An extensive government project has constructed a net-
work of improved farm-to-warket rural roads (see fig. 9). As with
the rail net, there are better through highway connections from the
north. There are four major border crossings with the United States.
These are at Nogales in Sonora, riudad Jutirez in Chihuahua, Nuevo
Laredo in Tamaulipas, and at Matamoros in the Rio Grande delta.
The only important crossing in the south is the Interamerican High-
way crossing from Chiapas into Guatemala. The main west coast high-
way runs south through Sonora from Nogales to Guaymas, then
follows the coast through Mazathin to Topic in Nayarit. Here, like the
railroad, it turns inland to Guadalajara and on to Mexico City.

The main route of the Mesa del Norte runs from Outbid Juairez to
Ciudad Chihuahua, and from there on south through Torreon, Du-
rango, and Zacatecas, to Irapuato in Guanajuato, where it meets the
San Luis Potosi road. From Nuevo Laredo, a highway route leads
south to Monterrey and thence via Saltillo, and San Luis Potosi, to the
Central Zone. From Monterrey an alternate route swings southeast to
Ciudad Victoria where it meets the road from Matamoros, and thence
to Pachuca and the central zone. South of Mexico City, a main high-
way crosses the Sierra Madre del Sur to Acapulco, and the Inter-
american Highway goes south via Puebla, Oaxaca, and central Chiapas
to Guatemala.

. Airways

Mexico has excellent commercial air services, both internationally
and internally (see fig. 10). The international traffic focuses on the
capital, but there is a nation -wide network of scheduled air service,
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some of which provides more local international services. Unlike many
other nations Mexico does'not have a "chosen instrument," a nationally
subsidized flag carrier for international service. The nearest thing to
such an instrument is Aeronaves de Mexico, a consolidation of a
number of pre-existing lines.

The principal rival of Aeronaves is Mexicana, a company jointly
owned by Pan American World Airways and a Mexican investment
group. Other Mexican airlines are local service in character only, and
several are essentially non-scheduled supplementary carriers. Mexico
City is served by a large number of the major international carriers
North American, Latin American, European, and even Asian. Except
for Castro's Cubana, however, there are no services from the Com-
munist Bloc of nations. In addition to the scheduled air carriers,
there are a number of services (charter, air taxi and the like) in the
general aviation category, providing service into more remote areas
(e.g. the Peten, the Sierra Madre Occidental, and Baja California).

SETTLEMENT PATTERNS

The settlement patterns of Mexico are varied and changing. Many
have persisted since pre-Conquest times, some were introduced by the
Spanish, but even more are an evolving amalgamation of historic and
modern influences.

There has been a fundfunental differentiation throughout Mexican
history between the sett ement patterns in the center and south, the
area of the pre-Conquest high Meso-American cultures, and the north,
the,area of the primitive hichimec. Beyond this, and also from earliest
days, there has been a difference of the settlement patterns of the
coastal dwellers and the nhabitants of the interior.

Early Settlements

It was apparently 5n central Mexico's Highlands that the climatic
changes following the last advance of the North American continental
ice sheet induced the profound cultural modification of the Indian
hunting, fishing, and gathering pattern into the sedentary agricultural
Meso-American high cultures. Notably, three of the five basics of In-
dian agriculture seem to have been first domesticated in the highlands,
and that advanced Meso- American culture spread from the Valley of
Mexico and the separate, but probably related, core area of the Guate-
malan Highlands.

At the time of the Spanish Conquest the Meso-American High
Cultues coexisted with their still primitive Desert Culture nomadic
cousins to the north, and influenced the central highlands of Honduras
and the lake country of the Nicaraguan Great Depression. The Aztec
Empire, expanding its influence outward from the coreland of Mexico,
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had established hegemony over most of this area (see ch. 3, Historical
Setting).

The Spanish Conquest and colonization of New Spain followed the
easy point-to-point route from Havana to the Yucatan Peninsula and

\,
thence along the coast to Veracruz, gateway to' the Valley of Mexico,
center of Az c power. After assuring control of the passes of the
mountains late\known as the Sierra Madre Occidental, Cortks's cam-
paigns broke into the southern part of the central mesa and its coreland
the Valley of Mexico. After the defeat of the Aztecs over the next two
decades, the conquerors radiated outward over all of the areas of high
Meso-American cultures.

institutionIn the first days of the Conquest the ie of large feudal
estates, initiated by Cort6s himself, dominated the settlement pattern.
In the Central Zone, and in the Balsas Depression to the south, the
principal lure was gold, silver, or docile and productive populations.
During this early period, the Spanish Crown proclaimed the whole of
Middle America north of Panama as the Viceroyalty of New Spain.
In 1543, the difficulties of administering all of this territory from
Mexico City, given the rugged terrain and the limitations of the trans-
portation and communications technology of the time, led to the forma-
tion of the semi-autonomous Captaincy General of Guatemala to
administer the Central American area and forced the Spanish Crown
to administer Mexico independently of Central America.

After breacing the Chichimec frontier the Spaniards discovered the
great silver deposits of Zacatecas in 1646. This discovery and the re-
sulting wave of Spanish colonization caused the formation of the
province of New Galicia, with a capital at Guadalajara. The province
included the greater part of the present states of Jalisco, Nayarit, and
Zacatecas,

The first settlinent of the frontier was a matter of alternate pulses
of prospectors and farmers, the latter drawn from the free Aztec,
Tarascan, and Otomi Meso-American Indians. By the 1570's this first
belt of settlement had spread northward into what has become Du-
rango ,and southern Chihuahua, as well as Aguascalientes (hot
watersfrom the hot springs of this still geologically active area),
Guanajato, and Queretaro. From Zacatecas the first of the great
colonization routes into the north followed the eastern foothills of
the Sierra Madre Occidental northward through the basin and range
country of the northern Mexican Plateau. It continued via El Paso
.«1 Norte (the pr.ss of the North), where the Rio Grande went between
the southern spurs of the Rocky Mountains of the present United
States and the northern ends of the twin Sierra Madre Ranges of
northern Mexico. It then continued on into the upper Rio Grande
Valley of today's swithern Colorado and New Mexico.
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The second of the great northward routes went along the Sierra

Madre Oriental to Saltillo, Monterrey, Alone lova, and e\:entually to

San Antonio (de Bexar), in present-day Texas. The third route of

exploration and subsequent northern colonization, was used mainly

by Jesuit missionaries. This route took off from the slaving center of

Culiacan along the western foothills of the Sierra Madre Occidental,
and the shores of the Sea of Cort 6s and thence inland, leading von-

Wady to the mission settlement of Tucson in southern Arizona A

fourth axis was finally opened by the defeat of the remnant Guac

Ails in 1592. This opened the route from the Bajlo of Guanajato t

the silver mines of San Luis Potosi and Matehuda and an alternate\
route to Saltillo.,

In the late 17th and 18th centuries three additional routes were
opened. The first was opened by the Jesuits after a landing at Loreto
in Baja California in 1697, and spreading both to the north and south

'along the peninsula. In the mid-18th century the government en-
couraged the settlement of the coastal plain in the present province of

Tamaulipas; This line of settlement reached the lower Rio Grande at.
Reynosa, crossed the river upstream at Laredo, and led to the founding

of the missions around- Goliad, Texas. The last of these late thrusts

was the late 18th-century settlement of Alta California.
One important consideration in the colonial period in Mexico was

the differential impact of the coming of the Europeans on the high-

land and lowland populations of the high Meso-American cultures of

Central and Southern Mexico. When the Spanish arrived there were
dense and relatively advanced and prosperous populations of Aztec

clients in present day Veracruz, in Tabasco, and in the Yucatan penin-

sula (now the provinces of Campeche and Yucatan, and the Territory

of Quintana Roo). With the Spaniards came malaria and yellow

feveralong with the smallpox, measles and the like which also

devastated the highlandsand the populations of the tropical low-
lands were nearly wiped out. Only in very recent times, with the

advent of efficient insecticides and improved drugs, has large-scale

settlement of these areas recommenced. In the highlands, although in-

troduced disease as well as short sighted policies of exploitation by the

early colonists resulted in a severe reduction in the population, it was

by no means as catastrophic, and the continuity of occupancy was

never really brolccT.
In the south, the.extension of the Sierra Madre Occidental called

the Sierra Madre del Sur, in the present state of Guerrero, served and

still serves as a barrier to settlement. The present resort town of

Acapulco de Juaraz, connected to Mexico City only by a difficult set

of passes, became the principal Pacific port, as Veracruz had become

the principal port of the east coast. Throughout the colonial period,

and even more after the Independence, the dry north became more and
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more dominated by the expansive traditions of the medizo cattlemen
and miners. The tropical south remained Indian, under a veneer of
Europeanism. The populous temperate uplands of the Central Zone,
the Mexican cot land, developed a stratified society of Indian farmers,
a mestizo proletariat, and a Spanish aristocracy. The latter divided
into the Spanish-born and Mexican-born under the Spanish, but they
blended into one group after the Independence.

During the 16th century Mexico was the bastion from which Spanish
imperial activities on the mainland of North America were mounted.
After Independence, however, the northern portions, inherited from
the Spanish Imperium, lay athwart the westward advance of the ex-
panding United States. Mexico proved unable to maintain its
suzerainity over these areas, but their loss has been a historical source
of antagonism between the two neighboring states (see ch. 3, Historical'
Setting).

Similarly, after independence, Mexico did not have sufficient de:
veloped power to retain the centers of the old Captaincy-General of
Guatemala (except for the northern fringe of that territory in
Chiapas). Isolated by mountains and jungle from Central Mexico,
the Central American states broke. away after the collapse of the brief
empire of Agustin Iturbide (see ch. 3, Historical Setting).

During the over one hundred years of recurrent civil conflict after
Independence, the prize for which the various factions contended was
the Central Zone. However, the forces which brought about the Revo-
lution were not predominantly drawn from the core, but were instead
a coalition of representatives of the southern Indian tradition and the
frontier Nortenos (see ch. 3, Historical Setting).

With the central mesa (the southern portion of the Mexican Pla-
teau), the several important volcanic basins were separated from one
another by semi-desert and by mountains and hills. Because of this,
even in Aztec times, the cultures based on the Valley of Mexico and
its system of five lakes had not been able to establish hegemony over
the north-western portion of the area. Instead from their original core-
land around Lake Patzcuaro local tribes long ago had created another
center, foreshadowing the rivalry between Guadalajara and Mexico
City---4alisco and Michoacan versus the states of the Valley of Mexico
in the colonial and 19th-century post-independence periods. Similarly,
the highlands of Guerrero and Oaxaca, south of the rugged and arid
Balsas Depression, and the even more remote areas of Chiapas, and
Campeche, Yucatan, and Quintana Roo, on the Yucatan Peninsula,
were remote and isolated from the sources of national power and have
only been brought fully into the national society within the 20th cen-
tury. Throughout Mexico, in the Central Zone, as well as the more gen-
erally isolated north and south, the rugged terrain and the separation
of habitable centers of population by large expanses of wet or dry
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wilderness has tended to foster the survival of pockets of aboriginal
culture, generate new localisms and parochialisms, and interfere with
the development of a larger national consciousness.

Present-Day Rural Patterns

Rural patterns have been most persistent but, .particularly in the
north, are among those undergoing the most rapid changes. In con-
temporary Mekico these patterns generalize somewhat as follows.
There are a few areas along the coast where primitive villages of In-
dian fishermen and gatherers still cling to the coasts (e.g. the Seri of
Tiburon Island in the Gulf of California). There are also areas, both
in the mountains of the northwest, and in the highlands of Chiapas,
where Indian hunters and gatherers supplement hunting and gather-
ing with slash-and-burn shifting cultivation. These, however, are only
rare remnants of the past. More common in the south are the areas of
communal shifting cultivation on the Yucatan Peninsula, in Chiapas,
and in Oaxaca and along the coast in Tabasco and Veracruz. Here the
village sites are relatively permanent and the pattern of cultivated
fields and jungle fallow rotates through a fairly long cycle.

Interspersed with this are the former large plantations, growing
coffee, sugarcane, henequen and, sometimes, pineapples, tobacco, cocao,
vanilla beans, bananas or mangos. These, for the most part, have been
converted to communal operations. The old pattern of the north, with
local areas of village-centered irrigation agriculture serving the mines
and almost non-agricultural mining settlements, interspersed with ex-
tensive cattle ranches, has given way to a pattern of large-scale
irrigation agriculture in wheat, cotton, and winter vegetables, much

*of it a matter of individual entrepreneurial holdings, commercial or
cooperative cotton gins, feed lots for finishing range beef, and coop,
erative or commercial vegetable packing and loading facilities. Only
the cattle ranches are still typically a matter of large landowners. The
agriculutral areas tend to be individual farms of small or middle size
or in communal operations. This agricultural revolution has re-
sulted in booming growth for the market towns which serve the irri-
gation areas (e.g. Torre On, Ciudad Obregon, Culiacan, etc.).

In the Mesa Central and in the adjacent areas of highland, more of
the rural occupancy remains in smaller subsistence agriculture, al-
though commercial raising of maize, beans, maguey, and some sugar
and wheat is found. The property pattern is a mixture of communes,
small holdings, and residual estates, but the settlement pattern is al-
most entirely agglomerated in villages, as in the pre-Conquest Indian
and Hispanic village patterns. Isolated farmsteads are found in
Mexico, especially in the north, but the farming village is by far the
more normal pattern.
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Urban Settlement

Pre-Conquest Mexico had many cities and towns. By the end of the
Spanish colonial period, however, there was only one city left, Mexico
City, itself. Even the number of towns had been sharply reduced and,
most Mexicans lived in villages. In the 20th century this pattern has
changed dramatically. Mexico City, the national capital and principal
city of Mexico, is growing rapidly, along iwith its suburbS. Many new
or revived towns and cities are growing up all over Mexico. Among
them are Ciudad ObregOn ; Ciudad Juirez, now larger than its twin,
El Paso, Texas; Monterrey ; Torreon ; Tampico; Veracruz; Puebla;
Guadalajara; Minatithin ; and Ciudad Peinex. Even the smaller towns
are not only growing rapidly but are becoming more urban in charac-
ter, with permanent stores and service functions rather than periodic
markets, and with growing middle -class residential areas along with
the burgeoning poor districts.

This increasingly urban society is being knit together with a grow-
ing network of transportation and communications. In a belt extend-
ing from Manzanillo on the Pacific to Veracruz on the Gulf, the
concentration of population, industrial production, agriculture, trans-
port and communications, constitutes the primary core area of the
nation. The focus of all of this is the Mexican national core area in
the Central Zone, and its center, Mexico City, the National capital
and metropolis. Mexico City is not only the principal city of its
country, but one of the great cities of the Americas, and especially of
Latin America. Mexico City attracts students and tourists from the
entire Latin American world. The focus in the Valley of Mexico has
held primacy in the country since Aztec times, but the contemporary
Central Zone has extended its influence to sweep in the traditional
rivals of Puebla and Guadalajara and has made good the connection
to its traditional port of Veracruz. This area is the fountainhead of
Mexican national power and the core of the nation. Only in the belt
from Matamoros to Torreon, centered on the heavy industrial center
of Monterrey, is there an area which in any way rivals the primary
core in significance within the nation, and this secondary core area
is a very long way second in current or apparent potential significance.



CHAPTER 3

HISTORICAL SETTING

Mexico's Indian cultures reached heights unsurpassed in the pre-
Columbian Americas. The very nameN w Spainindicates the
position of Mexico in the Hispanic colonial empire. New Spain was

t(

the richest, most advanced, most pampered, and most watched-over of
all of Spain's colonies in the New World. With independence, how-

ever, Mexico's location and image of wealth came to be a disadvantage.
Foreign powers vied over its territory and.riches, and in the process
instilled in the Mexican an intense xenophobia, a major undercurrent
in modern Mexican culture. ,

In the foitrth century A.D., the civilizations located in the Valley of
Mexico (Anahuac) already dominated the Mesoamerican cultural com-
plex. The preeminence of this area has never been lost, in spite of the
early growth of a rival region centered in Guadalajara and the newer
industrial area around Monterrey (see ch. 2, Physical Environment).

Regional differentiation and rivalries have long been enhanced by

the fundamental cultural difference between the low (Chichimec)
Indian cultures of northern Mexico and the high Indian cultures of

\central and southern Mexico. Because of this and consequent events
tkuring the colonial period, European customs and values are dominant
in he settled areas of the north, while Indian customs and values are
mor prominent throughout much of the center and south.

Thi national division is illustrated by two of the heroes of the
Revolution, Panclio Villa and Emiliano Zapata. Villa, from Chihua-
hua, epitomized the brash mestizo (of Indian and Spanish descent)
cowboy of the north, who felt impelled to display his machismo (man-
liness). In contrast, Zapata, an Indian from Morelos, was humble and
parochial, fighting for the people of his little fatherland. This cultural
dualism in Mexico has played a major role in the country's evolution
(see ch. 12; Social Values).

Mexicans are aware of their debt to a number of high culturesthe
Olmec, Teotilmacan, and Toltec civilizations, but especially the Aztec
and Maya. The Indian community has tended to look inward and main-'
tain its traditional values. After early colonial assimilation of Euro-
pean traits and cultural intermixing came a period of development of a
distinctive cultural pluralism. Since 1920, the cultural mestizaje (cross-
ing of the races) has been resumed, but Indian traits still persist in pro-



fusionepitomized by the Mexican agrarian reformtechnique centered
on the ejido, the traditional Indian communal farmland (see ch. 5,
Ethnic Groups and Languages; ch. 10, Artistic and Intellectual
Expression).

The Hipanic tradition weighs heavily in modern Mexican social
custom and thought, architectual and literary styles and tastes, and
the political and economic system. It is only recently that Mexico has
begun to emerge from economic dependenece on the Hispanic triad of
agriculture, ranching, and mining. The Spanish traditions of status
derived from landholdings and gentlemanly abstention from manual
work, of the overblown impulse to seek government employment, and
of regard for strong individualism have all continued to color social
valises. Against the Spanish tradition of a politically and economically
strong Catholic Church, the revolutionary war of la Refornza was
fought ; the downfall of the Spanish institution of the hacienda (large
estate) was the goal for which the Indian and the mestizo fought the
Great Revolution.

The mestizos changt_. facial composition of Mexico during the
19th century. As time went on, the mestizos grew in numbers and
power, especially in the north (see ch. 4, Population: ch. 5, Ethnic
Groups and Languages). They became the backbone of the indigenous
liberal movements, advocating the elimination of race and inherited,

')vial position as sources of status. Mexicans have come to associate the
process of racial mixture with the formation of their national com-
munity (see ch. 12, Social Values: ch. 17, Political Values and
Attitudes).

The destruction in the -evolution led at first to a leveling of the
;curial structure but later to a sense of a need for harnion3, in building a
new and eohe-,,i e national community. Mexicans of previously mar-
ginal status came into the national community from active participa-
tion in revolutionary struggles.

Out of the :29th-century Mexican Revolution rose aseries of heroes
Madero, Zapata, Villa, Carranza. and Obregon (see ch. 17, Political
Values and ttitlides). This pantheon provides histo:ical continuity
amidst 'social change for th national community. Through victories
against reactionary and imperialistic forces, the revolutionary heroes
washed away the sense of shame that Mexicans had felt about their
past and brought a new-found pride in nationhood.

PRE-CONQUEST INDIAN CULTURES: THE NATIVE
ROOTS OF MEXICAN CULTURE

Man came to the Ameicas in the late Ice Age. These initial immi-
grants who crossed the Bering land bridge were neither Mongoloid in
the modern sense, nor were they of a single type (see ch. 5, Flthic
Groups and Languages). The first to arrive were long-headed and are
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found furthest south in the hemisphere, although populations of such
peoples remain along the western coasts of Mexico. The second group
were broad-headed peoples, especially typical of the lowland Meso-
american Indian's such as the Maya.

The end of the Ice Age marked the beginning of the Desert Culture,
a method of existence that sort ived in northern Mexico and south-
western United States until the time of the conquest and beyond.
The Desert Cultures domesticated the basic staples of the Indian and
contemporary rural Mexican dietthe bottle gourd, then the pumpkin,
beans, and chili peppers. Maize, the basis of settled life in Mexico, was
domesticated, apparently first in highland Mexico around 5000 B.C.
With this. Mexican man began a village-farming life, characterized
by a sharp increase in population and the beginnings of an intellectual
and cultural development. During the ensuing Formative Era, Pre-
classic culture, with maize and pottery, spread out of Mesoamerica to
the Andean area.

The Olmecs

The "mother culture" of the advanced Mesoamericans was that of
the archaeological Olmecs or "rubber people" of the Gulf Coast
country of eastern Veracruz and western Tabasco. To distinguish them
'from the historic Olmecs of a .much later date, these Olmecs are often
called the "Tenocelome" or "those of the jaguai:Iitouth" in reference to
their distinctive and powerful style of sculpture. At ;l: centers of the
civilization, La Venta and Tres Zapotes, are the eailiest remains in
Mesoamerica of a carefully laid out system of ceremonial mounds and
temple-pyramids. Also found there are the oldest known Indian heiro-
glyphic writings. Stela C, one of the oldest astroncmically dated monu-
ments in the New World (est. 31 B.C.), is at Tres Zapotes.

There was a rapid increase in general population during the Olmee
era, indicated by the rise of temple citiesarchitectural clusters of
religious monuments where the rulers and priestly hierarchies lived
with their retainers. These centers were surrounded by a scattering of
villages and hamlets throughout the countryside a here the mass of the
people lived. Well-developed s3stems of trade linking centers at great
distances, as well as markets, in which all types of food and manu-
factures were exchanged at regularly timed intervals. are apparent
in the archaeological record of the late Preclassic period. Perhaps the
most. outstanding characteristic of these centers, howe% er. is the fact
that most Preclassic and Classic settlements were located in open
ground, with obvious disregard for defense.

Classic Cultures
Teotihuacin

The C1,. sic Era ( A.D. 300 to about A I). 900) brought these cul-
tural elements to their height. The domina power of the early Classic
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period aS Tl'Ot Hitt:min, "the city of the gods," the first of the great
Indian cis ilizations to unite most of Mesoamerica and to rule from
the Valley of Mexico. There are strong continuities between its culture
and those of the Toltees and the Aztecs. Most other states between the
desert. frontier to the north and the Petigi to the south seemed to have
been partly or entirely dependent upon the cis ilization of Teotiliacan
for theie itch iOS ements during the early Classic period.

The hallmark of Teotihninin was the monument rl character of its
urban plan, centered on the huge Pyramid of the Sun and bounded
on the north by the Pyrantid-of the Moon. The central zone was made
up of religions and civil buildings and residential palaces. The side
streets led to surrounding urban neighborhoods of dense population
great expanses of almost continuous clusters of rooms separated by
narrow. winding alleyways. Underlying this inner city was a vast
underground drainage sJtem and organizing it were w hat appears to
be a series of neighborhood temples and open market areas.

At its peak Teotilmaciin covered an area of 10 to 11 square miles with
a total population of at least 50,000 and perhaps even of 125,000. The
cities of the Valley of Mexico of that period were no longer religious
centers or intermittent markets but well-planned urban centers with
dense populations, bureatAcies, year-round markets, and distinct
social classes which inhabited special districts and even special types
of dwellings. The rural farming population lived in innumerable
villages a ml towns surrounding the city.

Around A.D. Goo, Teotilmacin was destroyed by ins aders from semi-
deserts of the north and aiorthwest. The next 300 years in the Valley
of Mexico w ere a period of barbarian invasion and disorder. When
Teotilinacan fell, the unifying force in Mesoamerica was gone and a
period of increasing. factionalism ensued: each culture moved along
its OW n lines effect is elV cut off from others. These other Classic cultures
finally fell ,uric 300 veais later than did Teotilinaean, after a constant
series of attacks from the north,
The Maya

In the crescent at the base of the Yucallm Peninsula, the great
Classic period ceremonial centers of the Maya lowland, such as Tikal
and Palenque, exhibited elements of is it nation that are rare or lack-
in,: in Teutilmac(mwriting. calendrics, and astronomy. They also
iu hies ed great heights in architecture and sculpture (see ch. 10, Artis-
tic, and Intellectual Expression). However. little if anything in the
May a Classic culture sugge:ts the Idnd of state power and expanilive
force that characterizes Teot ihuacan, and it seems clear that no single
Maya city state controlled much more than the confines of a single
dr.tict. There is. how es er, i;ignificaut es idence otthe mercantile and
political influence of Teotilinacim cm the Mayan city-states of the

When Teotilinaciin fell, its influence on the Maya lowland
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halted; the new freedom seems to lia% e stiurulated t lie Maya cultures to
even greater intellectual and esthetic achievements.

The Maya city-states %%-ere apparently stratified societies with
political power vested in kin-based Ii»eages, which controlled the
masses through magico-religious processes. The need for a strongly
cohesive state in the Maya lowland during the Classic Era, however,
eras apparentl mininuda fact evidenced not only by the absence of
fortifications but also by incredible building acti% ity, both indicative
of a period of prevailing peace. The collapse of the Maya Classic cul-
ture around A.D. 890 has variously been attributed to massive epi-
demics, agricultural collapse, and internal peasant revolt, but the
simultaneity of the collapse with the crisis overtaking the northern
Classic cultures in and around the Valley of Mexico would appear to
1,e more than coincidental.

The Chichimec Invasions

The mu thein drylands %%ere dubbed the "Gran Chiehlmeca" by the
Spanish, deri%ing the title from "Chichimec," the Nahuatl term mean-
ing "sons of dogs," referring to the northern nomads. The period of
Chichimec imp asion:, forced the defending societies to become less theo-
cratic and more secular and militaristic. The cities and towns built
after the 9th and loth vent lilies ate well exemplified by the wallets city
of Xochicalco, the apparent leader in central Mexico after the fall of
Teotilmacan. The remains of the city with its hilltop acropolis, ram-
parts, moats. and defensible terraced hillside suburbs are lo led on all
artificially leveled site on the Cent: Plateau in the present state of
Moeelos, just south of the Valley of Mexico.

The Toltec State

The cars of chaos that follow. ell the fall of Teotihnitean ended with
the rise of the Toltec state, an amalgam of elements probably of north-
ern and western origin, the dominant tribe being the Toltec-

s. The Toltec cit; of Tollan, near the modern city of Tula,
vas legendar.% as a paradise on earth to succeeding Indian cultures.
The city a control and cultural dominance reached approximately as
far as that of Teotilumean. Toltec rule and influence vsei e not universal,
how ever, for the Zapotec culture based at the city of Mitla and the
Mixtec culture of western Oaxaca remained largely outside its orbit.
Yet, the Toltec culture %%as to have far reaching effects on the rest
of pre-Comptest history.

The foundet of 'Pollan, Topiltzin Ce .1eatl Quiet zalroat I. is a figure
whose saga, half histor , hal f in th, became perhaps the single most
important element in the fall of the Nfesoamerican Indian cultures and
in their incorporation into the Spanish Empire, "Quetza leoat I" derives
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front quetzal, a rare bird; coat!, the Nahuatl word for snake, is made
up of co, the gene' is Maya term for serpent, and atl, the Nahuatl word
for water. The name s..,Nifies, then, a cosmically complete mythological
character embodying water, earth, and the heavens.

The sap of the historic Toltec ruler Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl merged
with religious myths and in this form was transferred to the Aztecs.
The pacifism of Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl was opposed by the cult of
Tezeatlipoca, the sinister god of the "smoking mirror," anti of the sub-
terranean depths through which the Sun must pass in its transit of
the night. This apparently historical struggle between cults was trans-
formed in legend into a struggle between the wind god, an aspect of
Quetzalcoatl representing spirit freed from matter, and the god of
the smoking mirror, a portrayal of the material world.

Tezcatli pica forced Quetzalcoat 1 to flee Tollan. Arri% ing at the Gulf
Coast, Quetzalcoatl is said to have embarked with his followers on a
raft of serpents to the east to found a new Tollan, promising to return
hi the year One Reed of a future calendric cycle. The flight of
Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl appears to coincide with the Mayan account
of an invasion of the Yucatiin Peninsula by a Toltec group said to have
been led by a man whom they called Kukulefin, or "Plumed Serpent"
(also the archaeological symbol for Quetzalcoatl in Toltec-Aztec sites)
and designated as the founder of Chichen It/A. This myth-history
sowed the seed of the future destruction of Indian civilization in
Mexico, for the conquest was to begin on the birthday of Quetzalcoatl
in the year One Reed.

Under the followers of Tezcatlipoca, the Toltecs became aggressive
militarists and expansionists. Over the following 200 years, their em-
pire probably reached its greatest extent, controlling most of central
Mexico from coast to coast. Drought and factional strife brought down
the rule of Tollan in 11 GS, and there ensued a turbulent second "Chichi-
mec interregnum,- a new flow of northern nomadic "barbarians"
into the Valley of Mexico. The entering tribes established city-states
on the heavily populated shores of the five, lakes of the Valley of
Mexico, and the prize for which they fought was the control of the
Valleyand with it, the control of civilized Mexico. The rulers of
each of these city-states, however, claimed "legitimacy" via assumed
direct descent, from the dynasties of 'Pollan, and, in particular, from
that of Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl himself.

The Aztecs

In the early part of the 14th century, a small band of Nahuatl-speak-
ing nomads, the Mexica- Aztecs, entered the Valley of Mexico from
AztlILn in the west of Mexico. Legend has it that Huitzilopochtli, the
personification of the noonday Sun and of war, had designated the
Mexica as his chosen people, commanding them to wander until they
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came to a spot when an eagle perched on a prickly pear holding a
writhing snake in his beak. here they were to build a city which would
in time rule the world. The Mexica-Aztecs came upon the prophesied
sign in some swampy, unoccupied islands off the western shore of Lake
Texcoco; here they began in 1344 the city of Tenochtitlan, which
within 100 years came to rule the Valley of Mexico, only to fall within
a similar span of time to the Spanish Empire. The mystic symbol has
become the Mexican national emblem, the center of the Mexican flag;
Tenochtitlan, the modern capital, Mexico City ; and, the tribal name
of the Aztecs, "Mexica," the name of the country.

The ascendancy of the Aztecs began in 1367 with their agreement,-
to serve as mercenaries to the expanding Tepanec civilization. When
the Tepanec king died in- 1427, the Aztecs turned on their mentors
and destroyed their city. Tenochtitlan then entered into a Triple Alli-
ance with the city-states of Texcoco and Tlacopan (now Tacuba), a
confederacy that-was to maintain control in the Valley of Mexico until
the coming of the Spanish.

From 1440, the Aztecs and the city of Tenochtitlan exercised hege-
mony over the triple confederacy and subordinated the foreign policy
of their allies to their own ends. By 1502, the Aztecs controlled most
of the territory in central Mexico and down into present-day Guate-
mala: Conquest was not by colonization but by feudal incorporation,
opening trade routes, and dominating markets. Yet they were unable
to conquer and confederate other centralized states, such as the Tlax-
calans and the Tarascans, which later joined the Spanish side to bring
about the end of the Mexica hegemony.

The areas under Aztec rule have been estimated to have included
some 7 or 8 million peoplemore than the whole of Mexico would see
again until about 1850. The settlement patterns in the Aztec regions,
particularly in the Valley of Mexico, were more urban than they would
be again until modern times. This dense popula Jon was viable because
of complex agricultural zoning, intensive irrigation production tech-
niques, and a high degree of specialization and intercommunity trade.
The general organization of the communities was similar to the
colonial towns or the modern cities. Each city- or town-state was domi-
nated by a central community of several thousand inhabitants. This
political, religious, and commercial center was surrounded by a number
of small dependent villages most of which lay within 4 or 5 miles of
the main town. The central community was usually made up of num-
erous neighborhoods specializing in particular crafts, which were
territorial as well as sociopolitical units.

The Aztec capital of Tenochtitlan, with a population perhaps as
high as 300,000, was more the head of an empire than the center of its
city-state, although its urban structure resembled that of lesser cities,
such as 'rexcoco, Tlacopan, Cholula, and Tlaxcala, many of whose in-
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dividual populations probably exceeded 50,000 people. The island-

capital was connected with the mainland by three causeways, across
the western one of which ran the masonry aqueduct to the city from

the spring at Chapultepec.
In the Indian communities of the Valley of Mexico, the ideal urban

pattern was a grid centeri on ,i. 1 urge open-air market (as in
Tlatelolco) or a square housing time complex of key religious and ad-
ministrati% e buildings (as in the case of Tenochtitlan), not very dif-
ferent in basic design from the ideal of the Spanish conquerers. Coi
gestion was particularly pronounced in Tenochtitlan and the sur-
rounding area. The city was crisscrossed by canals which made possible

the "backyard" floating gardens. The canals, together with the arti-
ficial agricultural islands in an area of scarce land and growing popu-
lation, squeezed the people into pockets on the islands. In spite of the
floating gardens the city was basically supported not by agriculture
but by commerce, as Cortes later proved by starving the city into
submission.

There ascended to the throne in 1502 of this strong but still diffuse
hegemony Mocteculizoma Xocoyotzfn (Montezuma H or Moctezuma

II) ; he was a complex and meditative ruler, not the single-minded
militarist and pow erful organizer typical of the previous Mexico. kings.

His beliefs were increasingly pervaded, as was the Aztec religion, with

an obsession with death and tragedy, an inherent sense of pessimism

and doom. At the same time, the increasingly frequent ritualized
"blossoming wars," waged to obtain sacrificial captives, had become a

source of serious and damaging disaffection in the Aztec hegemony.
As the calendar cycle approached One Reed, the date of Quetzal-

coltIs promised return from the east, Moctezuma II was confronted
with a series of testifying portents. Many of these signs bore ominous
resemblance to the phenomena which in legend had destroyed life in
four former ages, each symbolized by a particular sunand the
Aztecs believed they lived in the era presided over by the fifth and last

sun. Given the basically opposing ideals of Quetzalcoatl and Huitzi-
lopochtli. the possibility of the imminent return of Quetzalccatl pre-
sented Moctezuma and the Aztec nation with an insoluble religious
dilemma tip Nether to submit passively to the will of the god or to con-
front him in battle in the hopes of the protective blessing of
Ifuitzilopochtli. It was at, this juncture that the Spanish landed.

THE SPANISH PERIOD: IMPORTATION OF
EUROPEAN CULTURE

The Conquest

Heiman Cortes arrived out of the east on the day Nine Wind in the

year One Reedthe birthday of Quetzalcoatl in the year of his
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prophesied return. This vas Good Friday according to the Christian
calendar, April 22, 1519. He landed at a spot on the Gulf Coast of
Mexico that he named Vera Cruz (true cross) for the holy day of the
Spanish arrival. Cortes was light complexioned, dark bearded, and
attired in black as a consequence of its being Good Friday, he fit per-
fectly the traditional description of Quetzalcoatl. The apparent ful-
fillment of the prophecy led to a paralysis of Aztec national will and
a collapse of national morale.

Elements of Cortes -6' appearance may have been planned. One of the
key sources of Cortex's knOwledge of the relevant Indian legends was
a Nahuatl-speaking noble's daughter, Malinche (Dona Marina). Pre-
sented to the Spanish by the Cent la Indians of Tabasco, she played a
leading role in the Conquest, both as an interpreter of the Maya and
Nahuatl languages and as the mistress of Cortes.

Hernan Cortes had been chosen by the Cuban governor Diego
Velazquez to lead an expedition to Mexico. Velazquez, however, once
having selected Cortes, became wary of him. Aware of the governor's
desire to replace him, Cortes stole away from Santiago, the capital of
Cuba, and completed preparations in Havana. The expedition set out
with 508 swordsmen, 100 sailors, 32 crossbowmen, 13 musketeers, it
cannons, and 16 horses. After the initial landing at Vera Cruz, Cortes
cut off communications with Velazquez, had himself chosen as Cap-
tain General of the new town, sent one ship directly to Spain to secure
royal ratification, and burned the remaining ten ships.

Moctezuma, receiving word of the newcomers, soon realized that
they were human, feared that they were the symbols, the representa-
tives on earth, of otherworldly forces. Religious factors aside, the
inherent weakness in Aztec govt mance through a tributary confedera-
tion undermined any serious long-range defensive posture. The pueblos
or city-states between the Valley of Mexico and the coast were inde-
pendent, if tributary, communities. Thus, as the Spanish conquista-
dores marched inland, they were able to exploit not only spiritual
but also political v'eaknesses in the Indian realm. Many tributary
tribes, such as the Totonac, welcomed the advent of the conquistadores
as an opportunity for revolt. The independent Tlaxcalans, on the other
hand, twted them twice in bactle, lost, and became the most important
and loyal of Cortex's Indian supporters. At Chohda, a religious center
connected with Tenochtitlan, the Spaniards were met as friends, but
in a political maneuver perhaps instigated by Moctezuma, the Cholu-
lans secretly plotted the destruction of Cortex's forces. Suspecting
such, the conquistadores counterattacked in a well-planned massacre.
This massacre in Cholula, together with the later execution of
Cuituhtemoc, are always pointed out when Mexicans speak of Cortes.
They admire his leadership and military abilities, but they feel that
such massacres destroyed the possibility for a quiet and peaceful blend
of the two cultures.
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Cortes :mit ed at Tenochtitlan on November 8, 1519. Both practical
and psychological considerations induced Moctezuma to allow the con -
quistadores to enter the capital in peace, but Cortes seized Moctezuma
hoping to control the Aztecs through the king. This triggered a mass
resentment against the Spaniards. Just at this juncture Cortes was
forced to leave for the coast to counter the arrival of a force under
Panfilo de Narviiez, sent by Velazquez to relieve Cortes. The trouble
brett ing in Tenochtitlan broke during his absence. Perhaps in the mis-
taken belief that a gathering of the Aztecs forra celebration of the
feast of Iluitzilopochtli was a prelude to an attack on the Spaniards
and their Tlaxcalan allies, Pedro de Alvarado, left in command. massa-
cred the celebrants. The city rose up and drove the Spanish forces to
cover. Having routed Narviiez, Cortes returned with an enlarged force
to find the gaiTison beseiged. Because the ceremonial character of
Aztec warfare did not en% isage the splitting and separate destruction
of an adversary's army, Cortes and his reinforcements were allowed to
rejoin the beleaguered Alvarado.

Unable to break -from the surrounded refuge, Cortes attempted to
have Moctezuma pacify the populace, but they bitterly turned on their
king, stoning him fatally. The Aztec nobles then elected Moctezuma's
brother, Cuithilmac, as king, and the Aztec will to fight was revived.
On :.he night. of June 30, 1520, the Spanish and Tlaxcalans attempted
to steal out of Tenochtitlan. Discovered, the allies were set upon by
the whole male population of the capital, and within a few days three-
quarters of the Spanish army was lost. The Aztecs failed to follow their
advantage and d.stroy the remnants of the eonqui8tadorts; instead
they spent time plundering the dead and recovering stolen Aztec
treasures.

The exhausted Spaniards, many of them wounded, fled, only to be
intercepted and set upon at Otumba by the Texcocans. Because the
Indians would not break their ceremonial battle formation, they could
not overcome the mobility and tactical superiority of the Spaniards,
who routed them after a desparate fight. Reaching Tlaxcala, Cortes
rested his army and then set about consolidating his positionlaunch-
ing two new campaigns, one eastward toward the sea and the other
southward and westward into present-day Morelos.

In his subsequently renewed offensive against the Aztecs, Cortes,
through luck and the defection of the Texcocans to the Spanish side,
was irtually assured victory. The defection gave the conquistadores
a base on Lake Texcoco. From there they launched an attack on Teno-
chtitlan by a fleet of small galleys that had been constructed in Tlax-
cala, armed with cannon, and brought overland to be assembled on the
lake. The naval attack was launched on May 26, 1521, in concert with
land attacks along the three causeways into the capital. Tenochtitlan
wits slowly starved out: its people retreated into the center of the
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city, which allowed the Spanish to raze building after building, to
fill the canals with the debris, and thus to provide themselves with
maneuvering room. In their religiously inspired efforts to capture the
invaders alive, the Aztecs often gave them a chance to escape, a fact
that helped to seal the Aztec defeat. The siege ended on August 13 with
Tenochtitlan completely. destroyed. The Conquest of the Valley of
Mexico had now been consummated- some two and a half years after
it had started.

The siege of Tenochtitlan produced one of the great national heroes
of MexicoCuauhtemoc, last king of the Aztecs, elected after the
death of Cuitlahuac. Cuauhtemoc is revered as a personification of
dignity and valor, Indian heritage, and heroism because of his coura-
geous last stand during the siege of Tenochtitlan, his subsequent
stoicism ;n the face of captivity, and then his execution as a conspirator
against Cortes. For many Mexicans, Cuauhtemoc is the "young grand-
father"the original patriot.

THE PERIOD OF HISPANIC DOMINANCE

The Consolidation of the Conquest in the Center and South

Cortes fought on his own responsibility, against the will of his
superior but in the name of and on behalf of the King of Spain. In
Cortes 's mind and in the minds of his soldiers were the opposing con-
cepts of service to the Crown and the Catholic Faith, and self-serving
gain of glory and personal wealth.

With the fall of Tenochtitlan, Cortes, without royal sanction until
1522, began the rebuilding of his new capital on the ruins of the old
citya decision which may well have laid the foundation for the racial
and cultural synthesis and harmony that later came to set Mexico
apart. Corte,s's view was feudal; he rewarded his fellow conquistadores
for their services through the Spanish baronial land grant system. This
creation of individual fiefdoms served to confirm the king's suspicions
of Cortes's independent aspirations; Cortes was soca relieved of his
leadership and replaced by the first American viceroy.

Conquest and colonization radiated outward from central Mexico in
two phases, a rapid overrunning of the central and southern Meso-
american high Indian cultures and the relatively glower settlement of
the northern areas of the low Chichimec cultures. Two factors tended
to determine the course and direction of the first territorial conquests,
generally completed by about 1540: first, the location of concentrations
of Indian population, the source of both labor and tribute for the
feudal land grant system; second, the major sources of pre-conquest
tributary gold, the southern highlands and the northern Caribbean
slopes of Central America. In 1522 expeditions moved northeastward
into the Ifuastec region as far as present day Tampico and northwest-
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ward into Tarascan count r% at (Auld Lake Patzcuaro. In search of
gold, Solidi(' ds Him ed southwest e and through the Balsas Basin to
the densel populated, cacao-rich, 'oatzocottleos region in the Isthmus
of Tehuantepec. The religious orders and lay Spaniardk followed the
original (hop e.stadoi% into these areas, introducing wheat, sugar, and
a lit estock industr.yadministering and controlling the Indian popu-
lation through the founding of towns at strategic points.

Subsequent expeditions trout the Valley of Mexico were made first
into the highlands of Guatemala and Chiapas and then onto the Yuca-
611 Peninsula. Stiff Indian opposition and lack of precious metals
meant that these regions %%ere onl lightly held, and the native Mayan
cultures were little disturbed for most of the colonial period. Even
today, these areas retain a predominantly Indian culture (see elr. 5,
Ethnic Groups and Languages). The final important thrust within the
high culture region took place into the Pacific coastal lowlands, with
the 1,1% aging of the dense w estein Italian population and the founding
of the tovits of Guadalajara and Compostela. At the northwestern
margin of the Mesoamerican ,tea. the Spaniards founded the town of
Cabin:An, which came to sell e as a slat jug center and a launching point
for further northw and expansion. In the lands conquered during this
first phase of expansion. the densest populations in Mexico ate still to
he found.

The Extension to the North

Movement north beyond the Indian agricultural line and into the
Gran Chichimeca or Tierra de Guerra (Land of War) did not occur
until after 1540. Occupation of these lands NN as a difficult and slow task,
taking ()ler 200 years to accomplish. Among the intractible nomadic
Chiehimecs, neither the land grant system (which was legally but not
effeetk ely abolished in 1542) nor tributary subjugation could be im-
plemented. The labor force, therefore, had to be imported from the
south, recruited out of the Indians of the central highlands...Settle-
ment was not in towns but in milling camps, later major cities
(Zacatecas, Gatanajaato, Parra], Chihuahua, and San Luis Potosi).
The persistent raids by the desert Indians meant that the Spanish
administration of the north was usually in the hands of the military,
through a series of forts stretching along the invasion routes. How-
ever, where minerals were lacking, the Church, active among the
Indians of the north. frequently became the more important force.

Two events opened the way for the first northward conquest and
colonization: first, the drip inn; back of the Guachichil nomads north of
Guadalajam in the Menton War of 1511, and second, the discovery in
15-16 of silver at Zacatecas. The Zacatecas mines, together with the
Guanajuato silver mines opened in 1563, brought in Indian farmers,
Spanish missionaries, and ranchers who took over the Bajio and the
Aguascalientes Valley, and fostered the establishment of the market
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centers of Celaya and 1.et.-m. From this base the first important north-
ward path was pushed along the eastern foothills of the Sierra Madre
Occidental, through the great silver belt of Northern MexicoDu-
rango (1563), Parral (1631), and Chihuahua (1703). Via this route
travelled the expedition m bleb settled the upper Rio Grande Valley
of New Mexico and established the town of Paso del Rio, present-day

El Paso, Texas.
The second defeat of the Zacateco-Guachichil Indians in 1562 opened

up a second major route, that was slolx ly extended northeastward from
Zacatecas through Saltillo (1577), Monclova, Monterrey, Cerralvo,
and beyond the Rio Grande to San Antonio (1718). These areas re-
mained sparsely settled and poor, depending on stock raising, through-
out most of the colonial period. Direct contact was not opened with
Mexico City until the founding of San Luis Potosi in 1592; govern-
ment-sponsored settlement of the northeastern coastal area was not
initiated until the mid-18th century, when the French and British had
begun to threaten the frontier from the Missiisippi Valley.

The third major route was opened by Jesuit missionaries. It pro-
ceeded northward up the western slopes of the Sierra Madre Occi-
dental along an ancient Indian trail through Sonora to the Colorado
Plateau. This trail had been used in 1540 by Francisco de Coronado on
his .expedition seeking the legendary Seven Cities of Cibola. Baja
California was opened through the establishment of missions in the
late 17th and early 18th centuries. The threat of Russian expansion
from Alaska caused the Spaniards in 1769 finally to begin, through
the Franciscan friars, the colonization of upper California.

Indians in the Spanish Period

One fundamental concomitant of Spanish colonization was the
decimation of the Indian population (see ch. 5, Ethnic Groups and
Languages). The pre-Conquest native population of Mesoamerica of
18 to 25 million was reduced to about 2.5 million within 50 years of
the Conquest and to little more than one million after the first hundred
years of Spanish occupation. This incredible mortality was caused by
warfare, harsh treatment, dislocation, disruption of normal food
production, and slavery and introduced Old World diseases.

In the sparsely populated rural north the Jesuit and Franciscan
missions came to be the basic instrument of administration. The large
Indian nations of the center and south were broken up and reduced
to their constituent city-states, now under the administrative

orof the chief ho had been the native ruler of the village or town
during the pre-Conquest period. Thus, in these dense high cultures the
secular native city-state became the unit into which was introduced
the Spanish concept of town government.
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Differentiation betmeen the Indian in the administrative centers and
the outlying communities gradually became less important. The re-
settlement of scattered Indian communities into more compact towns
was in large part the product of gradual appropriation by and en-
croachment of Spanish landed interests onto royally decreed "public
lands" and "wastelands" created through the great population decline
of the 16th and 17th centuries. While the ultimate effect of Spanish
rule Naas to destroy stratification in Indian society and in its stead to
equalize all native classes to the level of the former commoner class,
distinctions continued to survive in Indian society as some native
nobility retained rank and holdings, if not power, until after in-
dependence. This was because the Spanish ruled the Indian towns
tlirough native leaders and, as a consequence, provided social privileges
for the Indian nobility. However, while the powers of the local chiefs
lasted longer than those of the Spanish colonial leaders, these
Spaniards evolved into a property-based class, a transition made by
but few Indians.

The conversion of the Indian m as more complete in -.urban areas.
There he came into closer contact with both the Spaniard and the
Church. In the more rural areas Catholicism was outwardly accepted-
but Indian rites and prartices mere carried on underground, The
Indian has never fully lost his traditional beliefs and has never fully
accepted the strongly hulk idealistic attitudes of Western man, a fact
which has strongly colored the ongoing Revolution (see ch. 12, Social
Value's; ell. 17, Political Values and Attitudes).

The Negro in Colonial Mexico

It is estimated that nearly 250,000 Negroes were brought to New
Spain, although in any given year the incoming number seldom ex-
ceeded 35,000. They were brought as slaves in response to the labor
shortage resulting from the decimation of the-Indians,

The monarchy integrated the Negro as it had the Indian into the
structure of colonial society. Thus, royal decrees and Church proclama-
tions mere handed down prmiding that s,laves be allowed to purchase
their freedom, that family solidarity and marital sanctity be guaran-
teed as a Christian obligation and as a means of assuring tranquillity,
that the disciplinary authority of the master be restricted, and that the
African be Hispanicized to bring him into community with his master.
Over (line the Negro has irtually disappeared as an identifiable ele-
ment in the ni.estizo population.

Mestizaje

In 1810, despite racial mixing, probably as much as 60 percent of the
population of New Spain was still of pure Indian blood. The Indians'
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rank in the Hispano-Catholic social order was higher than that of
the Negroes, but lower than the mixed-blood peoples, the zambos
(Indian-Negro), the mulatos (Negro-European), and the m6tizos
(Indian-European). However, the pure Indian was a ward of the state
and the Church, a "child," needing protection. The mestizo, on the
other hand, usually was left outside of both Indian and Spanish com-
munities; because his features were generally distinctive, be had little
chance of moving to a higher station in life (see ch. 6, Social Struc-
ture). To avoid the degeneration and social deprivation of the urban
areas, many mestizos migrated north to Durango, Coahuila, and Nuevo
Lem;n, becoming cowboys, ranchers, miners, or tenantsthe backbone
of the northern stock of the contemporary Mexican people.

Spanish Sources of Power

In general, then, the "subject races" became the laboring _base of
society, thus reinforcing the Spanish notion do' manual work was a
symbol of servility, and associating both with race. It was the Span-
iards, both Iberian born (gachupines) and American-born (criollos),
who wielded power and controlled the wealth of New Spain. How-
ever, this power was severely circumscribed by the Spanish Crown.
Time structure of colonial jurisdiction was designed to consolidate the
absolute power of the monarch. assisted by his Council of the Indies.

The Bureaucracy
The Crown used three institutions to maintain its patrimonial au-

thoritarian rule : the bureaucracy, the Church, and economic monopoly.
The royal power in `New Spain w as ostensibly maintained through an
administrative hierarchy headed by the viceroy. The colony was di-
vided into provinces administered by governors (who sometimes also
held the title of captain- general) and these were subdivided into
smaller political and juridical units entrusted to magistrates or
mayors. The lowest go% erning unit was the town or city council. the
only institution to possess any measure of self-government. Unlike all
other positions, whose offices law were required to be held by the
Iberian-born, the city council membership consisted largely of the
natke-born. As a consequence, the councils had little effective author-
ity. The administration of such a complex government, hoWever, meant
that certain practical flexibilities began to evolve. First, the slow com-
munication with the mother country meant that edicts promulgated
by the Crown could easily be evaded or ignored. Often an official would
simply either fail to implement directives or postpone their execution
until clarification of the local situation 1* as sent to and passed upon
by the Court.

The ,selling of al 's in the tow n councils became common, but did
not essentially enc.! oacl, upon royal authority because the powers of
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the coancils wetc limited; it did pro% ide, hut% ever, the means whereby
the landed oligarchy gained control of the local, minor administ ratit e
apparatus- a control tliat came to I. :den the common people so heal,-
d that it would sert e as an impetus for the He% olution of 1910. Once
ut oligardit became entrenched in public office it resorted to graft and
nepotism and to increasing the number of jobs under their patronug
perhaps the beginning of the e inid«pinoi;it inordinate desire to attach
oneself I-) the public pa oll whiclt has persisted into contemporary
Mexico.

The thrust of Spanish colonialism w as town centered. Spanish
towns in : leo were created by corporate charter instead of growing
up Italia., There was, thu4, an "artificial" character to the Mexican
town, a duality u den,cored by the regulations on municipal configu-
ration contained at et cry civic charter. The specified urban grid pat-
ter ns weee characterized b a sense of subordination to a central tt ill,

ntbolized by the /ht.-.7t, the focus of the town; around it were the
mlols of Spanish dominance- tI .2 church, the torn hall, the resi-

dences of ('rown officials.
111 tut attempt to curtail corruption. the hew Bolltlion chy

of Spain made no le, than the chall!re:-, in the administratim o' Xew
Spain. between 175S and 1,0-f, the ino-t important for municipal ,f:,--
ernment being the sstem of plot faces and pro% incial s

adopted in 17S6. The purpose was to coordinate, colonial administra-
tion in Mexico, the pro% incial administrator in effect assuming the
powers of the got ernor, the magistrate, tint] the mayor. This official
exercised control over the principal got el mtental functions of the
tow it, especially in the field of municipal finance. Obviously, the town

mita became dependent on his authorit The general effect of this
reform was to weaken the council et en further as the Empire grew
older. Vet, the town council remained the only organ of got ernment
open to the natite-born, and the tradition of the open town council
was net er forgotten; the in,t,titut ion quickly retired during the Inde-
pendence period and w as the at elute through which the men of make
birth began to assert their influence.

The SpanisitConstit ut;,,n of 112 introduced the concept of decen-
tialized administration by regions headed by pro% incial got errors,
officials who- in the fa-hion of bosses usurped the powers of the
town aid city councils. Bossism later came to haunt Mexico during
the iigitoe of Poz firio DittZ; the pro% incial boss, in his region, com-
manded % iolent folic, v.rouu,th,(1 clitoral fraud, -lualiared- the
tax lists, !Ind super% i-ed and dil' felt numerous other jobs as well as
the tot. n ounclls themselt es. A principal cau-e of the 1Zet olution of
1910 was popular ill - satisfaction with the bos-e-.; the counti hit. had,
Low et er, great difficulty in men:outing thin heritage of weak munic-
ipal government run by a 'wit ileged few.
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The Church
The second major source of the royal authority derived from the

king's relation to the Church. The Church utts an integral part of
the power of the state in New Spain. It enjoyed special privileges as
4,a state within a state," which compensated for the spiritual authority
the Church provided as a buttress to the king. The alliance of Church
and Crou u as sanctioz,,d by the institution of royal guardianship
for the Church, whereb:, the king tecehed from the papacy ohe right
to make all ecclesiastical appointments and to control ecclesiastical
revenues. This interrelationship ryas underscored by the requirement
of reading before the Indians of New Spain it proclamation which
deman.1,.xl absolute allegiance to the Church as %%ell as to the Crown.

The enormous task of modeling New Spain after Hispanic patterns
devolved largely upon the Church, through its nionoply not only c
education but also of most social services. The Chtirch was also able
to enforce intellectual and political orthodoxy through the Office of
the II° ly Inquisition, established in New Spain in 1571. As the colonial
period progressed, however, the Church tended to become somewhat
estranged from the imperial order as it came to participate directly in
the economy of New Spain. The Church became an avenue to security
for many native-born men who could not otherwise find a place within
the colonial political or economic order.

Its use of Indian labor, the tithes it received from the Crown, and
innumerable gifts from both the Crown and rich laymen made the
Church the wealthiest corporation in New Spain. Its'enterprises, in
particular the extremely successful Jesuit accomplishments in agri-
cultural production and in manufacturing based on Indian crafts,
were models of early capitalistic organization. Because or its enor-
mous revenues.and its corporate functioning, toward the end of the
colonial peril ' the Church controlled most of the liquid capital in
New Spain; as a result it became the main lend,! agency in the
colony, especially for the large landowners. Becaust ' forecbAtres on
unpaid loans, the Church held approximately one-half the total real
estate of New Spain by the beginning of the 19th century (see ch. 25,

Banking-and Currency).
Thus, despite its initially close relationship to the Crown, the grow-

ing power of the Church in the New World began to pose a threat to
the royal authorityone difficult to challenge because of the legal
rights enjoyed by the clergy, including the exclusie jurisdictions of
the clerical law courts. Unsurprisingly the Croun gait to move to- '

ward anticlericalism, initially manifested in the royal decree of 1717

directing that no further cons entual e,tabli,hmenk be created in the
Indies. Finally, in 1767 the king ordered the Je,nits expelled froth

the Indies.
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Some of the lower clergy were receptive to liberal ideas, even to the
point of becoming influential in the movement toward Independence.
The leaders of the Church, however, continued to use their immense
influence to support conservative political principles as well as
orthodox religious beliefs. This conservatism eventually led to the pro-
longed series of conflicts between the Church and the secular elements
of society after Mexico had achieved independence from Spain.
Mercantilism

The third element upon which Spanish authority depended was a
mercantilist conception of economics. The royal power was strength-
ened directly by a vast increase in the Crown's revenues and indirectly
through an increase in the capacities of the population to contribute.
The new laws of 154'2, abolishing the land grants, were an attempt to
eradicate an institution whose feudal autonomy challenged the au-
thority of the central power. The further purpose of the new laws was
to preserve the Indian population as the labor mass upon which the
economic foundation of royal power in New Spain could be maintained.

The core of the Spanish : ,,,.cantilist system was the Spanish mo-
nopoly on trade with the ctonies established through the House of
Trade situated in Seville, the only port in Spain legally authorized
to handle shipping to and from the Indies; annual or twice-yearly
fleets in which all goods to and from the Indies had to be hauled; and,
most importantly, the powerful merchant guilds which monopolized
trad0 with the Indies. The Crown, however, did maintain direct mo-
nopoly rights oser the production and sale of a number of items on
which excise taxes pros ided a valuable source of revenue to the king.
Outside the royal monopolies, production and sales of those goods of
particular importance in New Spain, livestock and minerals, were
assisted by special guilds. The pOwerful guild of livestock owners was
Transferred to New Spain. While the agricultural consequences were
not quite so barn, ful as they had been in Spa' a itself, the special
privileges allowed lisestock owners were attractise both economically
and in terms of status.

The mining industry w as regulated by codes of law, the specificity
of which had prevented mining techniques front developing much
beyond their original level. By 1760, in spite of new and rich strikes,
the decline in production and royal revenues from silver mines had
become a serious concern to those in charge of revenues. In 1777, a
royally chartered mining guild, dominated by the native-born, ssas
created in an attempt to revitalize the mining industry and give it a
comprehensive structure. The operations of the guild served to establish
mineral production as the traditional basis of royal and state income,
tending to icinforce the economic concept that silver milling was the
real basi,-, of Mexican and royal prosperityan attitude that blighted
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the expansion and (II% crification of the Mexican economy until well

into the 20th century.
The middle groups of colonial societythe mixed-blooded peoples

and the lesser native-born peopleeel.° unprotected by the Crown,
little access to land, labor, or capital, and were dependent on the

.filthier Digit c -born intluentials for their livelihood. The local crc fts
were governed by a rigid monopolistic guild system, of the classic
European pat tem, ane,Lregulated by a series of anachronistic direct i vCs

issued by the town councils and sanctioned by the viceroy. if a crafts-
man were a member of a guild, lie lad access to the group of masters
aid employers NNho controlled the industry; if not, he was barred from
the ,ira ft. Although the drag of the guilds on local industry was recog-
nized as early as the beginning of the lith century, the system was
not abolished until 1b61; traces of it remain in the late 1960's in such
industries as glassblowing and silver work.

Directly linked to the mercantilist economic structure and thus bene-
fis:imies of royal privilege were the powerful merchant-consuls, closed
(groups of the Iberian-born that were given a monopoly in import-
export operations. Beca use of their dependence upon oceanic trade with
Spain, the merchant consuls were strongly oriented toward royal and
Spanish policies. Their purview was the purchase and sale of goods at
wholesale, but through close collaboration with the colonial government
they came to control the flow of goods; this made them able to increase
prices drastically and to generate large profits. The nature of the
merchant-consuls. their monopoly of international trade, and their
fostering of the rising local prices stood in the way of the growth and
development of colonial industry and commerce. They became both the
favorite target of attacks on Hispanic dependency from the less-
!irk ileged native-born and the stanchest partisans, of resistance to
change.

Land and the Failure of Mercantilism

While the legal status of the Jberian-born and the Mexican-born
was the same, the Mexican was in practice generally excluded from
places of responsibility and authority. It is not surprising, then, that
some of the most successful Mexicans during the 1Sth century operated
on the fringes of the economy, in the area of blackmarkets and contra:
band opened by the imperfections in tlit, mercantilist monopolistic sys-
tem. More often, however, the wealth, Mexican took to land owner-
ship to gain social recognition in the colonial Hispanic culture.

The tradition of the gentleman on horseback made land a prereq-
uisite for social prestige. The taint placed by the Spanish system on
manual and commercial actis Ries helped to reinforce this traditional
approach to social status. Thus, particularly in the regions distant from
the viceregal capital in Mexico City, a Mexican landed elite came to
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flak e on the basis of municipal land grants, assertions of de facto
rights to N at ant lands, sequestration of municipal common lands or
Indian common holdings, or purchase of lands from the local Indian
chiefs. This was to become the basis of the estate system, typical of
19th-century Mexico and a primary grievance in the Revolution of
1910. The estate (milers found On their remote estates it de facto

ws*tre. autononk from the centralized state. Yet. they governed their lands
with much the sante paternalistic attitudes, Os ing the legally free
Indian labor aftess but no rights to land while holding them in bond-
age-through a system of peonage or quasi-forced labor based on sys-
tematic, chronic indebtedness. The estate owners, in their desire for
more autonomy, joined forces w ith others beginning to push for
independence from Spain toward the end of the colonial period; from
their position evolved both oligarchic and localisTic trends that pre-
vailed in Mexico until the Revolution and beyond.

The mercantilist' system proved to be the weakest link in the struc-
ture of royal rule, for its success required both nasal supremacy and
an expanding market in St pain to at sorb colonial production; both

etc in decline by t he 18th century. Worse, the system of taxes became
more onerous and the N enalit, of high officials and the merchant-con-
suls increased. The reform of the pros incial administrations in the late
listh century NN as meant to forestall collapse, but the new freedoms
only helped in the long run to undermine the waning authority ofthe
Spanish Crown.

FREE MEXICO: EVOLUTION OF A NATION

Rumblings of Revolt

The wealth and importance of New Spain by the end of the colonial
pet rod made it by far the prize. possession of the Crown, but the more
liberal refoi ins of the Burbou monarchy came too late and only rein-
forced the restive spirit.

The neo-Thomi.-1 Francisco SuArez prepared the way for some
Spanish Catholic to accept portions of rationalist thought by argu-
ing that legitimacy &rise)] front public consent and t hat when law
became unjust or v ht n central authority was lacking, power reserted
to the people. Ills thinking pros ided justification for disobedience in
the name of "popular sosereigio and "the social contract," while at
tilt. sante time condoning the centralization of 'tosser in the hands of
indi ;duals in small groups.

1Iis mot e democrat ic ideas NN urn adopted by a Mexican group made
tit ptioulpall. of 1,1%%,%et- tic loser including many ment-
he), of tile etat aod Social Club of Queli,taro. Miguel I lid:Lig°,
.1)):4. Mat ia Motelos, Vwente (kw] rem, Ignacio Allende, Alt(Ws
Quottatia Roo and hi, N1 i ft. Leona Vicario, Juan Alielma, and Miguel
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Dominguez all ssele destined to May key roles in the Independence
movement. These sere the "reasoning gentlemen" who were influenced
by the Flcucit rationalists, particularly Montesquieu, Voltaire, Dide-
rot, and Rousseau, and by Adam Smith's 'Wealth of Nations. Many
ss ere anticlerical freemasons as w ere their s3 inpathizers (the loss er
clergy included). They adopted the ideas of the Philo,sophical aml
Political Hi.story of the Indie8 of the ..1bb6 Guillaume 163 nal, m hich
bitterly attacked Spain's treatment of American natis es. Alarmed by
the content of the new wu itings, the Inquisition in the 1100's attacked
both the printing and discussion of these ideas, forcing the liberals
underground ss here they became even more imbued ss ith the ideals of
the contemporary French Revolution.

The far larger group of Mexicans, leevever, were anxious to keep
the Indians subjugated and favored independence primarily in the
hope of ousting.the Spanish and becoming the new ruling class. They
resented the fact that the Mexican elite were socially, politically, and
economically subordinate to the Spanish. Excluded from the most
profitable businesses by the monopolistic merchant-consuls suffering
under the restrictive policies of the Crown, and politically unrepre-
sented except in the weak town councils, the Mexicans became es-
tranged from the Spanish colonial system, increasingly assertive of
their "rights" and impatient with royal dictation.

In the cities which experienced a subordination both to the Spanish
bureaucracy and to the monopolistic merchants; social exclusion and,
above all, economic motives came to predominate over political align-
ments. A particular grievance grew out of the 1805 royal decree, know n
as the consolidation. This .vas a move to rationalize the rich real estate
holdings of the religious ortles by transferring their capital to the
royal treasury for shipment to Spain. Since the religious orders of
New Spain were the owners, lessees, money lenders, and principal
mortgagors on landed property, the ensuing recall of all advances made
by the. Church hit its Mexican creditors hard. On the other hand, the
French Resolution had alarmed the Mexican elite which, although
scanting independence, mistrusted and feared the eventual stirring of
the subject peoples.

The Struggle for Independence

The trigger for reveolt was Napoleon's occupation of Spain in 1808
and his attempt to establish his brother Joseph Bonaparte as king. The
absence of the legitimate monarch, in Stnirez's terms, justified a reVer-
sion of sovereignty to the people. The Spanish, fearing a movement
for independence, supported as the legitimate authority the committees
that gos erned the parts of Spain not occupied by the French. The
Mexican,,, on the other hand, asserted that sovereignty des (dyed on the
people.
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The 1 onset % i% -tottp, seeking model ate I efom 1)V exist im au-
thot it and must anvil la ;vitt delegate-, chosen by the tow a councils
to Spain to take part in a eon.-t ;tilt hum' con% eat hm. The liberal group
insisted that hat inal I ights and equality w el e basic and that the people
created sovereignty.

The liberal gro'np moved first. On September 16, 1,10, Father
Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla called his follow et s to rebel against _the
Spanish. The uprising of Indians against w kites w Mich ensued was
joined by Quer6tao club members Ignacio Allende, Juan Alditma,
and .Eiguel Dominguez; the rebels sacked San Miguel cl Grande (now
San Iigttel de Allende), Celaya, and Guanajuato.

lilt' t iolence and the rise of the long-feared rare war scared man.%
of the Mexicans away front the Ilidalgo mo% ement; the propertied
elite. in particular, preferred to cling to the seem ity of Spanish: law
and older tether than risk t heir tvcaltIi and faith under independence.
It% Noi ember of H10, I Iidabro had :-)0,000 followers and had marehed
to the VaRey of Mexico. In hesitating to strike into the Spanish-
dominated heart land, he dest rocil the morale of his molentent, %vhich
ilissol% ed. The Spanish seized the initial i% e, gat e chase, and crushingly
defeated I I it*ro in the battle of Caldert'm near Guadalajara in Jan-
uary 1t,11. I lidalgo %%as tried by the Inquisition and he recanted, but
w a, defrocked and shot as a traitor. Ills se% crud head and that of the
also raptured Ignacio .Allende %%Cr(' hung for 10 years on a fortress
hall itt Guanajuato. Not for years could the damage cam-ed by the

it ion and (lest rut t 1011 1111111s and fields be repaired. Too. grin mice:,
of raoe against race had der ast at i ng long-term effects.

The -pit it of tebellion had not died. Father Jost.% Maria Morelos
organized a hand of raider- out of the rugged southern highlands, tak-
ing Acapulco and "liberating'' most of Oaxaca in 1413 and harassing
traffic on the :Mexico City-Veracruz road. In November 1513, he
called a congress at Chilpancingo to declare the independence of his
republic of Amilmae.

The next ear, in it congress held in .1patzingiin, a constitution
rejecting the Spanish Constitution of 1S1.2 N as drawn up, largely by
the tetelat re% olutionaries Carlos Bustainante and Andres Quintana
Roo: they provided for racial equality, the abolition of clerical and
militaty pri% lieges, and Ow distribution of laud from the estates to
the peir-aht-. During 1S1 I a d ;Sri the fugitive band of revolution
:uies went fr(011 town to tottll, bl.etly instituting the new constitu-
tional regime. In Nmember Morelos was caught by Spanish
troop- and shot, having fared the Inquisition \\ it bout recanting. Ills
plug! ants later influenced those of both the Peforma and the Re% olu-
lion of 1910.

The death of Morelos was followed it.% rapid disintegration of the
libel id wing of the indepenlence mo% (glint, although a few revolu-



tionaries, notably Vicente Guerrero, continued to lead guerrilla forces
in the southwestern highlands of Oaxaca.

The socio-economic reem el.), of New Spain was well under w ay
by IS.20. Mines mete coming back into operation, and Indian laborers
were returning. Then came the news of the Spanish liberal uprishig,
with its call for restoration of the libel al Constitution of 1S1. which
the Bourlam monarch, once restored. had failed to maintain. This
alarmed many of the higher clergy and elite, for it evoked memories
of Hidalgo's race w ars and 'Morelos's constitutional ideas. Rather than
attempt to Ivor): out a compromise with the Spanish government, the
more conservatile Mexicans seized the initiative to head off the devel-

-opent of liberal strength.
The leader was Agustin de Itttrbide, a well-to-do landowning.

Mexican w Ito had been an officer in the Spaisll a Obtaining- troops
front the ; iceroy on the pretext of destroying the remnants of the
Morelos forces, Iturbide instead jollied up with Vicente Guerroo. In
Febrnary 1821, the two issued the Plan of Igtzala, announcing the in-
dependence and sovereignty of New Spain, the supremacy of the
Catholic Chinch, the principle of monarchy with a dynasty separate
from that of Spain, the, equality of rights of Mexican and Spaniard,
and absence of property confiscation. The Plan bee:me the rallying
point of the, *Int h century Conservatives. The rebel army moved with
enthusiastic popular support : the viceroy soon capitulated and inde-
pendence was von.

Faced with it movement to select a European prince as sovereign,
Iturbide gathered sufficient support to claim for himself the position
of Emperor of Mexico. In May 1822, he was crowned Agustin I. his
"empire" included not only Mexico, but, also the modern Cent'
American republics (see eh. 2, Physical Envirom»ent). Althotr-*
seized mailable capital, then in desperation issued worthles- daper
currency, he still failed in financing his government, and was forced
to abdicate in March 182.;; the Central American states broke avay
permanently. Not long afterward a convention proclaimed Mexico to
be a federal republic, through the Constittition of 1821, patterned
strongly after the United States document.

Regionalism versus Centralism

The 19th century was characterized by a running stru.r.le between

t he cent nil ant 'writ) and regional autonomy. Thu major power st
w as between Guadalajara, the stronghold of regionalist-federalism,
and centralist Mexico City. 'Unlike Puebla and Veracruz, Guadalajara
was not strongly dependent on the trade markets of the capital. It
commanded the Inillin!r %NeallIi and commercial markets as far as
Aguascalientes and Bolanos. Its commercial influence determined the
fates of the Pacific putts of Mazatl:in, San Bias, and



Zacatecas, i e%er, challenged Guadalajat a's control ox er the Bajio,
to the north of Zacatecas, w hich had de% eloped its rich agricultural
esources in close interdependence V ith the mines. This territory north
of Zacatecas had long been unfamiliar to the inhabitants of the center
and south and, as a consequence, had de% eloped a distinctive
ranchiog complex all its o%% n, teetered on :he towns of Monterrey,
Tampico, Pima], Chihuahua, and Mazatlan. Oaxaca and Chiapas also
had been remote and reamed from the Valley of Mexico long before
the Conquest, and they continued to remain isolated and independent
yell into the 0th -...entur3. The Yucatan Peninsula, too, had been far
out of the mainst ..um, and M6rida and Campeche both attempted to
establish their rights to the Gulf coastal trade 1114°1.4 tilly dominated
by the Venus! uz-Puebia Mexico Cit. monopoly. These historic regional
influences still underlie the contemporary Mexican state.

Conservatives vs. Liberals

Under the republican influence of the Constitution of 1824, the two
political factions that would dominate Mexico for the next 50 years
began to take shape. The Liberals supported a federal system, a strong
twiddle class that de% eloped through agrarian reform and promotion of
broad based industrial grow th, separation of church and state, secular
education, and abolition of the clerical and military privileges. The
Conservath es ad% ocated centralized and authoritarian government
and maintenanm of Church and aristocratic power.

The political conflict was intensified by the rivalry between the
United States Minister, Joel Poinsett, and the British charge
d'affaires, I len ry Ward, %%it° personified the desires of their respective
go% ernments to achie%e a dominant influence in Mexican affairs. Poin-
sett, who %vanted Mexico to emulate the United States, gravitated
toward the Liberals. Ward tended to favor the Conservatives. The
battle lines w rte thus drawn that would tear the republic apart within
S years of the signing of the Constitution of 1824.

The first president of the republic was Guadalupe Victoria, a hero
of the independence struggles %%hose chosen pseudonym derived there-
from. With him appeared a new national flag, the red, white, and green
tricolor of Iturbide's army with the tradition'' Aztec eagle-snake-
cactus symbol. This is still the Mexican national flag (see t 17, Po.
lit ical Values and Attitudes). Victoria presided o% era country sinking
into anarchy.

A Conservative was next elected in 1828 and, fearing a challenge,
attempted to seize the government. But the Liberals incited an up-
rising of Mexico City Indian beggarg and put the aged Vicente
Guerrero into the presidency. Guerrero was immediately confronted
by a Spanish expeditionary force sent by Ferdinand VII to reconquer
Mexico. Long aware that the invasion was coining, the Nfexictin govern.
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ment had offered the Spaniards in the country the choice of leaving
or becoming naturalized citizens. Large numbers of them were de-
ported, depriving Mexico of much of its small middle class and of
considerable capital, which the Spaniards took with them. The Spanish
attack at Tampico, when it came, was easily repulsed by General
Antonio Lopez de Santa Annamaking the latter a potent national
figure. However, Guerrero's ineptitude in handling the crisis under-
mined his power; he was replaced by his Conservative vice-president,
Anastasio Bustamante, who proved unable to prevent Mexico from
slipping deeper into anarchy.

SANTA ANNA

Between 1832 and 1855 Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna held the
presidency of Mexico 11 times. A showman, an opportunist, and an
egocentric, he nonetheless had a talent for sensing the mood of soldiers
and politicians and gaining their support. Ile also had the advantage
of the proximity of his plantation, Mango de Clava, to Veracruz and
thus of being able to seize the city's customhouse, the only source of
income for the Mexican government. Santa Anna, with the-cooperation
of the liberal federalist, Vicente. G6mez Farias, easily unseated Busta-
mante as his inauguration drew near; however, Santa Anna withdrew
to Veracruz, pleading illness, and left GOmez Farias in the presidency
to carry out the Liberals' program.

He allowed Gomez Farias to assume power, intially, as a test of
public sentiment. The Farias government passed the Reform Laws of
1833, which, consistent with the Constitution of 1824, continued the
abolition of the Inquisition while maintaining Catholicism as the only
religion of the Mexican nation. The reforms were aimed at decreasing
the power of the army; creating a civilian militia; reforming the
prisons and courts by striking out at the surviving privileges of the
army, Church, and landed aristocracy; abolishing tithes; weakening
the Church and its mission through secularization and retention of
the state's privilege of nominating bisylops; mid establishing a system
of lay education. The reforms wet,e_n4, however, to be carried through.
The Church proclaimed the chlorea epidemic of 1833-1834 a sign of
divine punishment for a "godless" administration. With great fanfare,
Santa Anna then emerged from Mango do Clava, expelling both
GOmez Farias and the Liberal Congress, rescinding the Reform Laws,
and drafting the centralist constitution known as the Seven Laws.

Texas Independence

Toward the end of 1835, the province of Texas, whose population
of settlers from the United States then totaled more than 30,000,
threatened to secede from Mexico, fearing a centralist regime would
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threaten their autonomy. Collecting an army of some 8,000 men from
the environs of Mango de Clara, Santa Anna marched north. The,
Texas declaration of independence on March 2, 1836, precipitated the
Mexican attack on the Alamo, in which the latter was overwhelmed
and all its defenders killed. In pursuit of the fugitive Texas govern-
ment, Santa Anna at Goliad massacred 300 Mexicans suspected of re-
bellion. The Texans were in total disarray and an effecti%e follow-up
might have quelled the rebellion. But, Santa Anna halted at San
Jacinto Creek, without elementary perimeter precautions. The Texans
fell on and routed the Mexican army. Captured, released, and finally
negotiating the independence of Texas (although already unseated as
president of Mexico), Santa Anna returned to his estate, defeated and
humiliated, but not yet finished.

The Conservatives maintained control of the formal structure of
government with the support of the Church and the army. But there
11as no true national got ernment. Military bosses controlled the states,
and the central government functioned only at the will of the army.
Tyranny and correction were universal, and everywhere the socio-
economic syst''m showed signs of retrogression. The enormous foreign

'debt owed (or alleged to be owed) by the Mexican government was
staggering. Non-payment of French loans precipitated the 'Franco-
Mexican War of 1838 and 1839. Lodged in the fortress of the San
Juan de Ulloa, the French Army could not be ousted. Again, Santa
Anna appeared from his retreat to "s ye" the country. The country
continued to sink deeper into chaos, at Santa Anna, in a bloody coup,
overthrew the government in 1841, establishing a puppet Congress
which drew up the new centralist constitution of the Organic Bases;
lie assumed the presidency again in 1843. A military revolution once
again ousted him in 1844, deporting him to Cuba and installing a
moderate as head of the government.

Mexican-American War

The Texas problem had timer been settled; Mexico never recognized
Santa Anna's "settlement" and the L Wiled States had not incorporated
the territory. The election victory of James Polk brought. on the an-
nexation of Texas in 1815. War broke out in 1846 as General Zachary
Taylor met and defeated a Mexican force situated in the disputed area
between the Rio nieces and the Rio Grande rivers. Suddenly, Santa
Anna reappeared in the country and at the head of a large army
moved north to confront Taylor in the Saltillo area. In the battle of
Buena Vista, after having apparently captured most of Taylor's
strong points, Santa Anna inexplicably withdrew, leaving the field
to the United States forces. Santa Anna nonetheless returned to the
capital as though lie liad been victorious and ousted the Liberals.
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Under Winfield Scott, a United States expedition then landed at
Veracruz, and followed tho route of Cott% in a march through Puebla
to the capital. Hard fought, vicious -19s saved Mexican honor, but
Scott was in the end victorious. The Unit. (=fates attack on the Mili-
tary College at Chdpultepec Castle gal e Me.acan children and the
Mexican nation a new set of national heros in the Boy Heroes, the
teenage cadets killed in the defense. Santa Anna left the country once
more, leaving the problem to a provisional president. Mexico City
fell; Taylor swept down through the north and General Learney
through Texas and New Mexico to California, where General Fre-
mont had already taken over. The final peace settlement of the Treaty
of Guadalupe Hidalgo ceded to the United States all Mexican territory
north and west of the Rio Grande in return for US$15
Stunned and resentful, with national pride devastated by the loss of
nearly half of their territory, Mexicans became more hostile to the
United States.

After the war, the ultra-conservatives under Lu6as Alemlin seized
power and recalled Santa Anna from exile to provide authoritarian
rule in preparation for plans to place a royal prince at the head of the
Mexican government. Assuming an almost monarchiCal role under the
title of Serene Highness, Santa Anna spent lavish sums on trappings
and bribery. Lacking ready funds, he finally sold what came to be
called the Gadsden Purchase to the United States for US$10 million.
The Liberals, growing bolder, articulated their renewed hopes in the
Plan of Ayutla in early 1854. The runaway economic, political, and
social degeneracy of the country finally and irrevocably undermined
Santa, Anna's power. In August 1855 hefied.

La Reforma

The Plan of Ayutla, proclaimed by the aging guerrilla Juan
Alvarez, was the opening of la Reforma in Mexico, that period of the
19th century dominated by liberal thinkers with great faith in the
power of words. In November 1855 Alvarez, a dicstizo liberal constitu-
tionalist, liecarne provisional president. His Indian minister of justice,
I3enito Jutirez, immediately promulgated a law making civil equality
basic to the Mexican system by abolishing special privileges and rais-
ing,the civil courts abo e those of the the Church, the army, and the
great landowners. The bitter opposition of the Church and the con-
servat i es created such popular uproar that Alvarez retired.

Alvarez was replaced by a lawyer, Ignacio Cotnonfort, a moderate
whose cabinet nonetheless unexpectedly adopted anti-clerical laws.
Comonfort's minister of finance, Miguel Lento de Tejada, in 1856
authored a decree calling for the Nrced sale of corporate land hold-
ings. While chiefly aimed at the Church, which still controlled a third
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of the culti% zited land in Mexico, the law's phraseology also permitted
the redistribution of the communal holdings of the Indians. The plan
was to auction off the properties in the anticipation of creating a
peasantry of small, free farmers and thus to finance the government
by means of a transfer tax in a way no previous Mexican administra-
tion had been able to do. It was not the landless who obtained these
properties, however, but the speculators, the great landowners, and
the local political bosses.

The work of a constituent assembly made up of moderates and
liberals culminated in the Constitution of 1857, an affront to the Con-
servatives, which survived in form, if not in practice, until 1917. Aside
from incorporating the anti-clerical and anti-aristocratic ideals of
Juarez and Lerdo de Tejada, the chief purpose of the document was
to prevent a presidential dictatorship of the sort typical of the Santa
Anna periodan objective which within 20 years was to fail at the
bands of Porfirio Diaz.

The strong liberal faith in the power of words was reflected in a
long list of inalienable rights and in the design of a federal system
imbued with more central powerthis in a country whose local politi-
cal bosses increasingly controlled effective political action. The con-
stitutional signing represented a call to arms for the Conservatives.
Pope Pius IX issued an extraordinary condemnation of the Constitu-
tion, and the Church hierarchy promised denial of the sacraments to
all who upheld the works of la RefoPma. Nearly all important figur
in the government were excommunicated. In December 1857, a gro,1'p
of Conservatives under General Mix Zuloaga seized both President
Comonfort and the new Vice President and Chief Justice, 13 nito
Juarez. Escaping to Queretaro, a group of congressmen and me ibers
of the Liberal administration set up a rump government.

The tensions exploded in January 1858 into a bloody 3-year civil
war, the so-called War of the Reforma. Juarez, released and at the
head of the Liberal regime, set up a government of the Republic of
Veracruz, which only the United States among the more influential
world powers recognized. This chit war pitted traditionalists against
reformers, central -fexico against the provinces, and even Europeans
against the United States. During the height of the battle in July
1859, Juarez issued the Laws of the Reform which confiscated alI
church properties except for buildings used for worship; suppressed
all religious orders; ended tithing; required civil marriages and
registration of births and deaths (thus depriving the Church of an
important source of fee funds) ; completely separated Church and
State; and even restricted any reinstatement of the traditional state
Catholicism in vor of the principle of religious equality.

These laws wOe carried out wherever the Liberals occupied terri-
tory, and the consequence was persecution and counter-persecution in
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the name of Catholicism. For nearlv 3 years the Conservative forces
under Miguel Miramon held the upper hand. But by controlling
Veracruz, Mexico's major seaporttalyitich the United States kept
the s.lt, !ies openthe Liberals maintained an advantage which was
to prove decisive. Juarez entered Mexico City in January 1861.

As president, howeNer, Juarez Ns a:4 faced with iJmumerable problems.
There was neither enough money in circulation to gather taxes nor
enough sales of Church property to produce a significant amount of
hard currencies. The old claims of foreign debt_were revived, for the
Europeans despised Juarez as an Indian bandit who had robbed and
looted Europeans during the civil war. The European demands were
intensified by the intrigue of conservative exiles all over Europe; the
United States had become immobilized by its own Civil War. At first,
Juarez attempted to scale down the debt demands, but encountering
only stubborn protests, he stopped payment completely for 2 years.
The incensed creditors demanded that the governments of Great
Britain, France, and Spain take action.

In late 1861 and early 1862, the Spanish, British, and French gov-
ernments sent expeditionary forces to Veracruz, either to collect the
debt through impounding customs receipts or to frighten Juiirez into,
repayment. The British and Spanish, after lengthy negotiations, with-
drew, in April 1862. But the French had been approached by Mexican
royalists; Napoleon II, coveting the Wealth of Mexico and aspiring to
leadership of the Latin world, decided to establish a puppet monarchy
in Mexico.

The French army, moving inland from Veracruz, was badly beaten
at Puebla on May 5, 1862 (see ch. 17, Political Values and Attitudes).
Sending a new commander and massive reinforcements, Napoleon re-
doubled his efforts, finally forcing the Juarez government out of
Mexico City in June 1863 and establishing a puppet provisional regime._
Settling on the Archduke Maximilian of Austria, brother of the Haps-
burg emperor, Franz Josef, Napoleon persuaded the archduke to
ascend the Mexican throne by showing him false evidence of over-
whelming popular support from a rigged plebiscite. Maximilian ar-
rived at V.racruz in July 1864. Falling in love with the country, Maxi-
milian and his wife adopted Mexican clothes and Mexican customs.
Well-meaning Maximilian attempted to make Mexico a showplace of
progress and tolerance, but he was overcome by the country's chronic
lack of capital, made worse by the French seizure of funds, mines,
lands, and business houses in collection of its claims. Too, he enraged
the Church by refusing to restore the lands and privileges of the clergy
and by appointing Mexican moderates and liberals to high office.

With the end of the United States Civil War, Secretary of State
William Seward put heavy diplomatic pressure on Napoleon to with-
draw French troops from Mexico, backing his demands by shipping
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gloat qu.ultities of :,urpin, %%au ,upplit., and large linnabel:, of '`% olon:
tel'1%-,44 tO all N\ 110 %%ere cornered at a spot acrw-s

from El Paso, l'exas, now the site of Ciudad ,Ithirez. Alarmed b\ the
rising power of \\a, ful,,,t to \\ ithdraw Flinch
trouts in January 1S67. 1)eserted but re flusi:.g to admit defeat. "Afaxi-
Indian \\ as,sul rounded at Quelit :Ito 11 .1 teit:s fi:oops. Ile was hied
and executed- -one of perhaps :,I1,000 tlea'h..,ttf t ibutable to Nap/lel/11'S
"th culture. Totla, iew ed as a misguided but
well-intentioned man.

JuArez, hasintr won the battle against the lot ce,,, that llneatened the
consolidation of the INIexican nation -the Chu., 11 and the French
army- -entered Mexico City \\ ith his stature 'immensely enhanced.
Ira ing- dri \ en out tie! in \ :niers, lie became the personification of "Alexi-
cal, nationhood. Symbolically, coy the modern -Mexit an, the circle of
nat ionr.1 unity broken by the Concitu:- s clo..ed \\ heti a _fttll-

blooded Zapotec Indian dro\ e out t ht ia-t of the foreign pow ers.to
attempt domination of Mexico. Thu:, Benito ..11CAtei, has bet mute per-
haps the leading .Mexican national hero (see ch. 1i, Polit laud Values
and Attitudes). N.

.1
Mexico tom could .rgnore its foreign debt and get On with the job

of nation building. ,Imirez, reelected in Ist;7, tried to implement the
Constitution of IS.i7. Itetaining the loyalt ke\ army units t hrot,411
the person of his "Afinister of War, Ignacb .1fejia.,111.irez was able to
demobilize wo-thirds of the military force.; and still pre \ ent pro-
\ incial anarchy and to his aut borit4\ . The coon(
howe,er, did no' tasiiy re\ \ e from the Ill \ ages of civil war and inter-
vent ion...Mineral product &Ina ined low, and agricultural -\ ields hod
seriously fallen off after the transfer of Church lands into pun ate
hands. Education suffered as a result of the drastic depletion of cb rical
teachers, the disbanding of the ecclesiastical orders., ;Ind popular re-
sistance to Prof estant missionaries.

wits, however, able to inaugui ute the eta -of railroad Imild lug
by contracting \\ ith 131 itish firms for the l'eracr Mexico ('it line,
t i,iuuu,te a school s\ stem, and to give Mexico its first period of truly

.hle go\ ermoent since ICele!r:t1 tilues. Reelected to the presidency
in 1871, Jiti'llez Ill\ a few month--; before his death in July

The short period of stability and gr t \I as soon slavered by
political and iniittay st ruggles.

Jtirez's successor, I,erdo de l'ejada, confronted w ith the h e-

surgence of regionalism in ,Jalisco. reinforced by Guadalajara's cum-
itercial leadership of the Pacific coast of "Af(vico, tn. Id challenge
,f Jalisco to cent! al cunt col \\ as reopened when the central government

attem.) to care out of it two new state::, Colima and Nayarit.
Guadalajara. through its port of San B1,1-,, had eume to dominate v.e.t
coa -t (rade with the po-t-Independents decline of Acapulco. The ri-,e
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of -tan:hood . Sown a, 1% It It it, ports of Cluityina,, aml Colima, with
it port of Nlanzanillu, ngthencd uppu,ition to the power of
Gtud.dajai,i, us did the ow th of the port of Mazathin in the state
of Sinaloa.

-Bandit" taid,, and tvittforced by Lento de Tejada in his
attempts to bleak away the territot of Na at it, only set eil to increase
t ltt feai, aua uninit of Jalisco to Mexico City and the central govern-
ment. A re oh, Mahe out in J.il Ise() din eted itgain,t the President, who
wa, f tom Vei it, t itz :mil thus a s mho] of the hated Verael tiz.-Mexico
Cit: trade inui»pol. It w as in part b taking ad% antage of this up-
ti.,ng that one of Lela, a, viziaa's Forth to DittZ, 111 1876
ut t ew the gui, eminent. Tly,- ad% iiiirof the Diaz regime marked
thy end of l; /1'( forma.. ,Ittait..2/:, %%hile never entirely obscured,
weie deemphasia.d Wailer the n ttterdtng decades of the porfir:ato--
thy lung t ale of Pot firio Diaz -only to be testa rected and fulfilled

the lie ()hit ion of lalu and the -ubseque,it evolution of modern
,Mvxico.

THE PORFIRIATO

A ith and Mixtec blood. Porfirio Diaz, came from
a t ).tx:ica famil of modest circumstances, was a ptir;1 of Juiirez's in
l.ta - ghoul, and was an extivinely courageous officer in the ranks of the

Alexican . Diaz had defied the 1854 plebiscite "rigg 41"
for Santa Anna, had been a major figure in the War of the Reform,
and had insti unientit I in the defeat of the French army at Puebla
on May 5, 1S6. Refusing a pardon front Maximilian, he had engi-
neered a &retie% il escape in I O3 and then been a key leader in the
met tin ow of the Hapsburg monarch, being the first to enter Mexico
City after the withdrawal of the hew!' army. Diaz's Plan of
Tuxtepee %%-ilia initiated the final iwerthrow of la llefoona in 1876
a ostensibly a model of Liberal thought- denouni ing the idea of
pit sidential reelection, calling for effective suffrage, and criticizing
the extensive presence of foreign capitalists.

I ilaz ruled through an informal political apparatus in which the
major state and local leaders depended on Diaz not only for their
economic well-being but for their %cry freedom. Each distrk. and city
at tailed b a lo. al bus,, whose answerability to the national leader

coca gn ater than it had been under the late colonial system. The
The national congress and judicial y were staffed with obedient and
lo%.tl bents alto did t hole benefactor's bidding. This political appa-
ratus was sustained spjing and spoils, and Niched by an army that
inaildained internal order and forced subservience.

MIlit;tr alt v was retained not only because, of the vast respect
of )11fre) VD] i;-41`11 men for Diai, ha a ko because of Diaz's appoint-
ment of nac t lie could ilontinate, his larges.-e for tho,e in his favor, and
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his frequent ,Lifting of command,. Perhale, as dominant, however,
was the highl ,tro tit, and cent rallied police force; the mainstay of
which was the rural police.

Its kinilds into the lliantly uniformed, well-armed,
mounted r ural police. Diaz not onl brought rural (Time and banditry
under cont ol for the first time, but also created a tool for terrorizing
political enemies and troublesome citizens. The hole s) stem was
'milt at ind the slogan "bread or club" for those. who cooperated
"bre d.," fur those w ho ebelled, the -club,- often the product of the
fugitke law, which pent itted the shooting on the way to jail of those
w ho "attempted escape.- This political apparatus completely con-
trolled t he Mexican gm eenment trout 1 to 1911. The only ostensible
Lapse in pow er was the adniinist ration of General Manuel Gonzrilez

I) in order to fulfil' Diaz's original commitment to no im-
mediate reelection.

It would be a mistake to believe that the pop/le/a/o was unpopular
or not rese ' --at least until its last years. Even his critics admitted_
Diaz's skil ssuming in the popular mind the mantle of Julirez. Of
particular importance in sustaining popular regard was the regime's
ability to create and maintain a high level of material and econo, is
growth in Mexico. By 1F91 Diaz was able to u' the first balanced
budget in the history of the Republic. Mexico attracted great sunts of
foreign money, matched by the grow th of ro% en:mental concessions to
foreign enterprise.

Fir-t railroads, then telegraph and the telephone, brought in large
amounts of foreign capital. There followed the reemergence of the
mining industry, in turn Stimulated more railroad onstruction,
opening up regions which hail become stagnant since Independence.
The grow th in these latter regions spurred the expansion of the live-

\stock and agricultural industries to the north. The growing national
wealth created urban demands for street railways, electrical systems,
and mas,ke public utilit projects. Vinally came, the ery in 1900
of the rich oil pools of the Gulf Coast, st ret( king from Texas to Vera-
cruz and centering on the port of Tampico. This resulted in the rapid
growth of the city of M.mterrey, opening up a new and serious regional
challenge to the cent ral ntonopid of Mexico City aml Veracruz (see
ch. 2, Physical Environment ) .

The pattern of g.ow tit, despite prosper: y, tended to nourish an
titer ripening xenophobia. The fot eigner was protected front the police
and law coin I-. and gm ernment censorship and tax st ructure worked
to his ad% mtage. Beh. cell 190:1 and 1911, for example, United States
holding, itt Mexican railways approximately doubled to almost

Tot rnited States imestent in Mexico by 1.112
was more than ''S$1 billion exceeding the total amount of capital
invested b% the Mexicans themselves.
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Labor and ee en the Church shared in this growing displeasure with
foreign "colonization." Knowin!, that Mexicans as a w hole were
neither anti-Catholic nor anti-clerical, Diaz had allowed the Laws of
the Reform regarding the Church to fall into disnse. As a result, the
Church began to regain some of its properties and accumulate mod-
erate cash reserves. But even the native clergy had its complaint. For,
while the number of priests rose, from 3,000 to .6,000 during his time
of office, most of this increase was accounted for by a heavy immigra-
tion of Spanish, French, and Italian clerics; while this growth tended
to please the Church hierarchy it tended as much to arouse the :esent-
ment of the lower ranks of the native-born Mexican clergy.

Diaz had little sympathy for labor, and union organizers were
viewed as public enemies and treated severely. As material progress
spread, the industrial working class grew; as it expanded, its griev-
ances against government and industry swelled. Xs early as the 1890's
Ricardo Flores MagOn, an anarcho-syndicalist, ',egan to attack the
Diaz r, rime with demands for economic equality for Mexican workers.
In all, some 2.'1 strikes occurred under the Diaz regime, mainly in the
textile, railro..,1, and cigar industries, all largely in the hands of for-
eign capitalists. The strikes were put down quickly and ruthlessly,
which created a strongly anti-Diaz and anti-foreign attitude among
Mexican working classes.

.Perhaps the greatest indictment leveled against the profiriato, how-
ever, was that of the outraged Liberals against the regime's flavor of
white supremacy. The notion of white racial superiority was an out-
growth of quasi-scientific notions introduced into Mexico at the end
of la R,, forma. These ideas, however, were not in the long term a prac-
tical position for the controlling groups. During the 19th century they
had become a progressively smaller proportion of the total population.
The mixing of the Mexican population, while gradual, was irreversible.

The l9th-century liberal based his formula for rapid agricultural
dctelopment on small pill ate holdings. not on the corporate holdings
of the Church or the Indian communal holdings Diaz continued this
puliry b.e applying the anti corporate provisions of forma laws to
the Indian communal holdings. As he fore, bowel er, the lands did not
become small private farms, but were gi( kly bought up by moneyed
Mexicans or foreigners. The result 1% as that foreigners 5,4e able to
gain control of ser3 large arms. Thus, while, more thanitWo-thirds of
the population it mained engaged In agriculture. rodd.tion declined,
and increasingly toward the end of the poifil.,7ato the country required
importation of foodstuffs.

Just as the white-to-nonwhite, rat io tended to work against the main-
tenance of w lute supremacist philosophy so the landholder-to-peasant
ratio woe 1 against the economic philosoply of depending upon the
large agricultural landholding. In fact, both weaknesses tended to
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1,011%. hand :n hand to undui mine the poi/frill/0. Some sO percent of
the Me ican population in 1910 11.1h rural and dependent upon the
land for subsisteni:e. Yet. o% er 1%, sent of this rural population

hind it and depended almost cu. irely on the few thousand large
Widow tier, for their Iiaeliiicud. The peasant had to buy necessities
from his estate's store. As a rtsult, irtually all peasants were in per-
petual debt, a debt peonage that voukd seemingly inner allow them
to break- file. Should they strike or riot in protest, the army and the
eural police were ready to supress them.

After the turn of the. century protest rose sharply, but the end of
the regime was ttiggered by Diaz hit self and a United States maga-
zine correspondent. Diaz had turned 70 1 1900 and concern grew about
the problem of .1 'successor. In the 1904 e ction, Diaz installed a vice
president as a iioncession to those v% Ito thou, it he was too old to guide
the oiiiitry. In February 1908, James ('reel titan, a reporter for Pear-
son'sliagazine, implied in an article that in a private interview Diaz
had etipres al a desire to retire in 1910 at the end of his term and that
under ti circinnstances would he rim again for reelection. The reprint-
ing of what has come to be known as the "Creelman Report" in the
Moxivo City newspaper A'? lmpauoial stirred political activity as op-
ponents and ft fends alike began to group their forces for the coining
election. Diaz some months late)r informed his cabinet he would indeed
seek another term. ITtme%er, this interchange causeeliancisco I.
Madero in 1908 to write The Pr,sidential Succession in 1910, a highly
popnlar look that was to pros e the undoing of the porfiriafo and the
making. of Mikdero. Encouraged by his own growing popularity and
disillusioned 'by a personal inter *,,,w with Diaz, Madero declared him-
self a candidate for the presidency under the slogan :efIe_e_ti_ye2uf-__

_
suf-

frage no reelo:ction."
Diaz had Madero jailed -in an Luis Potosi and then carried the

election of on schedule --it being announced that Madero had received
19(1 %otes to Diaz's milli-olf%-otes.-Releasrd-in October 1910, Madero fled
to the United States, issued the so- railed Plan of San Luis
Potosi railing for the 'e cilium% of the port; cioto and its replacement
be a political s stem pro% iding for no reelection of the jpresident, land
reform. and social justice. The Plan caused rumblings among the lead-
ers of the Indian and nte8t;.-..o masses of the north and south; to combat
t hest , Diaz cO by thenhad to depend upon go% ernors and generals

ho as ere allilthA as old as Ile. Their reaction as too slow nd-the-
end came w thin G months in May 1911. Emiliano Zapata, with.his
army of landless Indian peasants from Morelos and Guerrero, march-
ing under the banner sf land and Liberty, captured the important
railway center at Ceautl. Pancho Villa and his private army and
irregular bandit forces stormed Ciudad Juarez. News of these rebel-
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lions brought on army mutinies and riots in Mexico City. Diaz
resired on May 25, 1911, and set sail for Europe.

THE REVOLUTION

Francisco Madero, from an aristocratic Coahuila family of wealthy
Diaz supporters, entered Mexico City on June 7, 1911. The masses
hailed him as a deliverer who would pro% ide them with "Land and
Liberty." The popular euphoria was, however, ill-founded, for it
swirled around a man v itli little experience in public affairs and none
in government. His political plans went little beyond free and- open
elections and the establishment of a democc s;%stem, but the desire
for social change had loosed swelling deMands, from all sides, that
went far beyond this. Although Madero was elected president on
November 6, 1911, and subsequentl swept away much of the old
Diaz bureaucracy, he also attempted a balancing of all actions and
thus moved too slowly for the taste of those who wanted to remake
the social order overnight.

Generals, local chiefs, and radicals all over Mexico, freed from
restrictive controls, respond to the welling up of popular resentment
against the controlling aristocracy. botl: foreign and domestic.
Zapata had been leading his peasant army over the Morelos country-
side, killing landowners and dividing up the;r lands. He feared a
reaction might cheat the peons of these properties. So in No% ember
1911 lie issued his Flan of .Ayala, deitouncing Madero as hat lug joined
forces with the followers of Diaz and thus being unfit to govern.
Ther(_ soon came a southern Indian revolt against Madero's adminis-
tration. When Madero continued to take no positive steps toward
social reforms, Pascual Orozco and his Army of the North revolted
in March 1912. Although the Orozco revolt was put down by General
Victoriano lInerta, the social ferment raging amonl, he lower classes
of the north, particularly in the state of Chihuahua., was not effec-
tively countered. It soon became clear that although Madero put
political reform above social and economic reform, the latter held
highest pi iority for the revolutionai elements epitomized by Zapata
and 0-ozco.

Madero could not reestablish order. Ilis hie% itable downfall came
at the hands of three nonrevolutiouaries: Iluata; General Felix Diaz,
nephew of the recently deposed autocrat : and Henry Lane Wilson, the
-United States Ambassador to Mexico. Diaz had unsuccessfully at-
tacked the presidential palace. Rebuffed, he joined Huerta, whom
Madero had appointed to lead the forces loyal to him. Together on
February 9, 1913, they began a siege of Mexico City which lasted for
10 days (the "tragic ten"). Ambassador Wilson stepped in to mediate
between Madero and Huerta, hoping to aehie% c peace, to provide
safety for American citizens, and to ieestfiblish the flourishing United
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States cute! piLes that had pre% ailed dut ing the poifir;ato. Wilson
pressun et! %del o to t esign and encouraged a I Inerta coup by inform-
ing the general', nepre.eutatiles that the United States would recog-
nize any 1 eglitte that could reshot. older to the city and countryside.
On February 1s, Iluert a arrested Al:uteri) aunt proclaimed his own
assumption of the pre-idency until elections ((11th be held.

Despite of safe p.issage out of .Nlexicu, Madero was assas-
sinated on the night of 1,-(bi nary .22 'as he was being rein( ved from
the presidential palace. \\nk nu Cl idence linked Wilson to the plot,
to many- Mexican- it appeals that lie bore lespunsibility, in that the
coup he encontaged led to the murder. This and other grio tutees in-
duced % iolent ho,tility to the United States among the Mexican
re% olutional assas,ination raised the statute of this mi-
,licee,ful ple,ident to t hat of warty red Father of the Re%olution.

Ilnerta ruled by force, bribery, and a liberal construction of the
fugitke law. His clain, of a lack of popular dl 'natal for hew elections
in I )ctobe.. 1913 caused Zapata to bleak away- and the sun %lying fol-
lower, of Diaz to denounce his dictatorship. Ila% imr escaped prison to
ventei II (1111 the United States, rancho Villa, constantly elud-

ing the gra-p of Hulett:Cs militaly, broadened his power base in
Chilinahtt.t. But Ihierta',1110,t -.et ions problem N% _knit,' Ivan Presi-
dent It'oodi ow Wilson.

B.% A1 191 1, AVilswi had lifted the United States embargo on arms
to_Nlexico. Thi- aided the !elk,' :unties of Villa and of Alvaro Obreg(Th
in Chihuahua and Sonoma; they gained contiul of virtually the entire
northern bon del zone. and w ith the aid of Zapata, the centi.il states
of louelo:-, tiuctJe,h, and Miclwac:in and pat t' of the regions to rile
not tai and ea-t of ,\Ie\ico ('ity. All of these %%ere under the general
lead( t'-lop ut V, nu-tiaho (%,1 ran/ a. III tile face of thh tin eat, Iluerta's
stiate,% wa- to maintain fol titied (hies along the rail linos flout the
United State- bolder to leN*.co City. But during hate 1913 and early
191 1, the , t he force, of Villa, Obregon, and Car-
r:1114a Can't' to be called, descended out of the north following those
same rail lines.

The fatal blow to Itileuta% cait-e, bow met., came front President
-bong I (al boil to the at rest of some United States sailors in

Tampico: NV11,011 tinkled ['lilted States nu'.al foices to seize and hold
the custom-, hon-e at Velacruiz and so lo ing on the financial collapse
of the Iluel la go% el ;intent. In an attempt to del,ri'.e lItierta of a ship-
ment of aim, in Vt., a tit,. a part% of United State, marines and sailors
'.'a, landed, only to he fouled to witlidtaw by a grout') of citizen, led

et. 4',14.1',:sby t 111111(1

1 1 t front the It.% ican Na ;u1 Academy. 'Flue next
dal t lo ee United State- ci botithat :led the Vl'1tTIIZ defenses IIII0
FlIbIlliqS:1011.
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TI ese act, generated indignat ion among sonic Mexicans, but 1Iner, a
w as unable to turn the inflamed Mexica nationalism into support.
Surrounded and w '111otit financial res-urees he esigned in July 1911
and fled to the United States. fills triggered an interlude of anarchN..
_ \s the re% ohltionar forces approached the capital, a w ae of iolenoe'
broke out. Wealth became punishable by death. Estates, factories, vil-
lage's. and m i ws were ravaged.

Oblegon's a rin of the north w est leached Mexico Cu \ first, followed
by Carranza, who had by this time broken %% it Pa ncho Villa. In an
attempt to unify the num meld, the leading factions tinder Villa,
Zapata, Obregini, and Caranza met in October 1911 in Aguascalientes
to orgwnize a go% ernment satisfactory to all. The presidential choice
of Villa and Zapata. Eulalio tlutihrez, w as elected, causing Carranza
and Obrego to repudiate the proceedings and to w ithdra%% to Veracruz
where they set, up a regime -in exile" and began building a military
force to Oust and Zapata.

President Gutierrez soon gave up his position and went over to the
Ca rranza-Obregon side. Zapata and his followers retained to their
southern homeland. In February 1915, joined by a sizable force of
radical Jabot ens, ObregOtt &Ito% e Villa from Mexico City and gave chase
until a final battle at Cela a inApril broke the back of the Villa forces.

In a desperate attempt to w rest control of the Revolution front Car-
ranza, Villa attempted to pro\ eke a general United State3 invasion
by a series of bunk r raid:, President Wilson sent General Joint Persh-
ing \yid a large force of United States regulars and militia into
Chihuahua to chase Villa. While Carranza strongly objected to the
United States chase of Villa's -bandits," tinge was little lie could do
to rot.t rol Villa, let alone Pershing.

The withdrawal of United States troops in February 1917 came
almost, simultaneously with the publication by the British secret serv-
ice of the so-called -Zimmerman note," in which Germany offered
Mexico an alliance against the United States (anticipating American
entrance into World War i) in return for territory lost by the Mexican
Cession of ISIS. The offer w as not accepted, but the resulting outcry
in the United States and the galvanizing of Mexican nationalistic
antipathy to the United States proved an asset to Carranzn.

The Carranza govetninert con) oiled a const itutional convention in
Queretaro in late ,No% ember 191G, in an attempt to :Minot peasant and
worker support and to restore legality to pplitical affairs. Within little
more than 2 months Carranza proclaimed ale completion and ratifica-
tion of the Constitution of 1917, the tut,st hallowed document of the
Mexican Revolution. The provisions of the new constit 'aim' incor-
porated political elements prevalent in most 19th-century Western
constitutions-- effective ersal male sulTraw, no reelection of the
president, diN ision of power,, a weak bicameral legislature, an in-
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dependent judiciary, separation of Church and State, federalism, and
free compulsory education.

On matters of economic and social welfare, however, the revolu-
tionary intellectuals had their w ay, 'incorporating the collecti% ist
principle in the Constitution to a degree unparalleled before the Rus-
shin Revolution. The state was to take precedence over the indi%
The pre-colonial communal farmlands of the central and southern
Indian % illages were tope restored and enlarged. "Oversized" indi% id-
ual holdings were to be subdivided. The Constitution of 1917 gnaran-
teed the riOlt of agricultural and industrial workers to unionize and
strike. and proclalmed limits to working hours and bases tot iniuinuno
w ages. Both debt peonage and child labor were forever abolish-1. file
Church was to own no property whatsoever, including houses of wor-
ship. Monastic orders were outlawed, and priests were severely re-
stricted. Most of all, the Church was to have nothing to do with public
education.

Once in the presidency, Carranza governed under a conservative
interpretation of the Constitution. Bothered by the persistence of
Zapata-led revolts demand'ng "Land and Liberty," Carranza tried
persistently to capture the peasant leader; his subsequent involvement
in the assassination of Zapata undermined his popular support, and
his attempt in 1920 to dictate his successor completed public disaffec-
tion, even to the extent of causing Obreg6n to summon the people,
through his Plan of Agua Prieta, to resist the imposition of the succes-
sor. Carranza attempted to get to Veracruz in a train loaded with the
national treasure, only to ha% e the train derailed and to be hunted down
and nmdered. Not long after, on July 20, 1923, Rancho Villa was
ambushed inParral by a relative of one of the victims of his banditry.
By 1923, Madero, Zr pata, *Carranza, and Villa, four of the five great
heroes of the Mexican Be \ ()holm), were dead. The last, Ohregon,
would soon follow.

THE RISE OF THE MESTIZO SPIRIT

By 1920 many were beginning to feel that once again the Mexican__
Revolution was falling back into reaction. It seemed as if the revolu-
tionary promises and ideals were going to be lost in the % iolence and
con fusion tl wit pi e% ailed. But Alv aro Mregon assumed the presidency,
sal aging the Re% olution and consolidating its divergent forces. He
established the so-called Sonoran Dyntety that was to rule Mexico
fia the next 1:i years. With him began the tradition of pragmatic rule,
rejecting imported or domestic radicalism, while at the same time
heading off the landow Hers, the clergy. tic would-he aristocrats, or the
foreigners who might try to deflect the ,,ystetn from revolutionary
object ices.
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It was throagh his manipulation of the three new bases of power
the revolutionary generals, the agrarian spokesmen, and the labor
leadersthat Obregon solidified the program of the Revolution.
ObregOn reduced the size of the armed forces drastically while induc-
ing many generals to accept status as a pensioned class of wealthy
individuals. Most of the generals responded by remaining strongly
loyal to Obregon and the new system throughout their lifetimes.

It was a good del." more difficult to organize and bring under con-
trol the agrarian elements. Being a northerner, Obregon saw land
reform primarily in terms of small private plots, but he 'allowed an
old Zapata follower, Antonio Diaz Soto y Gama, to influence/ his
policies to the extent that some 4 million acres of land were redistrib-
uted, mostly in the form of common lands to Indian communities.

It was in labor !natters that Ohreg6n was to achieve his greatest
national acclaim. Ile supported Luis Morones in 1918 in his attempts
to e:.tablish a national trade union confederation, the Regional Con-
federation of Me2iican Labor (Confederation Regional Obrera Mexi-
canaCROM). Under ObregOn. Morones and the CROM had the full
and enthusiastic support of the government in forcing hesitant workers
into unions and in backing union claims against entrepreneurs.

It was under Obregon that Mexico's vast attempt at mass education
of the illiterate really began (see ch. 9, Education). His minister of
edtkation, Jos6 Vasconcelos, was a writer and philosopher of high
repute; his conception of the racial superiority of the Mexican inter-
mixture of Mongoloid, Negroid, and Caucasoid blood was to take on
a very special importance in the attempt to create a mestizo society and
a sense of national greatness. In this process, the search for national
identity seized upon the glorification of the Indian past. This was a
period of unprecedented intellectual freedom and a-tistic flowering
which brought forth the great muralists Rivera, Orozco, iald Si-
queiros; the composers Carlos Chavez and Manuel Ponce; the phi-
losophers Alfonso Reyes and Antonio Caso; and a wealth of poets and
novelistsall of whom glorified the Indian past (see ch. 10, Artistic
and Intellectual Expression).

The principal instrument of creating a mestizo society was public
education. Thousands of new school: were started and staffed with
hastily trained primary teachers. Obregon had infused with mission-
ary zeal the attempt to esta)iish a fully literate Mexican society, Vast
numbers of itinerant teacht.rq moved out over the ,ountryside; cul-
tural missions brought hygiene to remote villages; and children were
taught the folk arts and dances of ancient Mexico (see ch. 9, Educa-
tion). Moreover, Obreg6n, in his agricultural program, stimulated the
education of farmers in modern methods and techniques.

With the aid of United States arms and permission to pass through
Texas in a flanking maneuver, Obregon was able to put down a revolt
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soul to ensure the 1921 presidential in-tallation of his friend and
fellow Sonia an, 1 'Infarct) Elias Calles (president 1921-2S). Calles pur-
sued esseutially the same policies as did Obreg6n, but perhaps with
C% en more % Igor. Agrarian reform gained more momentum, as more
than 20 million acres of land were redistributed to the Indian commu-
nities met the decade in which Calles directly controlled go% eminent
policy. The school building program utoyed ahead rapidly. The mo% e-
limit attracted increasing nunibets of %%to kers and Calles continued
to support the CRUM.

It was w itli regard to the Church, however, that Calles was to
demonstrate what many considered to be true "re% olutionary virtue."
In 1926, 1w suddenly ordered complete and strict compliance with the
% a rious anti clerical clauses of the Constitution of 1917, particularly
those requii ing the registration of all priests and the closing of semi-
naries. The go% eronwlit hunted dow it clandestine communities of friars
and nuns and confiscated Church propel ty, funds, and art objects.
Parkm Ilial schools were Ault and the teaching of atheism in the public
schools was encouraged.

On July 31, 1926, all church bells mere silenced and for t I.o next 3
years no chinch services were held in Mexico, although the church
buildings remained open for indi% idual %vorship. Devout citizens,
mainly centered in Jalisco and Guanajuato, rebelled against the -god-
less republic," often assassinating officials and beating revolutionary
leaders. By 1929, both sides had had enough. The conflict %%as tempo-
arily cumin oinised through the mediation of United States Ambassa-

dor Dwight Morrow. The federal go% ernment, did not, lume%er, stop
the governors of such states as Sonora, Tabasco, Veracruz, and Yuca-
trot from expelling or deporting most of the priests in their domains.

During the first 2 or 3 years of his presidential term. Calles brought
the monetary and fiscal system of Mexico directly under the control
of the state, establishing the Bank of Mexico in 192, creating a gen-
et al contract 's office for overseeing national budgetaty matters, and
levy ing Mexico..., first income tax. For the first time since the Diaz,
regime, Mexico show0 signs of attaining financial and monetary
stability (see ch.-12.17BMiking and Currency).-TiC1926 CalTes creareil
Mexico's first po-t-re%olutionary th%elopment bank. lie broadened
this agrat ian piogiam by establishing the National Irrigation Com-
mission, and subjected the elect' is PU11 r 111(111'try to strict gm eminent
regulation. In addition, he attempted to link all parts of the nation
through a road network.

Li December 1925 Calles ordered all oil companies to exchange their
titles of ownership for 50-year leases. The long and acrimonious con-
tro% ersv that ensued was again settled by Ambassador Morrow. After
!eating a particularly friendly atmosphere haw een himself and the

Mexican go% ernment, he was able to achieve tin :t1..9 (Timid %%hereby
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companies which had performed "positive acts" of exploitation before
1917 should not be disturbed, although the state's ownership of the
subsoil was reaffirmed in principle.

In the 1928 presidential election, Ca lles tried to restore his old part-
ner, Alvaro Obregon, to power but before his inauguration Obregon
was assassinated by a religious fanatic. All the great heroes of the
Revolution's military stage were dead; maintenance of revolutionary
spirit and direction could no longer depend on pc esonalities but now
needed the institutionalization of the revolutionaly pi mess. There-
fore, Ca lles pulled together most of the elements he and Obregon had
constructed and created the National Revolutionary Party (Partido
Nacional RevolucionarioPNR), officially making Mexico into a one-
party state. Ca lles himself assumed the role of directing the PNR, ini-
tiating the process of direct central control over all levels of govern-
ment, grouping all political parties and regional political associations
into a single nation..1 entity. The agrarian forces were easily brought
into the party, being a still relatively weak political force in Mexico.
The army was a different matter. Ca lles and his loyal generals Card-
enas, Amato, Cedillo, and Almazan took to the battlefield to defeat
dissident generals in the last rebellion of regular army elements against
the central government. On the other hand, labor by way of the CROM
was left outlargely a product of Ca lles's feelings about Luis Mo-
rones, whom he had come to consider grasping.

The interim presidency of Emilio Fortes Gill was followed in 1929
by the election/6f Pascual Ortiz Rubio to the remainder of the presi-
dential term, which had by this time been extended to 6 years. Ham-
strung by a Arrowing power struggle between his own few supporters
and those/l/1"oyal to Ca lles and his generals, Ortiz Rubio resigned in
1932 and, was replaced through Congressional selection by A.belardo
Rodriguez, who served out to the end of the term in 1934.

The, 'pressures of the more liberal elements of the PNR were suffi-
ciently strong that Ca lles found it necessary to select as the presidential
nominee LAzaro Ctirdenas, ss lrun Ca lles felt he could control. Cardenas
assumed the presidency in late 1931 with a Calles- approved cabinet.
Int the new presiiTair-ved to have strag attitudes of his ow n--

/closing gambling casinos and brothels, backing labor in a sudden series'
of strikes, and announcing a series of far-reaching educational and
social reforms ss ithout the advic'e or consent of Calles. Viewing these
acts as a challenge to his authority, Calks began to hint that CArdenas
might he forced into a mesignat ion. Cardenas stood his ground, and on
June 19, 1935, dissolved She original cabinet and appointed one com-
mitted both to him personally and to his program of economic and
social reform. On the same day, a government aircraft Iles% Calks to
Mazatirtn and get ire mcnt. This ended the Sonoran I nasty.
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The official party brought under its NN ing the giant national labor
organization, the Workers Con fedteation of Mexico (Confederacion
de Trabajadores de Mexico- -CTM), created out of the ruins of the
old CROM by the Marxist intellectual, Vicente Lombardo Toledano.
Although the crm has undergone ups and downs in government favor,
it has remained the largest labor group in Mexican conunerce and
industry.

Cardenas, a southerner, saw laud reform in terms of rejuvenating
the ancient Indian cozninunal lands and through his vast land-distribu-
tion program created more conununal-land farmers than there were
workers in the entire industrial labor force. From this he created the
agrarian pillar of the restructured party, the National, Agricultural
Workers Confederation ( Confederation Nacional CampsinaCNC),
membership in which became obligatory for every coimnunal-land
farmer in the nation. Finally, Ciirdenas created the F'rderacion de
Sindicatos de Trabajadores en el Servicio del Estado, a "civil servants"
and teachers organization, the membership of which was solidly com-
initted to the official party.

Outside the official party proper, interest coups were created among
bank employees, small independent farmers, cooperative boor, cham-
bers of commerce. These groups, while not part of the o cial party,
M

11\1

ere to be consulted frequently by the president on decisio s of great
national or particular importance. Essentially, then, the \newly re-
organized party rested on a functional occupational structure.' Overall
direction of this party and, therefore, of national affairs NVas lodged

in the hands of the prqrdent, advised by a committee made up of the
four secretaries heading up the four party sectors. This basic design
still characterizes Mexico's "one-pary democracy."

Cardenas has come to smbolize the implementation of .he most
re% olutional y clauses of the Constitution of 1917, yet, in 1936, Cardenas
decided to relax the restrictions against the Church's partici') ttion in
education. The Ministry of Education had fallen into the 11, nds of
Communists; and "socialistic" teachers with their "anti-god" i istnic-
tiou caused a pod deal of public rancor, often beint corcibly jected
from devout, ' illages. 'While Cardenas had no gnarrei with the Com-
munists as long as their beliefs and activities coincided with th se of
Mexican socialism, popular pressure and the growing diverge ce of

°cal Stalinists and TrotskYites caused him to begin a'revampt ig of
the Mexican educational System. By 1945 President Manue(1 vila
Cain cho was aiile to call for and obtain the passage of a constitutional
amendment which called for a pats iotic eduction, a greater tolerance
of private and parochial schools, and a revision of textbooks. Religion
finally became a matter of course, without the intense passions which
had surrounded it for so long.
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This relaxing 'f strong revolutionary anticlerical sentiment was
balanced by a strict adherence to revolutionary land-reform objec-
tives. By 1940 Cardenas had redistributed nearly 45 million acres as
communal lands. While nearly three times as much land remained in
private hands, predominantly in large estates or in commercial farms,
the area held communally included almost half of the land actually
under cultivation. More than 40 percent of the agricultural population
worked common holdings. In social terms, the effect of the Cardenas
program was to make the rural peasant, particularly the southern
Indian, feel that the federal government had his interests in mind (see
ch. 19, Agriculture).

Lazar° Cardenas, a Tarascan Indian and revolutionary fighter, has
become a living legend among the poor of Mexico and the Left. He
brought- the masses into the 1Yolitical structure by revamping the
official party, renaming the modernized power structure the Party of
the Mexican Revolution (Partido de la Revolution MexicanaPRM).
The object was to create a set of interest groups through which the
PRM might become more responsive to popular demandsalthough
the final word would continue to be that spoken by the president of
the republic. The aim of Cardenas Was to -achieve a functional demo-
cracy, centered on a single party and giving primary voice to the
labor.,..,agrarian, military, and "popular" sectors, but also incorporat-
ing other broadly based national interest groups.

Cardenas backed the labor movement strongly. A case in point was
the nationalization of the railway system. He placed management in
the hands of the railroad workers' union. Inefficiency, featherbedding,
and costs mounted drastically, as did the accident rate. This inteq de
proved so unworkable that Cardenas finally brought the rail ads
undr the direct control of an autonomous government agent

B it Cardenas' most famous implementation of his pre ram of
"national socialism" was the strict enforcement of states' constitu-
tionally decreed subsoil rights. A protracted dispute between /Ameri-
can and British oil companies and the CTMwhose meMbers, in the
petroleum industry were striking for higher wages,IiingeBeile-fifs,
and better living and woriting conditionsbrought government pres-
sure on the companies to Nubmit to labor's demands. The companies
refused a court settlement, and appealed the decision over the head
of CArdenas through full-page advertisements in Mexican newspapers.
Cardenas, using Article 27 of the Constitution of 1917, announced the
expropriation of the foreign oil properties in 1938. (Indemnification
of US$24 million was eventually agreed to in 1941.) The nationalized
oil fields and refineries became a government monopoly known as
PEMEX (Petroleos Mexicanos). This act was to Make Cardenas a
national hero, a symbol of Mexico's biwilt with foreign domination.
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Little has changed in the formal political framework since
Cardenas, tt ith the exception of the 'en franchisement of women by

Adolfo Ruiz. ('ortines in 191, and the dropping of the military as
such from the party st t net ure.in conjunct ion tt ith the institutional iza-
t.ion of the popular sector by Manuel Avila Ciunacho (see ch. 14,
Political Dynamics). Follow ing this latter structural eliangi, the
PRM in 1946 changed its name to its present title, the Institutional
Ret °hit ioniu y Party tPartidu Re% olucionario I nst itucionalPRI)---

erbalization of the institutionalization of an ongoing, peaceful
Mexican Revolution.

Thus succeeding governments have. modified and even moderated
the institutions of the Ret olution solidified by the Cardenas adminis-
tration, but the basic system has changed little since. Under the system
the president is nominated by the head:. of the party and the outgoing
president after consultation with sector leaders, strong interests out-
side the party, and other indit iduals _powerful in their owit\right.
sincet CArdenas there hat e been five presidents: Manuel 2 a

Camal'IM 094 1916), Miguel Aleman (1946-1952), Adolfo Ruiz
Cortaws ( 195 195S), A dol fo Lopez Mateos (1958-1961), and Gustavo
Diaz Orda (1961- ). These men have been drawn from all fac-
tions of PR but all. tt hilt. in office. hate tended to behae as "men of
the center."

The present pattern. how et e, has undergone the cumulat ive effect
of forces set in'tnot ion by Ciirdenits. First, the process of restoring the
t ratlitional communal lands has broken the/power of the estate owners
as a clits,. These displaced rural elites have moved to the cities where
t hey hate bee( mie urban real property investors, merchants, or indus-
t Qalists. This in tarn broke the traditional resistance against economic
protectionism and permitted the estabfishment of tariffs and controls
aiding domestic indust ry . Second, the pensioning of the revolutionary
generals, and their soldiers, usually wits land, hits tended both to
velum e them front flue political scene and to give them a stake in the
continuance of the PRI system.

Ilow ever, World War II (in which Mexko was a declared adherent
of the .1 Hies), accentuated certain of these effects in ways probably
nat. anticipated by C,irdenits. The acute, shortage of manufactured
goods at a +bible for import during World War 1.1 accentuated sharply
the upsurge in don test is man u fao tires' already started under Cardenas.
I3y the thud of the war, the S4ates, it heat y importer of Mexican
titiperals and fibers. had a negat it e balance of trade of over 1TS$2 mil-
lion, Building on this bathlog acchihnlation of domestic capital
lescrt es, Oa...social and political potter of Mexico's industrialists has

grtm u. 11Itlun the PRI structure they have typically been
centrist. -Theft.- v-ident %%as Adolfo Ruiz Cortines who with his
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\
Finance Minister Carillo Flores, kept the momentum of Mexico's in-
dustrial growth going ili,t he 1950's with judicious use of tariffs, quotas,
and legal controls on the amo k t aacharacter of foreign investment.

The net effect of all this has een a great strengthening of the power
of the center in PRI, with concomitant weakening of both Left and
Right.

C'
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CHAPTER 4

POPULATION

The 1930's saw the beginning of a sharply rising population growth
rate, which has culminated in the 1960's in an annual growth rate of
about 3.5 percentone of the highest in the world. While this growth
is evident in the rural areas of the central region;those with the more
fertile and better watered soils, the growth is seen most vividly in
the cities, where in recent years it reached more than 5 percent. A
part of this urban growth represents Mexico's fast pace of indus-
trialization,' but part, with more attendant difficulties, represents tinl,
influx from the heavily populated farms, particularly from the dry-
farming areas which have not enjoyed the economic health of the
irrigated regions.

Concurrent with the rise in population growth rate, the death rate
has fallen to new lows. Primarily because of disease control and sani-
tation programs, life expectancy has almost doubled in the'past few

_decades. Infant Mortality continues to occupy a leading position in
the death figures, but it is falling. The birth rate, however, is falling
only slowly, and the motivation for birth control is not widely in evi-
dence, among the people or within thd government. The freedom of
movement that has characterized Mexico since the Revolution still
exists, although in, character it is now primarily internal ; interna-
tiohal migrations have dwindled sharply.

POPULATION STRUCTURE

Size and Composition

The estimated population in 19G8 numbered about 47,600,000, if the
gran th rate of 3.5 percent which characterized 1967 continued in 1968.
The last census in 1960 recorded 34,923,129 inhabitants. Of these
17,507,800 were female, and 17,415,320 were male. An estimate for 1967
shoved a continuation of the slight preponderance of females_ in the
population (22,904,000 out of a total of 45,6710000). In the rural com-
ponent of the population, huwo ti, there tend, to be more males than
Tema les.
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There is ,4ubsta ial %aviation among estimates of the religious com-
position of the country. While the percentage of the population be-
lon!..ing to the Roman Catholic faith has apparently been declining
of er the past three or four decades, it is still far tlt. largest group with
90 percent or more. Protestants form from 2 to 3 percent of the total,
with Presbyterians, Methodists, Baptists and Pentecostals being the
more active sects. A. small Jewi3h component, about 0.3 percent, is
made up primarily of middle-class business men, although there are
a number of Jew ish Indians as well. Those outside the Judeo- Christian
group number several hundred thousand, consisting primarily of In-
dian= in the Yucattin Peninsula and in peripheral population areas
(see eh. 11. Religion).

It is usual in Mexico, particularly in the government, to identify
Indians by language rather than cultural traits. In the more than 700
tribal groups inhabiting the area at the time of conquest, about 100
language; were spoken. Now, this number has fallen to a little over
50 languages and dialects of w hich only 10 are used by groups larger
than _5(),or)0 people. Mexijano, the language of the Aztecs, is, spoken
by about 600,000 in the East Central part of the country. Maya is
spoken by about 300,000 in yueahin. Zapotee and Nrixtec account for
200,000 and 1S5,000 respecti% ely, both common in the state of Oaxaca;
Otomi is used by about 1s5,000 people in the eastern part of the Mesa
Central, north and northwest of Mexico City, while Totonac is spoken

about 100,000 in northern Veracruz aiul in Puebla. About two-thirds
of the Indians speak Spanish as well (see ch. 5. Ethnic Groups and
Languages).

Pure Indians represent a declining percentage of the total over
time, since the non-Indian components grow.at a faster rate. The per-
centage of whites also skinks relatively over time, as the whites be-
come absorbed into the mesil:o group and as the number of white
migrants to Mexico drops. The national contributions to the white
group, in decreasing order of size are : Silaniards, Americans, Cana-
dians, English, German, and French.

The population is quite youthful (see table 1). In 1O(0 more than
.!;ne-ld of the population was leis than 20 years of age, and over 80
percent was less than 10 years of age. This represents an increase in
outh fulness from 1950. At that t hue, 11.8 percent were under 15 as
oiliparvd to I1.7 percent in 190. The growth rate has been increasing

situ:6 that time, primarily due to a declining death rate and much of
that due to decreasing infant tuortalit3 so that the population in
196g would be ounger than it %%as at the time of the last census.
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Table 1. Population of Mexico, by Age Group, 1960

77.
Ago group Number Percent of

total

Less than 1 year
1-4 years

1,

4,
144,
632,

187
560

3. 3
13. 3

5-9 years 5, 317, 044 15. 3

10-14.years 4, 353, 316 12. 5

15 -19 years 3, 535, 265 10, 2
20-24 years 2, 047, 072 8. 5
25-29 years 2, 504, 892 7, 2
30-34 years 2, 051, 635 5, 9
35-39 years 1, 920, 680 5, 5

40-44 years 1, 361, 324 3. 9
-45 -49 years 1. 233, 608 '3. 5

50-54 years 1, 063, 350 3, 1

55-59 years 799, 899 2. 3

60-64 years 744, 710 2. 1

65-69 years 414, 164 1, 2

70-74 years 333, 371 1, 0

75-79 years 187, 773 0, 5

80-84 years 128, 338 0, 4
85 and over 131, 389 0. 4
Undeclared 113, 543

Total_ 34, 923,129 100. 0

Source: Adapted from Union Panamericana, America en Cifras, 1968.

Distribution

Of the country's five zonesNorth Pacific, North, Central, Gulf, and
South Pacificthe Central zone is by far the most populous (see table
2). Of the political sabdi% isions-29 states, two territories, and the
Federal Districtthe Federal District, seat of the government, has
13.9 percent of the 1960 total population.

Urban dwellers, those li% ing in bm us of 2,500 or more inhabitants,
slightly outnumbered the rural population in 1960. From 19,51 to 1960,
the rate of growth of urbanization waf; about 1.9 percent per year ; it
has been estimated that this growth rate has inerease41 to a little o% er
5 percent in the 1960's. Since the rural component has been growing
at around 1.5 percent per year, the urban portion is expected to rise
to about 63.6 percent of the total by 1975. The estimate is that over 88
million people will be city dwellers b3 that time. and rural inhabitant$
will number an estimated 22.2 million. These est intate can he compared
to urban percentages of 33 percent in 11130, :15 percent in 1910, 13 per-
cent in 1950, and not quite 51 percent in 1960.
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Table 2. Population of Zones and States in Mexico, 1060

Zone State Population Percent
of total

North Pacific__
Baja California, North
Baja California, South
Nayarit
Sinaloa
Sonora_

I

North _
Coahuila
Chihuahua
Durango
Nuevo Lein ,-

San Luis Potosi_

2,613,470
520, 16s,
SI, 594

389, 929
838, 404
753,378_

6,864,521
907, 734

1,226, 793
760, 836

1, 078, 848
1, 048, 297

7. 4
1. 5
0. 2
1. 1
2. 4

19. 6
2. 6
3. .5
.... -'' ''
3. 1
3. 0

Tamaulipas 1,024, 1S2 2.9
Zacatecas 817, 831 2. 3

Central 17, 009, 160. 48. 0
Aguascalientes 243, 363 O. 7
Federal District
Guanajuato

4, 870, 876
1, 735, 490

13. 9
L
3. 0

Ilidalgo 991, 598 2. S
Jalisco 2,443, 261 7. 0
Nikko 1, 897, 851 5.4
Michoa6n 1, 8.3T, 876 3.3
Morelos 386, 264 1. 1
Puebla I, 97.3.537 3. 7
Querittato 355, 043 1. 0
Tlaxcala 346, 699 1. 0

Gulf 4, 056, 676 11. 6
Campeche 16S, 219 0.5
Quintana Roo 50, 169 0. 1
Tabasco 496, 340 I. 4
Veracruz 2, 727, 899 7. 8
Yucat:in. 614, 049 1. 8

South Pacific 4, 280, $02 12. 3
Colima 161, 430 0. 5
Chiapas 1, 210, 870 :1. 5
Guerrero 1, 186. 716 :1. 4
Oaxaca 1, 727, 266 4. 9

Total 34, 923, 129 100. 0

Source: Adapted front Union Pan:merle:um, America En Cifias. Washington,
D.C.; OAS, 1968.

In 1960, Mexico had 17 cities with over 100,000 population (see
table 3). In mid-1965 Mexico City was estimated to have 3,192,SO4
inhabitants. The next largest city is Guadalajara with a 1965 estimated
population of 737,000, or about one-fourth the size of the largest. This
phenomenon was apparent in colonial times, where the center of gov-

1
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ernment attr'acted a great many inhabitants because of the high social
prestige attached to living in the capital.

Table 3. Population of Principal Cilia' in Mexico, 1960

Popula-
City Stow Lion (In

thousands)

Mexico City Federal District 2, 832

Guadalajara_ Jalisco_ 737

Monterrey Nuevo Le6n 597

Puebla de Zaragoza Puebla .289

Jiitirez Chihuahua 262

Leon Guanajuato 210

Torreon.. Coahuila 180

Mexicali Baja California 175

,M6rida Yucatan 171

San Luis Potosi San Luis Potosi_ 160

_Tijuana Baja California 152

Chihuahua Chihuahua 150

Veracruz Veracruz 145

Aguascalientes Aguascalientes 127

Tainpico Tamaulipas 123

Villa de Guadalupe Hidalgo Federal District_ 103

Morelia Michoacan 101

Saltillo Coahuila 99

Victoria Durango 97

Hermosillo Sonora 96
Nuevo Laredo. Tamaulipas 93

Matamoros Tamaulipas 92

Culiacan_ Sinaloa 85

Irapuato Guanajuato '.84

Source: Adapted from Union Panamericana, America En Cifras 1967, Washing-
ton, D.C.: OAS, 1968.

In 1968 there were an estimated 47,600.000 people on a little over
760,000 square miles of land area. The overall density is close to 62
persons per square mile, but there are sharp variations in relative
density throughout the country (see fig. 11). Almost one-half of the
population is concentrated in the central part of the country, with
variations at the state level of from 50 to over 9,00 persons per square
mile and with local variations extending to over 1,000 per square mile.
The basin and rims of the Mesa Central have been areas of high popu-.
lation density since precolonial times. The attractions of the capital
and of fertile soil and available water for irrigation have brought a
population density that produces severe social and economic difficulties
(see ch. 8, Living Conditions).

The southern states are considerably less densely populated, with a
variation from five to 10 people per square mile in the Yucatan Penin-
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sula to close to 50 people per square mile in the southern states of

Guerrero, Oaxaca, and Chiapas. Here again there are local variations
from virtually uninhabited mountain areas to over 100 persons per

_ square mile in some of the highland valleys. The arid states of north-
ern Mexico have generally sparse populations of up to 25 persons per
square mile, although migrations from the Mesa Central encouraged
by industrial opportunities and new farmlands opening up in the north
are producing local densities of 100 persons per square mile and more.

Another dimension of population distribution is that at the housing
-level. In 1960 there were 355,000 one-person homes, 1,630,000 two-
person homes, 6,404,000 homes accommodating three and four people,
18,484,000 homes housing five to eight people, and 8,050,000 ho'using
nine or more individuals. Since the construction of housing has not
been able to keep the pace of urbanization, it is highly likely that the
ratio of .people to available housing units will show more crowding
in 1968.

POPULATION DYNAMICS

Growth Trends

From the colonial period to the latter part of the 19th century, the
pace of population growth was quite moderate, generally less than 1
percent per year (see fig. 12). With the stability of the Diaz regime,
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grow th quickened markedly, only to be slowed and for a time reversed
during the Revolution. Starting in the 1930's, the rate of growth began
to increase, culminating in today's approximate 3.5 percent per year
growth rate.

The population as a whole increased by about 35.1 percent between
the census years of 1950 and 1960 (see 'table D. A number. of states
exceet:ed the national average. The Federal District grew by almost
60 percent, reflecting bdth the continuing significance of the Capital
and the genera) rapid growth of urbanization. Baja California, North,
tt ith industrial growth and agricultural improcments, had a popula-
tion increase of nearly 130 percent. In general, the soul hem states grow
much less rapidly than the northern ones, and the states of the central
region tended to grow at a rate near to that of the national average.
The major cities grew rapidly. Front 1900 to 1965 Mexico City grew
ft out 2.''32,000 to 3,192,000: Ctuadalajara, the second largest, grew from
about 737,000 to 1,018,000.

Table 4. I ntercensal Population Growth In Mexico, I9.70-1960

1'i-41 ei.sos 19:4) ett,tsr
Percent
met e.t,o

(14:+4) to PIA))

Population Total :11, 923, 129 25, 791, 017 +35. 4
Federal District 4. 870, 876 3., 050, 112 +59. 7
Aguascalientes 213, 363 188, 073 +29. 4
Baja California, North 520, 105 226, 963 +129. 2
Baja California, South 81, 594 60, 861 +:34. 1
Campeche 168, 219 122, 098 +37. 8
Coahuila 907, 73.1 720, 61!) +26. 0
Colima 16.1. 450 112, 321 4. 16. 4
Chiapas I, 210, 870 007, 026 +35. 3
Chihuahua , I, 220, 793 SI6. 414 -1-44. 9
"Dur.Ingo 7titS36 629, 871 +20.
Guanajuatq I, 735, .190 I, 328, 712 -1 30. 6
Guerrero I. 186, 716 919, 386 +29 1
I lidalgo 994, 598. 830, 394 +17. 0
Jalisco '_',413. 201 I, 746, 777 +39. 9
Nkxico 1, 897, 851 1, 392, 623 +36. 3
Michoac in I, 831, 876 I, 422, 717 +30. 2
Morclo4 386. 261 272, 842 +41. 6
Nayarit 389. 929 290, 124 +:34. 4
Nuevo Lyon I, 078.84S 740, 191 +43. 8
Oaxaca I. 727, 266 I, 421. 313 +21. 5
Puebla_ I, 973, 837 1, 623, 830 +21. 4
Queretaro 355, 045 286, 23S -1-24. 0
Quintana Roo 50, 169 26. 967 +86. 0
San Luis Pot osi_ I. ON, 297 856, 066 +22. 5
Sinaloa_ 838, 404 635, 681 +31. 9

3

Sonora 783, 378 511), 607 +33. 4
Tabasco 06, :311) :362, 716 +36. 8
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Table 4. Intercensal Population Growth in Mexico, 1960- 1960 - Continued

Percent
1511 Genus 1950 Census increase

(;t150 to 194,0)

"farnatilipas.. I, 024, 1S2 718, 167 +42. 6
Tlaxcala 346, 699 284, 551 +21. 8
Veracruz 2, 727, 899 2, 040, 231 +33. 7

V 614, 049 516, 899 + 18. 8

Zacatecas 817, 831 (165, 524 +22. 9

- Source: AtItpted from Union Panamericana: America En Cifras 1967: OAS, 1968.

Births and Deaths

An anal3sis of birth and death rates indicates the derivation of
Mexico's high poptlation growth rate. It has been estimated-that in
mid-1967 the crude birth rate was 436-per 1,000 inhabitants and that
the crude death ra\ te was 9.0 per 1,000 inhabitants. Of total births and
deaths, in 1965 there were 1,888,171 live births and 404,163 deaths (see
table 5). The individual states varied in A965 as to births and deaths
in much the same pattern as did their Illative growth in the inter-
censal period of 1950-1960.

r

At least two-thirds of the live births were by mothers of 9 years
of_age or less (see table 6-). The age pattern of deaths in 1965 showed
that 28.1- percent of the total were from infant mortality, with males
having a slightly higher rate in this categOry than females. Slightly
over 62 percent of the deaths fell in the less-than-45 year age bracket
(see table 7).

Table 5. Births an 1 Deaths in Mexico, by State,,1965"

State Live L'rths Deaths

Federal District \ 237, 233 51, 981

Aguascalientes_
\ 15, 657 3, 002

Baja California, North \ 32, 660 5, 298

Baja California, South 4, 693 769

Campeche 9, 386 I, 660

Coahuila 52,.197 8, 958

Colima 9, 847 2, 115

Chitipas 57, 494 17, 067

Chihuahua , 64, 902 L2, 178

Durango 42, 539 6, 340

Guanajuato 94, 184 22, 491

Guerrero 67, 361 12, 557
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'rabic; 5. Births and Deaths in Merle°, by Slate, 1985-Cimtinued

State
-

Live births Deaths

Hidalgo
Jalisco
Mexico

r

51,
13.2,

113,

759=
669
575

1e.3, 108

Cl, 435
30-,=S43

Michoacan 104, 855 17, 543
Morelos -22, 41.1- 4, 542
Nayarit 22, 043 4, 105
Nuevo Leon 61, 795' 9, 697
Oaxacn 84, 265 27, 970
Puebla 104, 324 30, 626
Queretaro ) 21, 557 4, 653
Quintana Roo 2, 467 318
San Luis Potosi 58, 011 11, 907
Sinalo 54, 571 7, 112
Sonora 44, 864 7, 974
Taba.scoL 30, 250 5, 182
TaThauliPas_ 51; 954 91-401-
Titania 20, 539 5, 021
Veracruz 137, 127 27, 691
Yucht.an 33, 157 6, 309
Zacatecas

Total

47, 825 8, 310

1, 888, 171 ' 404, 163

Source. Adapted from Union Panamericana. America En Crfras 1967. Washing-
ton, D.C.: OAS, 1968.

Table 6. Live Births in Mexico, by Age Group of
Mothers, 1966

94

Age group
Live

births (in
thousands)

15 to 19 years 210.
20 to 24 years 522
25 to 29 years 479
30 to 34 years 317
35 to 39 years 230
40 or more years 113
All others 9

Total 1, 888

Source: Adapted from Union Panamericana. Ameri a -
En Cifras 1967. Washington, D.C.:OAS, 196
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Table 7. DeathWates. in Mexico, by Sex and Age Groap, 194

Age map

Percent of total

To't
(male &
female)

. Male = Female

Less than 1 year 28. 4 29. 6 .26. 9

1 to 4 years 14. 7 13. 8 15. 7

5 to 14' years 5.0 5. 0 5, 0

15 to 24 years_ 4. 3 f 4. 5 .4. 0
25 to 44 years 10. 9 11. 6 10. 0

45 to 59 ycars 14. 0 14. 9 13. 0

05 to 74 yfars 8. 9 8. 7 9, 2

75 and over 13. 9 11. 7 16. 3

Total 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0

) Source: Adapted from Union Panamericana. America En Cifras 1967. Washing-
,. ton, D.C.: OAS, 1968.

A study of the trends in births and deaths shows that in the 9 years
from 1957 to 1965_ total births per year increase, steadily over the
period, though - 1, by large amounts, and total ea hs generally de-
creased over those years, again, mg by large al ounts (see tables S
and 9). Male births and male deaths exceeded those for females over
this time -period, and urban births gradually, caught up with rural
births and passed them in 1960. Urban deaths displayed the same
trend but did not exceed rural deaths until 1962.

The trends in overall birth and death rates from 1.959: V.:6 show
a slight decline in live births per 1,000 inhabitants, from 45.6 to 43.3.
Deaths per 1,000 inhabitants, however, sholved a more pronounced
downward trend moving from 11.4 to 9.2. In the years 1935-1939'the
death rate was 23.3 and the birth rate 43.5. Stillbirths p-r 1,000 'live
births had an upward movement from 16.6 in 1959 to 21.4 in 1965,

Table 8. Number of Live Births in Mexico, 1957-1965

Year Tota Male Female 1.,ban
(total)

Rural
.(total)

1957 1, 485, 202 765, 543 719, 659 732, 069 753, 133

1958 1, 447, 578 744, 392 703, 186 736, 4-13 711, 165

1959 1, 589, 606 815, 351 774, 255 781, 111 808, 495

1960 1, 608, 174 824, 166 784, 008 809, 567 798, 607

1961 1, 647, 006 845, 990 801, 016 827, 695 819, 311

1960 1, 705, 481 880, 648 824, 833 865, 249 840, 232

1 63 1, 756,.624 904, 835 851, 789 947, 330 809, 294

19014 1, 849, 408 . 951, 448 897, 960 1, 007, 068 842, 340

196o_ -, 1, 888, 111 966, 102 922, 069

Source: Adapted from Union Panamcricana. AYm5rica En Cifras 1067. Washing-
ton, D.C.: OAS, 1968.
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while infant mortality fell over the years from 71.1 per 1;000 e
birthsu 1959 to 62.3 in 1966 (see table 10). This substantial decline
in infatifiriortality has had heavy leverage on the declining death,.
fate, since infant thralls have accounted for almost 30 percent of the
total. In 1960 male life expectancy was 57.6 years; female life expec-
tancy was 60.3 years. lay 1970 this is expected to change to 63.S for
males and 56.5 for females.

able 9. Number of Deaths in Mexico, 1959-1966

Year iota! Male Feinalo Urban
ttotal)

Ruiai
Octal)

1u37 414, 345 217, 218 197, 327 200, 806 213. 739
1958 404, 329 212, 576 191, 953 196, 401 .208. 128
1959 396, 924 209, 133 187, 791 193, 376 .203, 548
1960 402, 543 212, 526 190, 019 199, 379 203. 166
1061 388, 837 201, 065 183,192 197, 566 191, 291
1962,_ _ _ _ 403,f046 212. 118 190. 928 204, 861 198, 185
1963, 412, 834 216, 957 193, 877 223, 772 189, 062
1964r 408, 273 216, 043 192, 232 223, 039 183. 236
19M 404, 163 214, 038 190, 125 223, 167 180, 996

Source. Adopted from Union Panameripunt. America En Cifras 196'7. Washing-
ton,, D.C.: OAS, 196S.

Table 10. Trends in Birth and Death Rates in Mexico, 1959-1966

Year
Live births

per 1000
inhabitants

Deaths
per 1000

inhabitants

Stillbirths
per 1000

11% e births

Infant deaths
per 000

live hilths

1959 45. 6 11. 4 16.6 74.4
1960 44.6 11.2 17. '2 74.2
1961 44.2 10.4 17.0 70.2
1962 44. 2 710.5 17. 0 69. 9
1963 44. 1 ( 10. 4 17. 0 6. 5
1964 44. 8 9. 9 20. 9 66. 3
1965. 44. 2 .5 21. 4 60. 7
1966 4:3. 3 . 2 11.a. 62. 3

Source: Adapted from Union P.tnamo icana. America En Cifras 1967. WiIiing-
tn, D.O.i OAS, 1968.

Population Mobility

t.,One measure of the mobility of the Mexican people is the migration
movement among the states (see table 11). From 1950 to 1960 a total
of 1,894, 372 such movement was tabulated. The largest net gainer of
migrants was the Federal District, ith a gain of 462,338 people. The
states of Baja California, North) and Mexico scored relatively heavy
net gains, with more modest net gains going to Chihuahua, Morelos,
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Table 11. Estimated Gross Inlet nal Migration of Mexico, 1950-1960

States Not migrations Gross loss Grass gam

Aguascalientes -28,1334 34, 887 6, 253

Baja California, North -1-149, 112 23, 284 172, 396

Baja California, South -2, 739 11, 552 .8, 813

Campeche 6, 190 16, 334 10, 144

Coahuila -61, 947 74, 812 12, 865

Colima +2, 221 15, 282 17, 503

Chiapas -20, 107 % 48, 750 28, 643

Chihuahua +78, 335 23, 333 103, 868

Durango - 87, 491 96, 946 9, 455

Federal District +462, 338 110, 158 572, 496

Guanajuato -58, 665 110, 180 51, 515

Guerrero -37, 798 52, 033 14, 235

Hidalgo_ -32, 578 80, 948 28, 370

Jalisco -11, 344 111, 569 100, 225

Mexico +164, 038 20, 856. 184, 894

MichoncOn -127, 494 149, 761 22, 267

' orelos +24, 505 12, 312 36, 877

Nayarit_ -7, 032 23, 646 16, 594

Nuevo Leon +85; 202 33, 381 118, 583

Oaxaca - 82, 633 93, 573 10, 940

Puebla -67, 703 92, 081 24, 378

Queretaro - 28, 063 32, 867 4, 804

Quintana Roo +6, 628 6, 356 12, 984

San Luis Potosi -57, 035 66, 530 9, 495

Sinaloa -24, 099/ 58, 232 34, 133

Sonora -56, 624 23, 118 79, 742

Tabasco -11, 240 20, 410 9, 170

Tamaulipas +27, 331 42, 011 69,,342

Tlaxcala____. -25, 523 29, 979 4, 456

Veracruz +42, 947 69, 521 112, 468

YucatAn -27, 290 32, 313 5, 023

Zacatecas

. Total_

- 82, 524 83, 965 1, 441

1, 894, 372 1, 894, 372

Source: Athipted from William W. Winnic, Jr., Estimate of Inter-Stale Migration
in Mexico: 1950-1060: Data and Methods.

Nuevo Leon, 'Tamaulipas, and Veracruz. The states with the largest net
losses were Michoacan with 127,494, followed by Durango, Oaxaco,
Zacatecas, and others. The pattern reflects the growing opportunities
in the northern burden states and the outstanding attraction of the
Federal District.

The substantial and increasing growth of the cities at the expense
Of the rural areas is evidence in the rising rate of urbanization, in ex-

cess of 5 percent in recent years. It is estimated that over 63 percent
will live in cities by 1975. The migrants to the cities tend to be young
adults, adding to the cities a higher percentage of total births and a
more youthful population component than exists for the national
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steerage. The rapid influx has also led to problems of o% ercrowding,
the growth of urban slums, unemplo3, meat, and a substantial measure
of poverty.

There has lung been an international migration, especially to the
West and Smiths\ est United_:States. One component of this migration
was temporary, that of the bfacerus, the Mexican farm workers who
went seasonall to the labor,short farming areas of the United States
West. and Southwest.

Movement into Mexico exists largely in the form of a temporary
but economically important segment of the population. In 196T about
1.5 million tourists came to Mexico, a gain of about 8 percent over
1960. Tourists in.1907 spent an amount equal to .20 percent of Mexican
exports that year. Mexico has had sporadic permanent immigration.
There'll as a large influx of artists and professional people during and
immediately after the Spanish Civil War in 1036, but no large mass
movements since that time.

The people hale become more mobile since the 1910 Revolution.
The breakup of the large estates has encouraged mobility, as have
industrialization, better transport, new irrigation projects, and gov-
ernment colonization projects. By law the people are free to move,
both nationally and into nationally. Population pressure on the old
major farming. areas-has also sthnulated mcvement, to the cities and
to newly opening farming sections.

POPULATION PROBLEMS AND ATTITUDES

Mexico has "des eloped a program to achieve self-sufficiency in its
food supply, which has been carried out quite successfully on irrigated
lands. But the weakness of the remaining traditional dry-farming
economy has dri% en millions to the rapidly expanding urban centers.
The country is thus fixed with a continuing struggle to accommodate
fast mounting urban populationsto outpace the growth of urban
and suburban slums, to proville housing, sanitation, employment, elec-
tricity, traffic control, and potable water. Providing water is especially
difficult and costly because of the arid or semi-arid character of per-
Imps as much as S5 percent of the country, including most of the
nation's population centers.

The government does not .hale a program for birth control, nor
does it appear that popyr57.70.)-itudes in the country favor such a pro-
gram. The government has moved positiely and strongly, however,
on reducing the death rate. A long-standing campaign against infec-
tious diseases has reduced their incidence drastically; other efforts in
public health' and sanitation base contributed strongly to producing
a falling death t ate and to\ increasing life expectancy from between
30 and 40 years to over 60 years.

The threat of overpopulation is not generally viewed with great
alarm. A survey taken on views of persons in different occupations I

\ssi
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showed that employers and housewives tended to see the growing
population as being a cause of low salaries, members of the profes-
sions and clerics disagreed, and NN bite collar workers were fairly evenly
split on the question. All of these groups, however, generally agreed
that it was not desirable to limit the population growth. A majority
thought such limiting would constrain. economic progress; another
large group opposed limiting population growth on grounds of moral-
ity and customs. Housewives especially opposed limitations, and joined
the clerics in making the case on grounds of morality and customs.

A number of arguments for not attempting to control population
growth in the country have been advanced. Some feel that popula-
tion pressure itself is a stimulus to creative new solutions. Others view
increased density as good for economic progress, and foresee increased
exploitation of natural resources. Many believe that rapid population
growth has accounted in some measure for Mexico's increased power
and prestige: Some fear the state's assuming control of life processes,
and believe that nature taking its course will produce an automatic
solution. Physicians typically do not feel that it is a problem they
should address.

When the World Health Organization in the late 1950's tried to
*mote family planning. Latin American nations, including Mexico,
did not support the program. In the United Nations in 1962, a resolu-
tion was proposed to offer technical assistance on population problems,
but it failed as Latin America did not support it. Mexico abstained from
voting in both the review committee and in the General Assembly.

A survey of women in the reproductive age group in Mexico City
chowed "iat the ideal family size was an average of about 4.2 children.
There was a tendency for a smaller ideal family size among the better
educated.

a
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CHAPTER 5

ETHNIC GROUPS AND LANGUAGES

In 1967, Indians comprised approximately 12 percent of the total
Mexican population. Indians are defined by the Mexican government
as those speaking an indigenous language and who continue to prac-
t- ice traditional Indian cultural patterns and live, for the most part,
in t- aditional communal villages. Mestizos (persons of mixed Indian
-and Hispanic racial and cultural background) comprise about 80 per-
cent of the total population. Their way of life assumes a blending of
Indian and European value systems. The small Negro population is
cotiTtrated in the urban barrios, or slums, particularly in the city of
Veracruz.

The cultural patterns of modern mesti:os and Indians diverge be-
tweets modernization and traditionalism. Indian ethnicity emphasizes
continuity with traditional Indian values of the precolonial period.
Indiats practice agricultural pursuits and live in rural villages which
-have vhrying degrees of contact with the national culture around them.

- Many c2mtinue to speak indigenous languages, although a growing
number are billingual. By contrast, the emerging national culture
demonstrates considerable blending of Indian and European cultures.
Econontically, the national culture is increasingly diversified and
modernized. Urbanization is in the ascendant. Status no longer de
pends on traditional talues of age, community service, or religious ob-
servance, ,but on economic or occupational accomplishments.

To the degree that Indians participate in the national culture, ethic
distinctions blur. Today, man Indian peasants in the less isolated
areas speak Spanish, practice a rehttitely orthodox version of Roman
Catholicism, and participate to some extent in national politics. They
take part, in national games, know something of national heroes, and
usually celebrate national holidays. Government programs of land
redistribution and education have been fandamental in INttering the
economic welfare of the Indian and integrating him into the national
culture.

HISTORICAL ETHNIC DEVELOPMENT

B3, the time the Spanish arrived in Mexico in 1510. the Aztecs had
established their dominance in the Valley of Mexico and their influence
extended froin the Mimic() River to Central Guatemala (see ch. 3,
Historical Settittr). Ber inst. the Aztec sought not to kill other tribes
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but to capture themand once IniVing captured them, to exact trib-'
ute-- -there existed in Mexico at the time of the conquest a variety of
tribes distinguished principally by their language. The principal Ian-
guage groups were Nahuatlan (of which Aztec is a dialect), Mayan,
Zapotecan, Otomian, Totonecan, and Tarascan.

\Viththe advent of the Spanish colonizers, the tribal SN stem of social
organization in Mexico ended. From conquest in 1533 untiliindepend-
ence in 1821 the trend was toward reduction of independent Indian
kingdoms to peasant village communities, simplification in the Indian
class structure, and changes in government and religious practices as
the Indians'were increasingly integrated into Spanish culture.

Various factors encouraged the disintegration of .cultural unity
among the Indian tribes. The Spanish Crown looked on the Indians as
its wards and therefore felt obliged to civilize and convert them in
return for using their labor. Those Indians impressedinto labor came
into early cont ad with Hispanic culture, language, and religion. Those
Indians seeking to avoid impression into laborparticularly working
in the mountain minessought refuge in the early Roman Catholic
missions and there, of course, w ere also expostd to Roman Catholicism
and European cultural patterns. As few Spanish women came to New
Spain, intermarriage between Spanish and Indians became common
and, among smile Indian groups, w as encouraged as a means of gaining
the status of the Spanish family into which one married. Social status
came to be associated more and more with Hispanic heritage, thus
furthering the break-up of many Indian ethnic groups.

In spite of an extensive process of racial mixing, by the time of
Independence mammy Indian groups had managed to maintain their tra-
ditional values and w ays of life. High density of population in Indian
core areas did much to inhibit acculturation. In areas of Indian poptt-
lation.concentration, as in the Yucatan Peninsula, Indians tende'd to
remain racially purer and to retain their own language, religion, and
laws. Indigenous cultural patterns in these areas were stable and com-
plex, and trade and communication between the EUropeans and the
Indian groups were limited.

From Independence until about 19:;5, the process of racial' mixing
was greatly slowed down. Within the Indian groups class distinctions
had virtually disappeared, and almost all Indians were maciquale8 or
commoners. The one exception was a discernible class of tenants
(Inayaym or ttql,r;,, hich cut across the ethnic lines. The gap be-
tween the urban I ispa nic or nu. At way of life and the rural Indian
patterns ci utontoI to widen. At tempts to con% ert the Indians to Roman
Catholicism w Cre graduall% abandoned. Vail the WI Alt ion of 1910,
the Indians W ere generally left to themselve with respect to educa-
tion: the result w as the retention of Indian 4linguistic and cultural
patterns.
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During the first 30 years after the Revolution, an Indianist move-
ment developed among urban intellectuals. Indianists placed strong
emphasis on the autonomy of Indian groups and on their economic
and cultural independence from non-Indian groups. They supported
the continuation of the agrarian economy of the Indian peasaht.; local,
regional, or ethnic as opposed to national folk customs; and the con-
tinued use of Indian languages. As a result of the spread of this philos-
ophy, the national 6-Year Plan (1931-1940) contained provisions
giving special attention to the problems of Indian ethnic groups, par-
ticularly those living in isolated rural V illiyes (see ch. 3,historical Set-

-ting). The Indianist activity culminated ;n 1936 in the formation
of a national Department of Indian Affairs. The effect of the Indian-
ist movement was to inhibit the integration of the remaining Indian
ethnic groups into the national culture.

From 1940 to the present, efforts on the part of the government have
been to integrate Indian ethnic groups into the national society. These
efforts have been largely successful. At the time of Independence, 8
percent of the rural population and 24 percent of the population of
Mexico City was still pure Indian in ancestry and cultural patterns;
today, the Indian population has shrunk to about 10 percent of the
total population. The Rural Education Program has spread the use
of the Spanish language and acquainted Indians with Europeansul-
tural values. The opening of new and better communications media
and means of transportation, under direct government sponsorship,
has helped as well to spread national culture to rural areas.

- ETHNIC DIVISION AND IDENTIFICATION

areas of distinction between the mediio majority and members of
Indian ethnic groups are: 1) locality of birth or residence, generally
urban for notizos and rural for Indians; 3) language spoken, Spanish
for mestizos and indigenous for Indians; 3) literacy rates, lower among
the Indians; I) surname, %shether Spanish or Indian (the adoption of
a Spailish surname is common among mestizos) ; 5) costume; and G)
various cu,toms and beliefs, such as house type, method of cooking,
method of burying the dead, and celebration of fiestas and dances.
Because the course' of modernization in many cases blurs these dis-
tinctions among individuals, often the most useful means of identifica-
tion4s whether the individual thinks of himself as an Indian and
whether he lives in a community generally regarded as Indian.

The greatest concentration of Indian etlinicyroups is found in.cen-
tra,1 and southern Mexico. In the extreme north of the country few
indigenous groups remain; the Spanish dispersed many of the noL.
madic Chichimee tribes they found. The most culturally and racially
pure Indians are found in the Central Highlands and on the Yucatkn

,Peninsula. Located in the heart of ancient Indian empire:, in yirtually
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Inaccessible territories, these areas have only recently been penetrated
by extensions of transportation and communications networks. The
very size of these Indian groups and the complexity of their social and
political organization give them an almost impregnable ethnic cohesion.

In the northern part of the country, in the mountains of Nayarit,
there survive two grotips totaling about 9,500, the Cora and Huichol.
In San Luis Potosi in the Northeast, there are over 100,000 Indians
who speak Huastec, Nahuatl, Pame, and Otomi, The Huastec are the
most numerous of these. Further south, there are more than 300,000
monolingual and bilingual Indians in the state of Veracruz, includ-
ing the Totomacthe largest groupthe Populaca, the Zapotec, the
Otomi, and some Nahuatl-speaking peoples.

In the central zone there are only a few hundred isolated individuals
belonging to small groups in Aguascalientes. There are about 3,G00
Otomi and Chichimeco .Tonal in Guanajuato. Jalisco has around 8,000
Nahuatl-speaking Indians and some Huichol speakers. There are over
53,000 speakers of Otomi and Tarasco in Queretaro. In nearby
Hidalgo, there are speakers of Otomi, Nahuatl, and Tepehua. In the
state of Mexico and the Federal District there are some 215,000 speak-
ers of Mazahua, Nahuatl, Otomi and Matlatzinca. In the state of
Puebla are to be found 293,000 speakers of Nahuatl, Mazatec, Mixtec,-
Otomi, Popoloca, Totomac, and Zoque. The state of Tlaxcala has
19.000 Nahuatl and Otomi speakers. South of Mexico City, there are
9,000 speakers of Nahuatl in Morelos. Westward, the Tarascans make
up most of *Nile] mae,in's Indians. The state of Colima has only scattered
small Indian groups.

In the Southern Pacific area, there are speakers of Amuzgo, Nahuatl,
Mixtec, Tlapanee, Tarasco, and Chontal in the state of Guerrero. In
Oaxaca one finds Amuzgo, Chatino, Chinanteco, Chocho, Chontal,
Cuivatec, IIunve, Txcateco, Nahuatl, Mazatoc, Mixe, Mixtee, Popoloca,
Tlapanec, Trique, Zapotec, and Zoque. The trans-isthmian region of
Chiapas has 391,000 speakers of Chol, Maya, Tzeltal, Tzotzil, Zoque,
Nfann, Tojolabal, Quiche. Lacandon, and Nahuatl.

In the Southern Gul f region, in Tabasco, there are some 24,000
Chontal speakers. in the states of Campeche, Yucatim, and Quintana.
IZoo there are about 357,000 speakers of the Mayan4nguage.

Language and geographical location are the principal distinguish-
ing criteria among Indian groups timlay. Physical appearance also can
distinguish one group from another. There are variations, for ex-
ample, in skin color, facial characteristics: and physical size.

ETHNIC GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Apart film! di,finguishing them according to language, and geo-
graphical location, the Nfexican Indians can be categorized broadly
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by settlement pattern into nomadic, semi-nomadic, and sedentary,rhe
last group is by far the largest and best known.

The northern territories are populated by small groups of Indian
hunters and gatherers, who fish on a seasonal basis. These people have
no permanent settlements or villages, and practice no regular agri-
cultural pursuits. An example of such a group is the Tarahumara,
who live in the Western Sierra Madre in the states of Chihuahua and
Durango. Apart from fishing and hunting, the Tarahumara occasion-
ally engage in commercial lumbering, work occasionally on nearly
eik/oR (communal lands), or pan for gold.

=
Among the semi-nomadic Indian groups are the Seri, who live in

the state of Sonora. They spend half of the lyear fishing in the Gulf
of California and the other half hunting and gathering in the interior.

_ A similar group is the Lacandon Indians. who live in the state of
Chiapas. Among the groups practicing slash-and-burn agriculture
are the Papago, in the state of Sonora, the Kikapoo, in the state Of
Coahuila, and the Ilurve, from the state of Oaxaca.

Among the major groups practicing commercial and sedentary agri-
culture are dm Tarasco, of Michoacan; the Yaqui, of Sonora ; the Maya
of Yucatti»; the Zapotec of Oaxaca; the Chontal of Tabasco; and the
l luastee of Veracruz and San Luis Potosi.

Within the sedentary groups. Indians work on local estates, ana
communal lands, engage in seasonal w age labor, or practice subsistence
agriculture. In Chiapas, Tzotil, Tzeltil. Mym, Chol, and Lacandon
Indians w ork on eoffee plantations, on sheep ranches, at carding wool,
and at cutting wood. In Oaxaca. the Zapotec, Maztec, Mix, Chicatee,
and Trique w ark on coffee plantations, at sugar refineries, and in the
mines. The Yaqui and Maya of Sonora work on farms, in the mines.
or part-time on the railroads. The Chontal of Tabasco work in sugar
refineries and on coffee and banana plantations. The Otomi are estate
workers. Approximately 200.000 persons 1;er year are migratory
workers, of whom the majority are Indians from the states of Chiapas,
Guerrero, Nayarit. Oaxaca, Puebla, and Veracruz. The Taasco of
Mello:lc:in are migratory workers in both Mexico and the United
States.

Subsistence agricultuve is practiced among the following Indian
groups: the Tepecano of ,Jalisco, the Tot ique, Tojolabal, Mann. Chol,
Tzotil, Tzeltalall of the state of Chiapassthe Chontal. Mix,
Mazatec, Mixtec of Oaxaca; the Mazahtta of Mexico; the 'Potomac of
Puebla. Sierra de Veracruz and Hidalgo; the Tlapanee of G aerrero;
,the Cora of Sierra de Nayarit ; and the Ototni of Mexico. The diets
of most of these groups are often protein-deficient, and they are sus-
ceptible to such diseases as malaria, intestinal parasitosis, smallpox
and typhoid. Members of some of these rural groups are moving to
urban centers where the are losing their identity as they become part
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of the national culture. The rural groups hich do remain intact have
a pupulatlint gt oa tit rate touch lower t han t hat of the rest of the
country (see clt.4. Population).

Various Indian groups depend on handicraft production for their
livelihood. In the Taascan-speaking core area, for example; the
Tanaco pt act ice %%ea% lug tt ith century-plant fibers; the Cocucho make
putt ; the Pa yacht) manufacture a °mien objects and cotton cloth;
the Nalmatzen %%ea% e %miens: the Urtut pan paint gourds; and the
Santa Clara del ('Mare produce items of beaten copper. The rules
against mart 'mge outside the community help to protect the continuity-
of handicra fts associated a it lt particular villages and thus the con-
dimity of Indian economic specialization.

In terms of settlement organization, Italian agricultural communi-
ties usually consist of agricultural lands. forest areas, and wasteland.
Various settlements group around a central (aleccia or go% ernment
town. The central to is often solidi% ided into a muntber of wards or
bapo'os. The pre-Revolutionary town chiefs, the caeiques, have in
most areas been replaced by elected leaders. Indian housing varies
considerably depending on climate and available materials. For ex-_
ample, t he Seri use houghs cot ered with sponge materials and turtle
shells: the 'Alixtec lire in adobe houses roofed with shingles or tiles.
In cold climates, the walls are usually of adobe with shingle, tile,
stttero or palto leaf roof, although stray is sometimes used. In warmer
elioates the %%ails are usually of reeds or timbers and the roofs of
st raw or palm lea f.

The most intim; tant social institution among agricultural Indian
groups Is the family. Marriages are often arranged by the. parents of
both partly:, through an intermediary or friend. Mutual consent of the
patiters, their pat cults, and important relati% es is necessary; if any
one of the interested parties tcsists, the marriage cannot take place.
Marl (age set a Wean:, of establishing kiship relaiionsbips among
families %% ithin the group, a den ice for ipo% ing one's social status
through marriage into a higher-status family, an arrangement for an
economic din ision of labor, and a means of hav,ing children born and
reared. t,

Within the context,of the larger group, it is the household (usually
made up u1 husband, a i fe, and their cltilth en) a hich is accorded social,
economic, and political recognition. Unmarried people are not re,
garded as full fledged members of the community , and they cannot
participate iu group decisions. If one's marriage is terminated through
divorce or death of one of the partnetv, the group will not accord origi-
nal social status to the sun it ing pat titer until he remarries. But mar-
t 'mge alone is insufficient to establish t he social standing of the couple;
they must hate children to completely validate their position in the
group.
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Indian families do not practice primogeniture (see ch. 6, Social
Structure). At the death of the parents, their assets, including land,
are divided equally among the surviving children. In order to pret cut
these assets from falling into the hands of members of other groups,
there are rigorous rules igainst marriage outside tile particular Indian
group itself. The continual dig ision and subdit ision of assets produces
a communal ownership pattern with the Indian group.

Within the Indian village, much importance is attached to the pal
ticipation of each household in both private and public religious
rituals. The highest religious prestige is.accorded to those very old
households tt hose moral ascendancy is great by virtue of years of
experience,contribution to the community, and ritual performance. On
the prig ate or family level. pre-colonial ;Indian rituals and beliefs con-
tinue. Publicly, Roman Catholic ceremonies are scrupulously observed.

Within the Indian community, group interests dominate over those
of the individual. The community emphasizes adjustment of individual
differences in the !mute of group solidarity. Although the individual
is responsible for supporting, -himself and his immediate household,
his goals are expected to be pleasing the gods and contributing to the
community rather than accumulating individual wealth.

The non-Indian ethnic groups comprised by foreign nationals tend
to congregate in urban centers. Their jobs are generally prestigious
and well-paying. The foreigners tend to he industrial execntivesonem-
bers.of various professions, merchants, missionaries. For the most part
they retain their national culture and identify with their own national
groups. Al cording to the 1961) Census of Mexico, foreigners constituted
less than 1 percent of the totaPpopulation. The most numerous are
from the 'United States (almost 100,000), followed by those from
Spain (almost :10,000). Other foreign nationals are from Guatemala,
Germany, Canada, France, and Central And South American countries.

INTERETIINIC RELATIONS

Relationships bet %reel' the Indians and the nwsti:u.s. are complicated
by the geographical and cultural distance between the two groups and
by distinctions of social class (see ch. 6, Social Structure). Mestizos
geperall lit e in the larger to ns while Indian groups remain scattered
throughout the hinterland. For the Indian, emphasis is on maintainht
the norms and stability of his group ; for the mestizo emphasis is on
adjustment and change to bring his values and ways of life into con-
formity with national patterns. The Indian is thus traditional and
clings to group solidarity ; the mest;zo is transitional and seeks sta-
bility. For the Indian the supreme economic tame is land, which he
works }himself; the mestizo is concerned with the economics of mod-
ernization. For the Indian, power and prestige are attributes of office
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ann ',anion, which one either has or has not : the ho,sti.:0 sees power
as a value to he :chimed by the individual. The Indian places power
and prestige in his group; the mC811.Zo places it in the hands of Wit id.
uals. These di fferenees in cultural values inhibit interethnic communi-
eat ion, although this is gritd natty \breaking down.

Personal relations between ntestLos and Indians are limited by dif-
ferences in language use, interest, customs, and status; impersonal
relations and casual contacts are the most common. There are consider-
able commercial And economic dealings among the t arious groups, but
the Nunnutnioation such dealings produce is impersonal, Relation-.
ships of ritual kin-hip, created through baptism, give rise to a network
of persOnatspeial, economic, and religious relations.

The ways in which the various ethnic groups relate to each other
are largely determined by their mutual perceptions of friendliness
01 antagonism of neighboring groups. among Indian groups. the '
Zapotc,. and Zinacantecos consider thotuselt es superior to the Mixe
and the Chamules. Relationships between Indian groups and inc-qt;:os
arc affected by the fact that mban are especially likely to look
upon laird Indian group- a- in ferios. Such no At;;:o prejahees against
Indian, are gradually fading, however. Only in Chiapas do they re-
main -trong as a facto' dividing groups, and retarding communication--
among them. In the states of Oaxaca. Nfichoac.in and Veracruz, there is
increasing communication and understanding among the groups.
Negroes are still coaidered inferior by no.1/4/Lh.s in some areas. Rela-
tions -het ween Indians and Negroes are elativel friendly, neither
group assuming its Own superiority or inferiority.

In inter ethnic perceptions. the important factor is environment. For
evimple, urban hi, Nt;.:08 in Chiapas tend to perceive rural oteytizop
a-4 Indians, For them, the important criterion is whether the person's
way of li fe is rural or urban.

Form- of address between no ../.;:-0,t and Indians indicate how each
the other. .,Ifesti,:o3 frequently address Indians by their proper

names, mnitt ing the use of senor or 8i_ ;ion& They may address all In-
dians in the familiar "t on- fin (hi), oras in Veracruz- address all
Indian women by the saute name. Indians generall accept these con-
ventions. When meeting a nicstLn,ithe remote their hats in a respect -
ful manner and almost always address hint with the polite "you- form
()wed), when they are acquainted with it.

'though full lilooded Indians hate emerged as national leaders
' Ile most famous. perlia ",-, the Zapotecan Benito Juilrez--in a connnu-
nit% of ant sim, and ethnic mixture. the political administration is
almost entirely in the hands of the no ../;-;08 This is especially the case
in Chiapas. Veracruz. and Guerrero. in the urban areas of
these same stab- slime Indians and a felt Negroes hat e attained fairly
high office, Occw.ionall, it is customary not to pay Indians holding
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. lo%% er administrative or local offices, but mestizos in similar offices are
,usually paid. In the rural areas, enlistment of persons for road work
find similar activities falls the most heavily on Indians and poor
mestizos.

Actual conflict situations among the Indian groups or between the
Indians and the nu,,,!izos are rare. Where they do exist, they may be
the result of : conflict among Indian groups due to land pressure and
general economic competition; hostility of Indians towards mestizos,
resulting from earlier nu.stizo movements into the area and their seiz-
ing of Indian lands; or mutual hostility, especially mestizo mistrust
of certain Indian villages and Indian mistrust of mestizo politicians
and administrative functionaries. Relations between Indians and the
few remaining Negroes are usually peaceful.

ACCULTURATION AND INTEGRATION

Integration of Indian ethnic groups into the national culture is pro-
gressing rapidly. Today the ability of local groups to set their own
patterns of village organization is breaking down. There are increased
limitations of the authority of the local caciques (village head men)
in favor of centralized national authority, in an effort to make the
community responsive to national rather than local needs.211estizu
acquisition of large land holdings in Indian core areas has resulted
in a reorganization of agricultural production which is incompatible
with the older, quasi-feudal village organization. Racial and ethnic
groups are becoming increasing intermingled, especially at the cabecera
(agrarian subdivision of land) level.

There have been positive incentives to national integration of In-
dians. The ejid^ (communal landholding) system has offered Indian
groups widened opportunities in terms of agricultural productivity.
The Rural Education Program. which is assimilative in character,
has acquainted f9rmerly closed Indian groups with modern practices
and ways of thinking. The attractions of the cities. combined with
population pressures on the land, have drawn large groups away from
their ancestral homes. In some cases, entire groups move into urban
areas at one time and live in one neighborhood. Under the pressure
of adjustment to urban life and economic diversification, Indian eth-
nicit y breaks down:

The extent of movement, from one ethnic group to another is in-
creasing, especially as a device to improve ssociai status (see ch. 6,
Social Structure). Movement is accomplished through "passing" or
acquiring some of the prestigeful cultural traits 9f the group into
which one mows, andin some cases- separating oneself from close
ties to his former group. For example, especially in Michoacan, mar-
riage of a4Indian woman with a mestizo man almost automatically
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giN es her his social status. In Chiapas, it is customary to adopt a
Spanish surname as one becomes mt,stizo or more Europeanized cul-
turally. But in most cases, the most apprm ed form' of racial mixing
is through changes in language use. Movenailt between ethnic groups
is likely to result in moNement from the original ethnic group to mem-
bership in the-,wider society.

There are two distinct points of view- in Mexico 4/11 the future of
the Indian. The Europeanists argue that the only alternative open to
the Indian is to become part of the mainstream of western civilization
and to learn its values and adopt its way of life. Indians should be
trained in a common Spanish language, in orthodox Roman Cathol-
icism, and in gaining indUstrial skills which will make the Indian
economically fit for modern urban life. Indianists, on the other hand,
argue that the Indians htk e a particularly rich cultural heritage
which must not be lost. Modern economic technology must be applied
to soh ing the Usk problems of rural and urbaii poverty. At the same
time, the cultural patterns of thee Indians should,be preserved wher-
ever posible. In practice, what is emerging in Mexico is a practical

, combination of these two points of view, with slightly greater em-
phasis on the first as the country continues to develoo,

The Indians are increasingly represented in the national decision-
making process, and the Indianist cultural bias in the country will
continue to favor this development, Improving the lot of Indian
groups was one of the major symbol of the Revolutionary tradition;
and it is still vcry much alike today. Most Mexicans are proud of
their Indian ancestry and identify withtheir nation andian rather
than with the Spanish heritage.

GOVERNMENT POLICY' AND PRACTICE

The Mexican government, since the Revolution, has actively worked
to integrate Indian groups into the national society. Government pro-
rams of land redistribution, technological assistance and education

have done much to improve Indian welfare.
Although the government im, 1856 provided by law for the re.,titution

0, precolonial communal lands to the Indians, by 1910 over 95 percent
of the imai population was still without land. The Constitution of
1917 also contained such a provision and, under President Alvaro
Ohre& (1920-1924), redistribution of land was begun. Under
Obregon, 4 million acres were redistributed; under his successor,
Plutarco Calles, over 20 million more were restored to the ejidos. In
193t3, under President Lazaro Cardenas, a Department of Indian
Affairs NN as created to give special attention to the problems of Indians,
especially those in isolated villages. This department and its activities
ran into opposition on the grounds that it was providing services to
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one special segment of the population at the expense of the non-Indian
population. Nevertheless, by 1910 an additional :15 million acres had

3

been redistributed to the Indians.
To hel:e the Indians nlake full use of the restored land, the govern-

ment in 19,42 established Indian brigades to instruct Indian communi-
ties in modern agricultural methods. Tlie brigades offered instruction
in crop diversification, animal husbandry, pest and disease control,
and the use of modern agricultural machinery. They helped organize
producekend consumer cooperatives, repair old roads and build new
ones, and install better telecommunication networks.

In addition to providing for the redistribution of land to the Indians,
the Constitution of MT also provided for five compulsory eductition
for all Mekican citizens. Programs of mass education were startedin
the 1920's and continue today with emphasis since the late 1930's on
rural education. The Rural Education Program has encouraged the
de% elopment of .bilingual patterns and acquainted rural Indians with
modern specialized jobs for an e% entual move to cities or for greater
economic diversification in the countryside.

LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATION

The official language in Mexico is Spanish, and the government uses
language as the criterion for ethnic membership. The 1960 Census
recorded almost 26 million persons speaking only Spanish,' slightly
over 1 million speaking an indigenous language only, and almost 2
million speaking both Spanish and an indigenous language.

There remain a large number of Indian languages and dialects, cor-
responding in most cases to the names of the groups which speak
themNahuatl, Trique, yixtec, Otomi, 'Etruscan, and Totonac to
name just a few. In that part of Mexico just north of the Isthmus of
Tehuantepec there is today a diversity of language types which would
be hard to find anywhere in the old world, even in the highly diversified
parts of Asia. There are no states or territories in the country which
lack for speakers of one or more Indian languages.

The geographical centers of Indian language use survive as a series
Of isolated "islands." These Oe most common in the eastern portion of
the Central Highlands, on the Northern and Southern Gulf Coasts,
and in Yucatan. Only in a few places are the speitkers of Indian lan-
guages sufficiently densely settled as to constitute more than 60 percent
of the popnlatibn of the area. In 1060, almost 88 pt-reent of those speak
ing only an Indian language were ..oncent rated in four southern states

.and in three central states; Yucatan, Oaxaca, Chiapas, and Guerrero;
Puebla, Veracruz, and Hidalgo.

Communication among Indian groups and between mestizos ant. I
Indians is hampered by language differences. As the indigenous mono-
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lingual population constitutes less,than 3 percent of the whole poptdit-
tion, however, Mexico does not have a serious national communicatioa
problem. Since the inception in 1937 of bilingual teaching programs,
the number of monolinguals has been reduced and some of the Indian
dialects have disap ?eared. The recognizable density of Indian lan-
guage use in particular areas should allow concentration of bilingual
instruction in Tecific geographical sections. With the gradual eclipse
of language as the prime focus for ethnic solidarity, chances for even-
tual cultural integration are increasing.
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CHAPTER 6

SOCIAL STRUCTURE

Ethnicity, income, location of residence, occupation, and
sionsparticularly in the form of landare the factors that i
to form the pattern of social distinctions,ki Mexico.

Because tribal Indians are largely apqrt from the national
economic, and politien1 life and are geographically isolated gs
they are apart from the national pattern of stratification. On tde s
scale urban unskilled workers and rural plantation workers of In
and West Indian Negro descent are the lowest. Modern Indians, u
ally agricUltural peasants or small town employees, come next,
lowed by those, usually Indians,as well, who work on family own
plantations and small farms. Somewhat higher on the scale are I
dians and int,stizos (persons of mixed Indian and European descent
who are largely agricultural wage earners working on large cjidos
or communal lands. Next come middle-class artisans and merchants of
the larger towns, usually int $tizos, and the metropolitan middle class,
made up of the growing group of white-collar workers and semi-
professional people. At the top' is a sniall group composed of large-
scale owners and operators, financiers, intellectuals, artists, and so
forth.

There are certain stresses and strains in the system, many of them
centered in urban-rural distinctions that cut across .nary of the other
determinants of status. These are particularly disturbing to those
villagers newly arrived in the cities, for thety often find that social
dues, though similar to what they have known, are subtly but dis-

tinctly` different. 'Because these rural-urban migrants are numerous
and tend to ongregate in harr;os, or slum neighborhoods, their accul-
turation to urban values and ways of life is frequently a long and
difficult, process.

Mud' of the w ealth of the upper class comes from ownership of
urban and rural real estate, sugar, coffee, and other commercial enter-
prises. In the past, this group has tended to don,:nate much of the
political and social scene, but as the middle-class power base increases
in size and strength, this older pattern is giving way to a system of
shared powers among the various social classes. The political influence
that remains to the upper class is supported to a large extent through
a system of close family relatvmships.
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OVERVIEW

The social class 4, mina. of 11exico is the result of the interrela-
tionship of three basic factors. The first is the ethnic, cultural, politi-
cal, and economic patterning characteristic of the indigenous Indian
population. The second is the pattern characteristic of hispanic tradi-
tion, which %%as superimposed on the traditional Indian structure at
the beginning of the tith century. 'Ile third is the pattern charac-
teristic of modernizat iu 1. The result of the combination of these three
factors is a highly complex series of social class gradations, often
based on different sets of criteria for measuring status or class stand-
ing. In the Indian and Hispanic traditions, social status was and is
ascribed, though on the basis of entirely different standards; in the
modern tradition, status is achieved. ,.

Almost all Miexican nationals feel t heinsels es to be part of an inte-
grated social ssteut %% ith generalized % al ties and goals. There are few
groups %%hick remain so geographically or culturally isolated as to
consider thentsel% es, or to be considered by others, as separate from
the national society. I lo%% e% er, there are degrees to the feeling of
behmumg 0o t he nat hula] society, depending on geographical, cultural,
and occupational factors (see ch. 5. Ethnic Groups and Languages;
ch. 21, Labor).

The characteristic basis for social distinctions is ethnolinguistic.
The Federal Government classifies as Indians those who speak an
indigenous language and maintain in relatively pure form their tradi-
tional' cultural patterns. Me,sfizo.3 are persons of mixed Indian and
Spanish descent. The usually speak Spanish and their cultural pat-
terns are a mixture of the Indian and Hispanic types. Whites or
Europeans are those %%hose cultural traditions have been maintained
since colonial times. The estimated 1907 class figures by racial or
ethnic groups are Indians, 3.5 percent; mestizos, 88 percent; and
Europeans, 8.5 percent.

Ctiltural criteria operate some%% hat ambiguously depending on tries'

point of view which one takes as ithin the society. The upper economic-

classes regard the cultural and educational principles as meaning the
extent to which one's culture and education are European in derivation.
The middle econonlic groups emphasize a blending of indigenous and
European patterns. The hmer classes retain adherence to traditional
Indian patterns.

Under the impetus of social and economic modernization, status is
partl. determined 1), rasa ironmeut. Rural village or urban residence
determine-, wit only the st le of life ilia working conditions and social

posit ion a:: well.
The % ariohs principle. for determining status overlap extensively.

*Puna village inhabitant- ate mole likely than not to he 6thnolinguis-
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tically Indian, traditional in culture and education, and economically
less advanced than other segments of society. 'Middle-class urban
dwellers may be ethnically mestizo; culturally and educationally a
blend of Indian and Hispanic types; occupationally artisans, small
businessmen, or members of the lover go% ernmental bureaucracy ; and
economically in the middle. Upper-class urban residents are largely
European in ethnicity, education, and cultural outloi h, as w ell as being
at the economic and occupational top of the society.

Due in large part to the social, cultural, educational, and above all
economic diversification produced by modernization, a relatively small
upper class, a growing middle class, and a large lower class are to he
round in the urban areas. In the rural areas, there is an even smaller
upper class than in urban centers, a small middle class, and a % ery large
lower class. These rural conditions are largely due to less ethnic and
cultural blending, fewer educational opportunities, and less economic
diversification.

Considerable relaxation of the social class lines has occurred since
the Revolution. Modernization and urbanization have greatly speeded
up this process by breaking down ethnic, social, and cultural barriers
to social mobility. Large numbers of Indians and mestizos have moved
from their traditional villages to cities in search of the greater occu-
pational diversity and economic advancement that these center offer.
Population pressure on the land has also encouraged this develop-
ment. On the land itself, agricultural reforms such as land redistribu-
tion have resulted in more social mobility in the rural areas as well.

. Rural emigration has produced crowding and often material depriva-
tion in city barrios or slums; their residents are often unprepared for
the cities, just as the cities have been unprepared for them.

SOCIAL STRATIFICATION

Patterns of stratification have developed to their present state since
the Spanish Conquest. Before the coming of the Spanish Con-
quistadores, there Was no highly developed system of class amongrthe
indigenous populations. To this day, few social class distinctions iire
made within Indian groups.

By the end of the 16th century, the following relatively rigid caste
system predominated from top to bottom: (1) The peninsularcs were
persons who had been born and reared in Spain; (2) criolios were
children of Spanish men and women residing in Mexico; (3) mestizos
were descendants of Spaniard and Indian ; (4) castizos were descend-
ants of Spaniard and mestizo; (5) espanoks were descendants of
Spaniard and ca8tizo ; (6) mulattos were descendants of Spaniard and
Negro; (7) morissos or 71107'08 were descended from Spaniard and
mulatto; and (8) at the bottom of the stratification scale were zambos,
who were descended from Indian and Negro ancestors. During the

'.4)0ises
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colonial period, the sole criterion of status %%as racial or ethnic origin.
For determining status, the ethnic criterion continued until fairly

re, ent times. Today, thou!,11 other criteria have emerged, Mexicans le-
main conscious of ethnic brackgrounds; they belie% e that the di % ersity
of backgrounds enriches their cultural heritage.

Shortly after the Spanish Conquest, a second criterion for deter-
mining' stratification emerged. A concept milky distinct but o% erlapping
system of stratification de( eloped in the form of the economics of pos-
session (especially possession of land). The importance of this eco-
nomically deri ea criterion has been on the increase since Monial
times. As model nizat ion continues, it is likely to offset other criteria.

The fact that ownership of lain! beeanie .in Ant criterion of
status helped after independence to break do%%ii the system of rigid
class distinctions based on ethnic or etlinolinimistic factors. By plac-
ing high status upon the o%%nership of land, the land itself became
socially as %%ell as economically desirable. if cstizo elements began to
develop into an incipient middle class shortly after independence;
this class had its administrative loots ill the go% eminent bureaucracy.
After independence, many Middle -clan mc.)tizos acquired land and
be,ame known as rancheros. Many descendants of the rancheros have
since left the land and moved to cities, contributing to the development
of the urban middle class.

The middle class has increased in size and improved in material
standards of li% ing steadily, especially since 1950. In 1950, persons
earning less than 100 pesos pet month (12.50 pesos equal US$1.00)
constituted 40.67 percent of the total, population; those earning be-
t v%een 100 pesos and 300 pesos per month comprised 12.57 percent;
and those earning over 1,000 pesos per month made up 1.43 percent of ,
the total population. The comparative 1965 figures Were: persons
canning up to 300 pesos per month constituted 41.5 percent ; earners be-
twee n 301 pesos and 50(1 pesos per month made up 26.1 percent; those
bet%%een 501 pesos and 750 pesos per month comprised 12.5 percent;
froM 751 pesos to 1,000 pesos per month, 9.5 percent: from 1,000 pesos
to ,000 pesos per month, 7.5 percent : and o% en 2,000 pesos per month,
2.9 percent of the total population. The data suggest a large increa.A%
in numbers of those in the economic middle, especially reflected in
urban areas.

shke 1065, the middle and lu((er sociu econnnair classes Lila
creased in numbers. and the tipper class has experienced a slight de-
crease. Thcso shifts ha% c heel: -4,ine%% hat more gradual than pre( iot,lv;
this is probably a reflection of o% enall population increase. By 1968,
the familik,, earning more than 5,000 pesos yearly) had
decreased to 9.1 percent or the popaktion front 11.1 percent in 1965.
The middle class ( 1%1111111es e,truiutg liete.een 2,000 and ;000 pesos

e,:;.1y) increased to 361 percent of the population in 196S from 35.7
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percent in 196:1. The hmer class ( families earning less than ,000
pesos 3, (51 ily) also increased ; in I 9W) it comprised 5:1.9 percent of the
population, at bile in 1965 it comprised 53.7 percea. These comparisons
take into account a rise in the JOCIO-eC01101111C Seale, of approximately
,000 pesos in the incomes of all socio-economic groups.

The greatest increasi in middle-class meuttn has occurred in
themortl tern mid no011 Pacific statest he lowest growth rate in the size

; of thr; middle class and the highest growth rate of the lower class is
recorded in the south Pacific and Gulf states. These last two are also
the areas of the lowest rate of population grim th and the highest
dente of pe-err.

Onytkitt ion early came to be a criterion of status. In colonial times,
the most prestigious persons, by occupation, Were urban priests and
other cleritaf personnel. Next came the,,military officers and civil ad
ministrators, m%ing dir_ect allegiance to the Spanish king. Below these
were the regular soldiers. A fter these came, the era ftsmen and artisans,
as well as small traders. At the bottom of the colonial occupational
structure %%ere the serf ants and unskilled Indians. By the cud of the
19th centur, occupational diversification was producing the begin-
nings of a middle class. With the advent of modernization, occupa-
tional differentials ha% e increased rapidly ill both the cities and rural
areas. III the countryside. the early ranc/o os considered themselves an
ineipientaristocracy..It was from their ranks that many of the revolu-
tionary heroes. emerged. Owning a small farm or ranch remains one
of the surest means of improving social status in rural areas.

Occupational and functional diversification is'continuing, especially
in the urban centers, stimulated in large part by modernization. How-
ever, in the rural parts of the countr3, occupational seleetii ity is also
widening, as a result of better transport and communication and pro -
grants fal ()ring laud redistribution. The social structure is adjusting
to this changing situation by- making finer class distinctions, and in-
cre.'isingly status is awarded on the basis of individual achievement
rather than group ascription. In urban center and rural village alike,
occupational criteria of st rat ificat fai ors the grow th of the middle
class.

Educational background and attainment w ere and are among the
most important criteria of status. During the early colonial period,
formal education. was allo% ed the met;zo only if he could prove his
descent f: Dili a Spaniard. Tills kilt educational support to the basically
ethnic stratification s stem of that time. In the 1920.s. m<8/;, :o8 were
generally educated in federally supported schools; and Indians were
largely left to the processes of informal village education. Since the
1920's. large-scale efforts ha% e been made to provide the Indian vil-
lagers v. it it lot that schooling. trainim in economic remunerative skills,
and I:mope:in cultural traits (see ell. 5, Ethnic Groups and Lan-
guages; eh. 9, Education).
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As a strat iticat ion 'eriterion, education is identified with acquisition
of European aml Noah American patterns of thought, cultural values,
and practical skills. Upper-days persons are likely to be educated out -
side the country. Members of the middle class are educated at home
in schools patterned after European types. Members of the lower class,
especially rural aillagers, hate Iiuu ted exposure to these sorts of
schooling. I row ever, great strides have been made in raising the liter-
acy rate and training people in the diversified occupational categories.
Education has been a force workhig towards upward social mobility.
This is especially the case in the cities (see elk. 9, Education).

Cultural status is determined by cloSeness or distance from European
and North American standards of culture, the tangibles of which are
language use and st le of dress. The closer the patterns or values to
these standards, the higher w ill be the status attached to their possessor.
For thi. reason, the Indian operates on a cultural level which deprives
him of high status in some circles. These cultural distinctions remain
the strongest in rural areas. In the urban areas, these distinctions are
increasingly blurred. The urban-rual gap between cultural patterns
combines w ith the economic criteria in a nkutually reinforcing strati-
ficat i.n1 pattern.

There are four important considerations about the relationship be-.
t \leen urban-rural patterns of stratification and economic patterns.
First, the economic base of the urban middle class is stronger than that
of the smaller rural middle class. According to 1965 figures, 10.5 per-
cent of rural families earn more than 1,000 pesos per month compared
11 ith -10.6 percent of the urban population for the same income group.
Second, the incomes of al classes are higher in urban .areas. Third,
members of the lower class with the lowest incomes are to be found
predominantly, in the rural villages. Fourth, upper class groups are td
be found predominantly in urban centers.

Economic, occupational, ethnolinguistic, cultural, educational, and
urban-rural criteria combine together in a mutually reinforcing pat-
ter of status determination. Educational attainment is generally
higher through all social classes in the cities than in the villages. There
is a higher 1,Ie of correspondence between educational background,
income, cultural values, and class standing in the cities than in the
countryside. h liA lug in urban centers find a higher rate of cor-
respondence between educational training, income, occupation, and
the means to secure and maintain their standing in the stratification
sl stem than do rural illagers. In the cities, education becomes not
so 11111011a badge Of ascribe(' status as a prerequisite for achieved status.

URBAN AND RURAL VARIATIONS

Before the Resolution, there was tremendous contrast .between the
life st les of the citic,, emphasizing European cultural patterns, and
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rural villages, which were largely underdeveloped. This urban-rural
contrast highlighted the ethnolinguistic, racial, and economic criteria
of social class.'

Since the Revolution, much official policy has been directed toward
bridging the gap between rural and urban class systems, toward pro-
viding villagers the fluidity of the class system of the cities. In 1910,
there was little economic base from which to develop such fluidity.
Almost all the arable land was in the hands of the hacendados, or up-
per-class estate owners, most of whom were cosmopolitan and Euro
pean in cultural outlook. Of the 70,000 villages listed in the census of
1910, 55,000 were on hacienda (estate) lands and directly under the
supervision of the estate owners and managers. Much effort has been
made since then to narrow the gap between upper and lower rural
classes, on the one hand, and between the growing prosperity of all
classes in the cities and the worsening economic conditions in rural
areas. Much of this effort has been successful. Land has been taken
away from the hacendados and redistributed to the lower class, giving
it an economic basis for moving into the ranks of the middle class.

`However, growing fluidity of the rural class structure has been slowed
by several factors: (1) many members of the lower class are untrained
in running their own individual farms, (2) many have worked on
one-crop plantations and are unused to agricultural diversification
they do not understand market rather than subsistence economic meek-
anisms; ,(3) many better-trained people have moved to the cities.

A number of educational programs have been developed to, narrow
the gap in the social structure, the most important of whieh is the
Rural Education Program, begun in the 1920's (see ch. 9, Education).
Emphasis in this program is placed on bettering the economic, social,
and cultural conditions of the rural Indians (see ch. 5, Ethnic Groups
and Languages). In the 1920's emphasis was placed on evolutionary
rather than revolltionary imporvements. In the 1930's, land redis-
tribution programs were speeded up. and greater emphasis was placed
in preparing the rural population in modern economic and occupa-
tional skills. Since the early 1940's, efforts have been made in the direc-
tion of producing and enlarging an entrepreneurial class of economi-
cally independent farmers, artisans, and small manufacturers.

Much of the gap between rural and urban social patterns has been
bridged, but the rigidity of class differentials and differences in stand-
ards of living remain. It is probable that class rigidity in the rural
areas will gradually disappear in favor of a more fluid system as the
result of improving economic opportunities. better means of trans-
portation and communication, and more uniform educational oppor-
tunities and cultural patterns. Greater mobility of the urban class
structure may be slowed somewhat by the problem of the overcrowded
urban lower class.
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SOCIAL DYNAMICS

Except w i t h i t ) the upper clas-, there are fey; restrictions on inter-
ll'avriago alk")11:r t at"". Class boundaries are maintained through
a combination of economic position, educational background, cultural
Meta ot ion, and occupational specialization. Occupationally, status
is determined by educational ;Ride% ()meta. steadiness of ...uploy ment,
and the degree of professionalism required by the particular job done.
Economically, wealth and assets are status determinants. Cultural
houlogetteity, cosmopolitanism and a Europeanized outlook are still
other detet minants, !dente) promotes !nobility front loer-
cla, standing to middle, and the number of years spent in formal
educational thtiniag helps to (Het mine how high one can climb in the
soma) structure.

Mex.!t an social strut lure ..110%%, a trend toward increasing chance
for upward mobility, especially in the urban centers. Horizontal mo-
bility (the mo% meat of the saint. t'ia:;3 let el front one set of structures
to auothei ) also takes place as the re:ttlt of movement from rural to
in ball centers. Intermarriage. a traditional means of upward mobility
in the middle class. is gi% iug way to educational, occupational. and
economic achioena nt. Chances for upward mobility in rural com-
munities ha% e betm intensified through land redistribution programs
and greater educational opportunities. The chances for upward mo-
bility are greater in the cities, which helps to explain the attracti% e-
ness of the cit ie. fur 1 mol illarers. Ilott e' er, some low er -class gTottps
that !nue mightted to the cities hate remained in the same relatie
status position as a result of maladjustments to urban life, population
pressure in the ha,./.;(. and competition for the scarce jobs that they
have the skills to perform.

One recent stimulus to upward mobility,bas been the emergence in
both urban and rural areas of an entrepreneurial class. The basic
stimulus fur the deelopment of this class is a change in value orienta-
tion: the incipient entrepreneur realizes that there is a better way to
tit ilize ills r esoto ces, and he seeks opportunities to do so. The ent retire-
newr loses the sense of rigid fatalism of traditional society: he comes
to feel that the environment can be improved, and that he can manipu-
late it to his own ad% antage. The emerging- class of entrepreneurs in
Mexico is characterized by a willingness to work hard, a high degree
of cooperation among adult members of the family, a high rate of
intelligence, and a broad concern for the comma nity. Entrepreneurial
families emphasize economic actis ity of all members to impro% e their
status. They tend to take interest in events outside their own com-
munities and are particularly re-polish e to trends in economics and
technology.

'1'1 ".re is no class which can be characterized as conscious of its
special interest as a working: class. The percehed interests of mem-
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hers of Mexican classes are understood in other terms, such as family
connections, land ownership, ethnic purity, and cultural values. The
importance of kinship ties far outstrips self-identification by social
class. Upper- and middle-class families define the "good child" as one
who helps support the family and maintain its unity. Prestige value
is placed on lam families by all classes: in the interest of large nuum-
bers, of inter 'family relationships for the"uppe'r class, of the economic
value of children for the middle class, and for religious reasons in the
lower class.

Mestizos, who make up the bulk of the middle class, tend to be some-
what more nationalist than other ethnic groups. They believe that the
future of the country is with their particular ethnic and cultural group.
Howe% er, they emphasize cultural values rather than feelings of class
identification. The absence of class consciousness may be explained by
tw o factors: competition of values other than class absorbs too much
indi% ideal and group attention ; and desire for and possibility ornp-cward mobility promote identification wit 1 the values of improving
one's status position in the total social strtic Eire rather than with the
class of which one is temporarily a member. The first factor is more
important in explaining loNVer-class sentiment ; the second dominates
the thinking of the middle class.

The legal pi actice of primogeniture (whereby the father's assets,
usually land, must be passed on intact to his first son) encourages
second and third sons of upper-class families to seek the lkigher admin-
istrathe and authoritative positions in government, the clttrch, and
the military establishment. Upper-class personnel tend to dominate
these institutions. Lower-class and middle-class entrepreneurial per-
sonnel remain largely in the agricultural and small handicrafts sectors
of the economy. Middle-class personnel seek positions in major business
and labor organizations; the latter are closely identified with govern-
ment policy makers. Small businesses are operated by lower-middle
class people. The higher ranks of the educational system, especially the
WI lersities and secondary schools are staffed by upper-class and upper
middle-class personnel. The rest of the school system recruits its per-
,sonnd from the-urban middle class.

Contacts among the social classes have grown in both numbers and
complexity in the past 30 years as a direct result of modernization and
the urban way of life. There is still some lack of contact between the
classes, in isolated rural areas; there is less common ground for cultural
exchange and understanding there. More frequent contact in the cities
has produced a lessening of sharp social cleavages, a trend which is
likely to continue. Ethnic and racial criteria of status are breaking
down in favor of economic, occupational, and educational criteria,
which emphasize personal achievement. Cultural patterns are blending
as the result of the operation of an assimilative educational system.
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Almost all segments of the population at eawa re of these changes and
approve of them, especially when they promise increased personal.
opportunities, a better standard of living, and a basis for national
pride.

Among the most important factors retarding the growth of a modern
social structure are : (1) disruption in ways of life and cultural values
caused by migration of lower-class groups from a rural to an urban
environment; (2) scarcity of jobs in the urban centers for which the
newcomers are qualified ; (3) inequalities in the distribution of eco-
nomic assets; (4) disparities in material standards of living, cultural
%alms, educational background, and ethnolinguistic patterns; and (5)
certain popular values, which accept as natural an inequitable class
system.

Dissatisfaction w ith the social structure has varied, with time and
economic prosperity. It was one of the causes of the Revolution. Dur-
ing the Great Depression of the 1930's, it speeded land redistribution
and educational assimilation. Since the early 1940's, emphasis has been
placed on the development of the private sector as an economic base
from which to promote greater social mobility. These efforts have been
aided by the wave of economic prosperity enjoyed by Mexico since
the end of World War II. Increased social mobility appears to be a
continuing trend.

There are a few gr,ups opposed to changes in social stratification
patterns. Segments of upper class closely identified with internal
economic interest resist changes in the social structure which might
prejudice their position. Some external economic interests are opposed
to social changes "svhich would raise labor costs and therefore the cost,
of production. Opposition to population control cancels out some of
the gains which would otherwise be felt as the result of modernization.
Finally, middlt class Indianists oppose the absorption of the few re-
maining Indian tribal groups which are not yet a part of the national
social structure.
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CHAPTER 7

FAMILY

The significance of the family in Mexico is exemplified by its eco-
nomic and social Ties. The biological family is the'basic unit of pro-
duction and consumption, especially in rural areas. Traditionally,
the father, whose occupation directs his attention outside the house-
hold, acts as the\ chie ,provider for the family. The father, as a man,
is the dominant force in the society at large, as well as the dominant
authority within the family unit gaining prestige from his patriarchal
position. However, within the home, the mother exerts greater influence

on the children because her work focuses on the household. She is in
charge of socializing the children to ideal behavior patterns which re-

flect the values of Mexican culture. Thus, the continuity of Mexican
culture is promoted by childrearing practices which expose the chil-
dren to adult roles at an early age and direct children to assume
increasing responsibility iinthe family.

Mexican society is modifying its values as 4i result of increased

urbanization and technological development. Familial instability
reflects the dynamic social order. In the urban environment, where

status now depends on individual achievement rather than loyalty to
. the family, the father is losing his traditional authority over the

children. The mother's role as an agent of sociiilization is being re-
placed in part by the school, which teaches a less traditional set of
values. Like the father, she is losing authority over the children, re-
sulting in tension between generations in the family that reflects

divergent values and role expectations.
The wife, too, is assuming a more independent role in the family.

Technological innovation has decreased the time required for house-
hold duties, allowing the wife to pursue commercial activities outside
the home. These, while contributing to the income of the family, may
cause tension between husband and wife if the husband feels his domi-
nant role is being challdnged.

Tensions within the family are reflected by the discrepancy between
the ideal and actual behavior patterns of the members. However, this
instability is not reflected in all families in Mexico. Family roles are
exposed to greater strain in the urban environment, while many fami-
lies in small towns and villages tend to conserve traditional roles.
Further, social class affects the stability of family roles in both' urban
and rural environments.
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FAMILY STRUCI URE AND FUNCTION

!deans the family Mexican culture is nuclear in structure, con-
sisting of patents and their unmarried children-1s each child marries,
lie leases the parental household and establishes a new residence. Usu-
ally. a son will locate his new home in the % ivinity of the parental
-household. Although the great majority of families are nuclear in
st net ure, it is not uncommon fur family units to include grandpayents,
aunts. uncles or other lineal relat it es in addition to parents and their

The family functions as a basic economic unit and is characterized
by a sexual di% ision of labor except in times Of intensive labor in
rut al areas, olden women may work in the fields along with the men.
The acti% it its of the v Ile center on the hotisehold where she is in
charge of child rearing and other domestic duties. In contrast, the
focus of the husband's labor is outside the home ill rural or urban
employ went. Et en w ithin the family. the division of labor is such
t hat each member performs a separate task instead of w orhi lig together
on the same task.

Families are st rung, ,_tohesi%e units Itch! togetlier by bonds of loy alty,
common economic goals, ititerdepentlenee, nt ability of marriage, pros-
pects of inheritance, and the sig,nificant absence of other social groups
to w hick the in di itlual van turn in time of need. Family unity anti
stability are perpetuated by the inetliod of child rearing and the nature
of parent-child relationships. Disruptive factors in the functioning of
the family, such as adultery of one of the spouses, sibling rivalry, or
favoritism of the parents tow ard one of the children are overshad3wed
by the positi% e attributes of the functioning. unit. Nes ertheless. in the
urban environment, there has been fragmentation of the structure
among the lower classes.

The family functions 1- alt autonomous unit in child rearing and
so, ialization. Cultilral values and behavior pattemb are transmitted
from generation to generation within the nuclear family. Reflecting
patria 'hal dominance, the father lnaillt ins the power to sanction
helm for through. physical punishment. Respect and authority are em-
phasized in parent-child relations. Children are reared to respect and
obey their parents. Respon-,ibility to the family is important because
au intik Alai's status and- seeurity originate from the family. Often
t lw Luc, .css--51. disgrace of a member of the family reflects on the
father's reslxut :lity for the children. Thus; regardless of age or
marital state, a son is under the father's authority as long as lie i.e-
mains in the household Another example of the recognition of hier-
a r:thial powers and duties w ithin the family is the dominance of older

. brothers ovet younger ones.
Alt' tigh child rearing normally occurs within the organization

of tlit tilear family, the village of Tonohl in Hest central Mexico-
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presents an interesting iariation in family structure and function.
Families in Tono la show the characteristic nuclear structure while
establishing patri focal residence %, it hin the influence of the extended

Traditionally, sons ate given a portion of the paternal house-
hold lot w lien they nia1 r3 . The new families live on these lots, resulting
in the proximity of kinsmen. This settlement pattern influences the
function of the wit:lea'. unit. The biological family remains the basic
productive and consumpti% e unit rctaiming its economic independence.
Howe% er, the function of child rearing cross -cuts the boundaries of
the nuclear family because of the lineal aspects of the settlement pat-
tern. Thus, al tough a child's mother has the primary responsibility
for his care, he is often tended by other relatives including aunts, uncles,
and grandparents w ho are gig en the power to sanction his behavior.
The socialization unit in Tonola is, therefore, the three-generation
extended family. This structural variation in the child rearing unit
of the Mexican family reflects the cultural heterogeneity of Mexico.

Generally, relations of the nuclear family with the immediate rela-
tives of the extended family are limited, except in the upper classes.
Geographical proximity and frequency of contact are t' ' most in-
fluential factors in relationships w ithiu the extvnded famii though
relations outside the nuclear family are not elaborated, the 1, illy will
turn to close relations. godparents. or co-parents in tim e?f crises.

family sttaucture is enlarged with the recognition of Muni kin ties
in a s-.% stem of godparents and co-parents. Ritual kinship emphasizes
the pattern-valued behavior of respect between individuals and repre-
sents a model for social interaction at all le% els. Godparents and co-
parents perform economic and social functions by assisting in child
rearing and providing economic help in emergencies.

RELATIONSHIPS AMONG KINSMEN

husband and Wife Relations

Tile ideal role of the husband in Mexican culture is that of an
authoritarian patriarch vhu is given the highest status in the family.
He should revere obedience and respect from his wife and children
as well as their services. lie is expected to make all important decisions
and plans for the family. The father's duties include support for the
family and responsibility for each member. Complementary to the
qualities of the husband, the ideal wife is characterized by submisske-
ness, faithfulness, devotion, and respect toward her husband. She
should ask for lies ad% ice and obtain his permission before she acts on
any matter. no family quetivity is approached on a basis of
equalit:, between the husband and wife. A wife should be industrious
and frugal, managing to bike 110I1V1 even if the size of her husband's
income is small. The ideal w ife is not concerned with her husband's
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activities outside the household. Because the ideal roles of the husband
and wife are %ery rigid, there is % a Fiance behveen ideal and actual
behavior in the family.

In many households, there is apparent confornlity to the ideal of
the submissive anti devoted w ife. However, the husband is rarely able
to exert complete dominance ti%er his family. The husband and wife,
therefore, May disagree over the questions of authority and their re-
spective roles in the household. In sonic marriages, the husband com-
pletely dominates the w ife and she does nut challenge his authority.
In contrast to such a placid relationship, there are families in which
an insecure lia$band becomes a domineering, fear-inspiring figure or
the wife tries to dominate the family, resulting in conflict.

Attitudes of %vomen tow ard their husbands reflect the discrepancy
between the ideal and desired roles. While women often attest to the
superiority of men and admire a man w,lo is macho (having the mas-
culine qualities of dominance and aggressiveness), they describe the
good husband as one who is not too domineering. Nevertheless, they
criticize women who are aggresskre or resistant to their husbands al-
though they themselves may exhibit these qualities. The completely
submissive wife is regarded as a fool rather than an ideal. That women
are proud of self-assertion rather than feeling guilt indicates a devalua-,
t lono.f the rigid cultural ideal.

It is evident that women are more in conflict with tradition in the
family than are awn. In fact, husbands tend to be conservative toward
the traditional roles in order to maintain their control over the family.

Wives tend to reject roles which interfere with their freedom of
movement and economic activities. They prefer activities which allow
them to leave the home, and develop generalized hostility toward men
who do not allow them outside the household. This desire may be
related to the fact that pregnancy and childbirth are viewed without
enthusiasm by women. Women with traditional husbands who pres-
sure them into conforming to the ideal housewife react with frustra-
tion and a feeling of deprivation.

iOne source of the conflict over authority is the division of labor
within the familial organization and its opposition to the ideal roles.
-although the wife should be subordinate to the husband, she has
greater responsibility for the operation of the household, including
the care and training of the children. Because the husband is often
away from the residence mild' of the day, he occupies a peripheral
position within the family organization and his participation in house-
hold affairs is minimized. Traditionally, he is not expected to engage
in any women's activities. For many men, home is where a man eats
and has his other physical needs tended to. Participation in the every-
day family affairs is not the man's role. The community ester 3 the
man primarily for his actions outside the home. Ideally, he is hard-
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working and skilled in his profession ; is responsible for community
obligations; owns land ; is honorable, self-controlled and good-
humoed in interpersonal relations; and can pros e the qualities of
manhood. Modesty and sexual restriction are not highly valued in the
male.

The discrepancy between the ideal rule of the father hnd his actions
reflects a conflict between self-interest and family honor. Ideally,
manhood in the family is represented by the father who is a begettor
of sons, economic supporter of the family, and guardian of the female
honor. The protection of s irginity in the daughter is related to the
ideal of the Church wedding when the husband takes over the role
as the woman's protector from her father and older brothers. How-
ever, the domination of self-interFst in manliness n!sttlts in the desire
for the domination of women, superiority over ther 'nen, and sexual
ptowess, which is channeled outside the family. Thus, individual in-
terest of the male in himself, which is represented by the term

goes beyond the,ideal,role of the father.
M _Ignificant than ph3 sical absence from the household is the

behavior and attitudes of the husband when he is present. In order
to gain the respect of his family, the husband avoids intimacy with
the members of his household and expects, them to demonstrate their
respect by maintaining proper social distance. Thus, the father shows
little direct affection for his children when he arrives home from work
and the children will be quiet at the table while their father is eating.
A result of the social distance that the husband maintains from his
family is loss of control over the situation he is trying to dominate.

In many households, the husband'i'sense of dominance and security
depends on an attitude of fear from his wife and children. He sanc-
tions bad behavior by the use of physical punishment. The wife may be
punished for actions ranging from suspicion of adultery to failure to
have a meal ready on time. True to the ideal role, the wife is not
expected to fight back.

Much of the husband's status stems from the fact that he is the main
source of support for the family. However, women often contribute
to the support of the family, detracting from the status of the hus-
band. Technological advancement, such as the introduction of corn
mills in rural areas, has shortened the hours in the household for
women and has allowed them to undertake more extensis e commercial
activities.

Relations Between Siblings

Relationships between siblings are closest in childhood. To the age
of five or six, they are constant companions in play and their inter-
action is not affected by difference in sex. Later, as the young girls
identify with their mother and the young boys with their father, sex
status becomes more After this divergence in roles, siblings
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of the same sex tend to associate with each other. Ties between siblings
are weakened after marriage because of establishment of independent
households and the lack of institutionalized forms of cooperation be,
tween married brothers and sisters. Disagreements between brothers
and sisters o er inheritance are frequent and often lead to permanent
rifts in the family. The difficulty in equal divisions of property height-
ens conflict, as .Jes the tendency to give more to sons, espe .' .ly the
favorite, than to daughters.

Godparents and Co- Parent: Compadrin 6.1111

In Mexican culture, kinship status is extended tr akinsmen in the
comparinaLgo system. This system formalizes all the relaaonships
between godparents, their godchildren, and the child's parents. During
the celebration of Church rituals, such as baptism and confirmation,
a kin-like relationship, padrir ,zgo, is established between the child
and his godparents, padrinos. At the same time, a relationship, (Win-
Pad raZgO, is created binding the padrinos and parents of the child as
compares, or co-parents.

The, dual relations of compadrinazgo are characterized by mutual
rights and duties which reflect the concept of respeto (formal respect).
Thus, behavior and attitudes which create respect and affection while
maintaining distance and avoiding conflict are reinforced. Interaction
based on respeto emphasizes the ritual nature of compadrinazgo and
is significant in the social structure.

The padrinos, who are chosen by the parents, give the child his first.
status by introducing him to society at the baptismal celebration.
Ideally, the duties of the padrinos include socialization of the child
in the Church. Actually, they pro ide a relationship in which the child
practices behavior which reflects the fundamental value of respeto.
The child learns respect for age and for ritual experience, and is en-
couraged to particiPate in other rituals which in turn reinforce the

,.system. By becoming II ual parents of the child, the padrinos add the
position of sociarrelakiv to their social statuses.

Like the padrina:go,thc-compadra:go adds new status And increases
the total number of statuses of the individual. Satisfaction for the in-
dividual lies in the relationship of co-parents involving new rights and
duties, not in the position as rank. However, there is a tendency in
mestizo communities to use compadrazgo to link poor and wealthy
families for the material and prestige benefits which may result; in
such communities, the .reciprocity characteristic of the relationship
may be destroyed because the compadres are no longer on the same
social level.

The compadre status is ritually celebrated at a fiesta which sym-
bolizes the approval of society and is provided by the child's father.
The reciprocal terra compadre Comes -in to use, overriding kinship
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terms and personal names. When a man is speaking of his child to a
compadre, he says, "your child," and when speaking of his wife, says,
.your comma re." Despite the change in nomnclatum e, sexual rela-
tions and mriage are prohibited the pfd ra:go.

The compadrazgo has important social functions. Any friction be-
tween parents is referred to the padrinos by the godchild. When in dif-
ficulty-, a man turns first to his compadre. A man will borrow from the
compadre rather than his relatives because a loan might result in
trouble within the family whereas there can be no difficulties between
compadres. Also, the duty to repay the family is not as binding as it is
toward the compadre. Compadres may aid each other in agricultural
work and house construction.

Compadrinazgo has undergone simplifications and modifications in
adaptation to city life. Generally, only godparents of baptism and mar-
riage are established; by contrast, in rural areas godparents are ritually
appointed for every minor event. In the city, family ties are reinforced
by the selection of relatives for compadres, whereas indigenous peoples
usually choose non-kin. Thus, time flexibility of the COMpadrinazgo sys-
tem allows it to function in both rural and urban-contexts.

Of the two sets of relationships in the compadrinazgo, the com-
padatzgo is the more important for it continues throughout life. In
contrast, the duties of the baptismal pad rim) tend to weaken after the
marriage of the child. There is asymmetry in the relations between
compact res as more respect i, giN en to the podrino. The speech and
attitude of com padres reflect the quiet reserve of respeto.

Compad rinazgo brings separate families together in formal, kin-
like relationships. Terminology approximates but does not parallel
that of the kinship system, for it ignores generational variations. The
pad rinazgo mirror:, the nuclear family in terminology and partially
in function. It supports the child with affection through benevolent
and unquestioned authority. By exemplifying the desirable, it social-
izes the child into the behavior patterns of the culture. It also functions
to mitigate strains within the family and provides economic help in
times of arises.

CHILD REARING

Because of the social heterogeneity of the population, there is much
variation in the training and care of infants. Factors such as social
class, cultural background, and urban or rural residence influence
methods of child rearing. The younger generation is spending more
time in school, which is greatly affecting the traditional period of
apprenticeship in the fields or the household. Unfortunately, there is a

dearth of information concerning the influence of urbanization on the
life cycle of the child. Thus, much of the information is limited to
description of the rapidly changing rural customs of child rearing.
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Pregnancy and Birth

Because children are viewed as a natural consequence of marriage,
a failure to have offspring is thought of as a great misfortune. A large
family is a source of pride, status, economic security, and emotional
satisfaction for the parents. Although sons are more valued than
daughters, a balance in the sex of children is desired so that both
parents will be helped in their work. Thus, the value placed on children
results in marital conflict when a womatris barren. The only approved
method of limiting the number of pregnancies is to abstain from inter-
course as long as possible after the birth of a Child.

In rural areas, care during pregnancy may consist principally of
massages of the wife's abdomen by a midwife who is hired by the hus-
band to take care of the wife during and after pregnancy. The purpose
of the massage is to make birth easier and to determine the position
of the fetus. The midwife also advises the pregnant woman concern-
ing self-care. The wife is told that she should not lift heavy objects
although she should continue to work in order to make delivery easier.

In traditional villages, a pregnant woman may observe ancient
taboos such as avoidance of viewing an eclipse, abstention from inter-
course, the satisfaction of food cravings, avoidance of cold things, and
avoidance of selfisaness toward one's neighbors. There is no period of
seclusion during pregnancy although social participation is slowly
narrowed.

Midwives attend the birth although a doctor may be called in for
a difficult labor. Labor may last for several days. The midwife uses
traditional methods to speed the birth.

After birth, the new mother is the focus of unusual attention. She
is allowed extended bed rest, freedom from household chores, and
abstention from sexual intercourse. Poor families, however, cannot
afford extended care of the mother.

The introduction of the child into society occurs soon after birth
at the baptismal celebration when the obligations of the padrinos
begin. The godparents are responsible for teaching the child cultural
values, seeing that the child attends school, and sanctioning the child
for his behavior. As the child grows, the parents may ask for the
padrino's advice relating to the child. In some cases, if the parents
die, the godparents may care for the child. If the child dies during
infancy, the pad lino pays for the funeral and burial.

Infancy

Infants often sleep with their mothers. throughout the nursing
period, which may last for several years, the baby receives attention
and affection from all members of the household. Although walking
and-talking at an early age are received with excitement, the baby is
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not hurried in his development. A healthy baby should walk by the
time he is one year old and talk by the time he is two.

A first born child or a child of a more modern or urbanized family

often receives different treatment than other children. The parents
are more indulgent and affectionate toward favorite children. They

are not carried after they can walk and play where they wish. These

children have more opportunity to exercise initiative and develop

individuality.
Beginning at weaning, the transition from infancy to childhood

culminates at the birth of the next child. Younger children may be

jealous of a new baby because of this loss of affection, and the displaced

child often becomes irritable and hypersensitive. If he has a tantrum
while the father is at home, he may be spanked, although he is often

given what he wants.
From infancy, children are taught to be quiet, passive, and unob-

trusive. Parents reinforce this behavior in the child because it is
thought that a child who is badly reared will not be an industrious
worker and will get into trouble. Such a child would reflect ill upon
his parents and would bring shame to the family.

'While both parents are socially responsible for the care and behavior
of their children, the mother bears most of the responsibility of child

rearing it the home. She is expected to teach them good habits and
behavior initterns and to supervise their religious training. Because
family life focuses on the mother, the children turn to her for assist-

ance, per ission, information, protection, and affection. The father
depends in the mother to maintain his position of authority and re-
spect in the home. She must teach her children to avoid angering or
offendi g the father and serve as an example of respect for his
author ty.

Rural Childhood

Between the ages of two and five, children lead relatively carefree
lives, devoting themselves entirely to play. Mimicking his parents, a
boy will pretend his dog is a burro and load it with sticks of wood.
At this age, young boys and girls play house together. The boy may
scold his "play wife" for not being efficient at her household tasks.
Thus, the children begin to learn behavior patterns which they will
practice in real situations later in life. During this period of early
childhood, older children are responsible for the safety of their younger
brothers and sisters and are punished if their siblings complain about

roughness.
After an early childhood characterized by permissiveness, the father

begins to employ authoritarian methods of control. The patriarchal
family pattern is reflected in child rearing as the father begins to
use physical punishment to sanction behavior; Between the age,s'of
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fue and twelve, physical punishment is reseved for the most serious
offenses.

Traditionally, at tile age of six or se en, children begin to assist thei
\ their patnts. From the attitudes of indulgence and lenience practiced

\Attiing infancy. the parents shift to the expectation that the child will
apply himself to learning helm% for patter ns that lead to adulthood.
The fAther ;tsstunes the iew role of teacher in the life of his son w hen
he takes the boy out to Co; fields with him. Most boys look forward
to this new responsibility and enjoy the work. In turn, the father is
proud of his sun and shows great patience in teaching hint. At this
time, relations between mother and daughter are close. She instructs
ter daughter in the skills of running a household. Mother and (laughs.

ter continue working together until the daughter is married. Grad-
ually, the daughter identifies with her mother as she assumes the
mother's role in the house. The mother's attitudes toward her work,
childbirth, and childbearing as well as toward men and marriage
become the daughter's attitudes. The traditional division of labor in
the family strengthens the mother-daughter and father-son relation-
ships during late childhood as the children begin to learn adult roles
and attitudes.

A rapidly rising percentage of children now attend school during
their childhood (see eh. 9, Education). Because school attendance be-
gins at the age of six, the traditional apprenticeship in adult roles is
being interrupted. New values taught in school and reflecting urban
influence may conflict with parental attitudes. School socializes the
children into a wider group of friends, stressing cooperation in team
activities. Most girls view school as a period of freedom from their
elders. In contrast. boys feel confined in the classroom and are eager
tit join their fathers in the fields. in rural areas, parents will permit
their children to stay home and help during periods of intensive work.

Adolescence and Courtship

Adoksevnts are gi en increasing responsibility in the family organi-
zation. In preparation for marriage they assume adult roles, achieving
greate status and security in the family. Ilowever, their position is
limited to directing the aeti it ies of the younger children rather than

dlenging the authority of the parents. Adolescents who work for the
parents instead of continuing their education become an economic asset
to the. family.

;There is an increasing divergence in the ideal behavior patterns for
boys and girls during this period. For girls, life is characterized by
increased confinement, personal restriction, chaperonage, Pud the fear
and excitement of courtship. Contrasting to the restricted life of the

irls, boys are allowed greater freedom and receive more respect from 1
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their parents. Courtship pros ides a source of Social satisfaction for the
young men.

,
In rural areas, adolescence begins at twelve or thirteen when girls

are withdrawn from school to assist their mothers in the household.
The mother-daughter relationship during this per od is most signi-
ficant for the female adolescent. The mother may r tire from many
of her heavy household duties, shifting the burden t the daughter
while assuming the role of director rather than co:worke The mother
not only supervises the daughter's activities within the ho sehold, but
also teaches the girl the ideal behavior patterns governing i iteraction
with men. The daughter is warned that boys are dangerous , id often
damage 'a girl's reputation and bring disgrace to the famil After
menstruation occurs, the mother reinforces the ideals by limitii the
daughter's interaction with males. The girl is not supposed to ave
the home alone, although her duties often require her to do so.

A girl who remains in school during adolescence plays a minor ro e
in the household. Her actions are less restricted and she is allowec
more leisure time with friends. Although she may never use her edu-
cation in an occupation, the girl will have higher status than her less-
educated peers. Educated girls will often have to marry late because
of the difficulty in finding a suitable husband.

In contrast to the mother-dominated or directed environment of the
household, boys are co-workers with the father. A boy works to perfect
the skills which will enable him to support his own family after mar-
riage. The middle-class adolescent also prepares for the future by seek-
ing: secure employment before considering marriage. He does this to
prevent dependence on a working wife who might threaten his au-
thority in the family.

With the exception of courtship and elopement, there is an absenets
of open revolt against parental authority and tradition duringadoles-
cenee. Howes er, conflict in the parent-sibling relptionship occurs when
youths who have studied outside the community return with new
values. Tile desire for more freedom from parental control may result
in conflict with parents who feel that the 'younger generation is ques-
tioning their authority.

In the past, when a boy reached adolescence his relatives selected a
bride. for him. Often a matchmaker or godparent would act as an
intermediary between the two families in arranging the marriage.
However, parental authority in arranging marriage has broken down
and the traditional pattern is restricted to a few Indian villages.
Schooling, which permits interaction between adolescents of opposite
sexes, has postponed the ideal age for marriage, and a period yf court-
ship has developed. Now when a boy decides to marry, he directly asks
the parents of-the girl.
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Many parents frown on courtship practices, which range from the
traditional Ili! .ation in the toss n square and the chaperoned dating
of conservative communities to the unsupervised dates of the city.
They are unhappy when the daughter formalizes her friendship with
a boy by becoming his noria, or fiancée, for it is feared that the rela-
tionship will result in the loss of virginity for the girl before marriage.

Courtship in the middle class shows the difficulties of maintaining
the conflicting ideal roles of male and female adolescents. The future
wife should remain a virgin while the male is expected to maintain his
macho, or manliness. A. middle-class male may choose a itoeia,of four-
teen or fifteen, although he may be 5 years older. Having a young
novia who is physically and psychologically immature allows lie
young man to train his wife according to his tastes and assures th t
she has never had interest or experience with other males. As this
engagement relationship (noviazgo) may last for several years, it is
thought that the nocia will have an adequate opportunity to form his
future wife's personality.

During the noviazgo, the girl is the focus of much public attention
and courtesy from her novio. The noeia is courted with traditional
music and letters, attesting to her beauty and the great need the novio
has for her. Ideally, their courtship proceeds without the novia'8 fear
of being comprOmised, for she should be acompanied by a chaperon at
all times. Chaperons are common in small towns and in traditional
families even in- Mexico City. Naturally, they severaly limit physical
demonstration of affection between the young man and his future wife.

The function of the chaperon is to perpetuate the ideal role of the
wonlaU in courtship and marriage..Traditionally, a middle -class girl
is, taught that she can encounter fulfillment of her womanhood only
as a wife and mother. She is also instructed that a iniddle-class male
will only marry a girl w ho is chaste, refined, and dignified. The
chaperon functions to maintain the girl's reputation, reflecting the
belief that sexual attraction will result in the loss of the girl's virginity
if she is left alone w itli her heck Since parents are eager for their
daughter to make a good marriage, they guard her reputation.

For the young man, courtship is a period of conflicting roles. To
maintain manliness, he must satisfy his sexual drives. However, he
should also adhere to the cultural ideal of marry ing a pure and chaste
girl. He may resulse this conflict by seeking physical satisfaction with
a prostitute Ns hile maintaining the idealized relationship with his
novia. The double standard of his actions leads to acceptance of a
dichotom3, but w een good and bad N omen. Thus, the young man ideally
loves and will marry a virtuous girl. However, he must avoid thinking
about her in sexual terms. In contrast, women who are available for
sexual telatiOnships are placed in the bad categoryand arc not worthy
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of love. This double standard is maintained in a m dified form after
the marriage.

The chaperon makes the relationship bete en the tocjiand novia
artificial because interaction occurs only in so0ally correct situations.
Communication between the future man and wife is inhibited by the
presence of the third party and the youn. onian is forced to romanti-
cize the relationship. /

Formalized courtship does not prepare the noria for the reversal of
roles which occurs after diarage, when the male begins to dominate
the relationship and the woman, is ideally submissive, industrious, and
self-sacrificing. Nor is she prepared for the change in focus of the hus-
band's attention to the world outside their relationship in the
household.

Among the urban poor, individual interests. doininate concern for
family honor, resulting in a discrepancy between ideal and actual
behavior during courtship. In contrast to the rural village, where
status is determined by the close-knit community, status is achieved
by individual effort in the urban environment. Corresponding to this
contrast in status is the shift in male attitudes from interest in family
honor to status concerned with individual achievement of manliness.
This shift in attitudes accounts for the variation between the feminine
ideal and actual behavior of women. Virginity at marriage becomes an
ideal that is rarely attained. Although men are aware of the ideal,
neither the absence of \irginity nor the presence of children from a
former husband presents on obstacle to courtship and marriage.
Naturally, as interest in manliness (machismo) reflects self-interest,
its expression is possible only when traditional moralitx is not ob-
served. A decline of family honor, because of the emphasis on self-
interest, results in a weakening of family structure and leads to female
emancipation from the ideal.

Marriage

Girls and boys have different conceptions of the ideal marital part-
ner. In Selecting a wife, boys generally choose a girl for romantic

s, beauty, or personality. In contrast, girls tend to be more
realistic in selecting a husband and may refuse to marry a boy who
drinks, pursues women, shows violence, or is irresponsible in his work.
Status/factors are important in the selection of a partner. In order to
establish a position of authority and dominance in the family; a boy
1 ks for a girl who is poorer and less ected than he is. Girls, on
he other hand, desire to improve theiFeconomic standing through

marriage. As a result of these attitudes, the daughter of a wealthy
family may have difficulty in finding a suitable husband. High status
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women tend to marry more educated men from outside the commu-
nity, contrary to the general pattern of endogamy in Mexican culture.

When a young man decides to marry, he may go directly to the
father of the girl to ask for the consent of her family. If the girl and
her parents agree to the marriage, plans for the wedding are made.
Parents or godparents may act as intermediaries between families if
the girl's parents oppose the match. I3oth sets of parents warn the
couple of the seriousness of the union and the responsibilities of be-
ginning a family.

The couple ma3 elope if the parents continue to oppose the mar-
riage. If the girl consents, the couple goes off and lives together as
man and wife fur a few days at the house of a close relative or friend.

fOrmal wedding is arranged when the parents recind their initial
decision. The growing number of elopements in Mexican culture is
symptomatic of a breakdown in parental authority and an increasing
independence of the younger generation.

If the marriage is celebrated in the Church, the ceremony follows
the traditional Catholic ritual. The parents appoint marriage padrao8
who pay for the ceremony, which is becoming increasingly costly. At
the wedding ceremony, the padrinus act as, intermediaries between the
two exemplifying the importance of respect relationships.

Although marriage marks, an important transition in the roles of
the 3 oung adult. the couple does not achieve the status of adulthood
until a child is born and they assume parental responsibilities.

There are three kinds of marriage: civil, Church, and free union.
According to the 1960 Census, 79.82 percent of the marriages were
formally celebrated, 15.0'2, percent were of the free-union type, and
5.10 percent were not categorized as to t3 pe of union. Of the formal,
marriages, 20.56 percent were civil unions, 11.57 percent were cele-
brated in the Church, and 67.87 percent were sanctioned by both
Church and civil authorities. Of the three kinds of marriage, only
civil marriage' is recognized as legal by the Mexican Constitution.
Although Church marriage has the greatest prestige and is thought
to be the only Valid form of marriage by the older generation, fewer
3 ming people are being married in the Church, reflecting an increas-
ing tendency to conform with Constitutional law.

When a man and woman cohabit without Church or civil sanction,
the marriage termed a free union. Although free union is not a
legal form of nun riage, it is not uncommon, especially in second mar-
riages. The informal marriage establishes no contractual bonds. How-
e er. ri it authorities ha e recognized the partial right of inheritance
b the 1N i f the couple has lived in monogamous union for 5 years
preceding the death.of the httsbaml, and if the woman has borne the
mn's chill or children. Census statistics, which may be unreliable,
indicate that free union has decreased from 2:3 percent of the mar-
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riages in 1940 to 15 percent in 1960. Generally, this practice is more
common in rural districts and more frequent among the younger
generation. Although many free unions are later formalized, the
widespread conditions of informal marriage reduce the stability of
family organization. Because desertioni and remarriages are frequent
in informal unions, one man may head set eral households with chil-

dren in each. ,

According to civil and Churchianthorities, the children of the illegal

free union are illegitimate. X4ertheless, in both urban and rural
environments these marriages are socially acceptable and the children

-are regarded as illegitimate only if they are not recognized or sup-
:ported by the father. Civil law allows childrenborn to unwed parents
legitimate status if the parents are later married. Most children who

are legally illegitimate are born of free unions or religious marriages
not accompanied by civil ceremonies: illegitimate children born of
casual relationships are not significant in numbers.

The spatial distribution of high frequencies of free union and ille-
gitimacy is greater in the northern and southern regions of Mexico,
while the central region shows a mixed pattern. The prevalence of
free union and illegitimacy is.greater among the poor, the rural; and

-the Indian population. The slow diffusion of now behavior patterns
and the conservative attitude of the rural and poor populations result
in the maintenance of older customs. which have been abandoned by
the middle and upper classes. Net ertheless. the decrease in the propor-
tion of illegitimate births in recent decades reflects the increased ac-
ceptance of official morality. Increasing educational opportunities,
declining rates of illiteracy. and migration of peiiple to urban centers
is speeding the diffusion. Other factors such as the prerequisite of
stable families in qualification for low-cost housing and installment
credit have influenced this trend in the urban context:

Divorce and Separation

In formal separations occur more often than formal divorces. A man
may leave his wife because he finds another woman more attractive;
a woman may leave her husband because he fails to support his
family. Separations occur most frequently in the free union because
there is no contractual bond unifying the couple. If a man has been
married by the Church, he will be hesitant to leave his wife, preferring
to have an affair outside the household than to divorce the wife. Mari-
tal stability 'is also ensured by the regular birth of children in the
family. When a separation occurs, the children remain with the
mother, who usually joins the household of her father or another

-close -kinsman. Reconciliation efforts are made by -the marriage
padrino8.

b
, Cif tiso
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Old Age and Death

In rural areas a person is considered to be old when he can no.
longer perform his share of work and shows physical signs of
aging. Retirement to a life of rest and leisure is uncommon because
everyone works as long as he is able. This custom of useful'activity
keeps the elderly from becoming a burden to their children, who
have an obligation to care for their elderly parents.

The ownership of property, which provides income with little or
no work, is the best security for old age. Thus, parents delay the divi-
sion of property among the children until after death. This gives
them continued authority over their children.

iDeath, which some prefer to useless old age or chronic illness, is
viewed as natural a' ' inevitable. There is no attempt to protect chil-
dren from the sight Jf. The death of an old person or an infant
causes relatively little .arbance. However, the death of a parent
or adult in the prime of fifes considered a serious loss. Burial usually
occurs within a day of death because embalming is rare. A Catholic
wake is celebrated to mourn the deceased. The funeral is presided over
by a priest who offers prayers for the deceased. Women carrying
lighted candles lead the funera) procession followed by four men
bearing the coffin. The procession may visit the chiirch on the way to
the gravesite where additional prayers are said and the coffin is buried.

For the Catholic, the fiesta during the Day of the Dead symbolizes
the idea of a better life ti..ough death and a lack of acknowledgement
of actual physical death. During the fiesta celebration, the usual
roles of social interaction and distinction of wealth or social class are
ignored because death brings equality to all men. To the Mexican,
death has a mystic fascination which is illustrated by the widespread
use of the skeleton in folk art.
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CHAPTER 8

LIVING CONDITIONS

Mexico is moving toward its economic and social goals. The Republic
has a growing middle class which is able to purchase the necessities dnd
material items associated with a relatively high standard of living.
However, the lower income groups remain close to a subsistence level.
It has been estimated that three out of five families have a monthly
income which is about Mex $480 (Mex $12.50 equal US $1.00) and that
one in five earns less than Mex $192 per month. But these figures do
not allow for growing one's own food not forbartering.

Income levels place Mexico in the upper range of developing calm-
tries. While inflation has conceled part of the gains iii income per
capita, an average annual increase of over 6 percent since World War
II, food prices bat e gone up only 1.8 percent for the etirly months of
1968 as compared to 2.7 percent for the comparable period in 1967.

The high birth rate has remained stable, but the death rate has con-
tinued to decrease. This is producing a rapid growth of population.
This, in turn, is causing problems in mainta;ning or increasing the
quality of living for growing numbers of people. Poor living condi-
tions are most acute in i.roan areas :there natural population increase
is being compounded by the growing influx of rural people in search of

employment.
The government has organized programs designed to improve living

conditions in cities by constructing low-rent community developments
as well as by selling food and clothing at discount prices to the urban
poor. The 1968 budget provides Mex $3.8 billion for health, medical
care, and hosPitals and Mex $8.9 billion for welfare and social security,
all out of a total budget of Mex $61 billion.

The got eminent continues to wage campaigns against malnutrition,
a major cunt ributor to the high infant mortality rate. Although medi-
cal rare is being pro\ ided to larger numbers of people than in the past,
there is a serious shortage of professional and auxiliary health person-
nel. In rural Incas physicians and nurses encounter a folk interpreta-
tion of illness, diagnosis, and treatment which often conflicts with
modern m licine.

Nearly all Mexicans enjoy a large mu er of religious and patriotic
holidays occasioning fiala,c and other 'lebrations. Both spectator
sports and more active recreational forms are increasing together with
a growing availability of parks, museums, theaters, and stadiums.
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HEALTH

Major ('auses of I)eath

proportion of deaths in inffaiu ankl early childhood is all .1111-
portallt index of health problem-. III 1961, 1'.;.1 percent of all deaths
in .M'e\ico 0 .ciii led anion"- 1 1 i VII I ea I", of age. The prin-
cipal causes of death for this aue stoup include disease:- specific to
early intitt-,:N raj,. enteral,s awl related influenza and
pneumonia: br0tichiti, and respiratory disease: and measles.

Ifecent declines in mortalit1 are greater for children 1 to 4 ears of
age than those in infancy.. Child mortality has decreased from :10
deaths per 1,000 children in to 11 death, per 1,000 children in
106-2. Infeetious and diarrhea] disease, are the leading cause of death
for this age group. Mai, of the children %\ ho die of these diseases
hat e a ioniplicat maltint t it lonal coedit ion. 'rho recent rednot ion in
inortalit among children i, a of continied improt ement in en-
ionmental condition,. promotion of pre %t'litlte medicine and incre:15-

ing availahilitv of medical services.
,entlit1 and ill defined and titilnotii ealNeS, the prin-

cipal caii,e of death in 106-t, and their percentage of all deaths. were
influenia and ion unionia 1:1 percent 1. I el taut diseases of early in-
fancy (12. percent), g-ast ritis. enteral-. and related tli,eases (10`., per-
cent ), accidents (1.6 peocnt), and heal t tlkease percent).
Common communicahle %%hid' may call-,e death but more often
le-lilt iii temporar tli,ability, include measles. t lumping cough,

moehic dy -.emery, t ithercidosis. typhoid and para-
ty Aid infection, hrl,atitis. Other major communicable
di -case- :Ile (1.110111w1.1:1. Ilifccti()11, ail eltllaliti,, lepre), inalari;1 acute
pa ralyt ie and tetanus,

The rate, of death from inf.( t tite Mill Pa dist.a,e; as %tell as
.ri,ttiti,, and, related di,ea,c, ',hot% a ,..teatl dw'rea-e in re-
cent lears as a re-1dt of increasing facilities in prelentie and cura-
tit e medicine. For in fectit e anti parasitic disease, the death rates per
100.000 population irate decreased from in 19:16 to 99.:, in 1964.
1)0,011,, from ga,t it is. enteriti-, 'and relatcd disease, parallel this
tendenev. decrca-in, nun, 1:.9.9 lour 100,001' in 19:16 to 111.2 in 1961,
or a 114111(1.nm in the pert ent:tire of all deaths from 1:1.6 to 10.' percent
thirinv t he saint. period.

From the mid 19:dig, to mid 1960's, there has been alight, but eon-
tOillene toward a shift front infectious di,,ea,ws as the !win-

, cati,t* of death to cancer, lout disease, and accidents as major,
of death. In 196 It tleatk per 100.000 population were 37.7, for

inalwmant neopli-m-. :19.1 for heart di,ea,es. and 1T.S for accidents.
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Medical Personnel and Hospital Facilities

Ia :Ane cases health shit istics are incomplete because the reporting
of disease and % ital statistics depends in part on the availability of
medical and health sect ices. AS health programs become more ex-
tensiv e, improvement in ease reporting and medical tifleation of
death w ill occur. The development of health progiains for the control
of disease replies trained medical personnel and hospital facilities
throughout the country.

Improvement in the training of medical personnel has occurred w ith
the establishment of specialized programs in administration, infections
disedse and epidemiology, public health and nutrition. Increasing num-
bers of auxiliary personnel are being trained in public health to sup-
plement the relativ el3 lo number of physicians. In 1962,13 physicians
per 10,000 population practiced in the capital and large cities, whereas
only 5 physicians per 10,000 ser% iced the rural portions of the country.
The Republic's 23 medical schools were graduating 1,079 new doctors
each Scar; however, in 1965, the average of 5.2 physicians per 10,000
population reflected only a small increase in the proportion of physi-
cians relative to the rapidly growing population. A total of 2.2
graduate nurses and 9.8 nursing auxiliaries per 10,000 population as-
sisted physicians in public and private health care. In addition to
21,165 physicians and 8,252 nurses, there were 3,250 dentists and 40,000
nursing auxiliaries serving the Republic in 1965. Hospital facilities
are more numerous in urban than ir rural areas. In 1962, 1,925 hos-
pitals, including 415 for maternity and 28 for pediatrics, serviced the
population. Three times as many hospital beds were a vailable to urban
inhabitants than were accessible to rural populations. The a% ailability
of these facilities has increased the number of successful deliveries
conducted by doctors or qualified midw ivies to er 500,000 in 1964. In
the same year, 12 percent of the popuhition lade use of health facili-
ties including hospitals and clinics.

Programs for Health Improvement

The Ministry of Health and Welfare is in charge of the protection
and improxement of health in Mexico. The gene' al duties of this gov-
ernniental organization include the promotion of pie% entix e and cura-
tive medicine, the improvement of the physical surroundings at home
and w otk fur the individual, the organization of health education for
the public, and the collecticu of medical statistics. The Ministry has
organized specific programs for the prevention of epidemic and en-
demic diseases, the construction and maintenance of hospitals as well
as Maternity and child welfare centers, and the development of addi-
tional water and sewage systems.

Campaigns against disease hate focused on malaria, typhus, diar-
rhea, tuberculosis, leprosy, onococeroi, is, pinto disease, poliomyelitis,
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gutter, ands enereal ili,eases. In 1950, %%lien million people were being
attacked I malaria each .% ear. a special go\ ernment corporation was
established. goal of the collimation w a-, the spraying of the walls
of eery home in el ray locality in the malarial areas of MexiCo. The
public health w orkers had to work wIthut a serious time limit in order
to wipe out malaria before the mosquito, which transmi.ced the dis-
ease became resistant to the ma and Dieldrin being used to spray
them. This program was coordinated with the Ministry of Education,
which prepared pamphlets in Spanish and common Indian languages
to explain how malaria is transmitted and why spray ing leads to its
ramification. There was., some resistance in 1 ural areas to the program
beeause it was, unfamiliar and contrary to their folk beliefs. but it
began to gain the intra est of rural inhabitants when they discovered
that spraying killed mans of the other insects which infested their
homes.

Other nongol enmental including tlae Catholic Chureh, the
tiNity of Mexico, the National LotterY, and the United Nations

Chddren's Fund (UNICEF), contributed to the malarial control pro-
gram. The coat of the 3- ear campaign was about Mex $31 per dw clung,
or .1 total of Alex $300 million. UNICEF contributed one-third of the
cost in the fin au of suppl h'n and the Ministry of Health paid the othek
tuo tint The success of this coordinated effort is e% ident, for malaria

1% as the leading killer in Mexico at one time has been eradicated
f tom ,ail but -mall pot t ion of the areas in which it was endemic. The
go% eminent announced that between September 1963 and 1964, no
Mexican (hill of malaria. affirming the success of the prog,rant

Vaccination programs ltd' e been organized against smallpox,
whooping cough, diphtheria, and tetanus. Between September 1963
and 1961, the Ministry of Health and Welfare administered 23 million
ininiunizations, including 00.1100 smallpox % accinat ions. Oral vaccina-
tions against polio has e been obligatory for children since November
1903, and 7.; percent of the 6 }c,ar -old population have been immunized.

The National lnsttt ute fin the Protect ion of InfaRey plays an impor-
tant role in the w elfare of infants and pre school children. The Na-
tional Institute 11.1, of ganized 0% er 100 educational centers, teaching
first aid, sanitation, sew ing, cooking, and principles of nutrition.
Health, ser% ices ale offered to ex-1)0110a mothers, infants, and pre-
ss The National Institute distributes three million break-
fasts daily to children in the primary grades, supplementing a similar
program administered by the Ministry of health and Welfare.

In 1963, the Ministry of health and Welfare created a planning
directorate, which is responsible for the organization and implementa-
tion of 6-year health plans. The goal of the 1965 to 1970 health plan is
th© maintenance of the programs for eradication of such diseases as
smallpox and mat:Ilia, Efforts are being focused on the eradication
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of endemic and epidemic diseases. The plan is continuing earlier vac-
cination campaigns against typhus, polio, tuberculosis, whooping
cough, diphtheria, and tetanus. Additional programs have been ini-
tiated for the control of onochocerciasis, rabies, leprosy, venereal
diseases, endemic goiter, and rheumatic fever.

In 1965, government agencies spent a total of Mex $2.8 billion on
health programs, representing 7.5 percent of the total governmental
expenditures. The Ministry of Health and Welfare spent Mex $900
million while the Social Security Institute spent Mex $1.9 billion. The
per capita health expenditure in 1965 was Zifex $68.50.

Folk Medicine

Folk medicine has been influenced by a combination of Spanish,
Indian, and modern concepts of illness and curing. In the 16th cen-
tury, Spanish priests treated sick Indians and taught them the
Hippocratic theory of disease which was current among Spanish physi-
cians at that time. The Hippocratic theory stated that all substances
were composed of the elements of earth, air, fire, and water, and pos-
sess the corresponding qualities of cold, lry, hot, and wet. In this
system, the qualities of cold and hot, as well as wet and dry, were anti-
polar. Normally, a body maintained a state of equilibrium in terms of
these oppositions; however, when one of the qualities established
dominance the body became ill. To restore balance to his system, a sick
individual consumed foods and medicines which possessed qualities
opposite to those produced in his body by sickness.

Folk medicine in Mexico has selectively assimilated much of the
Hippocratic theory, maintaining the concept of the equilibrium in the
healthy body while ignoring the dry-wet distinction in favor of the
hot-cold dichotomy. To this theory, the Indians added a strength-
weakness contrast and a belief that strong emotions cause disequilib-
rium in the body.

In rural and many urban areas, an individuars health is believed
to be threatened when the natural equilibrium between heat and cold
is upset by the concentration of one of these qualities in a specific por-
tion of the body. To restore the equilibrium, folk medicine focuses on
combating the dominant quality by administering its opposite. Foods,
beverages, herbs, medicine, animals, and humans are characterized by
a quality of heat or cold. Sometimes actual temperatures are thought
to be involved, as when an individual becomes overheated by-the sun
or chilled by contact with water. However, more commonly the quali-
ties of hot and cold are considered to be innate characteristics of a
given substance.

The human body strives to maintain elm heat unless it is attacked
by stronger outside sources. Heat may overwhelm the body following
exposure to high temperatures of the sun, warm bath seater, or radia-
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tion floto a fire. Heat may also affect the equilibi him of the body
1 result of a shot., emotional expeilenee such Its anger, fright,

V1113-. or j0%. Other suffices of heat include e:scesie consumptiou of
hot foods or drinks and t: gi% en oil' by a corpse. Cold
attributes enter the body in the form of w inds ur aits, calks
w hien afTect the head and upper torso. Other south(, of k old include
watk r. contact %% ith iron Or steel and carele, consumption of c ld
foods and drinks.

Strength and weakness ale another set of fortes whit 1 are belie% ed
to attack the equilibrium of the healthy body. Weakness is ine% it able
in infants an 1 Ik. ca..k.ren as 'tell as people w ho ale already sick from
other causes. The most common illness thought to be derided fk0111
%%eakIlt..:)S iu children is nail ojo.pr ct it et e. The symptoms of ioal o)o
include nausea. fk 1er, diarrhea, and prolonged crying. According to
folk belief, akw One who is chat admit:Ili:ally strong or temporarily

roll,* or Itot can cause mid olob touching or being near to the %-iet im,
although his intent is not malevolent.

110iAl is considered to play a significant role in health and illness.
iduar s condition is often described in terms of whether his

isle ,h1 is stiokkg or weak, hot or cold.. A person with strong or rich
Idonl thought to enjoy great vigor and good health, whereas the
pet son With %veak 01 thin blood is usually unhealthy. Normal blood
may be weakened by expo sure to uvil winds or cold substances.

Knowledge of the interim functions of organs in the human body
is very general and imprecise. Intruded objeets, a;rev. and othor
disk. Ise producing, s distances are (nought to eh culate inside thy. body
w III little 1e-41'1r:on. The tie:anima for intruded objects includes
sucking them out from the place at which pain is localized.

Ack eptank e of model it medical p. act ices depends to some e \tent on
tlieu to Ire ulcorpolated Mt() Indian theOrie:". of illness. Many
patented and cootnu'1(Lii medicines and some model tle,ttutent, by
physicians have been interpleted as being w ithin the hot cold colt
t't idiom of disease and the maintenance of equilibrium w ithin tine body
and incok polated into folk medicine. Other practices hate been re-
jet ted because they conflict w itll pi evading beliefs. Indians mho belie% e
that disease is caused by supet natural forces or t iolations of the hot-
( old la ink-iple cannot .14, ept he nomlern belief that disease is caused
by gerrnz.

Folk undo ink. is practiced especially in rot al areas. From an Indian
and 11l, ,11:111.1C point. phsicians are ignorant of man% of the diseases,
slid, as bewitchment and e% :II eye, which threaten the health of the
individual. When physician- find nothing wrong w ith individuals w ho
belie% e themsehe, to he ing from these maladies, some rural
duellers gm-took the p.m s of modern medicine. On the other hand,
if traditional medicine fails to cute an illness, the aid of a physician
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cans. The government and international agencies are focusing their
attention on impro%ing the nutritional level of the population's diet,
providing low-cost food and clothing, constructing low-cost housing,
and making water and sewage systems :ix a Rabic to a greater proportion
of the population.

Diet

While corn, beans, and chile dominate the diet of the Mexican, the
proportional consumption of these basic foods varies by season, in-
come, and food habits of the 'family. The diet of low-income families
consists almost solely of the starchy staples. Thus, the consumption of
corn, which is the major staple., in the form of tortillas, ranges from
10 to 70 percent of tlic family diet. "The diet is supplemented by vary-
ing amounts of other foods including meats, vegetables, and fruits,
which are either locally grown, gathered wild or purchased in stores
or the market place. The best eating occurs just after the harvest in
rural areas or on fiesta days N% hen mole, which is made with chicken
or turkey, rice and beans, is served.

According to the 'Vorkl Health Organization, the average Mexican
consumes 1,985 calories , 21 percent fewer than recommended by nutri-
tionists. Thus, the pr4lent of inadequate nutrition is compounded by
insufficient food intake: resulting from the general low economic level
of the population, lack of an efficient distributional system and lack of
persons technically trained to ensure an abundant production for the
growing population. It is estimated that caloric intake will increase to
2,727 by 1975. However, more significant than the lack of calories is
the lack of proteins which causes such diseases as kwashiorkor, par-
ticularly among children aged one to four. Kwashiorkor is character-
ized by swelling of the child's belly, development of open sores, and
discoloration of hair and skin.

To improve the diet of the general public, the go% eminent has orga-
nized stores through the National Food Company (Con pailia Nacional
de Subsistenvias Populaces ('ONASUP0). This corporation distrib-
utes food to low income group:; at discount prices. To solve nutritional
problems, the corporation offers packets of 14 basic foods designed to
last a family of five for one week at a cost of flex $35. La CONASUPO
also improves the income of the rural population by guaranteeing farm
prices, storing surpluses of basic foods including corn, wheat, beans,
and rice. regulating the price of staples, and selling foods which pro-
mote better nutrition. Because half of Mexico's labor force is composed
of farmers whose share of the national income is 20 to :30 percent, the
potential economic power of La CONASUPO to promote welfare is
significant.

Growth of the food processing and marketing industry in Mexico is
making many new products available in urban arenas. The traditional
open markets are being supplemented by super markets (viper mer-
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) ahtt It are much like then; in it he\l'ilited States_.and offer many
of the -aiue lit am!, of final. In order t41 improve flit; quality of food
lIMMIllipt ion. the got ei 'intent Las launched a caniimign to encourage
the inclusion of fresh, ,alto 1, or dried fish into the diet. It also acts
ill other mats to promote the interest conitneicial establishments
in kb% (1;1 t' MI: the (hoar% habits of the a erage Mexican.

Clothing

Nlexican clothing has been influenced b Indian, Spanish, and mod-
ern European st les. fablies, and methods of construction. In rural
areas dominated b% Indian eultute, white and blown cottons ate still
spun and woaeu by hand, and wool. which was introduced by the
Spaniards. is st ill used in skit t, and Jain %1oolenibitkets worn like
a z.,hawl). Since colonial times, trousers. shirts. and hats have been
worn by men..rmta factory-made clothing is commonly worn by both
urban and rural inhabitants.

Traditional dress fur the inale in rural Mexico included white, un-
bleached muslut trousers (c</Lopes) which were tied wit! a hand-
wo en sash. and a collarless shirt with sleeves gathered into wrist
bands. Wide-lu ;mined hats and leather sandals with rubber-tire soles
COIllpleted the cost time. For w arinth, a w ool mantle or cloak was some -
times worn. 'i'lte traditional stile of clothing is still worn in northern
and southern Mexico, although factor% -made clothing has gained
aceeptance throughout the Republic.

The adoption of new clothing sit les, w huh are more expensh e than
the traditional costume, has been encouraged by urban Nalues of pres-
tige. The modern male, not wanting to be considered old-fashioned
or rural. Nye:in, mass-produeed pants. a collared and buttoned shirt.
and a collared jacket. Smaller brimmed hats are worn more often than
the traditional Aombrero. Shoes instead of sandals are worn daily by

some. and are commonly worn at fiestas or trips to the city. Suits and
t its are worn Ily the middle and upper ineome groups in the cities.

Reflecting Spanish influence, traditional clothing for women in-
cluded a lonr, dark-colored shirt. a white undershirt. and ;1 high necked
blouse. The costume included a half-apron with a sash and a long
straight shawl (rebo.-.-o). In some regions, an indigenous wraparound
style of skirt was worn, which was made of hand-loomed black wool

introduced by the Spanish.
In contrast to modern clothing for the male, ,bless have

chimed toward function and econom. The new style of dress for
women. costing half as much as the traditional costume, includes a
(tilt -Niece dress, a full-length slip. inulerdrawers, a long apron and,
on occa,ion, shoes and stockings. Although rebovm are still commonly
aorta by women, sweaters, jackets, and coats are becoming nw.re
common.
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Housing

According to the 1960 Census, there are 6,738,605 private house-
holds in Mexico with an average of 1.9 rooms in each lwelling. A
typical home was occupied by an average of 5.5 persons, though there
are closer to 0 persons per family now. Although the quality and
quantity of housing facilities is inadpiate throughout Mexico, the
problem is more acute. in urban areas where population gro%vth is
greater. It has be.6n estimated that only 25 percent of the population
is properly housed and that the other T5 percent live in precarious
housing condit ions.

An important indicator of the quality of housing is the proportion
of ckellings hich ha%e modern water, sewage, and power services.
In 1964, 40.5 percent of the dwellings had piped water, 54 percent hail
toilet facilities, 70.4 percent %vere served sewage sytems, and 28.6 per-
eent had electricity. Many of the dwellings with these facilities were
situated in the urbanized Federal District. In 1961 the government
din eloped a plan to bring eater service to all communities of over
100 people by 1980.

In addition to the problem of quality of housing, there is a growing
shortage of housing hi Mexico. For the entire Republic, the accumu-
lated housing deficit %%as 2 million dwellings in 1962, a statistic which
is steadily increasing because of an annual deficit of behveen :15.000
and 15.000 ilwellings. At least 200,000 new units are needed each year.
Thme%er, during the last 5 years public programs have added only
20,000 units annually and private enterprise has constructed only
10,000 houses and 20,000 apartment units each year. An employee-
eniplo et joint a entnre to develop cooperati% es has a goal of 250,000
housing units by 1970. The long-term government program is for
42.000 housing units per year. Most of the recent construction has oc-
curred in urban areas althomrh the rural housing is also deficient in
quantity-and quality.

Rural housing ma% be classified into three categories: the primitive,
hut-like the adobe house, :uul the inure substantial houses of
manufactured materials, which are usually found in the center of
settlement. In contrast to the id, al and the adobe house, which are
basically Indian in architecture. the houses in the core of the settle-
ment usually show Spanish influence.

The jai id is made of natural materials procured in the local area
including coin stalks, bamboo, palm leaves, and mud. It is usually a
one-room structure %%ith a that-died roof and an earthen floor. The
jilea/ lacks electricity, running eater, propel' ventilation and sm%age
Tacilitio,. Most rural familie, Ike in adobe, tile-roofed homes, %%hiell
sometimes ha% e livid( Hoot , but more commonly have earthen (lon',
...tdobe homes are constructed of a combination of natural and tu..
fact fired materials. These home, have one or more rectangular rooms
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and are kalitihttd old% (1(H)1'%%:ty, altholyh ,ante ha%e %%ook-len-
slititteted indow opening-. The kitchen is often separate(' front the
louse and i, con,t, nt ted in the form of it lean-to %% ith a tile roof. The
average adobe !mum, li, ,t porch facing an enclosed patio and is
separated hum ittaighboi lust % at ds 1)% a high adobe wall. Continuo con-
%-enienees itichide ele, tI icit ..1 11.uer tap in the patio, and a raised bed.
.\ltlitional bedrooms me ,oldcd to the house as the famil% !;turn In
size. Houle, composed Omit el of manufactured matet ials ale upper
income found ul the t kaitet of the sett mm. latet ials for
these e,idence, e often impoi to I.it plat.tel oil
stone w all,. AIRY-1110,11 roof, 11,11,1. ol 1:4 le of the.,e homes. whiel
are usually the mast recent oust! 11( !II a settlement.

:1Iany rural e,olecs ha% 0 no unitin:r Met. or s:tititary
ll'oniett and child' kali must llelute time V.101 lLIV van) ing- water from
the closest public fountain. .It i. c-t mimed that ,t tint -inch pipe tt ans-
ports AS 1111C1 water as I',-t0 %%omen e u11,111g s hope s a (hit. The % 0111101T

\1111('11 has become a, cti-toined to I uniting water and toilet
facilities in school, feels that much time is wasted in rare t mg waiter
and i slto%% im! more interest in including modern %%Met. anti :,altitary
systems in t heir homes.

"Aloilerti for re friget at ion, meal prelim at ion, and lighting
is generally desired thethe rural population. How e'er, in the majority
of families. lack of name.% pre% out-, the purchase of such com-eiences.
Interest III 'nutlet '1 households is gi eate-t .1111011!r the °linger c...renera-
tion, the more educated. and the middle , t'on%eniences are found
more often in middle income household,, rather than in tI ? wealthy
IIIr.a1 homes %%byre Tomtit.% is mote %allied. whether printiti%e or
modern. It is not unusual to find an t mem of modern and tra-
ditional %%ares in most household,. A house may contain a radio, :t
mate! Oil in the patio, a pre-hispaiii, heat th as the only ineaus of eook-
iii.r, a hattilmill for rriiiiling coffee. and the traditional stone no tote
fIa. grinding. corn.

Cl(x,e1 related to the ',widen' of lurid o%er-population and !mild
I opulation increase is the gro%%ing migration of rural peoples into
tit ban centers (see ch. 4, Iloptilat ion ). ('row ding and slum conditions
in towns and cities are the result of this influx of people and the gen-
eral housing shortage. One -room holies made of adobe, stood, poles
and rods, or rubble. d<anitiate t he high-density settlement pattern of
the it IZelati%ely few houses are constructed of brick or masonry.
Another form of housing consists of one- or t o- story, patio-centered
t, nentents, which tire snitch% ided into one 100111 rivienda.., or fantil3
units.

Cities often include smaller I()eal tinit,, which ore not a part of the
Laser conininnitv but rather automation, subconmittnities of etlini-
t all% different immigrants. he,e neighborhowls, or bal .110 oft en
peripheral to the main settlement and exhibit rural li%ing conditions.
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Eight) -fli e percent of the urban population in Mexico has access to
i)ulic.NN Mei' :s111)11liet,)5 percent 11:1N ing household connections a id 30
percent k 1962 ) depending upon public outlets for NN Men Ii con' rust,
oul 16 percent (1964) of the Pura, population is supplied with water.
Water suppl and its subprodu,t, :4,NN age, are significant in :NI xico
11Ya IL- 0 f their association NN it Ii disease. The quality of w titer still lies
inii-t he maintained because it is a potential carrier of aintamination,
originating water -borne diseases such as t\ phoid and pAratyphrid
fevers . nu chic dysentery. I

Allot, . , grow.) of diseases, NNhich are not NN Ater-borne, but are con-
t I oiled NN it li the dilution of contamination b the use of large quantities
(II NN :1tUr in personal 1111(1 (10111eS(10 Clea 11 line:L.', include the diarrhea'
(I is( :IM',. Signiticantl . the pi m ',ion 01. adequate quantities of mater
of good quality niight greatly reduce gastritis, enteritis, and related
diseases NN Lich 1111' t ill' leading cause or death in Mexico.

1\ fan inure homes in urban co all's one connected to emonInnity-
pi ped N\ at-r . stems than are connected to sewage sst.-..ns F.lancing
repa ing :...4.'NN age facilities in rural oeas is inure difficult than to. water
....N:te111:,. HON\ o el', 111:111N organizations ha e realized the ini u.t..itce
of both water and sewage facilities, including the Pan . uwi ,..an
I kali li Or,,anizat ion and the biter-American DeN elopment Bank. Be-
tween 1960 and 1963, the Inter -_ nierican Do ehpment Bank invested
ON l'1' 1-.S. S9 million in the construction of .ate and sewage services
in l'exict). Mhl!, the saute period, the GO\ ernment invested o er
Mex S....1.s', billion in rural and urban areas.

CONSUMPTION PATTERNS

('0117,11111141(111 rat :11.\ ;4`,11)-(4.0110111.1C levels in both rural
and urban em irounient. 1'he animal expenditures of the rural and
in ban poor. r 110 111 e oil the ,1111;1:4 el. are much the same. Most
of their income is -Tent oil food and basic necessities. :111(1 ON en half
of their earnings must be spent on food alone. T pically. the poor
-1,1.101 a higher percentage of their ineonies 1111 I11 401S. religions activi-
t ie-. and other diN ersion, than the tipper income groups. Because the
10,.1 tin till' subistvm e lo el. the) can 'Rake few economic imest
111k a '-;teat threat to the economic stability of the poor

nill for the father must borroNN nione at high interest rates to pay
for c \pon,he medical rare..

The middle and upper income families ,lend relath vly larger pro-
pion, of their earning, on comfort and health while spending 50

pehluit lc., on food and necessities. Thesq families generally invest
move inoneN iu edil, at He, their sou, and daioditers and relathely less
for di% cr,ion. contribution 1'1) till' ChM h or other reljriOits actk ities.
Ecomuni tinekt ina amount to more than 25 pereent of their
in(
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hal a, (11,11)4'1 14:111C:-, of animals, planes

or cl adle, ,A 1,1,1, me tilled w ith raid) and to s) :tie sold in the markets.
1'lucC1011- singels \ *1.11 homes ill their neighborhoods ....1111)olically
isIsing for lodging foi l and Joseph. alleling the bildical story,

the,irlg'el- :11e,lllu\\1d toeutel after being, tellised se% ei al times. ()lice
t ale soy\ (41 food iind drink, and a p;i/(tt,/ is broken.

Chi i-tilia, EN 1. 1, ceic!,,,ited in song and nia.:s, and presents are not
gi en itt this t 1 al 11c1 Cd II \\ hen they art. brought by
the Nlag.i ha \e declined in popillarit % \\ith the in-

ea-,ing, ailathlit.% of modern elite' taininent such as moNies, !adios,
and secular form, of diversion.

()tiler oriented t eh ill,itiol1, occui at haptisnis and weddings
\\ 'Lich ate follm ed b.\ fest i e (h/dpaeliti, and IleighhOr:, join
the l'elehl it)11:-, III eat Mat alid tit di heel' and Chlireh
.11,o OlgalliZl'S liti=`e it.s

and Ott 1'111101%1k din' (1'1(.111%1611g SailltS'

N10.1011,11 alld iratriohe liolidas are increasing in popularity and
ale itling a new form of di ersion. Ala) It is the anniversary of
t he 01111 loti, hat t \\ it II the Frelleli in 1'4;2. ,ymbolizing du, defeat
of French inter \ (ninon in Nlexican affairs. .NIan) towns give sham

at tie-, to commemorate till, t- eta Independenet 1)ay is celebrated on
September lt;t1i, w hen :ill go\ ermitental buildings art decorated ith
row, of red, \\ Mite. and green electric lights. In the capital, the "'resi-
dent of the Republic tratht ionall greets the crott tls of festi\-e citizens
and rings the bell of independence. Large parades are held the next
da Ittit patriotic velelnations differ front traditional littbs being
,poti,oreI lA school teacher, and dominated by children \vim per-
lot tit play ecitat ions, and speeche and songs in explaim-
tion of the Itolida... Another national holitla, the I>av of the I)ead,
is celebrated oll No\ ember lien people expect i:sits from the
dead anti recehe 1 hem as honored guests. Iread maile in animal and
human forms, cantle skull-, and to skeletons are iiilide fur this ocea-
5i011. I'eople often prepaie altars of food for the I)ay of the I)eatl be-
lie' .1,1g that the dead partake of food in pirit and the living eat it
a ftervar(1.

Adnit reel cation in rut al areas has been influenced 11\ urban forms
of di On s, many adults visit larger towns where
\ \'1111111 go \\intim\ shopping, or attuntl ies and men isit friends,
pla pool, ;1101 drink. Young adults imitate urban di\ ersions by or-
ganizing part le, and learning modern dances. The older generation
dislikes the -e act; ause the do not conform to the t raditional
pattern, of courtship ( -cc ch. 7, Famil ). In more traditional areas,
adolescent Ito 111:1111 flit stl'e1't5 III gyoups often singing in front of
the limes of their girl friends.
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()r!ranized ,ports, including basketball, soccer, baseball. and olley-
Int I I, halt int b) I ur.11 :111'.1, It schools. The older genera

11., uttered Ie,istance to hit -e lee! eational a, t i% it ies ill'eaube they
play it, a young child's it and feel that .ports are a waste

of time. thstiacting mlole,cents from work itt the fields. Mothers
complain that sport, merlwat their suns in rearing su-ceptibility to
illness, %%hile older men resent the populai it v of .t.%% spurts over t ra-
d it ional diversions Snell as cockfights and rodeos.

Nett sports contrast %%it li traditional ganws %%Inch are chaacter-
ized by quiet play, little exertion, fe%% required skills, no hull% ithial
contIwtition, and loosely organized play groups. Most of the tttdi-
tional anies ol%-e running and tagging, singing, and imitating
adult toles. In cunt ra,t, ueuel gaine, require team effort, definite goals
maintained by scoring, de% elopment of leadership, awl physical
exert ion.

Parent-, permit y ming children to ani t hemsel es at pl:t. Since
Own. are feu commercial to % hich parents tan atlord, children
learn to make their 0%% ii to from sticks, stones and mud. Girls
spend tilo,t of t heir time imitating their mot hets in the household by
building -mall mud 'oust, or pietentling to cool, meals. Boys play
marble', imitate bill Ifightet s, fly kites, and spin tops. Some contniunL-------

litte built play gtounals for t heir children in
front playing in the street,.

In lexico ('it and other urban are,k, there is a %%lile range of
facilities for di%ersion including palls, nat,etints, restaurants and
'tights clubs, stadiums for -1 .ct ator ,pot ts, and playgrounds. On Sun-
days, the what' populations elijo% picnicking and boating at public
parks like the floating gardens of and the grassy slopes
of Chapultepee Park in Mexico ('its. The of Natural History
and Anthropology at Chapultepec k includes displays of artifacts
front all areas of Alexico and %% a, the headquarters of the C'ultual
01' nipiad. During the Oly mph trea-aire, from t he participating
count rtes were on display in this outworn.

)l 1111)i s, u11ich %%VI' 'Will in Mexico 1, in 1!)G.;, symbolized
the gio+%ing ititele.t iu athIct 4111(1 'PeCtatOr :"1/1)1 I, in NIVNICf). lu

addition to the It ilities constructed for the t rack ;t11(1 field elects of
the ()I% lul,i, t he capital has stadium, for bullfighting, soccer, basket

ball, boNing and % re`Nt ling, footliall. horse racing, and eildi.

its for fencing, gy nina-t its and riding, %%Inch are I relit lona] sport,
among t he urban elite, are also a vai ble.

To encourage at Illetics in school,. the tiocrninent has built _

ground,. %%hicli ,iiper\i,ed by recreitt ion ditectors and roaches, fur
the y out h. lit high school at Idet it program,. coaches ate del eloping
sprinters, hurlers, high jumpers, and pole :miters for future inter-
national competition. The Yaqui and Tatithitina la Indians ha% e al-
ready been recognized for their abilities in long-distance running.
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CHAPTER 9

EDUCATION

Two foremost charaderistics of Mexican education are dynamism
and dillicult. The d\ mimic qualities of the Nation's school system are
a relately ret ent phenomenon, dating frilin the Revolution (1910),
while the difficulties have existed for hundreds of years.

The primc of education in Mexico is re% ettled by pronouncements
at the beginning of the constitution. Article 3 guarantees the right of
all Mexicans to an education %%hich is to he free, compulsoryomd
secular. Tlw document declares education is to play a major role in
contributins to the social, political, economic, anti cultural advance-
ment of the indi idualmnd the society. Curricula are to emphasize the
preservation of Mexit an culture and the promotion of national wel-
fare. through the use of scientific methods and modern technology.

Efforts to implement the above Be % olutionary goals have helped
bring about a transformation of 'Mexican society and have done much
to raise the countr.% out of medieval peonage into modern progressiv-
isnn. bout f.rrut, to factorie-. flout Indians to industrialists. and from
peasants to professionals, the henefit.5 of education can be seen by
lercd illiteracy rates, higher lie ing standards, further national
units and stability, rising real incomes, increasing productkity, and
growing Mexican technology. In 19C8 illiteracy was down to 28 per-
cent and technical education enrollment had r isen from 46.000 in 1958
to 200,000 in 1968.

These cultural tiansfoi mations proceeded %% ith noteworthy educa-
tional de%(101tments. Before the Revolution there were only 641
prima% schools in the %% hole count r% and in rural areas they were
pacticall unkno%%n. By 1965, there %%ere over 39,000 primary schools
with three-fourths of them in rural regions and substantial growth
Naas also e% ident at secondary and higher le% els. in 1968 over 10,000
new (lass rc arts were built. Prefabricated school rooms have been
developed and are being placed in isolated areas. The phenomenal
school building performance led to the establislintent in Mexico of the
Reiritmal Center for School Construction for Latin America, under
the sponsorship of the rnited Nations Educational, Se:entitle and
Cultural Organization and the Organization of American States.

Mexican .attitudes ((mai and demands for learning have changed
with the inerea,,ing 41e% elopment of education. Before the Revolution,
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mo-t of the 'owe'. I.t -v, felt ethicilt \\ a- an unattainable and un-
nei p u t of li le. The uppel .1, 411111 cd 1.114M ledge ugVIV
foi stain- .iki Toda the inajoi it \ of Alexik alis feel that
e Affit. Aillli111 \ e 11(11(11 `4.110()Iiii;1 1,0;,114. ..11
of -o :O\ ale IA co1111112' a :in that education \ to :Whim('
a Mort, product 1\e exiaeuev.

The a11\ e, 111 edUcal ;trail tier :-0t iety glTht ut, de:-11e:, for
114)01.11w.: po-C 11111111dt ie I Li 911, ih eul dire to!ro\el 11111elit TS

iwit eat of Mexican clinking' floni I; to I I yea', of age attelided 1,CII006
ill urban aleas. percent iu Iluai I B\ 19',0 the percentages
ae hoped to he ?.+6 and s5, le-iwcti gi \ e lower
curlerit stati,t oil elli (diluent. both oflik 'al and unofficial ob:-er\ ers
ealiie that a sii,tl 1e 111111114'1 of children ( 1,15 1.0on III 196:0 still ha \ e

111)01:, Pi iill/tV than dollish' u\ e1
t lie IleXt 10 keep up itli the soaring population. Insufficient
fund,, 111t po\ t 1 1 1 , 1 1 high, of teak het, also lessen the effect i \ (mess
of educar ion.

In spite of the ',widen's, heroic efforts ;ire being Iliad' to reduce
them and Alexicau, ale justifiably- proud of their trentenklous ac-
complishments \\ hich ha\c created an extensi\ e and e \ er-expanding
education sy,t out.

The federal go \ 'anent maintain', in,t itut tons that provide all types
of instruction at e \ \ le\ el of the s,\ stein. State:, and itittitieli)alities
h,l\c specific Ie,ponsilriltties for the de\ elopment of ethic:It ion in their

areas. These public institution, account for approximately 75
percent Of all the nation's school, \\ lilt the rest bein!r run by private
organization-;. A Mini,tr \ of Education emit' oh, all public and private
schools and u\ ersees the con,tant l extending acti \ it ies of educational
inst it ut ions.

()\-er 26 percent of the 19(;s natiunal budget has been allocated to
education. Millions of pesos lla\e peen !Mitred into 1101 Ilia 1 school1 pro-
grams NN ith student, usually gi \ en free texts and materials. In 1963
teacher-t 1 dining ill:4 It 'Ilion:, \ eloped :-0 rapidly that 90 percent of
the a \ ailable primary positions had been filled and in some cases there
\tele surpluses. In the face of handicaps anal seemingly insurmountable
problems, the degree of ethic' tional succes,' so far achie \-eki has been
truly rentaka.1)le. There ;Ire antonym, for most of the probletus and
planiteis are constantly launehing lie \\ ptogruns and improving exist-
ing ones in their continuing dri e to bring ideals close to reality.

HISTORICAL I'EItSI)ECTIVE

Colonial Period

Early Spaniards noted that the Indians had an organized System of
education. Schooling for children of noble families, military chiefs,
and pric:As imparted kno . ledge necessary for perpetuating the riding
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classes positions while folkwaNs and manual at. training were em-
phasized in the lower classes. Education stre-,ed respect towards bier-
arrhical superiors, rigid nioralit kiwi irl pious especially the
latter, for religion and education were rloselu connected. Thi, con-
nection prompted the destruction of indigenous educational institu-
tion:, because they conflicted with a major aim and ju-tificat ion of the
Conquest, that of con% erting the -heatnen- to Christianity. The %oid
left by the eradicated Indian education ,u-tent w as part lulls filled %ia
16th-centure missionary act i% it v.

'fire missionaries displayed compa-sion :Ind concern for the wel-
fare, redemption. and education of the %anquisheI Indian,. 'Furey
organized s hoofs with instruction in reading, writing., arts, craft-.
Catholic ritual, and dogma. 'These friars and priests accomplished
se% eral New AVorld -firsts- including an elementary school ( 523),
a. printing press (153:i), and a university 155:1) founded years
before Ilan ard. The early scholastic achitnements were notable but
unrepresentative of general colonial trends in education.

Exploitation and education were riot compatible to the Spaniards,
who thought that coatinuance of the former in%olued curtailment
of the hatter. The first schools were so successful that many Spaniards
feared they would upset the Indians' docility. Thus instruction soon
became confined to the Spanish elite and to the children of (a', ;I/114 8
(Indian nobles conscripted by landlords to act as intermediaries be-
tween conqueror and conquered) (-et. ch..;, I Ii-torical Sating).

In the 17th and lstIr century, the ('lurch's interests became in-
creasingly- oriented towards the elite landholding classes. Schooling
for the mai% c masses %% as genera ll thought to be undesirable and
many alleged the Indians were incapable of learning. Education
became limited and geared to the al 1,tociacy and to ecclesia-t o(a-
thars with a curriculum uharactetized b% luckily% al European scho-
lasticism. Rich landholders, often bequeathed heal estate and money to
the Church in return for its spiritual set.% ices. The clergy was be-
coming more in% oh ed in politics and economics than in proselytizing
and educat ion.

The Church's monopol on education, as well as it increasing con-
trol of Mexican polities and economics, continued until the early 19th
century and the Independence Movement

Postindependenee

Indepenlence and subsequent active hies brought preliminary
attempts at educational reform. The new national go% eminent passed
legislation in IS-29 secularizing education and in IS:13 a' Department
of Public Education was ereateu. Laws promulgated by President
Juarez in ISO7 declared pi hum y education was to be free and coin-
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ptil-ors. 'Ile law, were inetrecti\ e due to constant political
inletice, and -It tiggles IwtN(twit prow essi( e awl conser(-itti(e fotces.

Also, since the Church opet ated the educational institution,, restrict-
ing them nteant reducing school opportunities, becau,e the go, em-
inent had pract ically nothing. to take their place.

Church school" ((ere reopened during. the 1)litz, regime (1S77- 1011)
and anti clerical legislation was luostlt ignored. 'Iltroughout the rolln-
lry, religious ( (eatholic) and other pri( ate schools
(notably Lancastrian") ((ere more influential than the go( eminent
schook..1ti-to Sierra and ()the pioneering Nlexican educators initiate('
primar, and normal (teacher training) programs, reestablished the
National I'lliN-ersit, and promoted ethic it ion for the masses. I)espite
their effort,. schooling I entained a luxur,( for a privileged minority
and o(er 70 percent of the popuiatiun ( as still illiterate on the ee of
the I:evolution in 1910.

A major goal of the IZe(-ol Mimi was to pro( tile tit ei.(t y /ihms (land
and book.") to t he illiterate and intim( erished Mexican multitudes who
could no longer be Ignored anal ignorant w it hunt bringing grate con-
-44111(.11(T, to e(eryone, including t he upper ch..ses. The constitution Of
1917 rei ognized the paramount importance of educat ing the populace.
I Io(vever. bet « twit WI 1 and 1921 a 1 (din ire polit ical at 'no:There, strin-
gent financial condition". and other factors forced the first IZe(oltt-
t itmar expel tat ion" of accompli,liment to lag far behind
their goals and ideals.

In the 1920%; action" began to match iu-Tirations. .1 national motto,
rthi(0/. ,,(I;,, dic (to educate is to 1'1411'1'10, :11111 SI /VV1:11'01.11' 0111(11-

t 11-111 1401'111 I /11112,T3 III-, that later became the pride of II I. solution
NN ere created by intensely' dedicated men such as ,1-os idos.

\-itsconcelo,, ((its the first head of the ite(( fetlerA I)epartment of
Education during the ()breglIn ;tdmini,tration. his formidable job
included de( eloping a national progi ant of education, pro( iding tide-
(plate teacher training in,t it talons. and num( ating rural education.

The national program recoiled !generous federal allotments. The
Ittalget for education in 1921 va, 1 time, larger than in 1920; in 1022
it was I:" time~ larger: and in 19:1 tt a, 15 times larger than in 1920.
With tin; financial backing, V'it"concelo" and others poured all their
energy into fighting the educational e( its of eNt11.1111' 1111111 poverty,
rampant illiteracy, language and ethnic die isions. it lopsided economy
favoin2; the itrhan minoeit and ancient traditions which made,
schooling advances (111licult.

-slats illiteracy campaigns were organii.ed ; hundreds of schools and
libraries were built and a national art program was established which
appealed to the aesthet is sensit i(ity of all Nfexicitu classes. The coun-
try's foremost artists joined the cultural betteement nmventent as
drawing instructors and as art school inspectors ()titer artists were
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Tito ile.ignut of Camaciko's anti-illiterac plop am seas Jaime
Torres Bodet, reno,ned Mexican poet, diplomat, and educator, who
res iced Article 3 to include a greater emphasis on national educational
cont rol and id.inning. Numerous institutions for impros ing the quality
of teachers and rural education were created. Each literate Mexican
hers% een t he ages of and 60 wa, required. as a patriotic duty, to
teach reading and writing to one illiterate between 6 and 40. Free
primers in Spanish and the major Indian languages were made avail-
able. In the first year of the program, 700,000 learned to read and
write and literarey for those over 6 years of age climbs < from 41 per-
cent in 1940 to 55 percent in 1950.

Throughout the 1950's stress on education continued by means of
expansion and modernization programs. The National University of
Mexico moved to a new -Unisersity City" on the outskirts of the
capital and it soon became one of the greatest cultural centers in Latin
America. Mexico's leaders and edue^.tors looked with pride at the new
tubs emits as a symbol of the ongoing progress of the Revolution.

Progress, hooves er, luulibeen accompanied by a plethora of problems.
!,0 t or bo%t r apparent %% hen one compared the educational ideals,

as expreed iu t he con-t it ution and through the evolving traditions
of Mexican pedagogic thought, with the operational realities.

The government-student situation became difficult in 1968 when, im-
mediately before the Olympic Gaines, students at the National Uni-
s ersity rioted. The government broke a 0-year precedent by having

on the Unis ersity grounds: previously Uniersity campuses
had been a legal sanctuary.

EDUCATION AND SOCIETY

Rights and Goals

Ideally, the constitution states that education aims to develop
harmoniously all the faculties of the human spirit, at the same time
inculcating a lose of county and a consciousness of internationalism,
independence, and justice. Education is to be democratic, fostering
a systom of life based on continual economic and cultural improve-
ment, and it is to be national in the sense of contributing to the coun-
try's political and social betterment. All Mexicans, irrespective of sex,
cl:e4s, and income, are to have an equal right and opportunity to educa-
tion which is not only to be free but also compulsory (between the ages
of 1c and 12) and secular (aloof from religious doctrine). The ultimate
goal of Mexican education is to raise the level of human existence by
fulfilling both the desires of individuals for their,own development
and the needs of society for its general development.

All of the foregoing goals awl responsibilities are to be carried alit
by the federal government through the Ministry of Education. That
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educational responsibilities arc assumed, centralized, and controlled
by the federal go% ernment is tine to t he inability of state and local gov-
enments to meet their educational responsibilities anti to the Mexican
re% olutionary emphasis on national control of the country in the
running conflict between church and state. The Ministry prescribes
nat ions% hie policies and a plain ions educational thlties bet %seen federal,
state, and local authorities.

Pri% ate educational in,t it talons are mei:wen b% public officials and
those wishing to pros ide pi 'dimly. secomia.%, anti normal education
must recei% e express authorization from the state. Since public school-
ing is secular, religious bodies are not to take part in the afore-
mentioned t:s pes of education. I iist a net ion imparted by private schools
must follow official plans and curricula and comply e ith the general
principles underlying public education.

The contemporary principles forming the foundation of education
in Mexico e evoked from traditions dat ing back to the 16th century.
Over the centuries general tendencies and thoughts have swung away
from total Church cont of toward total state control; away from con-
set.% at i e, dogmatic ecclesiastical education tow ards progressive, Scien-
tific public education; :tea.% from abstract anti theoretical instruction
emulating classical studies towards practical .aid useful, instruction
emphasizing present realities: anti away from the idea of education
as a privilege reserved for the upper classes as a means of presuming
stains towards the idea of etiticatikni-us a right of all classes and as a
means of attaining social mobility.

Educational thought was borrowed from Spain and other European
ounitries during the Colonial peliod. It tended It I 1'Let. .0 be classically ori-
ented and socially restricti% e. After Independence, as control of educa-
tion shifted from church to state, a corresponding change in ideals
occurred. The purpose of education was to create better Mexicans in-
stead of good Catholics. rosin% ism came into % ogue as a reaction to

car- of unquestioned scholasticism, and pagn.atism exchanged places
w ith piet . In the decades follow ing the Re% olW ion, positivism slowly

gave a to less materialistic thoughts as the spiritual elements of
Mexican dial acter were aecogoized. A central goal of education be-

came that of malting the 'dual ass are of his identity and proud
of cultural heritage. Tlw importance of relating studies to life was
a pai a mount concern of modern Mexican educators. They tried to de-
fine their object i% es both in tei ins of local needs and national aspira-
tions with the oserriding anaa, ieing to raise the standard of living
of all Mexicans, encourage socilal integration, and promote national
unity.

In the last 150 rears, attempts to realize the ;those educational
thoughts and aims hate been made. Education grew more important
as the sears passed by. and today, as one of the country's leading
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housod, and ill - clothed (see ch. $, Li% ing Conditions). Poverty- striker
parents needed their sons to %%ork in the fields and their daughters
to help witlt household chores lea% ing little time for attending school.

In isolated areas, education faced superstition, feelings of inferi-
ority, indifference, distrust, and (nen opposition. Peasants in remote
regions. especially the Indians, sometimes regarded seliooling as an

attempt, b the go% ernment to subjugate them and despoil their cul-
ture. They sought, seem. y in traditional customs and did not believe
education %%mild bring ny material change to their impoverished cir-

cumstances. In Mexico's countless villages, adults, the majority of
whom receked no education themselves, often felt they learned all
they needed to know %% it bout school and thus did not force their chil-
dren to attend. Lacking parental reinforcement, most youngsters
dropped out before finishing their course of st tidies.

Low registration and attendance figures were a %exing education
problem. In 1930, only 37 percent of those in school attended class
egularl and old:, 33 percent did sufficient w oils, to earn a promotion to
the next grade. In rural areas, 57 percent of those enrolled were in the
first year, 91 percent %%ere in the first three years and one-half of one/
percent were in the sixth sear. In urban areas the percentages wer
higher, for example the siXth year in city schools accounted for 8 peg

cent of the total enrollment. These figures indicate that a very s: rail
number of young people possessed qualifications necessary for educa-
t ion beyond the primary level. /

The low attendance tip:: cs Here partially caused by the inadtquaey
of the schools. In 1930, of i9.000 rural primary schools only 5/percent
offered (lasses through the sixth year and about half oertid only 3
years of instruction.

Curricula

Unrealistic curricula also discouraged attendance, especially in rural
areas. Shortages of teachers forced the hiring of many inadequately
trained (and inadequately paid) instructors. Their horizons were
Ihniteu as %%as their teaching ability. Few of them ltad practical con-
ceptions of how their schools might he made efiecti%e iit,t it ut ions for
contributing, somthing to the community beyond teaching children
regular rout inc subject,. With some notable exception, and despite the
introduction of rural not mai si hauls. curriculums tended to he di% orced

from e% erflit Iifeaud t in' 111111WIliate needs of t he population. Courses

stressed reading and instead of rehabilitation and agricult tire.
Reciting tnetuoriieci minutiae did little 01 improe the standards of
li%ing % bile it did much to holster the pea,ant's attitude of the- int-
ilet icabilit of mahing 'sacrifice, for learniiig :Ind literacy.

higher V1.', 1011 11I.1 I' :11,0 4'011f1111IVII 11.011 cissfnnctional

.111411141 it)Ii. of cla.-,icd curt ictil t %%ere evident in rigid
course offerings that -4 ies-ed Wirt And theorct it'd) hnowledge with
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ilt t It practical fichINNork. or 1.11) e\el' I II

prO11110111;2* WINO - ith nn le.i, toc,(tioua1 anti 1.4 1;,zt I
tvitli 111114.tivii :.1111,;. Proce.--111's t'I'v oft vli not NN t

them,elt( anti itt eoweneil %%id], student or curriculum needs.
3,Iany Taught only part time either sampl% for the preti.e allorded
or becauselow 1.0.1111 salaries folced them to find .ttiot her jol).

Finances

'nderpaid ti a'bet's mirrored one aspect of lk.xio's perennial peda-
gogic problem. insufficient funds. 'flie lack of resources 11.1(1 intPeded
prOgrvs-; in all 1)11UA'" of etineat de\ elopiiimit. Numerous expertly
planned programs had been tinsuces4til because the mato htl nteans
for implement nor them. from pencil, to pa.% rolls. ere inadequate.

Sinee public education is free. ille burden of financing falls mainly
to the national and state gmertintents Iv I &gine:, come from taxes
Hie (.1,. :2 I. public yinalti). 11,hiprehtili,ie .,10111., ui tamition
coupled with indillerence on the part of man ua a position to help
particulal IIialthc irritate commercial. and agricultural

1'1,1111113t if 111,) and nit her rare Phi laildii111/ did not contribute to the
fin:111,.131 ,1) 110.4:11.- for (Iv Ako, impres,i e ata-
ti,tic,tI gains otrr the teal, in V(Illea e\ attar partially
of.-et by inflation. Amittall more pesos than Imo' before vitae being
allotted to 1.111,1':11 I pOil'11:1 hilt I 1;111;r of,tiation cost, (c,senet] tilt
Signiik:1111P of 1111eiNed VSI)Vildit MTS.

LITERACY AND 1,ANc;umy3,-----

Nat tonal litet;n. etttitpaigle, mere ,litiong the tuan educational pro-
gram- effected by the alim e dilemma hich 1 ()flied itgaini,t a tit ion
to one of the e011111ry.. birgest problems. illiteracy.

Learnin, the essent ials of reading, :tinl %lriting can he done \litholat
learning nett It else. I,Iterac .1., of little :due tutle;-:, the education
!wog' ant i, comprellen he enough to help change social and economic
condition- so that the ite%ly acquited skill can lie of um' to the hid;

Ili, focal em irolinient. The exiAing pandemic illiteracy
pointed out the Wahl ht.% of t lit. edticatiol to 11100t till` ueetl, of
Society. Illiteracy also all 0101 loll:, 01R-4.1ele 10 the goals of social
integration and national unite.

lit 19.0", Over Iii iwt cent of the poplliati011 via, illiterate and the
perceiM)ge probabl\ higher becitiim, not ei try one taught to read
mid II rite retained their k no.a ledge. Illiteracy eta, les, lum;tlent in
the larger cities and in the northern states \\ hilt it ma:, greatest in
i-nolitted t tonal region and in the southern states. Widespread illiteracy
in the latter :areas %las due mainly to the heay concentration of
Indian,' in tho,t. legions. Thousand:, of Nfexicans, especially
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spoke one of wore than 52 languages or dialects (see ch. 5, Ethnic
( it imps and 1,,Inguage). This language lab) rinth iepiesented a serious
obstruction to educational advances.

The high eon elation bet,%%een low-income-groups and illiteracy indi-
cated that l00%ert) %%as another ever-present Ira_ rier to progress. A
tot t elan( a het v.en age Ind illiteracy %%as also e% ident %%itlt ) ounger
.1g, groups sliming less illiteracy than older segments of the popula-
tion. The Weer relatioindiip reflected some suet ss ill the continuing
literacy campaign efforts.

SOCIAL PROBLEMS

Literae) dries, as %%ell as other go,. eminent dine :duration pro-
grams, %%ere subjected to criticism and into se ht conser% ati%
elements in society, though their defiance %%is less outright than in
the years folltming the Re% olution. Man) ecclesiastic officials refused
to zIcknov. ledge the ability of the state to pro% ide adequate education
for Catholic children because it ignored the sbpernatural. Otset.% a-
t i% es objected to co-education, V. hich coniplitaNd classromp shortageb,
%%hile pi jests dist ouraged parishioners front_ sending; their children
to nubile schools. Parochial schools %%ere toleratt 1,) go% eminent
officials, despite the constitutional restrictions, because they %%ere re-
luctant. to pro% oke the ('lair ii tninece:,aril2 and because schools %%ere
desperately ncoded.

Social cont %%Os pater.t ill tilt, go% ernment's tolerance of religiously
run schools. It ii t lunge, feared Chur...11 instruction because public ed-
ucation as %%ell ,,stablished and more persons %%etc graduating from
public schools each year than from pri% ate one.. Fmthermore, coming
front he latter could bar a graduate from high national administra,

e positions and, the go% eminent still reser% ed the right to close
church schools at any time. Not V.Ithstai ding the Chureh's dislike for
those controls, its relationship %%ith the go% eminent during the last
t der: had been fairly amicable except for a recent skirmish over
obligato; textbooks (,ee eh. 11, Religion).

One other problem that involved the Church. because o: its ban
on population limitation, %%as the demographic explosion. Mexico's
prolific population had one of the highest gro%%th rates in the world
(from under 0.5 pert cut in 1900 to over :3 percent in the 1960's). If
the annual increase (exce-:. of births m er deaths) of 31.9 pct 1.000
cont ' the population %%mild double itself in less than )ears
(see ch. 4, Pup lation). The implication. of those figures for eduea-
timid dodol nt nt in Mexico %%NV profound. A quarter of the total
populace of :,e11104,1 age, and clit.sroonts could not be built fast
enough to keep tip %itit the burgeoning- birth tate. Educational 'wog-
res in some area, %%a % irtual I) at a ,talid.4 III doe to t110 er-increa--
ing population.
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a1)015' 1/[ \1c\teau wine at ion empl.a,izet1 complex, inter-
related sicalstit,..e., and -,114)1 tconiing. of the ,item but the difficulties

ibed do nut -t ultif the eiroitA of the countvy'h past
and pre,ent leadet, to educate their people. Fr( ) the contrary, in the
fat e l/f ploblein,, the tlegree
of educational t'it. ha, 1)(141 t

There 15e1e alit 011.% 111'4 1,01 1115)54 of tile 1)11)1)15 Ill, 5115,5115-5445d ;11u1 planners

, on-taut I launched itet ptogtztin, anti *Holum etl exi,ting ones in their
continoin,, drie to 1,1 !Ho' ideal:, 5'10,45 tl) !Talk.% table 12).

7'a),/, I of ,z1 eon tll .1/ %Ho, 1`);11, I:160, awl \IFirt5.

1,5,1 ot. 5,15(

55.,1515 I 5-tudult, Tvael ter;_ _. ._ ____ _
I %0 5,..,0 1.5,5 1'5(6

1" ,I I o5 .I I .5 il lot 5! I .'mail 'I ot al Female

i'l. p` ON .i7t, I ,i,,' .: I il i311 55,5 172,7/4 s 7552 5,752
l': t s, ,' t 2 i 1575 3.: t,.,1 a, 075 t,,,It.,2,13 3 305,1/4 tas, 27.5 515, 546

'4. ' 55.5 -5 Ila 1 is 5 7.5 .45 75 315, 0,0 .

11: ;!5r 135, to., 2 2, 514 In Is% 2,55112

\',.551,5 ,5. I'd ... 2 to ,'..1 3s, 3.5,5 5'.5(5. ..

1 15,515 55.55.'h i'151 5,5 Si. `
1401 11.i 1..( hilt, al ,,1555ol,

at5 5.1 ,511.,5 tio ,1 15,1..55. I' 5.15..P41 t, I , 1trair ,1 I aim i lir le,1 tor',`.
5I I. ,,m .151.15k 05 I I it ol lAtIc4,1 41,

Co; II I 6, ATI.1 s5t.'55. 1'005 Vol IV, 1.5,),.

An iiiipre,ite ,tep in that direction Nt as takes in IVIO 11 ith the
e-tabli,liment 4)f a 114511" I1 -fear Plan. lt, principle obj,)ct it e tvit:.) the
extelt,it l'N15,11I-5.1LIII of oppurtunitie, for pi l',111Cat .11 II. By 1970,
(,),(1' 5;6,111551 115'55 ,,c100,1-. (approximatel 10,00 in urban artas and

in rural area,) N ere to be built. .A unique feature of the Plan
ts t lie ft V(' 5li,trilnitioi I) f text bool,, on a natiotoide ,cale. To realize
the-' .1I151 other goal:, unprecedented c\ penditure, Here require(I.

lget .1114 .,ttion- for edu, at ion amounted to 1.:") percent of the 11 hole
19:0) but under the ,timiCots-, of the 11-Year Plan they row to IS

pc! cent in 19655 and to ()% or ...!)) per, vitt (the viol% :dent of 1S $51S
million) in 195;-,. The nit rea f I la !lila I rt.,()1111V:., brought t ene011 F-
a g lig notabl in cla,,roont con:4 ruction and teacher
training,.

New Programs

196-. 1110 Mini-ter of F.ducat )111tioticed plan- for the con-
.) or 115,000 , ,.1,1 1.00m.; (1)11U l' \ers 2 hour) in that, year
,511dit5, athijlor to the hu11-MI(1, 4'011-5t PIO VII slier the precedin), h years.
/':tell the poole,t cunimunitie, could tio, part in the ,chool huiltliti

thank- to ne.s , inexp, e -pre-fabricated" classrooms.
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The Pre-Fab Kit can be easil shipped to isolated areas, and where
no roads exist pieces can be parked -in by animals and people. The
pieces are put together tt nth local labor and in, supplied by the
community in which the school is built. The attitude of the peasant
toward schools and education often changes front suspicion and apatIty
to cooperation and eagerness after potting long hours of work in on
the actual 1,;:ilding f a school. The new structtire la,:.omes a source
of pride to the ,timmunity and par nt, are apt to see that their chil-
dren recei% e maxintion benefit Irian it. The ingenious pre- lab class-

rooms are a practical solution to pm% tiling schools for the thousands
of children now without them.

To provide teachers for the new st hurls was another matter. Millions

of pesos have been poured into normal sel oil programs with students
us,ally given free texts and ma grin,. Enterin!, the field became more
Incratke due to rising saloi ws and generous scholarships. Teacher
training institution- d, red so rapidl that in 196:1, )(t percent of
the mailable printar , t ions had been filled and later in the decade
surpluses appeared, though mud, remained to he done at the inter-

mediate and higher le,, els.
Nonagotts inettsurc.s aimed at reducing the inequalit% of edit,. 'mind

opportunits, het %%cell rural tind urban region- ate in progress. Dozens

of the cultural missions penetrate isolation and *ignorance along with

countr ide and internation,d organization-. such as the National
Indian Institute and CREF.11, Wenn() Regional de EducacitIn Fun-
damental Para La Aiarictina Latina). The% promote positive social

and economic change teaching people to name the Most of tltt r

immediate eat ironmen. and flint, clot ken coaching programs to }iota-
projects, gains in r until Ii 111!r standards continue to be made.

These organizations supplant rural so !tools in areas when, tin latter
do no' exist and supplement them where they do.

In 1961. over 3 million meals per (la% wete provided with SO per-
cynt of thein going to children in countr% districts through the Na-
tional Institute for Child Wel fate. Another rural project, int rodin (1
in 1967. was the -tilt% cling school.' wlticlt remains i an area for 3
mm011,, dm, visaing four communities a %eat. (he o0 of these peri
poetic schools are nou itt operation as part of a coordinated attempt
to stimulate pi:nuar ruction and eiffidlat dlitera v in sparsel
populated hamlets.

Illovittc is losing ground as aceelmated campaigns attack it front
all angles. In 196.-i. literac% critters were in operation wrath hun-
dreds more being opened each year. The National Commission for Fr,.
'Textbooks had distributed o% er 1...)t) million of them 1)% 1967. New
reading looms. libra ries. and imblishing house, added to the availaltil
ity of reading matelials The Mexit militar establishment fofthers

dris It% tea, hiior illiterate recruit: to utak with woods as
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tall a, rifle,. lass media are eitiplo (II on an expanding scale. 'rite
Celan) Audi 1,tial ih .kllabetizacitin .kuklio tsital Litctac ('enter)
iie,ttes and tluett, ItteracN collie, tele% ised in the Fetleral I)istriet,
Quatlalajara, and Ni9nterrey and broaticast lit radio oi er large areas
of the nation ()i n. future propo,a1 ,uggests a tiatioto% ide educational
tele% i-ion net Noi 1., ria( lung all pal t, ot the t rans-
mission. 'clic -twee-, of eNist progiani, Ni as reflected by statistics
itidn ming .111 I1 petk ctit thou) in illiteta, N het NN Cell 19:./9 and 1968. Ili
the latter \tilt t he !noel-a( 1,011 NNW" .2s per( ent ot t lie total population
and got et nownt otti, 1,11, hoped to pull the pk,icentage down to 0
percent b. 197:1.

"tispired intik idual alld I,lit,lte initiat it I' helped bolster literacy
111N el:, :11111 the 911,11111 Of 111111.4011/11. For .1N.11111/11`111

Nle.xico t'it \Noma', and friends -.tat -d go ing. classes, in a park in
196.i "ith 1111/111/11,, the -A1111111( 1/1)11N'' halt li,1111 10 1/N el' 700 in 1967
;Ind the sk hour, !cadet, t1.1111r 11) .11110 te4111e,t, fur more blanch
op at ions in other parks around the cit v.,

An example of interacting pul>lic and pi o ate promotion of l`l111e111-
(ion eta, 11 the SC11001 Jtai11te11.ulce and 144 of
the caul i960%./. The Sat11111:11 ('ouncil. a public ttervice
gionp of ;;oo pioniinent busines-incii :old other large and small or-
ganizat iou,,u4 11 as the Nation Ilank of Mexico and local Four II t labs,

111,11,poN\cr, material:. and 11101111 tO restore t1101121:11141, of
1.1111l1ONNil ;4'11001-, In the large:-.t 1/111/lie ice adNertising campaign
the, nation had et 1',11111/n, tele% Il1ON it' 11011,e 11e1VZ-sreelS,

bili1/0;1111'. .11111 1/0:41.1, ,,Ihu,ited the 10111111% NN it 11 1,10;Z:in:, ;,11/11 as

lietter St 111/01:, AV111 N1.1:t. Our C11111111'11 1{et tel. Nlexicans. Citizens
iit icall (Tondo(' and 1)'. Cr 10,001) 111)1)1, heel; Ief111'11.1:41ed.

i11/1111-liing itN at the pl iniat subtiiant ial ,t
''ere 1/1:11" 1411,1.'1; 10 111/11ft tLe 1111,111t1t1 .11111 (111.l'it1 Of education at
noel mediate and bight,/ leNers. 1cs ,hotted that de% (dot,-
ment \NA- ci iticall needed in those at ea,. (till 19 percent of the na-
tion's to 19 ear 0141, here attending iuijddli tV1'111111'111S111001S

;11141 "Ill; 1.9 peleellt Of the 10 to 29 age g14111) NN attet14h11 higher
ofe,-ional Hamlet-, hoiped to boost the figure:, to :;6 am! 6

pereent, tv,peet iel by 19S0.
A inajoi of -.el 1/11(1111N 11111 te.1111i..11 to

le& 11 the ;WON e goal. The go et 1)i test 1, a114 at ing increa,ed sums to
ni;ddle-heel ut.-4 it lit loll. and. o't a smaller ale. pi iNate enterprise is
amphf ilia it, opport 1/1 S1/011,1/1 1111r (1'1 ,chools,

ost of t tainim4 potential emplo .111/11/1 l1011ating equipment
tl,at ',tactic 11 t alum!! i, a ailable fot fut lie Inc, hanics,

teelmician-, and other comniet oldie-4nd career seel.ers.
Iii the pa,t, priNate elite! pi had latgel, e,clieN%ed I ontrilniting

fund, 11)1'1111. .lt 1./11;111'11'1/It.... !Olt t 1111411111;11 aid ha:, I/eel/111e
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Table 13 Se lettol InstitatIonN of Higher EducatIon In .dexter, 1067

Institution Nuttenti

Univei-idad Nacional Au tonorint de Iixic.o 1_ _ 95, 000 8, 141
Inuit Ito PoIiti.enico Nacional . 62..i02 5, 068
Uni% i . adad Veracruzana_ _ 37, 008 .1, 440
Univer-adad de Guadalajara 15, 157 1, 128
Univel-idad de NIII.V0 i.V4111 13. 180 953
Iika it uto 'reclinologiea de 1onterrey 11. 721 467
E<euela Naeional de Ingenici la (Engineering) ti, 800 520
l'inver,idad Aut6noina de Guadalajara 1, 100 467
rniverAdad Iberoainerieana .1. 000 524
niver,idad de Chihuahua 3. 673 :165

Univer-idad Benito JuArez_ 3, 375 .)14

liliver-Idad Guanajuato 3. 100 740
1Inver-id:id de YIleat All: 2. 231 148
Univerulaii de Queretaro _____ 2. 122 :142

1:nivel-ad:id de San 1.111-. l'oto-i 1..100 180
liliver-idad l'ionenina de Me \ ieo 1, 200 1:17

Unever -ity of t1 0 .%inencii, 850 91,
E.-cuela Nacional di: .%ntropo:oi.i'a e Ili-am la 273 44

I I t rt.i Or

Soon., Ad,iptt d from World of Ltornito 1)/6; nm'S, EILditcciith Edition, London:
Europa Publication-, Ltd., 1966. London Educational Supple-
nicht, May 17, 1968,

()t et et ouliet1 condition, impair the qualitt :if teiteliiii!r and the con-
sequent -1101 tagt. of tuacheis foice, the Itiriugr Of UMW:tidied Ilistrile-
t 1)1 -, further Iedticui,,r educational stanch(,. Faculties 11141 facilities
Ilan I. .11% s been plagued b itadeyuate rtsoinces and -onie students
of (ittest ionable caliher dee in pat t to 0 lo.. tuition fee!, anti to Un-
00111pet It i 0 el :n.111 1 I eiluireniviits. .N.1 tempts to tai-e fees or admission
standard- ;inlea,e a flood Of opinpsit ion fl our rd ildent org,ani-
zation.' in campti:. The\ belie e 111°1101' V11114.16011 I, the right of all
and not solely the pri%ilege of the rich or talented.

The foregoinir, a110(108 to the Itottetful role of students
ill lexican higher education slio often nice it ret.rent and sometimes
Ill at halal (Tit icis. 111-. of Own. as (lo Owl' northern
( ountelpait-, diet 11111ilie t heir Al1101 'Wall Meet,, "Nfexivan students enjoy
complete autoinali and if denioasti.It loft, or l juts ',real; out on campus

tthl, II they fiequent I.\ du). gu i t liment and p.)lice authorities stand
outside t he iniiN er-it gate:, and oh-en e. When f let ion occurs, it is

11:01.11I omptell b a -mall minim its of the total student bud
thin to Ian°, of pui ta-m. Cominiiiii4 control, only about 5 ina cent
01'01°,1. enrolled are considered radical left

11 other ek11) the Amt. !Holden's. mos -it adtliti.t ['Mors liat e been

opo.ing have increasingly come to feel
that autoiluni ,liould he fin 1'1 et.(10111 of thought and stud.% Inn not
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for -1,m Proli fel al ing pupil, has e fored the iliation of
enti mice exam. not %% itle-aanding -t tolcitt protests. and tlie,e ha% e iw-
lametl the qual'tv of inconiner v.11111(11. Standards for pro fe:-,,or:,
ha% e been upgi ailed and l'Ili'011,1age better scholarship.
Realizing that maii student, ar. capable of p.ttiiIl for their educa-
tion .turf that petsonal in% estnicitt bv student, stimulate then) to stay
in st 1,001 and inalie the most of their education, fee increases are being
carefull considered.

ielie% ercr(mded National ersity and the all-too-
common stile" education. leeent ralization measures are
hying talwii. Counselors Inge students to attend near-home provincial
nuisei.ities %%here the can enjo more personal attention and le.:s
(tuts(.( classes. An imaginal e oposal. follo ing example:, of other
111"her edur.ttiou lll.tItutiins in the %%01 Ill such as the Unit ersit:,. of
Cal i fornia. ,tiggets builtling nev bi,inclies of the National University
in :,e% eral 1111(1(.111e% eloped mud, of the Itepublic.'lliese campuses \t Quid
create lie%% visit ttn% fcr the et er-increasing numbers (If
students.

'1"o 'll'\111,t, deer((,, the formidable difficulties described earlier a1(1
through Ilt this section still existed ill 19(S despite the praise%%ort hy
proposal, and attempts to ameliorate them. Yet the unrelenting prob-
lem:, continue to be met -4 relitioit- effort, to 7.01% e them, and slo but
promising, progress is being made.

_k%% aliening of the masses to the benefit:, of education bas been es-
peeiall- encouraging. Se% el al decades ago the majority of peasanb-;
considered education ininece-sar to existence. Todal, due to the

. entleat ors of dedicated leaders. edin awls. and intli iduais.. most Niex-
leans consider education an esential p;.t of pat riotism, a key to the
fut tire and a better t% ay of life.

Tile cea,eles--; (slop, to ,ati,f% the girmimr needs and demaii& of
Nlexico's ethication-con.iou, -.owlet.% Ill the oganiza-
tion and operation of the eduati(41

THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

Organization

.11 a,pe - of the edit, at ion s olganization and operation
coone motet t he -aiper% lull of the of Public Eilueation ex-
cept for the ion% el -Inc-. 1111 -hlte It AM] PrOfe:,:41011a1

Si holds, Tile 141111tel I %%It i'VT10111)11- III l he L1,110141 1111

are 11111, exempt nom lilt' I i 01 %% i It' I lie latter are often
adniini-teled and :-potisoted hr,% the Nino-411es of Defen-e. Na
culture. and Health to 1 1 a al c,,pci - iu tlicit 1e,pelfi%e hlancite..

The Afoli,t of Edo, At I, )11 it -cl subdit isions and de-
partment- %% 110 11 sham and tilt I l'-'11011-ibilit it., of managing
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education. 'Ile Nlinistrt 4.1:5t supe isiur p()41Crs include prescribing
and. coordinat h g admini-ti Mit procedtuts, curricula contents, and
tequirentent, for adi,sion, promotion, and graduation from all
school,. Ilm% et er, etItn ation authorities or the states and uicipali-
ties in ntan eases take responsibilit fur them, jobs, and they are git ell
con,itlerable control tt ithin the Luuu,L di, and I fence,
schools are cla,,Ified according. to %%holier they are controlled l the
retie' al got ernment, b the states and municipalities, or by la)th.

hlle federal got ernment nt.tintains institutions at all let-els of the
education , steal indit idual states and jointl operatedfinsti-
tutions are print oncerned ith running printar, secondary',
and teat her ti t aining schools, though the pt u4 isle pe:, of edtt,
cation 4411 a smaller m alc. Pi it ate operatt i'1 -t it Itt ions also maintain
in-tructional facilities at alitto.41 all levels.

Tin' [nit ate in,titutions must conform to the go\ ernmetirs estal)-
fished -tandard,, as maintained in the public schools, ill terms of
object it c,, program. of st ltd\ examinat ions, et cetera. VIk,111! that
the :Woke teyuireuletltm ate too, the Alittistr appoints an extensive
,tail' of and teaching. experts. These super% i-
sou- l II, outage adhetunk 4, to gU\ l'11111elit ,tal(IMIS and higher quality
ill- tru,tion 144. ft eiptcla I 1,;(1110. hools throughout the liepublic.

both public and pri mliool, are gene:illy similar in organi-
zation and operation, though t Ilf'k 111 their sources of financial
support.

Finances for public y(6%11.1011 frinil federal, state, tittl local
taN re\ elute,. The heat iest burden fall, on the former regards total

.,,x1...1dituR.; ill regui,11. 1,5.,11 ,itbsidies, anal supplemental grants
though some, states t mitt Witte a, much as 40 percent of their budget
It) 01111:M1011. null lif)11.1t1011.: interested parties are another
mairce of 111,011C.. Higher education institution, are given subsidies
through t he National As-ok iation of 1 1114ersitiesandthe Institute of
the IZepubl lc iu ak coldaine ith their enrollments. Some unit ersities
hate ,et up a-so, tat ions of gt adttatcs ho make annual cont.:.mtions
equit diem to \\ hat the had leeched in scholarship fees \\ Melt in

e L at-) t ut eit ed from set era 1 intermit ional
foundation,. lilt tt vett 1961 .11141 1961; loan, tot aliwr I'S $3.5 million
tt ere granted for higher e(111, aCon pr(iiet t, alone the litter-Anteri-

i Det elopmcnt Kull,. Frit at , in,t inn ions receive the majorit of
their und-, limn monthl tnition fee, paid b.t ,tildents and parents,
Somet t are gi o, .1::1111.11 1111.111k Aid 111)111111V gmeriiment
And often t endok% metit-4,

()per,ttion

4l4 Ajc,111 mehunl, ()Irve tilt. fulhAt i1or Iv\ .111%41104 toil 41114 r14 11;11

pre (jig (in't' 1)11 !nary). ( prima ), 4.44 to /a scc-
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undaria (secondary), prepareoria (preparatory), and toirer8itaria
(Ink ersit2,). General characteristics of these institutions may be de-
scribed in terms of length of the academic year, the school day, dis-
tribution by sex, curriculum and methods, facilities, costs, student
welfare, extracurricular activity, and grading (see fig. 13).

The academic year in Mexico is about `21)t) days long as compared
to 160 in the United States. The months spent in school %ay accord-
ing to whether the institutions are located in temperate zones Werra
temiilada) or warm zones (tic a eau( nte) (see cli. 2, Physical En-
vironment). Iii the former, classes begin the first week in February
and continue through the last week in November with recess during
December and January. In the latter, school opens in September and
continues through June with 2 months of vacation during July and
August. In both ,ases, schools are closed for at least 15 days during
the year due to national holidays and religious celebrations. Higher
education schedules N a ry but most institutions follow the National

STUDENTS YEARS OF
AGE 'SCHOOLING

2

3

4

5

6

NURSERY SCHOOL

KINDERGARTENS

7

8

9

10

11

PRIMARY SCHOOLS

1
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3

4

5

6

13

14

15

SECONDARY
Sc.HOOL

FIRST CYCt.E PREPARATORY

SCHOOL NORMAL
SCHOOL

',OCATIONAL
AND

TECHNICAL
SCHOOLS

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

16

17

SECONDARY
SCHOOL

SECOND CYCLE

18

19

20

21

22

23

UNIVERSITIES

HIG1-IER

VOCATIONAL
AND

TECHNICAL
SCHOOLS

HIGHER
NORMAL
SCHOOL

lignre 1.i. (; fl1Prlr,rd .1 eduratir n in 31c.rico.
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ersity a high conducts t o seine tern, the first from tough through
June, the. second front July through October ttitli the remaining
months corresponding to Nfexicos summer in most areas.

Primary and secondary school days all nsually C. hours in length
ith classes being held from s to 1.2 41 ntl froei 3 to 5. -Howe( er, the

:3 -hour ',t bet w (ant these hours is bein:r 1, placed in many regions
it itli double session:, to accommodate more pupils. At the sevonday
and higher le( els. el,tsscs ate frequently/held during the late afternoon
and evening hours. depending on the st 'nicht s' schedule.

Distribution by sex is. about even at the primary level while in
secondary and higher let el schools. men outnumber mro pa _

lady in the latter. The sexes ate usually separated after the fourth
primary year in deference to local choice and pre( ailing, religious:
faith ex( ept where ntunbets of students or insufficient buildings and
.tall' make segregat ion unfeasible. The s,uue curriyduiiIS and teaching
methods 4tie used for both female ,tml male pupils although emphasis
is placed on specific subjects proper to either sex.

CONTENT AND METtIOD

Throughout the educat ion system, uniform courses of stud( are to
mot e at the ;aloe pa( e and cot tr t he .ante material. Ilowever the uni-
formity does not cause curt icalums to be inflexible anti adaptations
to local cond it ion. ate encouraged. l'rescribeti primary eour:,es incl tole

geor.raphy .1tistory. natural science. a ri thinet lc, geometry. draw-
ing, music and singino., physi, al t raining.. manual it ork (for males),
and domestic economy ( for fentalt.,). Mali} of these courses are anti)li-
fled and specialized at the higher levels.

Teacher tl,t to relate :WIMP eint1Pel ttnentli //Zed :',111):teetS to

e% et (dad life and to national objecti( es. The -learn by doing' method
is eniploy-ed and studtnts at e taught to do things that will benefit
themselves as w ell a, the . unanimity. For example, in rural areas,
ittativ school. ,t,t( , Art! (plot, of land) w-111 elementary
agt icult nral techniques at t taught. New methods ol pr()gramined
in-aftictIon l ilig used ertl areas and traditional teaching

such a:, film awl maps are utilized in most schools. The
lei me method p et ails at the higher le( though discussion groups,
-.Initials. 4111(1 .1 11,11'..1(111111V (I i (A loseai are offered on a smaller
scale.

The quality and ty pe of facilities (.11v tremendously at all levels of
the system going flout sing-1(4-1.min adobe buildings to some of the most

modem educat ruct toe. 11i the Rol Id. enet all facilities, fund-
t me, and eIliit,Ilient a re ni,141011,11,1te. The CI ilnate .1.4 not ere so 'heat:
Mg and (cm dation pi uhieui..eltloni occur building const ruction
is les., ekpef.i(o. Mild heather also open -;tic cht:,-es to be held
in Mtge patios w hich are a «minion feature of Mexican schools.
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Since public schooling is legally free, the cost of education to pupils
11,-..d parents is low. Nominal fees are sometimes charged at the primary
and secondary level if families can afford it. Parents Associations,
cooperating with school officials, often establish low annual enrollment
fees to help maintain their local schools which are invariably short of
funds. Public higher education is also free except for token fees. Stu-
dents must buy their own school supplies, excluding textbooks at the
primary level supplied by the state. Private institutions charge tuition
fees of varying amounts. They are required by law to admit 5 percent
of their pupils free on the basis of scholarship grants for those unable
to pay.

Both pthlic and private schools provide scholarships, loans, and
prizes on all levels of the system. Some scholarships give direct mone-
tary grants to poor and worthy students while others provide room,
board, school supplies, or exemption from fees. Other forms of stu-
dent welfare include health services and vocational guidance pro-
grams. Primary and secondary schools usually have health clinics and
an increasing number carry on physical fitness activities. Higher level
institutions offer extensive medical services and physical checkups are
fin admission-prerequisite. Vocational guidance centers are numerous
in the Federal District and are becoming less rare in other regions.
Counseling is accompanied by pamphlets describing the aptitudes and
academic requirements necessary for various careers.

Extracurricular activities are limited to holiday camps and excur-
sions in most primary schools. Private clubs and associations are popu-
lar at the-intermediate and higher level as is participation in school
government. Interests of student groups involve political, social,
academic, musical, and athletic activities, and service clubs carry on
community welfare projects. Though there are no fraternities or soror-
ities, some university student-run organizations have regional and
national representation and influence.

Grading is based on a scale of 1, t^ 10 or 1 to 100 with 10 and 100
representing the highest possible marks. The lowest passing grade 'is
6 or CO. Examinations are usually held prior to vacations or at the
close of a term. Psychological tests are being used more frequently in
all schools for diagnostic purposes. Examinations play an essential
role in determining students' :wide% emelt'. and readiness for ads ancing
front lower to higher levels of the educational system.

Primary Education

Pre-primary is the lowest les el of Mexican education. It is available
on a limited basis for children from the ages of two through six. Pre-
school education emphasizes early hygienic and emotional training via
singi dancing, ,tranit,-:. and physieal. art lc, and other activities. The
No divisions of lire- primary education are Tiarderi(m fantiles
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(nursery school) for ages tw o through four, directed by the Ministry of
Public Ile ilth am! ja, tutu s (le iiiios for ages four through six, directed

by the II istry of Education. .

At age six a child enters primal school which ideally lasts for 6

ears. The primary school curriculum is comprehensive and, stresses

total personality development intellectu tly, socially, aesthetically,
and physically. Facilities are classified according to whether they are
urban, rural, boarding, or -123 ;:ellools." Urban and rural institutions
are geared to their respective em ironments; boarding schools are for

pupils living great distances from available day schools, and 123 insti-

tutions (named for the constitutional article creating them) are spon-

sored by large emploers for their employees children.
The program for all primarl schools is divided into three cycles of

2 years and the contents of the first Ode are enlarged and intensified
in the succeeding Qcles. The cycles attempt to give every child as much

knowledge as possible during the first 2 years since the majority of
pupils nes er reach the tipper cycles. Students that do complete the
sixth year ate, granted mrtilicates allowing them to move up to the

secondary level.
Secondary Education

The two main types of secondary education are sectoda ria.s and

pry paratorks. I3oth types of schools emphasize culturaldevelopment
of students, as described for the primary level, in addition to prepar-
ing thent for vocational and technical careers or for higher level

studies.
In serliviaTh8 the program nsuallY lasts :3 ear:, fter completing

the third ear. students may receise terminal certificates or go on for

years of additional training in vocat ioti,t1, agricultural, military, nurs-
ing. normal, and other types of schools. The preparatoria training
lasts vears and is administereit by uni \ ks instead-of the Educa-
tion Ministr since their purpo,e to prepare students for higher level

studies. Upon successfully completing the,program, students are
gra nt NI a hu,,/,;//i Ito (bachelors degree ; Mexican degrees should not

he confused with the one- rout ferret! in the 15.S. For example, the
Mexican bachelor MN ()kV, I i \ eat s of work while the degree by the
same name in A nierican institutions requires 16). With a barhillerato,_

ildentS 111'1N
IW:r111 working in thoir chosen career or go on to the

.unn -ides or higher technical schools.

11igher Education

Ili:flier level educat on u:.nallt lasts front to 7 years and offers a
r, ale ranli-e of stud opportunities. The cent .r of higher education is

the National Alain 'a rim ersity and almost all state and private
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universities arc affiliated with and follow the National University's
organizat4on and operational structure.

The universities are organized into faculties, schools, and research
institutes. Faculties grant professional titles and the academic degrees

of maestro (masters) and (foctorado (doctorate). Faculties also have
the classical meaning, namely, a group of professors in a teaching divi-

_ sion of the university. Schools oiler studies leading to professional
titles though they do not normally grant degrees. Research institutes

.are composed of groups of investigators who carry out research in

-both the sciences and humanities. 1, 1

Unlike the preceding levels of instruction, where control rests in
the hands of Education Ministry officials, the autonomous universi-
ties have their own administrative board and are fr e from govern-
ment control. The National University is run by a g Verning board,
the rector, a university council and a financial commit ee. The govern-

ing board has final authority and control of the university and elects
the rector, who corresponds to the president of a college or university

in the United States. The rector presides er the uni ersity council
composed of directors from the faculties schools, research' institutes,
and delegates from the facnit and students. The university council
has jurisdiction over administ ative and academic problems not dele-

gated to the governing boar The financial committees handles uni-
versity budgets and fi mites.

The purposes of I Titer education are to produce professionals and
trained specialists (general education is the responsibility of the pri:
mary and secondary schools), to extend the benefits of Mexican cul-
ture as widely as possible, to carry out research, and \ to analyze
national conditions and problems, working toward solut'ons to the
latter.

At the National University, architecture, medicine, and 1 w are the
most popular subjects. Many of the 29 states have public u iversities
whose fields of specialization mirror the needs of the region in - ' ich

they are located. The government maintains a number of hi her hati-
tutes, notably the National Polytechnic Institute. These schools spe-
cialize in practical technical and vocational fields such as m chanical
engineering. Other important higher education institutions i Mexico

include the National School of Anthropology and History and the In-
stitute of 1Palth nd Tropical Diseases.

The quality and quantity of work required for degrees friloin the

numerous higher education institutions vary considerably front school
to school and from department to department. Generally; r quire-
Inentsfor the masters degree are a bachelor degree, specified course
examinations, and a thesis. The doctorate requires a masters egree,

-prescribed courses and seminars, foreign languages, examin dons, --
and a thesis.
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Ofhrr t, pc, of school institutions include those for adults and for
special chit lren. Adult education is carried out through the urban,
rural, and Indian literacy centers, cultural znisions, and night schools.

A limited number of special schools, sponsored by the Mini§try of
Education and Public Welfare, are in operation for blind, handi-
capped, retarded, and abnormal children,

Private Schools

Private schools account for about one.- fourth of all Mexicanedtka-
tional activity. Their organization and operations, by lamyfohow the
patterns of the public schools from pre-primary through the higher )
levels:, rivate institutions play a valuable role in supplementing tll,e';
public sclzoo cation offerings since t he latter's resources are milt)
to meet the needs of soele y:------__' /

Religious groups sponsor literacy progritms-and_schools at alfievels-----_ ,
and many of these institutions ha% e gained reputations for high in-
tellectual standards and achievemebts. American, Britsh, German,
and French-run schools also operate in Mexico: These 1.74ehools offer the
children of foreign businessmen, diplomats, and 04...3 of international
organizatio.i, a chance to prepare for schools outs 16 of Mexico as y,ell
as giving additional educational opportunities ViMexicans.

Notable private schools include the Instpite of Thchnology and:
Higher Studies at Monterrey and the University of the:Americas in
Mexico City: The Institute is patterned fier the Massachusetts Insti-

/ trite of Technology and is sponsored l local busincssznen and Indus-

/ tialists w ho benefit from the skilled manpower provided by the
school. The 'University Ras found it in.1910 as an extension of the
American School Foundation (a/ iIi.'-'i li school mainly for the children
of Attie' lean iesidents in the cowary ). Today it offers bachelors and
masters liberal arts degrees with specialties in hispanic studies, arch -
eology, and art. The school is on the quarter system and the summer
quaff ter has bey popular ,.1t11 students from the -United States.

'reacher Training

Students w ho ha% e graduated fi 0111 primary school and who desire
to beconle teachers are given aptitude tests and interviews. When
inlinission reipzirenients have been met they may enter either a rural
or urban es( acIft oormairs (normal school). Both programs last ti
years and co% er three cycles, intermediate general education, general
professional training, and specialized profe.ssional training. Students
may 11100:(` bUt %%('Cii se' era; specialties to become kindergarten or pri-
mary teachers, phy-ical training instinctors, or teachers of abnormal
child, en. SVCial 1101'111111Se1100:ti all' 1,11A hied for the latter tw o,choices.
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The distinction bets een urban and rural normal schoOls is mainly

one of orientation toward the needs of either city or country eliildren.

However, graduates from urban normal schools may teach anywhere

= in the nation While rural normal graduates may only teach hi rural
regions unless they receive further training.

Students, if they wish to teach at the secondary level, go into eduJ
cational administration or earn a doctorate in education, enter an
--esewela normal superior (higher normal school). Admission requires

a diploma from a low/ol normal school or a bachelor from a prepara-
_tory school with 4 years of teaching experience at the primary level.
Over a dozen fields of specialization are offered, su as world history,
civics, chemistry, and physics. Students' programs us lly last 4 years
and include both general and particular courses in their chosen fields

. -of specialization. The higher Or nal school grants specialized degrees
in education but the masters an doctorate in subject fields are con-
ferred only by special arrangement with the National University.

_# To teach at the highest levels, a masters or doctorate is normally
required, though there are no ,uniform procedures for choosing pro-
fessors.,The official head of the institution or an administrativeboard
-may make an appointment while in other4universities competitive ex-

; uminations-determinc; the selection. .

Mexican teachers studying i either countries is one aspect of the
,Republic's large scale, teacher trai program.. i

Qualified teachers at pre-primary, primary, and secondary levels
are placed, on an official scale for budgetary purposes, and salaried as
well as promotions are regulated according to a specifically defined
system though in practice, salaries tend to be higher in the Federal
Pistrict than in outlying regions, and municipalities often determin

!_ their own standards of payment. j'he amount of salary depends i

the teacher's credentials and upon whether they work full-time, half- \
time, or part-time. At the higher levels; part-time and half-time in-
structors

,..

are more common than full-time teachers, in which ,case
they are paid according to the number of hours they teach instead of
by the month. In the past, teachers salaries have beedgenerally.4ower
than the wages of their similarly educated counterparts itother pro-
fessional fields; however, in the last 10 years pay increases hale made
teachers salaries more competitive.

Allstate and most private institutions have teacher pension funds.
Pensions are proportional to the length of time the instrticteir has

_taught. Pensions usually begin at 40 percent pay (the average'Salary
over the last 5 years) after 15 years of service and end with 100'per-
cent salary after 30 years of service. \,

Practically all Mexican teachers belong to union organizations such
as the National Union of Educatiohal Workers. The unk.ns promote
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teacher wel fart, retirement, and fringe benefits such as hospitali?.ation
and accident insurance and 8obresueldos (bonuses). They exert in-
fluence over the government's salary; scales, encouraging higher pay.
Indirectly the unions help attract growing numbers of primary grad-
uates into the .profession through their often successful efforts to in-
crease benefits and salaries for teachers.
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ARTISTIC AN

CHAPTER 10

INTELLECTUAL EXPRESSION

In Mexico, perhapS me than in any other Latin American country,

;artistic, and intellectual ex ession has been a reflection of the coun=

_try's history through the att pt by its artists and intellectuals to

-eStabliSh a national identity, a sei e of uniqueness. The pride of Mexi-

-cans in their history is evident in 11 the arts. They sing of Revolu-
t -tionary heroes; they retain tradi al ces, many of which

_-- incorporate their Indian and Spanish heritage. Sculpture, architect

-ture, and contemporary painting emphasize pre olumbian Indian

-traditions. Philosophers have sought to reinterpret ndian thought.

This pride is not insular, however; Mexican artists d thinkers have

; been open to European and North American influence and have

= =adapted them to fit Mexican needs.
Because of its strong association with history, artistic and intel-

lectual expression has tended in the 20th century to focus on social

problem* rather than universal questions. The dominant theme his

been the Revolution of 1910 and its aftermath, for it was with the

r Revolution that a national character emerged. Revolutionary goals and
.ideals were the principal subjects of writers during the first decades

of the century; the betrayal of these goals and ideals occupied them

kr some time thereafter. They were deeply concerned with the In-

; dianis place in Mexican society, first decrying his exploitation during

the Revolution and later treating problems of incorporating him into

modern society. Painters and sculptors also treated social, economic,

andipolitical subjects inspired by the revolution, reflecting the society's

i dentification with its past and the people's strong sense of nationalism.

Philosophers examined human conduct rather than theories of knowl-

edge, becoming intimately concerned with the revolutionary tradition

and the spread of nationalism.
is the national identity became more 'firmly established, creative

expression began to include other subject matter : with increasing mod-

einization in the country, the clash between traditional and modern

values started to occupy attention. Intellectual and artistic pursuits

have also been modified in recent times by the special interests of the

.society. The Indianist movement, for example, has promoted interest

in and support for archaeological research into pre-Columbian civiliza-

tions. The doctrine of the Roman Catholic Church, the church of
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virtually all Mexicans, has influenced the social and physical sciences,
tending to promote interest in philosophical rather than empirical
quditions.

Artists and intellectuals, are highly regarded by the Mexican people.
The government has contributed much to their support. Painters and
architects are often commissioned by -the government; actors and
dramatists are supported by means of a number of national theatrical
organizations. The''Rallet Folklorico has received active government
encouragement. In 1961, a Center for the Experimental Arts was
founded in Mexico City. Schools have been established by the govern-
ment in various. parts of the country for the training of painters and
sculptors.

Intellectuals are closely associated with the government through
their policy-making functions. Their influence in government is gen-
erally greater than that of their counterparts in many European coun-
tries. Economists in particular have played important roles since the
1930's. Many intellectuals teach part time at the university level; their
occupations outside the universitywhether in business, law, banking,
or governmentprovide them with influential contacts throughout the
society and they serve as a bridge between society and the university.

There is a large degree of occupatiorial and professional diversifica-
tion among artists and intellectuals. These groups display a high
degree of unity and of autonomy in their dealings with the rest of
society. The central focus of artistic and intellectual activity is the
National University in Mexico City. Many artists and intellectuals
are in vigorous communication with their counterparts throughout
Latin America, Western Europe, and the United States. Many have
traveled extensively, which lends to the artistic and intellectual corn-
munity an air of cosmopolitanism. American and European univer-
sities welcome Mexican artists and scholars as visiting lecturers and
professors.

LITERATURE

Mexico's literary tradition begins with the poetry and sacred writ-
ings of the Maya and Aztec civilizations. Parts of the Popol Vuh
(sacred writings of the Maya) survive as do fragments. of poetry
written by Nezahualcoyotl, the 15th century king of Texcoco. A good
deal more literature is believed to have existed; most, however, was
destroyed by colonial churchmen on the grounds that it was inspired
by paganism and retarded the progress of the Indians toward
Christianity.

The most important literary work of the early colonial period was
The chronicles of Bernal Diaz de .Castillo. A firsthand account of the
conquest, it is rich in description and accurate in detail; it remains
one of the best and most colorful sources of information on the conquest
of Mexico.
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Most extraordinary of all literary colonial figures was perhaps S' r
Juana Ines de la Cruz. Born in the late 171h century near the Capital,
she became a nun at 18. She wrote verse, secular and religious plays,
-and essays on the laws of nature and studied astronomy and music.

She a library of 4,000 volumes and her cell became a gather-

: -ing place for the. most distinguished and learned people Of New Spain.
Coleniial literature was in the tradition of Spain almost entirely in

both style and subject matter. Toward the end of the colonial period,

= there was increased stylistic influence introduced from 18th century

-s= French literary circles. During the 19th century, Old influence of
French Romanticism was marked. Romantic novels were extremely
popular; historical novels were almost unknown. Poetry was almost ,

I -entirely dominated by French influence.
Of tho jlrge number of Romantic novelists in the 19th century, the

following were perhaps the most dominant : Adolfo Isaac Alegria,

= Crescencio Carrillo y Ancona, Pedro Castera, Manuel Martinez de
Castro, Vicente Morales, Jose Mafia Ron Barcena. Although the out-

L put of most of these novelists was relatively small, they all made con-

: -siderabIe impression on the French-dominated literate community of

the tune.
With the Revolution (1910-1917) came ,the beginning of a uniquely

Mexican literature. Realistic novels appeared treating themes of Social

= protest, the heroism of revolutionary figures, and the Indian not as
local color but as the central character in Mexican development. Poetry,

.unlike the novel, broke away more slowly from European influences.
Although. some poems treated social disaffection, many still reflected

the concerns of French Romanticism.
Mitriano Aznela (1873-1952) initiated the novel of the Revolution

in 1915 with Los de abajo (The Underdogs), which, by realistically
portraying the exploitation of the Indian, made the Indian the prime
focus of the revolutionary movement. Martin Luis Guzman (b. 1387)
continued the novel of the Revolution into the 1920's with El dguila

y la serpiente (The Eagle and the Serpent), telling of the adventures
of such revolutionary heroes as Pancho Villa.

The revolutionary fervor which produced novels of social protest
began to wane in the 1940's. Younger novelists began explOring new
techniques. Jose Revueltas (b. 1914) used the stream of consciousness
technique in El into human (Human Grief), published in 1943, to tell

= the story of a group of Mexican peasants trapped by floods. The era

of revolution had.not been forgotten, however. In 4l filo del aqua (The

Edge of the Storm), published in 1947, Agustin Yaitez conveyed the

anguish of a church-dominated Indian town on the eve of the Revo-

lution. Since then he has written novels on Mexican society both before

and after the Revolution.
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Although the early revolutionary social protest is not as vigbrotiS,

the Revolution continues to provide subject matter for Mexican novel=
ists. Li Pedro Pdramo,juan Ru lfo (b. 1918) tells of a young man_':
returning to his village in search of his father Paramopdrtimo,
wastelandalludes not only to the barren setting of the novel but
perhaps to the sterility of the prerevolutionary period. The father,
deposed by the Revolution, had been cacique, a man Of much influence
and power over a large region: Rulfo speaks of iman's relationship--;
with his pastthe past in this case being the Revolution, which to:__,"

many Mexicans marks the emergence of their national and 'unituie--,:
identity (see ch. 12, Social. Values; ch. 17, PolitiCal Values andl
Attitudes).

In the .1950's and 1960's,_the_social protest themes of the early rev;_--
olutionary period have evolved into criticism of those who _would

betray revolutionary ideals. La muerte de Artemio Cruz (The Deatli--:
of Artemio Cruz) by Carlos Fuentes (b. 199) chronicles the death,
bed thoughts of a fighter in the Revolution who has prospered at the=
expense of his revolutionary ideals by exploiting Others. One of
Fuente's earlier novels, Lae buenas concieweias (Clear Consciences)'
published in 1959, focuses on the same theme through the story of
laugh() grows to manhood and is corrupted during the period just;

and during the Revolution.
Other present-day novels attack corruption through the presenta-

tion of a gap between generations. The young are often presented as
pure and honest, while the older characters are corrupt, dogmatid; =
or life-denying. Many novels treat the dilemma presented by the Co- ==
existence of, traditional and modern societies: the values of the closed
Indian communities inevitably clash with those Of the modernized, -;

urban middle class (see ch. 12, Social Values).
Mexican poets broke away from French Romanticism more slowly

than novelists. The first to make the break, and the most widely recog-
nized contemporary poet, is Octavio Paz (b. 1914)..ne has been deeply
influenced by translations of Aztec religious poetry. His early poems
consider the nature of creation and the unconscious sources of poetry,
which he later identified with pre-Columbian sources. His most famous
poem, "Piedra de sol" ("Sun Stone"), treats history as a cyclical
process ; the sun stone on which the Aztec calendar was inscribed is
an integral part of the Mexican hiStorical cycle.

Since 1945, Mexican poetry has followed along lines developed by
Paz but with considerable independence of style and theme as well.
Ali Chumacero (b. 1918) treats themes of nihilism and frustration.
Jaime Sabines (b. 1925) speaks for the transitional Indian caught in
the confusion and mercilessness of city life, yet dominating it through -_
the force of his legends. Rosario Castellanos (b. 1925) also speaks
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from the :Indian's point of view. Antonio pontes de Oca (b. 1932),

like Paz, is conce;:ned with the nature and sotireesof poetry.
While Mexican folk drama continues to emphasize traditional In-

dian themes, the lives of religious saints, and Churclilituals, much of

modern drama shares with postrevolutionary novels- and poetry the

themes of social protest and the problems of man in the modern world.

A search for a national identity or character has been the subject of

some playwrights while others have concerned themselves with the

effects on mail of modernization and changing values. European and

-North American influences are to be found, especially in stylistic and

production innovations.
The modern theater in Mexico had its inception in 1928, with the

foundation of the Teatro Ulises, an experimental group of dramatists.

These men, important not only in their own right but also as teachers

of the present generation, include Xavier Villaturutia, Salvador Novo,

and Celestino Gorostiza. Gorostiza's work focuses on an exploration
and definition of the Mexican character. Many consider his Corona de

-sombra (Crown of Shadows-1945) and El gestieulador (The Gestic-
ulator-1947) among the best productions of the contemporary Latin

American theater.
Since World War II, interest in the drama has increased markedly.

The DepartMent of Theater of the National Institute of Fine Arts,

the- School of Dramatic Arts, and National Theater Festivals have

-all been founded since that time. Probably most famous of contempo-

rary dramatists is Emilio Carballido, whose output ranges from Hos-

alba y los Llaveros (Rosalba and the Llatzro Family-1950), which
introduced to Mexican audiences the possibility of treating serious
Problems in a comic fashion, to Medusa (1965), a complex vision of
man's spiritual death in the modern world.

Other important members of the current group of dramatists include

Luisa Josefina Hernandez, Sergio Magafia, Elena Garro, and Carlos
SolOrzano. Hernandez is concerned with provincial life, the role of

women in Mexican society, and of late, social criticism. Magafia is

noted for unusual experiments in form. Garro is closely related -to
the theater of the absurd. Solorzano, influenced by French play -
wrights, has moved towards a concept of theater, which is the

focus for his vision of man's eternal struggle against human and cos-

mic repression.
MUSIC AND THE DANCE

Music has long been preeminent in Mexican culture. The Aztecs

possessed a Variety of instruments; those which have been discovered

recently indicate the ancient tribes knew of harmony 200 years before

it evolved in Europe. Aztec composers and musicians were part of the

staff of a palace. When the Spaniards introduced stringed instru-

,..4:494499
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ments, the Indians showed great eagerness and aptitude in learning
to play them.

Today, a guitar appears at ahnost any gathering. Almost no village,
however small, is without a band. Maria-Ws (wandering musicians
dressed as charros or Mexican cowboys) and marimba (a percussion_
instrument similar to the xylophone) players are present at markets,
celebrations, and private parties. Corridos, or ballads, tell of tragic
love affairs, catastrophes, or the exploits of revolutionary heroes and
banditsthe assassination of Madero, the pursuit of Pancho Villa,
or the killing of Zapata. History and news events thus are told in, music
for the illiterate thousands. Radios and jukeboxes are common and
transmit not only Mexican music but popular music derived from
European and North American sources. popular composer Agustin

'Lira and singer Pedro Vargas are internationally known.
The National 'Symphony orchestra has a, repertoire of European

classical compositions but specializes in music of contemporary Latin-
American composers. The most influential contemporary Mexican com-
poser is Carlos Cluivez (b. 1899), who has produced nationally inspired
music distinct from the European concept of nationalism in music.
Cluivez' nationalism is of a social character, born of the Revolution.
He uses revolutionary songs in his scores and attempts to accentuate the
Indian contribution of Mexican music. More recent composers, such as-
Daniel Ayala (b. 1008), Blas Galindo (b. 1911), Salvador Contreras
(b. 1912); and Pablo Moncayo (b. 1912) have remained attached to
the nationalist and revolutionary tradition begun by Cluiez.

The dance in Mexico has also been highly nationalistic in character.
Many traditional Indian dances survive, such as Los Viejitos (The
Little Old Men) and the spectacular Los Voladores (The Flyers). In
the latter, five men costumett.as hawks leap from a tall pole to which
they are tied, and, as the ropes unwind, the men appear to be flying
to the ground. Other dances combine elements from the country's his-
tory. The feather dancers of Oaxaca dance and act stories of the
conquest. Another dance, reflecting Spanish influence, depicts the
struggle between the Moors and the Christians. The Shell Dancers of
the central plateau dance to honor the four winds and also the meth
&Nita (commnion table). Tile national folk dance, the jambe hipatio,
is a heel and toe rhythm dance which ends with the music of the bull-
fight. The widely acclaimed Ballet FolklOrico of Mexico City, which
has toured internationally has incorporated many of the traditional
Indian folk dalices into its repertoire.

PAINTING, SCULPTURE, AND ARCHITECTURE

Mexican paintirig...has_fzind highly developed expression in the
form of murals; its roots are in the murals of Aztec and Maya
pyramids. Mexicans explain the development of the mural as an
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attempt by the artist to communicate significant ideas in artistic
form to the common people. Painting is for the purpose of public,
information, not for private amusement': portraiture, for example,
-has been little developed. The subjects of Murals are the lives of the
people., often at a-dramatic and desperate pitch. Revolutionary heroes
are depicted at their moments of crisis; Indians at their moments of
despair. In execution, the Mexican muralists have been influenced

,..
greatly by the French schools of cubism and impressionism.

Muralist art is an expression of nationalism inspired by the Rei.olu-
tion. This .expression has involved the rediscovery of subjects and

--techniques from the pre-Columbian Indian traditions, their blending
with Hispanic ideals, and their adapflition to contemporary trends.
Shortly after the outbreak of the Revolution, Jose Vasconcelos, Minis-

ter of Education under President Obregen, organized the first official
support that made the development of the muralist movement possi-

ble. From this- movement emerged three outstanding figures: Diego
Rivera (1886-4957), David Alfaro Siquieros (b. 1896), and Jose
Orozco (1883-1949). .

Diego Rivera, best known for his murals in the National Palace of
Mexico, -was the first Latin American painter to receive international

= recognition. In subject matter, lie exalted the Revolutionists, the
Indian, and the Mexico of the Aztecs; he vilified the representatives
of capitalism,,the church, and the conquest. In style, his work ranges
from impressionism to surrealism, through many intermediate stages.

David Alfaro Siquieros is known as the foremost innovator in con-
temporary Latin American painting techniques. His murals depict

alpolitical and economic views; his characters are ten symbolic and
are portrayed in highly dramatic settings. He is of the opinion that
easel painting, because of its size, is an outworn and selfish mode of
artistic expression; ho believes that painting shyuld be for the masses
and not for any particular elite. Among his most notable works are
Retrato de la burguesia (Portrait of the Bourgeoisie) located in the
Electricians' Union headquarters, and Por una Seguridad completa y
para todos los Mexicans (In behalf of Complete Security for all
M_ exicans) located in the Social Security Hospital in Mexico City.

The third of the famous muraliSts, Jose Orozco, first dedicated him-
self to social caricature. In a 1916 exhibition he portrayed a sick society
of dwarfs, cripples, and prostitutes in need of transformation through
the work of revolutionary heroes. In 1923 he painted his greatest mural
depicting the symbolic trinity of peasant, worker, and soldier. His
later work concentrates on the tragic and cruel aspects of life, often
depicting events of desparate energy during the revolutionary
struggle. These themes are particularly apparent in iiis mural at the
National Preparatory School in Mexico City.

The major figure in contemporary Mexican painting is Rufino
Tamayo. Although he has worked as a muralist, he is primarily an
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easel painter. Ile is less nationalistic than his predecessors and rejects
what he considers to be an artificial display of folklore, revolution, and "
propaganda. Instead, Tiunayo expresses his nationalism by looking
for what is uniquely Mexican in ancient art and architecture, in In- ;
dian uses of proportion, balance, and color.in his Mind, a nationalism
that rejects outside influences or that uses art as propaganda hinders-
the development of both artist and nation.

Mexican sculpture emphasizes traditional Indian stylistic forms
and subjects. It has been influenced to some extent by recent European-_
trends, but its most important influence remains pre-Columbian Maya
and Aztec statuary. As_ with many of the other arts, the Mexicanl
sculptor is concerned with creating a uniquely Mexican style anctstib-
ject matter. Perhaps more so than other artists, however, the Mexican
smIptor is concerned also with appealing not just to hiS countrymen-
but to an international art public as well.

The most famous sculptors have produced their work since this_
Revolution and include Ignacio Asunsolo (b. 1890), F_ ratiCiseoi
Zuiliga (born in Costa Rica in 1913), Arenas Betancourt "(born in ;
Colombia in 1919), and German Cueto (b. 1893). All=have attempted=
to give expression to the pre-Columbian past in stone, metal, and-
terra-cotta. Mathias Goeritz (born in Germany in 1915) has espe-
cially contributed to the international rephtation of Mexican scuipture,_
particularly in his work since 1949.

Architecture has been one of the most active nd controversial of-
the arts since shortly after the Revolution. Especi lly since 1930, there

has been much controversy between nationalistic rchitects, who seek
to maintain an indigenous'and traditional style i their creations, and
functionalists, who desire to spread modern st les and techniquis
throughout Mexico. Most of the work carried o t by the government
since 1945 has been entrusted to private architects, anitit is here that
functionalism predominatesalthough sometimes the functionalism
is difficult to recognize underneath the decorative murals.

The modern era in architecture began in 1929, when Juan O'Gorman
built in the style of the French architect Le Corbusier a combination-
house and studio for muralist Diego Rivera. Since then Le Corbusier's
theories have been combined with pre-Columbian patterns, particu-

olarly in the area of low-cost housing. Considerable innovation has been
' the result of the work of Pedro Ramirez Vfizques in the production

of rural prefabricated school buildings between 1958 and 1964; schools
can now be produced rapidly on an assembly line. The National Uni-
versity (1953) in Mexico City was the work of many architects and
emerges as a blend of styles; it is considered by many to be outstanding
hi its'architectuml deSikn.

The functionalist-nationalist tcontradiction seems_to be on its way
to resolution, as exemplified by the National Anthropological Museum
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in Mexico.City, completed in 1964 by Pedro,liamirezVazques, Rafael

Mijares, and Jorge Cantpuzano. This eclitice succeeds In blending
-functionalist appeal with expressions of Mexico's Past. Mexican archi-

tects are experimenting with new styles Mid techniques: concrete shells,

for example, have been used both for 1actories and-churclies.
Coexisting with modern trends in' painting, sculpture, and archi-

tecture are the traditional handicrafts. Especially well-known interna-
tionally are the ornamental tiles and onp--1(1:t 4bjects from Puebla, the

-black pottery of Oaxaca, and-the variety of silver items produced in
Taxco. Among most groups, the production of handicrafts has changed
little since before the conquest; Indians in Taxco have been making

sirver and turquoise jewelrySince -the 15th century.

INTELLECTUAL EXPRESSION

Prior to the Revolution, most Mexican philosophic..) thoughtstended
-to sere the needs of church, stater.school, or ipatkstry. It is with
Antonio Caso and Jos6 Vardncelos that 9.0th-century Mexican
_philosophy, as-an,iridependent field of inquiry, began. Both Caso and
Vasconcelos wereinfluenced by French philosophers Blaise Pascal and

Henri BergsoniCaso's Christian philosophy of the wor=d attempts to
resolve_strainjin the Bergsonian philosophy. Vasconcelos' efforts were

directed toward developing a harmonious m tical philosophy.
Historically, Mexican philosophy was conditi ned by\ a number of

factors-different from those which affected most of Weitern Europe
-( excepOpain) and North America. Indian prec nceptions retained a
considprable hold in Mexico. In addi 'on, the ieological doctrines of

the Counter-Reformation encountered no i osophical challenges. En-
lightenment thought, which spread across Europe in the 1t1/2,th century,

did not reach Mexico until the latter part of the 19th century; when it
did arrive, it was in a form much diluted with Romanticiim.

Mexican philosophical effort expresses itself in the search 'for politi-

cal, social, and artistic goals and ideals. It is not as much concerned

with problems of phenomenology, epistomology, or methodology as is

Western European and North American philosophyoMeXican philos-

ophy tends toward a tragic view of life in which the indiVidual is
perceived as being in eternal conflict with himself and the world
around him. This conflict cannot be resolved and the individual cannot
win: Man must find his plape between the conflicting elements of din

cumstance and the needs of his own personality. Mexican thought is

thus dominated by problems of human conduct, not by problems Of

knowledge. Philosopher Francisco Garcia Calderon argues that the
enduring philbsophical ideas in Mexico are social in kind.

Caso and Vasconcel uenced by French Romantic philosophy,
dominated philosopl cal thought from 1900 to 192). Since that time
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the dominant influence has been the Spanish philosopher Jose Ortega
y Gossett, as interpreted by Mexicans Samuel Ramos and Jos& Romero
Muiioz. Ortega y Gassett provided the conceptual framewOrk for the
attempt by the generation,of philosophers coining out of the Revolu-
tion to develop a uniquely Mexican philosophy of life. Ortega y
Gassett's perspectivism argues that each nation must produce a unique
philosophical image of its own values and consciousness, its ideals and
aspirations, its system of social and political' thought'. Mexican
philosophers continue to attempt to interpret the tenets of Oit-eg7i7
.Gassett to fit Mexican needs.

Other currents of contemporary philosophical expression suggest
that there is a trend toward Wider integratidn of Mexican thought
with American and European materialist philosophy. It-is likely that
increasing attention will be paid to pragmatic and, empirical.
philosophy as economic conditions in the country improve. As social
problems are resolved, the social content of Mexican philosophical
thought will give wa1 to broader, more universal considerations.

Humanities ficulties exist in many of the couniry's 39 universities
(see ch. 9, Eductifion). Degrees are granted in music, architecture art
(including painting and sculpture), literature, and history. :The
humanities continue to operate under scholastic methods of instruc-
tion which emphasize memorization ; teaching centers around a lecture
rather than a tutorial system. A notable exception is the internationally
respected work in anthropology tnd archaeology centered at the
National :University and the National Anthropological Museum iri =

Mexico City. Much empirical research has been carried out in, the)
area of pre-Columbian civilizations. Students from all ever the wort _s
are attracted to the National University4to take part in this program,:

The social sciences (with the exception of anthropology) are meta-
physica, rather than empirical in orientation. Sociology is influenced
to a large extent by the metaphysical German school. Political science
emphasizes the history of Western political tliought. Medieval thought
is studied closely, especially that of St. Augustine and St. Thomas
Aquinas, reflecting the influence of Roman Catholicism in the country.
The field of economics is particularly forward-looking: the problems
of modernization are studied and training is given in practical policy
decision- making, business enterprise, and banking. History is con-
cerned with the tkevelopment of Western civilization generally. and
Latin American civilization in particular. Special emphasis is placed
on the history of Mexico since the time of Independence.

The physical sciencies are not as empirically oriented as in Europe
or North America ; little original research is done. With increased
laboratory space and modern facilities, especially at the university\
level, it is probable that an empirical approach will begin to develop."' \
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1 CHAPTER 11

RELIGION

In most sections of Mexico, Roman Catholicism, the predominant
faith, is somewhat mixed with pre-Conquest indigenous religions.

7 This fusion manifests itself in beliefs and practices that are often far
removed from orthodox Catholic dogma.,,'

Religion in remc areas tendS to pervade all aspects of life, while in
urban areas the tendency to isolate religion into just another segment
of living is often evident, thus decreasing the influence of religion in

, extra-spiritual affairs.
Contemporary Catholicism in Mexico must contend with a myriad

of problems including inter-ecclesiastic disagreements and.a lack of
priests. Also, there is the task of trykg to keep Church tracliti,04,
beliefs, and valaes intact yet relevant and viable in a society of rapidly
rising population, changing social structures, and increasing secu-
larization. Despite and partially because of the problems and handl-
ca.ps faced by the Church, its activities have greatlktriCreased in the
last 20 years and today Catholicism is in many respecti)more robust in
Mexico than in .any other Latin American country. Construction of
new churches, numerous religious processions and pilgrimages,
flourishing religious orders, and seminaries and schools attest to

Catholicism's vitality.
Minority religions in Mexico are also prosperiw;Early Protestants,

Jews, and others confronted religious ranr--frora many Catholics
who thought of them as foreign invaders. Gradually much of the
hostility, subsided as leaders of the various sects and Catholicism
decided that they should work together to combat widespread religious,
indifference instead of each other. In 1968, special joint Catholici
Pr-:_! ant worship services were held, reflecting the increased cordial->t
ity Irrnecooperation between religious groups in Mexico.

The impact and importance of other religions is relatively slight
compared to the influence of Catholicism. The Church has played a
paramount role-iit.shaping Mexico's cultural heritage and history from
the Conquest's earliest days to the 20th century.

Usually the tallest and most impressive structures in cities, towns,
and villages are the chtirches. Their bell towers are a majestic and
prominent, feature of every Mexican cultural landscape along with
wayside shrines, crosses, and other religious symbols: Each year is
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punctuated with holy days and celebrations in which millions of Om

faithful 'nate Besides consoling in times of need and despair

and pr fe after death, Catholicism' festivals and celebrations
allow 1 multitudes to temporarily escape the drudgery and
toil of mundane life, giving -Chem a chance for self-expression, merri-

ment, and Mirth.
The Church has traditionally been conservative and wary of any

changes in the status quo that might affect its position and influence.
This conservatism has been n potent influence in Mexican historical

events.
In the 16th, 17th, and 18th centuries the Church gained great po- ;

litical, economic, and social power which i1t the 19th and 20th centuries;
liberals sought to curb. Unti,Lrecently church activity and revolution-
ary political activity were incompatible and Mexico sufferedyearS of
conflict, violence, and unrest as Church and State vied for power.
Eventually the Church was separated howl the state but kept under
tight state control. In the last 30 years an atmosphere of mutual tea-
erance has prevailed although the anti-clerical restrictions, such aS'=
nationalizing churches and forbidding 'clergymen to own property,
vote, or hold public office, remain in the Constitution.

Church-state relations in mid-1968 were much more amicable than
they have been in the past. There were cries from radical Revolution, =
aries who bemoaned waning anti-clerical law enforcement and feared=
a revival of Cht,rch .political power. There were also worried ultra-
conservative Charch leaders who feared a return of the excessively
severe anti-clerical measures encated under Calles. Bufthe paramount
prOblem confronting religion in 1968 in Mexico was no4onger anti -
Church legislation, the majority of ivhich was nominal. Rather it was
apathy and lack of actual participation by the pious.

THE CHURCH IN MEXICAN HISTORY

Colonial Period

Attending the spiritual needs of the Spanish conquerors and con-
verting Indiaps to Christianity were the primary responsibilities of
the missionaries who followed the conquistadores to the new world.
These spiritual conquerors were usually as intelligent and resourceful
as their military counterparts and considerably more compassionate.
Begitiiing their evangelical efforts in 1522, tlre friars converted thou=
sands of Indians by the end of the century arid millions by the end of
the colonial period. By that time, all but the most inaccessible natives
had at, least been nominally Christianized and religion in Mexico was
nearl -universal.

arious factors contributed to the missionaries' phenomenal success
with conversions, including the high character of the early friars,
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similarities between Christian and Indian forms of religion and the
support and.cooperation of the gotfrnment. The early friars were
dedicated and intensely religious menwho saw the pagan civilization

as evil and corrupt. They tried to eradicate such Indian practices as

human sacrifice, and replace them With Catholic dogma taught in

doetrinas (primary schools) and later in secondary schools and uni-

versities. At the same time they introduced European techniques of
agriculture, .carpentry, masonry, and weaving along with building
roads, aquaducts, and hospitals. They developed painting and archi-

tecture via-the countless churches, monasteries, and schools that were
constructed and they tried to protect the Indians from the con:
quistadores and Spanish settlers.

The missionaries found that many of the Indians' religious cere-
,

-montes, at least superficially, coincided with their own. These

resemblances made the transition from idolatry to Christianity easier.
Also, the friars often built churches directly on top of the pagan
shrines they had just destroyed, thus transferring the attributes of the
ancient divinities to the Catholic figures that replaced them.

A,quasi-theocratic government prevailed in Spain 'mt the time of the

Conquest, and the Crown ruled the Church as a matter ofhight,
granted to it by Papal decree. This arrangement, called real patrariato

(royal patronage), allowed the Crown to make all eccleiiastical ap-
pointments and control Church revenues. In return the Church had
the moral and financial backing of -the Crown which maintained the
missionaries in their work and set up the Inquisition to preserve re-
ligious unity and punish heresy or treason. The intimate Church-state
relationship in Spain made these crimes synonymous. Thus the Church

-became not only the dominant religious, economic, moral, and social

force in Mexico during the colonial period, it also had the important
political function of upholding the sanctity of the Crown.

-These factors tended to augment the religious and civilizing process.

and 'hold the country together ut clerical conflicts and crisis were

caused by the lower moral chara er of the priests who came later and

the enmity between higher and wer clergy. With notable exceptions,
-the priests who followed the first wave of friars were not as zealous

or eager to Christianize and help the Indians, but served the spiritual

needs, of the rich Spanish landlords who, upon dying, bequeathed the
priests property, cattle, and large endowments of gold and silVer. The

clergy became richer and less conscientious and the increase in wealth
accompanied a decline in morals. By the end of the 18th century the
Church owned almost two-thirds of all money in circulation and more

than half of Mexico's land. .
Much of the accumulating wealth belong to the secular or higher

clergy who handled administrative responsibilities for the proliferat-

. lug parishes set up by the lower clergy. Each secular 'priest was the
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highest civ,i1 authority in his village, and fueros (clerical immunities)
put him beyond the reach of Civil courts and invited abuses of power.
They were Spanish-born, loyal to the Crown, and loath to the new and
heretical ideas of nationalism, liberty, and equality originating in
France. The lower clergy were mainly Mexican-born, often mestizos,
a5 impoverished as their parishioners, and identified with them. TO
these men the French ideas did not seem beyond reason or unaccept-
able. It was tIlo of these lower clergymen, Hidalgo and Morelos, who
-helped initiate the struggle that eventually led to Mexico's
independence.

Independence

The Independence movement was harshly denounced by higher
clergy not anxious for a change in the status quo which might en-
danger their powerful and privileged position. However., it revolution-
ary movement brought liberalism to Spain in 1820 and consequent
intervention in Church affairs which alarmed the ecclesiastic hierarchy
in Mexico and caused them to reverse their position.

Independence became a reality in 1821 and brought the relation-
ship between Church_and state into the open. Mexico's fist independ=
ent government acknowledged the state religion to be universally
Catholic, mid for a time the Church was allowed to maintain its powers
and privileges. Yet without the backing of the Crown via real patro-
nato, its position was in jeopardy. Many state officials claimed that
they should inherit the patronage rights once exercised by the Crown.
Churchmen contended that loss of sovereignty by the Crown meant
that the Church should be given the pow, of patronage. No solu-
tions or agreements were reached but increased anti-clerical feelings
caused by intra-clergy conflicts and the envy-arousing wealth of the
Church, and the liberal reforms of the American and French Revolu-
tions. Also a growing belief that the Church's affluence and power
made it a strong rival pOlitical force led Government leaders to begin
stripping the Church of its temporal pow

In 1833 acting President Gomez aeias leveled the first serious
attacks on the Church. Ile secularized education and suppressed the
university because it was under ecclesiastical control, allowed mem-
bers of monastic orders to renounce their vows, declared' the payment
of the tithe was no longer necessary, and tried to present candidates
for parish vacancies as the Crown had under the patronage.

The small but influential and intense-group of liberals were impel.-
vious to pious protests against. Farias' statutes for they were deter-.
mined to free the nation from centuries of clerical domination. The
recently' enacted Church restriction measures were followed by others,
the Ley Juarez (1855), which restricted the jurisdiction of ecclesias-
tical courts; and the Ley Lerdo (1856), which prohibited the Church
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from owning real propert. This %%as an effort to destroy the economic
power of the clergy by forcing them to sell Church-held lands. Violent

_-protests and condemnation of the new laws poured forth front Church
spokeSmen but did little to curb the increasingly liberal Government's
anti-clerical thoves, and in 1857, Benito JuArez promulgated the new
Constitution a hick set the pattern for Church-state relations for years

.to come.
=

The Constitution explicitly reiterated the previously stated restric-
==tions and also declared that members of the clergy were ineligible to
,elect ion as President or as national representatives and that governors
-- were to designate the buildings to be used for religious services. Bookst, e e
and Objects of art belonging to religions communities *ere turned over

to the public museums and religious orders were suppressed.
i An avalanche of scathing denunciations followed from the ecclesias-
=tics, who saw the material power of the Church being shattered by the
liberals. The clergy denied sacraments and even burial to those who

_.had sworn to observe the Constitution. In 1857, a clerical-military alli-
:ance declared- war upon the anti-Church articles. A brutal civil war.
__-ensued with the liberals struggling for.freedom of thought and spied',
i_equality for all citizens, and suppression of clerical power, while the

Church and other conservative elements fought to restore their tradi-
,-_tional position of authority. As the fighting raked, the anti-clerical
laws expain:I. t: sacred ceremonies held outside of churches were for-

, bidden, monastic orders, religious holidays, and 'the ringing of church
bells were regulated. The laws eventually established complete separa-
tion of church and state. .

.Despite the ecclesiastics' outbursts of indignation and their desperate
a-military maneuvering, they saw with chagrin that the Constitutional-
Asts were winning and thlu, the Church was being stripped of all its
,-ancient perogatives. Realizing that a counterrevolution was not pos-
sible using overt force, the clergy tried intrigue and worked for the
fOunding of a monarchy under European protection. This also failed
with the execution of Maximilian in 1867 (see ch. 3, Historical Set-

Iting). Tho anti-Church reform movement initiated by Fariao'and ex-
panded by Jultrez and others appeared to have attained its goal by
= 1.8741

-But, it was a temporary victory, for Porfiro Diaz, with clerical sup-
i=port, spearheaded a successful coup in 1876. Without, making any
!fundamental changes in the laws, he permitted the Church to regain
=part of its 16-st freedom. For example, it was allowed to own buildings

-and acquire real property for the upkeep of these buildings as well

= as reestablish schools and colleges in a number of states. The Church

enjoyed
.enjoyed such prosperity that five new Archbishoprics were created

-,-during the Diaz regime. This tacit consent of revitalized Church in-
Jluence acted as a catalyst to the latent liberal's discontent and it was
, ,
It-potent cause of the Revolt in 1910.
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Revolution

The Revolution of 1910 promised agrarian and educational reform
which alarmed the Churchmen because it would affect their recently
ieacquired landholdings and educational facilities. A Catholic party
supported by prelate patronage unsuccessfully opposed the Revolu-
tionary activities. The Church alienated itself from the Mexicali Ton-
ticians by this meddling in affairs of state and by identifying with:
large landholders and foreigners, especially the Knights of Columbus=
in the United States, who urged the American Government to inter=
vene on behalf of the Mexican Church. Conflicts between Catholies
and the government were accompanied by killing, 'looting, and wide.--
spread lawlessness. The Constitution of 1917 contained stringent re==

strictions that went far beyond those of its 1857 predecessor. In an
attemt to drive the Church out of politics, destroy its social influence
and confine it to strictly religious activities, the Constitution gave
state legislatures the power, to determine the number of clergy needed
in each locality. It also excluded foreign priests and placed furthef
limits ions on the political and property rights of clergymen. If these
and otl r measures had been strictly enforced, the very existence of
the Chur h would have been threatened.

However, the anti-Church clauses were not activated until 1926
under the ailministration of Calles. He was unrelentingly anti-Cath-
olic, and stinging criticism of the government and Constitution by an
Archbishop, coupled with public displays of disobedience on the Part-
of Catholic organizations, incensed Calles to the point of unleashing
all the anti-clerical laws that his predecessors, for pOlitical rellsons,
had ignored. Convents were raided and hundreds of foreign priests
were deported. Congress ratified his Ley Calles which declared that
no priest could teach primary school, no priest could wear religious=
garb in public, and no priest could speak out against the Government-
or Constitution. The state could close any chuFch on short notice if it
failed to comply with the laws. , '

The Church decided that it could not comply to Calles' Laws, which
they found repugnant and intolerable. In a drastic and unprecedented

`move, on July 31, 1920, the Mexican Church suspended all religiouS
exercises. In the predominately Catholic country, the ecclesiastics
strike was a powerful weapon. Organized lay Catholic resistance firs
took the form of a boycott. When neither closing the churches nor t
boycott deterred the government from its course, lay organizatio
individuals, and even priests began resorting to armed violence. Ca l-
ing themselve, thigteroe, they put together small guerrilla armies
which attacked army garrisons, dynamited trains, and burned build-
ings. The government deported many prelates on the charge of inciting
revolts and returned the insurrectionists' violence with its own. A bitter
religious-civil war raged for 3 years. In 1929 several conferences! be-
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tween the Mexican President and Church representatives, withUnited
States Ambassador Morrow acting as intermediary, brought a gradual

conciliation and churches reopenedin June 1929.

The modus vivendi did not bring hostilities to an end. Throughout
the early 1930's the hierarchy and conservative Catholic action groups
continued to-press for what they felt were the legitimate rights of the
:Church. Liberal politicians were piqued by what they felt was flagrant

=disregard of Constitutional laws by khe religious groups' activities.
-Since the late 1930's both sides have moderated their positions and rela-

=tive hatmony in Mexico's Church-state relations was achieved through
_ainelioration- of the major friction-producing issues. These issues in-

Chide-Clerics -in- politics, Church ownership of private property, the
number and nationality of priests, and parochial education.

Thee Constitution - explicitly forbids clerical interference in politics.

Hovieeve.e, as the-revolutionary government grew in strength and "con -

fidence and as Mexican-born priests ascended into the Catholic

r _=hierarchy (replacing the deported foreign-born priests who were gen-

=erally more- given -to clericism), a flicker of empathy began to develop
_between the two.. Though no Catholic political parties as such were

-_-allowed in -Makes various Church-oriented political groups were
_tolerated_ in mid-1968. Partido Nacionalista de Maio:, (PNM) and

= Uni6nNaciorial Sinarquista were openly pro-Catholic. Priests advised

_parishioners to support political candidates favoring Church interests
and rights. Many clerics have been particularly outspoken against
What they believe to be grave Communist dangers in Mexico. In 1962,

10,000 persons gathered outside the Basilica de Guadalupe in Mexico
City as part of a prayer sessions in support of the United States posi-
tion in the_ Cuban crisis. Priests have gone so far as to threaten peas-

nts with excommunication for joining Communist groups. Liberal
'spokesmen are quick_to point out such instances of political meddling

ut the Church hierarchy usually avoids identifying with the pro-
Catholic factions and individuals, thus avoiding state reprisals.

. The Constitution declares all churches, rectories, and convents to
be government property, gives individual states the power to control

the number of clergymen permitted within their boundaries and pro-

; hibits foreign-born priests. The government's permission is required
before a new church structure may be built. In most states the clergy
hayA no problem securing building permits though some states still
occasionally deny petitions. Once constructed, a church becomes na-

tional property. Church officials have said that a constitutional amend-
ment allowing them to own new church buildings used exclusively for
worship purposes should be enacted. Clergymen also maintain that the
mandate allowing states to determine the number of priests contradicts
the Constitutional guarantee of religious liberty. Without changing
the laws the revolutionary government has decreased the tension thesse

.
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is.ucs produce by overlooking some violations of the religion- suppress -._
ing statutes. The noticeable number of foreign-born Jesuits active in
several parts of the country is an example of the de facto allowances
tacitly granted to the Church by the government.

Article 3 of the Constitution, which aimed at removing all vestiges
of religious education in the schools, was amended in 1945. It still
prohibited religious elementary, se 'ondary, and normal education, but
not theological seminaries or univtrsities. Also, private institutions
were allowed to exist as long as they received permission from the
government and oriented their instruction toward the state educational!',
ideals of developing a love for the country, an awareness Of interim=
tionalissm, independence and justice, fighting against ignorance
dice and fanaticism, and remaining completely free of all religiont;
doctrine (see ch. 9, Education). Church schools began to operate under
ostensibly private auspices though they were named after patriots ;in-
stead of saints.

In 1062, 30,000 church schools prospered as "private" institutions._
Notwithstanding the church schools' new -freedom, control over the
schools by the government was growing, not subsiding-. The public
schools were also flourishing and an increasing percentage of the
nation's teachers' were from schools under government control. In
the church schools religious instruction was not extensive due to the_;
heavy schedule imposed by government regulation. Also, required:
state textbooks precluded church schools from over- emphasizing
religion.

The obligatory textbooks caused an altercation showing that Church-
state relations, though much improved, were far from perfect. In 1960
the Government' provided free and compulsory textbooks for all ele-
mentary schools both public and private. Some Catholic priests,.

. parents, and businessmen criticized the books as leftist and anti=
clerical and staged numerous protests against them. The books con-
tinned to be distributed and Church complaints have decreased some-
what with the government allowing more tolerance in their selection.

Despite growing rapport between Church and government, numer-
ous religion-suppressing statutes remain clamped oh the Church and
many persons feel these laws are unjust, outmoded, unpopular, and
oppressive.

THE CONTEMPORARY SCENE

Religions of Mexico

Catholicism is the predominant religion in Mexico with over 36
million followers in 1067. The number of Catholics in the total popu-
lation has decreased' slightly in the last 30 years from about 97.8 per-
cent in 1930 to 95.5 percent in 1960, though Mexican church member-
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ship stati tics vary considerably and percentage estimates for 1960
range fi m about 87.to 07 percent of the total population.

Mem n Catholicism has social and regional variations in ritual and
l_sacramen observance. Upper classes adhere to formal Catholic doc-

; trines and look with disdain on lower class pious practices which are
-,--often a fusion of Christian and pagan elements, held- over tenaciously
-"from pre-Conquest Aztec and Maya religions. Generally, Christian

_-features prevail in.the northern states and in major urban areas, while
Indian beliefs and practices are prevalent in the Yucatfin Peninsula

=z-4-and in peripheral population regions.
It is interesting to note that the strongest Catholic areas today are

generally those in which the main thrust of 16th-century missionary
activity occurred while the weaker Catholic regions correspond to the

-areas of least intensive missionary work. Many of the anti-clerical per-
SOnnel of the Mexican Revolution came from the weaker regions while

Opposition was usually strongest elsewhere.
Protestants comprised about 1.9 percent of the population in- 1960,

:though estimates varied from 1.6 to 3.1 percent. In the mid-1960's.
,=Protestants claimed approximately 1.3 million members with a slow'
-but steady yearly rise evident. Presbyterians, Methodists, Baptists,
and Pentecostals are the most active denominations in Mexico; other

groups include Lutherans, Episcopals, the World Gospel Mission;
and Wycliffe Bible translators. Protestant faiths have made their ap-

to mostly the lower classes in both rural and urban areas and
I have had little effect on the upper classes in the professional and
,--,aristocratic segments of society.
=

Mexico's Jewish population accounted for about 0.3 percent of the
1960 population, or 109,750 persons, 90 percent of whom lived in the
-eapital. About 55 percent of the Jews were Yiddish-speaking Ashkena-
zim.; 15 percent were Spanish-speaking Sephardim, and 10 liercent
were Arabic-speaking Jews. The Jewish people are mainly middle-
class businessmen engaged in trade and commerce. There are also a
niunber of Jewish Indians who speak Hebrew and attend synagogues.
They are dispersed in the lower classes throughout the states of Puebla,
Mexico, Veracruz, and the Federal District.

Numerous other sects make up approximately 0.3 percent of the
population, including several thousand Mennonites, who are mainly
farmers in north-central Mexico, spiritualists, freemasons, Mormons,

-
Quakers, Orientalists, agnostics, and 'atheists. In 1960, over 192,000

persons claimed no Tligions affiliation.

Organization and Operation

Catholic Mexico I.: ecclesiastically divided into 11 archdioceses, 47
dioceses, and 2,520 parishes under the jurisdiction of a centralized
hierarchy that in 196,9 included 1 cardinal. 14 archbishops, and 56
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bishops. Prelates are appointed by their superiors and all policies are
set down by officials in high positions who are traditionally members

. of the upper social classes. The hierarchy's activities are overseen by

the Mexican government, which does not legally recognize the Church

nor does it maintain diplomatic relations with the Vatican.
Priests, following archbishops and bishops in the hierarchial order,

numbered 7,616 in 1967. Priests are the highest spiritual authoritieS
in a parish. They perform various-religious rites, give advice and guid-

ance in spiritual as well as economic, social, and political affairs of the-

parish, are often village counselors, and in isolated areas even provide-

medical aid for their parishioners. Priests supervise the various lay !
functionaries of the Church, such as sacristans and cantors. Sacristans 11,

act as caretakers of church buildings and as personal aids to the priests.

Cantors, or church singers, are in charge of church musical taskS-

4 which involve singing during Masses and leading hymns.
In 1967 there were 40 religious orders of men and 93 religious Or-

ders of women whose numbers were 3,000 and 20,016, respectively.
Some of the orders are committed to only sacred functions but many

are active in Church educational institutions, hospitals, orphanages,
charitable programs, and missionary work. The Mexican Church oper-

ates its own National Foreign Mission Society and today is sending =-

missionaries to the Orient.
International, national, regional, and local lay Catholic organiza-

tions abound in Mexico. Catholic Action movements promote Church -

oriented social welfare programs. Rural and urtmn youth groups
participate in housing, sanitation, recreation, and community improve-

ment programs. Thousands of lay teachers and missionaries are work-
ing to raise literacy figures and standards of living in lower claSS
city slum areas and in isolated rural regions.'Private groups Of the

faithful from trade unions, housing settlements, towns, and villages

make regular pilgrimages to the Shrine of the Virgin of Guadelupe
in Mexico City. The Movimiento Familiar Christian (Christian Fam-
ily Movement) works to improve family stability and conjugal har,
many through spiritual exercises and week-end reareats. Numerou's lay

associations function on a local level in villages and towns, organizing

fiestas, and promoting religious activities.
Though the Mexican Catholic Church is regarded as one of the

strongest in Latin America, numerous problems hinder its organiza-

tion and operation. These problems include insufficient numbers of
clergymen, inadequate financial resources, widespread religious indif-

ference, every-increasing secularization, and clerical conflicts of

ideology.
In 1960 the priest-to-parishioner ratio was about 1: 6,000 indicat-

ing a serious shortage of religious personnel. This paucity of priests,
reduces the influence of Catholicism in both rural and urban Areas. =
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The problem is caused partly by the government's ban on foreign

:priests and partly by the unattractiveness of priestly vocations in

`terms of the meager monetary returns and other temporal sacrifices a

ilreligious life entails. gihce the masses of Mexico's population are rel-
atively imppverishe.d, the majority of parishes are poor also and the
ihurch, deprived' of its landholdings under Constitutional law, must

?contend with numerous p-ecuniary problems.
The consequences of these problems are that many isolated villages

=Alb not see a priest more than once every 5 years. In peripheral parishes

Finest Catholics receive baptism, but Masses and religious teaching are
-rare because the priests find it impossible to attend the spiritual needs

=of all the villages in their territory. Inxban areas, recqnt mass migra-

itiotis to cities have caused considerable overcrowding of parish pre-

fcincts. Unable to carry out their religious functions effectively in these

_crowded situations, priests often are dWcouraged while religious igno-

:.rance,indifference, and secularization are encouraged. Mexican church

Eleaders arc acutely aware of these problems but differ'eilce in outlook

=among the hierarchy occasionally precipitate further problems instead

=of solutions.
The Church has. been conservative throughout 'Mexican history.

-While attempting to consers e and preserve the status quo, the Church

=consistently condemned changes in society because change was thought

_of as inimical to the=existing faith. In contemporary Mexican society

-_rapid social change became an inexorable and often unsettling fact,

and the Church, whose traditions tended to restrain the increasing de-

Trnands for change, was often associated with static backwardness.
The Church has slowly been transforming this traditional image of

iconservatism by identifying itself with more liberal policies. Yet, a

=rift in the hierarchy exists between progressive and conservative ele-

=ments, usually with priests in the former category and bishops in the

latter. In 1967 Mexican bishops issued a statement decrying Church

!critics (which included many priests) and what they termed irrespon-

sible efforts at reform that tended to degrade the Church and cause

confusion among the faithful.
These and other problems were being courageously faced by ec-

clesiastic officials. The Church belonged to the Latin American
13ishops Council (CELAM) which promoted cooperation of hier-

archies in solving common problems. Under the auspices of the

=Church, thousands of its members actively engaged in social reform

=and betterment programs as exemplified by its many enthusiastic lay

organizations. Priests worked to ameliorate social problems and im-

prove the Church's organization_and effectiveness. Thus, as Govern-

ment hostilities continued to subside and as deride.] leaders worked to

better the Church's image and influence, Catholicism in Mexico looked

forward to a future filled with both challenges and promise.
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The Protestant Church was firmly established in Mexico. In 1961
ordained min isle! s and laymen numbered withwith foreign personnel
contributing an additional 431 persons. Most of the more than 39
denominations and missionary groups NN ere sponsored by their affili-
ates in other countries. Mexico's first Protestant seminary began operat-
ing in 1917, supported by Methodists, Disciples of Christ, and the:
Congregational Church.

In the 1560's Presbyterians led Protestant activity in Mexico with
establishments in 22 states organized into 9 presbyteries (egniNalent-
to Catholic dioceses). It also operated a large publishing house in;
Mexico City, four secondaty schools, eight training schools fo-r=,:

ministers, and a nmnber of hospitals and other institutions. The 13`ap=!
tilt, Episcopal,, and other denominations supported seminaries in the:
country and a large number of Bible schools were operative, mainly',
by pentecostal groups. Pentecostals and allied sects helped distribute-7
many of the 626,000 plus Bibles that were in Mexico in 1961.

One of the most ambitious Protestant projects was the Summer
School of Linguistics located at the Wycliffe Bible Translators
tote in Mexico City. A staff of over 250 specialists created and diS-_
tributed dictionaries. grammars, and Bible translations and promoted=
the scholarly study of Hispanic cultures,

The number of Protestant missionaries in Mexico increased a-s areas:
in theTar East became dosed to missionary work. Protestant groups:
have made substantial contributions to Mexico's literacy, education,
and living improvement programs. Lay groups were active, with spe-
cial emphasis placed on youth. A National Student Christian Move=j
went. and other student Christian organizations like the YMCA:
fostered Christian ideals and carried on social welfare projects. Thei:
Evangelical Audio-Visual Center of Mexico (CAVE) was an inter-:
denominationally sponsored library of films and other materialsfor,
use by the churches.

Problems confronting the Protestant denominations include con -

fusion in the minds of the people caused by the variety of Protestant,
groups and their differences in Gospel interpretation, vestigal Catholic-
resistance to their activities, and pandemic secularization. A number
of inter-denominational organizations, such as the Committee on Co-
operation in Latin ATherica (CCLA), espoused coefficiency among the-
Protestant bodies and discussed common problems. Notwithstanding
the above problems. Protestantism was prospering in Mexico.

Jewish organizations and institutions played a small but active role
in Mexico's religious life. The Comit6 Central Israel ita de M6xicopfli-:
cially represents the Jewish community in relations with the Gov-
ernme.nt. Seven schools maintained an enrollment

/ of about 4,700
children in 1962. Sep end 'Yiddish newspapers were p(iblished and thet'e
was a Zionist-sponsored Institute for Cultural Exchange. Some anti-:
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semitism, especially in the form of anti-Jewish literature, existed
though the Government suppressed such activity whenever possible.
Freemasonry, first introduced in the 18th century, had lodges through-
out Mexico and its influence was widespread. Members were mostly
upper- and middle-class politicians, educators, business, and profes-
sionaLmen. A Catholic may juxtapose faith and freemasonry,,but the
Church opposes such liaisons.

Other sects and informal religious organizations openly and clan-
, destinely operated in Mexico especially in urban areas. Mexico City

had about 75 Spiritist and Spirituali "temples," which are often pri-
rate houses. These cults were officially denounced by the Church, but

ir,fniatlyMexicans claimed the espiritudistas were Catholic, and spiritist
ell-ring:has been widely accepted by the lower classes without causing
:any, changes in religious affiliation.

RELIGIOUS PRACTICES AND BELIEFS

Principal Catholic rites of baptism, confirmation, communion, con-
- fession, sacrament of the sick, marriages, Masses, extreme unction, and
_other religious ceremonies including holy processions, devotions, pil-
grimages, and fiestas are celebrated throughout Mexico, though innu-
merable regional variations in ritual exist clue to the intermingling of

-Christian and indigenous elements of worship.
Generally, religi9us practices and beliefs are strongly imbued with

-paganism in the remote Indian villages and in other isolated areas, a
-fusion of Catholic and pagan elements prevails in most rural mestizo
communities and in lower-middle class densely populated areas, while
formal Catholic ritual devoid of indigenous influence is practiced by
Mexico's urbanuppei classes.

Certain symbols and observances are meaningful in all three of the
environments isolated, rural, and urbanincluding the image of the
Virgin of Guadalupe, patron saints, fiestas, churches, domestic shrines,

an(crosses.
The Virgin of Guadalupe is the most widely recognized and uni-

versally worshipped of all Mexican saints. During the early days of
the Conquest she appeared in a vision to a poor Indian named Juan
Diego. The dark-skinned virgin asked him to build a church in her
honor so that she could be near his (the 'Indian) people to protect

r and love them. The apimition appeared directly over at destroyed
Indian shrine to Tuna nt zin, the indigenotr4 equix alent of the Virgin
afar . The new virgin enabled the Aztecs to indianize the white man's
religion and make it their own. This miracle was ofilially endorsed
by the Catholic Church and the Virgin of Guadalupe became the
patron saint. of-all Mexico. The Virgin's shrine is the holiest in Mexico
and daily large crowds congregate in the ',laza near the Basilica. Upon
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entering they kneel and crawl forward to a spot where they can gaze

at the image and pray.
Even more important than Our Lady of Guadalupe to average

Catholics are the local patron saints or cantos. They are protectors of
the villages and their images are displayed prominently in every
church. The villagers look to the santo to save crops, stop epidemics,

-still earthquakes, bring children to barren'women, and solve countless
problems. They have personal qualities, and their iinages are wor-
shipped directly as divine beings rather than just symbols of living_
saints. Some local cantos have extraordinary miraculous qualitievand
gain prominence o er a wide region. These regionally important cantos
become the object of pilgrimages and special veneration. Parishioners-!
show gratitude for their Protection and special favors by the santo by-

.
holding annual fiestas in homage to them.

Fiestas are organized through institutions known, in many
as vutkartkoilios. _Each year a leader, called a mayonlomo, is desig-
minted to take charge of the planning, arranging, and financing of the
event. lIe is often referred to as the burden-bearer of the santo during-
his year in office, and he_ is expected to pay for a major portion of the--
fiesta expenses. Though it may involve the equivalent of several years

wages, the loss of money is offset by the gain in prestige whim holding
the office brings. The mayonlomo distributes the burden ainong-other
community members and compadres, appointing committees to help
provide music, fireworks, and food.

Fiestas usually open with morning Masses and alabanzas (sacred
songs) followed by elaborate folk dances, commonly with Biblical
themes, often considered the most important part of the fiesta. Dances

and other parts of fiestas have special names and qualities according
to their area of origin. For example, the huapango of Veracruz, jambe =
tapatio of Jalisco and jar ana Of Yucatain are all fiesta folk dances,
though each has a distincti% e regional expression. ProcessiOns in whielt =

everyone can participate, a surplus of food and int oxica,ing beverages,
bands, bullfights, incense, colorful costumes, and crowds contribute =

to the festivitic, and at night brilliant tiro% orks displays light up the'
sky. Fiestas give the people an opportunity to show their faith and
pride in the local supernatural beings, as well as providing a needed
shift from their mundane NI ay of life.

Churches are a ubiquitous featulle of Mexican cultural landscapes.
They usually tower above other village_ and town structures and in
them are found the highest autistic contributions of the community. _

Elaborate and sumptuous altar decorations, vivid drawings, and carv-

ings, and the rich interior colors contribute to the ,awe-inspiring
./

atmosphere and appeal to the Mexican's aesthetic sensitivity. Churches

are a focal point of community activity. They are also refuges from

the outside world and upon -entering churches the people feelthem-
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: selves to be in another little universe, free from temporal tribulations

and cares.
Domestic shrines are found in many Mexican homes. They usually

consist of a Velure or small effigy 'of a favorite saint to whom the
--family turns i 1 time of need or when it is impossible to attend church

:-andpray to ti e.vant-o-there:The small shrines often occupy one corner

of rooin. sear the saa may be found, candles, incense. a vase of

-_-flowers, and a cross.

-_-,
Crosses are among the most widespread of Mexican religious syni-

!,bols. Besides beiag conspicuously displayed in churches, domestic
_shrines, alai gemeteries, they are frequently found along crossroads
_and trails throughout the countryside, so that persons traveling from
ono town to another may stop to pray. Crosses are generally thought

of as pomerful protective symbols, though their significance, as with
-other sacred symbols and observances, often varies from isolated to

rural to urban religious environment.
The isolated religious environment in most cases corresponds with

the areas of largest Indian populations (since for centuries indigenous

-groups retreated to inaccessible areas in the face of foreign intrusions

that threatened their cultures and sometimes their lives). The Indians

make no distinction between religion and culture or between Catholi-
cis, and paganism, and they are not aware that such differences

=exist. Indigenous worship is nil of modified Catholic ritual, but
though they accepted certain rites, they rejected Christian monotheism
because it is too abstract for them to understand and because it con-

4Iicts with their view of after life. The Indians view the universe as
-inhabited by hunnerable supernatural beings and many of the fea-

tures around them are spiritual and personal, such as the wind, rain,

mountains, sun, and moon. When "Christianized" these polytheistic
people have reph.ced the old gods with the new saints but their func-
tion remains the same. .

The Indians are extremely religious. The Virgin of Guadalup6 and
other sacred symbols are *ply venerated, and crosses protect the
faithful from fright,' thieves,4and all undesirable phenomena. They

-eommunally observe hundreds of holy occasions each year and con-
stantly engage in spiritual activities from baptism to extreme unction.

The neglect of ritual obligations subjects the individual or the whole

community to punishment in the form of sickness, crop failure, or

otb: r!iisfortune.-
The rural religious environment includes the thousands of lower-

middle-class mestizo village's spread throughout the Mexican country-
side. Religion in the rural areas is also a blend of Catholic'and pagan
elements with the former now predominating. As in the more iscqed
regions, the concept of God is unclear and his significance lies,l ugely

In his vague preeminence. NO concrete concept of heaven or hell or
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of eternal piniishment is found though belief in el pingo (the devil)
is common, :Intl many evils are attributed to him. The supernatural
world, as the regular world. is thought to be filled with hostile forces
and punishing figure; A Ilia mint be appeased to secure good will and
protection. Religious practices and beliefs begin to be differentiated
front temporal affairs. Sacred activities are practiced on a personal-
fanilly le% el instead of on the group le% el of the Indians. Magic and
z.orcery are thought of as very sinful ; nevertheless, many villagers seek
the services of eurantlt 1.08 (healers who incorporate elements of magic
in their treatments) for cures and advice.

The urban religious environment contains many sharp, contrasts.;
Christian and pagan components become totally 'separated in the cities.
Indigenous beliefs undergo a metaphysical metamorphosis and what=
was once religion becomes magic, then superstition, and finally folk-:
lore. With few exceptions, religion becomes a separate and specialized
activity, secular attitudes characterize larger areas of behavior and
concern with the supernatural becomes less constant and less urgent.

Ritualistic orthodoxy typifies the upper class in Mexico City and in
other metropolitan centers. They frequently have close personal con-
tact with the Church hierarchy, attend Mass regularly, and contribute
money, time, and support to Church acti% ities. Their religious behavior-
at home usually does not extend beyond simple acts of worship per -f

individually and privately. The middle classes have much less
con -fact with religious activities, which are generally confined to bap-
tism, weddings, funerals, and frer,lent Sunday services. In the lower
claQses combined Catholic-pagan practices persist, but pagan elements
are held in disrepute by the upper classes. Church, and government,
and they tend to disappear.

Magic and sorcery are common in the cities; however, they are not
often connected with religion but are thought to be caused by the dis-
organiriation and breakdown of traditional society and consequent
personal insecurity that often accompanies urbanization and seculari-
zation. Spiritists, magicians, and sorcerers are patronized mainly by
thz? lower classes. When sickness befalls a poor mesti.w, he would pray
to his sotto and seek a eutandero while, in the same situation, a wealthy
businessman would appeal to the Virgin and call a physician.

Despite secularizing trends, the religiosity of the Mexican people
cannot be denied. the Church's influence is increasing, not diminis.hing,
and an immense majority of the population professes the Catholic
faith. A differentiation between professing and practicing Catholics
must be made to understand the character of contemporary faith and
belief in Mexico.

Practicing Catholics include a sr dl segment of the upper class,
some in the lowest classes (especially the Indians) and most Mexican
females. Religiousness in N% omen is admired and they are looked
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upon as the preservers of morality and good taste, and they have
almost exclusive supervision of the moral and religious training of
the young. These practicing Catholics are devout and ardently faith-
fill ; they attend mass and receive the sacraments regularly; and they
fulfill all of the moral and ritual obligations set by their Church and'
priests.

On the other hand, nearly all Mexicans are professing or nominal
Catholics. They know and care little about the Roman Catholic doe-

' trines of the- Trinity, Incarnation, Redemption, heaven or hell, and
papal infallibility. They are inclined-to ignore the Church except as
it may 'affect their social standing. Even in the lower classes, where
religion is emotional and pervasive, it involves little contact with
formal church affairs or lAliefs. These feelings are mirrored by sacra-

, mental statistics. Although over 90 percent of the population receives
baptism, the percentages for other sacraments are much lower. In
some dioceses only 30 percent of the population receives confirmation
a_ nd inass attendance figures as low as 5 to-25 percent are reported.

Religion is thought of as a matter of individual consciousness and
the personal relationship between an individual and the supernatural
is much mare important than outward show of piety. For many Mexi-
cans, Catholicism is simply a cultural trait and for others being a
Catholic means acknowledging belief but not necessarily adhering to
religious ideals or practices, though most nominal Catholln would
be offended if their faith were questioned.

Religion is thought of as mainly for women, hence men from all
social classes generally refrain from outward displays of religiousness
because it would conflict with the values of masculinity (see cii. 12,
Social Values). Leaving the Church is often an affirmation of manli::
ness and expressing pro-religious sentiments jeopardizes masculine
identity.

Considering that most loyal Catholics are women and members of
the lowest classes (particularly Indians who tend to be servile and
have deep respect for authority) and that religious values and mascu-
linity conflict (causing most men to have little empathy and acces-
sional hostility towards the Church), it is understandable why the
large Catholic majority in Mexico has never risen to defend its reli-
gion during the long standing between Church and state.
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CHAPTER 12

SOCIAL VALUES

Social values in Mexicolike Mexican social structure, economy,

and polityare in the midst of transition from traditional, rural forms
to modern, urban, industrial ones. A reorientation in world view is
accompanying this change in social values. Behavior patterns are di-
verging from traditional ones, not only in the growing cities and
towns but in The rural areas, as the effect is felt of the values of mod-

! ern Nestern culture.
The traditional value systems which are being modified or sup-

; _planted are of three different kinds. The first is that which grew out
- of the persisting values of the high Meso-American Indian cultures
of the Center and South characterized by a group-centered, fatalistic,
closed communal pattern (see ch. 3, Historical Setting; eh. 5, Ethnic
Groups and Languages). The second has evolved in the more Hispani-
cizectand mestizo (mixed white and Indian) North ; it is hierarchical
and essentially feudal in character, although more receptive to new
values than the first system. It glorifies individualism and machismo
(manliness) in males; and piety, submission, and domesticity in fe-
males. The third is the even more traditional pattern of the old oio/to
(creole) elite, which has persisted in the upper, and conservative parts

-_ of the middle, classes, in spite of mestizaje (racial and cultural blend-

ing of whites and Indians) and the Revolution. This last value system
has been, and to some extent still is, characteristic of the higher clergy
and the surviving hacendado8 (estate owners), and is found princi-
pally in the larger towns and cities, especially the Capital.

The new value system is taking on many characteristics of middle-
class-dominated Western society, while at the same time incorporating
and modifying elements of both the individualistic/authoritarian
Hispanic dualism and the communal, group-oriented Indian attitudes.
Hence, more openness, less emphasis on the importance of origins
either of family or of placemore pragmatism, less fatalism of faith-
centered conformity, and more sense of virtue in individual freedom
to act are all coming into the value system, especially in the urban

se4tOr.
Individual values have differed significantly in the three traditional

value systems. Particularly in the cities, they are now coming to
resemble those in other parts of the Western cultural complex. Mem-
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hers of the growing middle class are becoming more confident of their
ability to function successfully (and thus of the virtue of so doing)
outside either a communal or hierarchical pattern, and they are coin-
ing to view social and ecbnomic forces in a general rather than a local
and particularistic context. The traditional dichotomies of role and
valuebetween male and female, between landed and non-landed, be-
tween young and oldpersist, but these too are being modified. Status,_
again particularly in the cities, is becoming more and more based on
,achievement than_ on ascription through kinship or ceremonial role.

The traditional, status values have not disappeared, but like other
elements of the value system, they are in flux.

The crux of social order in modern Mexico stems from the ongoing_
phenomena of mestizaje and the Revolution, and the search for a na-
tional identity:whether that identity has as its focus "Mexicanness,"
an identification with emerging national values, or Indianism, a re=
valuing of the preconquest Indian past. Because of its origins, social'

order in Mexico is characterized by dichotomies between communal re-
sponsibilities and individual achievement; public and private author-
ity. There remain values of the time traditional social orders which at
times conflict with modern values. As in other societies, in Mexico the
differences between the idealized view of the society and actual prac-

tices are significant.
VALUE SYSTEMS

Values in Mexkao society are in flux, affected by the aftermath of
the Revolution and by increasing acceptance of the values of Western
societies. The impulses toward secularization, urbanization, and social '_
reform which characterized Revolutionary Meiico in the first half of
the 2Ctli century, although moderated, continue in the 1960's. From the
dissidence of Revolution emerged a need for harmonizing conflicting
interests to reconstruct a new national community; Mexican national-
ism became a cohesive social force. From active participation in =_
revolutionary struggles, Mexicans of previously marginal membership
in the national community (such as Indians, labor, and women) gained

new status. Western values have increacing,ly been introduced through
tourism. world- ide mass media, and changes in the economy.

The Mexican national value system which emerges as an apotheosis
of the values of the ongoing Revolution is an amalgam of remnants of
three traditional value systemsIndian, northern mesti4u, and crio//o
eliteand a modern one stemming from Mexico's increasing connec-

tions with the contemporary Western world. The amalgam is not with=

out dichotomies. Socially centered (communal, folk) values are' at
variance with individualistic and entrepreneurial values. There is a
contrast between localism (or regionalism) and nationalism, not only
in political values but in social values (see ch. 17, Political Values and
Attitudes). Locally and nationally there are variances in what is
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thought to be the proper role of the individual; in his rejationships to
others; in loyalties, authority, and responsibility; and in the shaping
of the social order.

The value system that has evolved out of the high Meso-American
Indian cultures persisting through conquest, colonization, independ-

, Once, and revolutionhas never fully incorporated the strongly indi-
vidualistic attitudes of Westc m man. The Indian community tends to
be,group oriented, with a value system based on the assumption that
aligood things-in lifesuch as wealth, friendship, love, masculinity,
and power =.-exist in limited and uaexpandable quantities withiri the
cloSed social system of the commune (in Aztec culture, the calpulli).
Because desirable qualities are limited in quantity, an individual who

-; gains more than his share deprives others. Thus, in order to maintain
equilibritim within the society and to avoid criticism and envy, the
individual must avoid attracting attention to any real or suspected

`betterment in his life.
Inhabitants of the closed community are concerned with social rela-

tionships-and the manir,alation of the social environment rather than
with the manipulation of nature or of systems outside the village. The
village ;inhabitant is preoccupied with interpersonal relationships
within the formal structures of the family, the godparent, and co-
parent system.

The contemporary Indian community, in contrast to its mestizo
neighbors, has an historically ingrained set of relationships to its
)ands, often to the point where land ownership by outsiders is impeded
if not prevented. The Indian community has thus tended to look in-
ward toward the patria &ilea (literally, little country), maintaining
its culture particularly with regard to the role of women, special mar-
riage customs, greater reliance on the compadrazgo (co-parent) §ys-
tem, an elaborate cult of the dead, and the communal method of farm-
ing practiced by ancient Indian civilizations.

Because of this and because of the great value placed on communal
occupancy of the land, the "Southerners" in the Mexican Revolution
such as Emilia no Zapata and Ltizaro Ctirdenashave been great sup-
porters of the ejido land reform, returning lands to the communes.
especially in Central and Southern Mexico. Group ownership, con-
tributions to the group's well-being, and a strong sense of place are
the keys in this value system. Even among the urban poor one speaks
of mi tierra (my hind), referring to the home village toward which
the individual retains a sense of attachment.

The second and third traditional value systems derive froni different,
and regionally peculiar, variants of me8tizaje. Through them the in-
&ewe of Hispanic lalites on social custom and thought is widespread.
It is only recently that Mexico has begun to emerge from economic
dependence on the essentially feudal triumvirate of agriculture, ranch-
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lig, and mining imposed by Spain. The authority- focused urban plan
still dominates the Mexican city. The traditions of caballerismo
(gent lemanliness, one whose status derives from landholdings and who
disdains manual work), of onpleomania (a strong urge to tie one's
life to go\ eminent occupations), and strong individualism often asso-
ciated with egocentricity, all derive from Spanish values.

The impact of the Spanish system of values in Mexico has been
differential and related to both geographic constraints and opportuni-
ties and to the character of indigetions societies (see ch. 2, Physical
Environment; ch. 3, Historical Setting).

In the north, where the Chichimee Indian cultures proved most,p'
nnassimilable, and thus IN here &qv» the mestizos were imported frofik
Central Mexico, Spanish values Came to predominate and n set of
values pertaining to individual rather than group ownership of the
land have been and largely still are characteristic, specially in rural
areas.

During the colonial period in the Central zone, the mestizo's mixed'
blood tended to bar him from achieving social status. To avoid the
social deprivation of the urban areas, the mextizo migrated north -to'
Durango, Coahuila, and Nuevo Leon, becoming a vaquero (cowboy);
ranchero (rancher), miner, or tenant. In this current of mestizaje cer-
tain values came to be preeminent and still characterize many areas
of the North: fidelity to a patly;ii, or chief; status acquired through
ownership of laud, especially a ranch rather than a farm; and acquisi=

tion of status through riches.
The third,current of mestizaje was both more localized and more

diffuse but was especially significant in the Central and Southern
Zones and thus spatially coterminous with the Indian value system.
This traditional set of Hispanic values during colonial days came
both from the Capital and larger towns and from the criollo landed
aristocracy, provincial clergy, and small middle class. Land owner-
ship, hierarchical states in government or in the Churcha role in
such traditional occupations as law, medicine, or banking, all charac-
terized valued male and famil roles. This value system is a distinct
..i.otent ui contemporarN Mexican society which luta contributed to
the current overall value s)stem. It has been associated with white
supremacist (blanco) notions, especially during the long rule of Port-
firio Diaz (1877-80; 1884-1911).

The value system emerging in Mexico is combining values out of
Mexico's past, evolving indigenous ones and borrowing some from
the rest of contemporary:Western culture. 'Mexican society has been
increasingly colored by values of the rapidly growing middle class

(see ch. 6, Social Structure). An important new element, the impact
of which cannot Set be fully assessed, was the student disturbances of
1968. The values of the "new Left"pacifism, ant i-establishment sen-
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timents, idealistic rationalism, universal human brotherhood, and the
likehave been introduced into the Mexican value system, as they
have been into other contemporary systems (see ch. 17, Polit ical Values
and Attitudes).

-Mexican adoption of Modern WeSiern cultural can be seen
in a variety of fields. There is an emphasis in the society on the acqui-
Sition of goods (televisions, radios, automobiles) and timelinessthe

= siesta (midday nap) is waning and the hearty midday meal is being
=replaced by the quick lunch. PulqUe, brandy, and rum are being re-
:placed by beer, whiskey, gin, and vodka. The cinema is gaining in

__popularity relative_ to the bullfight; ready-made Western clothes are
replacing traditional garb. Foreign sports such as American Euro-

Ivan football (soccer), baseball, and golf are becoming increasingly
popular. English has replaced French as the second language in
schools and colleges. Westernization is particularly evident in the
cities, but with extensions of transportation and communications, rural

= -regions are also coming under Western influence.

THE INDIVIDUAL

In the basic contemporary value system. the family is the funda-
mental social and economic structure. The family establishes its au-

ftonomy through independence, self-reliance, and a strong sense of
= privacy. Except in rural areas or in the upper-class minority, where

value systems are more traditional, relations of the family with the
extended family or with the community are restricted to times of
emergency and are formal in nature. *Within the family the roles
-fulfilled by an individual reflect the values of the society.

The husband-father role is one of dominance. As head of his house-
hold, the ideal man works to feed, clothe, and shelter the family;
fulfill his community andif he is a rural dwellerceremonial obliga-
tions; mind his own business; and not take advantage of others. In
rural areas it is thought he should avoid excessive ambition, aggres-
sion or improvement in his living standard so as not to be the subject
of gossip or criticism. The ideal role has contradictory goals and thus
produces contradictory behavior. In conforming to the individualistic
role of providing for his family, he can justify avoiding group re-
sponW>ilities such as giving economic aid to others or cooperating in

public endeavors. In rural or lower class Mexican society, a good man
does not have to contribute to the welfare of the community. His
motives are suspect if he does intervene in community affairs.

Fulfilling a role complementary to that of her husband's, the ideal
wife is submissive, faithful, devoted, and respectful of her husband's
dominance. However, her. role in transmitting social values to the
children may challenge the dominance of her husband, who spends
much of his time away from the family residence (see ch. 7, Family).
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Adult roles, especially in the rural South and Center and among the _

urban poor, emphasize hard work, thrift, practicality, restraint, and
the abilio to conform. Deviance from these values was traditionally
explained in terms of sdpernatural forces controlling the nonconform.
1st. Because of their position of dominance, men are detached, indi-
vidualistic and sensitive to status differences. Direct competition
between individuals is rare because of the value of restraint. When
competition does occur it is between groups and has a quality of im-
personality. For the rural dweller, aspirations are placed within his
reach so that his ideal role can be realized. Concern for the future is
largely. absent because subsistence is a day-to-day task.

Tensions in the adult male are often the result of discontinuity be-
tween childhood and adulthood. The male child is inculcated with
values of submissiveness, passivity, and dependence. This early train-
ing is not conducive to the development of i ier strength, independ-
ence, and dominance expected of an adult mal in a patriarchal society.

Values stressing individual initiative in improving one's social and
economic status, emanating from urban centers, arc providing alterna-
tives to traditional behavior. The middle-class urban dweller, under
the spirit of optimism and progress that these alternatives have
created, has an active sense of control over his own affairs. The ability
to manipulate his environment, which is perceived to be orderly and
predictable, has allowed the urbanite to make long-range plans for
social and economic improvement. By contrast, the rural dweller does
not assume a fundamental orderliness in the universe. His attitrdes
toward life express a degree of despondency and pessimism; upward
mobil:ty and long-range goals are not perceived as alternatives to
day -by -day existence.

Because of increased communication and interaction between cities
and rural areas, there has been a degree of diffusion of alternative
values and ideal roles. However, in the rural areas the new alternatives
have increased more rapidly than the freedom to choose them. In 'i
man cases rural dwellers do not have alternative economic means of
gaining prestige. although they may have internalized urban expecta-
thins. Thus, with an increase in alternatives of behavior, the rural
inhabitant's ejnicept of on ironmental control may be further reduced,
leading to social disorganization if his expectations are not fulfilled.

Contrastin reactions to innovation and the breakdown of recipro-
cal assistance show a basic difference in peasant and urbanite adaption
to a rapidly chauring world. A peasant will tend to believe that tech-
nological development is reducing his opportunities to work as the
c()st of 11% ing rises. In contrast to this view, au urban dweller welcomes
technolorical development as a generator of new kinds of work.
Urbanites recently immigrated from the country can no longer count
on assista Inv froln relative. co parent-. or friends left behind. The
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urban individualist is not concerned with this breakdown in reciprocal
assistance; he does not merge his career with that of his relatives nor
does he rely on traditional community ceremonies as a means of main-

taming prestige.
The values held of women in the evolving society are less changed

than those concerning men. Except in the most urbanized circum-
stances and among higher income familiesespecially the newly
richthe subordinate role of women in both the Indian and Spanish
root cultures has tended to persist. A woman is expected to be docile,

-domestic, fecund, and Pious.
The traditional values of docility and piety among children, and

the extrem 'dualism of behavior for male adolescents in the family and
amon,, tl r peers is breaking down to some degree, especially in the

urban addle class and in urban industrial laboring families.

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

In rural Mexico or among recent urban migrants, relationships out-
side the family are not highly valued. By keeping personal affairs to
himself and maintaining distance in social relations, an individual
may avoid criticism and envy from others. Thus, reserve and carefully
guarded behal for characterize most social relationships, and informal'
behavior-is restricted to the most intimate relationships. Even within
the family, demonstrations of affection or bodily contact are avoided
between the father and his children.

In the more traditional rural regions, sex, age, and kinship deter-
onine interpersonal relations. Because. male superiority is assumed,
women must show respect to men, wives to husbands, and sisters to
brothers. Age and kinship affect personal interactions only after the
sexual dichotomy has been perived. Respect is to be paid by the
young toward the old, and a formal, respectful friendship character-
izes' the, relationship between children and their godparents or co-
parents. A godchild acknowledges the high status of his godparent by
addressing him formally. Both godchild and godparent avoid inti-
macy or familiarity. The godparent has certain authority over the
child and may not be insulted or criticized while exercising his
authority.

Other relationships characterized by formal respect exist between
inferiors and their superiors, whether superior by virtue of social and
economic position,- advanced age, high educational achievement, or
political power. In these relationships, good will and indirect affection
are expressed by fulfilling the required reciprocal behavior.

In the cities there is an increasing tendency to rely on informal dy-
adic ties rather than traditional or ritually created relationships. Be-
cause interaction is not formally sanctioned, these relationships can be
terminated at any time. Thus, two individuals can examine the at-
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tractiveness of a friendship without committing themselves to a con-
tinuous co-parent relationship. Among the urban elite reciprocities are
somewhat delayed and impersonal, reflecting the cosmopolitan, edu-
cated, and prosperous character of the upper class.

Mistrust, suspicion, and fear are common reactions to 3trangers,_
especially in rural areas or among the urban poor. Because the rural
world view does not assume a fundamental orderliness to the universe,
law and predictability are not assumed to govern the social environ-
inent, and immutable standards of behavior are not to be found. Se-
havior toward others is based on a pragmatic approach : whatever
action presents the most simple, pleasing, and workable solution to a
particular problem is the one taken. The individual does not expect
just or impartial treatment from strangers.

STATUS AND PRESTIGE

In the traditional rural regions, sex, age, and kinship determine not
only interpersonal relationships bnt status as well. Men assume all
important economic, political, social, and religious leadership roles.
Respect of the young toward their elaers and toward members of their
families reflects the higher status of these individuals. Wealth and,
standard of living are less important indicators of social status, be-
cause the majority of rural inhabitants live at the subsistence level
and feel united by the equality of poverty. Those who are more success-
ful tend to conceal their wealth in order to avoid envy, claims. of
friends, taxes, and pressures for contributions to the Church. The fear
of_ displaying wealth reflects the belief that limited wealth exists and
that to take more than one's share would be to deprive someone else.
Thus, traditionally the only way an individual may acquire prestige
through wealth is by spending large sums of money at community
celebrations. The maintenance of prestige means respectability, status,
and authority for the individual within his community, as well as the
'privilege of giving his children the family status.

While many rural dwellers stress the equality of poverty, urbanites
emphasize the equality of opportunity in the city. Urbanites teild to
feel that upward mobilitS, is desirable and is directly related to the -;
ability to work hard. The middle class especially empluisizes hard_
cork; temperance, frugality, and education. They see a basic hierarchy
of jobs which parallels the level of educational attainment. These fam-
ilies strive to 'improve their status through conspicuous ownership. The
urban poor are also acquiring the symbols of higher economic status.
The widespread system of retail credit permits them to participate in
cumulative buying of goods, although many of the poor are in constant
debt, Education is not as significant to upward mobility for the urban
poor, for they do not see a direct correspondence between educational
attainment and job status. For them, primary education always results
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in manual work, whereas secondary education does not guarantee white

collar work.
Modern forms of prestige which are diametrically *opposed to the

traditional ceremonial forms are spreading from urban to rural areas.
In sonic rural areas, families desiring higher status compete in osten-

tat ions display of material mbols of wealth. This new orientation
toward status has its roots in the braccois (Mexican farm laborers en-
gaging in seasonal wage-labor in the United States). Traditional
values did not disapprove of the braccies' accumulation of wealth,
because it was brought from the outside and therefore did not deprive
others of the limited wealth within the community. In ninny areas, tra-
ditional means of gaining status exist side by side with more modern,
-economically oriented means, with the result that in sonic cases rural
people can no longer be confident of the behavior which will give the
respectability they desire.

LOYALTY AND COMMITMENT: AUTHORITY AND
RESPONSIBILITY

Traditional bases of authority and loyalty persist among less ac-

culturated Indian groups, particularly in Central and Southern
Mexico. Within the family the father maintains an authoritarian role
and familial loyalties are strong. Within the community, the village
cacipmy (chiefs) and elders persist as authority figures. In ninny
villages, the local Catholic priest has assumed the authoritarian and
ceremonious role of the priest of the old indigenous religion.

In Northern Mexico, loyalties have been more feudal in character.
The raqueros (cowboys), prunes (peons), and small farmers, more
Europeanized since colonial days. have in the past directed their
loyalties to a leader, whether an hacendado (estate owner) or the chief
of a band. Today, hacendad o8 as the focus of authority survive only in
remote cattle-ranching areas of Chihuahua and Sonora. Where bandits
and nomadic Indian bands exist, the band chief still commands a
highly authoritarian role.

In the Northeast, especially in the industrial zone focused around
Monterrey and in the oil areas inland from Tampico, male loyalties
have seen a shift.: loyalty to economic entities, especially labor unions,
is becoming marked. Women, on the other band, retain their traditional
loyalties to husband, family, and Church.

Governinent as a focus of authority is met with varying degrees of
acceptance and loyalty. Among rural dwellers and the urban poor,
local government is seen as an extension of external powers,'not as a
self-goveruhi device designed to meet governmental and financial

needs of a community through local responsibility. This concept of
government is reinforced through taxes collected in local areas for
regional doelopment rather than for the direct benefit of the local
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community. Rural inhabitants do not identify national problems of
defense or internal order with their own interests. They tend to feel
indifference on the part of regional government towards' them, an
indifference stemming from their poverty and low status. Urban in-
habitants are less concerned with governmental indifference and phice
their confidence in personal relations with their leaders (see ch. 17,
Political Values and Attitudes).

Where governmental action directly affects a community, interest
is generated. Local officialS- who act as intermediaries between the state
government and the local population may be granted special status.
'These officials may be admired for their ability to speak well and for
their actions on behalf of the community, but they will be criticized'
if they neglect responsibility for their own family. Often an individ-
ual will not seek office because of concern that others will suspect his

ves.
Although duties of the major officials are determined by state law,

the way in which they administer their duties and in which they
command authority depends on their personalities. A timid local
leader NN ill serve only as a figurehead and command little authority.
The local group porceives leaders more in terms of personality than
political affiliation.

Decision-making on the local level may be chiefly the responsibility
of the officials, because of an apathetic electorate, or it may depend
on a carefully achieved consensus. Especially in the more Indian
communities, open opposition to a political suggestion is undesirable
because it may upset the equilibrium of the community. In cases
where decision, must be based on community agreement, the leader
of a meeting announces a course of action only when he is confident
that there will be no dissent. Generally, a diplomatically formalized
discussion of views is held so that the leader can determine the most
popular viewpoint.

Perhaps the most pervasive change in authority patterns has been
the growth of power for local, regional, and national leaders within the
apparatus of the Institutional Re\ olutionary Party (Partido Revolu-
cionario InstitucionalPRI) (see ch. 13, The Governmental System).
Associated with this growth has been the rise of caciquismo, a power
structure focusing on provincial party chiefs, frequently foriner pres-
idents of the republic. These leaders carry such implicit responsibilities
toward their followers as preferment, patronage, and welfare.

THE CHANGING SOCIAL ORDER

In the cities and in Northern Mexico, where the social order is char-
acterized by a larger middle class, the Spanish and Western value of
competitive individualism justifies a social stratification pattern in
which hard work, education, and material acquisition determine up-
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%% a rd nobility. 1,11 rural ideas and among recent migraids to the cities,
the factf pmky seems to the poor to justify the assumption of lint-

_ ited quantities of desirable qualities in "the social order. Rural villagers
have been accusninted to a closed system w it it % hitt:illy no social
mobility. , .

z 7 Middle-class urban %allies are finding acceptance among the lower
, urban and rural classes, but because of their coonontic status, these,

classes feel unable to participate in the new social order characterized
by mobility. Because they concinue to-lis e at a subsistence le% el. they

r--

_- cannot. gain prestige tin ough material acquisition. Traditional ex-
?-i-__.- pla nal ions are pro.. hied for their \toe posit ion in the social order: one's
-- en% iwantent and future cannot bk controlled or predicted; only hie];

can determine success.
Thus. in much of urban allit viva mexivo traditional and modern

k '
% alue systems coexist.Sot the rural p\u and the recent urban migrant.
lb.keptance. of the modern %attic system does not imply participation

,

ii. n all facts of the inodern social order.
Efforts at reform and change, at crest lug a coltesi% e society in which

as tuany interests as
1
poN,ible ;try represented, are embodied institu-

- .hominy in the ruling coalition party, I he PRI. Agricult ural and espy-
ei:Olv Indian rural interests are represented in the National

=

-z
Agrictiltra I Worhers Confederation (Con federacin N aviona 1 Ca mpe-
Sim-- -CNC1. membership in %%hid' is obligatory for every worker of
communal lands. Other groups %% hose interests are officially repre-
sented itl tin the PRI include public servants, teachers, and industrial
workers. Thew exist ako strong autonomous Onions iu t ransPort,
-petroleum, mining, and metallurgy (see ch. :21, Labor). For t he utili-

, tory, now excluded from the PRI as a special interest group, and for
all others seeking a formal affiliation with the PRI, there is the Na-

_ tional Confederation of Popular Organizations (Confederacion
Nacional de Organizaciones PopulaesCN(1P), created to provide
an avenue for individual identification with the emergent Mexican
society.

Outside the official party, interest groups have been created among
bank employees, small independent farmers, cooperative labor groups,
chambers of commerce, and chambers of industry. These groups are
consulted frequently by the President of the Republic on questions of
particularly great national or sect oral importance.

Prior to 1910, (lie principal concerns of the revolutionary Mexican
society centered on : institutional change; agrarian reform; urban
labor movements in industry and public utilities; mass public educa-

, tion; elimination of .foreign economic imperialisin; and intellectual
dominance. With many of the Revolutidnary.goals accomplishedor
at least with programs underway to accomplish themsince the 1940's
materialist goals have replaced Revolutionary ones, except among
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embryonic revolutionaries of the "new Left." The old upper class,
based on genealogy, hind, and race is giving way to a new plutocracy,
bourgeois in origins, deriving its wealthand hence its powerfrom
indu3try, commerce, and finance. The mainstay of the ongoing Revolu-
tion both politically and socially, is the emerging middle class. This
class is active in promulgating social values drawn from contemporary
Western culture at the same time that it champion %a national Mexican
culture.

l
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SECTION II. POLITICAL

CHAPTER 13

THE GOVERNMENTAT, SYSTEM

The governmental system is known throughout Latin America for
its relative stability since the great Revolution of 1910-1917. One of the
keys to this stability lies in the capacity of the governing al Itus
to compromise conflicting demands without resorting to force. A aer
may be found in the more authoritarian aspects of the system u nose
nonetheless benevolent purposes help to accommodate many of the
apparent lacks of formally democratic practices and direct popular
accountability.

Political power and authority are organized hierarchically and de-

rived from easily identifiable sources. The President of Mexico is the
center of political power and antliority. lie is chosen from the elite
of the Institutional Revolutionary Party (Partido Revolucionario In-
stitucionalPRI) and elected by direct popular vote. The PRI con-
sists of a number of sectors and affiliated labor, professional, and serv-
ice organizations. From the directorates of these affiliated organizations
comes Mexico's power elite which in turn designate the PRI candidate
through a delicate and informal process reflecting the influence of the
major factions and their leaders and operating as a system of checks

and balances to maintain the integrity of the coalition. Out of this
process has come every Mexican President since the 1920's.

The persons who control all major aspects of administrativedecision-
making and public-policy formation throughout Mexico at all levels
of government are generally within the system composed of the PRI
and-its cooperators. Thus programs, offices, and the personnel to run
them are usually sanctioned by the official party and its allies.

Most governmenk: appointments, hence most public policy, occurs
as a result, of a filtering process that has its genesis in the three prin-
cipal organs of the PRI. The highest ranking of these is the National

ssembly, whose, traditionally most important role has been the nam-
ing of the PRI's presidential candidate every 6 years. The second of
the major organs is a smaller group known as the National Council,
which is intended to 'represent both the National Assembly, when it is
not in session, and the state party organizations. In addition, the sec-
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toral organizations of the PRI are given representation on the Na-
tional Council.

The selection of representatives of the sectoral organizations is done
by the third, and practically speaking the most powerful, structural
entity of the PRI, its National Executive Committee (Comit6 Ejecu-
tivo NacionalCEN). The CEN calls the National Council to meet-
ings and exercises a "watchdog" function over the party on behalf of
the National Assembly and the President of the Republic. The presi-
dent of the CEN is designated by the President of the Republic and
may be similarly removed. The CEN maintains party discipline and
is the active channel whereby sectoral, state, and popular desires are
articulated upward, through the presidency, into the congress, and
later pr, mulgated in Mexican law and administrative determinations.

The Constitutions of 1824, 1837, and 1917 have all specified a federal
system, with division of pow ers modeled after the 13.1ted States Con-
stitution. The Executive branch is, however, much thi most powerful,
resulting in a weaker form of federalism. The President serves for _6
years and cannot be reelected. He is commander of the armed forces
and can appoint or remove his chief administrative officers as well
as the mayor of the Federal District. Of his roughly 24 department
heads, or secretaries, the Secretary of the Interior (GobernaciOn) is
the most powerful and often succeeds to the presidency. On behalf of
the President, GobernaciOn intermediates between the federal govern-
ment and the states and adjudicates interstate or federal-state disputes.
His power is reinforced by the federal government's virtual monopoly
over the important avenues of taxation.

The legislature is bicameral : the Senate/has two members from each
state and the Federal District for a total of 60 members; the Chamber
of Deputies has around 180 members, chosen on a population basis.
Minority parties arc granted special representation in the form of
party deputies w ho are named by the parties. Their numbers vary with
voting percentage achieved, such that the Chamber of Deputies can
have a maximum of 238 members. Senators serve for 6 years; deputies
for 3, and neither can serve more than one term in a row The Congress
has a permanent committee of 29 members which sees to legislatie in-
terests when the legislature is not, in session.

The judicial system is headed by a Supreme Court of 21 members;
their chief justice is chosen annually from among them on a rotational
basis. The members are appointed by the President and the Senate
and serve for life, on good behavior. The justices are usually div .?d

into-four sectional courts covering ci% il, criminal, administrative, and-
labor matters. They it in plenary session for certain special adminis-
trative and other subject matter specified by law. The Supreme Court
appoints the magistrates of the lower federal courts.
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The structure and, operation of state and local government are pre-
scribed in some detail in the Constitution, and the President and the
=national _legislature are given rather sweeping powers to direct and

--influence legislation and administration at lower levels.
Government today rests upon a unique party system that has had

great success in generating loyalty and support throughout the popu-
lace. Within this system, those who actually exercise effetive control

over the Revolutionary machinery are the key indiViduals in the PRI

coalition.'
In common with many other developing nationh,) irge numbers of

rural Mexicans are migrat'ng, to the cities hoping for increased eco-
nomic opportunity. With i ,ceasing human ,displacement has come

the-presso f an accelerated rbanizationAnd the concomitant rise
of depres.eu urban social sectors. Recognizilig the threat of alienation
and instability in the urban areas, the government has taken steps,

through policies-of long-range planning/to avoid the potentially dam-

aging consequences of uncontrolled urbanization.
Much of the effectiveness of governmental adaptation to urbaniza-

tion depends upon state governors, who set general norms for the

- administration and allocation of fiscal resources. Intense citizen Ares-

sure upon Mexico City for relief from excesses of any state regime

can lead to presidential intervention.
Welfare is almost entirely a federal program designed to benefit

both urban and rural areas. The government offers a range of welfare,

public works, agrarian, and general financial services that serve to

influence the attitudes of individual Mexicans toward support of the

state. Mexico's relative political tranquillity and social stability testi-

fies to the effectiveness of its present governmental stem. and the

people feel that their Revolution is not over.

CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

As of 19:)9, the 10 Latin American republics h,td had 180 constitu-

tions since achieving their independence: an average of 9. each.

Mexico has had five in this period: 18'24, 1836, 1843. 1851. and 1917.

The Constitution of 1824

The creoles who led the movement for independence in 182.1 faced

several large political issues: those of liberalism versus conservatism.

centralism versus federalism, and the intertwining of church and state

Versus -their separation,- The-Constitution of 1824 was influenced by

the Spanish (the liberal 1812 Constitution of Cadiz which had in

turn been strongly influenced by the French Revolution) and by the

Americans; it provided for a federal republic, division of powers. and

a bicameral legislature.
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Dr. Ramon de Arizpe was the principal architect of the Constitu-
tion, and he was not in favor of strong central government nor politi-
cal power for the ,lergy. But while the document prescribed a f
republic, a three-branch government with division of govern, ,t and
religious freedom, it also contained a provision whereby in e' £gencies
the chief executive could have overriding ,othority, and t' , provision
was exercised. The constitutions written in 1836 and ., were more
overtly centrist, for federalism was abolished and elitist privi-
leges were brought back, permitting, for example, the strongman rule
of Santa Anna.

The Constitution of 1857

A reform moN ement reached its zenith with a series of laws restrict-
Mg the freedoms (hems) of the clergy. In 1855 a reform law severely
limited the power of ecclesiastical and military courts. This law came
to he known as the Juarez Law, named after its author, Benito Juftrez.
These laws were incorporated into the Constitution of 1857, which
sought to (testi oy the Church's temporal power base by depriving it of
all of its real property except that specifically used for locating
churches and related ecclesiastical activities. It provided for civil mar-
riage and for civil registries of deaths and births. removed cemeteries
from clerical control, and required priests to celebrate the sacraments
for persons regardless of their ability to pay.

The writing of this constitution followed a long period of strife
between liberals and conservatives. With the liberals in the ascendancy,
federalism was reestablished together with a bicameral legislature
with more power to counter that',of the executive. It was similar in
form to the Constitution of 1824; though it abolished the special
courts, called for the direct_ popiiltr election of the president, and
provided many guarantees of persontl liberty.

There ensued the War of the 4efo ; the clergy and proclerical
factions had gained control, and Juare and his followers engaged
them in a bloody battle. They were successful, and Juarez became
President in 1861, a short-lived victory since French intervention,
eventuating the installation of Maximilian as' emperor, followed
soon after (see ch. 3, Historical, Setting).

During the long dictatorship of Porfirio Diazwhich followed the
death of Jtiarez, the collapse of the reform movement, and the inter-
lude of Maximilian's rulethe 1857 Constitution gradually ceased to
be the functioning organic law of the state, and the constitutional

- guaranties were effectively abrogated for the most part.- The clergy-
and landed gentry once again dominated the state and the government
along with Porfirio Diaz's positivist intellectual advisers (the "scien-
tists--cientificos). This a rule by edict almost entirely supplanted
,constitutional processes during the three decades 1877-1911.
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The Constitution of 1917

A new era of Revolution was ushered in by the resignation of
Porfirio Diaz in 1911. It is out of this, the Great Revolution (as con-
trasted with the earlier La Refora), that the Constitution of 1917
emerged. President Venustiano Carranza called a constitutional assem-
bly into being in 1916; the following year it produced a constitution,

high is still the organic law of Mexico. Many of the features of the
Constitution of 1857 were carried forward to the 1917 document, but
significant- aspects of social revolution were added.

THE CONSTITUTIONAL SYSTEM

The 1917 Constitution bears a general resemolance to that of the
tithed States, but several matters of public policy are treated explic-
itly which are not called out in the United States document : the clergy
are limited to purely religious activities; the nation has original
ownership of all lands and waters. These may pass to private property
but the nation retains direct ownership of all natural resources in the
subsoil continental shelf and inland %raters; land reform measures and
details of the conditions of labor and social security are included.

Reelection is prohibited for the President, and consecutive terms are
disallowed for the Congress. A very strong executive emerges, and the
total pattern is repeated and detailed in the state constitutions so that
the strong central executive extends across and into the state and local
governments.

The President must be a native of Mexican parents and at least 35
years o: 7 There is no Vice President, and in case of death of the
President, Congress decides his successor. Under Article 89, the Presi-
dent. has broad appointive powers reaching well into the military
establishment, the territories. and many regional offices. Although he
does not appoint state governors, he has an almost unlimited power
to remove state and local officials. He has total control of foreign rela-
tions. The President orders tl introduction of laws in Congress and
has a total or item veto ore all legislation that is passed by Congress.
There is no constitution war for the Mexican Congress to override

a presidential veto. One of the President's most powerful executive
tools is his control over, the budget, which is normally approved by
Congress. It is the strength of the office of President which gives PRI
leadership one of its ;principal levers on the functioning of the
govenment.

Twenty-nitre states, two territories, and the Federal District -com-
prise the Federal Republic. Most of the states show organizational
patterns similar to those of the early years of independence. The for-
mal federal-state relationship is like that in the United States, except
that the Mexican states have much less autonomy. 'The Republic is
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predominately rural. A majority of the population lives in isolated
communities not linked to major centers of communication. The states
have some autonomy but have never had sovereignty. The present
federal regime is not the result of a compact between independent
states; rather the states have been created by the government of the
Republic. Some historians contend that federalism was introduced
it a time when the nation's political maturity did not warrant it.

The states are on a basis of legal equality with each other, but they
do not have a right to secede. They are represented in a two-house
national congress in a manner similar to that of their American coun-
terparts. The newest state, Baja California, was admitted in 1953.
Admission of new states and the conversion of territories into states
is done under the aegis of the national congress. States may fix their
boundaries by mutual agreement and with the consent of Congress.
Congress may adjust state boundaries except in cases where there is a -

controversy defined as "justifiable" (Article 73, IV) in which the de-
cision is left to the Supreme Court.

Reserved powers are conceded by the Constitution to the states but
the power of the states is curtailed by the concurrent powers which
the states share with the national government and by the positive and
negative obligations which the Constitution imposes on the states.
The states must have a popular representative government which is
republican in form. In local government the basic unit is a free muni-
cipality. The states must not, without consent of Congress, levy import
or export duties, maintain permanent troops, or make war except in
case of invasion or its imminence. Under no circumstances may the
states usurp any of those powers exclusively delegated to the national
congress. The states must surrender criminals wanted in other states,
publish and enforce federal laws, grant full faith and credit to the
public acts, registries, and judicial proceedings of the other states.

The first 29 articles of the Constitution of Mexico contain civil rights
guaranties which are limitatios on the states and municipalities as
well as on individual persons and the central government. The states
are given specific pow ers to grant professional licenses (Article 4),.
acquire and use real property for public purposes and for taxation
(Article 27), and-to expropriate agrarian properties within their areas
(Article 27). Subject to the limitation mentioned earlier, the states
may settle their boundary questions and may initiate legislation in
the federal congress (Article 71).

The central government has the constitutional obligation to protect
the states against uprising or Article 122 provides that upon
the request of the governor of the state, protective intervention from
the federal government may be made available. However, the federal
government has in the past inter\ cued in the affairs of state under
Article 76 ,sithont affording any protection of state's rights through
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the federal courts. The effect of Article 76 is to give the Senate powers
to decide when and if the governor of a state should be replaced and
then, by a two-thirds vote, to approve a nominee for the gubernatorial
replacement, who is selected by the President of the Republic.

The tax structure of the Republic is one of the most complicated
facets of federalibm. Since two or all three of the levels of government
perform or participate in financing a number of services, there is no
standard way of determining which will do what and by what method
of financing. Thus there are many special arrangements among the

,..,three levels for certain services in particular states and localities. The
,striking factor about government spending in Mexico is the pre-

ponderance of the federal role at all levels.
The control of constitutionality is the exclusive province of the

federal courts: the 46 district and 6 circuit courts, and the Supreme
Court of Justice of the nation which make up the federal judiciary.
The judicial proviSions of the states are independent as long as they
do not violate the Constitution or federal laws. The territories and
the Federal District have local judicial systems established by federal

law.
The Mexican amparo

Ithe guardian of the bill of rights. Literally,
amparo signifies protectipn, assistance; a human refuge. Amparo ac-
tions in other countries in Latin America tend to be primarily habeas
corpus writs. The Alexi-Pan version not only champions the right of
physical liberty but saf guards personal equities and property rights
as well.

The enabling legisla ion for amparo is found in Articles 103 and
107 of the Constitutio and in thz-gt.bsequent implementations of the
law of elver°. Its o jectives are the settlement of controversies aris-
ing from (a) laws or acts of federal or state authorities which violate
individual guaranties, (b) laws or acts of federal authorities which
injure or restrict the sovereignty of the 29 states of the union, and (c)
laws or acts of the states which violate the federal sovereignty "Acts"
of authorities include denial of justice in civil or criminal suits, in
final judgments of the courts, and illegal acts or acts beyond the au-
thority of government officials in the discharge of their functions. The
majority of amparo actions in the federal courts has been in connec-
tion with violations of the constitutional guaranties of individuals.
However, with regard to all three categories, they are effective only
as to individual plantiffs (natural or corporate) who request the pro-
tection of amparo. In conflicts between laws of the state and those of
the ReptibIi6 the only questiorik) be solved by the court concerns the
injury caused to an individual thereby and not the equity or inequity

of the conflict itself.
The guarantee of individual rights iA done in much greater detail

than it is in the United States Constitution. The use of the Mexican
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amparo,l tereover, is limited as a remedy to the protection and relief
of the inc vidual plaintiff who invokes it. It cannot be raised ex .
officio by th courts in ad effort to defeat a law believed to be uncon-
stitutional. The party requesting relief must have sustained an injury
as the result of the act or law being challenged. The fact that an in-
dividual believes a law to be imconstitutional does not permit him to
bring an amparo action on this basis alone. The plaintiff must show
real damages or the suit is dismissed. Should the plaintiff die in the
course of the litigation, his heirs or associates may not continue the
s it. Relief is limited to the injured party. If the infringing act has_
eased or the damaging law has been rePealed in the meantime, the-,

action must be dismissed.
The decision of the court, if one is rendered, is binding only upon

the parties themselves and cannot alter or repeal the law. If the courts
grant the relief of amparo to the plaintiff and the defendant func-,i
tionary refuses to obey, he is liable for contempt charges in court and
subsequent penalities. Where injury is caused by the action of a law,
favorable action on a petition merely excuses the petitioner from corn-
pliance with the law. The Constitution and the law of amparo both -
emphasize the individuality of the action and of the relief granted,
and the courts are prohibited from making a general statement as to
the law or act which caused the complaint.

However, there is an important element of the civil law which de-
parts from the Roman tradition and moves in the direction of legal
precedent. In terms of the implications of the action of amparo for
the doctrine of stare decisis, or court-made precedent (which is not
usually a characteristic of Latin American law), the Mexican law of
amparo decrees that binding precedent shall be established whenever
a series of five amparo decisions are rendered on the same legal point
by the Supreme Court and done so with a majority vote of four, so
long as there has been no interruption in the series by a judgment to
the contrary. Thus, the five or more cases «ill constitute a fixed prece,
dent which is binding upon all federal, state, and local courts, as well
as on the special labor courts (Council of Conciliation and Arbitra-
tion). The Supreme Court is permitted to reverse its precedent so long
As it sets forth a valid reason for doing so relative to the reasons for
the original decision.

THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT

The Executive

In the structure of the Mexican government, probably the most
powerful man beneath the President is the Minister of the Interior,
an office roughly equivalent to a combination of the Departments of
Justice and of the Interior of the United States (see fig. 14). President
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Diaz Ordaz held this post until his selection as the PRI candidate for
tho 1964 election. Gobernacion has been a major prize for competition
within the Mexican power structure. Beneath Gobernacion and the
other Cabinet posts is the Congress consisting of a Senate and a Cham-
ber of Deputies. The PRI has always controlled the Senate. The PRI's
control over the Chamber has never been seriously challenged. In 1958,
the_Party for National Action (Partido de Action NacionalPAN)
and the Socialist Pouplar Party (Partido Popular Socialista PPS)
elected only one member to the Chamber of Deputies. The introduc-
tion of proportional representation in 1964 raised the PAN's total of
deputies to 2.0 and that of the PPS to 10. Opposition parties have never
been able to win Senate seats away from the PRI.

Below the President's Cabinet, appointed by and exclusively re-
sponsible to him, is an extensive network of administrative structures.
The laws which are administered through these structures derive nomi-
nally from Congress. However, the powers of Congress are almost
entirely subordinated to the office of the President.

The Congress

In the Chamber of Deputies in the Congress, each Deputy and his
Alternate are elected by a direct popular vote from congressional dis-
tricts for a period of 3 years. Consecutive terms are prohibited, but an
Alternate and a Deputy can sometimes switch jcbs from term to term.
Resignations and deaths make the exact number of Deputies a figure
that is often subject to change. The Senators are elected for a 6-year
ternito correspond with that of the President.

Both the Chamber of Deputies and the Senate have some exclusive
prerogatives which are somewhat nominal in view of the strong
executive system. The Chamber of Deputies approves the annual
budget, discusses taxes, and verifies election returns. It considers accu-
sations made against public officials and can bring impeachment pro-
ceedings before the Senate. The latter body has the exclusive power to
ratify treaties as well as high presidential appointments. It also can
declare that the constitutional powers of a state have "disappeared,"
or that a "conflict of arms" disturbing to constitutional order has
arisen, permitting federal intervention to designate a provisional state
administ ration.

Legislation may be introduced into the Congress by the President of
the Republic, by senators or deputies, or by an act of a state legislature.
Law proposals, so introduced, are given a preliminary reading and
then referred to an appropriate commission or subcommittee for study
and recommendation to that body of Congress in which the given
proposal was introduced. Upon being ssed by one house, a bill is
automatically submitted to the appropri te committee of the second
house ( without an additional formal re, ding) for consideration. A.
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procedure similar to that in the United States Congress then ensues
in which joint committees of the two houses must work out a compro-
miseversion of a bill that is passed in different version by both. A bill

_.,rejected by one house is considered dead until it has been reintroduced
-through the above channels. A regular calendar of approved bills

(those which have cleared committee) is maintained, but a two-thirds
vote of the members of either house is sufficient to amend the order
established on a given calendar. Private interests seeking to introduce

_legislation must present their petitions to the presiding officer of the
given legislative branch and through his good offices have their initia-

=tive presented by a qualified member of that house.

The Judiciary

The judicial branch of the government consists of a federal judiciary
and a system of state courts. In addition, there is a system of labor

; management, quasi-judicial tribunals known as the consejos de eon -
oiliaei6n y arbitraje. With approval of the Senate, the President names
the judges of the Supreme Court who in turn appoint judges for the
lower courts. Should the President wish to remove a judge who has
been constitutionally appointed, he needs congressional approval. In
actual practice, however, the political system offers numerous ways
of removing justices.

The Supreme Court is organized into four general chambers, or
sa2a,s, corresponding to substantive areas: civil, criminal, administra-
tive, and labor, with a fifth sometimes sitting for other matters. Mexi-
can law does not depend upon the doctrine of stare deeisis. or
court -mad© precedent, but rather it depends upon absolute principles
that are compiled by legislatures and juristsin the Roman as con-
trasted to the English common law tradition. Civil law is thus a com-
prehensive system and is characterized by voluminous codes and
strictures. The legal tradition thus is not that law is to be discovered
by a judge, but rather that it is to be created by the Congress. Because
of the superior power of the executive branch, the courts have not
generally been major agents for socio-economic change.

CIVIL SERVICE

Mexico has no competitive merit system of examination for civil
service "appointments in the usual sense. Recruitment and training of
personnel occur within a relatively limited circle of membership within
the context of the PRI. Whether or not a person is considered a pro-
fessional civil servant is largely a function of the amount Of time he

has been able to spend in that position. Especially at managerial levels,
such as bureau executives, rotation in office on the basis of piitronage
is the normal rule. Particularly, family ties such as the extended
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family, or colibpadrazgo, are very important in civil service appoint-
ments. Thus a civil servant attains to his pOsition largely because of
informal factors of influence (see ch. ', Family).

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT--

Provision df public services to urban limas is largely a function of
state governnients %.hic levy taxes, receive federal subsidies, and, in
turn, make subventions to municipalities. The basic taxes which sup-
port state regimes are levied upon property, sales and commerce, gaso-
line, alcohol, interest, inheritance, income tax on salaries, and special
assessments for public works.

The municipies have relatively little power to tax or to mobilize
fiscal resoirces through bonded indebtedness. With respect to taxation
alone, thersales taxes belting to the state and federal governments.Prop-
erty tax, is a state prerogative, so the only remaining tax base for the
municipie is the issuing of business licenses and various permits for
street fendors and miscellaneous small-scale activities.

Semal major services are provided on a shared basis between fed-
eral, state, and local levels of government. Main highways and state
roads are constructed and maintained by the federal highway depart-
ment (the Secretaria de Comunicaciones y Obras PablicasSCOP),
the state governments, and local private initiative on an equal basis
of 33 percent each. Private initiative, in this ease, may be a local gov-
ernment or, more usually, a local civic group. The similar financial ar-
rangement prevails in the area of domestic water service, with the
three levels of government assuming respective amounts of 20, 50, and

30 percent each.
THE ELECTORAL SYSTEM

The proportional representation electoral system went into effect in
1964 and was a major feattice of the Diaz Ordaz campaign. The law
provides for Nliat is termed 'a "mixed" system of proportional repre:i
sentation. This law applies only to the Chamber of Deputies; senatorial
seats, two from each of the 29 states and two from the Federal Dis-
trict, are won .by popular plurality vote. A registered party can win

seats either on a plurality basis in an individual electoral district, or on
the basis of deputies at large, known as diputados de partido.

To secure election of deputies at large, a party has to win at least
2.5 percent of the total national vote for deputies. This rule is a means
of eliminating parties which contest in only a few states. Winning this'
percentage means an automatic receipt of five deputy seats, and one
additional seat is awarded for each one-half percent of the national
total, up to a limit of 20 seats. In the 1964 election, two PAN candi-
dates for the Chamber were declared winners in electoral districts in
Leon and Chihuahua. In addition, the party received 18 deputies at
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large as a result of its percentage of the total national vote. The PPS
won ten deputies by means of proportional representation, and the Au-
thentic Party of the Mexican Revolution (Partido Autt*.ntico de In
ReyoluciOn Mexicana PARM), a right of center and Catholic-ori-
ented party, won five. .

The President is elected by direct popular vote by married citizens
(by birth or naturalization) who are 18 years of age or over or un-
married citizens 21 years of age or over. In -addition to choosing the

c(iPresident and the ;National Congress, electi ns are used to fill state
and municipal legislative offices with state an local executives main-
Awning their right to choose their own administrative' team. Groups
that ftre included in the suffrage are generally those that maintain ties
with the PRI. The principal sectors of the PRI are labor, agrarian,
and the popular sector which since the early 1940's has included a
number of professional, military, and business groups. On the periph-
ery there are non-PRI-affiliated groups that from time to time are
allowed to participate within the competition for congressional offices.
Recently the PAN has had increasing success at winning the mayor-
ships of a number of smaller Mexican cities (see ch. 14, Political
Dynamics). .

The Ministry of the Interior (GobernaciOn) sets up ayederal Elec-
tion Commission which supervises the lesser electoral tribunals in the
management of elections. Elections for President and for Congress
take place on the first Sunday in July every 6 years. Additional elec-

ons are held every 3 years for the Chamber of Deputies. While
Inges from a PRI-dominated government have not taken place

ugh elections, campaigning and voter participation continue to be

vigo us.

0 0 7,46
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CHAPTER 14

POLITICAL T-MAMICS

As oi,rnid-1968, real legislative . cion in Mexico comes from
ecutive branch of government, with attention to popular, de-

man s; the government has long been dominates -by to Institutional
Revolutionary Party (Partido Revolucionario Institutional PRI
and its 7--'ocessott; anceit has extensive popular kilport. The legis-
lative is for this reason largely formal.

s)

The has been traditionally an unchallenged force that em-
bodies the symbols of nationalism and grOup attachment that were
generated by the Mexican Revolution; it represents itself as sole
claimant to continuity with revolutio,. ,ry leadership and ideals, and
has proved sufficiently flexible to include in its membership a broad
spectrum of political beliefs. In the 1960's a new wave of nol:tical
forces have opposed its dominance and to some extent eroded its
strength, but have not threatened the continuation of its dominance.

The PM has produced such leaders as Lazar° Cardenas and Adolfo
Lopez Mateo,.;, reNerod for their campaigns to eliminate misery and
injustice. They represent for numerous Mexicans the best definition
of revolutionary goals, a concept thatthough too vague to be sus-
ceptible of definitionis popularly considered the starting point of
all that is best in Mexican social, political, and economic change.

Because the PRI and its supporters dominate the communications
systems, succeeding governments have been able to propagate the
party's revolutionary mystique,N laying claim to the symbols of mt.
ticnal cohesion and affection. T14 PRI also dominates such services as
social security, socialized medicine and hospital care, assistance to the
poor, and others, and such benefits as political' pithnage and public
works projects. In addition, it claims responsibility for the country's
emnornic growth and stability and for the emergence of a national
society that is, in the main, free of major problems of socio-political
unrest.

The Mexican political scene in 1968 consists of the official group of
power holders, the group's internal divisions and subgroups, and a
system of cooperating and opposing parties. Access to the "revolu-
tionary family's" own leadership is restricted largely to those ;who can
be assimilated without ..cing, or threatening to displace, .estab-
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lished participants; tin , means that merger w ith other parties is effec-
tively blocked. In September 1967, the principal opposition party, the
Party of National Action (Partido Accion NacionalPAN) moved
to a more moderate position, becoming a center party rather than a
party of the right ; it then capitalized on its broader base to win a
handful of state and local offices in Merida, Urnapan (Michoacan),
and a stita-11 town in Puebla, formerly held by PRI members. Observers
believe that these, coupled with a summer 1967 1 ictory in Hermosillo,
are an indication that the Mexican interparty political system is be-
coming more genuinely competitive.

Although the PAN is considered by most observers to be Mexico's
principal party of the opposition there are other groups which are
registered as legal parties. Among these are the Authentic Party of
the Mexican lles olutfon (Pallid() A utioti.:e de In Revolucion Mexi-
canaPARM) and the Popular Socialist Party (Partide Popular
SocialistaPPS). The PARM is often \ ie we, 1 as a conservative ap-
pendage of the PRI. The FARM no orally collaborates with the domi-
nant party and enjoys representation in the Chamber of Deputies. The
PV,S carries the ideological heritage of the late Vicente Lombardo
Toledano, and Latin America generally: PPS also enjoys representa-
tion in the Chamber of Deputies.

Mexico also has ses eral parties and political groups that cluster
about the fringe of the legally recognized system but which do not have
legal registration permitting them to appear on the electoral ballots.
Examples of such groups are the National Union of Anti-Anarchists
(Union Nacional SinarquistaUNS) and the National Liberation
Movement (Movimiento de Liberacion NacionalMLN). These
groups are not recognized as legal political parties by the Mexican gov-
ernment because of their failure to satisfy membership requirements as
prescribed by law. Therefore, their function is generally limited
to the role of pressure and propaganda activities. With few ex-
ceptions. these groups hale relied upon peaceful means for dramatiz-
ing their differences w ith the incumbents of the Mexican government.
In addition to these out-groups the Mexican university students con-
stitute another, albeit amorphous, political force whose potential was
evidenced during riots and protest rallies which occurred during 1968.

POLITICAL DEVFLOPMENT SINCE THE
coNsTfn HON OF 1917

Follow ing the consolidatidf of Revolutionary forces that occurred
vudec eke leadership of Ve fustian° Can anza after 1917, General
Alt aro Obregon was procla' led President for a -year term in 1920.
He tried to implement th and reform pro . ises of the'Constitution,
as his predecessor had failed to do, and he carried out an ambitious
program of public education and land reform under the guidance of
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the philosopher, Jose Vasconcelos. Despite an attempted coup by
,Adolfo de la Huerta, Obregen turned the Presidency over to Plutarco

Elias Ca lles, the constitutional President-elect, in 1924.

Calles emphasized the implementation of the anticlerical provisions

of the Constitution. He confiscated Church lands, abolished religious

instruction in public schools, deported fol'eign priests, forbade the

wearing of religious habits in public, and in general waged a campaign

against religious priVilege. A counterrevolution of rightists and cleri-

cal extremists, under the banner of the cristeros, or defenders of Christ,

erupted in defiance of Ca lles.
0 ce again during the year 1928, the question of the presidential

,au ion threatened to bring civil strife upon Mexico as rival factions

of a milita6r sought to impose their favored candidates. Although

the co itution prohibited reelection, Obregon's supporters success-

fully br ht about his candidacy, and election, but in July, before

he could take office, the President-elect was assignated by a religious

fanatic who was allegedly a erietero working in the employ of Calles.

So vigorously did Calles denounce the affair, however, and so deter-

mined was his appeal for government by law rather than by passion,

that violence of major proportions was avoided.

In July Congress named Emilio Portes Gil, an intimate and sup-

porter (4 Obregen, to be provisional President for 14 months. During

this time Calles and his group, which now included Luis Morones,
formed ;Mexico's first revolutionary political party (the forerunner
of the /PRI), the National Revolutionary Party (Partido Revolucio-

nario National PRN), which held its first convention in 1929 and

nominated Pascual Ortiz Rubio to succeed Portes Gil, Ortiz Rubio

ultimately defeated the philosopher Jose Vasconcelos in a hard elec-

toral struggle. Subsequently, the Congress challenged President Ru-

bio's budget, and out of the ensuing controversy, Ortiz Rubio dismissed

several pro-Calles members of his Cabinet, and in turn, dictated Ortiz

Rubio's resignation and replaced him with Abelardo Rodriguez, a
wealthy militarist and landowner from Baja California : Rodriguez

finished the term faithfully in service to Calles. The left wing of the

PNR was angered at Calles' manipulations of the presidency. The new
revolutionaries were able to impose upon him its favored candidate
for president, General Lazar° Cardenas who was electetl President.
A short time atter assuming office M exiled Calles and began a wide-

ranging program of socio-economic reforms.
The Cardenas era (1934-1940) is one of the great steps of tine Mex-

ican Revolution during the post-violence period. Lazaro Cardenas

distributed agrarian lands to peasants more generously than had any

other previous chief executive. He did so via the usufructory device of

ejidos, or collective farms regulated by the State. Cardenas provoked

strong conservative opposition by his more strict enforcement of the
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anticlerical provisions of the Constitution of 1917. He expropriated
the foreign owned oil industries in 1938, and sought political change
internally by reorganizing Ca lles' old PRN and giving it a new name,
the Mexican Revolutionary Party (Partido Revolucionario Mexi-
canoPRM). At the same time the old Revolutionary Confederation
of Mexican Workers ( Confederation Re% olucionario de ()brcros Mexi-
canosCROM) of Luis Morones was replaced with the Confederation
of Mexican Workers (ConfederaciOn de Trabajadores Mexicanos
CTM), which came under the new and vigorous leadership of Vicente
Lombardo6Foledano. With both Ca lles and Morones exiled to the
United States, Ctirdenas governed without serious opposition. His
support rested squarely on a broadly based configuration of peasantry,
urban labor, and the armed forces.

In 1940 Cardenas stepped aside and was succeeded by General
Manuel Ar ila Camachu, who carried on many of the CArdenag reform
programs. Avila Camacho %%as matched against the candidacy of Gen-
eral Juan Andreu Almazrm whose support came from a number of
splinter parties, including the PAN. This foreshadowed the growth of
permanent political opposition in contemporary - Mexico.

The elections of 1916 a .d 1932, were comparatively tranquil. The
PRM became the PRI during the regina of President Avila Camacho;
this party supported the successive regimes of Miguel Aleman Valais
and Adolfo Ruiz Cortines. Alermin's rise set a pattern later repeated;
he rose front governor of a major state, Veracruz, to become campaign
manager for Avila Cranacho in 1910, and front that position to Secre-
tario de Gobernacion in the President's Cabinet. With the end of
World War IT, the PRI selected Aleman as a candidate somewhat to
the political right of the Cardenas tradition to promote commercial
and industrial development.

The selection of Adolfo Ruiz Cortines as the PRI candidate in 1932
represented only a mild reaction to the conservatism of t he Alemin
administration, although Ruiz Cortines was one of the more trusted
A lemanista who had followed the same route of ascent as had his
predecessor and mentor. Ruiz had always been distinguished, even
within Alenuin's orbit, as being impeccably honest. and Aleman was
known to have assigned to Ruiz certain financial cu-todial tasks ft hich
Aleman did not ever; trust h) himself. T-oder Ruiz Cortines. Me%lco's
public administration was purged of many Alf its -former objectionable
practices, and steps were talon to expand the ,);(1,1 program, public
welfare, and other reforms.

In 1958, Adolfo Lopez Mateos brought to t he. Presidency a distin-
guished background a. a labor palliator and organizer. Ills service
as Secretary of Labor in the Ruiz Cortines cabin t t and earlier as an
official of the Mexican Treasury had attracted the admiration of ex-
President Cardena.. Also LOpez Mateos was a long-standing friend
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of Miguel Alennin. Both men supported him for the P11I candidacy.
The election of Lopez Mateos in 1958 was the first presidential elec-

tion in Mexican history in which the franchise included women. More-
over, part of the PItI's campaign pledge was the institution of a
sweeping program of socialized medicine, medical and dental clinics,
and maternity care centers intended particularly for rural and de-
pressed urban neighborhoods. Lopez Mateos generally made good this
pledge and thereby endeared himself to many Mexicans who of
wise might have remained on the fringes of their nation's
life. The 1958 presidential campaign was one of the most
indeed violent, campaigns since the cristero riots oft
opposition candidate endorsed by PAN was Luis H. Alvarez, an aristo-
crat and magnetic man who saw Mexico slipping into a Marxian so-
cialism that would end in Communist dictatorship. Alvarez was openly
the spokesman for clerical interests and for some members of the finan
cial directorate.

Political stability was the hallmark of Lopez Mateos' regime, de-
spite several naval and border skirmishes with Guatemala, interna-
tional friction over relations with Castro's Cuba, and the problem of
the salinity in the Colorado River water coming from the United
States. Despite numerous social and economic problems, the broad
range of public service programs and the continued ability of the PRI°
to meet the majority of demands placed upon it by the Mexican pop-
ulace continued to make the nation's political system one of the more

stable ;thin the Latin American community of nations.

MEXICO'S DOMINANT PARTY: THE PRI

The assassination of President ObregOn in 1928 provided an impetus
for Mexico's political leaders to band together into an enduring insti-
tutional arrangement whereby the nation could spare itself a repetition

of the anarchy and bloodshed that had marked the Revolution of
1910-17. As a consequence, 1929 saw the creation of a new party, the
Partido Revolucionario NacionalPRN.

Under Cardenas, the party was given a new name, the Partido
Revolucionario MexicancPRM. It was organized into four sectors:
agrarian, labor, popular, and military. The agrarian sector contained
a number of subsidiary organizations designed to integrate peasants
and small landholders into the party. Prominent among these two
groups was the National Confederation of Peasants. The Labor sector
was integrated around the Mexican Workers Confederation, under
the leadership of the socialist intellectual Vicente Lombardo Tole-
dano. Tha popular sector appealed primarily to urban small business-

men, professionals, students, and public employees, while the military
sector was meant to represent the armed forces.
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Under President Camacho in 1916 the Pat tido Revolucionario
Mexicanos became the Partido Revolucionario Institucional. The mil-
itary sector of the PRI was dropped in 19-10 at the start of Avila
Camacho's administration as a gesture of demilitarization in Mexico's
growing commitment to a civilian stewardship of the revolution. The
official party, PRI, tho.s emerged as the all-encompassing structure
which it is today.

Because of the intimate relationship between the fm hkraichy and
the Mexican governmental process, the structure of decision-making
and accountability within the party is most important.

Immediately beneath the President of the Republic (who is also the
titular head of the PRI since. for more than 30 years. the PRI has
dominated the got nment) is the National Executive Committee
(Comit6 Ejecutivo Nacional CEN). The president of the CEN
traditionally thought of as the second most powerful man in the PRI.
Next there is the organism know ., as the Grand Commission or the
National Council which exercises a watchdog function between meet-
ings of the principal representative body of the PRI, its National
Assenth13,. The National Assembly, through an extensive and compli-
cated subs stem of regional and local organisms, is intended to be the
popular N oice of PRI. It convenes once every 6 years to establish party
policy and to ratify the party's nominee for the Presidency. The Na-
tional Assembly may also be called (by the CEN) into an ?in 'rgency
session although this has only rarely been done (see fig. 15).

The CEN has more power within the PRI than either the National
Assembly or the National Council. The principal powers of the CEN
are the follow ing functions, as established by rules effective in 1960:
convocation of national assemblies and specification of criteria._ for
choosing delegates, convocation of the National Council and criteria
selection for its delegates, supervision of part3, discipline both with
respect to groups and individuals, establishment of special investiga-
tot commissions to deal w ith regional political problems, and control
()ter a broad range of 14toal and regional political organisms including
the state and municipal party committees. The CEN conducts pro-
grams of public education and citizenship training and is the nucleus
of promotional ir tit it % on behalf of party unity and recruitment.
Much of the success of the PRI as Mexico's continuing dominant
political instil tit ion rests on the powers of the CEN.

Apart from the formal hierarchy of the PRI, the party has func-
tional liiJ,s w ith Mexican society via a series of organizations. These
ace organized into scoots. The agrarian or farm sector includes ntem-
hers of the collectitc fat to 0 yid()) program, Carious organizations of
huger unskilled wage tat nuts who work on private lands, certain

agriculttn al technicians. and a semi-professional group known
as the Mexican Societt of Agronomists. The agrarian- sector has been
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dominated traditionally b the National Agricultural Workers Con-
federation (Con federavion Nacional CampensinaCNC). The labor
sector of PRI consists principally- of the Mexican Labor Confedera-
tion ConfederaciOn de Tabajadores MexicanosCTM) and other
smaller confederations. The popular sector is the most difficult to
describe. It represents a broad range of professional groups, teachers,
goy ermnent workers and the remnants of the old military sector of
the Pill that was abolished in 1940 under the regime of Avila
Camacho.

THE SATELLITE SYSTEM OF OPPOSITION PARTIES
AND OUT-GROUPS

The PRI a copies the center of the Mexican party spectrum. To its ,
left is a loose configuration of Marxist-oriented groups m hose prin-
cipal ideological bond is a common dissatisfaction with PRI policies.
In August of 1961, a convention of prominent leftists, featuring repre-
sentatives of the Mexican Communist party, the Popular Socialist
Party (Partido Popular Socialist 1PPS) and a number of other
splinter groups, was held in Mexico City., Ex-President Lizaro
Ctirdenas sm.% ed as the ideological mentor for this convention. These
meetings displayed a broad consensus in fa or of nationalization of
all natural resources, expulsion of most foreign capital investments,
closer ties with Castro's Cuba, and a broad "go-it-alone" policy. The
convention also decided that a new leftist entity was needed to cement
and coordinate the efforts of the various groups into a unified front.
Thus a new movement, nom practically defunct, the National Libera-
tion Mo meat (Movimiento de Liberacion Nacional --MLN) was
proclaime

The M N immediately called itself a grass-roots organization which
ultimately would rival PRI. This image was short-lived, however;
during the first year of MLN existence, Vicente Lombardo Toledano
took the PPS out of the MLN. His action resulted partly from re-
luctance to embrace Maoist Communism and partly from rivalry
between himself and Iltzaro Ctirdenas. The Union of Mexican Work-
ers and Peasants, headed by Jacinto Lopez, also pulled out of the MLN
only under pressure from Lombardo. MLN adherents countered this
blow to their prestige by trying to capitalize on the prestige of
Lizaro Ctirdenas; they proclaimed a radical campaign to renew his
rigorous agrarian reform measures of the 1930's. Braulio Maldonado
Stindez, ex-governor of Baja California who had left the PRI, called
for armed peasant uprisings and insurgent act i% ity in the countryside
against the incumbent "traitors" of the revolution. An agrarian reform
subsidiary known as the Independent Peasant Front was formed, with
Lizaro Ctirdenas again serving as titular leader, but supported I); a
directorate containing members of the Mexican Communist party.
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The Mexican Left is divided principally between supporters of
Lombardo and Cardenas. Vicente Lombardo Toledano was famous
throughout the hemisphere as the founder of the Latin American
Workers Confederation (ConfederaciOn de Trabajadores de la
America LatinaCTAL). His PPS has dominated Mexico's left be-
cause of PPS willingness to come to terms with the PRI on matters
of potential ideological cleavage. In the presidential campaign of
1964, PPS, which had existed as the PP since 19-18, became an "official"
opposition to the PRI and was inscribed as a legal political party by
the government. In return, Lombardo, promised to support the PRI
presidential candidacy in exchange for assured seats in Congress. This
rapprochement further widened the breach between PPS and the
MLN, which formed its own campaign front, the Popular Electoral
Front (Frento Electoral del PuebloFEP), and ran Professor Ramon
Demos Palomino for the Presidency. Danzos Palomino, who was also

an official of the Mexican Communist party, was denied inscription
as a legal cand;date, as was the honored painter, David Alfaro
Siquieros, who campaigned for the Senate from his ja:1 cell in Mexico

City, as a protest gesture.
Rightist sentiment in Mexico has two principal organizational

forms, Union Nacional Sinarquista, which is largely confined to San
Luis Potosi, and Partido AcciOn Nacional. The term "sinarquista"
is a corruption of two words, "sin" and "anarquia." meaning "without
anarchy" or "with order." It is intended to be an order of Christian
democracy, first under God, then under a God-fearing state. All
Sinarquistas are said to be ardent Roman Catholics. Sinarquistas are
disciplined members of a militant theocratic faith and frequently use
the word "soldier" in self-description. The ideology sinarquismo em-
braces a strong economic conservatism.

Since 1940 the only formal opposition to the PRI has been offered
by PAN, which emerged as part of the Conservative reaction to the
socialistic reforms of the Lazaro Cardenas regime during the 1930's.
Principal targets of their attack were the sweeping nationalizations
of industry, the stricter enforcement of the anticlerical provisions of
the Constitution of 1917, and the hastened distrilmt ion of the agricul-
tural lands through the use of e fidos. PAN was formed at a Mexico
City convent;on in 10M. Its founder, Manuel G6mez Morin, is still
active in the party's national organization. Since its founding PAN
has always offered presidential and congressional candidates, except
in 1946 when it chose not to contest the Presidency. PAN upholds the
Constitution of 1917 except for the anticlerical provisions, as a great
instrument of human equality, and charges that the controlling
PRI has violated the constitution through administrative abuses of
liberty.
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Today's pa/a.staw, Or members of PAN, include the abolengo, old
families of distinguished ancestry whose wealth and position have been
reduced or threatened by the PRI, some of the more recently successful
business and professional people, many of the upwardly mobile middle
class, and an uncertain base of peasants and artisans that Church in-
fluence has placed within PAN ranks. PAN has never'been officially
credited with more than 12 percent of the vote in a presidential elec-
tion, and thus has not posed a major threat to the PRI in the past.

The presidential succession of 1964 was won, by a wide margin by
Diaz Ordaz. The PAN candidate, (1 onzAlez To! rt-,, got zi proximately
12 percent of the 11 million votes that were cast. PAN won one
diputado by districts and 19 others by means of proportional repre-
sentation. The election was conducted calmly, with little or no reported
violence, and only a few charges of voting irregularities were made.
The election was the first in PAN's history in which one of its candi-
dates pub'icly acknowledged defeat without charging fraud or dis-
paraging the outcome. President-elect Diaz Ordaz openly thanked
PAN for its attitude and lauded the concession of defeat as an example
of Mkico's maturing democracy.

NONPARTY INTEREST GROUPS

Several of the groups already mentioned qualify as nonparty in-
terest groups, but because of the dominance of the PRI there are few
such groups actually possessing the ability to influence events:Among
those groups enjoying limited relevance are the Mexican Catholic
Action society (Accion Cat Utica Mexicana--ACM) and the National
Union of Parents (Union Nacional de Padres de FamiliaUNPF).
Such groups are generally considered to be conservative and have
pressed for a restoration of clerical privileges to the Church.

To the left of the spectrum is the National Liberation Movement,
MLN, that tries to integrate a number of diverse groups. Among these
probably the most radical is the Revoluntionary Movement of the
People (Movimiento Revolucionario del PuebloMRP) led by Raid
Ugalde, a former youth leader most recently connected with the PAN
in 1955. Ugalde, the leader of the MRP, was imprisoned during 1968
for his alleged complicity ir. the derailing of trains. On both left and
right there are numerous small groups and factions which represent
specific interests and whose description goes beyond the province of
this chapter. Again, it bears repeating that the dominance of the PRI
has effectively denied any of these groups or confederations a role of
major political power.

MEXICAN POLITICS: THE COMPETITION FOR POWER

Through its ninny communications media and control of govern-
mental powers the PRI has been largely responsible for the socializa-
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I \
tion process in which Mexicans have learned respect for the symbols
of group attachment that unite their nation. Public and private holi-
days and festivals, official acts, dedications, and sporting events are
occasions at which national values are paid homage. Newspapers and
magazines regularly devote space to the treatment of historical and
patriotic themes. The educational process, especially in the elementary
grades, dedicates considerable attention to the patriotic legacies of
Juarez, the Revolution of 1910, and a vast number of other such
themes.

All of this is intended to build psychological links between the Mexi-
can citizen and his nation. The socialization process, and the control
thereof, is an intimate part of the competition for popular support,
hence, political power within the Mexican political system. Effective
political power is an attribute that is negotiated primarily within the
PRI. The principal competitors for power are the sectoral organiza-
tionstions mentioned above and the hierarchical groups which seek to
channel their demands upward. Key leaders of these Organizations
and groups play major roles in the process for negotiating power.
Hierarchy is important and any leader who wishes to vie with a
superior for power must be confident of broadly based support on
behalf of his cause. Not only does the dominant party circumscribe the
competition for power but it instills criteria for legitimacy in the
competition for power, The party, therefore, may itself be viewed as
a legitimizing symbol for control of the competition for power via its
monopoly of communications media which link all parts of the "revo-
lutionary family."

Clustered about the PRI are the groups of special interest organiza-
tions mentioned above which vie for political effectiveness intermit-
tently and whose focus tends to be issue oriented rather than
comprehensive in the sense of total governmental change. It has been
argued that some of the opposition groups have enjoyed limited access
to-political power and influence because they were in part supported
by the government. I

Certainly it is true that those groups receiving no government or
official blessing of any kind are in a disadvantageoui poiition. vis-a-vis
the power process. Because of the success which the PRI has had in
its role as Mexico's principal agent of political socialization, however,
the quest for power by most groups has taken place within a legal
context and the resort to extra legal methods has been rare. The student
riots preceding the 1968 Olympics were examples of such excepti6nal

behavior.
Since the cristero revolt during the Calles era and the sinarquista

protest riots of the late 1930's the Mexican political system has gen-
erally been able to absorb demands placed upon it and thereby to avoid

__recourse_toextra legal methods of competition for power. During the
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fall of 1968, hou ever, there was evidence that suggested the possibility
of change in the dominant position of the PRI. PAN'S move to the
center had been accompanied by victories in the municipal elections
of I fermosillo, Sonora, and Merida, Yucatim. In Nuevo Leon the PAN
had already achieved (in 19e I) municipal electoral success in the
comintinity of Garza Garcia. In Baja California, PAN claimed it won
the June 1968 mayorality races in Mexicali and Tijuana as well as a
majority in the state legislature. PAN was able to point to the student
riots and alleged official brutality as evidence of the need for "an
infusion of new blood" in the revolutionary family.

The political issues which face today's Mexico include those of state
sponsored capitalism (the corporate state) versus expanded private
initiative. Exacerbating the controversy is the generation gap between
those who ha% e been socialized into accepting the current revolution-
ary machinery with its relatively slow rate of change, and the bur-
geoning younger generation that is impatient for more rapid change.
In mid-1968 it appears that issues, policies, and programs surrounding
the controversy over political change are more important to the popu-
lace than the individual men who occupy key positions. The President
of Mexico continues, of course, to be held responsible for the national
destiny.
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CHAPTER 15

FOREIGN RELATIONS

Foreign relations are affected by two salient considerationsthe
desire' to maintain la fully independent Mexico and the country's
proximity to and joint border with the United States. The spirit of
independence was first proclaimed in 1810 by Father Hidalgo, and it
has come to f6ition under the institutions associated with the Insti-
tutional Revolionary Party (Partido Revolucionario Institucional
PRI) (see ch. 3, Historical Setting; ch. 14, Political Dynamics).
Mexico stands for the independence of all nations; non-intervention
is so vehement a policy commitment of all recent foreign relations that
Mexico is Latin America's only nation still maintaining diplomatic
ties with Castro's Cuba. Mexico lost nearly half of its territory to the
United States in 1848; this and subsequent interventions have joined

to produce a psychology in Mexican political lif that prizes inde-
pendence and non-intervention above all else. On the other hand, in-
creasing economic dependence on international tourism in recent years

and the increasing attractiveness of Mexico as an investment ground
for foreign capital has tended to reduce the intensity of this feeling.

Responsibility for the direction of foreign policy lies with the
Ministry of Exterior Relations, which is located for administrative
purposes directly under the Presidency. In recent years, Mexico has
been an active partner in the United Nations and the Organization of
American States, and has endorsed the ideas of the Alliance for
Progress. Mexico has been a strong proponent of the rule of law and
strongly supports the sanctity of treaties. Its international relations
during the past decade have been generally smooth except for minor
friction with Guatemala over questions of fishing and navigational
rights and the largely dormant Mexican territorial claims on British
Honduras. It has also had intermittent disputes with Cuba over qui.--
tions involving Cuban diplomats and refugees.

Mexico's need to maintain its own territorial defense has not been

great during the 20th century; and its military establishment has not
assumed a dominant role in foreign affairs. Pacific settlement of dis-
putes continues to be a key tenet of foreign policy. An apparent
anomaly in foreign policy is continued recognition of the Spanish
Repulican government-in-exile residing in Mexico City. The over-
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whelming majority of the citizenry supports its government' foreign
policy and tahes pride in the manner in which it is executed. Mexican
diplomats have achieved respect for their roles in international
organizations.

MOTIVATION AND GOALS

Foreign relations are conditioned by a political sensitivity engen-
dered by a history of external armed interventions into Mexican do-
mestic politics (see ch. 3, Historical Setting). These relations are also
influenced by the Revolution of 1910, which formulated in ideological
terms a revolutionary position in international affairs (see ch. 2,
Physical En ironment). This revolutionary ideology asserts the inde-
pendence and -uniqueness'' of the Mexican experiment while it rejects
a "unix'ersal mission" to reach its goals.

Economically. Mexico has profited by its proximity to the United
States in the areas of foreign trade and technical assistance (see ch.
23, Foreign Economic Relations). Since the Revolution, Mexican
decision-inakers have formulated a foreign policy which has been
termed "inverted neutrality." While the Mexican government has
taken ception to many United States policies in the- hemisphere,
it has limited sonic of its more extreme positions in foreign affairs
because of the proximity of the United States and the economic de-
sirability of maintaining good relations.

In evaluating and formulating national interests, policymakers take
into account the historical vulnerability to foreign intervention, and
the ideological implications of the socio-political revolution. The
Mexican War of 1848 and the French Intervention (1862-67) began a
process of nationalism which culminated in the Mexican Revolution
of 1910. This nationalism stresses the "uniqueness" of the Mexican
nation as a hybridization of Western and indigenous cultures. Mexi-
canidacl is the ideological formulation of what is termed the "unique
identity" of the Mexican system. As expressed in foreign policy terms,
ntexicanidad demands adherence to the principles of strict noninter-
vention into the affairs of other nations while recognizing the self-
determination of all peoples.

In the juridical application of these doctrines, Mexican decision-
makers have been presented with a dilemma. Because of its own revo-
lution, Mexico has committed itself to the establishment of representa-
tive democracy throughout the world as the basis of peace. Thus;
Mexico is one of the few nations which continues to recognize the
Spanish Rept.hlican government-in-exile and refuses to maintain dip-
lomatic relation,- with the Franco government. Yet Mexico supported
the Castro revel. u.,;..,: +he Mexican government consistently refusing
to meet the demands of . ttista to pievent anti-Batista activities from
occurring in Mexico. In these cases Mexico's commitment to support
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the democratic ideh_ in itsforeignliolicy has presented a dilemma
over the prioritybetweeii self-determination and nonintervention.

The_professaa policy of the Mexican government is contained within

the following princia
1. The recognition of the free self-determination of peoples and in-

violable respect for their sovereignty and political independence.
2. Repudiation of any form of external hegemony.
3. Preeminence of the country's Political Cons'itution over any

other internal or international statutes.
4. Acknowledgment of nonintervention and 'be principle of ju-

dicial equality of states as the bases for international harmony.

5. Respect for the humanitarian right of asylum.
6. Adherence to the cause of peace and peaceful coexiste't'e among

peoples.
7. Strict compliance with the United Nations Charter and with

the principles of continental solidarity and cooperation as ac-
cepted within the inter-American system. ,

8. Use of arbitration in settling international conflicts;.

9. Recognition of the usefulness of international economic and
technical cooperation on a worldwide or regional scale, as long
as the foregoing principles are observed.

10. Equity in economic and commercial relations.
11. The need to expend individual and joint effort in reducing the

profound inequalities existing between standards of living in
underindustrialized countries and those existing in nations more
advanced economically.

TECHNIQUES AND \CAPABILITIES

Foreign policy posits strict compliance with the principles of inter-
national law as the only bases upon which states should conduct rela-
tions with each other; it holds that international cooperation and peace

can be fostered only by a firm adherence to nonintervention and self-
determination of all peoples. By virtue of formal commitment to these
principles, Mexican President Lopez Mateos declared : "Our interna-
tional beh..vior will conform . . to two fundamental rules : to accept
nothing that will endanger our sovereignty, and to cooperate un-
failingly in any effort that might serve effectively to increase hai(mony

among the nations of the world or improve man's living conditions."
While the ecimtry supports a norm -of state behavior based upon the

precepts of international law, it vigorously asserts state sovereignty as
the prerequisite to any type of internationalism. It supports the prin-
ciples of collective defense against armed attack, as evidenced by par-
ticipation in international and regional organizations. But it has
abstained from contributing any financial aid or personnel to +he
various collective operations carried out by the United Nations. :p-
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parently, the ;4overnment feels t kit the principles r.,)nt:tin':d in these
organizations are if primary importance, but that the implementation
of certain aspects of them might limit the country's soc ereignty.

Because of its historical experiences and geographical position,
Mexico is sensitite to any policy which might limit sovereignty or
sem e as a pretext fur external inter\ cut ion into internal Mexican
affairs. While espousing the principles of international cc ,peration,
the establishment of representative democracy, self-determination of
all peoples, and racial equality, the country maintains a position of
isolationism which is reinforced by its interpretation of the "unique-

!less- of the Mexican situation.
Thus. the principal means used in conducting foreign relations is 't

nonpolitical diplomacy. The country frowns upon any use of military
force to settle diplomatic disputes. Its refusal to cuter into a bilateral
military assistance pact with the United States in 1952 indicates its
distaste for military alham es. Consistently. Mexico has opposedlanv
type of collectite inter\ ention into the domestic affairs of another!
state. During t e deliberations of the Organization of American States/
(OAS) over at question of Cuba, Mexico refused to participate hr
apply ing any -t Tc of diplomatic or economic sanctions to the Cuban
Government. Foreign Minister Andr(.s Tel lo warned that the pretet
of,extra-continent al in% anion was being used by the OAS in the Cuban
case I justify the abrogation of the princir le of nonintervention.

The absence of any serious diplomati. ,pute with any of the
nations with which it maintains diplomat._ relations indicates the
pacific nature of the country's foreign policy. 'With the excePtion
of slight military skirmishes in alleged Mexican territorial yi,.aters

with ships of Guatemala and the United States, there ha, hen no
visible evidence of the threat or use of military force as a /Part of
Mexicali foreign policy. Boundary dispnte,, as well as notti)olitical
contro% ersies, have been handled by the Foreign Ministry through
pacific diplomatic, elia taw's. A my glad of conventions amid treaties en-
tered into by Mexico in the post-war veal fittest to its commitment
to settle all international problems through diplomatic migotiation.

Regular mil itamy groups ha% e become highly professi4alized and
les. politically-oriented than those in other Latin Ameriiian eountr'es.
The defense establishment receives sligl.tly less in budgetary alloca.
lions compared to counterparts in Latin America: Ile% erthele s it is an
efficient, otganizat ion capable of defending the country from foreign
aggression. Significantly, the geographic proximity of the United
States makes such defense secondary, since any invasion attempt upon
Mexico would coostitnte a grave threat to United States security.
Therefore, the government can pursue peaceful means in settling inter-
national disputes without fear of encount .ring superior external mili-
tary force. Mexico thus has been able to base it foreign policy upon
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t moral commitment, to international law and international concil-
tory agencies rather than upon expediency forced by external threat.

RELATIONS WITH SELECTED COUNTRIES

The United States

Mexican and United States foreign policies have greatly interacted.
Historically, four ,phases of diplomatic intercourse can be discerned.

From 1b22 until 1917, most diplomatic interchange concerned terri-
torial boundary disputes and resulted in three major United States
military inter entions. The second ph. -. of diplomatic activity arose
from the Mexican Constitution of 191 , which contained many socio-
economic provisions impinging upon ink ate United States invest-
ments in Mexico. Time activities of the revolutionary Mexican
governments duriiig this period subjected diplomatic relations be-
tween the United States and Mexico to great stress (see ch. 3, His-
torical Settinr).

During and immediately after World War II, a third phase of
unprecedented military and technical cooperation between the two
nations occurred. In the fourth phase (since 1952), Mexico has at-
tempted to follow a neutralist position vis-a -ris United States involme-

ment in time "cold war." Mexico maintains cordial relations w;th the
United States, but follows an independent hemispheric and interna-
tional course consistent ss ith its ideological formulation of foreign

policy.
Relations between Mexico and time United States entered a new phase

with the advent of World War II.The early 1940's saw unprecedented
cooperation between time two countries.

In 1912, Mexico severed all diplomatic relations with the Axis and
declared war. Reciprocal military and political agreements were
signed by the two nations. Mexico participated in and supported all
hemispheric collective defense agencies. In the Americas, Mexico re-

ceived the second largest lend-lease installments from the United
States (US$38 million). Economic cooperation was evidenced by the
creation of a joint commission in 1913 to make recommendations to

meet any economic problem arising in either nation's production level.
The Water Treaty of 1045 proided for the creation of joint flood-
control projects and the equitable distribution of water from con-
tiguous rivers. In the immediate post-war years, the United States
and Mexico continued to further economic and technical cooperation.

Nfexico's refusal to enter into a bilateral military assistance agree-
ment, with the united States in W52 marked the fourth phase of
relations between the two nations. In the context of the 'scold war," the

threat of international communism establishing a base of operations in
the hemisphere had been of critical concern to the United States. This
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appeared especially ominous to some with the establishment of the
Arbenz regime operating out of Guatemala. To avert the possibility
of a Communist base of operations in Latin America, the Caracas Con-
ference of 1954, spearheaded by the United States, adopted a resolu-
tion stating that the domination and control of any American state
by international communism was to be deemed a threat to all American,,
states. This anti-Communist resolution met with an abstention froni'
Mexico, which claimed that this declaration compromised the prin-
ciple of nonintervention.

The appearance of the Castro regime in Cuba and its alignment with
the Soviet bloc created another security problem for the hemisphere,
and again Mexican foreign pone.; displayed a neutral position in OAS
deliberations. In July 1964, the Ninth Meeting of Foreign Ministers of
the OAS, serving as an Organ of Consultation in the application of
the Rio Treaty, adopted a resolution imposing diplomatic and eco-
nomic sanctions against the Cuban government. Mexico was the only
member state which refused to comply with the resolution and which
continues to maintain diplomatic relations with Cuba. As a sr icrn
to the Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance of 1947, or the
Rio Treaty, Mexico was bound by the decision of the Organ of Con-
sultation to suspend relations, but the Mexican government claimed
this would constitute intervention into the internal affairs of Cuba,
and that also for "humanitarian reasons" Cuba should not be isolated
from the rest of the hemisphere.

Thus Mexico's refusal to support United States efforts through the
OAS to combat Latin American Communist go \ ernments marks a
departure from the politico-military cooperation of the two nations
during World War II and the immediate post-war years.

Foreign policy in this fourth phase stresses political independence
from the United States and assumes a friendly neutrality toward its
northern neighbor's "cold war" with the Soviet Union. The country
continues to cooperate with the 1 Tnited States in the areas of technical
and economic aid. As a participant in the Alliance for Progress, it
was designated to receil e US$600 million in aid to fulfill President '
Kennedy's desire that Mexico become the showpiece of Alliance policy.

In June of 1907 an agreement on Mexican exports of textiles to the
United States was reached, and in July, the two nations agreed on a
flood control project for the Tijuana River.

The Communist Bloc

In 1921, Mexico recognized the Go\ ernment of the Soviet Union.
Yet, by 1927, Mexico had broken off diplomatic relations as a result
of pronounced Sol ict actin ity in Mexican domestic politics. Relations
were resumed prior to World War I I, and they hale remained cordial
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since then. While Mexican fcieig,n policy does not contain an anti-
mikkt line, the country has not entered into any technical assistance

agreements with the Soviet Union.
Mexico has notsecognized the People's Republid of China and has

consistently voted against its admission into the United Nations.
Mexico continues to maintain relations with the Chinese government
based in Taiwan.

Cuba has provided the most vexing diplomatic problem for Mexican
foreign policy in recent years. The Mexican government expressed
open diplomatic hostility to the government of Fulgeneio Batista.
When Fidel Castro achieved power, the Mexican government recog-
nized his administration.

At the Seventh Meeting of Consultation of Foreign Ministers at San
Jose, CoSta Rica, in 1960, the United States highlighted the danger
presented by Cuba to hemispheric security. Mexican Foreign Minister
Manuel Tel lo stated that the Cuban experience demanded patience on
the part of the American. states and that their task would be to make
Cuba feel that its destiny was in America. The Mexican government
took exception to the Declaration of San Jose by claiming that collec-
tive action would endanger the principle of nonintervention when am
alleged case was not clearly an extracontinental threat to peace and
security.

After the abortive attempt at the invasion of Cuba by anti-Castro
exiles ir. April 1961, the United States requested a meeting of con-
sultation of the OAS to consider the threat by the Soviet Union and
Cuba to hemispheric security. Mexico opposed the calling of such a
meeting. Despite this opposition, the eighth meeting was held in Punta
del Este, Uruguay, and by the necessary two-thirds majority vote Cuba
was suspended as an OAS member. Mexico opposed this move claiming
that it was juridically impossible under the existing OAS Charter to
exclude a member state from the organization. Mexico demanded that
such procedure could occur only after amending the charter. This
meeting concluded with a resolution suspending trade with Cuba, on
which Mexico abstained from voting.

As of 1962, Mexico, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, and Uruguay were the
only OAS member states maintaining diplomatic relations with Cuba,
At the Ninth Meeting of Foreign Ministers in July 19.64, a manda-
tory declaration for member states to suspend diplomatic and economic
relations with Cuba was issued. Mexico vigorously denounced this as
intervention and refused to adhere to the OAS ruling. As recently
as September 1967, the country refused to vote in favor of expanding
economic sanctions imposed upon Cuba, while it supported, at this
same conference, a resolution which called for the immediate reporting
to the United Nations of any aggressive action on the part of Cuba.
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This suppoi t i, consistent N% it It the st Moment made by President LOpez
Mateos in February 1961, Nvhet lie stated that the r ight place to discuss
Cuba was within the trUited Nations and not NN :t hill the Organisation
of American States.

Mexican foreign policy reflects a posit k c att it ride toward the Castro
regime. This is based upon the country's firmal commitment to sup-
port all forms of revolutionary governments. Popular support for the
Castro government is quite high; this popular attitude reinforces
the present foreign policy position of the Mexican government. Yet,
there ate signs of grow ing apprehension in governmental circles t'tat
student and peasant unrest is being directed by fieh /Islas. To support
this fear is the fact that a member of the Cuban embassy was expelled
in 1967 for sninggl ing arms into Mexico.

Latin America

Among Latin American states, Mexico has one of the best records
of cordial re'. itions with its hemispheric counterparts. It is a partici-
pant in such joint programs as CEPAL, the Economic and Social
Inter-American Council, and the Latin American "common market.'
(LAFT1). President Lope/. Mateos aptly expressed Mexican foreign
policy objectives toward Latin America when he stated:

One of the cardinal poirt, of no gosernment s international policy k
the strengthening of the ties that bind ua to the other 'peopleh of Lail,:
America. We have cert.tin adinitieN w ith thI'M which derive from liktory
as cell ai geography, pity.; nu awarene,s of the common problems inher-
ent in our economic and spiritual development.

The country has been actively engaged in formulating the Treaty
for the Proscription of Nuclear Arms in Latin America. Mexico be-
came a signatory on Februar:. 14, 1967. According to Subsecretary of
Foreign Affairs Alfonso Garcia Robles, Mexican support of this treaty
has the twin objectives of excluding nuclear arms ft om Latin America
and taking the first step toward tl: general and complete disarmament
of the world. Mexico also supports the economic integration of Latin
America and a political eonfedelution in which only Latin American
nations can participate. Mexico has become one of the leading propon-
ents of Latin American integration based upon a purely Latin Amer-
ican directorate. While Mexico desires that the United States and
Canada assist Latin America toward this end, it contends that it is
excluskely up to Latin Americans to determine the nature and scope
of their eventual integration. Mexico feels that this cannot be achieved
until there is a democratic unity existing in Latin America. President
Diaz Ordaz enthusiastically supported the summit meeting of Latin
American chiefs of state at Punta del Este in April 1967, and he
stated that at this level of decision-making, in concerted action, Latin
Amer ica would arrive at economic integration in the near future.
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Other Relations

Mexico maintains normal diplomatic relations with Western Euro-
pean nations, with the exception of Spain. Mexico is the only Latin
American nation which continues to recognize the Spanish republican
government-in-exile and maintain no diplomatic contact with time

present government in Madrid. There is a large concentration of
Spanish republican emigr6s in Mexico Cit) where the government-in-

exile resides.
Commercial relations with Indonesia. Japan, and India seem to

determine the limits of Mexican foreign policy in the Orient. Up until
1963 charges d' alfaies in New Delhi and Mexico City handled diplo-
matic relations between India and Mexico.

Diplomatic relations with the Arab bloc and the new ly independent
African states remain minimal, w ith the exception of Lebanon. A
large number of Lebanese immigrants inhabit Mexico, and this factor
accounts for close diplomatic ties.

therall, foreign relations with other nations display a cordial yet
neutral attitude. There have been few occasions since the Mexican
Revolution of /1910 where diplomatic ties have been severed. World
War II marks the only occasion on which Mexico took a partisan

position.
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Mexico is a member of the United Nations and of all international
agencies constituted since the Hague Conference of 1899. It did not
apply immediately for membership in the League of Nations, but
was a member ,at time time of time demise of that agency. One reason
for the delay in joining was Mexican oppcsition to A rticle 21 of the
League covenant, which termed the Monroe Doctrine a "regional
arrangement" and provided for its internationalization. MexiCo ex-

pressed reservations against this article on the basis that it was a uni-

lateral declaration and it violated the juridical principles of
nonintervention.

As a member of the LLited Nations and related international agen-
cies, Mexico does not supply any financial assistance or personnel. The
United Nations serves as an outlet for Mexican foreign policy state-
ments and is viewed as an embodiment of the principles of interna-
tional law and cooperation.

Mexico has been one of the most active United Nations members in
the area of defining the principles of nonintervention. In an address
before the General Assembly, Subsecretary for Foreign Affairs Alfonso
Garcia Robles stated that the principle of nonintervention is an in-
controvertible and inviolable doctrine guaranteed by the Charter of
the United Nations. As a member state, Mexico was at the forefront in
pressing the adoption of the declaration concerning the "Inadmissi-

Of );(..Tt7
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bility of Intervention into the Internal Affairs of States and the
Protection of Their Independence and Soereignty." This was passed
by the General Assembly on December 21, 1965, by a unanimous vote.
Mexico's consistently reiterated position before the United Nations is
that the organization does not rut \e to concern itself with Mexican
all'airs because Mexico's CM U elopmnt permits it to avoid all
international problems. Mexico has taken no position in the United
Nations which would compromise its commitment to nonintemention
and self-determination. Its foreign policy holds that there can be no
international pein:e if these principles are not observed by all nations.

Regionally, Mexico is a member of the Organization of American
States. It has been an active advocate of the "Latinization" of this
organization. Again, the country's foreign policy regards this organ
as an embodiment of the juridical principles of nonintenention and
self-determination. As such, the participation of the United States in
this body is iewed by some Mexican foreign policy-pakers as inimical
to these doctrines. In this iew, United States involvement in the
cold war impinges upon the development of a truly integrated Latin
Anielica. Mexico has igorously opposed the creation of a permanent
OAS military organ.

SOIlle ut the reforms NN h jell the Mexican Foreign Office has presented
for the reorganization of the 0.S are as follows: the creation of
a General Assembly which meets in regular sessions and ecastitutes
the supreme orgai of the oi ganizat ion ; the amplification . pacific
means N hereby the Permanent Council could settle d. initos between
members ; the prohibition :igainst any standing z»ilitl ,y advisory body

ithin the organization; the guarantee of the oluntary nature of ac-
ing or rejecting the actions of the organization; referral to the

United Nations of any dispute which cannot be settled; the adoption
of new norms concerning economic, social, scientific, educational, and
cultural goals of the organization, with the United States abstaining
from any of deliberations on these norms and the creation of three
independent permanent councilsthe Council of the Organization, the
Interamerican Economic and Social Council, and the Interamerican
Council for Education, Science, and Culture.

The Dominican crisis of 1965 further illustrates Mexican opposition
to inter-.merican collective intervention into the internal affairs of
American states. At that time, Mexico affirmed that the sole justifica-
tion of its forces has been to defend and protect its own in-
stitutions and processes. To expand this to provide personnel for an
inter American nillitary force woud be a violation of the Bogota
Charter. which expressly prohibits the use of force to settle disputes,
asserts the doctrine of nonintervention, and guarantees the juridical
equalit of all states. These provisions constitute the essence of Mexi-
can forei!rn policy as well.
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The cuttatry views its participation in international and regional
organizations as a _ assertion of commitment to the principles of
!nternational cooperation. and peace. Foreign policy in relation
to these bodies indicates a neutraliq and isolationist view of what
the proper functions of international organizations should be. Within
these organs, Mexico asserts a strictly legalistic and juridical approach
to the problems of internationd. peace. Self-development by sovereign

nations is the best guarantee of the effective operation of international
conciliatory agencies. The counts;; proudly points to Benito Juarez,
the first Mexican statesman to enunciate the principles of noninter-
vention and self-determination as the cornerstones of Mexican foreign
policy. Mexican participation in international bodies does not extend

beyond these doctrines.

DOMESTIC REACTIONS TO FOREIGN RELATIONS

The Marxist Left in Mexico, both within and outside of PRI, is
highly fragmented. This has been due to the personal incompatibility
between two factions, led by Lazaro Cardenas and the late Vicente
Lombardo Toledano. Also, there is the ideological struggle among
groups favorable to Mao Tse-Tung, Castro, Moscow, residual Trotsky-

ites, and revived elements of the non-Marxist Far Left (Bakuninists
and the like). Nevertheless, the views of the left still have an impact
upon foreign policy makers. Cuba is the one issue upon which these

fore A agree. On many occasions these groups have united to stage

..impressive demonstrations in favor of the Castro regime. It appears
highly improbable that the Mexican Government, which claims to be

revolutionary, would break relations with the only other Latin Amer-
ican government which has implemented vast political and social
change through revolution. Such a break would have tremendous in-
ternal political impact on the Left, since elements of which already
claim that Mexican revolution has been abandoned. On the other hand,
when Cardenas appealed to the students and workers at the time of
the 1968 summer Olympics, he urged that they not be miC _d by for-
eign agitators who did not have Mexico's interests at heart.

There is also a challenge from the opposition on the Right. The
national elections of 1964 indicate some increase in influence of the
Right, since the rightist parties outside of PRI polled over 12 percent

of the national vote. Municipal elections in 196 displayed an increase

in Rightist polling attraction. This opposition reflects a highly anti-
Communistic and anti-Cuban attitude which certainly can affect Mex-

ican foreign policy attitudes toward neutralism in the cold war (see
ch. 14, Political Dynamics; ch. 17, Political Values and Attitudes).

At present, Mexican foreign policy is compatible with the domestic
policie and represents fairly the dominant attitudes of the people.
Mexico's neutralism and policy of peaceful coexistence in interna-
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tional affairs derive their justification from the consequences of 19th-
century foreign intervention and the RCN olution of 1910. While time
government reminds the people that stabilit3 NN ithin the internal po-
litical environment guarantees foreign nonintervention, it must also
display a revolutionary fervor to justify its legitimacy.

This ambivalent position has affected man) groups, especially in
relation to Cuba. Elements of the Roman Catholic hierarchy in Mexico
have tacitly entered into the political arena. amid expres- an opposi-
tion to the Castro regime as a product of at hiestie Communism.

POPULAR ATTITUDES

There can be little doubt that the current Mexican foreign policy is
supported by the vast majority of concerned Mexicans, and, even, to
the extent that it appears releN ant to their daily concerns, to both the
relatively uninvolved urban and rural poor (see ch. 12, Social Values;
eh. 17, Political Values and Attitudes). In pilint of fact, the Mexican
government has seemed sometimes to be forced by anticipation of

_popular reaction, to take a more uncompromising position than they
might on matters related to such key issues as nonintervention.

For this same sort of reason, the position toward the United States
is often, per force, ambiguous, since any contemporary Mexican gov-
ernment must balance the historically deeply rooted anti-United
States sentiments and the grouing and vital economic interchange
between the No countries (see ch. 3, Historical Setting; ch. 23, For-
eign Economic Relations). The two opposing popular views here aro
represented by: anti-gringo stereotypes on the one hand, and wide-
spread adoption of americanisins, americanized dress and consumer
goods on the other.

The Cuban experiment has captured the imaginations of many
groups in the Mexican populattop. Fidel Castro and Ernesto "Cie
Guevara have exerted some appeal among the ming, who enjoy the
emotional appeal of relining; a roolution. Among these groups, the
example of United States is often identified with the status quo and
the older generation. On the of her hand, Castro :s rise to pow er has been
idealized by some youthful imaginations.

Mexico's attempt to play a leading. role in both political and eco-
nomic cooperation u ith other Latin American states, and to act as a
spokesman toward limo mg the influence of the United States and
Canada, is generally popular. Sunilaly, popular Mexican resentment
against Spain and Spaniat *Is accompanies and partly counterbalances
its persistent haven for the Spanish Republican expatriates.

ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION

Mexican foreign policy is founulated primarily by the President of
the Nation. There is a Secretariat of Foreign Affairs headed by a
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Secretary and two Subsecretaries appointed by the Chief Executive.
While the Constitution provides for civil service appointments to pro-

vide government personnel, active membership in the Institutional
Revolutionary Party (PRI) is a prerequisite to appointment. Theoret-
ically, the party provides the framework for a total consensus of all
sectors and therefore reflects the general will of the people. Since the
party has monopolized the machinery of government for a long period
of time, there is little possibility, short of an almost inconceivable com-
plete electoral upset for the PRI or a world crisis of overriding propor-
tions, that a significant change will occur in current foreign policy

positions.
There is no formally constituted intelligence agency existing within

the Mexican Foreign Affairs Secretariat. The military is primarily
responsible for such services through military intelligence.

Foreign office personnel are drawn primarily from the professional
sector of the PRI. App *ntment to the foreign service carries much
prestige. Engineers and attorneys constitute the largest group on the
upper levels of the foreign ministry, while lower positions are usually
filled by minor bureaucrats and professional civil servants. Diplomatic
representatives are highly respected by the people, in general, if they

occupy a sufficiently prestigious position in the Secretariat (see ch. 17,
Political Values and AttituLles).
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CHAPTER 16

PUBLIC INFORMATION

As of the middle of 1968 the information-dispensing media were
competing vigorously for attention and favor. The radio network,
comprised of about 461 broadcasting stationsamplitude modula-
tion and frequency modulationand about 9 million radio receivers,
has the largest audience. There are about 220 daily newspapers with
a combined circulation of around 5 million, almost entirely in the larger
urban places; but the rate of growth of the daily press has been only
slowly overtaking the growth of the population at large. The hun-
dreds of weekly, bi-weekly and monthly papers and magazines making

up the periodical press enjoy a larger total influence than the daily
press, and in both cases the journalistic standards are high.

Tha film industry and the theater are outstanding for Latin Amer-
ica; domestic production, which averages 100 films a year and several
dozen plays, contributes much less than the foreign production com-
panies which have found Mexico to be a lucrative market. The book
industry is one of the largest in Latin America, but high costs and
the inadequacies with respect to both education and disposable income
characterizing much of the population severely constrain the market,
and yield a predominantly small-scale industry which operates in part
on government subsidy.

From one station in 1950 television has grown to about 55 stations
(including relays) in 1967, with around 2 million receivers to serve.
Early in its history, the industry showed a tendency to merger, and in
1968 one system, Telesistema Mexicana, is a dominant factor with two
microwave networks covering about 80 percent of the country's
population.

The Constitution provides for freedom of expression and of the
press, but with certain conditions concerning public morals, public
order, and public safety. In practice, a number of governmental agen-
cies regulate, and at times censor, the output of the information media.
There are separate provisions for the press, for radio and television,
and for films, and the controls are designed primarily to contain any
tendencies in the way of incitement to riot or other criminal acts, to
deal with slander and libel, to eliminate seditious behavior, and com-
munication of harsh criticism of the government. In addition, these
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controls exercise some modefating influence on criticisms of the
government.

The media are in general privately owned, although the government
engages in the publishing business to some extent and owns small por-
tions of the other communication industries. As largely commercial
enterprises the media arc more concerned Stith popularity as guidance
for the material presented. They feature variety, current events,
music, and films. The press, in particular, is considerably less political
than in earlier years.

FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION

From independence onward the constitutions have provided. for
freedom of the press, and this guarantee is preserved in the 1917 con-
stitution. Article 0 declares that the expression of ideas shall not be
subject to any judicial or administrative investigation unless there
are grounds for believing that it is not consistent with good morals,
that it infringes the rights of others, or that it incites to crime or
disturbs the public order.

Article 7 specifies that the freedom of %vriting and publishing
any subject is inviolable. It further declares that no law or :nab° ty
may establish censorship, require bonds from authors or printe or
restrict the freedom of printing., which shall be limited only )47 the
respect due to pri% ate life, morals. and public peace. Article tO fur-
ther qualifies he right by requiring that religious publicati ns can-
not contain political commentary. The right to assembly is gt aranteed,
but this does not include a right to deliberative armed me tings.

:...'ince the basic guarantees are conditional. institutions hale devel-
oped to deal with alleged % iolat ions of the stipulated conditions. Sus-
pension of the guarantees in %\ art ime has been invoked; in World
War 11, fur example. a decree 1,tw provided for the censorship of mail
entering and lea Mg the country. A state in bet %vcen peace and war
is al,-0 distinguished. tlt.tt of a state of siege where the state's security
or well-being is deemed by the President to be sufficiently threatened.
Then all rights may be temporaril suspended or limited for the period
of the enwigenc. In peacetime, the institutions provided govern the
expression of ideas publicly sa that the tests of acceptability estab-
lished by the got eminent can be applied, informally and formally. The
go% eminent can exercise substantial influence over the press through
a degree of control o% er the upply of newsprint.

A Code of Et hies has been formulated for the press by the govern-
ment's Publications' Qualifications Conimission (Comision Califica-
dora de Publicaciones CCM tthich includes the prohibition of pub-
lished material downgrading the go% eminent. If a violation is detected,
the CCP can take the Aender to court and have the publication halted.
This provision %%as invoked in 196.1 when NoPh mbir, the publication
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of the Workers and Farmers Party, was declared illegal by the CCP in

a Federol Court and publication was halted. Attacks on the govern-
ment, when they occur, are apt to be indirect and subdued.

There are provisions of the Penal Code as well as the Press Law
dealing with prohibitions and punishments. The relevant Penal Code

is that for the Federal District and the Territories; since most of the
relevant businesses are located or headquartered in 'the Federal Dis-
trict, the code's practical scope is very wide. Slander, libel, insult, and
obscenity, all come within the criminal laws. Violations of tlibse laws
can bring up to 2 years in jail plus a heavy fine. A broad'caeegery of
offense that limits freedom of expression is that of sedition. Sedition
involves attacks against the nation, institutions, or public officials and
disturbing the nation's peace. It also takes in incitement or provocation

to anarchy, robbery, or disobedience. Conviction of any of such offenses

can bring heavy jail sentences and fines.
For use of the airwaves, the government gives out revocable 50-year

licenses and requires that a government-appointed supervisor approve
programs in advance. He can forbid broadcast if he thinks they would
be immoral or harmful to the country's economic interests. The law
expressly prohibits clandestine publication, requiring always that
author's name, printshop, and so on be on each publication. In another
field, the government, through the office of Public Education, regulates
both the contents and prices of textbooks. The Department of
Spectacles has acted in the past to ban the production of plays where
public morality was said to be at issue. Films have their own super-
visory bodies and require special permits prior to export in order to
ensure that the product is worthy of Mexico.

RADIO.

The radio broadcasting industry continues to show vitality and
grosah. In 1961 there were 414 broadcasting stations; in 1964, 495;

and, as of mid-1967, 561, including 66 frequency modulation (FM)
stations (see table 14). There were about 7,281,000 radio receivers in
operation in 1904, 8,240,000 by 1966, and over 9 million as of mid-
1yO8. In 1964 16 percent of these were short-wave. FM saw extremely
rapid growth from 16 stations in 1964 to 06 in 1967.

Recei% ers tend to be highly concentratedat least one-third are in
the greater Mexico City area. Twelve of the FM broadcasting stations
and 42 of the AM stations are in the Federal District. Two of the
states, Tlaxcala and the territory of Quintana-Roo, have only one AM

station : 11 of the states have no FM broadcasting station.
Mexican stations serve market areas along the bordersin the south-

western United States, for exampleand the country's short-wave
transmitters reach elsewhere in the world, especially in Latin America

and the Caribbean.
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Told, 1; .11< ri,(in Radio Broadcasting &awns, 196%

Z At:3
Number
riequenoy

Number
Anhtude

()dub: Ion

.Igaii.calientes___ _ 1 4'
Baja California, North S 26.
Baja (2,,lifornia, `oath 1 2

Canipeche 5

Coahuila 3 31*

Colima. 5

Chi.tpaq 1 11,

Chilinalia____ __ 2 36

Fedt i al 1)n-t riet . _ 12 42
Durango 2 S

t l int nap la t o 22

Guerreio.___ 1 12

Hidalgo 1 3

Jah-co _ _______ 4 37

"le% leo_ 1 3

Mich me.in 25

:\ long°, 3

Na3 at it 1 5-

Neus-o Le.',11 6 16

Oa % :tea 1 9

Puebl _ i 1 12

Queretaro 1 5

Quintana Roo 1

San Tans Potosi -0. 13

Sinaloa 1 22

Q:nora. 6 36

.basco 7

1 aniaulipas S 35

Tht\cala. 1

Veracruz . '1 44

Yucatan 9

Za .atecas 5

Total_ 66 495

Souice Adapted front Foreign Broadea,ting Service. Broadcasting Stations of
the World. Parts I, II, III and IV. Washidgton, D.C. GPO, 1967.

Of the mass media, radio probably reaches more of the MexiCan
population than any other. Its reach ht's been aided by the large mar-
ket area open to service by standard band radio stations and the low

cost of the battery-powered, small transistor radio sets with which
so many homes are equipped. =

Tog. flier with motion pictures, radio has been a force toward na-
tional integration, for it brings to widely separated cmmunities
Rao w ;: of the music and other cultural expressions from all the
other areas. To sonic extent it serves to communicate the different val-
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ues and points of view between urban and rural, thus serving to de-
crease the contrasts.

Radio brvadco.sters must operate between the limits imposed by
their supervisors on what may be broadcast and those i.nposed by their
advertisers, for radio is primarily a private business. This means that
cultural affairs often give way to more popular programs, including
music and the reportage of the news. The government operates some
stations and these are often used for educational purposes.

Most of the station owners are members of the National Association
of Radio Broadcasters (Climara Nacional de la Ii dustria de la Radio-
diffusion) in the Federal District. Many operate as separate business
operations, some operate as part of chains, and some are attached to
newspapers and other communications businesses.

TELEVISION

Size

The television industry has grown faster than any other media, from
one station in 1950 to 55 stations, including relays, in mid-1967. The
number of television receivers has grown from 1.3 million in 1964,
to 1.8 million in 1966, to about 2 million in 1967. Television receivers
aro now being manufactured in Mexico. Neither of the national terri-
tories has a television broadcasting station, and 10 of the states lack
such facilities (see table 15).

Table 15. Mexican Te letzszon Stations, 1967

States Number States Numb.*
of stations of stati.as

Aguascalientes Nayarit
Baja California, North 4 Nuevo Leon 4

Baja California, South Oaxaca _

Campeche Putbla 1

Coahuila 3 QuerOtaro
Colima Quintana Roo
Chiapa- San Luis Potosf
Chihuahua 4 Sinaloa 3

Federll District 9 Sonora 4

Iittitiia,o Tabasco..
Guanajuato 4 Tamaulipas 4

Guerrero 'I'la-xcala

Hidalgo Veracruz 6

Jalisco 3 Yu cat fin I
Mexico Zacatecas
IIichotictin 1

55Morelos Total

Source. Adapted from Foreign Broadcasting S.rvice. Broadcasting Stations of the
World. Washington, D.C. GPO, 1067.,
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Mexico has been au enthusiastic leader in tilt.. pi ()posed de% elopment

of at: int iiiiLed s%st,ini extending from northern border to
the s' uthern tip of Argen; iva. Realizat ion thus far has been limited to
a functioning net in Central America.

A small fraction of the industry's broadcasting is in color. Life color
shows 11:1%e emerged siuc late 1.)67 aml these were preceded by the
introduction. in carp 1967. of British and A met lean filmed color TV

shows.

Structure

On 19:10. the first of _Mexico's tele% ision stations tient
on the air. ..tied li. lioniulo OTarrill. It %%as one of the first sta-
tions in Latin America. It soon atti acted t %%o ompetit ors, In a short
time all three here in financial difficulties, and a met ger liar «msma-
mated to initiate the nucleus of the Mexican nation c munercial net-

ork, Telesisti ma Mexicana. B% 19(h4. Tclesistema Mexicana had tiro
microwave net works co% ering SO percent of the (ountr's population.
Also b% the start of 19W.), thei e w ri e ogi sot ions in opera-
tion. By 196, the Mexican Legion of Pecenty, a religious holy, had
been formed to re% iew tele% i. ion productions. In 1961, the Mexican
go% erunient announced plans to build l e ftievision sta-
tions in the central part of Mexico, met. a nun ilier of .% ears. The com-
mercial net 11 as (let oted eimarily to el t el tainment. and was only
.slightly involved in edneat ional programming.

There are television producing films si altered throughout the
county% , man.% t hem. Of %% it Tclesistema Mexicana.
'Ile hub of the industry is in Iexico ('its at Tele% hi (intro. the head-
quarters of Telesisteina %% hich supplies % idcotape and net -

work hookup facilities for the % ious locai stations. As of 1961, there
was one nonvornmereial broadcaster in Mexico ( 'it , alt educational TV
enterprise operated 1 r the National Pol% technic Institute.

There are six other tele% ision stations in gexico City. Channel.:
T. and 9 are netted with channel 2 oil a piii !nautili( basis. thought they

do some programming oil their 041 ens ii,. for channels S and 13
hag e been issued for indepi lident operat horn. Clemnel ;') has recently
become the first Lit in AtIlet1C.;11 atliliate a tile United States' COkin
bia Broadcasting Sstein (CBS). This %% ill git (`it vell
as stations-in the interior access to CBS progiams desieiid. (han-
nel 1 had pre% ionsly become afIlliated %% ith the A inei lean Broadcasting

Company I ABC) and channel %% oh the National Bioadeasting
C ,inpany (NBC).

Viewers in-r` least 20 of the 29 state, and t %%o territories are now
served. The mitt %% iii I, is maintained b telal stations at Pas') ,ie Corth,
Zamorano, Frvpat 1:ti and Gnadalajai a %% hich setIe the states of
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71\1xico, :Nlorelos, (filet lei 0, Oaxaca, Hidalgo, Puebla, Velacruz, Tlax-
cala (.;tter6t:tro Cotanajnato \ I whom :40, San Luis Potosi. and Jalisco.

Programming

With its commercial oi lent at ion. telet ision programs consist gen-
erall of variety, t heater, old inutle s, sports events, and occasional

political or, cultural evonts. Tele% icentro. the technicians produce
about 17-1 hours of Iiie puo gi a ins and about the same number of filmed

programs per week. Included in this are about 50 h 'lf-honr soap opera
shows. The microwave relay'llet completed in 1963 b. lugs many special

events to cue Mexican audience including the top boxing matches, big

league baseball aid other sporting events.
In addition to the domestic mai het, Mexican television producers

have been developing markets for liackaged nouianis in the Domini-
can Republic, Ptuu to Rico, Cent ral A merica, Venezuela, Peru, Colom-

bia. Ecuador, Argentina and Chile. The largest foreign market
continues to be the United States, This mathet is supplied through
the Spanish International liroadca4t log Company, operating Channel
41 in San Antonio, Texas and Channel 31 in Los Angeles. on UHF.
About 70 programs a week 2.0 to each st.tt ion.

Televicentro. Mexico's "Television City" is a f ast complex of facili-

ties. equipment, emplo3ees, and performers. More than 1:0 hours of

videotape lit put of iginat es there ea:11 xeek and is sent to local st a-
tions throughout the interior and to foreign niarket4. Ten videotape
machines are used, together with it cameras, -1 acres of Space and over

2,000 employees and performers. directors, and player s.

THE PRESS

Newspapers

While radio, and television it a. it 111.1113- more pe(yle than the
printed word, newspaper, ,'ont;nue to 0, cupy an important place 111

the overall inforanit ion system of the country. Daily4wspapers have
grown in number front -13 in 1900, to 99 in 1917, to 150 in 1957 and on

to about '22u in I96S. Circulation of the dailies hits reached at least 5
million per day. Mexico City and its cotiions account for the major

portion of t' total circulation. Me N* o City is one of five sit ies in Latin

America whd 20 or more daily newspapers, and there a -c 30, whet

cities in Mexico w it h more than one daily.
Three of the dailies at e printed in English, including One, Tile Yetrst.

which has a substantial circulation, and one is printed in French. The

quality of the writing is often excellent, in part because t he hook in-

dustry has not yet de eloped to the point of, being a sufficient outlet
for Mexican writers, and newspapers and periodicals have been able
to draw upon a large reservoir of talent. In earlier tears the itres was
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intensel but the political :Lbilit since the 1910's and the
e.tde of etlnc, and other le -ti lint- hale givn the pros, primarily the
role of in tormat ion and onto t lhiSZ`eillinatiOn.

The lame hem founded since the Bt ollition (see
table 110. EvL L Ls foinitied in 1917. /.../ nt;:.e/Aal in 1916, El
.Vtle:olial in 1929. .Vocediu/t,' in 19:15, anti La PPensa in 1935. An
exception i. 1.7 /am( n of Vet acritz Illtich was founded in 1S98 and
is Nfexico's oldest daily newspaper. Felix F, Pala% ini (1SS1-195),
the founder of El /mil. is generally 1tgarded ac the father of
Niexieati jottrnalisni tin ough the measut he tool, to upgrade the news
coi=erage and methods.

the 1-nm:impels at competitie ard use deuces such as lot-
teries to build circulation. The big L ity dailies ha e generally good
internatiouLd nolls colerage. reliug primarily on Associated Press;
United Pte -., 'MC1'11;16011.11, A:rtAll'e 1:1 PreS$V and Reuters for
information. With the ext\tption of E reel6lor'. they do not maintain
fot voi The pis iintient pros ides public information

Tab!, 11; ..)1(1.1,,r tes papers ,?: 1I urn, 1967

/ aper Onntatrn A rptoxilltatte
tn.ulation

Federal .1"_/4-4 net
ee1,101:'

Ct adroit,
rItitinvz Not win-,
La Prensa_ _ _ _

No\ edatle.:
14iario de la Tarde_
1.4.1 (*Inver-al_
El Nacional .. _

1118

El Utio.er.al GrAtico -

independent-Conservitie__ 159, "000
Independent 125. 000
Independent _ _ 115, 000
Independent _ 110, 000
Independent 9S, 000
Independent _ 91,000
Independent -('or-ert.itt t._ _ _ 73, 000
Pro -( of eminent ___ 50, 000.
Independent-Left _ 40, 000
Indopendent 23, 000
Ennly-lt language 20,000

I,a oz de 'Alive() (*toilworn-, _ . , _ 4, .100
"due-

1i Oc'id .11 lit1.01,thior ( Independ( nt ----- _-:.------- 71:000
El Not te-Alontern ) I ndependi itt-roto/ovativit.. _ 65, 000
El Sol oe T.tinpico Independeat. 60, 000
Diartode Vii(atAti- A erilla Ind( pendent-('on-4 rvito.e= . _ , 51, 000
FA Sol de (1(holtilaj.tra independent_ 17,1/00
El Por) ewe- A l o t t t ( rrel _ Independent _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ .. 42, 000
LI Infortn.ulor-(ii..111,..; IL( Ind, !wild( tit-Con-, r. at i \ e_ 42, 000
Id Sol-Atom( rre) ) ,1,/,,,ildent-('oto.ervt.tie _ 42, 000
PI Sight-Tort viol Itolependent-('oc,e1 1 at I \ e_ 27, 001)
1'1 1)10:U1101-V( r.lert17 1 'ote.er). too. 0 23. OM

So,,r( \ (laid( d from S,t( h \1 -lie , Worldniark Enewlopo dui of th, .\ations.
New York 11 lip( r s(.7 1101., 1'167.
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bulletins concerning events around the country, and these are an im-
portant source of news for the papers and periodicals as well as the

news departments of radio and television organizations. Associated

Press supplies useful inf'Tmation about events in The provinces,
whereas the other news services deal little with that part of the news.
The Mexico City papers commonly provide excellent coverage of news

in the Federal District, the international and overall national scenes,

;but spotty coverage of regional affairs.
Almost every provincial town has a daily or weekly newspaper

devoted almost exclusively to local news. One chain of 28 provincial

papers is the largest in all of Latin America. It is owned by El Sol and

has an estimated total circulation of 600,000. Many of the local papers
crusade on local issues and often have a profound effect on public
opinion. Some of the papers, the weeklies in particular, deal in sensa-

tional news.
The most prestigious of the Mexican newspapers is the morning

daily Excelsior. It publishes an evening edition, Oltimas Noticias (lc

Excelsior, and several periodicals and has radio station affiliation as
well. Excelsior is unique in that it is owned by its own key employees;
this corporate form having been adopted in 1932. El Nacional is owned

and operated by the government, and it is read diligently by govern-
ment employees and others seeking to gain early knowledge of govern-

ment views and plans. There is an extensive Catholic press, including
At-Wm, but by law the religious press cannot engage in political

commentary.
El Popular, formerly a leading leftist paper head d by the late

Vicente Lombardo Toledano, was forced out of business some years
ago, because of inability to pay on its credit from the government
newsprint monopoly, PIPSA. Most of the 116,000 tons of newsprint

used in Mexico is imported and the supply controlled by PIPSA. The
Communist V oz tie 211 ilxico and the leftist El Dia continue to reptv-zent

the more left leaning views.
Since financial health is critically dependent on income from other

than news copy sales, it is common to find that over one half of the
newspapers' space is devoted to advertising. Editorial pages are lead-
ing features, and Are apt to be two page spreads. Editorializing ex-
tends into the news stories as well, for the striving for literary quality

is everywhere evident. Except for those papers that specialize in sensa-
tionalism, crime and scandal are generally played down rather than
exploited for their full news value. Top columnists a:.e much in de-
mand, and many well known foreign -Columnist are need.

Periodicals

The periodical press has reached formidable proportions in Mex leo.

There are at least 1,800 periodical publirlied do, to :)On of them are
weeklies, another 250 are fortnightly publications, and well o'er 500
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mina lilies, 11 itli the balance being mi:Irterlies and jout nals published
at irregular mien als. The major part of there are poinfi.if to,,ard
general appeal although there aressubstantial numbers spec Ilized iii
eligions, technical, scientific, cultural, literar, jul

sports. and labor matters. There mere about 1:0 periodicals in 1900,
about one half ot these genii al informal ion. about 1:;0 polit,ioal, an-
other J0 or 110 in the lit era r% and del ot ed to sciont the and tech-
nical subjects. 1;y the earliest cats of World War I I t Ile total number
of periodicals had not groll a appreciabl, but the complexion hail
alread 11 it h about the, number del oft(' to
general information. but 11 it It er fell. about ;;0, polit teal, a rather

muubor of lit ci ar1 , and nioro t ban lo0 scient *die and technical.
.k: for the daily- tue focus of the Ini111-1rN 1, Nlexwo At

least hal of all 11(.11,p:wets and pet iodicals ale published there.
11 all (ttaittlaja t a i ;Inkiiu \t it 11 about pet cent. :Intl Veracruz
lie \t 1t 11 about t In't'col:t. 1,1111 OL-cl 01':- hVIIVI e t hat t he pet .10(1411
111C-- tit litc aggicgate has a laiget inthienee than the itellspa pers.
,kIllio%t imorazines date ,ince the Nelohition, althow411 lie e;,,/,1

011 lied 1 c11 brfotr the WI °Intim).
The III a It Adm., inaga/ine, ate /*: 77, into, ois_

11111in et1 t he 11i, 1 ieu, flNt p;(,111(1) IS modeled
after /*;,,,, 1,1".1, me, and it tend, to In. 1)10 CwIciliiiik)111, and anti_

,i, 1, a 1,11_11 lug juin ntal.Anotliet oeldy 1)11Ni:died by
ca }led ti iCil(tS. a1,0 SOIne.

what left i-t. i, .a 1,01)111,11' tga. oo. of the al let.% pe. Tod() and
popitiat 11,,e1sIte. 11 it II a 1, lc- of tliiirirt and hi-am-heal

hue' st howdt t he ale hoot t, polit h .11 than most Nlexican maga-
/Me-. (1( /,'( lit Iii 11 a litei it agaAine but like
111.111.1 that field 11.1 11,111Lft d to c,1 Ii1-101.1 mot current 01 cuts.

a Ix idel le Ill 10;11!.1/111. 1,111)11,11Cil ill
NcI A1111 ( )t \. :A1'4) 411 LI! uteri- 41 till ell I CIO 111:12A

11111. .1' 13 1 "/' t id itt.th Wt.\ indlitle
.1 W.I. .11 , 1 Tit .1Ittit . : 1 1 0 1 .1. 'tt .11 11(h t. Tht. periodicals,

Iith then 1.o cop" prices. gem.' all oat compete the book industry,
although the gi ing 1,114.11,a, i i'll'11111 Agin!! .1 1(...;iirgt.110

ill 1)0011 huvin!,.
Th, 10.1111,11 pail., of popular, as is

anotlu't inge-t 7', not,. d Iii Ncl% Yot k, Then. ale .1
Li lent Many

nia!,t,ine, including dailie:=. naltheirt 'ii,'iil,ltluilIsl.ltgerthanan
that of the ni.,1)iliwri-t. T11,. Catlo Chill, h publishe, a ula ra-
iut' r,lllctl Ci ('omits al gt lierall.% ill all n fexican artists.
/,',,.ist,//midAtr;',1/ t lw leading trade join nal. lint there are at least
others. The Rule() Nacional tie (.0nivicio 1.',xterior publishes a

monthly <',,a1( io Exl l ior, cileulation about 10,000, N1 hilt
Info(111.it11e l'01)01tS On the economic i nation. Ii.;bicire Eeo-



nonaco is published by the Fond() de Culture. Economica and it is one
of the best economic publications in Letin America. There are social
science teaching and research centers in Mexico, but their journals
have small circulations, although the researchers will sometimes pub-
lish in the popular press.

Many Mexican journalists belong to the Inter-American Press As-
sociation, which was founded in 1950 to promote Pan American jour-
nalism and a free press. Publishers of technical periodicals commonly
belong to; the AsociaciOn de In Prensa Tecnica de la Republica Mexi-
cana, which is a. member of the International Federation of the Period-
ical Press. The Asociacion, Mexicana (le Periodistas in the Federal
District was founded in 1947 to defend freedom of expression and
better the conditions for journalists and to upgrade standards,
although it.is not a trade union. The trade union of journalists is the
Sindicato Nacional de Redactores de Prensa, located in the Federal
District and founded hi 1923. It has over 2000 members and publishes
the Otheta. There is also a foreign correspondents' association in
Mexico City.

BOOK PUBLISHING
Development

There were a book trade and paper industry before the conquest.
Early books were found among the 'roltccs, Mixtees, Zapotecs, Aztecs,
Mayas, Totonacs, and fluastecs. Just prior to the conquest the Aztecs
were making books in a form comparable to present-day books. After
the conquest. howe%er, the native book industry was virtually
extinguished.

During; the colonial petiod, books were almost entirely for ecclesi-
ftstical (conversion) purposes and for colonial organization. They
were printed in almost 40 Indian languages. In the 17th Pentnry about
1,545 titles were published, and in the 18th century about 7,757 titles
were published. Printing w as widely introduced in the 19th century;
the first daily newspaper was introduced in 1805. The press at that
time was primarily polemical and political, and this phase lasted until
lee, in the 19th century. Books and newspapers were often instruments
of intellectual and social struggle, and n'.' books were imported from
Spain; all paper came from Spain at that time. The Fren^h style was
the model in printing and publishing in the 19th century, though
later the fashion swung to the British and Scottish styles. With the
small local publishing industry, booksellers dealt primarily with fcr-
cigu works. Foreign publishers became est al.lished during the Diaz
regime, but few have survived.

Photoengraving was introduced in 1889, and the first color press
was installed in 1911. After the Revolution. Mexican governments
were greatly interest. d in books as vehicles for mass education, rural
education, and the like. The government regulated the book trade,
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and it went into the publishing business it-elf. The go\ eminent ini-
tially published translations of the Greek and Roman classics as part
of a program of cuhural ath aocement. but this effort. lapsed, and
such material did not return until World War II.

Size and Structure

Book publishing activity has grown Neu rapidly in recent years.
In 1955 ; tail about 923 books were produced: by 1964 the number had
leaped to 4,661. This grow Iii had been aided greatly by the introduction
of paperbacks, for their much lower prices permitted the sales growth
which the heretofore small-scale, high-co-t, hard-cover book industry
had never been able to achime. Social science books grew in nuiaber
from 177 in 1955 to 1,072 in 1964. Nearly all categories grew but none
so spectacularly as applied and pure science whch alone totaled about
2,200 between them, or almost half the total produced in 1961.

As of mid-1968 there were about 120 publishers in the country. Very
few firms are engaged solely in publishing, however, and in most cues
the other businesses they carry. bo )k wholesaling and retailing, are
financialh more important than pt bli-hing. The Fondo de Cultura
Economica. estabIL-bed 1,3 subsidy in 1934, is one of the few firms en-
gaginr. :-ole13 in publishing. Originall3 (looted to books on economics,
the Fondo now carries a mote balanced list iii the social sciences and
humanities. D. E. Herrero and liditoi ial Patria, both old established
publ 'shin°. and ,,dc_ firm,. have balance in their textbook lines, while
(tsar CieeiOn, anotliem substantial tirm, cal Ile, a list balanced in the
main toward low-priced popular books.

The Fon& is st Ill partially subsidized, as are all firms in the book
industry, since the3 pay no taxes other than social security taxes for
their emplo3ees and exce,.s profits taxes. Since t'Ite Revolution, ade-
quate eop3iight laws haNe been enacted, but a fair portion of the book
businesb is in pit ated hook-, no y,t1r front abroad Nvhere royalties do
not hate to be paid. Foleign fir ins operating in Mexico are generally
in wholesaling, for the whet, hiae been alno).-t entirely taken into
Mexican control.

Mexico is one of four countri, - in Litin A nierya hich can he said
to li.te important hook indn-t ie-. ,ind Argentina and Mexico are the
chief hook exporter- upplie,-, a large part of
the import- into ilt' It ;.;,41:1.11 iti l'he ''sent book industry
in Mexico star,- laig.13 flow Cie d,-1t11 T: of the Civil War in
Spain and ft on, Wiic,1 \11cli ll IC1111011,11 Yll1100-: of supply

cold 1 rot tocct Me \1, in publishers and sellers,id Iii try ,ni,...cono, moducN foreign ones and experi-
.,1 o doe, not le.y duties on incoming

hook -. 1,e doe, it a qauta althoaali there are import
eharires on books V,
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Production and Distribution

While production has grow a substantially in the past decade, the
industry retains a go. erally small scale. Presses are apt to be rather
old, small, and inefficient. The supply of paper continues to be a severe
problem, for both quantity and quality have been deficient. P,nper is
the largest item of production cost, at times reaching three fourths of
the total. A factor tending to hold down on the size of printings is that
libraries commonly have only meager book-buying budgets, and pub-
lishers are unable to ,count on large sales to libraries in order to
establish more economic lot sizes.

Textbook publication is financially the most important part of the
industry's output. here, of course, the government is in competition
to some extent. The government also regulates the contents and prices
of textbooks. The textbooks for primary and secondary schools are
almost entirely by Mexican authors, but for advanced curricula, espe-
cially in scientific and technical fields, including law, foreign texts are
quite coma on. In addition to textbooks, the Ministry of Public Mu-
catka has engaged in other publication efforts, often in philosophical
and red igloos subjects.

Many of the firms are international in character. One of the most
important, Espasa Cal pe Mexicana, is an important publisher through-
out the Spanish speaking world. Editorial Labor of Barcelona,
through Editorial Labor Mexicana, supplies ninny of the scientific and
technical works.

Many of the books produced are translations. In earlier times the
number has been as high as 25 percent of the total, although in recent
years it has been closer to 10 percent, which is a common figure in
Latin America generally. English is the language most often trans-
lated, followed by French, German, and Italian. The subjects trans-
lated span the list from social science to pure science and literature.

'Expert translators are scarce.
The book trade is less organized than ninny industries. Sales promo-

tion methods are not well de-, eloped nor are distribution methods.
Language is a barrier, but the amount and kind of ;iteracy and the
economic harrier of book prices relative to incomes are more
important.

Publishers and booksellers are usually incorporated. In 1047
Mexican Book Institute was set up to unify the industry as an in-
corporated trade organization. The institute, however, has to support
government policy on books. Its other activities include promotion,
publicizing, and the setting of ethical norms. It is composed of four
sections: publishers, us holesalers, large booksellers, and small book-
sellers. The Mexican Association of Authors is the principal agent of
the writers. There is another book industry associate, n, the Mexican
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;Anon Ntexicana del 'Aro), which shales the
genviiil aims of the Nlexican Boo]: Institute Onstituto Mexicano del
Libro).

LIBRARIES

As of 190.2 there here about libraries. One. the National
I,I1)1ary. had Jot) % ()lames and belonged legall to the National Poi-
% ersity. There 11ere S1 other Ini% ersity libraries ag:rregale

1011S totaling 910,000 % oluute, and al1011a'r 10 t school libraries with
N0h1111l'S. .0; tpecial libraries laid 91,S,000 toluenes and

'6.1 public libraries had 41S.000 1 olumes. There is a United Nations
Educational, ,Scientific. and Cultural Organization library, a World
health OrYa nizat ion librar. t110 Food and Agriculture Organization

I;laaries. and one for the In:ern:it ional Nuclear Energy Alrency.
rho Columbus Nlemorial Library Was et up under the al.. -pices of

the Pan American Union to Berle as a clearinghouse for acquiring
ittfotut,ttion and stimulating book exchanges among the American
states. It sent.," as a depository for ollirial and non-official publica-
tions of the .tmerican nat ions.

MOTION PICTURES AND THEATER

.101111d the 111111 Of lilt' ,Irt'Xit'.01 11.15 prone to
imitate the 1.:titopean theater. Friuli that time forts ard. hots et VI'.

and oitei est, stele established, parti nIa111 the Indian heri-
tage and the , iff ed 111 a larL;e11 society. The issues

the ongoing - vial let ollal.)11 11111+'h tuf lilt' ft'XI:111 d1'.1111a-

r alll'Ill101.,1111Xl.k1 ill p.11 I 111'11 die plilti1ICI15)11 tit plas originating
La Eux.icatia 11,is finindet1 in 1929. ordinal ilt t10/.01is

of 11%.%% lilt s e ',fought out cash ear. alt lough the aiation from
11 I % ear is 91rIte Plat -. somet banned b the govern,

Department of Spotucle.
l fist' t:' -T till)) .Ntexi..0 11.1-, in 1!; Iiit. Aft.sican 11rotine-

c,0 (;:,;;.,, rl. pay/,,,. ppaiw t:(I ill 1910. r(1111. 11,10(1011
, t %%ele in 19:1.2.32 in 1910 and over 100 in 19:,9.

ate to be the a efa.,re annual plotluet ion. Per capita mot it at tend-
fil, e NV.t.4 1 in 1919 .11141 this incleaseil to in 1964. Theie %%vie 1.579

e,1% 11 lilt r.700.00 llt11111:loll:4.

1911 0\ cr reient of all the tilms slim% n ul Mexico %%ere from
fit' United '7-:fate-. pei cent %%eie 1IlAiC0 the It.11:111ee

I: it utile' ,oanti IC-. it 1917. M-exiean 1,l54)10 I()11 Il,lll 111CIV.1-4'd sluIt

rim only .1 little 0\ Cr PVIVent 1t* the um% ies , aloe from the I -iiite%1
st mound iiper..ent %%et e produced in Nlexico tt it'll the remainder

;het 'nut I le-. holC1tZl1 films eont:nue to occupy o% er one half of
NE) an tIlin ing.,4, butt the Mexican component carrie, oft at

"'Ind 100 pi litre-I per year.
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Mexico has within its borders the largest community of Spanish-
speaking people in the world, and has access to the large market po-
tential of the rest of Latin America. It is a country rich in subject
matter and in superb landscape-Mexican films are )ften notable for
excellent camera work and many have won festil al pi ices and critical
acclaim throughout the world.

Two-thirds of the cinema. projection facilities are for 35 millimeter,
with most of the balance for 16 millimeter, and a few 70 millimeter
facilities. When commercial exhibition is authorized, it is for all of
Mexico. Unless special permission is granted, all shows must be pre-
sented for screening no less than 6 days before exhibition. The super-
visor must then rule on the film within 24 hours after screening the
production. All pictures produced in Mexico mist get an export permit
to be shipped of erseas for commercial purposes. Exports are restricted
to films deemed worthy of Mex,ico. Censorship is maintained by the
National Cinematographic Board, which is tinder the Ministry of the
Interior. There is also a National Cinematographic Council composed
of government representatiN es as well as labor. Its function is to moni-
tor all phases of the industry.

The Feder a) Governmnt ow ns and operates the Compaiiia Opera -
dora de Teayos and the Cadena de Oro, by which it controls about 330
of the best me% ie houses in the country. There is one national film asso-
ciation, -'':unara Nacional de la Indnstria Cinematografica, located
in the F cleral District, which covers all aspects of the industry. It has
flvtt seytions : studio and laboratory ow tiers, production companies, dis-
tributors of 3;1 millimeter flints, exhibitors in the Federal District and
exhibitors elsewhere in Mexico. There is also an association of pro-
ducers and distributors of Mexican films, Asociacion de Productores y
Iiistribuidores de Peliculas Mixicanas, in the Federal District, and a

1 separate authors union for screen writers, Asociacion de Autores
INIexicanascle Velicnlas. There is a separate organization for film actors,
the Asociacion _Nacional de Act ores, with over 4,000 members. Finally,
there is a trade union covering film industry workers, the Sindicato
de Trabajadores de la Industria Cinentatognifica, with 51 sections
covering laborers of all kinds.

There are also about 35 production and distribution companies.
United States fit ins with distribntorships in Mexico inclnde Twentieth
Century Fox, Allied Artists, Fill% ersal, Columbia, Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, Warner Brothers, Pa ramonnt, and Disney.

OTHER INFORMATION

Word of mouth continues tu . 3 an important vehicle for disseminat-
:ng information, particularly in the rural areas where the technical
media have made lesser inroads. The ails are an important channel
of distribution. In 1960, 627,217,000 letters were sent and this had
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grim II to ',I.!, 110.000 b 96'., Foreig.n wail traffic in 190:, amounted
to 10.741,000 letters reevi%ed and I0.-1.2;,0,000 letters sent. Telephones
are more uidelv used. There \\ ere 210.120 in 191:,, 191,S00 in 1900, and
72%072 in 1905. Thar latter figure made it total of I.S telephones per
DP) inhabitants. ;111,1 an a% %nage I 1.0 coin ersations per capita %vere
recorded iu tp.:, or tele!, 1 anis had declined from
39,309.000 1900 to 37.-119,00o lib 113,000 telegrams sent
;dm oad in that vear.

In 19.)1 So% iet Woe stations uere transmittinr. ahout 21 hours per
eel. in Spanish into Latin America. In 19;1t1 both Communist China

and the Soviet Union announced plans to z-tell up t heir Latin American
activities. and radio transmissions grew from 2 perCent in the 1950's
to 0 percent of their total forcH bioadcasts in 1901. In the 1950's a
stir% e) of Mexican business e: .cut i% es locale(' that (

t all the foreign
radio broadcast:. 13 percent prefet led the III BBC, 19 percent
preferleli the Voice of America. ;111,1 It; pen.ent -p-ceferred United
States N II('. 1

Cuban lIadio started in Ma.% 1901 and b\ 196 \\ AS broadcasting
Mon' than Wa) innii's pea' \\ «.k to OW region. 171 190 ,about 22') hours
per %%eel; \\ v re beinr broadcast by the Cubans into Latin\ America.,

Sino-SoN let periodicals circulating in Latin America number over
100, including Pravda, I: e'vtia. New 77 litc. CI, i p,r R«oh..tiv(1. and
Trud. 0%e 1:',00 East bloc book titles are available in the yegion and
met. 300 East bloc and Communist line neusiaperz. and magazines of
w hich Mexico recen es a fair proportion inertly or co% ertly. There are
binational information eenters for the United States :tz.\ u ell as for
many Communist countries in 'Mexico. These sponsor lei\t tires. hints,
and cultural e%ents. Local radio programs are often a rramicd through
these centers. Then, is a Mexican-Russian Institute of ('i\, dtural Ex-
chanre -.\hirli 11461A:tins a library and reading loom as u Al as other
binational acts it ies. In 19:i4 a Film Exchange arc . nt as signed
bet w;een Iluzksia and Mexico. providing for shoinr. each o per's films
tinder certain conditions: it has 1.;cen vontinued. The Uni ed States
Information Agency provide-4 books and publishing assistai C e to
libraries and trade groups. The Agenc for Internationial De% viol).
mein helps in textItt,«11..,ppl throug,11 its Cent nil Book Funill

I
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CHAPTER 17

POLITICAL VALUES AND ATTITUDES
Emerging after World War II as a maturing revolution, the Mexi-

can political system has captured the loyalties of the vast majority of
its people. There are still persisting localisms and even residual re-
gional loyalty patterns, but these are far less noteworthy than the
burgeoning sense 0 f.nationalism and of pride in Mexico's revolutionary
institutions.

Among minority dues are nostalgia for an earlier and more hier-
archical pattern felt by the minority of political conservatives, and
some residual Indianism is found among the rural poor and some of
the middle class (see ci.. 5, Ethnic Groups and Languages). Values
held by opposition groups of the left range from orthodox, Trotskyite,
or Maoist Marxism to New Left values of idealistic humanism,/
rationalism, and syndicalism. Among students and intellectuals of the
New Left, a conviction is growing that international armed conflict
is an obsolete means of resolving disputes, that mass voicinkOf de-
mands for change can lead to the solution of outstanding problems.
This set of mines led to the civil violence in Mexico City-just prior

ftd the 1968 Summer Olympic games.
/

Notwithstanding all of this, the evidence is that most Mexicans
identify strongly with their country and its progreis, and tend to
credit their revolutionary institutions for the reajttzation of these
things. There seems to be general acceptance as poytical goods of the
Ikevollitionary goals of : educational and agrarian reform and develop-
ment, political freedom from clerical domination,guarantees for labor,
and development ancl exploitation of Mc.xico's national resources for
the common good. Stich discord as may exist seems far less a question
of the desirability of the values of the ongoing Revolution, but rather
of arguments over means, timing, and rate of change.

Freedom from external political intervention, and its reciprocal, a
firm noninterventionist policy with respect to other states, remain key'

elements in the Mexican political val113 system (see ch. 15, Foreign Re-

lations). Nevertheless, Mexican nationalism is becoming less xeno-
phobic than in many other Latin American countries, even though
fears of foreign intervention or economic domination still remain.
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POLITICAL VALUES

values in lexica deri%e from both I lispanie and Indian_
t radit kills, each modified b.% the Re% °hit ion. The small upper class of
Spanish stock, because of its control of much of the national wealth,
has played a major role in shaping past concepts of _nationhood and

Beeause the one-oing. i1lexivan Revolution 'has
been directed primaril at reducing. the ideological and financiallower
of traditiimal elite groups. the Mexican upper classes have not been
able to maintain dominance of the political %aim, system. It was
largely- against the Spani-: tradition of a 1)01 it icall and economically
strong Catholic 'church that the earl re% olutioaary %v;& of La Re-
f01.11:1 way fought (see ch. 3. Historical Settin). The tradition of
ant iclerical ism has continued: The Spanish institution of the Imp lenda
(large (>tate) occasioned laud reform as a pillar of revolutionary
political Yet. equally. it is a modification and e% Ohlt loll of
Sp:116Sb pat 1'1111011.M 1 :Mt hOritari:1111S11 --111 t last represented. 1)'
Church or estate other that is the essence of the institutionalized
Revolution through, the presidentially dominated. one-party (lenity;
ntcy that is today tile nation's sv stem of government.

Indian tradit ions' account fur the continuing current of localiAm,
associated,n socialism. that is found in Nfexico. For the
"-Andian population. concepts such as nationhood and so% ereigntv have
not had unn.11 11W3ning. The Re Anion and the current impetus to-
nard moderni/at 11,1%0 -onfex% hat na-dified this absence of tuitional
political au:n.(910,, as channels ot political participation have been
(Tinted to the Indians. Indian traditions. also provide a focus for
Nfexioan nationalism. Pride in the Indian past and in Indian folk
heroes has served as a cohesive fiat iona 1 ravel'.

The -Majority of the Mexican people h:1 been able to experience
in common the ongoing thrust of their histor and deli% e satisfaction
fom it. Mexico is one of the few Latin American societies in which
nearl.% all major population segments share this expoience. Mexico
aF a 11,1t ion emerges as a people bound I); a 0 1111111011 historyoty :tad shared

mbol of group attachment. Mexicans. hone%er. tend to differentiate
bet%% evil their colon ry as a nation and as a state. The tuition is the
people: the state is t he go% orament .

The state, and the %%ay it is staffed and anaged,lis often seen as
non mons nith go% eminent in the authoritarian sense of rule mak-

ing. pile application. and adjudication. _ks a concept, the state has at
time.- been a di% isi% e factor all g,r(mps and betneen Mexi-
can hit must thus be understood as an :Old (ince ofia people to
their sense of nationhood: only secondary does it ;imply allegiance to
his various ; *ON eminent s that steward the affairs of the society.
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Mexicans, in their formal educatiim system, are taught to respect
.their Revolution, its historical ante4.dents, and the contemporary
forms iit has assumed. Among the dominant political values held by
the overwhelming majority of the people, without regard to class, are
those of indigenous pride, "Mexico for the Mexicans," the honor of
individual, initiative and labor, freedom of speech and association,
-respect for private property, and political competition. Generally, the
popuhu; conception of the proper role of government is that of the
welfare state within which private initiative, free exercise of religion,

-and the authority of the family will be preserved.
The Mexican people have historically indicated a preference for a

republican form of government, organized in a federal system (see
-,ch. 3, Historical Setting). Yet the hierarchical character of the in-
idigenous Meso-Ameican political systems, and the authoritarianism
and centrality of the. Spanish colonial and many pdst-Independence
regimes, have accustomed them to a stronger executive than- in most
other constitutional democracies. Still, civilian government was one
of the principal goals of the Revolution and continues today as a basic
political value.

After more than 100 years of intermittent civil and foreign war and
Of military repression under tyrants, the reaction against militarism
in Mexico is a strong one. Thus, the military sector of the Institutional
Revolutionary Party (Partido Revolucionario InstitucionalPI)
was abandoned in 1940 as a symbolic diminution of militarism as a
feature of Mexican political life. General concepts such as popLlar
sovereignty, universal suffrage, and separation of powers are active
considerations among the educated classes. The masses are, of economic
necessity, more likely to be concerned with the practical issues of day-
to-day survival.

Foreign goals and values are greeted with mixed emotions by the
= Mexican people. Values of independence. industry at home, noninter-

vention in the affairs of other nations. and tolerance of dissenting
ions are moderately popular. Because Mexico's history has inspired
popular resentment and distrust of foreign powers, it is not surprising
to find Mexicans generally approving their government's disengage-

. ment from confrontations between major world powers. In a more
-- abstract sense, the Mexicans have embraced 18th-century liberal French

idealism, while at the same time attempting to fit it to North Ameri-
can and British governing institutional structures:
. The increasing number of educated youth constitutes another group
with particular political values. It is within this segment of the popu-
lation, with its New Left values, that the beginning of political in-
stability could most easily arise. The interest of Mexican university
students in practical Politics\ stems in part from the increasing social

-AP-J.490
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participation of middle elements in Mexican life, from a conscious seek-
ing of social responsibilit. and in part from the Latin tradition of
politicized rather than academically 4tached universities. Democrati-
zation of the Mexican university and its establishment as an autono-
Mous academic republic governed by students as well as faculty re-
mains a goal of many Mexican students and professors. The cross talk
among the faculties and students of the universities and the activist
representatives of the growing urban proletariat reflects the impulse
of dissident urban groups toward political change and a new socio-
economic ideology.

More generally, the political values of Mexican society are those of
Stability, permanence, security of family and home, and ofat least, a_
minimal guarantee fur the sanctity of public and private, contracts.
'rule desire for security leads toward acceptance of the institutiOnaliza-
lion of the ideals and gains of the Revolution, as expresSed by the
continued tenure of the PRI.

The mechanisms for maintaining the stability of the governmental
system, the momentum of the ongoing Revolution, and the introdttc,
tion of desired changes into the system are uniquely Mexican; they
stem from the melding of the three root traditions of the Mexican
cultureHispanic, Indian, and mestizo (mixed Spanish and In-
dian)and the selective borrowing of elements from the value sys-
tems of contemporary Western civilization (See ch. 12, Social Values).
Patronage is more overt and considered less reprehensible than in
Anglo-Saxon cultures (see ch. 14, Political Dynamics). Hierarchical
and authoritarian forms are acceptable if their effect is to further
generally accepted goals. In the uniquely Mexican political value sys-
tem, there remain a number of dichotomies; between the entrepre-
neurial rights of the individual and communal responsibilities; be-
tween piety and conformality and revolutionary change; between the
search for indix idual power or influence and loyalty to a chief or
communal group; between the forms of political freedom and the
effects of directed action.

NATIONAL PRIDE AND POLITICAL IDENTIFICATION

More than almost any contemporary American society, the Mexicans
of today have a bursting pride in their heritage and in their Revolu-
tion and its products. Mexicanismo, a pride in being uniquely Wai-

1

can, is seen by most Mexicans as a process of recent history, beginning
with the Revolution of 1910. Their pre-Revolutionary heritage is
valued according to its closeness to indigenoUs values and culture.
Mexican heroes and anti-heroes, ranging from Indian to Spanish to
mestizo, most clearly reflect the sources of national pride and allegi-
ance and indicate the close political identification of the individual
with the national body.
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In the minds of/Mexicans, the torch of Indianist sentiments has sym-
_bolically been passed from Cualtutemoc to Benito Juarez to Wiliam)

_ Zapata to La'airo Cardenasall Indians whose heroic stature has been
attained by ideological and social dependence on indigenous culture
(see ch. -3, Historical Setting). Of these, perhaps the premier Mexican

_ _national hero is the full-blooded Zapotec, enito Juarez, hero of La
Reforma, and symbol of Indian victory (iv both eriollos (creoles)

and foreign intervention. More particularly "Indian" and Southern, is
Elul liano Zapata, leader during the Revolution of the landless Indians

the hacendados (estate owners). Lazar° Cardenas is revered
his programs of laud redistribution which returned ancestral lands

to the Indian ejidos (communal landholdings). The principal anti-
figures are those felt to have betrayed the Indian or revolutionary

heritage: Malinche, Indian translator and mistress to Cortes; and
Victoriano Huerta, counter-revolutionary general and dictator.

Among the Spaniards, Father Miguel Hidalgo, Father Ignacio
Allende, and Francisco Madero are heroic figures, the first two asso-
ciated with_ Independence, and the latter with the Revolution. But the

:_mainstream of Mexican nationality is epitomized by the mestizo Revo-
lutionary trio, Venustiano Carranza, Pancho Villa, and Alvaro Obre-

;_;g6n. They symbolize the triumph of mestizaje (Spanish and Indian
racial and cultural blending), and the more independent tradition of

rsIthe North. The giant figure of,Porfirio Diaz is ambiguous, on the one
hand famous for the longest period of stability in Mexican politics, and
on the other by the betrayal of his mestizo and revolutionary heritage
and his fOstering of foreign "economic imperialism." Of a somewhat
different category are such folk heroes as Los Nilios Heroes (the boy

;--heroes), the six cadets of the Military Academy at Chapultepec who
committed suicide in defense of their country rather than surrender
to General Scott's American troops, or the earlier El Pipila, (Juan
Jose Nfartinez) hero of Hidalgo's sack of Alhendiga, a particular
favorite of Mexican school children (see eh. 3, Historical Setting).

The official and semi-official holidays indicate an identification by
the Mexican people with not only the in<tional body, but with a larger
entity, their religion. Of the political or historical, holidays perhaps
the most important and pophlar are : the Independence Day celebra-
_tion, beginning on the evening of September 15 (although legally not
until September 16), celebrated officially in all territorial and state
capitalsin Mexico City, the President of the Republic presides over
the public ceremonies; the Day of the Revolution, November 20, which
is the anniversary of the Revolution of 1910 against Porfirio Diaz;
and the Cinco de Mayo (May 5a customary but not legally manda-
tory holiday), the anniversary of the initial defeat of the invading
French at Puebla. The birthday of Juarez, March 21, has also been
_proclaimed Day of the Indian Child. Though it is a mandatory holi-
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day, it is a less festive occasion, having much the same character as-
the United States holidays of Washington's and Lincoln's Birthdays.
Labor Day, May 1, is also a prescriptive holiday and reflects the Mexi-
can adoption of the internationalholiday.

There is a designated, but not prescribed, holiday on February 24.in honor of the adoption of the present flag during the War of In-
depepdence in 1821. The Mexican tricolor (green, whit and red) bears
on the white center stripe the sacred Aztec symbol -of an eagle, with a,
serpent in its mouth, on a cactus. The green symbolizes Independence-
from Spain and hope: white for purity represented the Catholic-re,
ligion and now signifies liberty; red, for the union of Spaniards Tand-_
Americans, symbolizes the people. Even more than some other symbols=
of burgeoning Mexican nationalism, the flag is widely displayed-,
throughout Mexico on public structures- and monuments,. both in-
the ordinary course of events and at times of celebration or of national-
political events.

Of the religious holidays only Christmas, December 25, is a legally
mandatory and therefore a paid one. Other religious holidays, such_
as the Feast of the Three Kings (Twelfth Night), the pre- Christmas -=
posada* (December 16-24ritual processional recreating Joseph and
Mary's seeking lodging before the birth of Christ), Carnival (the
3 days preceding Ash Wednesday), are customary, rather than-legal.-
One of the most important holidays, Deyemler 12, is the feast of the-
Lady of Guadalupe, the Indian avatar of time Virgin Mary, who in-
corporates also the characteristics of the Aztec fertility goddess,_
Tonantzin.

Underlying these national holidays which tend to reinforce the.-
feelings of national identity and religious universality, and in . me _
sense opposed to them, are the innumerable local flostas (ce rations),
which represent localism and loyalty to the poilia chic(' conn-
try) of the Indian, or the regional loyalties of the remnant Spithiards
and of the 9148thOR.

Mexicans in general, however, are bound up in and convinced of the
essential success of their political revolution, and of current progress
toward amid prospects for the success of its concomitant social and eco-
110111je goals. Out of this has grown the strong sense of pride in Mexico,
a pride signally displayed in the course, of the 1968 Summer Olympic
Gaines, notwithstanding the abortive attempt. of student dissidents to
embarrass the government just prior to the Games' commencement.

This identificat ion with emergent "MexicanneSs" is also accompanied
by the overwhelming adherence of the electorate toward the instru-
mentalities of the institntionalized Revolution (see ch. 14, Political
Dynamics). Minority loyalties are, on the whole, niniscule, whether to
the remnants of clerical fascism, to orthodox or schismatic universal
Marxism, or to the hype'rintellectuality, idealistic humanism, and
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syndicalism of the international New Left. The symbols of Mexican
nationalism, whether heroic figures or events such as the Independence,
La Reforma, or the Revolution are far stronger foci of popular
loyalties..

ATTITUDE TOWARD THE GOVERNMENT

Thete are in Mexico, as in any other contemporary state, disaffected
and-alienated elements in the polity. These include out of power rem-

_ rants of the ancient regime, more moderate proponents of the Conserva-
tive position, doctrinaire proponents of alien revolutionary philoio-

/Thies. -hyper-Indianists, the NeW Left-, and residual localists and-r_

-regiOnalist. These elements are relatively few and uninfleiential, not
-because of naivete on the part of the Mexican electorate or because
of- government propaganda, but because of a healthy skepticism among
_Mexicans. The skepticism is one born out of the dualism of the
Hispanic coloniztl regime; the glittering but unrealistic promises of
the innumerable Plans of the 19th and early 20th centuries; the
'recurrent set-backs to the revolutionary process. Skepticism notwith-
standing, the perceived historical thrust, as seen \by the Mexican
_people, has clearly been toward stability, progress, did the increasing
involvement of the people in the state and the national society.

Thus the electorate, on the whole, is pleased with and proud of their
institutionalized Revolution. Political relevancy is seen in pragmatic
rather _than- ideological or polemic terms. The ongoing economic revo-

= lutidn has e much to foster this acceptance of the existing political
forms. le ruling coalition has exhibited remarkable flexibility in
adjusting to imbalances. The Centrist Adolfo Ruiz Cortines (1952:-
195, j was replaced by the moderately Leftist Adolfo L6pez Mateos
(19: 8-196-I), and he in turn by the moderately Conservative Gustavo
Di z Ordaz (1964- ). There is a saying among the cognoscenti of
the Capital that-fio" matter what the pre-election position of a PRI

._presatemaireandidatein office he always becomes a Centrist. This
f- lexibility, given both the hopes of modern Mexicans and their realism
and pragmatism, continues to command the loyalty of the active frac-
lion of the people.

Mexicans generally are confident that their national destiny is mani-
fest; that it will be one of material well being and,social justice for
all. I3ecause of this confidence, most are willing to tblerate perceived
imperfections in government and, as such occasions occur, to accept
stoically the inability of any given regime to deliVer all at once the
great promises of the Revolution.

Many Mexicans, as in most countries, do not hold the affection for
their government that they so often display toward the nation. It is
possible to criticize the government of the momentwhether local,
regional, or nationalwith relative freedom, but it is inadvisable to
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attack the nation. Both because governmental service is seen in Mexico
as ,a major roily of socioeconomic mobility, and because of the
Hispanic tradition of anpleomania (tying one's life' o government
employment), the people have conic to expect and tolerate sonic waste
and inefficiency in the administration of the 1 arious programs and to
tolerate as well patronage and graft. Generally, however, the people
seem to be pleased with what their government is trying to do, oven
though they may remain cynical about particular individuals in goV-
eminent at a given moment:

To those living in rural areas, especially in Indian areas, the central
government tends to remain something far away and abstract. This is
likely to be a function not only of distince from the Federal District
but of the relative access an individual has to governmental organs.
Among the lower classes today there are many who have adopted a
fatalistic attitude toward their government, believing that their access
to it, either legally or politically, is severely limited.

When compared ivith other Latin Ainerican peoples, Mexicans show
less tendency to join long-term radical political movements,that seek
to redress their grievances by way of violence. Although there is evi-
deuce today that sonic political alienation exists in Mexico, this been's
due primarily to the world-wide phenomenon of increasing frustra-
tions of a population with half of its members ia youthful category.
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SECTION III. ECONOMIC

CRAFTER 18

CHARACTER AND STRUCTURE OF THE
ECONOMY

Mexico's present phase of economic development. began with 'World
War II but the necessary social and political preconditions of the
process had been established by the land reforms of the 1930's. These
liquidated the political power of the hacendculo class, who had stood
-against industrial protectionism as contrary to their own economic in
-terests. They also removed a perennial source -of social and_ political
unrest by converting hundreds of thousands of formerly landless agri-

i cultural workers into small holders with a stake in the existing order.
With the advent of World War H began a boom period for Mexican

industry. The world's leading industrial nations were either completely
cut -off by war from the Mexican market or needed their industrial
capacity to supply their own military requirements. As a result Mexi-
can plants operated at capacity for the first time in their history and
some Mexican manufactures, such as textiles, even gained a consider-

_ -able export market. Exports of mineral raw materials were much
increased and, owing to inability of their producers to spend the
proceeds in the United States market, large dollar balances were ac-
cumulated. Industrial scarcities, and Mexican industrial prosperty,
continued through the war and immoiliate post-war years. These years
were also a period of growing political influence for the industrial
community and, when foreign manufactures began to flow into the
Mexican market again, Mexican industry, no longer faced by the
opposition of a voced and politically powerful landed interest, was
able to develop itself behind a sheltering structure of import duties
and quotas and continue increasing its sales in the domestic market.

For Mexico, the last 20 years have been predomina:Aly a period of
industrialization. During this period, few developing countries have
shown comparably vigorous or sustained growth, and even fewer have
been equally successful in economic diversification. In this process,

__although Mexico remains basically an enterprise economy, the govern-
; ment has played a vital role in economic management.
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In the course of recent development, ho weer, certain problems ha% e
persisted and others haveeerged. Manufactures hate been beatify
subsidized at the expense of the consumer by means of protective
tariffs and- other import restrictions, and the government, is now seri,
misiv concerned with the need to reduce live is of protection in the
interest of industrial effieiencY. Population growth continues to ac,
celerate;serionsly complicating efforts to raise educational standards
and bring about a more equal distribution of the benefits of economic
progress. AlthouglYthe growth of agriculture has been vigorous, a
marked diehotoi characterized the agricultural sector, where prog-
ress has been limited mainly to commercial cultivation carried on-by
modern methods on irrigated lands; the overwhelming majority of
the rural population continues to constitute a depressed area of the.
economy, dependent on norginal lands and less productive methods._
It is on the eventual solution to such problems as these that the long
run f ut t he Mexican economy apnea rs to depend.

RESOURCES AND TECHNOLOGY

With 759,530 square miles of territory and a population estimated_
at 47,600,000 for 1966, Mexico had only about 62 inhabitants per
square mile. Most of the country, how em, is arid, semi-arid, or moun-
tainous and only 1:1 percent of the land is considered culti% aide. Yet,
under irrigation. many areas are highly productive and the agricul-
tural progress of recent years has been largely attributable to the
magnitude of the national irrigation program. which is still going
forward. The country has extensive stands of pine. now covered by a
conservation program, as well as tropical mixed hardwood forests.
The potential of Mexico's marine fisheries is considerable; although
shrimp is a leading export, inadequate attention has been paid to the
domestic market.

The mat ion's industrial resources are snbst ant ial and w ell di% ersified.
It is particularly well endowed with nonferrous metals and, in 1967,
it was the world', leading producer of silver, fourth in lead, and sixth
in zinc. It is also an important producer of copper and is self-sufficient
in a number of other metallic iwrals, including manganese, molyb-
denum, and tungsten. It is the world's third producer of sulfur and
has a diversity of other on-metallic minerals including extensive de-
poz,its of good kaolins. Iron ore is sufficient for growing domestic re-
quireents for nniny decades to come but coals are generally not of
high quality and only in the north is coking coal found in conjunction
with iron deposits. Known petroleum and natural gas reserves are
sufficient to cover the present rate of consumption for around a quarter
of a century. 0 er half the nation's hydroelectric potential still awaits
development.
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Mexican infrastructure in electric power, communications, and in
_rail and highway transport are.generally adequate for the develop-

z Merit of the nation's resources. Only in the southeast have persisting.15Wiciehcies in the power and transportation network constituted a
serious obstacle to development, and these shortcomings are now in
process of being remedied.

Although Mexico .is still generally w ithout an adequate capability
for technological innovation, it has in the past quarter of a century

__- proved its ability to employ imported technology successfully. The
_higher education provided by the National University and the

tiOnal Polytechnic Institute is perhaps the best in Latin America and
_misty students receive advanced training abroad. The most serious
--deficiency in technological skills results from the small number of
-_=_Tersons who acquire secondary and vocational education. In 1966,

of a potential primary school population of 10,850,000, only
0-ipercent would receive any formal education at all, 16 percent

_would finish the sixth grade, and 3 percent would complete
__the two 3-year stages of the secondary cycle in either vocational
__-or college preparatory work. As a result of the narrow base of second7
vary- educatimin general and vocational education in particular, plus
-the general lack of systematic apprentice training programs,:Mexico

,_suffers from a serious deficit in intermediate skills. This necessitates
---exe-esiii7-3supervision and makes undue demands on the time of pro

==-,fesSional and engineering personnel (see .ch. 9, Education).
Among the results of this deficiency in intermediate kills is the

difficulty which is experienced in maintaining adequate s andards of
quality control in industry. This problem is aggravated by he nation's
_lack_ of any antecedent tradition of precision handicrafts. 'any Work-
ers- ir, what was only recently a Predominantly agricult ral society
have little awareness of the need for precision in the timi g or execu-
tion of their tasksa condition which is only gradual] being cor-
rected as the countrfacquires industrial experience.

-Generally speaking, handicraft production has given away rapidly
= --before factory production. Except in the case of a few traditional

items, the general preference of the doniestic market is for factory-
, produced goods and today handicrafts account fora small and

diminishing proportion of the gross domestic product. In agriculture,
the technical dualism of the economy is a more serious matter. Here,
the !giber of workers employed by traditional agriculture remains
high, while their share of the total agricultural product, steadily

= diminishes._ Increases in productivity have been largely restricted to
advanced commerical agriculture carried out on a limited area of

is irrigated lands.



ECONOMIC STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS

In the accelerating process of development which has been goindotr::
in Mexico since World War H, important structural changesliiWe
occurred. Thus, primary activities engaged 58.3 percent of-the labor
force in 1950 and Only 50.2 .percent in 1967. Miring the same period,
the share of these activities in the groSs domestic product (GDP) fell
from 19.6 to 15.8 percent (see table 17).

The relative position of extrletive industry changed little between
1930 and 1967, its proportipt(of the work force rising from 1.2 to 1.3
percent, and o_f_the GDP' from 4.5 to 4.7 percent. Within the sector,
however, the relative importance .of metallic minerals dininished:rr;
while sulfur and common salt emerged as items of maior.importance._

From 19-50 to 1967, manfacturing increased its share of the work
force from 11.S to 13.7 percent and of the GDP from 1S.3 to 26.5 per-
cent. In the same period-under the impulse provided by population
gi °mil. migration to the cities, and industrial de% elopment-construc-
tion giew in relative importance at an even higher rate than manu-
facturing, raising its share of the hYMN force from 2.7 to 4.6 percent
and more than dpubling its share of the GDP from 1.S to 3.9 percent.

Terti try activities- commerce and finance, personal and public serv-
ices- increased their share of the labor fore from 26.0 percent in 1950
to 2'2..2 percent in 1967. while their claim ion the GDP fell from 53.S
to -19.1 percent. Both changes reflect mainly trends in the commercial
sector. During 1930 to 1967 period, the proportion of the work force
employed in commerce and finance rose from 8.3 to 10.5 percent, while
the share of these activities in the GDP declined from 32.4 to 26.0

Table 17. Shares of Economic Sectors at the Mexican Gross Domestic Product,
1950-1967

Percent of gross domestic product

1950, 1967

Agriculture, stock-raiz:Mg, forestry and fisheries
Extractive industry
Nlatittfact tiring
Construction
Electric power
Transport and communication.:
Commerce and finance
Miscellaneous services

Total
;"

\

19. 6
4..5

18. 3
1.8
0.. 5

4 :3

32. 4
18. 6

15. 8
-4. 7.
26.5
3.9
1.3
4. 1

26. 0
17.5

100.0 100.0-

Source: Adapted ft oni Raul Ortiz Nlena, et al., El Desarrolo Econemico de Mexico
y set Capaculnd de Absorber Capital del Exterior, Nacional Financiera, S.A., ,

Mexico, D.E., 195:3, pp. 14 ff.; El .1/ (read° de alores, Dec. 2, 1968, p. 776.
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percent. The latter trend represented readjustment to pre-war margins
of the inflated commercial pfofits which had prevailed during the warrand immediate post-war years.

The figures _given above include allowances for the nontnonetized
product of the rural economy. In purely economic terms this is small.
Although a high proportion of the rural population still depends on
subSiStence farming supplemented by some production for market and
_by-seasonal employment in commercial agriculture, subsistence
;Vation is carried on mainly by primitive methods on marginal or sub
'Marginal lands. Although its contribution to the GDP is relatively
small, its social and political importance is nevertheless considerable.
Particularly since the land reforms of the 1930's, it has provided. a
soc-ioecohomic_ base for a large number of otherwise rootless agricul-
:tura workers who had been developing into a politically explosive
rural prOletariat. In these terms, the persistence of subsistence agri-
culture, unproductive as it is, tends to ease the process of transition to
an economy of urbun industry and mechanized commercial agricultUre.

Not all-of the important structlural changes in the Mexican economy
since World War-II are apparent in published figures on sectc ral prod-
Aid- and employment. Thus, these figures show the growing relative
importance of manufactures, but not their changing composition.
Twenty years ago, the manufacture of durables was still largely re-
stricted to final stages-in the ilssembly of-iniported_components: Since
-then,_dependence on imported parts and semi-finished goods has been,:_

steadily reduced and Mexico has even beguto export significant
_quantities of simple and labmLintensive capital goods made entirely
from domestic raw materials, such as boilers, Neat exchangers, drill
:=0g8, and freight cars (see ch. 20, industry).

The average annual rate of increase in manufactured product dur-
ing-the past two decades has been around 8 percent. This growth hits
been achieved by 1,, deliberate policy of promoting manufactures at
the expense. of the economy at large by raising the prices of manu-
factured goods to the consumer through the imposition 'of protective
tariffs and=other import restrictions. The impact of this policy on the
_agricultural sector has been someivhat mitigated by the fact that many
State sponsored industrial projects (the production _of fertilizers and
pesticides) have been developed in support of agriculture. Also, more
recently, the government has been pursuing an increasingly selective
-policy with respect to protection. Its intent is to bring about a gradual
-reduction in the level of import- duties on manufactures as a means to
compel the introduction of morefficient methods of production.

Another important trend is towikrd greater economic diversification.
This is -apparent in the composititm of international trade. Before
_World War II most of Mexico's imports were manufactured consumer

oods. These are now largely produced in Mexico, and imports con-
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sist mainly of capital and other producer goods. Export statistics
also i'eflect the di% ersificationproeess. In 1950 only sea en comnfodities
accouuted for 70 percent of Mexico's exports; by 1967, it took more.
than a score to make up this proportion., The qualitative'compositign
of the export list is also increasingly heterogeni!ous. In 1950, four of
the seven major exports were metallic-minerals. By 1967, such miscel-
laneous items a.4 common salt, synthetic hormones, and improved millet
seed were significant producers of foreign exchange. The diversifica4
tion process described has of course greatly reduced the vulnerability
of the economy to technological substitution and other factors influenc-
ing demand for the nation's prodttets in the world market.

Another significant structural change has been taking place within-
the agricult ral Sector. During the last quarter of a century large
expenditures on irrigation have provided the basis for an advanced
cOmmercial agrictilture. mechanized, highly productive, and employing
relatively little labor. This has grown up alongside a traditional agri-
culture carried out mainly on tutirrigated. semi-arid, and often sub-
marginal lands. The latter still occupies most of the rural population,
1)114 produces a minor :and steadily diminishing share of the agricul,
tural product. As a result of this dichotomy. technological, progreSs
in agriculture has brought about little improvement in the economic
situation of most of the rural population (see ch. 19, Agriculture).

Agriculture has. nonetheless. played a vital role in Mexico's rapid-
deVelopment over the past two decades. The export of agricultural
product:, is now the source of almost half of the ntion's foreign ex-
chanty, vitally needed to finance the importation of capital goods.
The growth of the a rgicult ural product between 1950 and 1967 exceeded
that of population by almost 35 percent. In the same period, the nation
was able to achieve not only self sufficiency but a strong export
position in basic foodgrains.

Between 1950 and 1967, the average animal rate of increase ifs the;
'gross domestic product calculated at constant (1950) prices was 6.2
percent. This. taken in conjunction with the accompanying process of
economic diversification, was one of the outstanding performances
among the world's developing countries. The ovei.4,11 growth rate also
showed considerable stability from year to,year, falling below the per
capita rate of population increase only once in the 17-year period (see
table 1S). The average annual rate of increase in the per capita GDP at
constant prices was approximately 2.7 percent, between 1950 and 1907
and attaining a per capita figure of 5,971 pesos (almost 1:S$480) in
the latter year. In the Mexican economy:, the-importance of the external
sector has been smaller than is often believed, and is declining. Between
1%:; and 1967, the proportion of exports to GDP declined from
11.1 percent to 9.1 percent. while that of imports fell from 12.5 to
11.7 percent. ,
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Table 18. li.`c.rican Gross National Product, 1950-1967 .

\ ,\
\ -..,
\ Year
\,

At cur,eut
in lees fin

-r...nalbous of pesos)

At 110) prices
(in millions
of pesos)

Annual Increase
Ut 1150 pi lees

(percent)

.,

1950 40;57/7 40, 577
1931 32, 311 43, 621 7. 5
1952 58, 643 45, 366 4. 0
1953 58, 437 \ 45, 618 0. 6
1954 71,510 50, 391 10. 5
1955 87, 349 54, 767 8. 9
19561 99, 323 38, 214 6. 3
1957_

-1958
114, 225
127, 152

62, 708
66, 177 ' 7. 7

5: 5
-1959 136, 200 68, 19 2. 9
,1960 lii4, 137 73, 482 7. 9
1961 163, 757 76, 038 3. 5
-1962_ 177, 533 .79, 691 4. 8
1963 192, 260 84, 700 6. 3

I-I- 1964 224, 600 93, 200 10. 0
1965 242, 700 98, 200 5. 4
1966 272, 100 105, 600 7. 5

= 1967 301, 400 112, 400 6. 4

Source: Adapted,from 13:inco de Mexico, S.A., Infitrine Anual, 1967, p: 51.

Mexico's prospects for future economic progress are favored by the
heavy outlays that have been and continue to be made on economic
infrastructure. The country is already served by comprehensive trunk
rail and highway networks. Greht improvements in rail service have
taken place in recent years, and the highway network is now being
extended by the construction of several thousand miles of feeder and
farm,-to-market roads. Around 9.4 million acres of land had been
brought under irrigation by the end if 1967, representing an increase
of 23.4 percent in the preceding 10 years, and irrigation is being con-
stantly_ extended and improved. From the end of 1960 to February
1969, electric ffeneratinr, capacity was increased from 3,021 megawatts
to 6,744 'megawatts, ahnost 125 percent.

'One structural obstacle t,, long run development is that the pattern
of,income distribution tends to exclude a large part of tile population
from the-market for manufactured goods. often necessitating, indu`s-
trial operations at below optimum plant size and at high unit cost.
Although the Latin American Free Trade Area is beginning to provide
some relief from the too narrow confines of the domestic market, the
potential is limited because Latin American economies tend to be
competitive rather thancomplentritary. Continuance of the present
high rate of population 1,:creas,e may complicate the problem of bring-
ing more Mexicans within the scope of the market and may hinder
efforts to raise the general level of education high enough to meet the
requirements oflideveloOng economy.
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS

The National Staples Company (Compaiiia Naciimal de Subsis-
tencias Pool laresCONA.SUPO) has intervened in the distribution
of basic foodstuffs and other important cost-of-living items in order
to protect the living standard of lower income groups. Average per
capita caloric and protein intake .1111e exceeded recognized minimum
Standards for the region for. a number of years past. There are rela-
tively large expenditures t?it, public education and an extremely coin-
prehensive social security Old medical aid program (which now covers
over 20 percent of the population and is being rapidly,.extended).

Although population continues to;grow at an accelerated rate (noiv
3.5 percent annually), Mexico has, (hiring the past 17 years, been able
to maintain an average annual per capita rates of increase of 2.7 per=
cent in The GDP and 1.7 percent in agricultural product. There is,
however, concern among those responsible for economic planning over
the possibility that a continuation of the present rate-of population
increase may not only impede future economic growth but also obstruct
efforts to achieve a more equal distribution of its benefits.

The heavy concentration of income in urban centers, especially in
the Federal District, has also been a source of concern to socioeconomic
planners and during the past decade there has been much discussion of
the need for the geographic decentralization of .Mexico's industrial
growth. So far, accomplishment in this direction has been limited for
the most part to the industrialization whip has been taking place in
the Bajio, immediately northwest of the Capital. However, present
projects for the industrialization of the southeast. based on the oil,
sulfur, hydroelectric, and agricultural potential of the Isthmus of
Tehuantepec and the Grijalva-Usumadinta basin. show much promise.

While Mexico has not succeeded in maintaining -price stability, it
has escaped the worst excesses of hyperinflation. The last devaluation
of the peso (which is officially tied to the U.S. dollar at a rate of 12.5
to 1) took place on April 17, 1934. Between 1954 and 1967, the Banco
de M6xico's general wholesale -price index increased 57.2 percent, -

while its cost-of-living index rose 77.2 percentthe latter equivalent
to an average annual increase of slightly over 4.5 percent (see table
19). The effect of inflation on the living standards of the lowest income
groups has been mitigated by biennial increases in the minimum wage
schedules and, although complete data are not available, wages have
in general kept pace with productivity. There have, however, been
considerable inequalities in this process, reflecting levels of sectoral
activity and demand for labor on the one hand, and union bargaining
power on the other.

Although unemployment has not been a serious problem, under-
employment has particularly in subsistence and semi-subsistence agri-
culture, where it is only partly relieved by the sealonal employment
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Table 19. Mexico City Price Indice$, 1950-1967
(1954=100)

General u holesalo
moo lodes I

-
Cost of 'wing

index 1

- 1950
= 1951

195'

72. 5
89 9
93. 2

90. 9
99. 5

1..4953 91. 4 93.2
1954 100. 0 100. 0

1-1955 113:6 118.0
1956 118.9 122. 9

Fr 1957 124.0 129.3
r1958 129. 5 142. 9

i 1959 131.0 147. 8

1-1960 137.5 151.7
:1-1961 138.8 157. 1

1962 141. 3 157. 2

A963- 142. 1 -156. 6

;11964 148. 1 163. 8

-1965 -, 0.. 150.9 166.5
1966 152. 8 172. 8

!1967
s .

157. 2 177. 2

-1210 Items.- 1 16 items.

'Source: Adapted from Banco de Mexico, Inform Anual, 1967, pp. 58 ff.

provided by commercial agriculture. There is also concern for the
,apparent incapacity of urban industry, commerce, and services to
economically absorb labor as fast as it is being displaced by migra-

-ition from the depressed sectors of the rural economy. This has tended
_=to-result in the transfer of considerable rural underemployment to the
-cities and it is feared that as time goes on it may'result in urban mass
-unemployment.

As regards the traditionalism which frequently obstructs economic
change in developing countries, Mexico's situation is particularly
favorable. The process of racial and cultural fusion began early, and
Mexicans have achieved a. remarkably clear and universal sense of
national identity. The separation of Church and state began a century
ago under Benito Juarez and today the secularization of politics, eco-
nomics and education is virtually complete. The turbulence of Mexican
history (luring the past century, reflecting not merely the ambitions of

= a few leaders but also the social, economic and political aspirations of
,= the majority, has swept away traditional elements which, in many
'other Latin American countries, still constitute serious obstacles to
economic progress. Today paternalism and other nolunonetafy bases
for economic relationships play a small and diminishing role in Mexi-

=can life.
\
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BANSING, CREDIT, AND CAPITAL FORMATION

Surpassing planning goals, Mexico succeeded in increasing the pro-
portion on GNP going to gross fixed investment from 14..6 percent in
1963 to 17.6 percent in 1967. The share of government (federal, state,
and municipal ) in total gross fixed int estment was 45.6 percent in
1967, close to the average of 46.2 percent maintained during the five-
year period 1963-1067.

In the quarter of a century from 1942 through 1966, foreign capital
had financed 10.7 percent of Mexican gross fixed investment but, in
1967, net long term capital inflows (excluding reinvested profits) ae-
counted for only 7.4 percent of gross fixed investment.

Mexico has a strong banking system, regulated by the federal gov--i
eminent through the Banco de M6xico, central bank and sole bank of
issue, which is empowered to establish legal rates of interest ow
deposits, and to set reserve ratios and rediscount rates. The regulatory
powers of the government have often been effectively - employed to in-
fluence the ohmic and direction of investment, particularly to limit.
certain types of commercial credit and restrain investment in luxury
housing, diverting funds into industry and agriculture.

In 1968 the private sector of the banking system inehtded 105 com-
mercial banks with assets totalling 29.7 billion pesos and 96 Plan-
eh' ras (development banks) with assets of 46 billions. The latter have,
played a vital role in the proinot ion, planning and financing, of Mexi-
can industry during the past three decades. Miscellaneous *private
credit institutions. including savings banks, trust companies, and
mortgage. banks, had assets of 20 billion pesos.

The role of got eminent institutions in the provision of intermediate
and long term credit for development is also a vital one. Apart. front
0.e central bank, there were 29 federal credit institutions in 1968; their
assets totaled 50.2 billion pesos. Among these. the most important is
the Nacional Financiera, which has for over a quarter of a century
pla yed a major part in the long term financing of the economic infra-
st while and basic industry.

At the end of 1967, the banking system as a whole had outstanding-
credits amount ng to 121.3 billion pesos. Of this total, 24.8 percent went
to the public sector and 75.2 percent to private enterprise. Of credit to
the private sector, 60.8 percent went to industry, 15.4 percent to agri=
culture, and stock raising. 1.1 percent to milling, and 22.7 percent to
commerce (see table 20).

RELATIONSHIP OF PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SECTORS

The Mexican economy today operates essentially in accordance with
the grin -iples of free enterprise and private property in the means of
production, but the operation of private initiative is constrained
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Table 20. credit Extended by the Mexican Banking System, 1963-1967
(in billions of pesos)

To private enterprise To Grand.
federal total

Industry Agriculture Mining Commerce Total government

'1963 32.8 8.2 0.2 11.0 52.3 9.0 61.3
1964 38.7 9.3 0.2 13.3 61.5 12.9 74.4
1965 ' 42.0 10.6 0.2 14.0 66.9 20.5 87.4

;.4966.... 46.6 12.7 0.5 17.4 77.2 27.4 104.6
----:-.-1967 55.5 14.0 1. 0 20.7 91.2 30.1 121, 3

=Source: Adapted from Banco de M. xieo, S.A., 1 n forme Anual, 1967.

within certain fairly well defined Constitutional and legal limits. Thus,,
; the Constitution of 1917, as amended, establishes certain bounds to!
the extent of private property in agricultural lands and to privatp

inthe use of non-renewable natural resources. It sets up gover4',
-mein monopolies for the exploitation of the nation's petroleum luld

natural gas deposits and for the production of electric power in pulgic
service. It also extends certain guaranties to labor, i minding, the rieht

AO collective bargaining, a minimum wage, and limited participgion
.

Ari-the profits of enterprise.
The governmeikt; on the other hand, has assumed broad respons!bili-

,- -ties for the provision of economic infrastructure in tranSpore and
communications, in tower and irrigation, and in general wherever the
-amortization periods too long, the rate of return too low,;or the

= -risk too great to attrackprivate capital.
The direct participation of the federal government in the Mexican

:-economy is accomplished mainly by means of government cortforations
and other semi-autonomous agencies, including Petroleos 4exicanos
(the government petroleum monopoly), the Comision Moral de
Electricidad (the federal electric commission), the Natio41 Finan-
_ciera (the government development bank), Ferrocarriles,Nacionales
de 116xico (and other national railways), and CONASUPb (the
tional agricultural market lag organization).

Indirectly, the government has acted to influence the level and
,

direction of private investment by means of concessions for the ex-
_ploitation of mineral rights, permits for the importationiof capital and
other producer goods, exclusion-of imports ccmpetitive:with domestic
products. Under the federal legislation of 1954, incentives (including
exemptions from income taxes and customs duties) are plovided for

= industrial and other enterprises considered to be in the public interest,
and similar legislation has been passed by all the states and territories.

In effect, Mexico is A mixed economy, in which the role of private
enterprise is still intact, but in which the government plays an ex-
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treinely active role of economic management and stands ready to inter-
vene directly in any area of the economy where private incentives are
deemed to be deficient.

GOVERNMENT POLICIES, PLANS, AND PRIORITIES

AlthoUgh the federal government has, for the past quarter of a-,
century, acted with increasing effectiveness to determine the rate and
direction of economic growth,; systematic programming was for some_
years limited to regional and sectoral development. The first stepsii
toward formal national planning have only been taken during,the latt.4
decade. In 1961, an Inter - Ministerial Commission, composed Of repro
sentatives of the Ministry of the Presidency and the Ministry of
Finance and Public Credit, was given the responsibility for formula-
ing short and long-term development plans for the Various regions and_-
for the country as a whole. Goals for growth in the gross national:,
product (GNP) were initially set at 5 percent annually for the e;arlt,
and 6 percent for the latter years of the 1960's--;rates based on the__:
requirements for attainment of the goals established by the Chartet,
of Punta del Este for per capita, economic growth. Early in 1962, thel
Commission prepared a 3-year Immediate Action Plan for 1962-1964.
This plan, modified to cover the years 1963-1965, was reviewed and-;
evaluated by a committee of the Panel of Nine, in accordance with the
Charter of Punta del Este, and by the World Bank.

The 1963-1965 plan projected an increase of some 30 percent in gross
investment as compared with the 1960-1962 level, and was intended to
raise gross investment as a proportion of GNP from 14 to 16 percent.,
Most of the increase in investment under this interm plan was expected-_
to proceed from the public sectormainly in the form of capital out-,
lays on transportation, irrigation, and social services. In the private,
sector, high priorities were given to investment in pharmaceuticals,
petrochemicals, iron and steel, machinery, and the modernization of
the textile industry. From the outset, because of the nation's generally,
high rate of economic expansion in the preceding decade, the prime=
concern of the planneis was not so much with maximizing the rate asi
with insuring an orderly and balanced growth.

During 1963 the investment objectives of the plan were substantially,
achieved and in 1964 they were exceeded by around 3.1 billion pesstis,
or over 20 percent. In the former year, the GNP calculated at constant',
(1950) prices rose. 6.3 percent, and in the latter year by 10.0 percent.
In the following year public investments fell below plan targets as a
result of the government's decision to limit its capital expenditures to
going projects. However, because of the large outlays of t e preceding=
year, average investments for the 1963-1965 period were sufficient to
fulfill plan goals and, in 1965, GNP at constant prices a in rose by
5.4 percent.
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Prior to the first 5-year plan, budgetary controls were tightened.
The Budgetary Act for 1965 initiated a 'system whereby the finances
of all governthent corporations and other semi-autonomous agencies
of the governfivent were brought under direct federal control. This
system, which went into operation on January 1, 1965, covered the
activities of 19 agencies, including the national petroleum monopoly,
the railways, and the national agricultural s:,irketing organization.
Although the finances of these agencies had previously been under
the nominal supervision of the government, this control had not been
complete; the new legislation implemented it and made it fully effec-

_ tive for the first time.
In the same year, the Executiv e requested lie various ministries and

autonomous agencies of the government to p:epare and submit their
investment plans for 1966-1970. These were analyzed by the Inter-

: Ministerial Commission, which did not complete the national public
investmentInvestment plan for the period until 1966. Projected was an annual
rate of increase in GNP of between 6 and 6.5 percent, again predicated
on the goals established at Punta del Este. Among the announced ob-
jectives of -the plan were the maintenance of monetary stability and
balanced growth, More equality in income distribution, and the attain-
ment of higher levels in education, housing, health, security and wel-
fare. Special efforts were to be directed toward the promotion of
-domestic savings and the expansion of the domestic market.

In terms of economic growth, top priority was given to industrial
and agricultural investments aimed at increasing productivity. The
total investment outlay projected for the period was 275 billion pesos

it 1965 prices, of which 95 billion, or 35 percent, was to be furnished
by the public sector, while private investment was expected to provide
180 billion. Foreign sources were counted on for less than 10 percent
of the total capital requirements of the plan. This is consistent with
the current policy of the Mexican government on foreign investment,
which treats external financing as complementary to domestic capital
sources, to be employed exclusively for self-liquidating projects in
fields where there is clear shortage of domestic capital.

Project execution, as a rule fairly efEcient, has been hampered or
delayed by doficieneies of inter-ministerial or inter-agency coordina-
tion. Partly as a consequence of this, only 74 percent of authorized
capital expenditures by the public sector were carried out in 1965 and,
in the subsequent year, this proportion fell to 71 percent The effective-
ness of planning was further impaired by the practice of carrying over
unused balances of authorized public investment from one fiscal year to
the next. In February 1967, however, all pending authorizations for
1966 were cancelled, and a system was set up to insure tighter control
over the timing of budgetary execution. In the same year, there was
an effort to !in more lead-time in planning for the subsequent year,
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in order to a% oid the interruptions in public works which had often
taken place beNeen fiscal periods. By mid-1968, not only were invest-
ments being programmed for the subsequent year, but planning was
under way for 1971-1975. Also in 1968, the government launched a
national photogrammetric survey and resource inventory, to provide
a better basis for long-range economic planning.

The capital budget for the public sector in 1968 amounted to 25.5
billion pesos-38.4 percent for industries under public control, 24.6
percent for social infrastructure, 23:5 percent for transport and coin-
nmnications, 12 percent for agriculture and fisheries, and 1.5 percent,
for administration and defense. While past investments in infrastruc,
ture have been focused mainly on centers of 2,500 inhabitants and over,
the emphasis is now being shifted to the requirements of villages in
the 500 to 2,500 range, which contain around one-fourth of the Mexican
population. Up to the present time investment policy has been char=
acterized by a primary emphasis on the development of economic
infrastructurein transport and communications, electric power,
and irrigationwhile needed outlays on many types of social
infrastructure are still being deferred.

Mexico has faced little difficulty in maintaining a satisfactory over-
all ratepf growth during the last two decades. Thus, between 1950 and
1967, the average annual increase in the GNP, calculated at constant
(1950) prices, has been 6.2 percent and, from year to year, the growth
rate has shown considerable stability. Hence, formal economic plan-
ning has tended to emphasize the qualitative controls de`emel neces-
sary to insure balanced development overtime, with particular
attention to such public outlays on infrastructure as are believed
_capable of geneyating as high level of private investment.

The Mexican government is in a strong position with respect to the
execution of national planning. Although the federal budget does
not represent as high a proportion of the national income as it does in
many countries, the planning ageticy is able to implement its programs
with effective credit controls and influence the investment policies of
tae national railways, the electric power industry, the national petro-
leum monopoly, and the various manufacturing enterprises which are
under the control of the Nacional Financiera.

Successive legal enactments over a long period of years haveVrad-
ually extended the scope of discretionary administrative controls over
imports and exports. The proportion of imports subject to permit has
risen, since v0, 0.6 to 66.6 percent. During the past decade the

nrol imports has been employed not merely for the protection
of ex ling industries, but also to bring about the establishment of new
industries, influence their location, and in some cases compel their ver-
tical integration and the increased use of domestic raw materials and
semi-finished goods. Export controls have been similarly employed, its
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Where limitations (,it the export of raw st\lfur were used to stimulate
= -the develqpmentof a domestic fertilizer industry. Generally speaking,

m very few enterprise economies is Witional planning implemented by
-such broad discretionary powers. Future of economic planning in
Mexico is not limited by any lack of administrative capacity on the
_f>art of the Federal Executive to exert a decisive influence on the rate
-And direction of investment.

a-
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CHAPTER 19

AGRICULTURE

'Agriculture is complicated by the country's geography and by
differing- forms of farm organization and land tenure. Mountainous
topography, sparse and irregular rainfall, and soil conditions limit the

2apable of being cultivated (see ch. 2, Physical Environment).
=Regionally, there is a distinction between size and, organization of
-farms. In the Center and Southern Pacific zones small plots predonii-

,inate in Which family labor is used intensively, whereas in the North,
Northern Pacific, and to a lesser extent in the Gulf zones there is a
=higher' proportion of large farm units in which wage labor predomi-
inites and capital goods are employed. Ranging over the differences in
farm size and organization is a dual,system of land tenure: privately
owned lands exist side-by-side with communally held lands.

Largely because of these complexities and because the majority of
=the agricultural population remains engaged in subsistence farming,
Agriculture has not grown as rapidly in recent years as other sectors
Of the economy. Agricultural productivity has increased markedly
since World War H, however ; it has kept pace with the rapid popu-
lation growth, and agricultural exports have been an important source
of foreign revenue.

Heavy public investment in agriculture has perhaps been the single
most important factor accounting for the rise in agricultural pro-
ductivity. The largest share of government investment in agriculture
has gone to irrigation and flood control projects, thus greatly expand-
ing the area capable of being brought under cultivation. In recent
years increase in crop yields has accounted for nearly 7Q percent of

_-the increase in output, reflecting the effect of government-sponsored
research activities and education program. Other areas of govern-
ment activity have included: the establishment of credit banks and a
price stabilization agency; the furthering of rail and highway trans-

_Tortation facilities; and the encouragement of investment by inter-
national agencies and both foreign and domestic private capital.

ROLE OF AGRICULTURE IN THE ECONOMY

Although agricultural production has increased rapidly since the
I940!s, the share of agriculture in the gross national product has de-
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dined (see table 21). In 1967 the agricultural sector employed half
of the economically active population, but accounted for only, 16:1
percent of the gross tuitional product. This is due in large part to the
even more rapid increase in industrial production over the sante period-
and the large remaining portion of low-yield subsistence farminC
engaging the vast majority of the economically active rural population-,
In 1966 agricultural production per economically- active person was
two-thirds lower than the national average of 7,675 pesos (12.50 peseS,
equal US$1.00), while industrial productivity was two-thirds higher.

Nevertheless, agricultural zproducts, including meat and fish prod,;
nets, continue to account for slightly over half of the value of
Mexican exports. The net foreign exchange produced b$ agricultural=
exportsover 40 percent of the total since 1961is used principally-
to finance the importation of capital goods necessary for the develop,1
ment of the industrial sector as cell as the expansion of cominereia;
agrictilture. In 1968 about 15 percent of all farmers-produced 75-pert
cent of crop sales. With the anticipated increase in the number -oft
large, market-oriented farms, it is expected that agriculture will con-_
finite to provide a large proportion of foreign exchange.

The contribution of crops to aggregate primary sector production,
outweighs that of livestock, fisheries, and forestry. Cotton, corn, sugar;_
and coffee are the principal export crops while beans, corn, and chillies1
remain the subsistence crops. In 1967 the combined contribution of
livestock, fisheries, and forestry to the gross domestic product,was 5;4
percent, while that of crops was 10.4.

The growth of the agricultural population has been greatly slowed,
by urban migratio.n. The supply of agricidtural labor remains abun-
dant, however, and in fact already exceeds the capacity of the dry-_
farmed lands to absorb human labor (see ch. 21, Labor). Employment_
oPportitnities will remain in such activities as the keeping of more

Table 21. Mexican Gross Vational Product and Alf/rat/turd Production, 1940-1087z
(in millions of 1950 pesos ')

Year GNP Agricultural Percent of
production GNP =

1940 20, 721 5, 044 24-3
1950 ' 41, 500 8, 919. 6 21 t
1960 73, 482 13, 888. 1 18. 9
1967 112, 400 18, 078 16. 1

I

I At 1950 prices. USSl equals 8.65posoa.

Soure opted, from Banco de Mexico, Informe Anualyi 1987;. Edmund°.
F res, Tratado de econonita agricola; Mercado de/Valores, December:
11168; Social Progress Trust Fund, Fifth Annual Report.
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livestock and the -more careful cultivation of crop, but increasing
_Mechanization of agriculture will continue to decrease the need for a

_

:sizeable agricultural work force. It is estimated-that between 1961,
_ and--1976 it will be necessary to provide employMent for an additional

:1,5 million persons in the agricultural sector, a 26 percent increase from

Per capita agricultural income remains low, largely because of
seasonal wage labor and the agricultural underemployment associated
-with subsistence farthing. The government has attempted to correct
the problem by fixing minimum wages for agricultural workers (see

21, Labor). Disparities continue/to exist, however, as average wages
the north tend to be about twice the minimum wage, while in

the south they about equal it, ;Until 1966 when the program was
abandoned,:a source of income was provided by the bracero (day
laborer) program, under which Mexican faim workers engaged in
-seasonal wage labor in the, southwestern United States. Between 19:
and 1962, brareros brought hack into Mexico an estimated US$30

lion annually.
The rate of agricultural production is increasing. It is es mated

_ -that by 1975 Mexico will not only continue to be able to feed er popu-
lation, but willbe in a strong export position in agriculture products.
Nutritional deficiencies remain within the country, howe er. Between
1940 and 1960 deficiency of calories in the diet was lar ly overcome,
but protein and vitamin requirements continued no, to be met, es-
pecially in isolated rural areas, in the urban areas of the states of

;_ Morelos, Oaxacii, Veracruz, San Luis Potosi, and in the Federal
District. The government has been active in nut' Lion programs, par-
ticularly in providing vitamins for children, d has encouraged the

_stability of food prices in the 1960'sa stabi ty which is expected to
continue well into the 1970's.

LAND USE AND DEVELOPMENT

01 the total area of the country, the Mexican government estimates
that 15 percent is capable of being put under cultivation. It was esti-
mated in 1967 that only 60 percent of the available land was actually
under cultiation, (nen though 0% er 80 percent had been incorporated
into farms.,Total land incorporated into farms has increased markedly
since 1940, and Mexico is approaching the limits of available land for
both crops and pastures (see table 22).

Land utilization has also increased, largely because ok widespread
irrigatiouprojects. The decade 1957-1967 saw an increase Of 28 percent
in-the aniount of land under cultivation. But because of such factors
As needifor additional irrigation, land lying fallow, `plat diseases or
pests op rotation, and the absence of modern agricultural techniques
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Table 22: Availability of Land and Land in Farms in Mexico, 1960

CROPLAND PASTURES FORESTS

Millions
of acres

Percent
+

Millions
of acres

Percent Millions
of acres

Percent

Total availability 72.4 100.0 211.8 100.0 163.6 100.0
Land in farm.:

1940 36. 8 50. 8 1'38. 8 65. 6 94. 2 57. 6
1950 49.I . 67. 9 166. 5 78. 6 95. 9 58.6-
1960 58.8 81. 2 195. 2 92. 2 108. 0 66.0

Source: Adapted from Republic of Mexico, Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock,
Projections of Supply of and Demand for Agricultural Products in Mexico
to 1966, 1970, and 1976.

among the subsistence sector, the latest available data show the ratio
of harvested area to total cropland to be around 50 percent.

The,:torthern zone of the country, despite its semi-arid to_aridi_i
climate, Cori-tains two-thirds of the country's pasture land and has the
lowest proportion.of idle cropland as it contains the highest propor-,
tion of irriglikd land. Large areas remain unused, however, because of
the distance between desert lands and sources of water. The Central
zone, because of population pressure and because it is the beat of the_
traditional dry-farming economy, has a high rate of land utiliiation,_
even though many area remain too steep for crops. In the Gulf and
Southern Pacific zones, on the other hand, the proportion of idle land,
is high. Not only have hydraulic projects until recently been concen-
trated in the north, but soil quality is such that it is necessary to allow
land to lie fallow to recuperate its fertility. New irrigation and flood
control projects and increased use of fertilizerashould raise productive

_
ity of sJuthern lands.

Uncertainty exists as to the extent and quality of Mexico's forests,
which are located primarily in the Center and Southern zones (see ch.
2, Physical Environment). Population pressure and livestock extension
have tended to eheroach on forests in some areas, but the 1960 census
showed that one-third of the country's forests remained unexploited:

The government recognizes that a better use of water resources is
basic for a more efficient use of available land, and the Ministry of
Hydraulic Resources has been active in programs of irrigation and: l
flood control. By 1967 slightly over one-fifth of the cultivated land
was under irrigation, a 25 percent increase over tlia amount under iiri;
gation in 1957. It is estimated that an additional 3 million acres_could
be improved by irrigation (mainly in the Northetn Pacific zone) and
about 7 million acres (in the Gulf and Southern Pa9ific zones} by -_

drainage and flood control works (see table 23).
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,,Table 23. Cropland 141 Mexico and Area Capable of Implocement Through Hydraulic
Works, 1960-107:-)

- (in thousands of acres)

Area Total North Northern
Pacific

Gulf Southern
Pacific

Center

Total cropland 72, 751
-Cropland under irrigation,

1960 8, 685
= Total area subject to

improvement 1960 13, 035
rrArea improved by
'f -- hydraulic works in __.

1061-64 1 .--.------- 360
-1 iProgranc-for 1065-70 1 1, 539

Area remaining for
improvement after
1970 11, 134

18, 283

3, 042

2, 118

47
319

1,752

7,

2,

2,

2,

205

716

561

12

445

043

13, 593

79

5, 802

30
-227

5, 545

14,

2,

1,

962

375

024

150
178

695

18,

2,

708

473

590

121

370

99

I %As and projects of Ministry ol ilydrauhc Resources only.

8Mirce: Adapted front Projections of Supply and Demand for Agricultural Products
in Mexico.

-LAND TENURE

Land holdings in Mexico are characterized by the coexistence of two
systems of tenure and two parallel organizational principles. Holdings
maybeprivately owned or communally held and they may be consumL -

tion or market oriented. The small size, work-intensive farm units
prevail,- nether private or communal, and are especially characteristic
of the center and south. The extensive, multi-personnel, market ori-
ented holdings are more prevalent in the north.

Ejidos (production units organized on a cooperative and communal
basis) may be as large as the most extensive private holdings, but the
holding of the average ejidatario (individual worker of the communal-
rands) is often smaller than that of the average private farmer. Only
in the large northern cjidos is specialization of skill apparent. In the
larger operations, common problemssuch as irrigation, fertilization,
types of crops produced, processing, marketing, and transportation
are handled for the entire cooperative.

The agricultund division of the country between extensive and in-
tensive forms (north and south respectively', is both historical and
administrative. .11 the south, traditional Indian intensive production
units of small size survived the Spanish Conquest and the colonial
p^riod intact. In the north, where the density of Indian population
was always much lower, the hacienda (large estate) became dominant,
11 it h its send-feudal organization and its division of labor according to
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occupational skill. The haeioula was much more easily adaptable to
the growing market economy of the 20th century than were the small
Indian plots of the south.

The ejidos have historical antecedents in the communal organization
of land holdings that characterized many Indian groups Wow the
Spanish conquest. During the colonial period and the 19th century,
communal holdings were alnukit entirely replaced by private holdings
which evolved from the encomienda'system, in -which the Spanish
cr.wn granted large tracts of landand the Indians to work the
landto pri6to individuals (see ch. Historical Setting). With
agrarian reform as one of the goals of the Revolution, the ejidos have
been -restored to prominence. As of 1967, of a total of 163.2 million-I
acres covered by the agrarian reform program of 1915, 117.7 million,
or slightly over a fourth, of Mexico's national territory, had been
distributed to 2.6 million ejidatario8.

The Constitution of 1J17 and the Agrarian Code of 1934 provided
fur the restitution of land to communal villages and set forth limits
and provisions to which persons holding these lands nmsr conform.
Land limits per ejidataeio are '24.71 acres (or 10 hectareS) of irrigated
laud or 49.42 acres in dry land. Those entitled to ejidal parcels but
for whom no land is available receive certificates of agrarian rights
(derechos agrarios a saleo)-and must await the next .distributidn of
land by the government. Estimates of the number of persons with such
certificates range from 500,000 to 1,000,000, but all estimates agree
that the number is increasing.

Most-often, tillable land granted to an ejido is divided into plots or--
parcels farmed by the individual ciithrtar :0N: in a few cases, the crop-
land is held in common. The pasture and woodland areas are held for
communal use by the cjido. The ejidatario may dispose of the produce
of his cropland as he wishes; however, to continue his holding, he
must cultivate it. If the land is abandoned for 2 years, it reverts to
the ciao for reassignment. By law, cjida/ parcels cannot be transferred 1
from the one person 'to whom they v ere originally assigned. The
jidatario may augment the size of his holdings and hence their yield:

by renting additional land from otl.,:rs, and indeed not only is there
considerable renting to other (Fdatarios Nit occasionally to persons
outside the ej;do.

The maximum amount of land (bat can be held as private property
depmuls on the use to which the land is put. The limit is generally 2i7
acres (100 hectares) of irrigated land or the equil :dent thereof.
Ettulalents of one acre of irrigated land are generally 4.94 acres of

rigatvtl latid,`9.S'S acres of good dry-land pasture. or 19.77 acres
of poop quality dry-land pasture. Higher limits on private land are
estab1Llie1 for the production of certain specified crops. The limit is
370 a re:, of irrigated land for production of cotton and 741 acres for
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bananas, sugarcime, coffee, henequen, rubber, coconuts, grapes, olives,
vanilla, cocoa, and fruits. Enough hind may be used perManently to
support f)00 head of cattle, or the equivalent in smaller animals.
,Un like eFdal property, private property can be transferred by sale
from one person to another. Titles to land are registered in each
in unielpio (nwiciplity). If the m% ner dies intestate, the land passes
to his next of kin. Owners of private property may increase their
holdings, as may ejidatario8. by renting pieces of land from larger
holders, or, unlike ejidatarios, by tl crkin additional land in the names
of members of the family.

The distribution of lam) between private and ejidal holdings
changed markedly between- 1930 and 1940 but has since stabilized
so that by 1960 approximately 43 percent of the croplands were in
Ajidal. holdings (see table 24). The average size of both private and
r) dal holdings in all regions of the country has iacreased since 1950,
with the exception of the Center Zinn:, where population pressure is
the greatest. According to the 1960 census, the average size of private
holdings was highest in the Northern Pacific and Southern Pacific
zones while ejidal holdiligs were largest in the Northern Pacific zone
(see table 25). The number of farms holding 12.35 acres or less varied
from 44 percent in the Center zone to 10 percent in the North and
Northern Pacific zones-s, their share in aggregate cropland varied from
almost 10 percent in the former to less. than 2 percent in the latter .
two zones (see table 26).

Ai erage size, of course, does not reflect the distribution of land in
individual holdings nor the amount of arable land within a holding.
In an intercensal estimate made in 1964, 9 percent of the private farms
had no arable land; presumably they were ranching or forestry enter-
prises. Private fains with 12.35 acres or less of arable land constituted
75 percent of the total : 12 percent of the farms had between 12.35 and
61.77 acres; only 4 percent had more than 61.77 acres of arable land.
Although there are some very large farms, particularly in the north,
much of the land of large farms is too mountainous or too arid to be
useful. In the north, 6 percent of the land was reported tillable and 4
percent was %actually in crops. In the central region, fiS percent was
tillable and 19 percent was in crops.

`.\ CROP PRODUCTION

Of Mexico's extensive variety of agricultural products, sugar, corn,
wheat, beans, cotton, rice, and coffee have been traditionally and re-
main presently the principal ones (see table 27). In recent years fruits
and vegetables have been gaining !In increasing share of both the
export and the domestic market. In 1967 a sharp rise in export sales of
sorghum and wheat seed indidated the emergence of yet additional
products of substantial importance.
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Table 24. Area of Cropland in Mexico, by Size and Type of Farm, 1930-1960

Typo of farm
Perce:rage shares of total cropland .

1930 1940 1950 1960

Private holdings:
Over 12.35 acres 80. 6 45. 9 49. 5 51. 3
12.35 acres or less 6. 1 7. 2 6. 4 5. 3

Ejido holdings 13. 1 47. 4 44. 1 43.4.

Source: Adapted from Projections of Supply of and Demand for Agricultural
Products in Mexico.

Table 25. Average Sizz of holdings in Mexico, by Region, 1950 and 1960
(in acres)

Rtgion
Average size

1950 1960

Total 19:5 - 21. 7
North 24. 5 32. 4
Northern Pacific 36. 5 51. 1
Gulf 20.5 27. 4
Southern Pacific .. 22. 9 26. 4
Center 14. 3 12. 1

Source: Adapted from Projections of Supply of and Demand for Agricultural
Products in Mexico.

Table 26. Number of Holdings and Area of Cropland in Mexico, by Type, Size,
and Region, 1960

(percentage of total)

Region

Porcentage of number of holdings Percentage of area of cropland

Private he Private holdings
Ejtdo Ejido

Over 12.35 12.35 acres plots Over 12.35- 12.35 acres plots
acres or less acres or less

Total 16..i 33.2 50.3 51.3 5.3' 43.4
North 30. 1 10. 6 59. 3 56. 3 1. 8 41. 9
Northern Pacific 26. 7 10. 0 63. 3 54. 8 1. 2 44. 0
Gulf 24.5 21. 6 53. 9 53. 7 3. 7, 42. 6
Southern Pacific 11. 4 40. 9 47. 7 57. 5 7. 2 35. 3
Center 10. 3 44. 0 45. 7 39. 5 9. 9 p 50.6

Source: Adapted from Projections of Supply of and Demand for Agricultural
Products in Mexico.
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Cotton has been one of the most important crops in Mexicb, both as
a source of foreign exchange and for its role in the economy. Cotton
producers pioneered in shifting agriculture from subsistence to com-
mercial forms of production. Cotton exports have tended to stabilize
the export market generally and have helped to move Mexico away
from a geographic dependence on the United States market; a good

-deal of cotton -is sold to Japan and European countries. Domestically,
cotton output has helped to raise the rural wage level, particularly in
the mall. in recent years cotton exports have fallenin 1967 because
of decreased demand and in 1968 because of hurricanes in Tampico
and drought and plague in Mexicalibut still provide the largest
single export source of foreign exchange..

The 1960 census showed that the largest share of acreage is devoted
to the cultivation of corn (see table 28). Nearly half continues to come
=from the Center zone, which is the focus of traditional and subsistence

Table 47. Production of Principal Crops in Mexico, 196i-1967
(in thousands of tons)

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967

-Sugar 21, 535 21, 836 22, 431 23, 400 25, 800
I- -Corn- 6, 424 8, 454 8, 502 9, 105 9, 264

Wheat 1, 786 2, 134 2, 282 1, 609 2, 096
Beans 816 892 903 945 1,00E
Cotton 500 566 543 601 565

_Rice 296 274 340 390 392
Coffee 142 145 159 185 165

Source: Adapted from Mercado de Valores, December 1968.

Table 28. Principal Agricultural Products in Mexico, by .4 rea Harvested and Growing
Region, 1960

(in thousands of acres]

Product Total area
harvested

North Northern
Pacific

Cente Gulf Southern
Pacific

Corn_
, Wheat

`: Rice
Beans
Sugar.
'Coffee

= Cotton

16,
2,

3,

2,

009.
151.
342.
513:';'.

801.
738.
013.

7
5
7
9
1

5
0

2,

1,

1,

985. 0
543. 6

103.1
122. 8
24. 2

173. 7

694. 4
813. 7
143.0
213.2
JO. 8

6, 4
770, O

7,

1,

628. 0
727. 5
84. 3

627.4
174. 7
95. 1

4, 702.
66.

72. 9
304.2
389. 7
257. 7

68. 4

3
7
42. 5

338. 0
33. 1

355. 1

Source: Adapted from Projections of Supply of and Demand for Agricultural
Products in Mexico.
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agriculture, and strong economic and social forces tend to keep it
that way. As irrigated land in the north is opened, production is in-
creasingly moving there and yietds 'are rising. Between 1950 and 1960
production increased by 31 percent ; between 1966 and 1967 it increased
by about '20 percent. Production is higher 'than domestic consumption,
yet world market prices are inferior to domestic ones; although corn
is one of the leading exports, there continue to be large domestic
surpluses.

Coffee continues to be a major crop. About half of the harvest comes
from the states of Chiapas, Guerrero, and Oaxaca. Mexican ara bica
coffee commands premium prices, and overall production costs have
been-lower than those of competitors due to higher yields. Higher cof-
fee earnings hare helped raise per capita income in the south, where it
still, however, rem..ins the lowest in the country. In 1966 low world
Market prices lowered coffee Output, but in 1968 productivity increased
and both domestic and external demand for coffee was being met.

Sugar also continues as a major crop. The external demand for it
is not being met, despite higher yields as a result of the cultivation of
sugar cane shifting to Veracruz and the content of sugar per toil of
cane being increased.

The production of fruits and vegetables is increasing in importance,
particularly as export products. Melons, tomatoes, peppers, peas, and
cucumbers are some of the most important of the crops in the Northern
Pacific 'zone which are being, exported to the United States. Tomatoes
are the most important single crop and account for 63 percent of the
total value of melon and vegetable exports. There has been a steady
increase in tomato output since 1961, largely because of increased fel.=
tilization, although there were setbacks in 1967 and 1968 because of
weather and blight problems.-

Strawberries are produced in the Center zone largely for export.
The canning and freezing plants being developed around strawberry
producing areas are expected to improve not only the export of straw-
berries but of other horticultural products as well. Most fruits and
vegetables are used both domestically and for export. The one excep-
tion is eggplant; since there is no domestic demand for it, the entire
crop is exported.

FISHERIES

Mexico's fisheries, like those of many Latin American countries,
have remained underdeveloped, despite the fact that Mexico ,possesses
a long coast line and rich off-shore resources. Commercial fishing ven-
tures have been developed only since the late 1940's. fexico's warm
Seas contain a fish population of many species rather than large schools
of single finfish found, in cooler waters. The difficulty of catching a
single marketable fish has tended to discourage major investment in
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the industry. Now, only about one-third of the fish caught in Mexican
waters is consumed within the country; the rest is exported, mostly
to the United States.

Approximately 60 percent of the annual catch comes from the areas
lying off the Pacific coast, of Baja California, within the Gulf of
California, and along the coasts of Sinaloa and Nayarit. Sardines
and tuna are taken off the coast of Baja California mainly by United
States boats; the Mexican government collects a tax on the catch. A
Commercial fishing area of secondary importance lies within the Gulf
of Mexico, where the waters provide red snapper, sea bass, and
pompano.

. Since World War II, shrimping has been the mainstay of com-
mercial fishing along the west coast. Most of the annual take is
proCeSsed_in freezing plants at Mazatlan and Guaymas for shipment
to the United States. In recent years, overexploitation of shrimp fish-
=eries along the coasts of Sonora and Sinaloa has caused trawlers to
shift south to the Gulf of Tehuantepec. Although about three-fourths
of the total shrimp catch still comes from beds along the Pacific coast,
in recent years the shrimping industry has dei,elopecl rapidly in the
southern.Gulf area. The main shrimp beds are off Tabasco and south-
ern Campeche. Shrimp exports now constitute one of Mexico's major
sources of foreign exchange.

LIVESTOCK

Livestock production in Mexico increased from 1940 to 1960 at an
annual rate of 1.4 percent. According to the 1960 census, there were 16
-million beef cattle, 6 million hogs, 5.2 million sheep, and 91 million
goats. Until fairly recently beef production suffered from epidemics
of hoof and mouth disease, lack of modern breeding techniques, and
in southern areas from diseases carried by bats. In the north, where
most cattle raising is carried' on, cattle breeders encounter drought,
depleted pastureland, and, because of shortcomings of transportation,
weight loss of the cattle which must travel Icing distances to reach the
main markets in Mexico City. With the importation of breeding cattle
accelerated in 1967,, it is expected that the cattle population will be
raised and both meat and dairy industries improved. By 1968 Mexico
had become one of the principal suppliers of beef products to the
United States, but domestic demands were still not being met.

FORESTRY

Forest exploitation in Mexico, as in much of Latin America, has
tended to be destructive. Widespread cutting and burning have re-
duced availability of forest land from about 60 percent of the country
at the beginning of the colonial period to about 13 percent in the 1960's.
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Of the remaining forests, one-third are considered softwood and two-
thirds hardwod ; pine and oak trees are the most abundant and the
most valuable commercially.

Because their availability is limited, forest product§are used largely
for domestic consumption in construction, as packing material; in man-
n factured goods (principally furniture), and as pulp for paper. Do-
mestic demand fur paper is high and must be met largely by imports:
in 1967 paper placed alijng-ilie top ten\imports.

Programs are under way to revise forestry activities so that higher
yields will be obtained at the same time there\is better forest conserva-
tion. The .National Insiitute of Forestry has instituted a program of
studies and activities in forest technology and disease control. In 1968;
35 million pesos were budgeted for forest conservation. This amount
constituted only a little over 1 percent of the total budgeted for de-.
velopment and conservation of natural resources, as the government
continues Jo place priority on irrigation projects.

AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS

The principal source of agricultural investment is the government.
From 1948 to 1968 appropriations for agricultural development in-
creased from 692 million pesos to nearly 2,000 million pesos, and in this
latter year represented 11 percent of the federal budget. The largeSt
share of agricultural appropriations goes towards irrigation and -flood-
control projects. In addition to direct investment, t'the government
subsidizes both private and ejidal credit banks, the commodity supply
agency, and a program of agricultural insurance..

Another important source of investment is the farmers themselves. =,

Although contributing a declining share of fixed capital investment
(hydraulic works, construction, railtracks and roads) since -1940=--
from 20.2 percent that year to 12.6 in 1960private semi-fixed capital
(machinery, appliances, vehicles400ls) grew from 8.8 percent in 1940
to 15.7 percent in 1960. The number of tractorsone of the main indi-
cators of mechanization of agricultureincreased fourfold from 1940
to 1950. Between 1D50 and 1960 the number doubled, and it is expected
to double again so that by 1970 there will be approximately 125,000
tractors.

Other sources of investment are international agencies, such as the
Pan American Union and the World Bank. In early 1968 a loan of
1-S$125 million was negotiated with the World Bank for irrigation
and crop improvements in the Culiacan Valley. Since 1944 the Rocke-
feller Foundation has financed agricultural research in Mexico, di-
rected primarily into the improvement of wheat and corn strains.

The principal sources of agricultural credit are the private banking
systeni and the official agricultural credit banks. In recent years loans
to farmers by private banks have amoun!2d to about 30 percent of
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total agricultural credit, and have increased from 1,630 million pesos
in 1960 to 3,870 million pesos in 1967. The remaining 70 percent of
total agricultural credit is provided by official agencies, of which the
'principal ones are, the National Ejidal Credit Bank (Banco Nacional
de Cr&lito Ejidal) and the National Agricultural Credit Bank (Banco
Nacional de Cr Mit° Agricola). Government loans amounted to 3,930
pesos in 1960 and increased in 1967 to 8,971 million pesos_ (see table 29).

The National Ejidal Credit Bank was established through initial
funding by the government in 1935 to provide credit for ejidatarioi.
It may make loans to local ejidal credit societies or directlfto
ual ejidatarios vouched for by the credit society to which they belong.
Loans are generally for : security of products, usually for marketing;
obtaining materials or to cover other expenses in the production of
crops; repairs, equipment, or livestock; and long term investment,
such as construction of roads, acquisition of land or processing plants.

In addition to its administrative and legal departments, the Bank
has a commercial department in charge of financing equipment and
materials-Used for prOduction (machinery, fertilizer, -ed) ; handling
Crops purchased from borrowers or accepted in paymeg of loans; and
administering processing plants for such products as sugar, rice,
cotton, and coffee. Since the bank performs a good many services for
ejidatarios outside the range of normal banking, and in many cases
provides financial relief and capital to ejidatarios whose income is
small at best, it frequently operates at a deficit which must be made
up by the government.

Created in 1926, the National Agricultural Credit Bank,provided
credit to both private farmers and ejidatarios until the Ejidal Bank

Table 29. Volume of Agricultural Credit Outstanding at End of Year, Mexico,
1980 and 1967

(in millions of pesos]

Type of Institution 1960 1967

Commercial institutions: .

13anks of deposits or savings_ 1, 235 2, 682
Other finance companies 382 1, 106
Other private finance 13 82

Total private finance. 1, 630 3,*870

Government finance agencies 3, 930 8, 971

Grand total 5, 560 12, 841

Source: Adapted from Pan American_Union, Inventory of Information Basic to the
Planning of Agricultural Development in Latin America: Mexico; Banco
de Mdxico, Informe Anual, 1987.
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began to function. Since then it has provided credit only to independ-
ent farmers. Because it is able to make loans on mortgages or collateral
not available to the Ejidal Bank (ejidatarios cannot own land) and
does not have to supervise complex ejidal societies, its operations are
more simple. .

Both the Ejidal Bank and the Agicu Rural Bank exert considerable
influence over agricultural production. The banks' technicans custom-
arily coil ult %%jilt the farmer and recommend what crops are to be
raised: the policy of both banks has been one of favoring loans to in-
crease production of crops which are considered likely to diminish
imports or whichlike cotton, coffee, and sugardevelop large
volumes of foreign exchange. .

.

The Export Bank (Banco de Comercio Exterior) is a source of agri-
cultural credit in that it finances exports through the Ejidal and
Agricultural Ranks. Loans have facilitated exports of cotton, rice,
sugar; coffee, candelilla wax, and strawberries. Loans have also been
granted to facilitate imports of fertilizers, insecticides, and agricul-
tural machinery, and for general agricultural development projects,
such as land clearing.

Marketing processes in Mexico are largely left to free enterprise;
the government intervenes on behalf of the farmer or the consumer
only to assure sufficient domestic quantities of certain commodities,
The National Staples Company (Compafila Nacional de Subsistencias
PopularesCONASUPO) is Mexico's official commodity supply
agency. Financed by credit institutions and private capital, CONA
SUM is also subsidized by the government to cover operational losses.
CONASUPO purchases (abroad if necessary), stores, and redis-
tributes food f-taples in an effort to keep the domestic market supplied
with basic commodities and to maintain stable prices for the benefit
of consumer and farmer. Its operations are most extensive in the ties,
particularly Mexico City, where it sells at a number of retail shop ,but
it also sells from trucks which can be sent to any district where prices
are considered to be out line.

,There are som9 products in the marketing of which the government
does not intervene, such as fresh vegetables and oil seeds. The market-
ing of cattle also occurs under free enterprise but under conditions
considered by the producers to be disadvantageous. Cattle shipped
f roM the north to Mexico City is handled by intermediaries who find
buyers. Producers have complained that these intermediaries fre-
quently delay sale and delis ery of cattle and the animals suffer un-
necessary weight loss.

ROLE OF THE GOVERNMENT

The most important agencies involved in the formation of agricul-
tural policy include the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock, the
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Department of Agrarian Affairs, the Ministry of Hydraulic Resources,
the Ejidal Credit Bank, the Agricultural Credit Bank, the Export
Bank, and the Bank of Mexico. The dominant role is played by the
agendies of the federal government, and in particular, the Ministry
of Agriculture and Livestock.

According to the Secretary of Agriculture, the policy goals of the
government concerning agriculture are: self-sufficiency in agricultural
production for the entire country ; production of raw materials for in-
dustry; provision of adequate technical assistance to farmers; develop-

_ anent of the supply of credit to agriculture; development of agricul-
= tural insurance; support for agricultural education and research;
strengthening of domestic markets and assistance in maintaining for-t;
eign markets for Mexican agricultural products; encouragement of
improvements to the land, and construction of irrigation and 'drainage

= works and needed buildings; increased use of mechanical power on
_farms; stimulation of the production of needed crops; increased pro-
-duction of livestock products; encouragement of the establishment of
-_plants to process agricultural products; and strengthening the credit
-structure of agriculture and using funds obtained from abroad for
=certain new projects:

The-Ministry Of Agriculture and Livestock is divided into four
departmentsAgriculture, Livestock, Forestry, and Fisheries. The
first two are in turn divided into a variety of bureaus and offices dealing
with specific aspects of agriculture or stockraising, such as agricul-
tural engineering or livestock diseases. Besides its own programs, the

= Ministry has considerable influence in directing the activities of credit
banks and other autonomous or semi-autonomous agencies, and in fact
supervises many of them directly. Advisory organizations exist within
the Ministry and contain representatives of the national agricultural
and livestock unions and of the credit banks.

The Agrarian Affairs Department is charged with the development
= of the national agrarian policy as based on the Agrarian Code and

complementary laws. Until the repeal of the Federal Law of Coloniza-
tion in 19(, it was also charged with carrying out colonization proj-
ects. The Agrarian Affairs Department administers national lands and
baldios (lands lacking established ownership). It is also responsible
for the establishment of ejidos and for the granting of certificates of
agrarian rights to persons who have proper claims to ejidal parcels
but for whom no land is presently available. It determines which
farms or parts of farms are properly subject for conversion into
ejidos and supervises the division of lands among ejidatarios and con-
tracts or agreements affecting ejidal property made with persons, or
organizations outside the ejidos.

Since t} ?, Revolution, the government's policy has been to form
ejidos and to grant land from public domains or from large holdings

o0
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to as many applicants as possible. In recent years, howe% er. it has
become evident that the supply of worthwhile land for this purpose
will soon be exhausted. This may forecast a change in the activities
of the Agrarian Affairs Departn1ent ; greater emphasis may well be
put on administration of existing ejides and on providing ejidatarious,
with closer guidance and expanded facilities.

The Ministry of Hydraulic Resources plans and executes major irri-
gationt flood control, and other hydraulic programs. Its irrigation
districts administer and control the use of water from federal irriga-
tion projects. On the local level, committees develop plans for the areas
to be planted and super% ise the use of water. These committees are
composed of representatives from the Ministry of Agriculture and
Livestock, the Ministry of Hydraulic Resources, the Ejidal Bank, the
Agrarian Bank, and the farmers using the water. In 1965, there were
64 irrigation districts administered by this agency. The Ministry._ ,-
through its Hydrology Division, also maintains some 900 hydroelectric _-

stations throughout the country.
From 1946 to 1956, during the first 10 years of its activity, the

'Ministry of Hydraulic Resources nearly doubled the amount of irri-
gated land. By 1965, the country had some 300 dams irrigating nearly
6.2 million acres and an additional 1.7 million acres irrigated by pump=
lug water from deep wells. From 1927 to 1940, outlays for irrigation
projects amounted to from 3 to 8 percent of the federal budget. Since
then, irrigation works have consumed from 10 to 12 percent of the
budget. Long-range plans (1961-1985) exist to raise the total irrigated-
arca to 14.5 million acres. The investment in irrigation in 1968 was
buClgeted at 2,045 million pesos, or over 90 percent of the entire amount
budgeted for agriculture (see ch. 24, Public Finance).

Land irrigated through government projects must conform to the
provisions of the Agrarian Code, or its is acquired by the government:
The government thus controls vast tracts of land, directly or indi-
rectly. The government also exerts influence over what is produced.
In making loans, the Ejidal Bank stipulates the purposes for which
the money may be used and the crops which may be produced.

Through its irrigation districts, the government carries on numerous
land reclamation activities. Particularly in the north, projects designed
to reclaim land lost to saline content are well under 'way. At the
present time, the Rio Lerma-Chapala-Santiago basin is being deVel-
oped. Efforts are also being made to rehabilitate the Laguna region,
increase production, and raise income levels of private farmers and
ejidatarios. In its land redistribution policy, the government favors
the:small agricultural unit, whether the worker is a private farmer or
an 'ejidatario.

The government has begun to recover some of the capital which it
has invested in irrigation works: new owners of publicly irrigated
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land are required to pay for the increased value of the land they
acquire. Another way in which tfie government gains revenue is
through export taxes: higher preductivity on irrigated lands provides
more for export, thus raising the revenue derived from taxes.

The government is also active in maintaining experiment stations
*and agencies for training the rural population in new production

methods. These programs, carried out principally in the national
. .irrigation districts, have contributed to higher yields per acre in re-

.spect to the principal crops.' There is need to expand these services,
especially in the non-irrigated areas, and to add more technicians to
both the,agricultural ~~^^~s ~~^~ the ^^s~^~~^~ ^~^ special agricultural
programs.
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CHAPTER 20

INDUSTRY

In 1967, industry (mining, manufacturing, construction, and
power) engaged 22.3 percezit o the work force and accounted for 36.6

1 percent of the gross dOmestic \product (GDP). Between 1960 and
1967 the share of extractive indti try in the GDP fell from 5.5 to 4.7
percent, a trend which was attrib table to the declining relative im-

- portance of metallic mineralsADuri g the same time period the share
= of manufacturing rose from 23.3 to 6.5 percent, that of construction

from 3.5 to 3.9 percent, and that of electric power' from 1.2 to 1.5
percent.

Statistics are lacking on the share of handicraft production in Mexi-
can manufactures. One source places the contribution at less than 5 per -

centcent of the total value of the manufactured product. Although it is not
clear how handicraft production is defined, if labor-intensive factory
production is excluded, the estimate appears realistic. In spite of the
attraction of Mexican handicrafts for' foreign tourists, consumers
generally prefer factory-made goods.

In 196; minerals accounted for 16.8 percent of the value of exports
, and manufactures for 20.0 percent. These figures, however, overstate

the contribution of manufactures to export earnings, since a high
_. proportion of manufactured exports are products in which the degree

. of processing and ratio of value added by manufacturing is relatively
low. .

Although statistics are lacking, there is no question that industry
provides the greatest share of federal revenues. Not only the net income
tax, Mexico's major revenue source, but the heavy gross receipts tax
(intpuesto sobre ingresos inercantiles) as well, fall heavily upon indua-
try, and mining is further subject to a complex system of royalties
and production taxes. The burden of taxation on industry, however, is
lightened by both federal and state laws which provide exemption pe-
riods for new and needed industries. It is, moreover, compensated
by the benefits of the high federal expenditures on economic
infrastructure.

'The industrial development of recent years has contributed sal).
stantially to employment, absorbing a high proportion of the stream
of rural migrants to urban centers. Thus, from 1950 to 1968, the pro.

.-.. portion of the Mexican labor force employed in industry rose from
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1(;.0 to 22.3 percent. However it is doubtful whether it ill continue
to accommodate as high a iwoportion of displaced agricultural workers
as in the past, since recent industrial expansion has generally been
in the direction of more highly capitalize!, and less labor-intensive
production methods.

Apart from its direct contribution to product and employment,
industry has, in a number of nays, constituted a base for the develod-
mein of the economy as a whole. Industrialization has promoted the
growth of the middle doss, as a factor for social and political stability.
It has reduced the nation's dependence on imported manufactures and
decreased its vulnerability to changing conditions in the u orld market.
It has been made the basis of a government policy in snpport of agri-
culture, as through the expanded production of fertilizers and pesti-
cides and the beginnings of a rural electrification program. It has
affordc,i steadier and more remunerative employment for workers dis-
placed from agriculture, and it Was provided the motive for acquiring
a diversity of technical and industrial skills of general benefit to the
economy as a whole. Although the relationship of cause ::nd effect may
be open to dispute, there is no doubt that the past quarter of a century
of industrialism has been Mexico's most vigorous and sustained period
of economic prosperity and progress.

The policy of the government has been to channel a high propor-
tion of the nation's capital resources, both public and private, into
industry. The impact of this policy has been increased by the special
position of the government in the economy, as exclusive owner of the
petroleum industry, the railways, and public power. Also, through the
intermediation of the Nacional Financiera, the federal government
plays an important role in the ownership and management of indus-
trial enterprises for the production of iron and steel, sulfur, fertilizers.
pulp' and paper, automobiles, freight cars, and textiles, to name only
a few. The loans and direct investments of the Nacional Financiera,
lard. :y financed by the sale 'of securities in the domestic market,
amounted to over 21 billion pesos (12.50 pesos equal US$1.00) by mid-
1961. To this figure must be added over 9 billion in loans, mainly for-
eign: guaranteed by Nacional Financiera. a' total of over 30 billion
pesos. 0.3 percent had been inve d in economic infrastructure, prin-
cipally in elet t tic energy, transport, and communications; 27.7 percent
in industry, mainly in iron and steel, transportation equipment, chem-
icals, food p,,,ducts, pulp and paper; ,while_3.0 percent was devoted.
o miSeellaneous purposes.
Private resourceshave also been channeled by qualitative credit

controls into what are described as productive activitiesindustry and
agriculture. As a result, out of total credits of 91.2 billion pesos out-
standing to private enterprise from the Mexican banking system at the
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end of 1967, 56.4 billion, or approximatel 62 percent, were to industry
(see ch. 18, Character and Structure of the Econom ).. Foreign and
domestic investment in industry, especialiy in mramfacturing, has been
stimulated by income tax exemptions on reinvested earnings, acceler-
ated depreciation privileges, and the temporary exemptions, already
mentioned, from income taxes, gross receipts taxes, and customs duties,
that are offered to new and needed industries.

Virtually all consumer needs are now being supplied by Mexican
industry, though often at excessie cost. The major tin ust of industrial
expansion at present is toward increasing the degree of national self -
sufficiency in producer goods.

In terms of material resources, Mexico faces no immediate obstacles
to continued industrial development. The country's energy base is
generally adequate and it is endowed with a diversity of both metallic
and non-metallic minerals, including substantial undeveloped iron ore
reserves. Mexico today is dependent on foreign capital for only a small
proportion of industrial financing; perhaps the heaviest external de-
pendence is on imports of specialized capital goods, the production of
which is and- will for the foreseeable future remain beyond the ca-
pacity of Mexican industry. Generally speaking, the nation's engineers
and technicians have proved capable of effectively utilizing and adapt-
ing imported technology. The achievement of high standards of pre-
cision and quality control, however, continues to be obstructed by a
serious shortage of intermediate industrial skills, while the gene
lord educational attainments of most workers makes their upgrao
a difficult and uncertain process.

Except for mining, the growth of the industrial sector has been
vigorous. In 1967 the rate of construction activity rose 11.4 percent (at
constant prices), while mann facturing, with an increase of 8.9 percent,
maintained what had been the average growth rate during the preced-
ing three decades. A down-trend in the production of the precious
and non-ferrous metals continued in 1967; there were declines of 14.2
percent in gold, 4.:3 percent in silver, and 4.6 percent in non-ferrous
metal production, compared with the preceding year. These effects
tended to be offset by increases of 16.8 percent in the production of iron
and 8.2 percent in non-metallic minerals (see table :30).

Chetnicals--respecially petrochemicals and fertilizerscurrently
constitute the 'reit of most 1 igorous industrial growth. Government
plans for expa ision in this field have been integrated w ith programs
of regional development, particularly in the southeast. Other areas of
rapid growth include the steel industry, pulp and paper. construction
materials, electrical appliances, pharmaceuticals. and transportation
equipment. In economic infrastructure, electric power and telecom-
munications are receiving major emphasis.
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Table 30. Indices of Industrial Production, Mexico, for Selected Years, 1955-11)67

[1950= 100]
,

1955 1960 196Z W67

Mining 11.i. 6 132.6 133.2 138. 1

Non-ferrous metals 103. 5 99. 4 87. 7 84. 2

Iron Ore 150. 2 300. 8 475. 4 507. 5

Non-metallic minerals 236. 2 427. 4 526. 6 607. 4

Petroleum and derivatives 137. 2 207. 4 286. 1 328. 6

. Crude 123.7 147.2 190.2 217.4

Refined 152.5 275. 8 394. 8 454. 3

Manufactures 137.5 202. 9 298. 7 359.1

Construction 136..1 201. 6 272. 5 348.8

Electric energy 158. 3 242. 6 :390. 0 474. 0

General Index 13.1.8 197. 4 280. 9 336. 5

Source: Adapted from Banco de Mexico, S.A., Informe Anita!, 1967, p. 52.

BACKGROUND TO INDUSTRIALIZATION

Institutionally and legally, the years from the framing of the Con-
stitution of 1917 to the outbreak of World War H were vital to the
future of Mexican industry. The jurisdiction of the central bank, estab-

lished in 1925, was gradually extended and implemented with quan-
titative and qualitative controls over the direction of credit. The
1930's also saw the establishment of the Nacional Financiera, which

has become a model Overnment development bank of many countries,

and the first of Mexico's numerous private investment institutions.
In the decade before the war, an even more important precondition

for industrialization was being fulfilled. For many yetirs, any move"
toward the protection of "infant industries" had met with effectiye
resistance from the still dominant large landholders. The effectuation

of the land reform provisions of the Constitution during the regime
of Lfizaro Cfirdenas (1934-1940) removed an obstacle to industrializa-

tion. The political inexperience of the ordinary farmers, beneficiaries
of the land reforms, and their dependence on the central government,
precluded their emergence as a new land-based political force in sup-

port of free trade.
Further, although the economic effects of the land reform have been

complex and subject to dispute, there is little doubt that it has been a
force for social and political stability. A landless rural proletariat,
which had followed the standard of every revolutionary leader for a

century, now became members of a class of small holders with a stake
in the existing order. While the land reforms were in this way creating

a political environment favorable to development, many of the dis-
placed landowners moved to the cities and entered che ranks of indus-

trial entrepreneurs.
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It was with the outbreak of World War II that the process of indus-
trialization began to acquire momentum. As a consequence of the scar-
city of imported goods, many plants were able to operate at capacity
for the first time and some producers, notably of textiles, entered the

:export market. A few manufacturers, in spite of their inability to
import capital goods, were able to create new capacity with domestic

=resources, as was tha ease with the Monterrey glass industry.
During the war years, the nation also increased its sales of raw

materials to warring countries temporarily unable to supply goods.
_As a result, Mexico built up large foreign exchange balances whizh be-
=came useable only after wartime controls on production were relaxed.
A considerable proportion of these balances flowed into the expansion
of industrial plants and, by 1947, annual industrial investment was
almost five times what it had been in 1939.

As the developed industrial nations began to come back into the
world market after the war, Mexican industry w again faced with
-strong foreign competition and the rate of industrial growth dropped
sharply. During the preceding decade, howe4r, a profound change
had take': place. Not only had the economic sf'rength anu political in-
fluence of the industrial class grown significantly during the war, but
a policy of incl 'rid protectionism no longe` r faced the opposition of a
vocal and pc . powerful landed intel.est. Asa consequence, it was
possible for Mexican industry to entrench itself behind import duties
and quotas and continue increasing its share of the domestic market.

Also at this time there was a widespread belief in responsible politi-
cal quarters in the need to industrialize at any cost. After the experience
of the depression in the 1930's, many liexican leaders worked to reduce
the vulnerability of the economy to the effects of economic events in
the major industrial nations, particularly the United States. It was
also felt that, over the long run, the terms of trade tended to be un-
favorable to those countries which exported raw material? and im-
ported manufactured goods. Mexico's policy of industrialization was
therefore, in part, deliberately aimed at achieving a high degree of
economic self sufficiency.

As in other developing countries. the earlier stages of industrializa-
tion involved mainly the production of non-durable consumer goods
requiring little capital and simple techniques, such as processed foods,

-beverages, and textiles. In the 1950's, however, the range of import
substitution was rapidly broadened. At first this was largely a "hori-
zontal" process and frequently involved only the final stages in the
assembly of imported parts and the processing of semi-finished goods.
Manufactures were expanded to include household appliances, simple
machinery such as pumps anti compressors, a variety of fabricated
metal products, and such chemicals as paints and detergents.
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Some progress was also made in heavy industry during the 10 years
%%hich follomed the war. Portland cement capacity was increased and
maintained generally in excess of the demands of a rapidly growing
market. Steel production, which had been conducted on a very small
scale since the turn of the century, began to expand, particularly as-
a result of the operations of Altos Hornos (le Mexico, a government-
sponsored plant which had been launched in 1942. With the help of
the United States Export Import Bank, the largest privately o,,..ed
steel company, the Fundidora de Fierro y Acero de Monterrey, also
began to modernize expand, and integrate its operation. By the r 'd-
1950's. a number of new plants for the production of basic the, ,7a1S_

were in operation and more in prospect. In particular, plan, s had
begun to concern themselves with the need for vertical inter .ion and
increasing attention was being given to ovjects desig, either to
reduce the nation's dependence on semi-finished impo' Jr to submit
Mexican raw materials to more processing before el:port.

Meanwhile, the government had been making increased outlays on
economic and social infrastructure beneficial to industry. Expenditures:
on general education took a growi; g share of the federal budget and
the number of graduates from Mexico City's great Polytechnic In-'
stitute rose from year to year. The highway system was extended and
improved and large foreign loans were obtained for the rehabilitation
of the rail system. including the replacement of steam with diesel-
electric traction. At the end of the war and for some years thereafter,
rail transport continued to be handicapped by a serious car shortage
but in the early 1950's the Nacional Financiera launched the Con--
structora Nacional de Carros de Ferrocarril which gradually made
up this deficit, replacing antiquated rolling stock with modern steel
freight cars. Large and continued outlays on irrigation helped to
strengthen the agricultural sector, creating broader markets for indus-
trial products at home increasing by exports, the availability of for-
eign exchange for the purchag of coital goods abroad. The Comision
Federal de Electricidad (CFE), the government electrical authority,
had for a number of years been not ing into an industry previously
dominated by two privately owned\ fo eign companiesthe Canadian
domiciled Mexican Light and Power ompany (Mexlight), which
served the Federal District and environs2and the Impulsora de Em-
presas Electricas (a subsidiary of American and Foreign Power). The
CFE not only generated and distributed power in,regions which had
formerly lacked service, but also generated and wholesaled energy to
Mexlight for distribution.

By the early 1960's the process of substituting domestic production
for the importation of finished consumer goods already approached
saturationrising to around 90 percent of consumption by 1965. As a
result, in order to maintain the nation's 'high rate of industrial growth.
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it became necessary to intensify the program of vertical integration,
channelling more and more investment into facilities for the produc-
tion of capital and intermediate-goods.

In this piocess, considerable attention has been devoted to the creft-
tion of industry in support of agriculture. The development of the
extensive sulfur deposits of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, begun in the
early 1950's, had rapidly raised Mexico to the position of World's sec-
end producer and fiist exporter of this substance. These deposits now
became an important element in the resource complex (only phosphates
must still be imported) underlying a government-sponsored fertilizer

`* industry. Also under government sponsorship, a developing petro-
chemicals industry began to render the country independent of
imported intermediates for the production of many agricultural
pesticides. /

In the mid-1950's, when plans for a Mexican petrochemicals indus-
try were first announced, they were received with some scepticism both
in Mexico and abroad. Doubt was expressed regarding the adequacy of
capital resources and the prevailing level of technical capability. It
was also believed that the limited extent of the Mexican market would
preclude the achievement of necessary economies of scale in produc-
tion. A comprehensive solution is being provided by arrangements
whereby foreign firms holding large minority interests are able to pro-
vide both technical assistance and world marketing outlets.'

Even where it has not been possible to escape the effects of sub-
Optimum plant size on production costs, considerable progress in the
integration of Mexican industry has been achieved. Thus, in the auto-
motive industry, strong government pressures implemented by tariffs
and quotas had raised the proportion of Mexican made components
to almost 70 percent by 1966. Although the impact of these higher
costs on 'the consmner has been a well understood consequence of a
policy designed to increase and diversify the nation's industrial capa-
bility, they have recently become a matter of growing concern to plan-
ners. It is believed that excessive protection has in some cases subsi-
dized inefficiency or resulted in inflated profits, and statements from
official quarters indicate the likelihood that a more selective policy will
be pursued in the future.

There are clearly certain limits to the process of industrial integra
tion, as defined by the character of national resources and the extent
of the market. In Mexico, as elsewhere, industrialization has generated
a demand for increasingly complex plants and new raw materials, some
of which must be imported. Partly for this reason, Mexican planners
have devoted increasing attention in recent years to the promotion of
industrial exports, especially within the Latin American Free Trade
Area (LAFTA). National credit institutions, particularly the Banco
Nacional de Comercio Exterior (the Mexican export-import bank),
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with aid from the Inter - American Development Bank, have been help-
ing Mexican exporters match the credit terms offered by other inter-
national Because the LAFTA countries are already engaged
in their ow n programs designed to substitute domestic for imported
consumer goods. particular attention has been given to the exportation
of simpler and more labor-intensive types of capital goods, such as
boilers, heat exchangers, and freight cars, in which Mexico enjoys some
comp arati% e ad%antage. However, some major industrial projects for
the Manufatiture of consumer durables are being oriented toward pro-
duction for LAFTA.

In fields w here Mexico has had long and successful industrial experi-
ence but where there are significant obstacles to the development of
export trade, industry is going abroad in a different way. Mexican
capital and technology are already being channelled by private initia-
tive into a number of less developed countries for the manufacture of
slid) products as beer and cement.

ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

Both directl.% and indirectly, the government has played an active
part in industrial development. This has been done by direct ownership
and participation, by the provision of credit, by a policy of protection--
ism, and by a system of fiscal privileges.

The government has promoted and is part owner of steel companies,
fertilizer plants, paper mills, chgroical plants, an automotive plant,
and a railroad ear factory, to name only some of the more important.
Through the Nacional Financiera, the nation's largest development
bank, the government has mobilized both domestic and foreign capital
in support of industry. The Banco Nacional de Comercio Exterior (the
Mexican export-import bank) is today playing an expanded role in
the financin: of Mexican industrial exports, with a program designed
to meet competitive credit terms offered by European suppliers.

Active encouragement to industrialization has been a fundamental
element in government polic.% for ON er a quarter of a century. In 1941,
a law w as ',flatled authorizing tax concessions for new industries and
industries deemed essential to the nation's economic development. In
1916, this law was replaced It another NN Nell extended the maximum
duration of the concessions from 5 to 10 years and broadened their
scope to include tariff concessions on imported producer goods.

The present legislation, dating from 1954, provides that two classes
of 'industries may be entitled to concessions: now industries, or those
producing important goods and services ne% er before produced in
Mexico, and needed industries, engaging in the production of goods
or services which are still not produced in sufficient quantity to satisfy
Mexican requirements. There are a number of alternative bases on
which such industries may qualify for tax privileges : if the value
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added in processing is high; if an extractive industry processes its
products in such a way that they serve as raw materials for Mexican
industry (metallic minerals are covered by special legislation) ; assem-
bly plants, if they use or produce a sufficient proportion of Mexican
parts; export industries which spend at least 60 percent of the direct
costs of production in Mexico and need the tax exemptions in order
to compete in the world market; and any service industries which are
considered of vital importance to the nation. Excluded are industries
engaged in the preparation of tobacco or alcoholic beverages, or any
other product considered to be of questionable value to the society.

Tax concessions may involve a reduction of up to 40 percent in the
federal income tax. Imported machinery and other producer goods
needed by an industry, where not available in Mexico or not obtainable
in suitable grades or specifications, may be exempted from customs
duties. If. an export industry incurs 60 percent of its direct costs in
payment for Mexican labor and materials, it may be able to obtain
remission of export duties on finished or semi-finished goods. A new
or needed industry may also be exempted from the federal govern-
ment's share of the 3 percent gross receipts tax; this amounts to 1.8
percent or three-fifths of the tax. Finally, it may be exempted from
the federal stamp tax on documents.

The precise extent of exemptions and reductions in each case is
determined by the Ministry of Finance, on advice of the Ministry of
Industry and Commerce. number of factors are taken into account
in making such a decisio the extent to which the enterprise uses
Mexican capital goods an raw materials; its capital ; its technical
efficiency and tesearch fa ilities; the size and quality of its labor
force; how much of the J exican market it is able to supply ; the im-
portance of the uses to w rich its product will be put ; and how good
a welfare program it pr vides for its workers.

With respect to the erm of the concessions, three categories of
industries have been es ablished: basic, semi-basic, and secondary. A
basic industry is one which produces raw materials, machinery, equip-

or vehicles for use in one or more activities fundamental to the
development of Mexican industry or agriculture. It must have suf-
ficient capacity to satisfy 20 percent of the apparent needs of the
Mexican market. Basic industries are granted concessions for a 10-
year period. Semi-basic industries are those which manufacture
finished products vitally needed by consumers, industrial tools and
equipment, scientific apparatus, or articles used in later industrial
processes which are considered important. If such an industry can
supply 15 percent of the apparent market, the concession will run for
7 years. Secondary industries are those new or needed industries which
do not qualify as basic or semi-bask. These receive concessions for
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a period of 3 years, The concession pet,ods for basic and semi-basic
industries may be extended if profits have been extremely low.

Service industries may be granted 5 to 10 year concessions, depend-
ing on size, capital, work force, and capacity. Export industries which.
incur 00 pe cent of their direct costs in Mexico may receive yearly
concessions u ) to a maximum of 10 years. Concessions, once granted,
may be subseqt entry increased to the extent that an industry increases
the proportion of Mexican labor, raw materials or finished and semi-
finished goods employed in production. Transfer of concession on
change of ownership may be authorized.

Apart from the federal concessions, not only the federal dikrict
but all the states and territories have similar legislation, providing
for the remission or reduction of taxes for industry. Although the
industrial classifications tend to follow the federal pattern, they are
freq entry more inclusive.

F :en more effective stimulus to industry has been provided by pro-
tective tariffs and other import restrictions. Government, policy has
been consistently based on the principle that industries which promote
the country's economic self-sufficiency are entitled to protection, and ad
valorem duties of 100 percent have been common. There has, however,
been growing concern in official quarters with the need to reduce levels
of protection in the interests of consumers and in order to promote
industrial efficiency. The present policy in establishing new import
controls is to protect goods produced in Mexico, as long as their
prices do not exceed by more than 25 percent those prices prevailing
in the world market.

The list of measures for the encouragement of industrial develop-
ment includes provisions for accelerated depreciation and the preferen-
tial tax treatment of reinvested profits. A recent government industrial
policy has been to allow the duty free entry and exit of U.S. goods
sent across the border for processing and assembly and the duty free
importation of needed industrial power. Attention is also being devoted
to integrating the northern border areas within the Mexican market,
and subsidies have been provided for Mexican industrial firms capable
of competing with goods supplied from the other side of the border.

Though a more systematic approach to development planning has
been undertaken in the last 10 years, Mexican government policy
is industry has been generally pragmatic, dominated by expediency

rather than principle. The government role, however, has been con-
sistently vigorous and imaginative, and it has the apparent justification
of - ess, not only in Terms of an average nuptial increase of 8 percent
in the manufactured product over a period of three decades, but also in
a high and sustained rate of general economic growth. Although com-
plaints are not in frequently heard, most Mexican industrialists tend
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to take the active economic role of the government tor g6nted, are
able to live with it, and benefit by it.

POWER RESOURCES

Almost 90 percent of Mexico's power requirements are provide by
_petroleum and natural gas and most of the balance in the form of
:electrical energy. Coal is widely distributed, but the quality of th
,deposits is generally low and it is little used as an energy source. The
,Country has some uranium and a program for the development of
nuclear energy.

Petroleum and Natural Gas

Under the Constitution, as amended, the exploration, production,
=refining, and distribution of petroleum and natural gas, and the mann-
facture and sale of basic petrochemicals, is a government monopoly.

:This is operated by Petr6leos Mexicanos (PEMEX), a state company
:with around 62,700 employees. In 1967, PEMEX produced approxi-
mately 95 percent of the nation's energy requir. ements for mineral hy-
dro-carbons. In that year petroleum and gas exports amounted to US
,$38.6 million compared with US$36.9 million in 1963, while imports of
petroleum and petroleum products increased from US$19.6 million

1963 to US$41.9 million in 1967. Thus, although the output of petro-
leum increased from 125.0 million barrels to 149.4 million barrels (1

_barrel= 42 gallons), it fell somewhat behind demand. Between 1963
,and 1967, the production of natural gas increased from 402 billion
- -cubic feet to 574 billion cubic feet.

Known petroleum reserves are mainly concentrated in northern
Veracruz and in Tabasco (see ch. 2, Physical Environment). At the
tend of 1967, these were estimated at around 5,486 million barrels in-
,cluding gas converted to liquid eqUivalenta 23-year supply. Petro-
leum liquid reserves are estimated at 3.1 billion barrels. Natural gas

_reserves are believed to be sufficient to cover present requirements for
over two decades. These are located in Tabasco, in northern Veracruz,
awl around Reynosa; just south of the Texas border.

Mexico has a rapidly expanding complex of pipelines for the trans-
portation of crude oil, petroleum products, and natural gas (see fig. 7).
The central and northern industrial zones are supplied with petroleum
and petroleum products from the fields in northern Veracruz. From
the Tabasco fields, petroleum products are piped across the Isthmus
of Tehuantepec to Salina Cruz and distributed from there by the
PEMEY tanker fleet. Natural gas is piped from the Reynosa field to
the northeni industrial zone, while Mexico City and the central zone
are supplied with gas from Tabasco and northern Veracruz.
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Electric Energy

The Mexican central station industry was brought completely under
government ownership by negotiated purchase of the remaining pri-
vate interests at the beginning of the present decade. Since 1960, the
already large public investment in power has been significantly in-
creased; between 1960 and the early months of 1968, the nation\
generating capacity was raised from 3,0-21 megawatts to 6,774 mega,-
watts, of which over 85 percent was in public service.

Although a project for the establishment of a fully integrated net - -'
work has been obstructed by the fact that the system presently operates
at two different alternating current frequencies, service' has been
tended to all communities with 5,000 or more inhabitants, and existingi
industrial zones are adequately supplied. In 1966, of the total con --
smnption of public power, 37.5 percent went to industry, 16.8 percent
to commerce, 7.0 percent to agriculture, 17.7 percent, to residential cus-
tomers, and 21.1 to public and other services. The Malpaso project,
completed early in 1969, is expected to form the nucleus for the de-_
yelopment of a new industrial complex in the southeast.

Capacity is about equally divided between hydroelectric and thermo-
electric plants, with thermal power provided by petroleum and natural
gas. A few remote communities are served by small diesel plants. Less
than a third of Mexican hydroelectric potential is presently being used;

Known reser% os of uranium ores exceed 3.7 million metric tons, with
an average content of 600 grams of uranium oxide per tona potential
resource of around 2,500 metric tons of uranium oxide. The Mexican_
government nuclear center operates it reactor and aLcelerator, and a
plant for the production of 60 metric tons cf uranium oxide yearly
is cheduled for completion in the course of 1969. This effort is aimed
exclusively at industrial and other peaceful uses. Large i ,-estments
in conventional h over plants continue, however, with a budgeted capi-
tal outlay of 1.8 billion pesos for 1069.

MINING

In 1067 Mexico maintained its position as the world's leading pro-
ducer of silver, %%itii an output of approximately 40 million troy. ounces.
Mekican silo er production has, how m er, emit limed its long run decline,
in spite of incentives provided by the favorable world prices of re-
cent ye;k (see table 31). The country's output of gold is of minor
intportanr and is diminishing from year to year, as known deposits
are exhauked.

Mexico has long been a major producer of non-ferrous metals, pa -

ticularly of lead and zinc. Lead production, mhich has been steadily
declining. stood at around 168 thousand metric tons in 1967, mainly
exported in the form of bars or oxide. Zinc production, winch reached
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Table 31. Mexican Mineral Production, 1950, 1960, and 1967
[in metric tons]

1950 1960 1947

Precious metals:
Gold
Silver

Non-ferrous metals:
Copper
Lead
Zinc
Antimony
Mercuiy
Tin
Manganese

Non-metallic minerals:
Sulfur
Graphite
Fluorspar
Marine salt

Iron
Coal
Pet roleum 10,

13
1, 617

61, 701
238, 076
220,704

5, 867
- 127

445
14, 461

n.a.
24, 627

n.a.
n.a.

347, 000
912, 000
343, 000

1,

,

56,
190,
262,

4,

71,
.

1, 329,
34,

896,
1, 904,

18, 867,

9
385

647
670
425
231
693
371
856

000
316
365
n.a.
000
000
600

1,

2,
1,

2,
21,

1,

55,
167,
213,

3,

32,

883,
40,

760,
618,
322,
069,

6
249

624
697
727
801
497
597
608

000
690
785
331
000
000
900

Source: Adapted from Memorias de la Sceretarfa de Econonifa; Banco de Mexico,
In forme Anual, 1967, p. 54, Seeretarfa de Industria y Comercio, Direccion
General de Estadfstica.

its highest lo els in the late 1950's, has subsequently diminished. Most
of the 1967 zinc output of 214 thousand metric tons was exported in the
form of concentrates. Copper production has shown considerable sta-
bility (it stood at 5G thousand metric tons in 1967) but exports have
declined as domestic consumption has risen in recent years. Manganese
output is down, due to the exhaustion of producing mines in Jalisco,
but is expected to rise sharply as the Molango deposits are brought into
production, with a projected capacity of 275 thousand metric tons
annually.

Mexico produces significant quantities of mercury and tin, is a lead-
ing producer of antimony, and is emerging as an important producer
of molybdenum.

Iron production expanded from 347,000 metric tons in 1950 to
1.61S,000 metric tons in 1967, amid' further increases are in prositect.
Although Mexico has known iron reserves of around 130 million tons,
up to the present virtually the only iron deposits under exploitation
are in the north, where coking coals are also found. The government.
is now taking the initiative in joint ventures for the development of
iron deposits in Colima and Michoacan, on the Pacific Coast.
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The production of non-ferrous metals is mainly concentrated in the
northmost of the lead and zinc in Chihuahua, most of the copper
in Sonora. Although there is a fringe of small and often marginal pro-
ducers in the precious and non-ferrous metals, a few major enterprises
account for most of the output.

Among the country's resources of non-metallic minerals,_thelome
sulfur deposits of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec are of major impor-
tance. Reserves of 58 million metric tons: have been blocked out by
drilling, close to the seaport of Coatzacoalcos and cheaply extractable.
These deposits were discovered by oil prospectors in the second decade
Of the present century, but developed only in the 1950's. Since then,
they have made Mexico the world's leading exporter of sulfur (1.64
million metric tons in 1967). Total output in 1967 was 1.88 million
metric tons, but an increasing proportion of sulfur output is being
employed by the country's rapidly expanding fertilizer industry.

An even more recent development in non-metallic minerals has been
the establishment of an operation for the evaporation of marine salts,
the largest in the world, on the west coast of the Peninsula of Baja
California. Salt exports in 1967 amounted to .76 million metric tons,
valued at over US$53 million.

The production of fluorite has risen rapidly, and in 1967 it was the
source of around US$16 million in foreign exchange. Graphite produc-
tion has gradually increased to a 1967 figure of over 40,000 metric tons.
Up to recently it was believed that Mexico lacked commercial phos-
phates. However, a government enterprise, Fosforitas Mexicanas, was
launched to exploit deposits ofithosphorites near Saltillo, with a pro-
jected annual capacity of 100,000 metric tons. ,.

Twenty years ago, over 95 percent of the Mexican mining industry
(exclusive of, petroleum) was foreign owned. Today this picture is
rapidly changing. Some years ago, with financial assistance from the
government, private interests negotiated the purchase of control in the
extensive holdings of American Smelting and Refining and American
Metals Climax in Mexico's non' ferrous metals. In a more recent acquisi-
tion, Mexican capital has takeri,over Pan-American Sulfur (43 percent
by the federal government, 23 percent by private interests, and 34 per-
cent retained by foreign owners) at a negotiated price of US$49.5 mil-
lion. These and other acquistions form part of an announced long-run
policy designed to bring all the nation's basic natural resources under

, Mexican control whether by public or private capital.

MANUFACTURING

The value of Mexican manufactures, at constant prices, rose from
8.4 billion pesos in 1950 to 29.7 billion in 1967, while the share of manu-
facturing in,the gross domestic product increased from 18.3 to 26.5 per-
cent. Although there were over 100,000 manufacturing establishments
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listed in 1965, the_overWhelming majority of tiles.; were small shops*hi* in aggregate; made a minor contribution to the total value of
manufactured product. Over half of all manufacturing enterpriseswere concentrated in apparel and food processing alonemany of thelatter engaged in the preparation of such simple products as freshbakery goods and tortilla dough (nixtantal). In such enterprises,
generally speaking, Productivity.is low and wages and working condi-

=tions substandard, while employers generally lack the knowledge And
financial resources needed for the improvement of productivetechniques. .

This is partly owing to the fact that the d clining participation ofthese sectors in the total manufactured prod' ct tends to make then'unattractive to the best entrepreneurial talents. In 1940, foods, textiles-and apparel represented over two-thirds of the value of Mexican manu-factures; today they scarcely account for-a third (see table 32). Incontrast to the situation which generally prevails in consumer goods'-ttnd semi- durables, many of the small firms, which haVe been crowding:into such areas as automotive parts and sub assemblies, have shown
7-much dynamism, and cases can be cited where small shops with half
,a-dozen workers have expanded to become major producers in less than[a decade.

Generally speaking, however, the situation does not appear favor-able to smaller enterprises. Even in foodstuffs, with the growingMarket for brand name products prepared and packaged for con-
,*

==venience, large producers are expanding their share of the' market.-The advantage of large firms is particularly evident in producer goods,licit play a growing role in the economy,as the process of verticalins ustOal integration goes forward. Thus, in the paper industry, inspite of a rapidly expanding market, the general inability of inter-;media -size and non-integrated operations to compete successfullyhas bee apparent for some time. The industry is more and moredominat y large plants, producing their own pulp, and strategically
located with respect to resources, while older and smaller paper mills,Clustered around Mexico City and largely dependent on importedpulp, occupy an increasingly insecure position in the market.In spite of the tendency toward industrial concentration, there are
many areas, kparticularly in producer goods and consumer durables,where the size of the largest Mexican plants remains well below the;optimum, in terms of the economies of scale. The primary steel in-=dustry is dominated by four firms, which account for 90 percent of
productionAltos Hornos de Mkico,r the Fundidora de Morro y:kcero de Monterrey, Hojalata y Limina, and Tubos de Acero doWale() (an inte ated producer of seamless tube). ..Nevertheless, allat present ren in below the 1.5 million tons of annual 'capacity whichis frequentl cited as desirable in order to benefit from the economies
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Table S. Some Principal Categories of Mexican Manufacturing Plants, 1988

Number
of plants

Number of
employees

Labor Value of
costs output

(Millions of pesos I)

Meat packing
43 3, 520 48. 8 772. 6

Powdered and evaporated milk 7 1, 475 41.4 744. 8

Fruit and vegetable canning 50 9, 050 114. 5 632. 1

Fish canning
16 2, 704 33. 6 180. 0

Flour, malt, etc 22 2, 577
-
79. 4 - 770. 6

Margarine and cooking oil 62 7, 293 162. 7 2000. 0

Stock feeds
30 1, 949 48. 2 1193. 9

Beer_
19 1,1, 085 336. 4 2, 597.4

Cigarettes
16 6, 354 173. 4 1, 522. 1

Synthetic fibres 8 6, 505 174. 9 1, 269. 7

Plywood, veneer and fibreboard 13 3, 488 61. 1 308. 2

Pulp and paper 43 14, 297 406. c 2, 408. 0

Cardboard
34 2, 015 41.7 192. 5

Tires and tubes 5 5, 843 270. 1 1, 583. 5

Matches
23 1, 720 42. 7 176. 7

Insecticides
36 1, 813 66. 1 368. 1

Fertilizers
11 4, 071 177. 8 883. 6

Coke and other coal product: 4 884 28. 8 275. 0

Fiat glass
2 1, 628 45. 7 173. 2

Glass containers
18 10, 129 236. 9 677. 5

Glass bricks and miscellaneou 8 855 17. 7 74. 2

Portland cement
24 7, 155 20!. 2 1, 209. 9

Primary iron and steel plants 23 9, 427 263. 2 3, 376. 2

QNodary iron and steel plants 40 23, 157 702. 2 5, 021. 8

1:-:.::-.num rolling, drawirg and
..xtrusion

9 2, 732 80. 9 513. 8

Automotive assembly_
15 16, 601 542. 5 4, 831. 9

Bodies for motor vehiclev 16 2, 224 48. 7 154. 2

I 12.50 pesos...13851.00.

Source: Adapted from Secretarfa de Industria of Comercio, Direccion General de

Estadi3tfca.

of large scale production. All the major steel companies, however,

have been oriented toward technical improvement and, even today,

costs for many products are competitive in the world market. By 1970,

the government-sponsored Altos Hornos de Mexico (which now

accounts for over 40 percent of output) will have a caplwity of 2 mil-

lion metric tons yearly, while that of the largest private producer,

the Fundidora (IL Monterrey, will reach one million metric tohs.

A problem of scale has also been faced by the rapidly expanding

chemical:, industry. For many products, the growth of the Mexican

market alone over the next decade fails to justify the establishment of

plants of optimum size. This difficulty has been resolved in some cases

by the participation of major international companies, which are ca-

pable of providing not only capital and technical assistance but also
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international connections favorable to the development of an export
market. In others, it is anticipated that the progressive integration of
the Latin American Free Trade Area will provide sufficient export
opportunities to justify the establishment of pants of optimum scale.

Government policy has played a prominent part in the development
of the chemical industry, particularly in fertilizers and petrochemicals.
The latter field is divided between government and private capital,
with Petro loos Mexicanos extending its monopoly to the first stages of
production but leaving subsequent steps in processing to private enter-
prise. In 1960, the Mexican petrocheir.icals industry was still non-
existent ; today its list of products is already long and steadily being
increased.

In some chemical products, as in synthetic fibers, private enter-
prise has assumed the leading role. Mexico has been producing viscose
and acetate fibres for over two decades and has more recently created
sufficient capacity to supply its present needs for nylon and polyester
fibres. Celanese Mexicana, with four plants, and six other companies
had in 1968 an estimated capacity of 21,180 metric tons of rayon, 16,350
metric tons of nylon, and 5,250 metric tons of polyestet fibre.

A. traditionally sensitive ;ndieutor of the trend of economic activity
in general and industrial activity in particular, the production of sul-
furic acid, rose from 43,000 metric tons in 1950 to 640,000 metric tons
ia 1967 (see table 33). This represented a compound annual increase
of 17.2 percent. Cement production, which isespecially in Mexico
highly responsive to the general level of construction activiti, , rose
from 1,388,000 metric tons in 1950 to 5,843,000 inetrie tons in 1967, or
8.2 percent annually. Because of the broad geographic distribution of
the raw materials and a relatively low value/weight ratio, Portland
cement plants are found distributed throughout 18 states. Not only
gray, but white, light-weight, and other special cements are produced.
The competitive character of production costs is evidenced by the fact
that Mexican cement has been sold in the United States market in
considerable quantity.

The Mexican glass industry received its first major impulse from
the scarcities of the second world war and, since then, it has not only
Supplied domestic requirements but has de eloped a considerable
export m..rket. Mexican glass products are sold throughout Central
America and some Mexican flat glass has entered the United States
market. .

In railway equipment, Mexico is presently capable of supplying its
own requirements, except for locomotives. The national car factory
(Constructora Nacional de Carros de Ferrocarril) has capacity in
ex. 3s of present national requirements and has recently exported
fre:ght cars to Colombia and the United States.
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Table 33. Principal Mexican Manufactures in Selected Years, 1960-1967
tin thousands of metric tons unless otherwise stated]

1960 1964 1965 1966 1967

Producer goods:
Iron 669 1, 130 1, 159 1, 402 1, 612
Steel. ingots 1, 492 2, 326 2, 455 2, 746 2, 993
Portland cement 3, 086 4, 339 4, 198 4, 803 5, 843
Flat glass
(thousands of sq. ineters)._ 6, 085 11, 462 10, 759 12, 106 13, 177
Sulfuric acid -------.. 249 415 515 579 640
Caustic soda 66 95 104 110 118
Cellulose pulp 199 281 338 353 374
Paper and cardboard 343 529 591 633 691
Artificial fibres 24 31 35 36 39
Cotton textiles n.a. 120 126 134 143
Trucks and buses

(thousand units)._ 22 31 28 31
Consumer durables:

_37

Passenger automobiles
(thousand units) _ _ 28 61 67 85 86

Radio receivers
(thousand units)_ 530 956 1, 196 1,206 n.a.

Television receivers
(thousand units)_ 95 205 2.30 298 n.a.

Refrigerators
(thousand units) _ _ 45 96 114 139 n.a.

Stoves (thousand units)._ 132 180 286 315 n.a.
Consumer goods:

Sugar 1, 418 1, 815 1, 983 2, 114 2, 252
Beer _ (million liters) _ _ 833 926 1, 026 1, 172 1, 224
Vegetable oils ma. 321 335 350 396

Source: Adapted from ECLA, Estudio Economic° de America Latina, May 16,
1968, p. 11-146; Comercio Exterior, April 1968, Sumario Estadfstieo;
Gufa a los Mcrcados de M fxico, .Marynka Olizar, 1968, p. 105.

In the automotive field, there has been notable expansion during
the past decade. In 1957, around 21,000 trucks and' buses and 18,000
passenger automobiles were assembled in Mexico, with less than one-
fourth of the components made in the country. IV 1967, as a result of
government pressure exerted through import restrictions, 37,000 trucks
and buses and 86,000 automobiles were produced, and the proportion'
of Mexican made components had risen to almost l'O percent. This
process has been costly to consumers, but has stimulated the growth
of a multitude of small plants producing parts and sub-assemblies
and has undoubtedly reacted favorably on the \pneral level of tech-
nical capability in Mexican manufactures. The production of other
consumer durables, such as radio and television receivers, is also being
steadily integrated in response to similar policies of protectionism.
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As is commonly the case in des eloping countries, textile:; were the
earliest area of industrialization. As a result of this fact, combined
with inadequate pros ision for reinvestment and modernization daring
a long period of years, much of the existing textile plant is antiquated
and inefficient. This problem has been complicated in the past by the
opposition of strongly organized unions to the introduction of new
techniques, and to difficulties experienced in retraining workers to
use new equipment. As a result, productivity is low, while wages in
the industry are relatively high, Although the industry is estimated
to be operating only about 40 percent of capacity ever since the brief
export boom during and after World War II, Mexican textiles have
tended to be priced out of the world market. Under the auspices of
the Nacional Financiera, however, a program for the rehabilitation
of the industry is now under way and the Banco Nacional de Comercio
Exterior has set up a revolving fund to finance expanded exports.

Brewing, also one of the older established industries, has been dis-
tinguished f .r its efficient operation and the excellence of it product.
In 1967, there were 19 breweries operating in various parts of Mexico,
but the industry was dominated by three major companiesCerveceria
Mode lo, Cerveceria Cuauhtemoc, and Cerveceria Moctezuma. Output
has risen faster than population, increasing frOm 530.4 million quarts
in 1950 to 1,293.4 million quarts in 19G7, and brewing ranks fourth
among Mexican manufacturing industries in the value of its product.

The geographic location of Mexican industry has been a matter of
increasing concern to planners in recent years. Except for resource-
bound industries, there has been a heavy concentration of plant in and
around the Capital, with minor foci of industrial growth in Mont rey
and Guadalajara. This has not only ten,led to aggravate run-away
urbanization, with all its attendant social problems, but has un-
doubtedly led in many cases to the uneconomic location of plants with
respect to resources. There are a number of reasons why this has oc-
cured : skilled labor is more readily available in the industrial cities,
as are public services, and many owner-managers have been influenced
by their own preference for urban life, or by the availability of better
schools for their children. The government has made n number of moves
to counter this trend by the establishment of regional industry but, so
far, has not succeeded in arresting the process of concentration.

CONSTRUCTION

Between 1950 and 1967, the share of the Mexican labor force engaged
in construction rose from 1.8 to 3.9 percent a total of around 400,000
workers in the latter year. In the same period, its contribution to the
GDP increased from 2.7 to 4.7 percent. In 1966, it was estimated that
the total value of all construction amounted to over 22 billion pesos,
of which almost 10 billion was value added in construction. Of the
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latter figure, around 60 percent was paid out in salaries, wages, and
fringe benefits. Around half of the total value of construction
represented investment by the public sector, mainly in economic
infrastructure.

Although private enterprise has generally been able to satisfy the
construction requirements of commerce and manufacturing, there is a
serious shortage of housing, particularly for lower income groups. In
1966, official estimates placed the deficit at 3.5 million units, including
both the shortage resulting from rapid population growth and ..he
large number of existing units considered to be below minimum stand-
ards. A large proportion of dwellings, particularly in rural areas, are
overcrowded, in serious disrepair, and lack in basic sanitary facilities.

The government has attempted to improve the housing situation by
controlling the use of private credit, public credit, guarantee programs,
and direct investment. In the effort to divert funds into middle and
lower income housing, restrictions have been imposed on the flow of
institutional credit into luxury housing. The Banco de nixie° (the
central bank) has also set up two trust funds to provide financing for
housing program. One is mainly engaged in the provision of
loans to credit institutions and the discounting of mortgages,
while the other helps private financial institutions engaged in low
cost housing operations to cos er insufficient guarantee margins and
borrower delinquencies.

Both the Mexican Social Security Institute and the Social Security
Institute for State Employees. arc active in the low income housing
field, granting loans for the construction of homes and cooperative
apartments and directly engaging in the construction of apartment
complexes. The National Housing Institute also engages in the con-
struction of low income housing, while National Bank for Public
Works and Services (formerly the National Mortgage, Urban and
Public Works Bank) not only finances and builds low income housing,
but administers a trust fund to finance improvements in homes which
lack essential utilities.

In spite of the numerous agencies active in the field and the diversity
of methods employed, available funds fall far short of what would
be necessary to supply the almost 200,000 new housing units which
are needed each year just to keep pace with population growth. The
already large housing deficit continues to grow.

Even members of the middle income group find it extremely difficult
to finance housing. If they are not the beneficiaries of some special
institutional program, they w ill normally have to pay 50 percent in
cash and at least 12 percent on a mortgage repayable over a 10-year
period. If for any reason they are unable to obtain financing from a
mortgage bank or similar institution, they often find it necessary to
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pay an effective, rate of 18 percent or more to private individuals en-
gaged in mortgage lending.

Of the 6.4 million dwellings reported in the 1960 census, 7.7 percent
were of mud,'2.7 percent of unfinished stone or rubble, 49.7 percent of
adobe, 9.2 percent' of wood, 24.1 percent of brick, and 6.6 percent of
other materials. Current construction also displays a broad spectrum
of materials and techniques. Although much construction is still car-
ried on using crude materials and labor-intensive methods, Mexican
manufacturers are today able to provide a diversity of excellent con-
struction materials and Mexico has numerous splendid examples of
advanced architecture and engineering. While there is still a shortage
of skills, particularly at intermediate levels, as a result of a general
lack of systematic vocational training, the present inability of the
country to resolve its housing problem is the consequence of a de-
ficiency in financial resources rather than technology.

HANDICRAFT PRODUCTION

In Mexico, generally speaking, artisan methods of production have
shown little resistance to the inroads of the factory system. During
many years, a preference for imported goods tended to inhibit the
development of any strong tradition of precision craftsmanship along
European lines. While the naive crafts are distinguished by their color,
and artistry, today their appeal is rather for foreign tourists than for
the Mexican mass market. Although labor-intensive methods are still
widespread in such areas as the production of footwear and garments,
the pattern here is rather that,of-the sweated labor of an early indus-
trial society than of any preindustrial artisan tradition.

As regards the native handicrafts, though often crude in execution,
these continue, to show remarkable color and freshness of conception.
The range of styles and techniques employ textiles, pottery, silver and
metalwork, lacquer, and a wide variety of other media. In recent years
an extensive government program of support hassucceeded in infusing
these ern fts with a new vigor. Under the auspices of the Museo Na-
cional de Artes Populares (National Craft Arts Museum), a large
staff of anthropologists has been working with native craftsmen in
over 500 villages. In many cases, innovations in style have been en-
couraged and techniques have been improved.

International markets have been expanded by a series of imagina-
tive barter arrangements, ranging from a hundred thousand to a half
million dollars in amountMexican craft arts for Italian sewing
machines, Mexican for Japanese handicrafts, and in one case Mexican
crafts for bourbon whiskey. In some cases, production has been carried
out to exact specifications in a score of villages, quality control main-
tained, and production schedules met.
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Private enter! rise has also played a part in reviving, and in some
cases enriching, a remarkable diversity of traditional crafts, which
vary from region to region throughout central and southern Mexico.
Tile persisting vigor of native handicrafts is duo in some measure to
their association with indigenous communities in remote areas, well
out of the,path of industrialization. Also, because of their artistry and
generally non-utilitarian character, they hale secured a national and
international market which is relatively immune to the inroads of
industrial competition.
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CHAPTER 21

LABOR

The labor force was estimated at over 14.8 million in 1968, approxi-
mately 31.5 percent of the total population. This low ratio of workers
was largely due to the country's rapid rate of population growth,
which resulted in a high proportion of children not yet ready to enter
the work force (see ch. 4, Population).

About half of the economically active population was engaged in
agriculture (see table 34). Of this agricultural work force, the vast
majority was engaged in relatively unproductive subsistence dry farm-
ing; only a small number was engaged in large-scale commercial
agriculture, mainly on irrigated lands, which accounts for nearly
two-thirds of the value of the agricultural product.

Labor is linked with government in a way rarely encountered else-
where among enterprise economies. It plays a large and continuing
role in government through broad representation in the councils of the
Institutional Revolutionary Party (Partido Revolucionario Institu-

Table 34. Mexican Labor Force, by Economic Seclor, 1950-1960

1950
(percent)

1960
(percent)

1968'
(percent)

Agriculture, stockraising, forestry, hunting and
fishing 58. 3 54. 2 49. 7

Industrial activities:
Mining, quarrying, and petroleum 1. 2 1. 2 1. 3
Manufacturing 1 i. 8 13. 7 15. 9
Construct ion 2. 7 3 6 4. 7
Electricity; gas, at er and sanitary :er% 0. 3 0. 4 0. 4

Cnininerce and banking 8. 3 9. 5 10. 6
insportat ion aml communication 2. 5 3. 2 3. 8

Services. 10. 6 13. 5 13. 6
Unspecified 4. 3 0. 7 n.a.

Total 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0

I Estimated.

Sow cc. Adapted from S. plum o ('enNo Grneial de l'ilblarion, Resumen Gen-
eral, Secretalia de Economia, I)it eceliin Gellert tie Estadistica, Mexico,
1).F., 1953. Yea, book of Labor Statistics 1967, International Labor Office,
Gene% a, p. 77. Gala a los Mercados de Mexico, 3d. Ed., Marynka
Mexico,
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cionalPRI) (see ch. 13, The Governmental System). Since the PRI
has dominated Mexican politics for the last 40 years, the political for-
tunes of labor change with different presidents and as labor succeeds
or fails in asserting its role relative to other sectors.

Law and the courts regulate the employment relationshipwages,
hours, and working conditions; employment and job security; safety
and industrial compensation; union organization and collective bar.
gaining procedures. But lack of an inspection corps is a limiting
factor.

LABOR FORCE
r

The youthful composition of the population is reflected in the labor
force (see table 35). In one sense, the young population clearly consti-
tutes an economic handicap. In another, it is advantageous, for where
productive techniques are rapidly changing, the young population pro-
vides a traluable source of new workers who do not have to unlearn old
work habits and techniques.

The number of women in the work force remains relatively low;
according to the 1960 census, 53.4 percent of the male population was
economically active as compared with 11.6 percent of the female
population.

In general, the rising generation of Mexictin workers has acquired
the reputation of being willing, adaptable, and rest onsive to monetary
incentives. It is these characteristics which have accounted not only
for the steady flow of underemployed agricultural workers to urban
centers but also for the migration of transient workers (braceros) seek-
ing more remunerative employment north of the Mexican border.

Many, however, lack the qualifications needed by industry and, in
the process of in ban migration, have frequently only exchanged rural
for urban underemployment. Apart from deficiencies-in education and
literacy, many lack the habits of precision, promptitude, and regu-
larity, which are required by industrial employment and which can
usually only be acquit ed after extended exposure to a new technological
environment.'

For this reason, the cost of supervision is likely to be high and
quality control a serious problem. This situation tends to be aggravated
by a general deficiency in intermediate skills. Generally speaking, there
has been little systematic development of apprenticeship. On-the-job
training is the rule and many skilled workers must acquire their train-
ing merely by observing the work of others.

Much is being done to correct this situation. Not only is the base of
general education being broadened and impros ed, but also, in contrast
to many other Latin American countries, a major effort is being made
to expand and improve technical and vocational training (see ch. 9,
Education). In 1967, at the higher level, 66,601 students were in at-
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tendanee at the National Polytechnic Institute alone. At the vocational
level, 72,306 'students %%ere enrolled in industrial and 86,000 in agri-
cultural training ,centers. i \

There is also a widespread recognition of the need for managerial
training, and major companies have displayed growing interest in
management seminars. In 1955, financed_ by industry, a productivity
center was established in Mexico City to m ork directly with manage-
ment in such matters as cost accounting and production control,-and
the program has subsequently been extended to other major cities.

Technically, the nation has benefitted by increasing interchange
with other nations. 11 racerw working in the United States often ,
acquire and bring back new skills. Large firms, operating under
franchise or otherwise affiliated with European or American com-
panies, often send employees abroad for training. Some have staffs
which have been trained largely by foreign technicians in Mexico under
temporary work permits. The extent and importance of this inter-
change can in part be measured by the increasing prevalence in urban
centers -of English as a second language and the relatively high pre-
mium which bilingual workers tend' to command at virtually every
level of employment.

UNEMPLOYMENT AND UNDEREMPLOYMENT

The matter of unemployment has received little official attention,
and unemployment statistics are not regularly compiled. The most
recent figures available are reported in the 1950 census, according to
which about 1.3 percent of the work force, was unemployed.

Official attitudes regarding the extent and seriousness of unemploy-
ment are reflected not only in lack of data but also in the absence of
any formal plan of unemployment insurance in an otherwise com-
prehensive program of job security. In 1968 the only coverage for
involuntary unemployment was provided by the entitlement of perma-
nent employees to severance pay when discharged without misconduct.

In contrast to low reported rates of unemployment, underemploy-
ment is high and has been widely recognized as a serious problem.
Contributing to underemployment is the seasonality which character-
izes agricultural work. Thus, according to a study prepared by the
Department of Agrarian Affairs in 1959, over half of the approxi-
mately 5 million workers then engaged in agriculture were employed
less than 146 days a year.

Apart from seasonality, there is another, deeper problem which
co,ntributes to agricultural underemployment. Many of the ejidal
(communal land) holdings are relatively small tracts of marginal
land, often too poor to repay the labor of the number of family workers

ho attempt to earn a livelihood from them. Although underemploy-
ment of this type does not lend itself readily to statistical measure-
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went, the gravity of the problem is amply reflected in the generally
low productivity of the sector of the agricultural population engaged
in subsistence agriculture on unirrigated lands (see ch. 19,

Agriculture).
It is partly the pressure of agricultural underemployment which had

led to the annual migration of Mexican braceros to the United States
in search of seasonal employmentan outlet which has been partly
closed in recent years both by restrictive legislation and mechanized
harvesting, although some illegal border crossings have continued.

Rural underemployment has also been a factor in the flow of job
seekers into the nation's industrial centers, a- flow which has contin-
uously exceeded the capacity of industry to absorb relatively unedu-
cated, unskilled workers. This has probably not resulted in any signifi-
cant increase in the proportion of outright urban unemployment, since
when the migrants fail to obtain some sort of employment they usually
return to their villages. It has, however, transferred a considerable
proportion of the net burden of underemployment from rural to urban
areas. Such forms of quasi-employment as marginal street vending and
the guarding of parked cars are becoming increasingly common in the
cities,

The -problem of rural underemployment is deeply rooted in the
changing run meter of the agricultural economy. Rapid growth of the
population is causing a sharp increase in available manpower at the
same time that a shift toward large-scale mechanized operations on
irrigated lands is decreasing the need for unskilled farm labor. The
system leaves subsistence farmers, who make up the bulk of the rural
labor force, at a competitive Jisadvantage.

Sonie efforts are being made to cope with rural underemployment ;
there is, for example, a national program for rural industrialization
(see ch. 0, Industry ). So far, however, these efforts have failed to keep
pace with the growth of the problem.

Wages

Wages and salaries, including those of executives, are relatively lo...
Most executives find themselves in straitened circumstances, unless
they are able to supplement their salaries from property income. Some
persons participate in the national lottery in the hope of supplement-
ing their ea: Mugs. Others, especially upwardly mobile, middle class,
urban dwellers combine salaried employment with a variety of home
enterprises. These may range from scientific poultry raising us a family
venture to the employment of a small number of workers in a back
room of the home, engaged in the production of tile mosaics, the manu-
facture of novelties for holiday parties, or the braiding of electrical
cable.

. 7: =i W 40354
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The Constitution of 1917 lays down certain principles with respect to
Wagl`,. It states that equal wages shall be paid for equal work, regard -
1&s sex or nationality. It also prescribes a regime of minimum
wages, to be exempt from attachment, indemnification, or deduction.
Though the constitution of 1917 stipulates payment in money or legal
tender, the Labor Law of 1931 permits partial payment in the form of
any economic advantages agreed to by the worker.

Minimum wage rates are proposed by tripartite regional commis-
sions, composed of an equal number of representatives of employers
and union workers under the chairmanship of a representative of the
Ministry of Labor. The proposed rates are subject to approval by a
similar national commission. Rates are established for diverse eco-
nomic zones, with the help of technical advisors from the Labor
Ministry and by majority vote of the national commission. Since the
present centralized system for the establishment of minimum wage
rates was set up under an amendment to the Labor Law of 1931 which
took effect in 1964, the wide variance between minimum wage schedules
which previously characterized the determinations of the local boards
has been somewhat narrowed.

There is, however, still a wide range in minimum wage schedules,
which, generally speaking, realistically reflect variations in regional
living costs, stage of economic development, and the conditions of the
labor market. They tend to be set high enough, however, to exert an
upward pressure on wages, and increases in the minimum wage are
often reflected in some revision of the whole wage structure. Rates
in the northern border zone, under competition from United States
wage rates, are consistently higher than in the rest of the country.
Agricultural rates are set lower than the general minimum rates, the
difference between the two rates being considerably less in those regions
characterized by highly developed commercial agriculture.

The average of general minimum daily wage rates throughout the
country in 1969 was reported at 21.58 pesos (12.50 pesos equal
US$1.00). For agricultural employment, the average was 18.32 pesos,
ranging from 11.75 pesos in Oaxaca, Guerrero, and Chiapas to 34 pesos
in the northwestern border state of Baja California.

Violations of minimum wage scales tend to go unreported pre-
cisely in those areas where regulation is most neededin nonunionized
estahlishin.ntc and in those outside federal jurisdiction. Some protec-
tion, however, is provided for low-income groups in urban areasby
a regime of federal subsidy and control upon the prices of staple food-
stuffs, pharmaceutical products, and other cost-of-living items.

There is, however, reason to believe that over the past years the up-
ward trend in money wages has generally outrun increases in the price
level. The rise in wages has, however, been extremely unequalhigh in
tho=e areas of the economy experiencing rapid growth or where labor
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has held a strong bargaining position, and tending to lag in
sectors characterized b) slow et. grow th rates or less effective labor
organization.

Thus, between 1960 and 1965, while the Mexico City Wholesale
Price Index rose around 10 percent, daily wages in manufacturing
were reported to have increased by 56 percent. In mining and quarry-
ing, on the other hand, average hourly wages were reported to have
risen only 3.7 percent between 1960 and 1965, while in construction,
which tends to exploit a steady migration to urban centers of unskilled
and semiskilled workers, the reported increase was 13.3 percent. De-
pendable statistics on agricultural wage rates are lacking. However,
except in the aims of highly commercialized agriculturesuch as are
found in the States of Sonora, Sinaloa, and Baja Californiathe in:
crease in the level of agricultural wages also fell far behind those
registered by the manufacturing sector.

Worker Participation in Profits

The Constitution of 1917 established in principle that workers in
every agricultural, connnercial, manufacturing, or mining enterprise
should have the right to participate in profits. However, no implement-
ing legislat ion was passed at that time and, in its absence, profit sharing
was not common, thou a there were a few notable exceptions. In 19e,
the Constitution was amended and a chapter added to the federal Labor
Law of 1931, giving effect to the profit-sharing provision in the follow-
ing year. The right of profit participation does not imply any power
to intervene in management.

Exemptions are granted to new firms during the first 2 years of
operation, new firms making new products during the first 4 years
of operation, extractive industries during the exploration period, small
firms, private nonprofit charitable institutions, and public institutions
engaged in cultural or welfare activities. The only employees expressly
excluded are apprentices, domestic servants, temporary workers serv:
ing less than 60 days during the year, and general management.

Profits must be distributed within 60 days of the date on which
federal income tax is payable. The amount to be distributed will be
divided into two equal partsone to be allocated on the basis of the
number of days worked and the other according to the amount of wages
earned.

Representatives of government, management and labor worked out
a plan which was expected to give workers a share in profits ranging
from 2.8 to 11 percent. Thus far, the program has been administered
conservatively to provide a modest income supplement to workers,
without impairing enterprise 'incentives.
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Bonuses

Custom calls for a year-end bonus, usually paid at Christmas time.
Annual bonuses range from a week's pay to a month's or more. Some-
times the bonus is computed as a percentage of pay or, occasionally,
of sales, production, or profits. It may modified for absenteeism,
or graduated according to seniority. In any case, the majority of firms
regard the customary annual bonus as a regular business expense.

Pay Increases and Promotions

In most may ^ industries, wage schedules are established by collec-
tive bargaining and are therefore usually changed only when contracts
are renegotiated, typically every 2 years. Individual workers may re-
ceive wage inc. .s ty promotion to a higher job_ classification. In
unionized estabi__ Anents, the unions frequently dominate the selection
of candidates for promotion, with seniority tending to take precedence
over competence. If a candidate is found incompetent after a trial
period, usually 30 days, he is returned to his farmer job without loss
of seniority. Where disagreement arises between employer and union
on a determination of incompetence, some agreements provide for
submission of the dispute to a third party for decision. ,

Most collective agreements prohibit the employer from de.aottng
workers without the consent of the union. differences are submitted
to the competent board of conciliation or arbitration. Some contracts
provide that when an employee is demoted through no fault of his
own he will retain his former pay and job title.

THE EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP

Except in a few remote areas the traditional elements in the em-
ploym :it relationships are in a rapid process of dissolution and no
longer constitute an essential part of the fabric of the society (see
ch. 12, Social Values). Recent social studies of Mexican village life
appear to confirm the inconsistency of these traditional patterns with
a cash economy.

The Labor Law of 1931, established a number of categories of em-
ployment. An employer or patron is any physical or legal person who
employs another under contract A worker or trabajador is defined as
any person who performs a service for another under a contract of
employ ment. Managerial employees and those who are considered to
represent management (empleados de confianza) are outside the juris-
diction of labor unions and not covered by the terms of collective agree-
ments. The law also distinguishes between probationary and permanent
workers; after 30 days a probationary worker normally becomes
permanent and cannot be discharged without receiving severance pay
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except for specified causes. There is also a distinction between perma-
nent and temporary w oilers; temporary workers may be employed
for a specific job or for less than 30 days without acquiring perma-
nent status.

In agriculture, stock raising, tiid forestry the law distinguishes
between resident and casual workers. A resident worker is oi.e who
lines free of charge in a dwelling built within the confines of the estate
and is customarily dependent for his subsistence o, the pay he re-
ceives. Any worker who is employed under these conditions for over
3 months becomes a resident ; all others are considered casual.

Personnel Policy

Scientific personnel policies are still little de% eloped. In part this is
owed to the ii:quence exerted by the unions on the selection of new
employees, which, under closed shop antracts, frequently extends to
all but the highest positions in the enterprise. Mainly, however, the
situation has de% elopet1 by default, since management has had little
awareness of the need for scientific personnel policies. Thus, a candi-
date is likely to be judged on aptitude .nd educational qualifications
only for the job for which he is being considered and not on his ca-
pacity to receive future training and promotion. E% en where possible,
there is little organized recruiting at educational institutions. The con-
sequences of such personnel policies, or lack of them, were very evident
in recent years when some of the older Mexican textile iiiants attempted
to motlerni7:3 and retrain their employees to operate new machinery ;
a very high proportion of old employees, entrenched behind seniority
privileges, proved incapable of retraining.

Hiring

Minors of either sex, if over It; years of age, are legally competent
to enter into a contract for employment. The contract, whether indi-
vidual or collective, n.ist be in writing except in the case domestic
service, agricultural work, and casual employment. It in t specify
the services to be performed, remuneration, hours, place of ut.rk, and
the duration or other limiting basis of the contract.

Most Mexican workers, seek employment either by their own efforts
or through their unions. There are a few public labor exchanges b,ut
they are little used and not equipped to handle A large case load. The
Department of Labor Exchange, operated under the Ministry of Labor
and Social Welfare, carries on sonic actin ities in connection with
migrant agricultural workers but does not function in the "Idustrial
field. Private employment offices, operating under goverm.., i.t. reg,Th
lation and not permitted to charge fees to job seekers, provide some
services. Notable among these is the agency maintained in Monterrey
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by the Employers Association (Centro Patronal), a management .
organization, for the screening of job applicant- in an area dominated
by a local federation of company unions.

Many collective labor contracts contain an exclusion clause pro-
hibiting the hiring of workers not members of the union. Such closed
shop agreements tend to make hiring a union function, and their pro-
visions sometimes extend to the placement of technical and supervisory
personnel. Although the employer is privileged to reject the new
worker during a 30-day trial period, the system is a difficult one. The
unions are mostly of the industrial rather than the craft type and are
generally ill-prepared to pass on the qualifications of the candidates
they submit for trial. The system thus gives the employer little assur-
ance that candidates chosen will be able to perform satisfactorily.
Apart from the closed shop agreements, there are a number of variants
of the union shop, some giving the employer a free hand in hiring so
long as the employee joins the union within a specified period, but
most permitting the employer to hire independently only if the union
is unable to supply a qualified worker within a certain number of days.

Employment _f Foreigners

According to the federal Labor Law, no enterprise, regardless of
its nature, may employ less than 90 percent Mexicans (80 percent if
under six workers are employed) in each skilled or unskilled category,
unless the appropriate board of conciliation or arbitration authorizes
a temporary reduction of this percentage in the case of technicia.a.
The Seciaary of Labor and Social Welfare has ruled that this per-
centage is applicable to an entire enterprise and not to an individual
branch. This requirement does not apply to managers, directors, ad-
ministrators, sui5erintendents, or department heads. However, immi--
gration restrictions tend to limit foreign executives and technicians
to r'dlled jobs for which qualified Mexicans are not available.
Alternatively, technical workers may be admitted ou temporary per-
mits with the understanding that three Mexicans be trained to fill
each job., Since 1962, only firms N% hich have been operating for 2
years are entitled to apply for the admission of managerial and
administrative employees, except in the case of essential industries.

Severance

A worker hired for a job which is of a continuing nature becomes a
permanent employee after 30 days; he cannot be discharged without
severance pay, except for legal cause. Legal grounds for the dismissal
of permanent employees without compensation include dishonesty,
threats, or violence to an employer or supervisor; willful damage to
the work premises or equipment; immoral conduct within the premises;
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disclosure of trade secrets; jeopardizing the safety of the premises;
intoxication on the job; disobedience to supervisors in work-connected
matters without sufficient reason; absence from work more than three
times in a month without permission or sufficient reason; and similar
offenses if they are of equal gravity.

Management workers (entpleados de canfianza) who lose the con-
fidence o'" e employer may also be discharged without compensation,
as may .entices who prove to be incompetent. Although the Labor
Law of 1931 also provides for the discharge of unneeded workers, it
obliges the employer to make heavy severance payments. These pay-
ments act as unemployment benefits, since there is no fcrmal program
of unemployment insurance. The law does not oblige the employer
to observe a notice period.

Severance pay provisions are frequently evaded by small or non-
unionized enterprises and, even where the worker obtains the services
of counsel, are often settled by compromise. Backed by union repre-
sentation, however, they are highly effective. Generally speaking, the
severance provisions tend to reduce the mobility of labor and impede
the introduction of new production techniques. It appears likely that,
as the coverage of social security is extended, tl-,( system of severance
pay may be replaced by a program of unemployment insurance.

HOURS OF LABOR, REST, AND LEAVE

Minimum standards with respect to hours of labor overtime, holi-
days, vacations, and special leave are spelled out in considerable detail
both by the Constitution of 1917 and the Labor Law of 1931 as
subsequently amended. More liberal provisions are subject to
bargaining.

The Workday and Workweek

The Constitution establishes an 8-hour period for daywork and a
7-hour period for nightwork, with 1 day of rest for every 6 of work.
It prohibits unhealthful or dangerous work or industrial nightwork
by women or minors under 16 years of age, work by women in com-
mercial establishments after 10 p.m., and work of any kind by persons
under 16 years of age after 10 p.m. It also forbids the labor of persons
under 14 years of age for any length of time and of persons over 14
but under 16 for more than 6 hours per day. Nursing mothers are
entitled to two special half-hour rest periods each day.

The Labor Law establishes a 48-hour maxinmi, workweek for day-
work, 42 hours for nightwork, and 45 hours for a mixed workday. It
provides for full pay on the day of rest; hence, in effect, all daily
pay rates extend to cover a 7-day week. There is, however, no legally
established differential for nightwork, although this is often stipulated
by collective labor agreements. If a worker is unable to leave his
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%%oil:place during rest periods and mealtimes, such periods are treated
as hours of %%oil:. In major industries, manual workers commonly
receive a half-hour lunch period as part of the workday and double
time is usually paid to workers who must work through their lunch
period.

The hours of w oi k in industry are frequently shorter than the legal
*AN, maximum, and many collective contracts specify a -10-hour week. In

agriculture and in small commercial and industrial establishments
lume% er, many work beyond the daily and weekly maximums without
overtime compensation.

The Labor Law states that the workday of minors under 16 must be
divided into t wo 3-hour periods separated by a rest period of at least
1 hour; hours of work are to be arranged in such a way as to permit
,chool attendance. Minot, may not work on Sunitays or legal holidays
and neither persons under 16 nor women may work overtime; where
these pro' isi)ols area iolated, the worker is entitled to triple compensa-
tion for time worked in violation. Disregard of all these rules is not
it i wominon, part icularly in small establishments. Violations are seldom
reported by participants and tend to escape the attention of the limited
i nspectora I st a ffs.

Overtime

Article 123 of the Constitution provides double pay for work in
exce of the normal hours of labor and prescribes that overtime work
must sea er exceed 3 Lours a day nor be worked during more than 3 days
consecutively. The Labor Law of 1931 extends this limitation to pro-
hibit overtime work on more than 3 days in a given week. Workers
who must work on their regular weekly day off are paid overtime rates
in addition to their sea enth-day pay. Collective contracts often provide
for higher overtime rates than are legally required.

Holidays

There are five obligatory annual legal holidays, for which full
wages must be paid. These are March 21 (birthday of Benito Jmirez),
May 1 (Labor Day), September 16 (Independence Day), No% ember 20
(1910 Be % olut ion), and December 25 (Christmas). Every 6 years, De-
cember 1 (the Presidential inauguration) is celebrated as a paid holi-
day. The right to paid holidays does not extend to casual agricultural
workers.

('ollecti% e labor contracts usually provide more paid holidays than
the law requires. Frequently included are January 1 (New Year
Day), Good Friday. November 2 (A ll Souls' Day). and December 12
(1)ay of t he Lady of Guadalupe).

'Work on legal holidays must be paid at overtime rates and this
provision is usually followed where nonobligatory holidays are
granted; often the overtime pay is added to regular holiday pay.
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Paid Leave

The Labor Law pros ides in general that workers who have more
than one year's service are entitled to an annual vacation period at
full pay of not less than 6 continuous workdays, to be increased to 12
at the rate of 2 day s for each additional year of work. All workers
under I6 years of age are to receiv e paid v acations of 1S working days
a year. Work during scheduled vacations is to be paid at overtime
rates. Excluded front the pro% ision for obligatory paid v acations are
agricultural workers, lanneworkets, and workers itt family workshops
or small scale industry (10 or less employees if powered machines are
used, 20 or less if they are not). The Constitution prescribes at least
20 days of paid vacation yearly for federal government employees,
and the common practice is for government offices to close down for
10 days in May and 10 days in December.

The Constitution requires that women be relieved of heavier work
during the last 3 months of pregnancy and entitles them to 1 month
of fully paid leave after childbirth. The Labor Law extends these
ucnefits to pros ide 6 weeks of paid leave before confinement and 6
weeks after childbirth, with half pay for another 60 days if still
unable to work, plus unpaid leave as long as required with retention
of rights under the employment contract for a year after childbirth.
If the employee is covered by social security, the employer-is relieved
of payment for the portion of wages covered thereby.

Employers are required to grant leave of absence for the perform-
ance of public duties such as S oting, although wages need not be paid
for such time off. If the duty is of a permanent nature or the worker
is elected to public office, he retains full rights under the employment
contract for 4 years, during which his replacement remains in the
status of temporary employee.

Collective agreements often grant paid leave, usually 3 days, in case
of a death in the immediate family and sometimes provide paid or
unpaid leave for other family crises or events.

HEALTH, SAFETY, AND EMPLOYEE WELFARE

Mexico is distinguished among countries in a comparable stage of
economic development by the remarkably ambitious character of its
employee welfare programs. Although their effective scope has so far
been limited by a relative deficiency in financial resources and a large
outstanding deficit in social infrastructure, they have generally been
both realistic and well-administered and have t:,nded to outpace the
nation's rapid rate of economic growth.

Health and Safety Regulations
Employers are required to observe, in their installations, legal re-

quirements fur health and hygiene and to adopt adequate measures for
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the prevention of accidents. Legislation specifies standards for light-
ing, ventilation, temperature, and sanitary facilities, as well as the
precautions to be taken against the spread of infectious diseases. Labor
inspectors are required to pass on conditions in new industrial estab-
lishments before they are opened and to inspect existing
establishments:

Enterprises are obliged to give initial and periodic physical exami-
nations to employees working with dangerous substances, and a health
register of such workers must be maintained. In case of industrial
injury, the employer is required to supply immediate medical atten-
tion. Establishments which employ 100 to 300 workers must provide
first aid rooms competently stalled; and those which employ more than
300 must provide hospital facilities, either on the premises or through
contracts with local hospitals. Most large companies comply and some
maintain free facilities for the care of both occupational and non-
occupational injuries and illnesses of workers and their families.

Special regulations govern the work of women and minors, forbid-
ding'thein the operation of hazardous machinery, underground work,
work where there is danger of poisoning, work where intoxicating
drinks are sold, and work during pregnancy which could endanger
the health of either mother or child. A minor under 16 must also obtain
a medical certificate before employment, showing he is physically fit
for the work in question.

Compensation for Occupational Injuries

Employers are responsible for labor accidents and occupational dis-
eases and must indemnify workers for resulting temporary or perma-
nent incapacity as the law provides. This responsibility exists even if
the employer contracts for the NS ork through an intermediary. Liability
is sometimes limited in small industries but may never be less than
20 pereent of the generally established rates of compensation. An em-
ployer may comply with his obligation by insuring his workers with
a Mexican insurance company, provided that the insurance is not
less than the required compensation. Where social security coverage
has been extended, employ ers are relieved of their obligation to pay
compensation.

The amount of compensation to Le paid is computed on the basis of
the worker's daily wage up to a maximum daily rate established by
law. This rate has been raised from tinie to time but has generally not
deviated widely from prevailing minincon wage standards.

If an occupational injury results in &Ali, I month's wages are paid
to cover funeral expen-es and, in addition, the worker's dependents are
entitled to an amount equal to 7:;0 days' %%ages % it hout deduction for
compensation roceited by the wm keg bile disabled. For occupational
injury resulting in total and permanent disability, the worker is to
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receive compensation equal to 1,095 days at the basic rate. For perma-
nent and partial disabilih, the ccnciliat ion or arbitration board grants
a proportion of the entitlement in case of total disability, based on a
table of values for various disabilities, and gi% lug due consideration to
the age of the worker, the degree of disability, and whether the em-
plo:%er has undertaken vocational retraining or other rehabilitation
measures. Compensation for total or partial disability must be paid in
full, without deduction for wages received during a period of
treat ment.

Where occupational injury ,results in temporary disability, the
worker is to receive full wages dating from the first day of incapacity.
Every 3 months, if the employee has not recovered, either he or the
employer may request a decision from the board as to whether tem-
porary compensation will be continued or the disability declared per-
manent. If the worker is able to return to work within a year of injury
and has not received compensation for total and permanent disability,
he is entitled to reinstatement. On reinstating him, the employer is
able to discharge his replacement without severance pay. When the

. disabled worker is unable to perform his former job, the employer is
obliged, where possible, to give him work within his capacity.

Provisions for workmen's compensation fall far short of covering
the loss of earning power from either death or permanent disability.
Although the benefits have been increased from time to time, the ap-
parent intent of the legislators has been to establish and maintain the
principle of compensation. Meanwhile, the coverage of social security,
with its more adequate schedule of benefits, is steadily being extended.

Services To Be Provided by Employers

The Labor Law obliges employers, under certain conditions, to pro-
vides a diversity of services for workers and their families. Although
not all employers comply, many larger establishments not only meet
but even exceed the requirements of the law.

If the workplace is located more than 3 kilometers (approximately
2 miles) or more from a town, and if the employees have a total of
more than 20 children of school age, the employer is required to estab-
lish and maintain an elementary school, paying the salaries of teachers
appointed by the federal school authorities.

Employers of labor in localities outside urban areas are expected
to provide comfortable and sanitary housing, for which they may
charge monthly rents not to exceed 0.5 percent of the appraised value
of the property. Businesses located in towns which employ more than
100 workers are also expected to meet this obligation. Some pay housing
supplements in lieu of providing housing.

Where the center of employment is 5 kilometers (approximately
3 miles) or more from towns and the local population exceeds 200,
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the employer must set aside a tract of at least 5,000 square meters (over
an acre) for the establishment of public markets, municipal build-
ings, and recreation facilities.

Every employer of more than 400 workers is expected to maintain
one scholarship for technical, practical, or industrial study, either
for a worker or the child of a worker. If more than 2,000 are em-
ployed, the fi..n must provide three such scholarships. All employers
are supposed to provide free facilities for the vocational training of
their workers. Some companies pay for technical correspondence
muses. Such courses have ;,coked widespread interest among Mexican
workers interested in self improvement.

The Social Security Program

The Mexican social security system operates under the Social In-
surance Law of December 31, 1942, its implementing regulations, and
subsequent amendments. The Law of 1942 established the Mexican
Social Security Institute (Institute Mexicano del Seguro Social
IMSS) which administers the program through a General Assembly,
a Supervisory Committee, and a Technical Board. Of the 30-member
General Assembly, the supreme authority of the IM55, 10 members
each are chosen by the President, employer organizations, and worker
organizations. The Supervisory Committee, consisting of six members,
two appointed by each group in the General Assembly, oversees the
financial operations of the DISS. The 12-member Technical Board,
with four members appointed by each group in the General Assembly,
administers the program under the chairmanship of a Director Gen-
eral appointed by the President. The Director Geteral has the power to
veto directives of the Technical Board, pending appeal to the General

The social security program is comprehensive, providing protection
against work injuries, nonoccupational illness, disability, old age,
death, and involuntary unemployment among older workers not yet en-
titled tazension. Payments are also made toward marriage and mater-
nity expenses. With certain special exceptions, all workers are eligible
for coverage, which is compulsory for those cl sses and in those geo-
graphic areas to which services have been extei ed by decree of the
Federal Executive.

Compulsory coverage does not yet include dom tic servants, hon.-_-

workers, or family enterprises. However, within the geographic zones
where social security services are available, persons not under compul-.
sory coverage may arrange for voluntary insurance on either an indi-
vidual or group basis.

The principal limiting factor to the program has been a lack of
hospitals and other medical facilities in the provinces. Thus, in 1966,
of the 86,151 hospital beds availablewell over half of \vhich were
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associated with the social security systemonly 3.2 percent were in
rural areas. It has also been difficult to enlist medical personnel for
service in rural communities, although this is being partly solved by
a system of mandatory rural internship. In 1966, a vigorous campaign
for the extension of rural services was launched and, from September 1
of that year to August 31, 1967, 11 hospitals and clinics and 139 medi-
cal offices were established, staffed by .847- new ly-promoted residents
and interns and serving areas with a population of 473,000.

On September 1. 1968, somewhat over 8 million employees and
family members were reported to be covered under the IMSS. Addi-

tion of the special coverage provided for federal employees brings
the total to approximately 20 percent of the population.

Services are now available in 480 municipios (these correspond to
countries) of the Republicall those with populations of over 100,000
and 83 percent of those with over 30,000 inhabitants. Although the pro-
portion of the population covered has been increasing rapidly, ex-
pansion of the program has by no means been limited to this phase.
Its underlying philosophy tends toward comprehensive coverage of
all social hazards. It has led not merely to the construction of hospitals,
clinics, sanitariums, pharmacies, factory medical centers, and institu-
tions for the treatment of mental illness; somewhat unsystematically,
it has prolifmted a wide diversity of social services. These, in some
localities, include such benefits as low-cost housing, recreational facili-
ties, and training in domestic science for young wives. The benefits of
the program have been in a piecemeal process of expansiori and upward
revision since it was initiated a quarter of a century ago.

The IMSS is financed by employer and worker contributions as well
as a government subsidy. Its program for occupational injuries is
entirely employer-financed at rates graduated according to the risk
experience of the industry and individual firm ratings. The other pro-
grams are jointly financed, with the employer contributing 50 percent
and the government and worker 25 percent each. Producer cooperatives
and the government divide costs equally., Total premiums for the old-
age, disability, death and survivor programs amount to about 6 percent
of taxable payroll, and for the sickness and maternity programs to
around 9 percent. Exact contributions and benefits are based on 12
wage categories. The upper limit of these categories have 'generally
been maintained high enough to cover the earnings of the majority of
skilled workers. The worker's premium is paid by the employer but
may be deducted from his wages if this does not reduce them below
the legal minimum wage. Industrial employers generally estimate
their own liability to IMSS at around 15 percent of payroll.

Old age pensions are payable to covered workers at the age of 65
if they have made at least 500 weekly contributions (less if first covered
after 50). Members over 60 bat under 65 who have made, 500 weekly
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contributions and become voluntarily unemployed are eligible for
pension at a schedule of reduced rates. The basic pension is equiva-
lent to 3 t percent of the workers average earnings during the last 250
weeks of contribution, in accordance with the established wage cate-
gories. To this is added 1 percent for each additional week of con-
tribution past 500 weeks (3 percent if the worker has reached the
age of 65). Up to 20 percent of the value of the pension is added if
the physical condition of the pensioner requires permanent and con-
stant attendance. A family allowance of 10 percent of the pension is
granted for each child under 16. The total pension, including the in-__
crements mentioned, may not exceed 85 percent of the worker's average
earnings in the base period.

Survivor benefits are payable if the deceased was a pensioner or had
made 150 weekly contributions at the time of death. His widow, a
woman with whom he cohabited in the 5 years preceding death, or by
whom he has had children, is entitled to a pension equal to 5P0 percent
of that which was payable to the insured. A widow receiving a sur-
vivor's pension becomes ineligible on remarriage but receives a lump-
sum payment equal to three times the yearly amount of the pension.
Each child' under 16, or under 25 if a student or invalid, is entitled to
20 percent of the pension payable to the insured if a half orphan or 30
percent if a full orphan. The total sum of survivor pensions may not
exceed the entitlement of the insured. In the absence of widow or
orphan, 20 percent of the pension of the insured is payable to his par-
ents and grandparents if they were financially dependent on him.

A nonoccupational injury or illness which permanently disables a
covered worker whc has made 150 weekly contributions, preventing
him from earning more than 50 percent of the earnings customary in
his occupation, entitles him to a disability pension which provides the
same benefits as those for an old-age pension.

Cash benefits equal to 60 percent of an employed member's earnings,
according to wage category, are payable after a 4-day waiting period
for up to 52 weeks (78 weeks if recovery appears likely during the pe-
riod), if a nonoccupational illness incapacitates him for work and he
has made at least 6 weekly contributions during the preceding 9
months.

All currently insured persons and their dependents and all pension-
ers and their dependents or survivors are entitled to medical, surgical,
pharmaceutical, and hospital treatment at MISS facilities from the
date an illness begins up to a maximum of 52 weeks for the same illness.
A currently insured person incapacitated for work by illness is entitled
to up to 78 weeks of treatment if recovery appears likely during the
period, and indefinite treatment if he continues to work in covered
employment. In case of death, a funeral grant equal to 1 month's wages
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or 1 month's pension is paid if the insured made 12 weekly contribu-
tions in the 9 months preceding death.

Basic cash maternity benefits equivalent to 60 percent of earnings
are payable to women for 42 days before and 42 days after confinement
if they have made 30 weekly contributions in the preceding 12 months;
the benefit is doubled during the 8 ddys immediately before and the
30 days immediately after confinement. To this is added a layette,
obstetrical services, and a nursing allowance, which may be in the
form of free milk during 6 months following confinement if the woman
is unable to breastfeed her child. The wife of .a member worker or
pensioner is entitled to obstetrical services and nursing allowance.

An insured person with 150 weekly contributions is entitled to 'a
marriage allowance equal to 30 percent of the yearly pension to which
he would be entitled in the case of invalidity.

Benefits for occupational injury are payable to covered workers with-
out any minimum qualifying period. Such injuries include all those.
covered by the Labor Law and, in addition, accidents occurring while
the worker is proceeding directly to or from work. Temporary dis-
ability benefits amount to 100 percent of a\ erage earnings up to 72
weeks or until his disability is declared permanent. CoMpensation for
permanent total disability is based on two-thirds of the worker's earn-
ings in the three highest wage categories and three-fourths of earnings
in the remaining categories. Partial disability is computed as a per-
centage of total disability entitlement in accordance with the evalua-
tion schedule in the Labor Law. Survivor benefits in the case of death
are computed on the same basis as described above for deceased old-age
pensioners except that the widow's entitlement is only 36 instead of
50 percent.

The benefits of the system described do not constitute an upper
limit. Many collective agreements with large enterprises provide for
benefits greater than those normally provided by the system and the
IMSS stands ready to contract for such additional coverage. It, is
also possible for workers who have made at least 100 weekly contribu-
tions to continue insurance after leairing covered employment by
paying their own and the employer's contributions.

Mexico's social insurance legislation. does not provide for automatic
cost-of-living increases to protect pensioners from the effects of infla-
tion, although in the past ample periodic increases in minimum pension
rates have provided some protection for workers in the lowest pay
categories. Also, inflationary forces in the Mexican economy have been
fairly well restrained for over a decade.

A separate social security agency, the Government Employees'
Social Security and Services Institute (Institute de Seguridad y
Servicios Sociales de los Trabajadores del Estado--ISSSTE), insures
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employees of the federal government and government corporations.
On September 1, 1968, over 1,265,000 employees and family members
were covered under ISSSTE. Both employee and government-
employer contributions are larger than in the case of IMSS and addi-
tional benefits are provided, but the program is basically similar.

Other Employee Retirement Systems

Apart from the retirement plan which forms a part of the social
security system, retirement programs are voluntary. Employers may,
however, contract with IMSS for old-age insurance for their workers
in geographic areas not yet brought under the general social security
program. Most collective labor agreements provide for some form of
retirement plan either private or through contract with IMSS. There
is, however, great diversity among private plans, both as to adequacy
and method. Some agreements provide for retirement at an earlier
age than permitted under the IMSS, depending on completion of a
minimum period of service. Others substitute lump-sum payments
for pensions. Some employers stipulate that only a limited number
of workers can retire with benefits each year. Agricultural workers
and the employees of small enterprises seldom receive retirement
benefits if not under social security coverage.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

The Federal Government plays a predominant role in labor (rela-
tions. Exclusive federal jurisdiction is being eitended to thet stile,
electrical, motion picture, rubber, sugar, mining, petroleum petro-
chemical, cement, railroad, steel, and metallurgical industries, ederal
jurisdiction also embraces government corporations, enterprises which
operate in federal zones or territorial waters, and those which carry
on work under or connected with federal contracts or concessions. It
further extends to disputes affecting, or labor agreements obligatory
in, more than one state or territory. Beyond this, enforcement of the
labor laws is left to the states in their respective jurisdictions. In prac-
tice, however, the Federal Government has ample powers to inter-
vene in matters which normally fall outside its jurisdiction.

The Labor Movement

The Mexican labor movement was in effect a product of the 1910
Revolution. Duking the latter half of the 19th century, labor organi-
zation was irtually restricted to mutual sickness and death benefit
s9cieties. In 1917, there were probably less than 30,000 union members
in the country; only two labor leaders, one from Veracruz and one
from Yucatan, attended the Constitutional Convention of that year.
Nevertheless, the Convention wrote into the Constitution one of the
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most comprehensive labor programs hen in existence. This bas been
attributed to the part played in the Revolution by an anarcho-
syndicalist group, the House of the World's Workers (Casa del
Obrero Munciiat), under Venustiano Carranza (see ch. 3, Historical
Setting).

More significant, perhaps, is the intense nationalism that character-
ized the revolutionary thinking of the time. In a predominantly agri-
cultural country, where foreign capital dominated Mining, industry,
and eornmerce, the development of a strong labor movement could
arouse little resistance at home and at the same time could serve the
purposes of economic nationalism by providing a lever against foreign
economic influence.

Since the Revolution, there has been a close partnership between the
state and the labor unions, with a firm basis in the Constitution of 1917.
In this relationship, the state has been the senior partner. Historically,
the labor movement can be fully understood only in terms of the
nation's vigorous politico-economic nationalism

Consistently, the Mexican government and the politically dominant
PRI have attempted to identify the labor movement with national
policy. Since, in general, the same course has been followed with respect
to both agrarian interests and domestic capital, sometimes in conflict
with the aims of labor, tota,1 success as not to be expected. Never-
theless, pragmatically, the relationship between government and labor
can be described as a successful working partnership.

The boards of conciliation and arbitration have been endowed with
increasing authority to,the point where they have become independent
judicial agencies v ithin their sphere of competence. With these boards
empowered to implement the guaranties of the Constitution of 1917
and the Labor Law of 1931. and with the rights of workers on legal
strikes under the protection of the army and police, the unions have
flourished. At the same time, the unions, with a strong vested interest
in the existing political order, have generally found it to their interest
to avoid political and economic extremism.

Many diverse currents of thought have come together in the history
of the 'Alexi, an labor movement since the revolution. Socialism, com-
munism, anurcho-syndicalism, the corporate doctrines of state union-
ism, and the philosophies of both the International Workers of the
World and of labor leader Samuel Gompers have all made their
contributions. These elements have tended to merge and re-form con-
tinuously in such a way as to lose their identity in an essentially prag-
matic complex which is highly national in character.

From 1917 onward, Mexican labor organizations have tended to
operate under the aegis of national federations closely associated with
the government. The first of these to occupy a dominant position was
the Regional Confederation of Mexican Workers (Confederation Re-

/
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gional Obrera MexicanaCROM). CROM was formed in '1918 and
at first, still influenced by elements trained in the ranks of the anarcho-
syndicalist House of the World's Workers, showed considerable dis-
position toward direct.action. By 1924, however, CROM was officially
committed to a policy of "reasonable evolutioy) and closely identified .
with the regime of President Plutarco Ejias Ca lles (1921-1928). In
the late 1920's and the early 1930's, as It result of acute conflicts of
personality and principle, there were a series of defections from
CROM. When Vicente Lombardo Toledano left the federationlater
to establish the general Confederation of :Nlexican Workels and
Farmers (Confederation General Obrera Y Campesimt de Mexico- -
CGOCM) in 1933the dominance of CROM was ended.

Immediately after its establishment, the CGOCM F. up the Na-
tional Committee for Proletarian Defense (Con-lite Nacional de De-
fensa ProletariA in support of the reginni of President Lizaro
Ctirdenas (19344940). It was this conunittee wide:, took the initiative
in calling a national unification' congress, o- if which emerged the
new dominant federation, the Confeder. Jf Mexican *Workers
(Confederation de Trabajadores MexicanoiCTM), in February of
1936. Vicente Lombardo Toledano had, during CROM days, held a
socially moderate position, infused with nationalism. Under the in-
fluence of the events and world socio-political climate of the 1930's,
however, he moved definitively into the Marxist camp, as did many
other leaders of the CTM.

Early in the regime of President ManuerA.vna Camacho (1940 -
1946), signs of disruption became evident, but, by this time, World
War II was under way. The association of the U.S.S.R, with the Allied
cause provided the basis for an agreement signed on June 4, 1942, be-
tween the CTM and several tumor federations to unite in pursuit of
war aims and strike only in cases of extremity. Later, it led to the
employer - worker compact of 1945 between the CTM and the
Mexican Manufacturers' AssOCiation (Camara de la Industria de
Traasformacion).

After the end of the war, and with the beginning of the term of office
of President Miguel Alemitn (191G--1952), Vicente Lombardo
Toledano found himself trapped between his Marxist principles and a
gener. mction (see ch. 3, Historical Setting) ,He was expelled from
the CIA in 1947 and subsequently formed a splinter left federation,
the General Union of Mexican Workers and Farmers (Unitin General
de,Obreros y Campesizios de MexicoUGOCM) the organization has
subsequently sjetdily declined in influence.

Liter, the-t'I'M left the communist oriented Confederation of Latin
American Workers (Confederation (le Trabajadores de ..:a6rien,
Lath.. and affiliated with the International Confederation of Free
Trade Unions formed in 1949. In 1953, it joined the Inter-American
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Regional Organization of Workers (OrganizaciOn Regional Inter-
aniericana de TrabajadoresORIT). In 1954, the CTM took the official
position that, mithort renouncing their role in the class struggle, they
recognized the prin.acy of their obligation to the nation.

The purged CTM remains in 1968 th most influential of the federa-
tions, accounting for over half of the country's union membership. In
1949, efforts by CTM at labor unification had led to the formation of
tete Workers' Unity Bloc (Bloque de Unidad ObreraBUO). Al-
though loosely organized and unregistered, it is an influential organiza-
tion and an important link between the labor movement and the PRI.

The UGOCM, the Mexican of the Communist World Fed-
eration of Trade Unions and of the CTAL, is not legally recognized
and is therefore without bvgaining rights. Represehting porhaps less
than half of one percent of union membership, it is influential mainly
among underemployed agricultural workers. ft is the action branch
of the Popular Socialist Party (Partido Popular SocialistaPPS)
aml was linked in the early 1960's with the agrarian program of land
invasion by unemployed farm workers (paracaidismoliterally,
"parachntism) hi Northwest Mexico. At present the extreme left
draws its remnants of strength from the personal influence of a few
isolated figuressuch as Vicente Lombardo Toledanoidentified
-.vith Mexican history, w ho still command respect even among their
opponents. With less legendary left extremists, the prevailing order
has at times dealt harshly.

No certified figures exist regarding union membership. Estimates
vary, but the unions claim 3 millionclose to 20 percent of the total
economically acti e population and 10 Percent of the nonagricultural
work force. The most highly unionized sectors of the economy are the
Fet.eral Government, the mining and \petroleum industry, transport
and communications, and the larger manufacturing enterprises.

Collective Bargaining and Grievance, Procedures

The Labor Law of 1931 guarantees the right of all workers except
managerial employees (empleados de confloii:a) to join unions. Unions
have generally succeeded in obtaining union shop contracts and most
of the larger industries operate under the closed shop system. The law,
which requires a minimum of 0 workers for the formation of a u° on,
recognizes five classes of unions: craft unions; company unions, or
vertical unions organized within one enterprise; industrial unions, or
vertical unions including two or more enterpt ices; miscellaneous trades
unions, which may be formed when there are less than 20 workers of
one trade in a given municipality ; and out ional industrial unions, ver-
tical unions including one or more interstate enterprises in a given
industry. These unions, organized under charter, have juridical per-
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sonality and the capacity to acquire personal property and such real
property as may sem e the direct purposes of the organization.

There are two kinds of collective agreements. The basic form is a
contract between one or more labor unions and one or more employers
or employer organizations. The other is the collective regulation, or
contrato ley, extended by federal decree to all workers in a given
branch of industry in a specified region ri collective agreement has
been concluded by two-thirds of the organized workers therein. Such
a decree gives legal sanet ion to the agreement and brings it within the
scope of federal jurisdiction. When the contract covers work performed
solely within of state and io an industry not otherwise within the
normal split .e of federal jurisdi tion. the President bases his decree on
advice from the appropriate local executive.

If there is more than one industrial union within an enterprise, the
Labor Law of 1931 prm ides that the employer must conclude a collec-
tive _contract v ith the union to the greatest number of workers
belong. The prof isions of du contract extend to all personnel in the
enterprise except manageri .1 employees, even if they are not union
memlers. Such emitract, skill determine the amount of wages, hours
of work, :.ptcd and 'ity of labor, rest periods, vacations, and other
stipulations as ag. Apon by the parties concerned.

Any collecti%e contract may be partly or completely renegotiated
every 2 years at the instance of any party to the contract, subject to
the following terms: if requested by the union it must be acked by
the apprm al of at least 51 permit, of the membership; if requested
by the employer it must be agreed to by at least 51 percent of the
workers covered by the contract. Application must be made at least
60 days prior to expiration of the existing contract. If, during that
period, the parties do not reach agreement or consent to an e\xtension
of negotiations, the dispute is submitted to the appror riate goa, d of
conciliation and a l'aration for a hearing, during which the old con-
tr:let, remains in effect.

Employers and woi kers may, by mutual agreement, set up their
w machinery for -ctt ling disputes arising out of alleged violations

of labor law or ontract ; agreements, at least in major industries,
u,ually est abl 1-11 , Irelunsive procedures for this purpose. In default
of voluntary .41 ',fount, disputes are submitted to the appropriate
tribunal for cfmcdiation and, if necessary, arbitration. if an employer
refuses to to arbitration or to accept the arbitral decree
rendered, the Libor contract is declared terminated and the employer
must pay 3 months wages pius 20 days wages for ea,,h year of service.
If the %s ocker-; refuse, the labor contract is terminated. Unions and
employer, may, in an effort to reach voluntary agreement, use the
services of a staff of technical mediators maintained by the Ministry
of Labor and Social Welfare. This is often done, since the long delays
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involved in submission to boards of conciliation and arbitration, and
the subsequent process appeal, provide considerable incentive to
voluntary settlement.

Strikes and Shutdowns

The right to strike of workers, including those employed in na-
tionalized industries, is guaranteed by law, provided certain conditions
are met. Before the strike, a copy of the grievances in writing must be
submitted to both the employerwho must answer them within 48
hoursand to the\ competent board of conciliation and arbitration,
which will attempt reconciliation. The employer must receive at least
6 days notice (10 days in the case of public services). The strike must
be called by a majority of the workers employed by the enterprise at
the time of the notice and must be called for one of the following pur-
poses: to correct disequiliMum between the factors of production,
that is between the distributive shares received by labor and capital;
to force an employer to conclude a collective agreement or to live up
to the terms of the existing contract; to exact a revision L. a collectiVe
agreement upc . its expiry ; to support a legal strike (i.e., a strike in
compliance .;vith the above conditions).

If the enumerated L ind it ions for a legal strike are not met, the board
of conciliation and arbitration may, within 48 hours of the suspension
of work, declare the strike "Nonexistent," or in effect, outside the pro-
tection of the law. If this is the case, the workers have 24 hours to
return to their jobs. If a worker fails to comply, his contract is ter-
minated and the employer is free to replace him. In the case of a legal
strike, the worker's rights in the job are protected. The board may
require that enough workers remain on their jobs to ensure the safety

of-the premises and avoid undue delay in subsequent resumption -of
work. Strikes are illegal if a majority of the workers commits acts of
violence against persons of property, or if the strike is against govern-
ment establishm. its and services in time of war.

In general, the overwhelming majority of disputes is settled with-
ort resort to strike, the total number of strikes is small, and moat
strikes occur outside federal jurisdiction. Over the years, the number
of working days lost on strike has been low.

Partial or total temporary shutdowns (pares) are legal 4her where
the competent board of conciliation and arbitration etermines onk/d/
review of the evidence that the condition of the mar et renders them
necessary in order to maintain prices at a level which covers costs, or
for a ' ariety of other cogent reasons such as lack of raw materials.
Workers receive no compensation during a legal shutdown but retain
their right to reclaim their jobs for 30 days after resumption of work.
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CHAPTER 22

DOMESTIC TRADE

The share of commerce in the Mexican gross domestic product
(GDP) rose flow 23.7 percent in 1939 to 33,0 percent in 1946 as a
result of wartime shortages aml inflation.. readjustment took place
in the 19:)0's and the claim of commerce on the GI)I) has for a number
of years stood substantially at pre-war levels. During the same
period, the poportion of the labor force engaged in commercial ac-
tivity appears tfi hike increased slightly and was estimated in 1967
at a little mei. 10 percent. The share of transport and conummications
iu the GDP has gradually declined from 5.8_percent in 1939 to 4.1
percent in 1967. a trend which reflects the increased efficiency of these
ser% ices, whose importance to the economy has been growing rather
than diminishing. In 1967 they occupied around. 3.7 percent of the
work force. The contribution of electric power to the GDP rose frog
0.5 to 1.5 percent between 1950 and 1967--a period which saw an
increase of :150 percent in installed capacity and 375 percent in the
generation of electric energy although the proportion of the labor
force engaged remaine I virtually constant at around one-half of
1 percent.

In the course of the last three decades-, there have been fundamental
structural changes in the Mexican nouket. Before World War II,
consumer goods, apart from foodstuffs, textiles, and apparel, were
largel imported for the exclusi% e use of upper income groups and
a small middle class. Today % Ily all cousu goods are domesti-
cally produced and imports are %hi 11111Ited to capital and pro-
ducer goods. Ily the same token, a far higher I -oportion of Mexican
raw materials of agricultural and extactke origin are consumed by
Mexican industr. With a rising standard of li% ing ( per capita real in-
come has more than doubled since World War II), foodstuffs and
other subsistence items tend to occupy a Plata' of declining relati`e
importance in the composition of retail trade.

To some degree,. Mexico is still caught in the %icious circle imposed
b. a narrow market. Its limit, I extent tends to prevent the achieve-
ment of economies of scale in Cie production of many goods.-As a con-
sequence, numerow potential consumers are priced out of the market,
a result which tends to perpetuate its own cause. More and more,
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however, the mei chandising of consumer goods is mass oriented with
respect to price, sales techniques, and the terms of credit, and urban
Mexico at least is beginning to exhibit many of the market character-
istics of a high consumption economy.

The trading community has never dominated Mexican life or
politics. Since World War II, when Mexico began to emerge as a
modern economy, the industrial and financial interests have tended
to assume a position of leadership, which they have shared with the
intellectuals. Nevertheless, there has never been any stigma attached
to trading activity. The courtesy which is customary in social relation-
ships is extended to business dealings. There are few marks of servility
in the conduct of even humble tradespeople; success in any honest line
of endeavor is treated with respect. Business relations are generally
free of ethnic implications. The prevailing values affecting commercial
relationships differ little from those which prevail in the most devel-
oped industrial economies.

COMMERCE

In Mexico today, very few families remain completely outside the
market economy. In spite of the continued primary dependence of a
considerable proportion of the rural population on subsistence agri-
culture, there are few economically active Mexicans who do not receive
cash payment for some proportion of their goods or services. Barter
and other non-monetary economic arrangements are the exception
rather than the rule and, as residual elements of a preexisting order,
they are of interest to anthropologists rather than to economists. Im-
proved communications have intensified wants and increased respon-
siveness to monetary incentives. The radio has penetrated everywhere
and, generally speaking, it is precisely the areas of subsistence farm-
ing that have furnished the majority of braceros to the United States,
as well as seasonal farm workers in Mexico's commercial agriculture.
These have returned to their communities, year of year, with money,
enviable presents, and the vision of a different way of life.

The government has not, as a rule, provided direct encouragement
for commercial activity (as it has for agriculture and industry) ; its
regulatory policies have often diverted credit away from commerce
into production. Nevertheless, as the indirect beneficiary not only of
agricultural and industrial grim tit, but also of the vast improvements
which have taken place in transport and communications, commerce
continues to flourish and to maintain its relative share of the gross
national product.

Market Geography

In Mexico, neither the urban concentration of population nor dis-
posable income has been as extreme as in some other 'Latin American
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countries. On the one hand, the sweeping land reforms of the 1930's
have to some extent restrained the rate of migration to the cities. On
the other, heavy outlays on irrigation and other agricultural programs,
plus the proximity of the U.S. market, have led to the development in
many rural areas of a prosperous commercial agriculture, tending to
counterbalance the concitration of income in a few urban industrial
centers.

The Mexican market is, nevertheless, very heavily concentrated, par-
ticularly in Mexico City and its suburbs. While there are few available
figures on retail sales and statistics on wholesale sales are incomplete,
summary investigations indicated that the Federal District (Mexico
City), with around 15.1 percent of the population, accounted in 1966
for 35.2 percent of wholesale sales, followed by Guadalajara (6.4 per-
cent), Monterrey (4.7 percent), and Puebla (2.7 percent)the four
cities together accounting for approximately one half of the national
total. Eleven other urban centers each accounted for between 1 and 2
percent of total wholesale sales.

While the market for goods of immediate consumption is somewhat
more widely distributed than the above figures indicate, sales of con-
sumer durables are even more highly concentrated in the Capital. This
is attributable in part to the superior availability of services necessary
for their operationelectricity, water, sewage, television broadcasts--=
but is also infiue .:ed by more developed merchandising techniques and
more extensive facilities for consumer credit.

The market for luxury items is still more narrowly circumscribed.
Private automobileimay be considered to fall within this category, in
view of prevailing income levels and the general availability and
cheapness of public transportation. In 1966, the Federal District ac-

-counted-far over 47-percent of total automobile sales.

Channels of Trade

In Mexico. a tendency toward integration of the distribution process
is by no means new. Thus, the half dozen Mexico City department
stores in existence at the end of World War II were all, in varying de-
grees, involved in manufactures, particularly of textiles, on the one
hand, and in wholesale distribution on the other. One of them had
branches in several leading cities. Since the end of the war, the inte-
gration process has accelerated rapidly. Chain supermarkets, wnich
made their appearance in 1,1exico City in the late 1940's, have subse-
quently multiplied and spread to the provinces.

Department stores are still of growing importance in urban Mexico.
The few that existed at the end of World War II, mostly established
by French capital in the closing years of the 19th century, were rem-
iniscent, in appearance and merchandising methods, of the gaslight
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era. These Int% e either changed their methods or have lost out ag Linst
modern competition. The beginning of the transformation can be
marked by the establishment, in the late 1940's, of Sears Roebuck de-
partment store in Mexico City, introduchq., open display* modern
credit practices, and a liberal policy on the return of merchandise. This
was also the first large mercantile establishment to begin what became
a general migration toward suburban shopping centers, made necessary
by urban expansion and growing congestion of traffic in the -city
center.

In the last decade. there has also been the advent of discount houses,
which have become a factor in the integration process. Faced with
difficulty in obtaining merchandise due to pressure on suppliers by
conventional retail outlets, they have. in some cases at least, responded
b engaging in manufactures and promoting their own brands or for-
eign brands produced under franchise.

The general pattern of wholesale distribution does not differ greatly
from that which prevails elsewhere. Direct distribution from the manu-
facturer to retailer or agent is common in the case of high valued
durables and where continuing customer service forms an intrinsic
part of the value of the product. The role of the wholesaler, on the
other hand, is relatively important in the distribution of miscellaneous
merchandise.

In spite of the relatively low cost of services, handicraft production
of goods on a custom basis has shown little powft of resistance before
the advent of standardization in nnanufacturirr and merchandising.
This is probably attributable to the fact that, apart from Indian craft
arts, Mexico has had no vigorous tradition of handicraft production.
The development of any such tradition tended to be inhibited by the
superior status associated with imported goods, which long dominated
the luxury market.

The public markets continue to play a significant role in distribu-
tion, although in the cities they have been drastically transformed
rehoused in sanitary structures and conducted under improved
supervision. Even in the Capital, these have held their own well
against the supermarkets. The latter have not been notably successful
in managing fresh produce and even middle -class shoppers are likely
to make periodic iSiTs to the public market to buy fruits, vegetables,
and perhaps poultry. The markets have also held their own with
man % lower income buyers of clothing and miscellaneous merchan-
dise, not necessarily on a basis of eithei price or quality. Mexico has
not. for the iiiost part. been a country of isolated farms, but of villages.
The tradition is a gregarious one, and many Mexicans prefer the
itmo -phere of the public markets to the cold imifersonality of the
supermarkets and large mercantile establishments.
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Although Sears Roebuck abandoned the mail order phase of its
Mexican operations a fter 2 y ears' trial in the late 1940's, mail order
merchandising has been carried on 8% it It varying success for over 40
years. Successi% e devaluations of the currency in the 1910's and again
in 1954 pro% ed discouraging for the major firms in this field and caused
them to restrict eir operations. Many specialties, however, continue
to he sold successfully by mail order, especially to rural dwellers.
Popular priced garments with big city styling, sold by mail, also ap-
pear to have a strong appeal in remote villages. It is probable that,
with continuing monetary stability. mail order may come to play a
significant role, along with radio broadcasting and other media, in
bringing rural Mexico within the orbit, of an urban culture.

Generally speaking, the trend of commerce in Mexico today is cen-
tripetal, tending toward an even further concentration in the larger
urban centers. Urban migration, the rapidly de-lining proportion of
agr' tilt e in the gross domestic product, and improved transportation
all tend in this direction.

Fri% ate monopoloid situations tend to prevail only locally and in
certaiu,services where they are subject to some degree of public regu-
lation. Elements of buyer monopoly are found in some fields, such as
the marketing of cigarette tobacco, where manufacturers may supply"
young plants and ad% ance credit against crop delivery at a prearranged
price.

Familial relations, which once played a prominent role in Mexican
trade, 4re today of declining importance. While con orate organiza-
tions (which dominate Mexican trade) still tend to be closely held and
many of them remain under the control of families or individuals, the
locus of policy decisions is tending to shift more and more to hired
management. Th;s process has been hastened by the growing power
of financial groups, some of which control scores of commercial and
industrial enterprises. Within such groups, frequently the key banks
rfinanidceas_remain _under the_ direct control of the founding in-

di% :dual or family, while their subsidiaries are conducted 1yr pro-
fessional manager s who frequently possess no more than i small
minority interest. Political influence and privilege are of course im-
portant in Mexico, but probably no more so than in any other national
economy.

Except,. in export agriculture (as in the case of winter vegetables
from the west coast), trade associations play a relatively small role
in commerce. Although the government-sponsored chambers of com-
merce (edmara.9 nacionales de comemo), in which membership is
mandatory, serve a useful function PS clearing-houses for information,
they haven° marked impact on the structure of trade.
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Commercial Practices

Although the Mexican market continues to be characterized by a
high degree of geographic concentration, it ha, been changing rapidly
in its social composition and in the character of its merchandise. A few
decades ago, the market for other than subsistence items tended to be
limited to the recipients of property income and a narrow fringe of
professionals and bureaucrats. Today, the middle class has been ex-
tended to include no:, only an increasing number of. engineers, man-
agers, and foremen, but also a large number of the /intermediate
technicians required by a developing industrial economy.

Merchandising methods have been changing rapidly since the end of
World War II; there is growing awareness of the possibilities of high
volume at reduced markups and lower unit costs: in the late 1940's,
goods were still behind counters and credit was almost exclusively on
open account and restricted to the demonstrably well-to-do, but these
methods did not withstand the competition of open displays, modern
credit practices, and a more liberal policy on the return of
merchandise.

Some coqunercial methods have been slow to change, such as in-
ventory management. Many of the large retail establishments which
deal in fashion goods have no systematic procedures for inventory
control and clearing slow-moving items. Accounting practice also tends
to hIg behind the requirements of a changing economy. Advanced
methods in cost accountancy tend to be limited to industry, and few
commercial establishments are in a position to judge with precision
which lines of merchandise and which classes of customers are profita-
ble and which are not.

Companies also report difficulty in recruiting and training sales per-
sonnel, a situation which some attribute to a persisting insufficiency of
response to monetary incentives and others to lack of "aggressiveness"
on the part of Mexicans. Numerous foreigners have found their way
dntoselling

In general terms, Mexico today presents a wide spectrum of com-
mercial practices, rangirg from those e: the late 19th century to the
most advanced methods of the 20th. In an essentially competitive mar-
ket, firms are subject to an increasingly rigorous process of selection
and elimination and it can be anticipated that in another decade there
will be few traces of the older order.

FORMS OF BUSINESS ORGANIZATION

In general tkrms, business activities in Mexico are governed by the
Commercial Code and the Law of Commercial Companies, with their
amendments. The individual who customarily engages in commercial
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transactions, broadly defined to include financial activities and the pro-
duction for sale of manufactures or farm products, has certain specific
obligations. He must record his mercantile status in the Public Com-
merical Aegister and with the appropriate official Chamber of Com-
merce or Industry. He is also obliged to maintain and register certain
books of account with the Federal fiscal authorities and to preserve
his books and commercial correspondence open to government inspec-
tion for a period of 10 years.

Companies are subject to both the Commercial Code and to the Law
of Commercial Companies if they customarily engage in commercial
acts or are organized under the provisions of the latter law, which pre-
scribes various organizational forms ranging from the general part-
nership to the corporation. All are juridical persons with legal name
and domicile and have substantially all the legal capacities and obli-
gations of an individual.

The conduct of business in Mexico through whatever form of orga-
nization is distinguished by a profit sharing feature, in effect since
1963. All but the small commercial, industrial, and agricultural enter-
prises are required to share a proportion of their net profits after taxes
with their employees (see ch. 21, Labor).

Partnerships are formed by signature before a notary of an instru-
ment containing prescribed information on the nature of the company
and the basis of its organization, which is recorded in the Public Com-
mercial Register on judicial order. Although a fixed capital is usually
indicated, provision may be made for increases and decreases above
a stated minimum, in which case creditors must be apprised by inclu-
sion in the company name of the words "capital variable" or the ini-
tials "C.V."

The general partnership (sociedad en nombre colectivo) is composed
exclusively of general partners, fully and jointly liable for the obliga-
tions of the partnership. There are two variants crf the limited partner-
ship. The sociedad en comandita simple is made up of general partners,
fully liable, and special- partners liable only to the extent of their con-
tribution, whose names do not appear in th firm name and who may
not normally participate in management. The sociedad en comandita
por actions is a limited partnership in which ownership is evidenced
by shares, the shares of the general partners being registered and not
transferable without the consent of all general partners and two-thirds
of the special partners.

The limited liability company (sociedad de reeponsabilidacl limi-
tada) is an intermediate form which stands between the limited part-
nership and the full - fledged corporation. In it, there are no general
partners, a. fact which must be advertised by inclusion in its name
either of the descriktive words or the initials "S. de R.L.". The num-
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ber of members is restricted to 25, their ownership may not be evi-
denced by bearer shares, and transfer of share is hedged about with
numerous rest riot ions.

The 8ociedad anonima or corporation may be formed either by execu-
tion of an instrument before a notary, like a partnership or limited
liability company, or through public subscription. In the latter case,
its prospectus must be approved by the Nationai Securities Commis-
sions. The capital may be fixed, in which case it, is identified by the
initials "S.A.,," or variable, in which case the initials "S.A. de C.V.."
are appended to the firm name. If capital is fixed, itmay be represented
by either registered or bearer shares; if the capital is variable, the
shares must be registered.

Numerous restrictions are placed on the characteristics of corporate
shares. Thus shares with limited voting rights are cumulative andpre-
ferred, with preference in liquidation, and shareholders are given pref-
erence in subscription to new issues in proportion to their holdings.
Mexican corporations cannot hold their own stock in treasury.

Regular stockholders' meetings must be held at the legal domicile
of the corporation at least once yearly. Major decisions generally re-
quire extraordinary stockholders' meetings and a higher quorum than
is called for in thd case of routine actions. Any proposals which might
adversely affect the interest of a given class of stockholders must be
approved by them at a special meeting.

Siy for the interests of the shareholders are prescribed b
law: Thus, the accounts of the corporation are submitted to the scrutiny
o contisarios or special auditors who represent the stockholders' in-
erests, as against possible abuses on the part of management or the

/board of directors. Minority interests have special representation on
the board. In the past, investors have tended to depend more on the
reputation of the management or of the underwriting financial institu-
tion than on regulation. Regulatory bodies exist, however, not only in
the National Securities Commission but also on the stock exchanges-
(bolsas de ratan's) with which public issues must be listed, and the
effective scope of their surveillance is gradually being extended.

Both producer and consumer cooperative societies (sociedad,es co-
operaiivas) are covered by special legislation and operate under the
supervision of the Ministry of Industry and Commerce. A number of
producer cooperatives have been set up with government participation
for the provision, under contract or concession, of public services.

THE REGULATION OF TRADE

A broad range of natural resourcesminerals, ocean resources,
forests, and agricultural landare within the national domain, and
their exploitation is closely regulated and subject to federal concession.
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Apart from this, federal authorization is needed f. r many lines of
activity supervised in the public interest. Federal permits or conces-
sions must be obtained for the operation of facilities for communica-
tions or public transportation, and regulation extends to both rates
and standards of service. Authorization by the Federal Executive, act-
ing through the Ministry of Finance and Public Credit, is needed in
order to establish banking and credit institutions, securities exchanges,
bonding companies, insurance companies, and public warehouses, and
the provision of all these services is subject to special legislation and
surveillance. The manufacture of foods, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics,
and chemical preparations for domestic use is under federal license
and inspection.

There are also special restrictions on entry into certain typ4 of
economic activity. Thus, the national petroleum monopoly of Petr9leos
Mexicanos extends .to the first phase of petrochemical production' nd
federal approval is required for the investment of private capitg in
subsequent stages of processing. Further restrictions apply to the
extent of foreign control and the proportion of foreign investment -in
a number of fields, particularly extractive and basic industries, trans -
port and communications, and public information.

Subject to federal legal prohibitions against any action on the pa
of state or local authorities which will impede the free movement f
goods in interstate or international commerce, the licensing and regtt
lotion of local trade is the prerogative, of the states and munticipios
(corresponding to counties). Since the fiscal powers of the latter are
dependent onstate legislative action and consequently the latitude per
pitted to local authorities is essentially at the discretion of the states,\
there is considerable Variation in the extent to which the regulation of
local trade is governed by the states and left to the putniciplos. There \,

is similar diversity in its effectiveness, as regards inspection, quality,
and weights and measures, although the latter problem tends to be *\
simplified by the universal prevalance of the metric system.

The federal government indirectly exerts considerable influence on
167..a1 l rade practices -through -it-sgricuiturtri marrketing-orgartizztion,
which operates at the retail level (see ch. 19, Agriculture). The same
indirect approach has been take by federal authorities to the problem
of smugglingwhich is particularly prevalent along the northern
borderfor the purpose of reducing the need for direct surveillance.
The government subsPizes certain domestic producers, enabling them
to compete with contraband in the border areas. In the central zone,
'xi the other hand, smuggling tends to be confined to compact items of
high value. Black marketing is not common, although a certain amount
inevitably prevails where such items as meat are brought within the
scope of price conIrol.
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Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights

Protection of property rights by patents and the registration of
trademarks is based on the Federal Constitution and the Law bn In-
dustrial Property and its Regulation.. Novel inventions, improqments,
and industrial models and designs may be patented by regiitration
with the Ministry of Industry) and Commerce. A patent for an inven-
tion or improvement is valid for a maximum of 15 years and may not
be extended; rights are terminated the end of 12 years in cases where
industrial application has not been undertaken within the territorial
confines of Mexico. The maximum term for patents on ,industrial
models or designs is 10 years, reduced to 7 if not exploited,within the
country. Patent rights may be freely transferred. Foreign patents, as
such, are not protected in Mexico, although the owners of patents
registered in countries which are signatories of the Paris Convention
enjoy a priority period of 12 months during which they are proteethd
against the acquisition of rights by local registrants.

Novel and distinctive trademarks and product designations may
also be protected by registration with the Ministry of Industry and
Commerce. Such registration is valid for a period of 10 years, renew-
able indefinitely for subsequent 10-year periods. Original commercial,
advertising materials may be protected in the same way, although t
10-year period is not s'ibject to renewal. The exclusive right to oy
a firm name is protected for an indefinite period without ne for
registration, though it lapses with disuse:

Copyright protection is extended to virtually every type Of original
literary, intellectual, and artistic work by the Constit ion and the
Federal Copyright Law. Such works are protected, ven when not
registered or published, but provision is made for eir registration
with the Copyright Office, a branch of the Minist of Education. In
general, a copyright remains valid throughout the life of the author
and for 30 years after his death, after which the property passes into
the public domain. Mexico is a signatory th various international
cop_yri ht conventionci, treaties anti agreements. Foreign dorm
authors not covered by international agreements are protected by
Mexican law for 7 years, after whiCh their work passes into the public
domain unless registered with the Mexican Copyright Office.

Government Intervention in the Market

The Constitution contains a very comprehensive proscription of
monopolistic practices, prohibiting corners in essential articles of con-
sumption, efforts to impede free competition in industry, trade or
services, agreements to restrict competition or raise prices, and in
genera' whatever, acts serve to create an undue advantage in favor of
the few and to the detriment of the keheral public or of any social
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class. Little has been dune to implement this clausd by statutory pro-
isions or enforcement oi ganizat ions enabling the government to move

directly against monopolies or combinations in restraint of trade.
Intervention by the government for the protection of consumers has

taken other directions. In one important instance, a government mo-
nopoly has been the means of control. The Compailia Nacional 4 Sub-
sisteneias Populares (CONASUPO) is charged w ith the dual task of
ensuring consumers an ample supply of basic commodities at reason-
able prices and,gua.ranteeing an adequate return to their producers.
In order to accomplish this, CONASFI'O has discretionary power to
engage in the monopolistic practice of acquiring such products from
either domestic or foreign producers, to the exclusion of private mid-
dlemen. These products have been sold either directly to the consumer
or under a regime of controlled prices. Price controls have also
been extended to other essential cost-of-living items, including
pharmaceuticals.,

Generally speaking, the policy of the gol ernment with respect to
intertention in the markets has been pragmatic and flexibly admin-
istered in terms of an underlying view of the public interest, with both
timing and method of intervention dictated by changing needs, circum-
stances, and capabilities. Thus, in the 19:30's, confronted with the
inadequate capacity and extent of the privately owned electric power
industry, the government established the Federal Electrical Commis-
sion, which not only entered areas where service was lacking but also
generated power which it wholesaled for distribution over, existing
private networks. Subsequently, faced by the need to accelerate the
increase of generating capacity, expand and integrate the national dis-
tribution system, and establish uniformity in alternating current fre-
quency, the government acquired the two major private power syStems
by negotiation. On December 29, 1960, a Constitutional amendment
was adopted, giving the nation a monopoly in the generation and dis-
tribution of electric power for public service.
-Certain monopoloid situations in private industry have been con-
stituted in accordance with legislation governing the "saturation" of
markets. The purpose is to permit the exclusion of new entrants, in
order to avoid ruinous competition, with its adverse effects on the
economic situation of both the competing firms and their employees.
Among the lines which have been brought under this legislation are
flour milling and-the manufacture of china.

In accordance with the underlying concept of Ale. public interest
indicated above, the government has established vaflous public service
monopolies. Frequently these measures have reflected a political or
economic nationalism generated b1 a long history of foreign inter-
vention during the post-colonial period (see ch. 3, Historical Setting).
Thus, the rail system was made a state monopoly, a move which was
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largely motivated by the action of foreign ow ners in withdrawing
Mexican rolling Aock north of the border during the Revolution. The
expropriation of foreign Petroleum interests under President Llizaro
C:Irdenas was consistent with the general policy of post-revolutionary
governments. -

The process of nationalizing those hulnsties deemed vital to the
nation's politico-economic integrity is still going forward. In recent
years. however, except in the case of public electric power service,
policy has been aimed at promoting the.acquisition of foreign-owned
industry by Mexican private capital, rather than toward government
ownership. Thus, although the government facilitated the transfer,
Swedish and American interests in the Mexican telephone system
passed to private hands, and similar cases are found in lead, zinc, and
sulfur mining (see ch. 23. Foreign Economic Relations).

CONSUMER SERVICES

In its allocation of scarce capital resources, the Mexican government
has tended to give priority to investment in economic, as opposed to
social, infrastructure. There have been heavy federal outlays on elec-
trification throughout the last two decades and major investments in
improved teleconnimmt talons are now in progress, but the level of
expenditures on water supply and sewerage facilities still appears
insufficient to keep abreast of the nation's growing requirements.

Around R7 percent of electric power capacity at the end of 1967 was
under government ownership, operated in public service, supplying
4,080,000 subscribers. Service has been extended to-all towns with 5,000
or more inhabitants and considerable progress is being made in rural
electrification. In 1966, residential subscribers (79.3 percent of the
total) consumed 17.5 percent of power generated in public service;
commercial subscribers (19.4 percent) consumed 16.8 percent of the
total. Industrial and agricultural users, each representing 0.2 percent
of the total number of subscribers, consumed 37.6 and 7.0 percent, re-
spectively. Rates are moderate and have not significantly limited the
increase in pnblic consumption, mhich 11115 been extremely rapid.

In spite of the relatively high development of electric power service,
Mexico has not yet been able to achieve the economies of an inter-
connected net work, owing to the fact that the system supplying most
of the central zone generates at 50 cycle current, while the various
regional systems supply 60 cycle current. This lack of uniformity
necessarily constitutes an obstacle to the marketing of equipment
affected by variatio4 in frequency. Since the government acquired the
major private pow er Companies in 1960, administrative integration has
been going forward, with the announced objective of establishing a
basis for a technically integrated system. So far, however, the complex
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of problems involved in change-over to a single alternating current
frequency have not been resolved.

In 1961, with the sale of Swedish and American interests, the Mexi-
can telephone system, passed to a Mexican private company. In 1963,
the Mexican government acquired 500 million pesos (US$1.00 equals
12.50 pesos) of its preferred stock and ex officio seats on the board of
directors for the Minister of Finance and Public Credit, the Minister
of Communications and Transport, and the Director General of Na-
cional Financiera.

These events marked the beginning of a phase of rapid expansion.
In 1949, the country had only 241,732 phones in service and, although
this figure more than doubled in the subsequent decade, a growing
backlog of applicants for service had never been absorbed. Between
1963 and August 1967, however, over 361,000 new phones were placed
in servicean increase over 60 percentbringing the total to 947,535.
As the backlog of demand for telephones in existing service areas was
satisfied, it was possible to embark on a major program of extension
and improvement embracing all aspects of telecommunications.

The 1966L1970 National Telecommunications program involves a
total investment of around 7 billion pesos. It includes expansion of the
existing microwave system to include 21 trunk routes connecting major,
population centers, from coast to coast and from border to border. The
objective of the present plan is to provide efficiently interconnected
telephone service to all towns in the Republic with over 2,500 inhabi-
tants. The Microwave system will be linked with a major communica-
tions center in the Federal District. which will also serve as a clearing-
house. for international communications.

These will be provided through the new satellite communications
station in Hidalgo, one of the largest in the world and the first in
ilatin America. This station will provide communications with three-
'fifths of the countries of the world. A second station designed to com-
plete world coverage. will be built in Guerrero whenever the demand

}

for communications with the remaining countriesmainly Asian
, appears to varmint it. The new microwave-satellite complex will pro-

;

vide a basis for the expansion and improvement not only of long dis-
tance telephone, but also radio, television, and telex services, and ulti-
mately for high-speed data transmission.

At the end of 1967. Mexico had 455 commercial radio stations and
32 commercial television stations. The government-operated national
telegraph network, which covered 92,000 ides at mid-1968, was then
in process of extensive relocation to lii(rhwi v routes, in order to reduce
maintenance costs and interruptions to service. At the end of 1967, the
telex system serve ed 2,680 subscribers in 33 "hisban centers and in the
follow ing dear public telex service was initiated in the Capital and
seven other major cities.
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The government-operated postal system is comprehensive and pro-_
vides all classes of service, with air post between all larger population
centers. It has not, 'however, been brought within the scope of the
intensive modernization program which is going forward in tele
communications. Procedures tend to be cumbersome, controls ineffee,
tive, and prevailing pay schedules have made it difficult to attract.
qualified personnel. Delays, frequent even between major cities, seri-
ously affect service to many Small communities beyond the reach of
central administrative surveillance. Owing to lack of temporary help,
congestion is particularly serious throughout the_winter holiday season.

Water and Sewage Services .

Accurate published figures on Mexican water supply and sewerage
facilities tend to be limited to data on the progress of specific projects.
No adequate inventory of existing installations is available. Mexico
City is faced by a serious and still unresolved water supply problem
and the sanitary sewage system of the Capital is in need of major_
expansion and rehabilitation. A similar situation tends to prevail -in
other rapidly expanding urban areas. Although some progress is being -

made in the provision of potable water to rural communities; often
through cooperative, self-help projects, conditions here are even less
satisfactory. The continuing high incidence of gastroenteritis as a
cause of death is indicative of the widespread lack of potable water and.
adequate sanitary services.

Reported investments throughout Mexico on water supply and
sewerage facilities between September 1, 1966, and August 3, 1967, _

were 222.1 million pesos, of which 98 million were' devoted to rural
water supply projects. Dividing this outlay by population growth in
the same period, this amount breaks down to around 150 pesos per
additional inhabitant. Even allowing for Ow self-help component in
rural programs, this sum is inadequate to keep abreast of the nation's
growing requirements.

In due course, the situation described above will doubtless be recti-
fied. At the present time, however, it is the outcome of an established
schedule of priorities in the use of scarce resources. Thus, the Ministry
of Hydraulic Resources, responsible for 65 percent of urban water-
works and 80 percent of urban sewer systems, spends less than one -

tenth as much on water supply and sewerage facilities as it does on
irrigation.

Other Consumer Services

Because of Mexico's extensive tourist trade, a wide range of hotel
accommodations is available in larger urban and tourist centers and,
in the interests of promoting tourism, rates are generally regulated
and often posted. In those localities which draw many Mexican vaca-
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tioners, cottage accommodations are frequently provided because of
the custom of many well-to-do vacationers of travelling with family
and servants. Entertainment servicestheaters, nightclubs, motion
picturesand restaurant facilities are similarly distributed. Roadside
accommodationsmotels, restaurants, service stationsare still not
widely distributed, even along main tourist routes. Private travel agen-
cies serve the major cities, and the government provides Centers for
tourist service and information.

Barbershops, staffed with skilled barbers, are widely distributed,
though beauty shops tend to be limited to larger urban centers, as are
manicurists. Good .dry cleaning services are available in the more_im-
portant urban centers, but laundries are uncommon owing to the preva-
lence of domestic servants, although the major cities have shops which
-specialize in laundering shirts. The street shoeshine boy is a familiar
sight in the larger towns and cities. Funeral services are available in
all the larger towns.

Printing and legal services are available in all but the smaller urban
centers; but competent public accounting services tend to be restricted,
to the larger cities. Professional letter-writers for the illiterate arestill
found throughout Mexico. Modern secretarial services and those which
povide part-time office help are available only in the larger cities,
are forwarding, storage, and transfer services. Employment agencies
are uncommon, although the federal government maintains some officea
for the provision of transient agricultural workers and the local manu-
facturers' association in Monterrey maintains an office for screening
industrial job applicants.

TRANSPORTATION

In spite of much mountainous terrain and a virtually total lack of
navigable inland waters, Mexico has the most comprehensive domestic
transportation system of any country in Latin America (see ch. 2,
Physical Environment). Although both still suffer from certain de-
ficiencies, the rail and highway systems are essentially complete in
their coverage of economically important areas. Petroleum and natural
gas lines serve all the major industrial centers of the country. Air
transport is also well developed and there are few population centers
of any consequence that are not served by liCensed common carriers,
scheduled or non-scheduled. Coastal shipping is of no great importance
apart from the activities of the tanker fleet, and overseas trade plays
a smaller role than it does in many other Latin American countries,
owing to the high proportion of Mexico's foreign trade Which crosses
the northern border by rail or highway. The regulation of transpor-
tation, where it is not carried on directly by agencies of the federal
government, falls within the province of either the Ministry of Marine
or the Ministry of Communications and Transport.
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While accurate figures are not available, it has been estimated that
around six-tenths of domestic freight moves by highway, three-tenths
by rail, and one-tenth by pipeline. The volume of air freight is rela-
tively small. Domestic air freight has declined in recent years, with
the steady expansion of the highway net, although international air
freight has increased significantly, due largely to the growing im-
portance of traffic in urgently needed industrial spare parts-

..
Highways__

The "Mexican highway system has undergone recent expansion.
Between 1960 and 1967, the total extlit of the Mexican road net
was increased by 40 percent, and at theknd of 1967, the country had
around 40,200 miles of highways, almost three- fifths of which were
paved and all but 10 percent surfaced (see fig. 9). Mexico now has more
paved roads in proportion to its land area than any other Latin Ameri-
can country and, in spite of the preexistence of an extensive rail net,
it is estimated that motor transport now accounts for over three-fifths

--..--:.:....4f domestic freight movement. Bus service is universal and at low cost.
During 1967. 487 million pesos were spent on road maintenance and

i
1,364 million on new construction. Particular attention is now being
devoted to opening up the underdeveloped areas of the southeast, prac--
tieally the only part of the country with major economic potential
whicIlls still seriously deficient in trunk highways.

In spite of the highway expansion, a deficiency in farm-to-market
roads haS tended to persist, impeding the introduction of improved
agricultural methods into rural areas and raising the cost of miirketing
local products. The states, which share responsibility for secondary
and tertiary roads, are fiscally weak, and private funds have not always
been available when needed. A corrective program is now under way
with the help of a 1.S$90 million loan from the Inter-American Devel-
oPment Bank. In its first stage, it involves the completion and recon-
struction of existing acccss youtes and, in the second, the expansion of
the secondary and tertiary road system.

At the end of 19156, there were 1,248,432 motor vehicles registered in
Mexico, 812,415 automobile: and 436.017 trucks and buses. Between
1960 and 1966, the number of automobiles increased 80 percent, while
the total number of registered trucks and buses had risen only 36 per-
cent. The latter figure, however, does not show the effect of a shift to
heavier vehicles with the impro% ed condition of the Mexican highways.
Sales during 1966 were reported at 81,132 automobiles, 2,225 buses, and
32,48 trucks. Of the latter, 41.5 percent were up to 3 tons in gross
vehicular weight; 20.2 percent were over 3 and up to 5 tons; 14.5
percent were over 5 and under 10 tons; while 23.8 percent were 10
tons and over. Sales in the last category had been only 9.1 percent of
total sales in 1960.
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Rail Transport

The Mexican rail system, which reached substantially its present
extent in the early part .of this century, is in the main an integrated
net of standard gauge road. Built by a number of private enterprises,

= it was subsequently nationalized, but never brought under unified
:Management. The Revolution of 1910 initiated a long period of de-

; terioration in facilities and service, which began to be reversed only
after the end of World War II. By that time, any further expanSion

= of the system was inhibited by large operating deficits, the heavy capi-
. tal outlays-needed for the rehabilitation of existing facilities, and the

active,competition of highway, ,transport. The total length of the sys-
tem= te is round 14,800 miles (see fig. 8). Of the 1.059 locomotives in serv-
ice in mid-1968, over 1,000 are modern diesel units; over 26,000 freight
:cars and around ,000 passenger cars are presently in service.

As a result of improving the condition of the roads and of expanding
and modernizing repair and terminal facilities, the vAltune of freight

. traffic increased from around 7.5 billion ton miles in 1955 to 13.5 billion
ton miles in 1967, Almost all the present traffic, however, consists of
agricultural staples, minerals, forest products, and heavy industrial
materials. Most of the traffic in valuable industrial merchandise and
perishables has been 'ost to highway transport, even on long hauls. In
recent years, the railways have been hard put to accommodate the
growing volume of heavy freight and have made little effort to re-
capture the traffic lost to the truckers.*

The. railroads have also failed to hold their share of expanding
passenger traffic. While rail passenger traffic-2.64 billion passenger
miles in 1967has not actually declined, largely due to extremely low

= fares it has shown no significant increase in a period when bus trans-
portation has been growing rapidly.

At-present, the rehabilitation of the Mexican rail system is entering
a new phase. Administrative reforms are being undertaken by the
various national railroads In accordance with a joint plan. Uniform
administrative and operating standards and procedures are being
adopted as a basis for integration and the first steps in the integration
process are being carried out. The rehabilitation of physical equipment
continues, with recent emphasis on the improvement of the telecom-
munications system. If the present program can be carried through

= successfully, improvement in the speed and reliability of service may
make it possible for the railways to recapture much of the long haul
traffic from the tricking business.

Rail transportation will begin a new role in Mexico with the com-
pletion in 1970 of the Mexico City subways now under construction
at a cost of 858 million pesos. Designed to relieve congestion along
the city's north-south axis, it will be fed by an expanded trolley bus
system which will handle cross-town traffic.
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Air Transport

Mexico has a history of air postal service dating from 1917 and
commercial aviation from the early 1920's. Today, domestic air trans-
port is well developed, and there are few population centers of any
consequence that are not served by licensed common carriers on either
a scheduled or non-scheduled basis. The country is well provided with
international air connections and, apayt from the visitors who make
brief trips by automobile across the northern border, the overwhelm-
ing majority of Mexico's many foreign tourists travel by air (see
fig. 16).

All domestic common call lets operate under concessions for sched-
uled operations or permits for non scheduled operations; these are
issued by the Ministry of Communications and Transport. In the case
of concessionaires, schedules, routes, equipment, and rates require prior
ammo% at of the Ministry. Exacting periodic inspections are carried
out by a dependency of the Ministry, the Directorate General of Civil
Aeronautics (DGCA), and it is reported that the Air Pilots' Union
is quick to call the attention of the DGCA to operational or main-
tenance problems. Scheduled carriers are required to maintain adequate
personal and public liability insurance. Concessions, granted for ten
years, are subject to renewal.

There are nine concessionaires providing scheduled domestic service.
By far the most importht of these are the government-owned Aero-
naves de Mexico and the Compailia Mexicana de Aviation (called
Mexicana or CMA), an affiliate of Pan American Airways. In addition
to coverage of the more important domestic routes, both lines provide
international service. Both have converted to jet on international flights
and are in process of conversion on major domestic routes. The remain-
ing, seven concessionaires provide scheduled service mainly over
secondary routes, most of which are complementary to those flown
by the principal airlines. The minor scheduled carriers fly mainly
DC-3's and DC-6's.

There are nearly 50 non-scheduled commercial carriers. These
operate under one -year renewable permits from the Ministry of Com-
munications and Transport. Rates and routes require prior approval.
The DGCA must also be satisfied as to the condition of the equipment
and there are periodic inspections. Although it is reported that con-
siderable care is exercised in screening applicants for permits, inspec-
tions are less frequent than in the rase of scheduled carriers. Non-
scheduled carriers are not required to carry insurance on their
passengers.

Non-scheduled air carriers have played a very significant role in
Mexican transportation. Their importance, however, is diminishing,
owing to the steady extension of the highway network.
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Apart from the international service pros ided by domestic carriers,
a huge number of foreign airlines furnish regular international serv-
ice, including American Airlines, Western Airlines, Pan American,
Air_West, Varig and -fir France. Although some of their flights touch
more than once in Mexico, they may not carry passengers or freight
solely from one domestic joint to another, and their traffic- is restricted
to international arrivals and departures.

Between 1960 and 1:4;6, while the number of passengers carried by
national airlines almost doubled, rising from LK million to 2.06'mil-
lion, the number of passenger miles flim n rose less than 24 percent to a
total of 1,275 million. In the same period, the number of passengers
carried by the international a i: fines rose front 711,000 to 955,000. Al-
though ton mileage figures are not available. the weight of air freight
'carried by domestic airlines declined from 31,65S to 25,9:30 metric tons,
while international air freight increased from 10,502 to 19,517 metric
tons.

A. send - autonomous organization. Aeropnettos y Servieios Auxi H-
ares, operates airports for the government and in increasing number of
the more important fields are being brought under federal control. In
1967 and 1965. a major program of expansio 1 and new construcilon
was under way, involving 75 localities. Anoth r semi-public organiza-

tion is in charge of aeronautical telecommuni( ations and meteorologi=
cal services, air trallic control. and navigational a14. Great progress
is being made in this field, particularly in expanding the coverage of
high-frequency omnidirectional facilities (VOR). By. 1970, it is an-
ticipated that air traffic control will be complete throughout the Re-
public, movided by three new control centers linked by micro-wave
net work.

Pipelines

Pipeline transportation has, since the end of World Wa_ II, come
to play an increasingly important role in the Mexican economy. ,lies -.
ico's mineral hydrocarbons are the predominant, source of power.not
only for transportation but for industry as well. From the three major
producing areas in nitrt hem Tamaulipas, northern Veracruz, and Ta-,
basco, tliN extend two vipeline systems which supply both Petroleum
products and natural gas to the country's major industrial areas (see
fig. 7)

In the north, both gas and product lines extend west through Mon-
terrey and Torreon and thence northwest to Chihuahua, with a branch
gas line running front Monterrey to Nfonclova. The northern distribu-
tion system is supplied with gas from the Reynosa field just south of
the U.S. border, and petroleum products are piped from the refinery
at. Tampico.
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In the central zone, a munber_olli es froM the oilfields of northern
Veracruz supply crude oil to refineries in the Federal District and
Salamanca. A complex of product lines radiates from the Salamanca

_ refinery to supply Guadilajara and other major population centers
west of the Capital. Gas is supplied to the central zone both from the
-Veracruz and Tabasco fields.

In the southeast, petroleum product and ammonia lines cross the
Isthmus of Tehuantepec from the Minatithin refinery complex, supply-
ing the west coast tanker fleet out of the port orSalina Cruz.

At the end of 1966, total 'length of-the pipeline system as a whole
= was-an-mind 5,000 miles. Of this,total, approximately 3,300 miles were

natural gas lines, 2,100 miles petroleum product lines; and 2,400 miles
c_ rude oil pipelinefigures which represented increases of 87 percent.

= 72 percent, and 23 percent respectively, as compared Oh 1960. In the
same 6-year period, the length of the system as a whole had increased
by around 58 percent. .

Maritime Transport

Increasing attention is being given to the need to develop a national
merchant marine, partly because of the growing trade With the Latin
American Free Trade Area, which is for tlie most part ill-served by
the routes and schedules of foreign carriers. At the end olf 1967,11(4-
-ever, there were still only 556,000 tons under Mexican registry, around
64 percent ocean going--mainly 'tankers operated by the national
petroleum monopoly.

Port ,conditions in Mexico are generally unsatisfact(\,ry. Although
the country is not well endowed with strategically loCated natural
harbors, present difficulties are largely administrative is origin. There
is no effective coordination of port activities under central authorities.
Um ions, occupy a privileged position.

In spite of these difficulties, Mexico's maritim6 trade has grown
= rapidly in recent years, reflecting the general expansion of the econ-

omy. Although there are apparent inconsistencies in the available
figures on Mexican port operations, the total volume of freight re-
ported as moving through Mexican ports increased, between 1960 and
.1966, from 14 to 25 million metric tons. Of the latter total, around half
-was coasting traffic, mainly in petroleum products. Over 85 percent of
-the tonnage in overseas trade was embarked from Mexican ports,
mainly mineral products such as sulfur from Coatzacoalcos, ore con-
centrates and petroleum products from Tampico, salt from Venustiana
Carranza (Guerrei.o Negro), and copper ores from Santa Rosana.,
Most of-the general overseas cargo passes throuji the ports of Vera-
cruz and Tampico which serve both import and export requirements
of the'central and northern industrial zones.
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Storage and Materials Handling

Although Mexico stip suffers from a lack of sufficient modern stor-
age and materials handling facilities, great progress has been made
in recent years. This has been particularly notable in the ease of _food- ,
grains, where losses from improper storage were once extremely high.
Improved rural storage has been largely due td the activities of- the::
government through CONASUPO, whiCh buys, stores, and sells
staple foods with a view to reducing the spread between prodtker
consumer _prices, and the National Deposit Warehouses, which operate_ii
public rural, storage facilities. At mid-1968, there were government-
warehousei in 294 locations, with total capacity of 3.7 million metric,-
tons.

A new prOgram for the expansion of rural storage through coopera-
tive- warehouses was completed hi 1968. With government-financed ma7,"
terials and local labor, storage facilities with a total capacity of 530,000
metric tons were built in 357 producing areas and 1,500 peoplt were=
trained in their management and operation. At these deli", grairi
can be received froth local producers, graded, and paid for, immedi,
ately. To accommodate Sonora's growing export trade in wheat, grain:,
elevators with storage capacity of 65,000 metric tons and loading ca-
pacity of 1,000 tons an,hour have recently been completed in the port;
of Guaymas.

The failure_to rationalize materials handling is not limited to. the
Ports. Costly manual handling of materials frequently persists in con-
junction with relatively advanced mechanized production methods.:
There is a considerable tendency in Mexico to misjudge the marginal:
rate of substitution between capital and labor. Apart from this, many
plants are not laid out to permit the uninterrupted and direct flow of
goods in- prOcess, and many large mercantile warehouses are not or-
ganized to permit efficient stock picking.

Lack of widely distributed refrigerated storage and transportation
facilities and adequately equipped long range fishing craft continues,
to impede the development of the domestic market for fish and perish-
able agricultural products. A similar situation has_ prevailed with
respect to the export trade in nerishables, although this handicap is
being gradually overcome. Improved facilities now exist in major
centers for the export production of shrimp and winter vegetables.,=
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CHAPTER 23

FOREIGN ECONOMIC RELATIONS

The foreign sector of Mexico's economy is among the best indicato.
of the exteut of growth and development that has taken place in the
country since 1q10. In 1900, over 80 percent of Mexico's exports were
goM, silo er, aml other minerals. Today, agricultural, cattle, and indus-
trial products predominate, and minerals account for only about 15
percent. Before the Revolution, less than 20 percent of Mexico's ex-
port,. .rere consumer goods; by 19G7, this proportion exceeded 50
percent. Mexico has rapidly begun to increase its earnings from proc-
essed and manufactured exports, and Mexico has expanded and diversi-
fied her export list so that fluctuations in the price of one or two items
wilt-not significantly effect, the country's balance of payments poSition.

Two of the most important sources of foreign earnings have been
the growing tourist industry and the border track with the United
States. Mexico has made a conscious and effective effort to cater to
tlpse sources of development funds, especially for use in developing
the northern portion of the country.

Since 1940 imports have exceeded exports so as to cause an unfavor-
able balance of trade but not in sufficient amounts as to cause balance
of payments problems (see table 36). The import items, however, have
changed drastically since 1910; the demand is far less oriented toward
consumer goods than toward production goods. In the process, Mexico
had generally succeeded in substituting domestically produced goods
for former import items and, thus, in allowing the country to concen-
trate the expenditure of foreign exchange earnings on capital goods,
rather than on foodstuffs, in which it is now virtually self-sufficient.

Much of the success in maintaining a relatively favorable balance
of payments position can be explained not only by the rapid growth
in tourism and-border trade but also by the increased inflow of foreign
capital to the country. While growth in amortization payments has
recently caused some disquietude, the rate of growth in the Mexican
economy, coupled with the growth in capital inflow due to confidence
in the stability of the economy, has generally meant that debt servicing
has not been suniently large enough to counteract the favorable bal-
ance of payments position of Mexico (see ch. 25, Banking and
Currency).
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With the ratios of merchandise exports and imports to the gross
national product at only 5.0 and 7.9 ptweent, respectively, in 1967 and
only 3 percent of the labor force devoted to international trade, the
external economic activities of Mexico have contributed greatly to
the growth of the economy since World War II. These activities stimu-
late commerce and industry, as opposed to subsistence farming; they-
have aided in the development of, the north, via tourism and border
trade; and capital inflows and commodity imports into strategic areas
of the economy contribute to the growth of the national product.

FOREIGN TRADE PATTERNS

If one excludes exports of gold and silver and the amount attribut-
able to border trade, one finds that Mexico has consistently run a bal-
ance of trade deficit over the last 60 years. While total trade has grown
rapidly, exports as a percentage of imports have been practically
constant, 72.4 percent in 1966 as compared with 72.5 percent in 1910.
Moreover, the relative annual rates of increase of imports and exports
have tended to be similar; the ratio of exports to imports has tended
to remain near 73 percent (plus or minus 5 percent) in any given year.

The types of products involved in the trade deficit have changed.
In 1910 the trade balance deficit was produced essentially by an excess
of consumer goods imports over consumer goods exports, whereas in
1967 the deficit was produced by an excess of production goods imports
over production goods exports. This shift reflects the demands induced
by rapid economic development and the process of import substitution.
Particularly with regard to processed food and drink, the consumer
goods trade deficit has been converted to a large and growing surplus
aiding Mexico's capacity to purchase investment goods. The small 1910
surplus in trade of production goods was quickly converted into a
large deficit, stemming from the rapid growth in imports of proc-
essed raw materials and of investment goods. Mexico's trade balance
deficit thus reflects attempts to attain a more balanced and more highly
industrialized economy.

Exports,

Mexico's capacity to generate foreign exchange earnings through
exports has expanded rapidly since 1910, particularly after 1940. Only
in the late 1950's was there a somewhat prolonged period of relative
stagnation, a consequence of the Korean War period. The growth in
tail exports has generally been steady since 1940, a rate of growth
surpassed by few other countrie,:, especially since 1960 (see table 37).

Unlike many developing nations, Mexico has been able to diversify
its export base. This reduces the risk of payment crises stemming from
the fall in the world price of ono or two commodities. This diversifica-
tion is a consequence of the rapid rise in the importance of agricul-
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turd products. Agricult u rid products now account for some 0 percent
gf total exports; if manufactured food items were added to this cate-
gory, this would account for approximately one-half Mexico's exports.
Only cotton, however, amounts to more than 10 percent of the total
exports, and there are clear signsihat its relative weight may well fall
below that figure h) 1970. Of the other items, sugar, coffee, and corn
occasionally exceed 5 percent of total exports.

The rise in the relative importance of agricultural exports hiss been
at the expense of certain mineral exports, particularly copper, lead,
and zinc, although, in a more common accounting procedure, gold-and
silver would also have to be included. Petroleum, sulphur, and salt
has ss replaced these metals as Mexico's most important mineral
expo4 Ah offshoot of this latter trend is a very rapid expansion of
ellen-ticAl exports.

Manufactured goods base experienced the most rapid growth of
any export category, rising from just over 2 percent of total exports in
1910 to nearly 20 percent in the mid-1960's. This is observable especially
in the growth in processed and durable goods exports between 1910
and 1967,The, total of these heals grew from 2.0 percent in 1910 to
23.6 percent in 1967 as a proportion of total exports. These manu-
factured exports reflect an economy ss hose comparative advantage still
lies in selling commodities based on primary products, foodstuffs
(particularly sugar), chemicals, and textiles account for three-quarters
of this category. However, such items as synthetic hormones, books,
electrical equipment, machinery parts, and specialty industrial prod-.
nets are becoming increasingly important in Mexico's .oternational,
sales. The recent development of these exports underscores the grow/
ing diversification of Mexico's export base a'1 the development of the.
country's industrial base.

From 1945 until 1960 cotton accounted for some 25 percent. cif the
country's total merchandise export earning;-, placing Mexico second
to the -United States- in total shipments to %%odd markets (§44.11. 19,
Agriculture). This gross tit and des elopment was stimulated-by high
world prices for cotton, a consequence of the reduced exportable supply
by the United States.

The expansion of the cotton export industry has contributed to.the
development of the Mexican economy in two ways. It has shifted
Mexican agriculture assay from subsistence farOng and into large-
scale commerci0 agriculture, and it has helped Mexico move ass ay from
he r extreme geographic dependence on the U.S. market.

Declining world prices during the 19.60's have tended to reduce
cotton's importance in the total picture Of Mexican exports. Recently,
sonic cotton land has been replanted ss it h wheat, formerly a major im-
port item but now an export item of potential importance if world
demand increases.
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Coffee has been an important Mexican export throughout the 20th
century. By the mid-1950's Mexico's collep earnings reached their all
time high levels, only to be drastically reduced by the expansion of
African production. In 1958 Mexico became a party to a set of global

-,
export agreinnents and the initial response to these agreements was a
steep rise of Mexican coffee earnings, follow ed, however, by an equally
rapid decline.

Although Mexico has produced sugar since the time of the Spanish
Conquest, it was a net importer until the Korean War. Mexico's ability
to produce sugar developed when other sugar-producing nations
agreed to control supply and thus maintain stability in 'the interim-
timial price. Mekico then tried to enlarge its quota with the United
States whose internal sugar price is usually higher than the interna-
tional price. Mexican pleas for increased quotas were to no avail until
the Cuban crisis of 1959-60. In that period, Mexico's U.S. allotment
was quadrupled, so that until recently virtually all of Mexico's sugar
'exports have gone to the United States.

The three commodities mentioned above, cotton, coffee and sugar,
have accounted for 30 percent or more of Mexico's export earnings
since about 19501 falling off in 1964-1065 to less than a quarter of the
export returns. Fruits and vegetables grown specifically to supplement
U.S. domestic supplies have become prominent in recent years, ac-
counting now for more than 5 percent of total exports_Most important
in this group are tomatoes, strawberries, watermelons, cantaloupes,
and citrus fruits. These produCts seem likely to grow in importance and
earning power.

Two of her products of apparently growing export importance are
pineapples and honey. Mexico is now the fourth largest producer of
honey in the world. But perhaps the most striking development in
Mexico's agricultural exports is wheat and corn. The international
sale of these products, introduced in the mid-1960's, indicate the de-
gree to which Mexico has attained self-sufficiency in the production of
bay 'e, foodstuffs.

Mexico earns approximately 10 percent of its foreign exchange
rough sales of fish and meat. The most important item in this cate-

gory is shrimp, accounting for roughly 90 percent of the export earn-
1

ings in fish. Shrimp wiles are largely a post war phenomemM,stemmin
`front the do elopment of the prows., of quick-freezing fresh foods and
t he more than dolibling of consumpt ion of shrimp in the United States
between 1939 and 1955. Mexico now accounts for a little less than half
the U.S. imports of shrimp, which in turn account for a little more
than half the tota .k-Tnited States supply (,)f shrimp.

Meat exports hare suffered from three serious handicaps: occasional
widespread epidemics of hoof-and-mouth disease; the absence of mod-
ern breeding, feeding, :ilia marketing techniques; and an export quota

C

0 0 4 0 3
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system which as recently as 1966 N'vas strengthened in order to assure
an increased domestic supply of cattle. Nevertheless, since 1960 atti-
tudes on the part of cattlemen as well as the government have caused
many improvement. Most clearly seen are the sizeable imports of
breeding stock from the United States, the development of registered
herds of purebred cattle, and the institution of updated inspection
and grading techniques. These improvements may well mean increased
future importance for meat exports.

As a country whtli over the centuries was noted for its mineral
wealth, Mexico now depends very little on this wealth for export earn-
ings. Whereas at the turn of the century over 80 percent of Mexico's
exports were gold, silver, and other minerals, today only about 20
percent of total export earnings is derived from minerals, of which.
the majority is claimed not by metals but by such commodities as salt,
sulphur, and petroleum. This change is reflected in the fact that the
mining sector of the Mexican economy has expanded less rapidly than
ally other major sector since 1940. Metals have contributed dispropor -.
tionately to this decline, with production of gold, copper, and lead
in particular tending to decline absolutely in volume since the 1950's.

There are several reasons for the decline in development of copper
lead, and zinc exports. First, while world consumption of these metes
has increased substantially since World War II, the total value of
trade in them has been extremely sensitive to shifts in demand in the
industrialized nations. World market prices for copper, lead, and
zinc began to deteriorate in the early 1950's. For Mexico, the effects of,
this weakening in international prices were compounded by reduced
purchases the United States, by the reimposition of United States
copper duties, and by the United States establishment of import quotas
on lead and zinc. Special tax concessions given by the Mexican govern-
ment to foreign investors to so-called "necessary" manufacturing indus-
tries are not given to such investors in the mining industry. Heavy
Mexican export duties are imposed on metal exports with differentially
higher rates on unprocessed materials. This tends to offset advantages
where industrialized nations have put differentially higher import
duties on processed as opposed to unprocessed raw`inaterials. The total
effect is that the foreign exchange earnings from exports of copper,
lead, and zinc in 1967 accounted for less than 4 percent of Mexico's
total merchandise exports, while in 1955 they accounted for about
20' percent.

sulphur production has risen to the point where the coun-
try is the World's second leading sulphur producer, behind only the
Unit.,d States. This rapid rise Was the direct result of Export- Import
Bank \ loans to two United States-controlled companies which dis-
covere large reserves of elemental sulphur in the Isthmus of
Tehua tepee, one of the least developed regions in Mexico. The foreign-

\
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owned companies, since their Mexicanization, have expanded produc-
tion so rapidly that the Mexican government has found it necessary.
to limit exports in any one year to 10 percent of proven reserves in
the_same year, in an attempt to assure future domestic supplies for
agricultural and industrial purposes.

Impetus for the development of the Mexican salt industry was
-_ almost wholly external, occurring primarily after 1960, during a pe-

riod when world consumption was on the rise while domestic consump-
tion was declining in Mexico. Thus, nearly 90 percent of the salt
produced in Mexico is exported and the commodity is rapidly becoming
one of the country's primary foreign exchange earners, the major pur-
chamrs being Japan, the United States, and Canada.

While petroleum and natural gas are major mineral exports of
Mexico, these products may not long stay on the export list. As re-
cently as 1965, the director of the government oil monopoly PetrOleos

= Mexicans (PEMEX) reported great difficulty in staying abreast of
=Athe rapidly increasing domestic consumption of petroleum products.

.The major exports discussed above have typically accounted foi.

percent or more of Mexico's merchandise export earnings. In 1959.
Mexico's 11 most important exports accounted for about 62 percent of
total export earnings (geeitable 87). Today, although the 11 products
on the list have changed in two cases (from copper and meat to corn
and.salt), that list nowaccounts for only about.half the total export

'earnings and appears to be declining. By 1967, it took 16 products to
account for the same 62 percent of Mexico's total merchandise export
earnings. The extent of the diversification of Mexico's export earnings
means that, unlike the case with most developing countries, Mexico's
balance'of payments problems will most probably not come fibm

-tuations in the world price of one or two commodities.

Imports

The size of merchandise imports relative to gross national product
has fallen from 12.7 percent in 1955 to 7.9 percent in 1967. The fact
thatMexico has been able to check the rate of growth of imports with-
out adversely affecting the rate of growth of the gross nation product
is attributable ins part to a successful program of import substitution
(see table 38).

The most dramatic shift in imports has occurred in the area of con-
sumer durable and nondurable goods. Whereas consumer goods had
accounted for some 44 percent of the items imported into Nexico in
1910, by 1967 they accounted for less than 17 percent. All of tfiis change
has come about through increased domestic production of nondurable
consumer goods, particularly foodstuffs, wearing apparel, and
pharmaceuticals. While as a category, consumer durables have
changed relatively. little, the composition of this category has changed
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considerably. FOr instance, instead of importing whole automobiles,
there is a growing tendency to import parts and assemble them at
plants in Mexico. Moreover, electrical appliances are now being built
domestically. Much of the consumer durables imports are now made
up of automobiles and automotive parts.

1964 an automotive integration decree proiided that Mexican
producers of vehicles must achieve an integrated production level of
60 percent or better national content by value.

rod-P uction-goods, on the other hand, make up more than 80 percent
of imports as compared to under 60 percent in 1910. This, of course,
is the mark of a country consciously trying to expand and diversify its
economy. There has been some expansion In the proportion of proc-
essed raw materials imported. Rapid expansion of the petroleum and
coal industries have curtailed the imports of crude petroleum and cook-

' ing coal, and it is now such items as wool and forage products which
account for unprocesstd raw materials imports. In contrast, processed
materials have increased from about 20 percent of imports in
1610 to some 30 percent in 1967. Major items here are scrap and ingot
steel, iron, chemical fertilizers, resins, newsprint, and rubber. The in-
crease in this category would likely have been greater had not domestic
cement and pig iron production increased more than ten-fold and
steel ingot production nearly twenty-fold since 1940. Not surprisingly,
however, it is producer durables which have expanded most rapidly,
growing from just under 30 percent of total merchandise imports in
1910 to over 50 percent in 1967. In this category, machinery, indUstrial
equipment, tractors, telephone and telegraph equipment, earth-moving
equipment, and the like have produced the major portion of the ex-
penditures. This heavy importation of capital equipment clearly indi-
cates the degree to which the Mexican economy has developed.

Direction of Trade

Since 1910, Mexico has experienced shifts in the direction of her
international tradechanges interrupted and perhaps slowed by
World War II and the Korean War (see table 39). The United States
and Europe together controlled almost all trade with Mexico in 1910-
11-- accounting for nearly 98 percent of the exports and 97 percent of
the imports of the country. By 1967, these two areas had become less ,

important.
Prior to World War II, there were signs of a growing diversification

of markets for Mexican exports. In 1910-11 the United States pur-
chased 76.4 percent of Mexico's exports, but by 1935 this proportion
had dropped to just over 01 percent. At the same time, Europe's share
in the export total rose from '21.5 to 28. -f percent, while, even more
importantly. that of Canada and Latin America had risen from a small
1.2 percent to nearly S percent. These trends were radically reversed
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Table 89. Direction ofzMexico's Trade, 1910-1911 arty 1967
(percent)

EXPORTS f IMPORTS

1910-11 1967 1910-11 .1967

Unite& States 76. 4 62. 9 65. 0 62. 9 .

Canada .. 0. 6 0.8 0.4 2. 1
Latin America (except Cuba) 0. 6 P. 5 0. 9 3. 1 -_

Latin American Free Trade Assoc.'
(except Venezuela) 0. 0 4. 9 _0. 6 2. 2 -1

Rest of Latin America 0. & 4. 6 OA 0. 9-
Western Europe 21. 5 16.4 41, 9 25. 5

European Economic Community A 8. 8 9. 6 25. 1 15. 841
European Free Trade Area 3 12. 2 5. 9 12..5 8. 3
Other 0.5 0. 9 4. 3 1.4

Communist countries in J!:urope 0. 0 0. 3 0. 1 0.3
Japan 0.-0 7. 0 0. 2 4. 3
Other countries 0. 9 3. 1 1. 5 1. 8

.'total 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100:0

Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Chile, Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, and Uruguay.
I Belgiuni, France, Italy, Lutembourtr, The Netherlands, and West Germany. Data for 1910-11 is for the.

same countries with the motion that It includes all of Germany, not just West Germany alone.
I Austria, Denmark, Norway, Tortuga', Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom.

Source: Adapted from Qmzercio Exterior de Mexico, 1877-1911; Revista de
Estadistica, Febrero, 1968. -

by World War II, which closed off the European market to Mexico.
In this period, the United States was accounted for practically 90
percent of total Mexican worts and Latin America's share in the
markeh accounted for almost all the rest.

13y 1967, the United States' share had fallen back to near its 1935
level, and the European portion had grown back steadily, achieving
some 16.7 percent of the total market for Mexican exports-a figure
still below its 1911 share, however. The Latin American and Canadian
proportion in Mexico's exports fell off sharply after/the war, main-
taining a generally steady 6 percent of the market through the decade
of the 1950's. The founding of the Latin American Free Trade Asso-
ciation (LAFTA) on June 1, 1961, gave new impetus to this market,
bringing its share in 1967 to 11.2 percent of tota4 exports. The most
striking post -war shifts, however, came in the, markets outside of
Europe and the Western Hemisphere. Whereas before 1950 the de-
mand for Mexican eXports in Asia, Africa, and Oceania had never
amounted to much more. than 3 percent of such total, by 1967 it had
yeached nearly 10 percent. The major growth in this area came first
from Japan, which in 1967 accounted for 7 percent of Mexican exports,
and then Australia, whose share began to rise sharply in the early
j9CO's.
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The shifts in and diversification of the impoit markets of b xico
have been far less pronounced than those in the export mark In
1911, the United States was providing- some 55 percent of ,Mexican
imports, while Europe was supplying 42 percent. The advent of the
IV5vorution and then World War II saw the United States share rise
and the European share fall. By 1945 the United States was supplying
82.7 percent of ,Mexico's imports while the European share was less
than 5 *cent. Since then, these trends have been somewhat reversed.
The United States share by 1967 accounted for just under 63 percent
and the European share for 25.8 percent. Discounting th distortions
wrought by World War II, the Latin American proportion of the
Mexican import market never accounted for much more than 1 per-
cent of the total imports supplied.

The founding of LAFTA spurred the growth of Mexican demand,
for other Latin American products. Moreover, as Mexican. economic
development llecame broader based during, the ear77 1960's, the
demand for imports from other economically*advanced countries, par-
ticularly from Japan, Canada, and Australia, began to increase. Thus,
in 1950 imports from countries outside of Europe and the United

tates amounted to little more than 5 percent of such total, whereas in
1967 they exceeded 11 percent of total Mexican imports. This latter
trend appears* to be accelerating, for almost all of the change has
occurred since 1960.

-Vnited. States

- Although the percentage of the United States share of the Mexican
- export market has fallen since World War II, the absolute value of
United States purchases has risen steadily over the period. Well over
half of U.S. imports from Mexico are consumer goods; and of these
More than 95 percent are food and drink. Nearly half of the latter is
accounted for by five products: coffee, sugar, shrimp, tomatoes, and
meat products. Fruits, other fish products, beer, and tequila make up
the majority of rest of the food and drink category unaccounted
for by the five primary products. Of the less than 5 percent of con-
sumer goods exported to the United States in the forin of consumer
durables, some 40 percent is accounted for by glass, furniture, and

_ -jewelry. Of the approximately 45 percent of Mexican exports to
the United State§ accounted for by production goods, more than half
are nu' procesSed raw materials, of which cotton, zinc, crude petroleum,
and sulphur are most important. Refined lead, binder twine, gasoline,
cooper, laminated steel, and natural gas make up some two:thirds of
the value of the ,processed raw materials. United States imports of
Mexican capital goods are quite small, amounting to little more than

A 5 percent of her imports from that country.
Since the early 1950's the United States share of total Mexican im-

ports has fallen from some 85 percent to less than 63 percent by 1967,

0' 40f-)
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largely replaced by European and Japanese products. yet, the United
States is still far and away the predominant source of Mexico's im-
ports. Approximately half of these imports are of machinery and trans-
portation equipment, of which industrial machinery alone accounts
for about 20 percent of total imports from the United States. Mann-
factured goods, such as,paper and paperboard", scientific instruments,
iron and steel, and metal containers, account for another sixthChem,
icals, cru materials, and mineral fuels, and lubricants make up most
of the rest of these imports. The pattern of these imports is one that
emphasizes producers goods, and is consistent with Mexico's push to-
ward a more diversified economy.

Euiope

While. Europe is relatively less important in Mexico's international
trade than, it was prior to the Revolution, since World War II it has
increased its trade with Mexico to the point that Europe has renewed'
its highly competitive position vis-h-vis the United States. The coun-
tries of the European Common Market, particularly West Germany
and France, carry on the largest portion of the trade between MexicO
and Europe. These countries are followed by the European Free Trade
Association (EFTA) and certain other countries outside of the special
trading groups, especially Spain. Trade with Communist countries-
has expanded very rapidly during the 1960's, but it is still very small,
probably amounting to less than 1 percent of total Mexican foreign

'trade. -

European countries typically import a limited number of MexiCan
commodities or products. In terms of consumer items, most European!.
countries import, Mexican coffee and honey. France purchases Proc-

. essed sugar and Switzerland imports wheat. Mexico exports unproc-
essed cotton and sulphur to most European nations and zinc, lead, and
copper to many of them. Many northern European countries, West

'Germany in particular, also import large quantities of natural and
synthetic hormones from Mexico.

_ In return, Mexico imports a major portion of its capital stock and its
manufactured items from Europe. All major Western European na-
tions supply substantial amounts of machinery to Mexico, either in=
stalled or in parts. Among the specific imports from Europe, telephone
equipment is supplied by West Germany and BelgiuM; hand tools, by
West Germany and Great Britain; electrical transformers, by France
and Italy; turbines, by Switzerland; calculating machinery, by Italy
and Switzerland; tractors, by Great Britain; and, Automobiles and
automotive parts by West Germany, France, Italy, and Great Britain.
In addition, large quantities of insecticides are provided by West
Germany, fertilizers by West Germany and Belgium, resins by West
Germany, photographic film by Belgium, antibiotics by Italy, and
pigments and anilenes by Great Britain and Switzerland. Again, as
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«a5 the case with the I7nited States, Mexico's imports from Europe
tend to be heavily weighted towards producers' goods.

Latin America
Until after the founding of LAFTA in 1961, Mexico's trade with

Latin America amounted to less than 4 percent of the country's total
trade. Her trade with the region, and particularly with her main
trading partners, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, and Peru, has
risen sharply in recent years. Mexico now has a highly favorable
balance of trade with the region. Latin America is rapidly becoming
one of Mexico's major export areasand, not of primary products,
but of manufactured items. In this regard, Mexico has become the
predominant Latin American producer of manufactures exported to
other Latin American countries, such that almost two-thirds of her
exports going to LAFTA countries, for example, are processed and
manufactured commodities. The principal exports are chemicals, metal
and metal products, books, machinery, and textiles. In terms of semi-
processed items, resins and tars have been importat exports, par-
ticularly to Argentina, Chile, and Brazil. In return, Mexico's still
relatit ply small purchases of imports from Latin America concentrate
on primary products.

Other Courark,a
Australia, Canada, and Japan are three other countries, of im-

portance to the Mexican economy. The Australian and Japanese mar-
kets have grown up almost entirely since the mid-1950's. Mexico's
major exports to Canada are fluorite, salt, peanuts, and coffee. Her
major imports are railroad equipment, newsprint, cellulose amiate,
asbestos, installed machinery, and automobiles. More than 80 percent
of 'Mexico's exports to Japan are accounted for by cotton and another
15 percent or so by common salt. Of the other exports, only coffee
and zinc are of any real importance. Japan's list of exports to Mexico
is lengthy and made up of a highly diverse assortment of products.
Again, the imports from these countries reflect a high degree of con-
centration on producers' goods.

Trade Agreements

Mexico has been a party to relatively few bilateral. or multilateral
trade agreements : these agreements haN e had little overall effect on
her trade patterns, except to indicate a desire on her part to diversify
and expand the foreign markets. Mexico has general, most- favored-
nation, bilateral agreements with Belgium, Luxembourg, Brazil,
Canada, Cbile, Costa Rica, Czechoslovakia, the Dominican Republic,
El Sal% ador, France, Greece, Indonesia, Israel, Italy, the Nethetlands,
Poland, the Republic of China, Switzerland, the United Arab Repub-
lic, South Korea, and Yugoslavia. In fact, how( ver, the same most-
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favored-nation treatment is given to all countries with whom Mexico
trades with t he except ion of the LAM.. countries, who get prefer-
ential treatment. The latter multilaterial trade agreement is the only
trade agreement that has shown clear signs of affectingMexico's trade
patterns. Mexico's trade with LAFTA countries has increased more
than six -fold during the first 5 }ear: of the effective existence of the
agre4ent. Aside from these more common agreements Mexico has a
so-caged "payments agreement" with Spain whose overall effect seems
little different from the preceding.

With a few exceptions, all of Mexico's bilateral trade agreements
are very general in nature, providing neither for a channelling of trade
nor for a reduction of tariffs. Those with Indonesia, Italy, Poland, and
Yugoslavia, however, list specific products where exchange between
the countries is to be promoted. None of the bilateral agreements at-
tempt to promote trade through differential duties. This means that
the imports from all but the LAFTA countries are charged identical
specific and ad valorem tariff's and are subject in Mexico to the same
import licensing requirements. The LAFTA agreement, on the other
hand, is specifically intended to provide a tariff union; the parties to
the agreement mutually provide agreed-upon tariff reductions to sig-
natories to the LAFTA arrangement.

Ports of Entry and Exit

The changing pattern of Mexico's foreign trade has had a clearly
discernible effect on the internal economic development of the country.
Thi.4 can be seen by viewing the charge since 1910 in relative impor-
tance of the ports of entry and exit.

The most unambiguous trends in this regard are the rapid increase
in trade carried on through points along the United States-Mexican
border and the even more rapid decline in trade carried on through
the Gulf Coast ports. Aside from the rapidly growing- air - transport
trade from Mexico City and Guadalajara, the northwest region ad-
joining the states of California and Arizona have seen the greatest
increase in trade. This is due to the westward expansion of U.S. popu-
lation and wealth and to the growth in the agricultural, fishing, and
trade industries of northwester,' Mexico. There has been a correspond-
ing population growth in such cities as Tijuana, Mexicali, Nogales,
Ensenada, Guaymas, and Mazatlan during the mid-20th century. Yet,
in spitc of this, the states of Baja California del Norte and Sonora have
the highest per capita income and third highest average family in-
come in Mexico.

The very sharp increase in export trade carried on by Pacific Coast
ports since 1910 resulted from the development of the fishing and
agricultural industries on t' west coast of Mexico, the increased trade
with the west coast of the United States, and the very rapid expo.-
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sion of trade with Japan, Australia, and the west coast members of
LAFTA, Chile, Colombia, and Peru. This latter trend is most clearly
evident in the export traffic carried through such Pacific Coast ports
as Manzanillo and Salina Cruz. . .

Contrasting with the rapid rise in relative importance of the Pa-
cific Coast is the decline of the Gulf Coast and, most notably, the ports
of Veracruz and Tampico. While both ports are still among the Most
important in Mexico in terms of total foreign trade handled, their
decline in overall importance has been sharp and steady. In 1878,
Veracruz was handling over 62 percent of Mexican imports from
abroad. By 1911, this proportion fell to little more than 37 percent
and by 1967 it was 22 percent of Mexico's total imports.

Tampico was a somewhat different phenomenon, for the discovery
of oil increased its importance abruptlyonly to fall again when other
important oil reserves were discovered and means of transport other
than ships were expanded. Thus, in terms of total Mexican exports
handled, Tampico jumped from 3.6 perceo.t. 1878 to 31.5 percent in 1911,
only to fall back to 6.6 percent in 1967. In the same manner, the city's
handling of imports grew from 1.3 percent in 1889 to 21.5 percent in
1911, only to decline to less than 6 percent by 1967. As a consequence,
neither per capita income nor population growth has moved up along
the Gulf' Coast as it has in other areas, particularly in Mexico City
and along the U.S.-Mexican border.

SERVICE TRANSACTIONS
Mexico, unlike most other developing nations, has been able to run

a continuing surplus on its service account. While not completely off-
setting the trade balance deficit, this service account surplus has helped
finance the trade deficit and thus has meant the difference between
stability or instability in the peso. The service account turplus, how-
ever, is rapidly becoming less able to provide a major share of the
foreign exchange earnings required to cover the trade deficit; on aver-
age over the decade of the11.40'5 the surplus covered 88.5 percent of the
trade deficit; during the decade of the 1950's it was 71.5 percent; by
1960, however, it covered only 30.5 percent and by 1966 only 18.8 per-
cent. The burden of financing the trade deficit has thus shifted dramat-
ically during the 1960's to the capital account.

Ey far the most important eleMents in sustaining the service account.
surplus have been tourism and border trade. As of 1967 Mexico stood
second only to Spain in having the highest percentage of its foreign
exchange earnings' (38.4 percent as compared to 43.2 percent for
Spain) received from tourism. Tourist trade increased from 100,000

Lper year just after World War II to some 1.5 million by 1967. Of these
tourists, about 95 percent came from the United States, and of these
more than 60 percent came from the neighboring states of Texas,
California, Arizona, and New Mexico.
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The Mexican share of the United States tourist dollar has risen
greatly since just prior to World War II, now claiming some 21 to
22 percent of total United States travel expenditures. Large-scale
public investment programs have contributed to this growth. For
example, Mexico has developed the most extensive highway network
to be found anywhere in Latin America. Much of this road develop-
ment is laid to match the key north-south trunk lines to Mexico City,
to take advantage of the fact that almost half of-foreign travel in
Mexico is by automobile. To this has been added the extensive National
Border Program to develop the major cities lying along the U.S.-
Mexican border. It has been estimated that every dollar spent by a
tourist in Mexico creates 3.7 dollars in additional national income.

The government has long maintained special customs arrangements
along its borders, having so-called "free zones" or "free perimeters"
in Baja California, Sonora, and the Territory of Quintana Roo where
the distance from domestic suppliers makes strict customs controls
infeasible. These zones where goods can enter duty free if consumed
within the Dane have resulted in rapid development of unrecorded
border imports, not only of producers' goods for nascent local industry
but also of consumer goods for border-domiciled Mexicans. (It was,
estimated that in 1962 in the cities of Tijuana and Mexicali some 55
percent of the goods consumed monthly were imports.) Well aware of
the potential balance of payments problem represented by this border
trade and the import savings its curtailment could represent, the gov-
ernment has gradually removed products from the free list as domestic
transportation and supply have improved.

Of ...he other items in the service account, gold and silver sales and
personal remittances constitute the other major sources of foreign
exchange earnings. Gold and silver, formerly the dominant exports
of Mexico, now account for less than 4 percent of foreign exchange
earnings. World market conditions have long been unfavorable, gen-
erally stemming from artificial price barriers imposed by interna-
tional monetary practices. Silver, the more important Mexican eipprt,
suffers from tile fact that most minable reserves make it a. joint prod-
lid with copOer and lead or zinc. Bocan.se of this, silver production
tends to suffer when the market conditions for the latter commodities
am unfavorable, as they have been since the early 1950's. Moreover,
both commodities (gold and silver) are faced with the same export
restrictions as other Mexican mining products, so that it is not sur-
prising to see the decline in importance of these commodities as foreign
exchange earning sources.

Personal lemittancez were sharply curtailed as a source of foreign
exchange when the bracero program was discontinued in 1964 (see ch.
4, Population ; ch. 21, Labor). On the other hand, interest payments
on public debt have grown tremendously during the 1960's doubling
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from 1960 to 1965 and preliminary figures would appear to indicate a
tripling by 1967. This could pose a very serious balance of payments
problem in the future, unless of course, the rate of growth in merchan-
dise exports and other foreign exchange earning categories keeps pace
with the rate of growth of interest payments on external public debt.
The payments on direct foreign investment have exceeded the re-
ceipts since 1958. This would usually indiCate a net loss of foreign
exchange, except that idnet income tem.!, where profits reinvested in
the country are subtracted out of the outflow, Mexico has frequently
shown a small net increase in foreign exchange from direct foreign
investment during the 1960's (see table 40).

INTERNATIONAL LOANS AND INVESTMENTS

The capital account has been an increasingly important source of
foreign exchange in financing the ever-present postwar deficit in the
current account of the balance of payments. To date, the growth in
the capital account surplus has been sufficient to maintain Mexico's
official reserves. This has been due in large part to the very rapid rate
of increase in the inflow of long-term capital from abroad; On the
whole, short-term capital movements and net security operations have
been relatively small, tending until recently to reduce slightly the
capital account surplus.

Table .40. Direct Foreign Investment in Mexico in Selected Years, 1956-88
(In millions of U.S. dollars)

1955 1960 1962 1964 1lNw g

INCOME 105, 4 78. 4 126. 5 161. 9 188. 1

New investment
Reinvestment

84.
12.

9
5

2 62. 4
10.8

74. 9
38.2

95. 1
50. 2

97. 4
89.5

Intercompany accounts. 8. 0 5. 4 15. 4 , 18.8 19. 2
OUTFLOW 79. 6 141. 6 159. 3 238.1 250. 0

Net pref.,' 61. 1 82. 8 92. 6 140. 2 155. 5

Remittances 48. 6 72. 2 56.4 90.0 86. 0
Reinvestment 12. 5 10. 6 36. 2 50. 2 69. 5
Interest, royalty, and other

payments l& 5 58. 8 86.7 95. 9 94. 5
Net Income +38. 3 -42.6 +3. 4 -24.0 +5. 6

1 Preliminary.
I Omits $116.5 thousand of disinvestment through the purchase of the electric power comixolleo.
1 Net ins=.-income-(outflow-reinvested profits).

Source: Adapted from 1955-1962: Nacional Financiera, Statistics on the Mexican
Economy, pp. 217-218; 1964, 1988: Banco de Mexico, Informe Anual.
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Private dirert foreign investment (i.e., where the investor becomes
the owner or joint owner of an investment) has,been one of the most
rapiOly expanding elements of the long-term capital account, in spite
of the fact that the country's foreign investment policy places primary
emphasis on loans from foreign governments or international lending
institutions to the Mexican government or its public agencies. Mexico,
however, does not go out of its way to discourage direct private invest-
ment. Rather, it broadly defines the purview of foreign investment
activity. Investments by foreigners and the earnings from them may
be freely remitted, but foreign investors do .not receive any special
benefits beyond those available to domestic investors, and there are
certain constitutional, statutory, and regulatory limitations on their
actions.

..,

This attitude toward foreign investment developed from an his-
torical context of what Mexicans term "foreign exploitation" and "eco-
nomic colonialism." In 1911, for example, U.S. investment in Mexico
represented almost half the wealth of the country. By 1939, however,
foreign capital financed only 15 percent of the total fixed investment
in Mexico.

Once foreign investors got over the fear of expropriation created
by the nationalization of the railroads in 1937 and the petroleum in-
dustry in 1938, foreign capital began to return in large quantities.
Today there are nearly US$2 billion of direct foreign investment. In
1965, some 75 percent of this capital came from, the ,United States.
Whereas formerly the Mexican government considered private for-
eign investment exploitative, particularly in the sense of an overly
rapid exhangt ion of non-renewable natural resources, ii, now considers

-that investment to be complementing the pattern the state feels is nec-
essary to insure rap;d and balanced growth. In 1938 private foreign
investment was reduced to zero in petroleum because of nationaliza-
tion. At that time 25 percent of the foreign funds were still in mining,
32 percent in electric energy production, and 31 percent in transport
and commuoications; only 6 percent was invested it , nufacturing.
By 1965, more than-60 percent of direct foreign in ent was in
maufacturing; the mining total fell to 10 percent and commercial
activities about 12 percent. Moreover, foreign investment has
contributed significantly to the process of import substitu-
tion which has helped maintain a favorable balance of payments
during the postwar period. This beneficial aspect of direct foreign
investment has not shown any consistent pattern of being outweighed
through the reparation of profits to the investing countries.

The statistics on capital movements since World War II indicate a
growing importance in the use of foreign development loans relative,
to new direct private investment. Since 1956 medium and Ming -term
credits have exceeded by a considerable margin new direct investment,
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year by year. During the period 1942-1965, new direct investment
from private foreign sources financed 5.7 percent of gross private
fixed investment. Net credits from foreign development loans financed
11.4 percent of the gross had capital formation by the public sector
during the same periocl.,The total contribution of foreign capital was
'10.7 percent of gross internal investment.

Mexico receives no foreign aid in fostering its economic develop-
ment. Alliance for Progress funds were discontinued soon after their
inception due to the already high performance of the Mexican econ-
omy. Rather, the Mexican government, generally through Nacional
Financiera, a national industrial development bank, has negotiated
for loans from international lending institutions or foreign govern-
ments. The direct, external debt of the federal government -nearly
tripled from $149.6 million in 1961 to $438.4 million in 1966. Some 91
percent of the external debt corresponds to international credits.

Since 1950, the total debt increased over four-fold and international
credits rose fifteen-fold. The peNentage of the external public debt
with respect to gross national product has not exceeded 10 percent
since 1950, although by 1964 it had risen to 9.6 percent from a low
of 5.6 percent in 1956-1957. The proportion of external debt with
respect to merchandise exports has never been than 100 Percent
since 1960, rising to 168.5 percent in 1964. Fearing the potentially

'adverse affect the growing debt servicing payments could have on
the balance of payments, the government has attempted to slow the
growth of the external public debt and has also tried to lengthen the
amortization periods of newly acquired credits; A critical problem in
the rapid growth of this foreign debt is clear from the fact that, as
of June 30, 1966,,over 30 percent of the external debt was due to be
amortized within a year and a half and 70 percent would fall due in
little over 5 years. While a growing economy may. well handle the
servicing of the debt, unless the growth in the capital inflow or in
export earnings should maintain pace with debt servicing require-
ments, a balance of payments problem could ensue. In anticipation of
this potentiality the government slowed the rate of increase in external
public debt after 1964, so that by 1966 as a proportion of Grois Na-
tional Product it had fallen to 8.3 percent and as a proportion of
merchandise exports it had declined to 158.6 percent.

Most of the public debt is handled by Nacional Financiera, either
directly or as guarantor. Typically, it has come from international
lending agencies (that is, the World Bank, the Export-Import Bank,
the Inter-American Development Bank, or the Agency for Interna-
tional Development) or other large private banking or lending in-
stitutions. Mexico of late, however, has been able to float very largo
bond blocks on U.S. and European .securities markets and have them
purchased entirely within very short periods of time. Between 1942
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and 1964, some 43 perc2t of the financing obtained abroad through
the _intervention of Nacional Financierk was through international
lending agencies; nearly 33 percent in the form of guarantees, endorse-
ments, and acceptances; and,. about 17 percent,through other banking
institutions. Of the'se credits, nearly 30 percent went to electric power
production, 9.2 percent to manufacturing industries (mainly, petit,-
ieum,transportation equipment, metals,, and chemicals)', and some 17
percent- each to the transport industry and the construction industry.
This capital inflow, thus, not only contributed to the surplus on capital
account and the maintenance of a favorable balance of payments,,but
also it has been an important element in preventing bottlenecks in
critical sectors of the economy where less pronounced development
would have seriously reduced Mexico's rate of growth.

THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

The Mexican government's policies toward foreign trade reflect
much the same general attitudes as govern her policies in international
?billies, namely, trade with any country regardless of the political or
socio-economic attitudes of that country. As long as trade would be
mutually advantageous, Mexico will willinglynter international trade
with -any nation.

Complementing this, the main objective of the Mexican govern-
ment's policy is import substitution by domestic products. That is, in
order to reduce the trade balance deficit to a minimum consistent with
the demands of growth, the Mexican government has attempted not
so much to restrict imports per se as to attempt to expand exports
while using imported'capital and parts to establish industries which
will provide goods in areas where imports were formerly necessary.
The objective is to obtain maximum self-sufficiency, but the easiest
areas of import substitution are now generally gbne, as the govern-
ment admits, and the more difficult terrain of providing relative expan-
sion in intermediateand capitalgoods production must now be
faced.

The basic instrument the Mexican government has used to regulate
international trade is the manipulation of tariffs, particularly import
duties. The rate structure of the import tariff system is combosed of
a specific ditty, based on weight or quantity, plus an ad valorem duty
which is assessed either on invoice value or on officially determined
value (to prevent under-invoicing), whichever is higher. Some duty.
rates are relatively high, particularly on what the government deter-
mines to be "luxury goods" and on products which compete with
domestic industries. The importation of some items, including arms,-
munitions, narcotics, some drugs, and chocolate confections, are pro-
hibited. Other items, on the other hand, are allowed in duty free
including certain raw materials, certain drugs and insecticides,
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pedigreld animals, free catalogs with technical instructions, various
'ores and minerals, propane and butane gas, natural gypsum and
numerous chemicals, linotypes, and certain machinery and equipment

,, when determined to be needed for Mexico's economic development.
The 'met ial). import duty in Mexico is estimated to be little more than
60 percent, rising to its highest levels of protection with consumer
durables (147 percent), processed consumer -nondurables (117 per-

; cent), and processed foods (110 percent)that is, in areas where
attempLi to spur import substitution have been gi4atest. On the other
hand, tariffs are lowest on importants of capital goods (14 percent) and
intermediate products (23 percent).

Although the Mexican tariff structure on average may seem high, it
is low in comparison with other large Latin American countries. More-
over, total receipts of the federal government would seem to indicate
the effectiveness of the import substitution program. For, whereas as
recently as 1960 tariff revenues accounted for some 25 percent of the
government's total revenues, by 1967 they accounted for little more.
than 14 percent.

Mexico uses other selective control mechanisms to affect the pattern
of its foreign trade. The most important is a quota structure regulated
by licensing arrangements. Goods representing about two-thirds of the
total value of Mexico's merchandise imports are'subject to import
licenses. Tile licenses are not granted for the importation of products
which are now or potentially in the near future produced in Mexico,
or for which dothestically produced goods can be substituted. The
policy objective is to direct investment to those sectors of the Mexican
economy which are deemed to require increased production and to
ensure that foreign exchange is utilized primarily on those purchases
the government has determined to be essential. This import licensing
system is generally applied in a nondiscriminatory fashion, treating
imports from all countries equally, except for LAFTA countries where
preferential treatment is accorded. Export quotas, on the other hand,
are few, used mainly to ensure supplies for what the government has
determined to be domestic needs. The controls are most strongly ap-
plied to raw materials to prevent excessive export of irreplaceable
natural resomces and are frequently used to ensure domestic processing
and manufacturing, for both internal consumption and export pur-
poses. Unlike many other Latin American countries, Mexico has not
resorted to exchange controls and differential exchange rates to affect
its trade patterns.

As in other policy matters, the President of Mexico has effective
power and authority over foreign trade arrangements (see ch. 13, The
Governmental System). Within the executive branch, the president
has delegated the responsibility for administering tariff policy to the
Secretaria de Hacienda (Finance Ministry) and quantitative controls
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to the Secretaria de Industria y Comercio (Industry and Commerce
Minister). In theory, tariff policy is to be formulated jointly by gov-
ernment and private interests through a mixed Comision General de
Aranceles (the general tariff commission). The commission as such,
however, has generally not functioned effectively, in part due to the
governinent's own desire to maintain maximum policy flexibility, in
part because of the private sector's own conflicting interests making a
single sectoral voice impossible, and in part because of the private
sectors' general satisfaction with the governments' willingness to ap-
prove petitions of individual businessmen. Discord betiveen the
Finance Ministry and private business groups has typically been less
over specific tariff rates than over red tape and time-consuming bureau-

,cratic procedures.
The generally routine nature of tariff policy determination is in

sharp contrast to the complicated factors involved in quantitative
controls determination. Whereas a tariff is a matter of public record
and a general instrument applied equally to all importers, quantita-

-\ tive controls, administered through import licenses, are poorly pub4-
\ cized and determined on a case-by-case basis and therefore stimulate
\deep and continuous involvement by private business interests. The
list itself is determined by the interaction of two forces; balance of
payment Crises and industries whose production is to be protected from
outside competition. Once a product reaches the quota list it seldom
is removed, thus providing a process of continuous expansion in the
government's potential authority to affect trade patterns.

While the quota list changes relatively slowly, the policies for grant-
ing licenses change fairly rapidly. Decisions approving or rejecting
an application are not a matter of public record, and the license.once
granted is non-transferrable. Therefore, there is every incentive for
private interests to participate actively in the licensing procedures.
More than two dozen committees exist to plead the case of various
industries, each committee consisting of an official of the Secretaria de
Industria y Comercio (the acting chairman), and representatives of
the organizations of private industrial or commercial enterprises.

These committees, at the request of the Secretaria de Industria y
Comercio, recommend, by majority vote, that the government either
grant or deny a license. Regulations issued in 1956 state the licenses
are to be granted when the national product is obtainable only under
conditions which compare unfavorably with the foreign product, as
far as quality and time of delivery are concerned. A license may also
be granted when no domestic substitutes are available, when a tempo-
rary shortage exists, when national production seems inadequate to
meet national demand, or when a build-up of a reserve of a commodity
or product is deemed necessary. Notable in its absence from the list is
the price element. Frequently, however, the government has used the
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threat of allowing import of competitive finished products if domestic
producers did not reduce their "excessively" high prices. In general,
however, the role of private enterprise in license and quota determina-
tion is purely advisory, and the government gives more or less consid-
eration to a committee's recommendation according to shifts in Mex-
ico's over-all trade policies. In fact, the government now tends to use
the committee discussions as a means of obtaining information on the
state of domestic manufacturing and on the possibilities for broaden-
ing the scope of import substitution in various areas of the economy.

At the institutional level, not only are the committees described
above important but likewise, if not more so, are two pressure groups
created by the government, the ConfederaciOn de Cameras Industria-
les--CONCAMIN (Confederation of Chambers of Industry) and the
Cimara Nacional d la Industria de TransformaciOnCNIT (Na-
tional Chamber of Mnufrieturing). While legally CNIT is a part of
CONCAMIN, in prrectice the two represent opposing viewpoints on
the central issues of the pattern of industrialization. The spokesmen
in CNIT represent small- and medium-sized enterprises, whose position
is such that they must rely on domestically produced intermediate
products. Therefore, they support the greatest possible import restric-
tions in order to curb the competitive advantage of larger firms which
can buy internationally. The CONCAMIN, on the other hand, is the
spokesmen for large-scale industry, including foreign-owned subsid-
iaries, and has generally opposed the government's program of do-
mestic industrial integration and has sought to maintain some degree
of access to imported materials and components.

It is this inability to present a unified front (even within an orga-
nization) to the agencies charged with the administration of the for-
eign trade policy that has weakened private enterprise's bargaining
position at the institutional level. And this situation, is further exaccer-
bated by the lack of centralization in a single authority of the power
to create and administer protectionist policies. This makes group deci-
sions of policy direction relatively inconsequential in Mexico, eveti
though superficially this would not seem to be the case. It also makes
direct contact between individual entrepreneurs and government offi-
cials of utmost importance in the final decisions. It is these contacts
which determine the relative bargaining strength of a firm's position
vis-à-vis the government and other firms in the industry. And it is
these contacts which, while not necessarily determining the overall

. direction of foreign trade policy, influence how the stated policy will
affect individual firms and entrepreneurs.

Aside from the policy elements controlling the direction and flow
of foreign trade through tariff and quantitative controls, the Mexi-
can government arso attempts to assist in the growth and develop-
ment of exports through the provision of credit (see ch. 25, Banking
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and Currency). The Banco Nacional do Comercio,Exterior (Foreign
Conmieree Barak) basically provides three types of credit : for the
financing, particularly by public sector entities, of import-export

Operations; for the exportation of agricultural, livestock, and indus-
trial items; and for local commerce. By 1965, the Foreign Commerce
Bank had arranged for some $32.0 million in credits. The Fondo pare
el Fomento do las Exportaciones de Productos Mann facturados (Fund
for the Development of the Export of Manufactured Products), a,
a trust fund controlled by the Banco Ile Mexico, extends credit if the
payment for the product being exported is in Mexican pesos or U.S.
dollars. It funds its operations through a, 10 percent ad valorem tax
on certain imports. The Fondo para la PromociOn de,las Exporta-
ciones Mexicanas (Fund, for the Promotion of Mexican Exports), con-
trolled by the Foreign Commerce Bank, was created in August 1966
to help finance various promotional activities and to provide direct
help to exporters. Finally, the Foreign Commerce Bank, through the
Centro Nacional de Information sobre Comercio Exterior (CENICE,
the National Center for Information about Foreign Commerce) pro-
vides information about the conditions and capacity of various foreign
markets, transport problems, packing and shipping problems, and the
organization i)f commercial missions, and makes special studies on
products and markets.
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CHAPTER 24

PUBLIC FINANCE

Fiscally, Mexico is highly centralized. The federal government takes
in approximately four-fifths of the nation's tax revenues and does vir-
tually all public borrowing. Of equal importance, however, are the
revenues of its autonomous agencies, which are mainly engaged in the
provision of social security, power, and transportation. Together, the
direct and indirect activities of the central government represent
somewhat over one-fourth of the gross national product (GNP).

In spite of the important role of government in the national econ-
omy, the tax burden is comparatively light; total tax receipts at all
levels of government represent between 11 and 12 percent of GNP,
inclusive of social' security contributions. What is more, compared
with most Latin American countries, the incidence of taxation on
lower income groups is light. Almost half of the federal tax receipts
are provided by a moderately progressive system of personal and cor-
porate net income taxation.

Because of the large role of autonomous public enterprises (the
most important of which are included in the federal budget), com-
parisons based on the budgetary share of various types of expenditure
tend to be somewhat misleading; a clearer picture is obtained by pre-
senting them as a percentage of the GNP. Actual federal outlays in
1966, based on the consolidated budget, represented the following pro-
portions of GNP for that year: economic infrastructure and basic in-
dustry, ._15.0 percent; debt service, 4.5 percent; social security and
welfare, 2.5 percent; public education 1.7 percent; general adminis-
tration, i.0 percent; public health, 0.9 percent; irrigation, conserva-
tion, and resource development, 0.8 percent; and the armed services,
0.7 percent. The preponderance of public outlays on such economic
infrastructure as power, irrigation, transport, and communications
is the outcome of a clearly recognized system of priorities in the allo-
cation of scarce resources.

The more usual basis of comparison, applied to direct federal ex-
penditures for the same year, presents a much more favorable picture
in terms of outlays on social infrastructure :14.3 percent of the budget
for public education, 7.8 percent for social security, and 6.8 percent
for public health, and 5.5 percent for defense.
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There is always ti wide discrepancy between Mexican budgetary esti-
mates of direct federa\l expenditures and actual outlays. Thus, for 1966
the budgetary estima e approved by congress showed 25.7 percent
going to education, wh eas only 14.3 percent was spent for this pur-
pose, although the sum t'imated and that spent were nearly the same.
These budgetary f?recaits characteristically underestimate. both
revenues and expenditures\by 30 or 40 percent, and are subsequently
revised upward at the discretion of the executive.

In spite of the wide deviation between budgetary estimates and
actual expenditures, and extensive use of the federal borrowing power,.
the fiscal policy of the government in recent years has been conserv-
ative. Although the manner in which published figureson the national
accounts are presented prevents their precise interpretation, they leave
no doubt that a considerable proportion of long term capital outlays
are financed out of current revenuesa practice that has come under
some criticism from those who wish to see an increase in current out-
lays in the social sector. Capital outlays are preponderantly on self-
liquidating projects and economic infrastructure (such as power and
irrigation)'; there is no deadweight debt incurred for purposes which
make not corresponding contribution, direct or indirect, to the fiscal
resources of the government.

In recent years, the country's international credit has been firmly
established. On December 31; 1967, outstanding obligations of the
federal government, including contingent liabilities arising from
guaranties, amounted to approximately 18.3 percent of the GNP, while
external obligations came to only 5.3 percent.

SOURCES OF REVENUE

In any consideration of the revenue sources of the Mexican federal
government, it is necessary to distinguish at the outset between those
of the direct federal budget and those of the autonomous government
organizations and state enterprises which have been brought within the
purview of the federal budgetary process. In 1967, the total revenues'
of both amounted to 79.5 billion .pesos (12.5 pesos= US$1), of which
40.5 billion, or 51 percent, went to the federal govermnent and 38.9
billion, or 49 percent, went to the autonomous organizations. Tho
revenues of both amounted to approximately 26.4 percentnf GNP.

Of the total direct revenues of the federal government, 24.4 billion
were derived from taxes (see table 44). This represented 8.1 percent
of GNP, a ratio which has shown a slight upward trend over the past
decade. Total tax collections at all levels of government averaged 11.5
percent of GNP from 1960 to 1967-7.5 percent by the federal govern-
ment, 0.9 percent by the Federal District, 1.6 percent by the states and
municipalities, and 1.5 percent n social security contributions. Al-
though the economic role of the government in Mexico is relatively
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laege, in terms of GNP, it is e% ident that the tax burden is small.
In mu, t,.aatd the goals enunciated in the 1960's by the Alliance

for Progress, Mexico has shifted, in the course of the last three decodes,
toward a less regressk e tax system. In 1910, about one-fourth of
federal tax revenues came front direct taxation, v hile about three-
fourths came from indirect taxes. In 1967. move than half came from
direct taxation over 10 percent from income taxation alone, which
had contributed less than S percent in 1939 and only 21 percent in
1950. Since the federal income tax is moderately progressive, and
Mexican import duties, as a rule, do not bear helix ily on lomer income
groups, the tax system as a whole is far more progressive than in most
other Latin American countries.

During the 1960's, the income tax has been simplified and collection
procedures have been improved. Before 1962, there was no personal
net income tax; there was instead a system %vhereLy taxes w ere charged
to income on the basis of its source, under nine different schedules. In
1962, the first move was made toward a pi '1 net income tax; the
aggregate of personal income in excess of 1L )0 pesos, derived from
several scheduled sources, w as made subject to a special surtax. Effec-
tive January 1, 1965, howo er, an entirely new income tax law was
passed, doing away with the former system.

The new law establishes two classes of taxpayers: business enter-
prises, which are subject to a single schedule of new income taxation;
and individuals, who are taxed, with certain exemptions and deduc-
tions, on income from capital or personal services. Where an individ-
ual's taxable income does not exceed 100,000 pesos, he may be taxed
separately on the two types of personal income. If his taxable income
is in excess of 100,000 pesos, the total of both forms of income is taxed
under another schedule applicable to overall personal income from
both sources. The rates on personal income rise progressively up to
300,000 pesos in taxable income, ani income in excess of this amount is
taxable at 35 percent. Dividend income from Mexican business enter-
prises other titan sole proprietorships is specially treated and subject
to withholding at the source, at a maximum rate of 20 percent.

Busines.4 enterprises of all types are subject to an overall tax on net
income from all sources (with certain exceptions designed to avoid
double taxation). The tax is steeply progressi% e up to 500,000 pea
in taxable net income; above that amount, it is taxed at 42 percent.

During the 1960's reforms have been made in the administration a
ti c 'ax. In 1962, a Federal Registry of Taxpayers was established; its
initial purpose was to list all taxpayers, assigning each a number to
be used in ideni ifying documents related to income and expenditures.
The ultimate purpose is to bring income tax administration under data
processing control. Partly as a result of tightened administrative,pro-
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cedures, the nuinber of registered taxpayers rose from 2.5 million at
the end of 1962 to 8.3 million in June 1968.

Under the tightened procedures, there has been a trend toward in-
creased income tax collections from individuals, as compared with
collections from business enterprises. In 1960, enterprises accounted
for 74.6 percent of total income tax re% enue : by 1965, this proportion
had dropped to less than 58 percent. With improved administration,
the relative increase in the contribution of income taxation to total
federal tax revenues would probably have been elm greater, but the
government pro% ides liberal fiscal incentis es for corporate investment
and reinvestment. Thus, under the Law for the Encouragement of
Industry, "new and needed" industries may be granted tax concessions,
including exemptions from up to 40 percent of their income
ties, for period of up to 10 years (see ch. 20, Industry). The income
tax law also permits accelerated deprck.iation for firms that make new
investments in machinery and equipment. Firms producing manu-
factured goods for export may also be eligible for benefits, including
reductions in the income tax.

The gross receipts tax (impuestu sabre ihgresos mercantiles) is im-
portant in the Mexican tax system, consistently producing around one-
tenth of total federal tax revenues (11.7 percent in 1966). The tax ap-
plies to gross receipts derived from regular sales, transfers, or rentals
of goods and property (exclusise of land and buildings), and to the
rendering of commercial services. Taxable receipts are subject to a 1.8
percent rate, and to an additional rate of 1.2 percent in the Federal
District and territories and in those states that have abolished their
own taxes on commerce and industry in return for a share of the gross
receipts tax revenues collected in their jurisdiction. The gross receipts
tax, with a maximum combined rate of 3 percent, is collected re-
peatedly at the manufacturing, wholesale, and retail levels, falling
on the same goods at various stages of processing: it has apparently
pro% ided considerable incentis e fur corporate management to inte-
grate vertically as a means of avoiding of double taxation.
j Duties on imports and exports continue to be important, though
heir role in the federal tax system is declining (see ch. 23, Foreign

Economic Relations). In 1910, taxes on foreign trade represented 35.9
percent of the total fiscal revenues of the federal government ; in 1966,
their relative contribution had fallen to 23.3 percent. A basic change
in the nation's pconomic policy underlies this trend. Up to World
War II, customs duties were employed mainly as a revenue source;
under a policy designed to promote Mexican industrialization, he
ever, import duties on finished goods are often fixed at levels which
exclude them. Producer goods, on the other band, may be admitted
duty free for the benefit of the Mexican manufacturers who use them.
The government is also acthely interested in promoting and diversi-
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fying exports and has shown increasing unwillingness to burden them
with export duties, except in the ease of the unprocessed products of
extractive industries.

The other major source of tan. revenues is the series of excise and /
similar taxes imposed on the production and consumption of goods,
end services, including alcohol, automobiles, sugar, tobacco, and elec-
trical energy. The importance of these taxes fell considerably after
World War II, but has again increased in recent ears, accounting
for over 20 percent of federal tiai revenues in 1966.

FEDERAL EXPV4DITURES

The federal estimate of budgetary expenditures is presented to
congress with various analytical breakdowns. These include an admin-
istrative budget of direct federal expenditures by the ministries (see
table 42) and a consolidated capital budget (see table 43). There is
also a breakdown in terms of economic impact (see table 44).

All these budgets are affected by the marked discrepancy between
budgetary estimates and actual outlays. Thus, although estimat.:-s vi
direct federal outlays for 1966 were projected at 20.1 billion pesos, a
final accounting showed actual expenditures of 32.5 billion. While
some of the difference arose from the practice of including both in-
terest and debt retirement under single heading for debt service,
most was the outcome of actual increases in expenditures, as corn-,
pared with the congressionally approved estimates. Relatively small
differences between estimated and actual figures are snown for most
categories. Outlays under the important heading of industrial de-
velopment, however, showed an increase from 18.0 billion pesos to
29.5 billion, most of which represented increases in direct federal
expenditures.

Greatly increased outlays on industrial development, as compared
with the congressional estimates, also affect the capital budget. Thus,
in 1967 the estimated capital budget showed a total of only 11.2 billion
pesos, while actual outlays amounted to 21.0 billion.

The relative importance of capital outlays on industrial development
may be seen in the actual figures for 1967, and in the amounts pro-
grammed for expenditure in 1968 by September 1 of that year. In 1967,
out of a total of 21.0 billion pesos, 61.7 percent went to industry, trans-
port, and communications, 22.7 percent for investment in social
infrastructure, and 9.6 percent to irrigation. Programmed capital in-
vestments of 24.5 billion pesos for 1968 were 61.9 percent for industry,
transport, and communications, 24.6 percent for social infrastructure,
and 9.8 percent for irrigation. Thus, characteristically, around three-
fourths of capital outlays by the federal government and its auton-
omous organizations is being channeled into economic infrastructure.
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The consolidated budget shows a similar pattern, with around 60
percent of the total (current and capital) outlays generally being -';-
rected into economic and 20 percent into social activities, while ar'
5 ,percent goes for general administration and less than 3 pert for
defense.

The pattern of federal expenditures th___,_ribed is con,' -Int with
Mexico's recent history of industrialization and rapid eco- ,ic growth.
In terms of future development, however, the relatively low level of
such expenditures as those on public educationwhich in 1966 repre-
sented 14.4 percent of the direct federal budget, 7.0 percent of the
consolidated budget, and only 1.7 percent of GNPmay limit the
potential for continuation of rapid growth.

INCOME AND EXPENDITURES OF DECENTRALIZED
AGENCIES AND STATE CORPORATIONS

The economic activity of the Mexican federal government is far
larger than that indicated by its direct revenues and expenditures. It
includes a large number of decentralized agencies (organiemos de-
eentralizados) established by law or decree for the performance of
specialized public or social services. Included also re a number of
wholly nationalized corporations, which can be described as state cor-
porations. Finally, there are numerous state participation enterprises
(empresas de participation &stated) organized like private corpora-
tions but controlled by the state, either through majority stock owner-
ship, by a charter establishing a series of stock .to which only the
government can subscribe, or by requiring government selection of a
majority of the board of directors. The government has also on oc-
casion stipulated representation on the boards of irectors of private
companies, in return for federal guaranties of credi . ysthough many
decentralized . and state participation enterprises remain outside the
federal budget, beginning with the budget of 1965 the major decen-
tralized agencies and state corporations were brought within its
purview.

The autonomous organizations within the scope of the federal
budget are of great importance to the economic and social develop-
ment of Mexico. They include the key energy producers, major trans-
portation agencies, and social welfare institutions. The energy sources
under the budget include the national petroleum monopoly (Petroleos
Mexicanos) and the organizations which supply all of the nation's
public electric power. The transportation agencies covered are the
four government railway companies which made up the country's rail
system, the largest airline, the federal toll road agency, and the federal
airport authority.
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Table 1,3. Mexican Federal Cons °Waled Capita( Budget, 1967 and 1968

1967 (Actual) 1968 (Programmed)

(in millions
of pesos I)

Percent (In millions
of pesos')

Percent

Total 21, 057. 4 100. 0 24, 500. 0 100. 0.

Agriculture and Fisheries 2, 405. 0 11.4 2, 940.0 _ 12. 0

Irrigation 2, 024. 2 9. 6 2, 400. 0 9. 8
Other 380. 8 1:8 540. 0 2.2

Industrial y 8, 520. 0 40. 5 9, 400. 0 38. 4

Petroleum and gas 4, 131. 5 19. 5 5, 200.0 21. 2
Electricity 2, 498. 6 11. 9 2, 950. 0 12. 1
Other 1, 889. 9 9.0 1, 250. 0 5. 1

Transportation aryl Communications 4, 902. 5 23. 2 5, 757. 0 23. t.

Highways_ L 2, 170. 3 10. 3 2, 255. 0 9. 2
Railways 1, 352. 8 6. 4 1, 615. 0 6. 6
Air transpor 655. 1 3. 1 870. 0 3. 6
Other 724. 3 3. 4 1, 017. 0 4. 1

Social Welfare 4, 769. 0 22. 7 6, 035. 0 24. 6

Nliscellane us urban works 1, 064. 6 5. 1 1, 510. 0 6. 2
Water an sewage 1, 215. 1 3. 8 2, 020.0 8.2
Educatio and research *1, 020. 8 4. 8 1, 030. 0 4. 2
Hospita and medical centers 606. 3 2. 9 1, 025. 0 4. 2
Other .r....= 862. 2 4. 1 450. 0 1. 8

Defense Installations 460. 9 2. 2 368. 0 1. 5

12.6 pesos-MI.

Source: Adapted from El Mercado de Velcro,.

Five major social welfare agencies come under budgetary laws. The
social security system at large (see ch. 21, Labor) is administered by
the Mexican Institute of Social Insurance (Instituto Mexicano del
Seguro Social-IMSS). Government employees are covered by a simi-
lar program administered by the Social Services and Security In-
stitute for Public Employees (Institute de Seguridad y Servicios
Socinles de los Trabajadores del Estado--ISSSTE). The National
Housing Institute (Institute Nacional de la Vivienda-INV) coordi-
nates public housing programs (see ch. 8, Living Conditions). The
National Lottery (Loteria Nacional para la Asistencia Ptiblica) is an
agency providing various programs of public assistance using the
ptoceds from a government-sponsored lottery. Finally, the National
Staple Supply Agency (Compailia Nacional de Subsistencias Popu-
lares-CONASUPO) controls the prices of basic commodities and
supplies them if necessary (see ch. 19, Agriculture).
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Table 44. Summary of Federal Consolidated I mpact Budget (Including Autonomous
Organization;) of Mexico, 1955-1968

fin millions of pesos II

Budget areas
1965 1966 1967 1968

Estimated Estimated
Estimated Actual Estimated Actual

EcJnomic development_

Communications

21, 047 33, 991 40, 347 31, 469 34, 345

and transport 6, 056 7, 301 7, 425 8, 609 9, 144 9, 552
Irrigation, conserva-

tion, and resource
development 1, 995 1, 865 2, 144 2, 200 2, 640 2, 685

Industrial develop-
meat 12, 996 24, 825 17, 977 29, 538 19, 685 22, 108

Social expenditures 9, & 5 13, 412 12, ON 16, 764 18,(626

. Education 4, 182 4, 028 4, 750 4, 659 5,294 5, 950
\Public health 995 1, 815 3, 216 2,495 3, 445 3, 771

Social security and
,
Iselfare 4, 628 7, 569 7, 512 6, 926 8, 025 8, 905

Armed services 1, 910 1, 651 2, 073 1, 789 2, 148 2, 285
General administration 1, 236 5, 094 1, 339 2, 857 1, 422 1, 552
Public debt 3 3, 010 9, 871 5, 947 6, 978 3, 725 4, 605
Unallocated 0 1 0 4 0 0

Total 37, 008 64, 020 52, 383 66, 054 55, 527 61, 414

1 12.5 pesos- USU.
2 Does not include debt service by autonomous organizations.

Source: Adapted from Comercio Exterior.

Among the autonomous organizations covered by the federal budget,
a number receive substantial subsidies. These made up 4.8 billion pesos
of the total estimated budget of 42.0 billion pesos for 1968. Of these
sul-:rlies, 1.3 billion was allocated to the two social security institutions
in accordance with an established formula, 500 million to CONA
SUPO, and 73 million to the National Housing Institute-justified
in each case by the public service functions of these organizations. The
electric power enterprises were to receive 1.2 billion, essentially in
support of public welfare programs such as rural electrificat'on. The
national railways have been heavily subsidized for many years, partly
to underwrite persisting operating deficits and partly in support of a
long range program for the rehabilitation of their facilities, which
were dilapidated and obsolete at the end of World War IL The rail-
way subsidy, budgeted at 1.7 billion pesos for 1968, has been reduced
from year to year. Except for these subsidies, the autonomous orga-
nizations were all financed through their own resources (see table 45).

Partly because of the nature of their operations and the relative
predictability of their revenues and outlays, the actual budgets of

00433
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Table 45. Summary of Budgetary Estimates for Autonomous Public Ag ties ofthe
Mexican Federal Government, 1968

[In millions of pesos I]

Own
resources

Subsidies Tot

Total revenues
Expenditures:

37, 193 4, Si! 42, 0

Petro leos lexicanos II, 885 11,'885
Electric Power Enterprises 6, 913 1, 198 8, 111
National Railways 3, 947 1, 692 5, 630
Social Security Institutions 7, 6L7 I, 348 8, 965
National Lottery for Public Assistance 2, 328 2, 328
Agricultural Marketing Company 3, 230 500 3, 730
Federal Toll Roads 344 344
Aeronaves de Mexico 784 784
Airport Authority 102 102
National Housing Institute 43 73 116

42, 004

112.5 pesos-1; SU.

Source: Adapted from El Mercado de Valores, Dec. 2, 1968.

the autonomous organizations tend to be closer to the budgetary esti- .

mates than the direct federal budget is. An exception to this is the
agricultural marketing organization. Since its major functions are
to assure producers a fair price for their products and at the same
time provide consumers with an ample supply of basic foodstuffs at
a reasonable cost, its activities depend on the weather. Thus, the need
to purchase from domestic producers, import, store, and market
foodgrains is subject from time to time to wide a:al unpredictable
variations,

STATE AND LOCAL FINANCES

In Mexico, long-active centrifugal forces have motivated the high
degree of fiscal centralization that now prevails. An early history of
regional unrest and the perennial emergence of regional "strongmen"
(caciques) vi en capable of contesting the central authority has led
successive regimes to place most of the nation's public revenues at the
disposal 'he federal government. Although the Revolution of 1910
finally brought an end to cant inuismo (perpetuation by extra-legal
means of a president's power beyond the elected term of office) a high
proportion of Mexican ex-presidents emerge as regional leaders.

The end result of this process is that the tax resources of the federal
government (including social security contributions) makeup approx-
imately 80- percent of all tax revenues. Of the remaining 20 percent,
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almost two-fifths (those of the Federal District) are also immediately
subject to the central, authority. The degree of centralization is accen-
tuated by all the revenues of the autonomous organizations of the
federal government. Including these three sources, over 25 percent of
the GNP is at the disposal of the federal government, while only
about 1.6 percent is in the hands of the states and municipalities. The
financial capacity of state and local government is further impaired
by a constitutional limitation on borrowing power, including a pro-
hibition against their incurring debt for any project that is not self-
liquidating.

The Constitution also prohibits states or municipalities from impos-
ing taxes or other restrictions on the freedom of interstate or interna-
tional trade. The federal government This further pursed, for many
years, a policy of tax coordination designed to limit the states and
municipalities to inherently local fiscal devices such as the property
tax and some-types of taxes on retail trade. Incentives to local co-
operation are provided by a tax-sharing arrangement by wItich states
that abolish their taxes on commerce and industry are entitled to
receive the proceeds of an additional levy of 1.2 percent on gross re-
ceipts (the basic federal rate is 1.8 percent) collected in their jurisdic-
tions. Where the states accept this and other tax sharing privileges in
lieu of their own taxes, the tendency is toward even greater fiscal
centralization.

A further limitation on state and local fiscal capability is implicit
in the country's tradition of low property taxation. Increases in the
property tax rates or in the efficiency of their collection are usually
opposed effectively at the local level. Assessments are seldom current,
and effective rates probably seldom exceed 1 percent of fair market
value and are often much lower. Although state governments have
sought froth time to time to escape the limitations imposed upon their
taxing power, the general share of the states and municipalities in
national tax revenues has not gone up in recent years.

While the Constitution provides that the municipalities may freely
administer their own public finances, it also states that these finances
shall be composed of the taxes imposed by the state legislaturea
provision that deprives the municipalities of their fiscal autonomy and
makes them subordinate territorial divisions of the states.

In recent years, the states 'and territories and their component
municipalities have aggregated revenues amounting to ftiound 1.6 per-
cent of GNP. Three-fourths of these have been received by the states
and territories and one-fourth by the municipalities. Titus, in 1966,
revenues of the states and territories totalled approximately 3.2 billion
pesos and those of the municipalities about 1.1 billion. Taken together,
this averaged not much over 100 pesos per capita. Although the per
capita-figure varies from less than half of the average amount in im-
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poverished areas like the state of Tlaxcala to more than twice the
average in such prosperous regions as Sonora, even in the latter their
inadequacy to local requirements has been the subject of bitter
complaint.

In the Federal District itself, where per capita local revenues are
around four times the national average, a high proportion of the
budget is absorbed by the routine expenses of justice and administra-
tion, and the approximately one-fourth of the local budget expended
upon public works has proved insufficient to keep abreast of growing
needs for water supply, sewage facilities, and other services which are
the prime responsibility of local government. Although this problem
has been recognized by the federal authorities, such moves as have
been made toward its solution (by providing such needs as farm-
to-market roads and rural electrification) imply the growth of fed-
eral responsibilities rather than any reversal of the present fiscal
centralization.

THE PUBLIC DEBT

When Mexico gained its independence from Spain, the national
treasury was empty, and the republican government had to borrow
from foreign private sources. In 1833, outstanding loansincluding
those granted to the Spanish colonial government, to the later in-
surgent leaders, and to the republican governmentwere consolidated.
Up to 1876, however, these loans had still not been repaid, because
of half a century of war and political unrest. Not until the late 1890's
was Mexico's international credit standing sound -enough for the
country to obtain loans once more.

By the outbreak of the Revolution of 1910, the then-equivalent of
US$1,500 million had been lent to Mexico from abroad, of which the
public debt represented the equivalent of only US$200 million. Much
of the foreign debt of private enterprise, however, was subsequently
assumed by the Mexican government, particularly after the expropria-
tion of the railways and the foreign oil companies in the 1930's. During
the early 1940's the Mexican debt was consolidated to include- all
foreign claims arising frOcin the revolutionary struggle (except those
contracted by Victoriano Huerta), and the government formally as-
sumed the railway loans and recognized its obligation to repay the
foreign oil companies. Payment of principal and interest was begun
in 1941, and by 1960 these old debts were almost entirely paid. By the
early 1960's the country had established a strong position in the inter-
national capital market.

As of December 31, 1967, the total direct debt of the Mexican federal
government represented approximately 14.1 percent of GNP (see table
46). Of a total of 42.4 billion pesos outstanding, some 84.6 percent was
internal and 15.4 percent external debt, bringing total foreign direct
obligati as to little more than 2 percent of GNP.
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1In addition to its direct obligaq.ons, the federal government has
guaranteed principal and interest on certain loans granted to public
institutions, principally to the government development bank, the
national bank of public works, the national petroleum monopoly, the
federal electric commission, and the national railways. On December 31,
1967, such contingent liabilities amounted to 12.7 billion pesos, of which
9.3 billion covered external debt payable mainly in United States
dollars and 3.4 billion covered internal debt payable in pesos. Including
both direct obligations and contingent liabilities, the total federal com-
mitment amounted to approximately 18.3 percent of GNP, of which
the external share came to 5.3 percent of GNP.

Credits solicited by public enterprises, particularly where these
involve transactions in foreign currencies, are 'subject to the scrutiny
and approval of the responsible fiscal agencies of the federal govern-
ment, particularly the Nacional Financiera and the Banco de Mexico.
Faced with the continuing need to 'finance public deficits, the intent
of policy is to manage finances in such a way as to avoid both inflation
and adverse effects on the balance of. payments.

Central bank policy is effected by selective credit controls, making
it possible to influence not only the amount but also the direction. of

\ credit extended by the banking system (see ch. 25, Banking and Cur-,
rency). These controls have been used to divert from the private sector

the financing, through private credit institutions, of the public debt;
in this way, it has been possible-to finance public debt without exces-s sive expansion of the money supply. In consequence, although the
growth rate of the public debt has been somewhat higher than that
of' the gross national product, the annual increase in-the -price level
over the last decade has been typically less than 3 percent:

Because of omissions in published statistics, there is some confu-
sion about sources of financing for long-term capital outlays. Doubt-
less a high proportion of these funds come out of current revenues
a practice under considerable criticism from those who want an in-
crease in current expenditures on social services. Although the capi-
tal outlays of the federal government and the autonomous organiza-
tions are not all, strictly speaking, self-liquidating, the overwhelming
majority are either self-liquidating or involve the creation of economic
infrastructure tending to support economic development and broaden
the tax base. There has been no creation of deadweight debtas by
heavy debt-financed outlays on defense, internal security, or ill-con-
sidered welfare programsof the sort, that would make no contribu-
tion, direct or indirect, to the fiscal capacity of the government.

THE BUDGETARY PROCESS

In the early years of the revolutionary government, hatdgetaryprocr_
esses were haphazard frequently initiated by presidential decree and
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t:t pitied bv tpropriat ion and exi attain ar e of large sums of money out-
side of the budget. Seeking to regularize and formalize the broad
budgetary provisions of the Constitution of 1917, President 'Azar°
C.itdenas in 1935 promulgated the Ley 01.!,,inica del Presupuesto de
Egre,os de la Federacion tOtganir Law of the Federal Expenditures
Budget). Although exet.uthe discretion in the budgetary process is
still wide, its administration has been steadily improved.

According to the Constitution, the budgetary laws, and administra-
ti e regulations, final policy decisions rest with the legislature, while
t.spnilsibility for the preparation anti execution of the budget lies
v ith the executive. The i Iget law provides for a unified projection
of incomes and outflows it ry fiscal (calendar) year, requiring

ca it year the enactment ,,ngle 1,tw detailing expected revenues
(Let de Ing:esos Law of Revenues) and a single budget of antici-
pated expenditures (Lev de Euresos--Law of ExpentliLures) befote
Itionvy can be collected or spent. Control of the Law of Expenditures is

-titutioaally in the hands of the Chamber of Deputies, while juris-,
on over taxation and other fiscal 1 eislation is legally shared with

we Senate (see ch. 13, The Governmental System).
In pr.iAiett. initiat; e in fiscal matters is taken by the executive. Both

the revanue and expenditure biils are prepared for introduction to the
congre,s by the .Ministry of inance and Public Credit (Secretaria
de Hacienda Y Cr&lito Ptiblico). The fiscill laws prepared by the
Finance Ministry are generally prepared in a manner -to assure the
pptot al of tilt, legislators. Moreover, the Mexican system of code law

illrtt s the president, typically working through the Finance Ministry,
to I--tie re-g7 ntos (detailed administrative regulations) for the exe-
a talon of the budgetary laws These reglamentos are an executive
intt rpretation of legislation, often issued shortly after the promulga-
tion of .1 law. Over the last three decades the legislators have made no
niaior legislathe change in the president's budgetary recommendations
to the congress.

The Law of Revenues is a detailed statement of expected revenues,
,1,-Itie'1 into three broad groupings : "ordinary income." made up of

taxe-. duties, fees. and other such federal receipts: "extraordinary in-
come," made up of gol ernment al borrowing an,1 financing: and "other

from deceetralized agencies and other governmental
entla pt i =t's, the activities of which came under budgetary scruErti told
cont 19t;5. The Law of Re\ (Imes is not a tax law. Tax laws. to-
gether with the tele% ant rate structures, are enacted independerwy
and ;ntli% mid need not, be readopted so long as they are listed
ea rlv in the Law of Revenues,
The Law Of Etwenues is prepared by the Revenue Department of

the Finance Ministry and must be initiated in the Chamber of Depu-
t before the expenditures budget. The lower house is to give prompt
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attention to th, %%nue legislation Loth in committee and on the floor
so as to pass the Lill to the Senate for immediate consideration. This
rapidity of action NS a, t ccplii C(1 ill 01 der to assure expenditures budgets
based on legally a le-ouices. The budgetary timetable allows

N eekr, of legi-lati% c consideration for the two fiscal bills.
The taxpaeis' %owe iu budgetar% policy decisions comes front the

National Chanibei of Taxpayers (Camara Nacional de Causantes),
national organization of taxpa%ers tgenera113 representing larger,
more to ganized intciests to the exclusion of smaller, indi% idual tax -
payers) Nhich ad% ises the gmernment on tax matters. In general,
public access to the tax policy decision-making process is limited.

Undcr It tide 1 of the budget law, the Finance Ministry prepares
and executes the expenditio es budget. It determines the exact amount
to be included anouall, in tl.e expenditures budget for each of the
federal dependencies, ;let ises budget ;mates presented by the Minis-

ies and Depaitinent-. increasing or decreasing their totals in line
%%al, the tdnitni -tlati c piogrcuu of the President ; prepares the initi-
atk e fin the expenditure,, hi iget accenting to the initiative and its
implementing- it glaiw 0(m.. enforces, Arid execution of the exiendi-
WI es budget and establishes rtgltwo atus fur its administration; pro -
tides pre% ion., authorization filr payments of disbursements of funds
within the terms of the expenditures budget, with such exceptions as
may be PrOi ided in the n ,hint ides: determines the legality of cum- -
tracts and other act- imposing fiscal obligations on the state, and
aut lioriz-s them v hilt the tem, of the budget ; examines and author-
izes credit,- against the fedet at ion ; studies adminisirathe organiza-
tion, coot of functions, and the classification of personnel,
prelim:kw la eakdo u of ',Ali, ,err ice costs in order to determine cost-
effeeti% env.- and is-ties lir-unctions for the preparation and execution
of the expenditures budget.

To fulfill these obligations the Finance Ministry has a Sub-Ministry
for the Budget to (ourdioate the administration of the income and
expenditure ',arcs see fig. 17). Under this Sub-Ministry are several
agencies grouped hi io, Expenditures Bureau Mireccion ('eneral de
Egre-os), including an office for the preparation of the Law of Ex-
penditures. one for as administiation, a legal office, and a personnel
office. The Teklinical Office of the Budget (Olicina T6enica del Pre-
supuest,i) (unpile, the 'midget, estimate, and_ the ll,tiraiations sup-
plied by budget ofil, els of the tanions national agencies, including
Ow ai and de, rallied ones. The Technical Office has the
final % ()ice in determining- estimates, including those assigning
budiretar% allotments to the legislatke and judicial branches.

The budgetar% t .%cle i- initiated l,t the presentation of preliminary
loolgetai, estimates 1_,.% each mini-tr, department, and agency by
Jul% 31, of cc h Vicar. On September the Technical Office issues an
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ImtructI u (Instruction,) on the technical preparation of the budget,
t t hill. up a classification code fur budget items to facilitate the check-

ing of each type of expenditure. Legally, the budget is specific, not
general. although in practice, though salary lines are itemized, per-
formance items are not. Article 65 of the Constitution fil.os ides that
a N rit ten order of the President is required to authorize the use of
secret funds. Within a month of publication of the Instructivo, each
gosermnental agency is informed of its tentati e budget allotment,
ineluding a breakdown by internal subdivision.

By No ember 1 the alie's agencies return their estimates, rev ised
in light of the Instructi-vo. In turn, these estimates are reviewed by
the Technical Office and readjusted to bring them into line with the
president's fiscal and economic programs. By December 1, the agency
heads nuLt-, present their final estimates, revised to fit the budgetary
adjustments, or seek amendments to the rulings of the Technical Office.
Amendments are obtained through a consultative Permanent Budget
Committee, chaired by the Director General of the Expenditures Bu-
reau. Once heard, however, an agency is prohibited by article 25 of
the budget law from taking its case to tl congress to bring about
changes in the exe, 'tire budgt t If any agency fails to present the
required information by December 1, the Technical Office provides its
own estimate,. The final budget is then preptired for presidential
approval.

The Constitution empowers the congress to appros e the budget, but
neither the legal system nor the political structure lease it much room
to exercise that function independently. Article 21 of the budget law
requires that time expenditures budget and the revenue budget, be in the
Chamber of Deputies no later than December 15, and that the revenue
budget be acted upon immediately and sent to the Senate. The ex-
penditures budget is under 111e 'sohe i,diction of the Chamber of
Deputies. The budgets are genet ally not relinquished by the Finance
Mini-fly before December 15, the legislative session ends on Decem-
ber I. And the fiscal year starts the next, day. Moreover. there is
t' ph ally au end of-session legislat is e compounded by the in-
ttodu t ion, late in the session. of major bills that must be got, through.
What time exists is further curtailed by the normal Christmas recess.

There are structural and pi ocedural limitations as well. Any sug-
gested changes or additions to the budget while it is in committee must
he theompanied by a pros ision for new sources of funds if the addition
or eihowe %%mild result in a loolgoal imbalance. As the budget, when
metered front the Finance Ministry. is formally closely balanced, the
degree of freedom fur Icghdatke action is curtailed. Moreoser, once
the budget is out of committee, imli Multi legislators arc prohibited
by the budget law from introducing new amendments on the floor of
the Chamber. If congress failed to assign compensation for a position
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established by law, such a post would receive the pay provide.: in the
previous budget.

Although the budget laves imply that rev ie%% of various aspects
of the fiscal laws will be taken up in the relevant subject matter com-
mittees in the Chamber of Deputies, in practice this does not happen.
The revenue and expenditures initiatives are all in fact. sent to the
fie e-member Committee on Budgets and Accounts, the principal money
committee of the Chamber. The Committee must issue a report within
30 days, and this report is the basis for floor action. Not only does the
late introduction of the budget by the Finance Ministry reduce the
80 -day maximum Committee review period, but the virtually simul-
taneous introduction of the budgets of the Federal District and the
national territories and the auditor's report on the execution of the
previous year's budget limits the depth of the Committee review and
study processes.

The Committee's effectiveness is further reduced by its small size
and its lack of continuity and experiencea result of the one-year
limit of the terms of its members, who may not serve two terms suc-
cessively. Coupled with the committee's lack of a permanent technical
staff and the impossibility of amendment on the fluor of the Chamber
wire the budget is out of committee, the legislative procedures ensure
the almost total dominance of the budgetary process by the executive
branch. The president has an item veto by which he can influence
fiscal legislation, but this has seldom been used.

Execution of the budget in Mexico is controlled by the president,
aided by the Expenditures Bureau, although a final review of fiscal
activities is in the hands of the Chamber of Deputies. Aside from the
control it exercises in the preparation of the budget, the Expenditures
Bureau has authority over -pending t Iii oiigii the activities of see et al
of its affiliated offices. As a method of administrative pre-audit to
assure that the older to pay is in accordance with a budgeted item,
technical validation %melte' s and claims niii4 be obtained from the
Office for ( 'ontrol and Vigilance of the Budget by every agency head
prior to every payment. The Accounting Office of the Expenditures
Bureau, in thin; makes an accounting re% iew of pit. thetas. The Office
of Contracts, Compatibility, and Payments handles budgetary legal
matte's, while all classification and petsonnel matters are handled by
the Office of llegistt at itm of Federal Personnel. F;,,illy, whit the ex-
ception of so called "minor items," purchasing is controlled by the
Ministry of the National Pat rimony.

The Federal Accounting- Agency, a dependency of the Finance
Ministry separate flout the Expenditures Bureau, is responible for
the annual legislative postaudit of the budget prepared fur the Com-
mittee on Budgets and Accounts of the Chamber of Deputies. The
Accounting Agency is an auxiliary of the legislative branch, which
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annually elects an Inspectorateaided by a group of accountants
to oversee it. The Inspectorate is responsible for overseeing ,t he activi-
ties of the Federal Accounting Agency as it prepares the audit. Thus,
legislative review is not limited to the legality of fiscal acts but extends
to an approval of budgetary adherence and justification of expendi-
tures. Tuically, this re' iew process runs a year beyond the termina-
tion of the relevant fiscal year.

Paralleling the legislative accounting control of the budget is con-
trol of a somewhat different nature exercised by carious ministries,
most particularly by the Ministry of the Presidency and the Ministry
of the National Patrimony. This control encompasses the totality of
spending of the federal public sector, which is to say, both that of the
federal government and of the decentralized agencies and state par-
ticipation enterprises.

The Ministry of the Presidency controls both the preparation of
the general plan of public expenditure and investment by the federal
government and over the coordination of the in' estment programs of
various dependencies. At the same time, it plans and supervises the
investments of the decentralized agencies and state enterprises.

Under the new law for control by the federal government of the
decentralized agencies and state participation agenc:es, the Ministry
of the National Patrimony is empowered to review the budgets and
annual operating progvons of these agencies and to oversee their ful-
fillment. The Ministry- must res iew the systems of internal account-
ing, control, and auditing of these agencies and, together SN ith the
Ministry of Finance, give its approval for audits to be published
officially. To better control the activities of these dependencies, the
Ministry may set up continuing audits and technical inspections or,
if necessary, initiate the restructuring of these agencies.

The first five articles of the if //lament° to the budget law deal with
limitations on expenditui es. Budget estimates of salaries and fixed
rests must be di% ided into 1 equal monthly parts for payment, and
other ty pes of costs are allocated, where pod ible, on a quarterly basis.
Deviations from the preset ibed procedures require permission from the
Expenditures Bureau. Nonitemized budgetary appropriations can be
spent only in accordance s% it subsidiary internal budgets prepared by
the federal agency- concei coed and aoproved by the Finance Ministry.

Where budgeted funds prose insufficient, deficiency appropriations
are possible under the law. They are seldom necessary. In practice, the
executive may modify considerably the budgetary estimates approved
by congress. Since budgetary estimates of fiscal revenues are extremely
conservative and make only a nominal provision for the use of the
federal borrow ing power, the executive branch has w ide latitude.
Actual outlays are (insistently in excess of congressionally approved
budgets. Thus, in 1966 the published budgetary estimate of direct
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federal expenditures, amounting to 20.1 billion pesos, was subsequently
increased by 95 percent to a total of 39.3 billion, and actual expendi-
tures as revealed by the national accounts were 32.5 billion-61 percent
above the congressional budget. Although a considerable proportion
of this inflation of the budgetary figures merely reflects refinancing of
the public debt, this is not true of outlays covered under such headings
as "additional expenditures" (which were increased by over 6 billion
pesos in 1965 and ahnogt 4 billion pesos in 1966).
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CHAPTER 25

BANKING AND CURRENCY

The monetary and financial system of Mexico has grown rapidly
and without significant inflation during the 1960's. This growth has
been both in size and in complexity. The system has achieved a level
of sophistication that is unrivaled in developing nations of the world.
The Mexican peso, which since 1954 maintained its value at 0.0710937
grains of fine gold and its parity of 12.50 pesos to the U.S. dollar, has
steadily approached the stage of becoming an international "hard"
currency. The strength of the currency has continued even complete
freedom to convert pesos to foreign exchange and take such foreign
money out of the country. In other Latin American countries and even
in Mexico in time past this freedom would have contributed to
monetary instability and external imbalance. In fact, Mexico and
Switzerland are among the few nations that have maintained free
convertibility during most of this century and, it was in keeping with
this position that Mexico was an original subscriber to Article VIII
of the Fund Agreement of the International Monetary Fund. The
Mexican peso is now highly regarded in international monetary circles.

In the 1960's the base of financial institutions upon which the
strength of the peso has been wrought developed greatly both in
complexity and in sophistication. The low level of inflationary pres-
sures exerted on the economy since 1954 has allowed a broad elabora-
tion of financial institutions and instruments.

By the mid-1960's the use of money and the acceptance of the prac-
tice of borrowing and lending, had reached most of the country. Vari-
ous institutions designed to bring together savers and investors, bor-
rowers and lenders have been developing rapidly over the last 25 years.
The growth rate of assets in credit institutions has averaged nearly
20 percent per year since 1940. There has been a similar Lute of growth
in capital formation during this period.

The changes in the monetary and financial system indicate that
Mexico has recently entered a critical intermediate stage on the pen
to a truly industrialized economy. Some signs of this are the greater
use of savings deposits, insurance, and corporate stock, and the grow-
ing level of capital formation and investment.
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Until recently the monetary and financial system has been almost the
only policy tool in the development of the Mexican economy. The bank-
ing and credit structure has become the agency through which the
government determines the resource allocation in and direction of the
economy. Authority for planning and programming lies in the person
of the President of the Republic and his Minister of Finance. The
broad elements of the desired program are passed on to the Banco de
Mexico, Nacional Financiera, and the various commissions to refine
and elaborate. The actions of these agencies determine the reactions of
both the public and'private credit institutions.

The public credit institutions are a set of national development banks
and auxiliary organizations. They provide low-cost credit and technical
advice to areas determined politically to require special consideration.
The institutions are part of the system of empresas de participacion
estatal or state participation enterprises. These are created in the form
of a private corporation but controlled by the state through majority
stock ownership. The private cfedit institutions, on the other hand,
while not directly a part of the political hierarchy, are nevertheless
effectively constrained by it. This is done through a structure of se-
curity and credit controls. These controls direct the funds toward
activities deemed of special public importance by the governmental
policy makers.

The financial structure of Mexico has changed drastically since 1925,
when the Banco de Mexico was instituted. At that time, 90 percent of
the total assets of all financial institutions were controlled by private
institutions. By 1940, 55 percent of the total financial assets were con-
trolled by public institutions. Today the total assets of all financial
institutions are nearly equally diN ided between the public and private
sectors. Since 1940 moreover, private and specialized public lending
institutions, such as the financiera.9 and national development banks,
have become steadily more important as sources of credit to govern-
ment and public and private enterprises (see table 47). Nevertheless,
governmental participation in the monetary and credit system has
meant that the political system influences steongly the allocation of
resources within the economy.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Pre-ccionial and Colonial System

The indigenous cultures of Mexico early discovered the problems of
barteringlocating coincident wants and dealing with people of dif-
ferent languages and cultures. Media or commodity money evolved
naturally.

Cacao, cotton goods, corn, and gold were the first used. The use of
cacao as a medium of exchange was more than a localized tradition
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and was still used well into the :20tit century in the more remote areas
of southern Mexico.

The Spanish found trading to be extremely awkward because while
the Indians were used to transacting in term., of measure and number,
the Spanish customarily exchanged items on the basis of weight. The
Spanish referred to their coinage in terms of peso de oro or peso de
plata, that is, in terms of "gold weight" or "silver weight," hence the
word -peso," used today to designate the basic monetary unit of
Mexico.

In 1535 the Casa de Moneda, the Mexico City Mint, was founded.
The first coinage law allowed only the coining of silver. The original
peso was so crude as to allow easy debasement and counterfeiting.
Finally, in 1728, official corruption and currency devaluation induced
a royal ordinance which took the mint out of private hands, enlarged
it, and regularized and refined the coinage. The Mexico City Mint
was the largest in the world by the end of the 18th century.

Over 98 percent of the colonial coinage was shipped abroad. Thus
New Spain was to be haunted by a money shortage, in large measure
due to the royal remittances demanded by mercantilist Spain. More-
over, the currency shortage was aggraN ated by large fluctuations in
money supply. This was due to the twice-yearly departures of the
Spanish galleons from the ports of Venterith and Acapulco. 'Ills
brought 3-month periods of precipitously falling prices and frequently
a halt of trading in Mexico City.

By 1800 it was judged that no more than 10 percent of the trade
in New Spain was transacted in official currency. The vast majority
of exchanges were carried out by means of barter, cacao currency, and
a copper trade money called a talco, originally issued by individual
saloons and storekeeper The lack of nione meant that credit institu-
tions were few and rudimentary throughout most of the colonial pe-
riod. Merchants and individual capitalists, aviadores, accounted for a
small amount of short-term, high-interest lending, generally extended
in the form of partnerships in mortgage loans.

Aside from these sources, the most important credit institution of
the colonial period w as the Catholic Church, whose mortgages at a
uniform 5 percent rate of interest were usually the only source of
credit to the la rge landholders.

Two large-scale financial institutions were founded toward the end
of the period of I hispanic dominance, one of which a national pawn-
shop, the Monte de Piedad de Animas, w as created to make interest-
free loans to the po4u. and is still in existence today in various parts
of Mexico.

From Independence to the Revolution

Independence from hispanic rule in 1821 did little to change the
structure and functioning of the financial system of Mexico. Money
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remained scarce, and ex hinge %%as tat gel% carried on through barter
and unofficial conintodit% currencies. This currency shortage slowed
the de% elopment of financial institutions and resources over the next
50 years. _=.4,

Some tiforti%e attenqas %svre made early in the period of Santa
dinithmitce to de % clop a more adequate monetary and banking

system but these Li led because of a lack of sufficient go% eminent sup-
port and the strains put on the sst ent by the Mexican-A ii eriean War.
No further financial de% elopment occurred for almost 2:5 years. The
principal sources of credit in the inter im were those of the colonial
tradition, tunnel.% calth indi% conuuereial establishments. and
the Church.

It seems ine% itable that, the first large source of capital in Mexico
came from foreign elite! pt ices. Local fund., were scarce. and the cou-
try lacked exeprienee in and know ledge of the banking function. Thum,
during the French occupation under Maximillian in 180t the first
private Mexican «finmercial bankinp- institution was established, the
Britis -financed Banco de [minims, M6xico, y Sudant6rica. It was the
I3anco de Lundres that introduced the t-e of bank notes into the
Mexican econom.% . While no longer a batik of issue, and having
changed it more to the Banco de Londres y Mexico, it is still today
one of the major commercial banking institutions in the country.

During the next :20 ears the number of private commercial banks
ire rcasol rapidly. This IAA iod of "banking anarchy," produced a flood
of impel currencies, fed pri% ate banks issuing their ow n notes,
thleatencd a full-fledged financial crisis. The international monetary
crisis of Icst produced ; panic in Mexico as holders of paper curren-
cies friend to convert bank notes into landholding-, jewelry, coin
cerrencies, and domestic deposits of foreign exchange. Despite govern-
ment attempt, to restiict note-issuing authority private issuance of
paper money under special concession from go% eminent remained
% hal acteri-tic of the Mexican inonetar structure up to the Revolution.

The banking system, together with the many concessions granted
by the got aliment, became highly confuzza and approached chaos
during the late 1880-'s and the early 1890's. These problems were com-
pounded by the growing international demonitization of s" that
had begun in the 1870's. The gold value of silver declined, and with
it the external value of the Mexican peso, subjected to the iagaries
of U.S. silver policy; a case in point ' as the financial panic and
subsequent depression of 1893-1891.

Again the government tried to stem the adverse effects of these
crises on the Mexican economy. In particular, an effort was made to
encourage institutions providing lung term credit and to restrict cur-
rency creation by private commercial banks %%hose credit activities
were limited mainly to short-term loans.
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Nevertheless, banks lacking the power to create money continued
to lag well behind those with this power, given the economic circum-
stances of the time. There was insufficient financial saving to support
the operations of a true long-term credit institution, whereas commer-
cial banks, to the extent that they could gain public acceptance of
their liabilities as a medium of exchange, could exist and grow when
other forms of financial institutions could barely survive. Moreover,
the frequent monetary crises 'made it difficult, if not practically im-
possible, for any more than short-term liabilities to become acceptable
in the credit market. Thus only commercial banks of issue could estab-
lish themselves strongly in Mexico before the Revolution.

Both the failure of the 1905 attempt to switch the system to a gold
basis and the 1907 financial crisis caused by depressed world prices
for Mexico's exports brought the banking system to its knees. Insuf-
ficient reserves and heavy bad-debt losses caused widespread commer-
cial bank failures despite efforts on the part of the government to sup-
port the banks. Moreover, the financial system became a symbol of
foreign domination and special privilege among the revolutionary ele-
ments of Mexican society. The foreign orgin and foreign orientation
of the banks wounded the growing nationalistic pride.

From the Revolution to 1940
The opening years of the Revolution brought no greater disorder or

damage to the existing banking structure than had the immediately
preceding years. However, in 1915 banking charters were revoked
and in 1916 all banking laws were rescinded. In 1917 the government
borrowed the remaining metal reserves of the banks to meet pressing
fiscal demands. For a period of some 5 years Mexico had no function-
ing domestic banks.

The revolutionaries were forced to resort to the printing of large
sums of paper currency to finance their battle to din the country. It
soon became evident that the power to print money conferred on the
government the means of gaining control over real resources to affect
political and social changes but, if used to excess, it could result in
the collapse of the currency and the loss of that power because of
widespread antipathy to paper money. The realization of this potential
power, together with the revolutionary abhorrence to delegate this
power with no compensation, led to the governmental appropriation
of the sole right to issue paper currency. This authority was conferred
through Article 28 of the Constitution of 1917 on a single bank, to be
established and controlled by the federal government. Thus, the
private banks lost their power to print money.

In 1925, the basic ideas of finance minister Alberto Pani were in-
corporated into a law creating the Banco (le Mexico. This was a cen-
tral bank whose power:, were severely limited beyond the point of its
monopoly of note-issuance power. Commercial banks (baneoe de
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deposito) were thus authorized to receive demand deposits and issue
loans only at short term, as had been the case before 1910; specialized
banks and institutions were authorized to handle time deposits and
medium- and long-term loans. The Banco de M6xico was entrusted
with the management of the nation's gold standard (returned to in
1917), issuance of notes, and the rediscow _ing of commercial paper.

Even before the onset of the Great Depression, Mexico's internal
monetary situation began to deteriorate. In 1931, money became scarce
and the internal depression and external pressure on the peso became
worse. The one change of future structural importance occurring was
the initial crumblings of the resistance of private banking institutions
to associr 'ion with the central bank, due to the competitive limita-
tions imposed on the Banco de M6xico and the provision of a preferen-
tial discount rate for associated banks.

Subsequent ,changes in both the approach to monetary policy and
the internal banking structure that proved to be the foundations of
the present system. New laws were passed in 1932 creating the legal
basis of the present structure.

In essence, these. laws made the I3anco de Mexico a true central bank
and, together with the legal revisions of 1936 which brought virtually
all credit institutions under central bank guidance, the laws allolyed
the government to exercise significant control over credit expansion.
Thig would help the government to finance economic development at
home and provide for the stability of the peso abroad. The country's
colonial heritage was imbued with substantial economic activity and
direction by the state. Few of the programs adopted as a consequence
of the Revolution are without precedent in either the period of
Spanish dominance or the 19th century.

Financial policy, dictated generally by the objectives of the
Cirdenas development plans, was crudely inflationary during the
latter half of the 1930's. Given the policy choices made and the cir-
cumstances, it is difficult to conceive of any other'possible mode of
attack. The Mexican investor was supposedly drawn not to liquid sav-
ings, but rather, l)37 "traditional" preferences, to land, urban real
estate, jewelry, and isinestic holdings of foreign exchange and coin
hoards. This preference pa 'srn was more highly influenced by mone-
tary instability and inflation in a narrow securities and investible-
funds market than by "custom and a taste for luxury." The private
financial institutions were still weak. They lacked assets (their total
resources being less than ten percent of Mexico's gross national
product) and were almost totally restricted to short-term lending by
law, custom, and former inflationary experiences. There was little
chance of financing the increased public expenditures either through
taxation, because of the then small taxable base, or through selective
credit controls, because of the narrow, small investible funds market.
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ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

Control of the Financial System

The inclusion of direct controls over the banking structure within
the rol;tical system was viewed as the best way to assure effective
imi tation of basic social and economic policy decisions (see ch.
18, (,uaract, - and Structure of the Economy). For development pur-
poses the Cardenas government had come to rely on qualitative credit
controls whereby specialized development banks were used to limit
credit availability to various claimants within the economy.

A further degree of political control was gained when the Secre-
taria de Hacienda y Cr6dito Pablico (Ministry of Finance), together
with the Banco de Mexico, developed a system of bankia.g and securi-
ties commissions and committees that were charged wit, c ,Ardinating
And supervising credit activity in Mexico. The final eleD .r.r.1 in the
evolution of politica: control over the Mexican financial str. -t1 re was
the establishment in 194S and 1949 of reserve requirements go% erning
the division of bank assets in various typesA of securities and other
credits. At first this applied only to cominercial banks, but by 1960 it
affected virtually all private banking Institutions. By means of these
selective credit controls the political system, by way of the Secretaria
de Hacienda and the Banco de `Mexico, came to influence directly the
allocation 61 credit resources of the banking system between competing
claimants within the Mexican economy.

Coordination of Banking Activity

To coordinate banking activities, the government makes extensive
use of interagency commissions or committees, composed of relevent
ministries and decen.,:alized agencies. These are fitted together to carry
out a general program which has been demanded of them by the Presi-
dent of the Republic. A case in point was the plan laid out and initiated
in (.).7i3 by President Ruiz Cot tines and his Secretary of Agriculture.
This was a plan to make Mexico self-sufficient in basic foodstuff produc-
tion and, in particular, in the production of meat, milk, corn, wheat,
and beans. The program brought together the Banco de Comercio
Exterior, which provided large credits for price stabilization in the
basic commodities ; the Banco Nacimull de Cridito Ejidal, which estab-
lished credit at differential rates in faN or of corn and beans, commodi-
ties typical of the communal Indian cido8 of the southern highlands;
and the Banco Nzwional de CI k'dito Agricola. which w ou'.1 provide
;ntermediate-term loans only for ii i igat ion projects, land clearing, and
capital equipment that was for basic foodstuff production.

Even at the local level, programs al e developed usinr considerable
hank and ministerial coordination. A case in point is the jttnta.3 de
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apuz or local water 1).1: 'Uiei are composed of farmers, local irriga-
tion systems, the e o and agrarian banks, and the Knisteries of
Apiculture and Water Resources. But, pet haps the mo t interest mg
program of all is the combining of the em rent policy of minimi7.ing
inflationary pressures ith au agricultural price support program
wh;lt had previously burl operated tin ()ugh di] vet monetized pr °d-
uct, purchases (see ch. 19, Agriculture).

The offshoot of these program:, is that the banks are often, as hey
were in the late 18th and 19th centuries, considered appropriate re-
positories for a wide variety of administrative responsibilities, includ-
ing ..ezhnieal assistance, resevreh and development, supervsion of gov-
ernment enterprises, and the promotion of Mexican products abroad.
Importantly, however, the bank managers in this structure do not
conceive of the nisel es a, possessiin, pol icy-making competence rather,
they see themselves as part of au administ tat *LI e hierarchy whose chain-
of-command stems from the olliee of the President of the Republic
and his appointed ministers.

PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS

The public finank I,il sti ucture do eloped during the 19tIO's has been
les, changed than ietined a fter 1910. Only six additional national de-
elkpment banks have layn established. and these are essentially de-

signed to fit the demand, of special intei es( groups. such as the mili-
tary, the h ,t ion picture industry. the sugar inch, -try, and the Mexico
City taxi driver, (sty ch. .20, Indust-1.1 ). The r r ,-,hare of !rrowth
in total assets of public banking institutions ha. ..-).en accounted for
by tlik, Banco de MiAieo and Nak ional Vinanciera, the former account-
ing for :Tout -10 percent and the latter for about .20 percent of such
total assets. In fact, these two institutions have conic to exercise a
dominant influence in the financial market.

Despite the relatic decline in its assets, flit pow er of the Banco de
Mk;xico has been increased thi ()ugh the bestowal of administratit e
control ()\ er the complex sstein of pi limit y and secondary reserve
requirements. These became applicable not oitl, o commercial and
sa ings banks but also to the fibuitc iei.zN or private in\ c,t ment banks.
The Nacional Finauciera has become incteasingly important after
1910 because of the growth in its lc-muck, and the progress:I\ e enlarge-
ment during the lute 19:.0's and curb 1960's )f the /,»,dos or public
trust funds ,object to its admini,tiation. Its cap.t.it. as putran'o,
hang' ly tluough the of the dome,t lc and lot eign indehtednei;
of a \ ariet of l tubule and prk ate entet pi ices has been extended.

Not (ad\ klo the enjo\ putter through the amount of resortrees they
ct tat, 01 and the legal audio! it thc k ommand, but these t o barks,
together w ith the 11,aneo de Comercio Exterior and othei - employ
much of the outstanding 1)101'e_-halal cconohile talent in Mexico. This
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ai ion 4,f CL xpert1.7,l` luultilil1 is due to an amalgam
of ,t -en-e ',lofts-lonal a, l n tl ulrnt, high salaries, and the possibil-
ity f the attaimucht of ;I political position through direct contact

it Ii the ,.overinnent.
The inaFt share of tht tesources t,f publiel -owned financial insti-

tution, is th tit cd fiont letlei,i1 funds, foreign credits, and Banco de
Mt.".xico rediscounts. _1 ielatitely small proportion of funds for the
specialized public credit institutions has been derived from competi-
tion fot fund, in the domestic market. Some detelopment banks and
Sftional Finaneitu a, in particular, hate raised funds through ctitiii-
r,tilos dt patt;,;iiikeYfet, a special form of fixed-yield security. Even
though moderate am() 's of public tians ate extended to support

busine-se-. forei n trade, Itsident,a1 construction, and the ex-
tension cif social - eruct,, the major port ion of the rt.L-ourees held by
'iblick owned tinanclai institutions is used to finance industrial and
agrionit oral aot it it ies.

Banco de Mexico

The It,tu ,Ic MCAiev, Mexico's (eland bank, derites its legal exist-
en, e hunt At le of the Constitution of 1917 which provides for
-the isle of note- through the medium of a single Bank, which the
Federal Govcnment will control. . . ." The central bank as such was
created in 19.25 vital the promulgation of the Ley Orgilnica del Banco
de Mexico: but. it is the third ret ision of the Ley Organica, passed
in 19;l6 and ,et iced its 1911, tt !licit is the l resently controlling piece
of legislation. This law provides that the functions of the Banco de
Mj.xico shall be:

1. The regulation of the domestic money supply
1. The regulation of the foreign exchange market

`ern ice as a reser\ e bank and discount house for private de-
posit banks and other designates? financial institutions

1. The establi-hment and athinnistration of reserte requirements
of associated institutions
The establishment of policies got erring the activities of the
('ontisi6it Nacional Bancaria ( National Banking Commission)

i. ;-sert ice as the fiscal agent of the federal government.
central bank is also authorized to regulate directly interest

1,tt& paid on flute dcposits. The hai,k is Ott ned jointly by the federal
got einnient percent) lid -associated.' institutions,
tt Inch hold the rest of the outstanding stork in proportion to their
capitali4ation. Its director is appointed by the President of the Re-
public, and hi, term usually corresponds to the 6-year term of the
pre ,itlent ttIt appointed hint. In 196, the incumbent, Rodrigo Gomez
\ti sett hi- third e,
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bank, primary responsibility for both the f..rti-iiilation and execu-
tion of nionetiuy and financial polies in consultation with the Minister
of Finance, the highest authority on monetAy and credit policy. Ia
reality. the central bank adapts its operations to the requirements of
g Os ernment policy diiectisest its own recommendations are usually
the nionctiu7 policies put into practice.

In general, expenditures in the public sector has e exceeded re-
ceipts so that a characteristic feature of fiscal policy is that it gives
rise to a continuing need for financing public sector debts. As the
agency, along with National Financiera, directly responsible for
debt maagement, the Banco de M6xico must relate its operations
closely w ith those of the fiscal auth Pities. This, together with their
dominant position in the money and capital market, means that Na-
cional Financiera and the central bank must maintain close coordina-
tion of their activities (see ch. 24, Public Finance).

Although the banking, securities, and insurance commissions are
not subordinate to the Banco de M6xico, the bank is capable, through
its membership on the commissions, of exercising a dominant influence
on their actin ities. The director of the central bank regularly consults
with both the chairman of the National Banking Commission, to in-
sure coordinated supers ision of banking system institutions, and the
chairman of the National Securities Commission, to assure its actions
lead all participants in the money and capital markets to legal com-
pliance, with government credit policy.

In line with its controlling position with regard to the direction
and extent of the flow of funds in the economy, the Banco de M6xico
has direct, jurisdiction over UP) activities of four tondos, or public
trust funds, created to augment the flow of credit to agriculture, resi-
dential construction, and exporters of manufactured goods. These
Tondos are used as a means of providing private institutions with
guarantees against default on the part of borrowers in these specific
activities and also as a source of Concing for discounting of paper
acquired by private institutions in extending credit to these borrowers.

In accordance with legal requirements the Banco de M6xico, in
order to support the value of the peso, mustonaintain a monetary
reserve equal to at least 25 percent of total currencs, in circulation and
sight obligations of the central bank, At least 80 percent of such re-
sers e must consist of gold or foreign exchange, the remainder in sill er.
As of August 1966, the rat io of monetary reserse to currency in circu-
lation and sight, obligations was 11 percent, and the reserve consisted
of 90 percent gold and foreign exchange. In pursuing its legal charge
to a egulate the Mexican foreign exchange market, the director or a
representative of the Banco de Mkico commonly sits as advisor to
the Minister of Finance when the latter is acting as Mexico's chief
rcpresentatisc to the International Monetary Fund (see ch. 23, For-
eign Economic Relations).
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Nacional Financiera (NAFIN)

Nacional Financiera was orginally created in 1934 to help restore
liquidity to the banking system. Its basic objectives were the subsidiz-
ing, colonizing, and selling of real estate that had been taken over by
various institutions in the banking system. In 1940, a reconstruction
and change of NAFIN was brought about by the Ley Organica de la
Nacional Financiera, S.A. The objectives of the bank ivere redefined
in Article 20 of the this new organizational law as follows :

1. Oversee and regulate the national securities and long-term
credit market

2. Promote the investment of capital in all classes of enterprises
in the country

3. Act as an institution of -upport for investment companies when
they issue credit guaranteed by securities

4. Oversee and direct the operations of the stock exchange
5. Act as finance or investment company
6. Act as fiduciary, especially of the federal government and its

dependencies
7. Act, as agent and advisor of the federal government, of the

states, municipalities and official dependencies il the issuance,
recall, conversion and so forth, of public securities

8. Be legal depository for all classes of securities.
This reorientation toward industrial promotion had a tremendous

effect in terms of the bank's growth. Today NAFIN is by far the
largest and most important public credit institution in Mexico. Its
importanee as a source of fonds to the Mexican economy is emphasized
by the fact that 1)y 190 NAFIN accounted for approximately three-
quarters of the long.-term credit in the economy. This long-term
creditthe bank theoretically does not grant short-term loansac-
counted for nearly a third of all the long- and short-term credit
granted by all banking institutions, public or private.

NAFIN functions principally as a development baak id is the
major supplier of funds for industry. Also, NAFIN is a major issuer
of securities. Perhap, t he most important activity undertaken in its
first Year tinder the new Ley OrgAnica of 1910 was the formation or
creation of various industrial projects and firms. This promotion of
specific industries, practicdly ..d1 of which were and still continue to
be joint ventures with private capital, was undertaken in area in
which the private sector could not or would not, provide the necessary
capital and 'or in %%111011 profit opportunities did not exist for private
capital (see eh, 20, Industry).

A shift in policy took place in lt)li with the pas.-;age of the so-called
"Reform La w" of t la Ley 0:14in het controlling, NAFIN. The shift was.
from industrial promotion to mule protection of private intliht ry. with
empha:is on aiding in% erstment. in infrastructure ;tnd bale hole.tey
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ticle 5 of this "Reform Law'' made it obligator.) that NAFIN make
eery attempt to obtain private participation in any of NAFIN's pro-
motional activities; the bank should not offer any financing until all
available attempts at obtaining private financing had been exhausted.
As a result, direct participation of NAFIN in industrial activity was
curtailed substantially. Only at the specific request of the government
and on occasions where private money sems loath to enter does
NAFIN now enter into an industry, and efforts to obtain a controlling
interest are of lesser importance to NAFIN.

By the beginning of 1961, NAFIN held stock in 47 companies, hold-
ing controlling interests of over 50 percent of the outstanding stock in
15 companies and large interests of over one-third the stock in 7 others,
while it as well held the bonds of 15 other companies.

While one might expect a common outcry about political pressure
and special privilege benefiting influential people with NAFIN, this
has seldom been the case. Business executives in general seem to feel
that companies associated with NAFIN neither receive any special
tax exemptions or concessions or permits that could not be obtained
by other companies in like circumstances. Most feel that political, so-
cial, and/or monetary influence played a role independent of associa-
tions with NAFIN, and, in fact, that association with NAFIN alone
would not give any firm a competitive advantage. In large part, this
may well be due to the fact that each company associated with the
bank is required to have on its payroll a person recommended by
Nacional Financiera. It is the duty of this employee to prepare and
transmit a rather comprehensive monthly report to the "departamento
de control de empresas y relaciones indastriales" (the enterprise con-
trol and industrial relations department). This control exercised by
NAFIN undoubtedly restricts the activities of associated firms to less
risky ventures than would otherwise be the case were the control not
there.

As Mexico's archetypal development bank, NAFIN provides a net-
work of financial operations' which mobilizes capital and brings it to
bear on productive activity. NAFIN draws the major portion of the
funds it has channeled into industry from the issuance of its own
securities, through guarantees and endorsements, and from direct for-
eign loans (see ch. 23, Foreign Economic Relations).

Since NAFIN is also responsible for promoting the development
of the securities market, how it issues its own securities tends to
govern the structure of rates and maturities for the market as a whole.
NAFIN serves as federal fiscal aguit in the marketing of government
securities, as well, and, in this capacity, it has guaranteed some 70
percent of the outstanding funded public debt of the federal govern-
ment. In its fiduciary capacity, NAFIN has been given the task of
supervising several tondos that have been established by the federal
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government to assist in the development of certain kinds of enter-
prises and areas. Like those of the Banco de M6xico, the tondos tinder
NAFIN's jurisdiction are meant to supplement the resources of estab-
lished private 'Credit institutions, for example, by reducing lenders'
risk through guarantee arrangements.

NAFIN acts as the got ernment's principal agent in secur-
ing and administering foreign loans and is responsible for exercising
overall control of foreign credits to both public and private borrowers.
In this capacity, NAFIN, with the guidance and advice of the Minis-
ter of Finance, negotiates loans with the Export-Import Bank, the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the Inter-
American Development Bank, and the Agency for International De-
velopment. NAFIN is also the conduit for lending coming from
foreign banks and organizations (see ch. 23, Foreign Economic
Relations).

Banco Nacional de Comercio Exterior (BANCOMEXT)
The original function of the Banco Nacional de Comercio Exterior,

established in 1935, was to act as the promoter, organizer, and de-
veloper of foreign commerce. This is still the fundamental purpose
of the bank. Yet, BANCOMEXT has tended to enter virtually any
area of financial activity that might be even remotely connected with
Mexico's foreign trade position. It finances the production of poten-
tially exportable items as well as items actually produced for export.
It advises exporters, puts them in contact with foreign representatives
and potential purchasers, and gives information and assistance on
the means of transport and packaging of products. In this capacity,
BANCOMEXT has been instrumental in the creation of companies
facilitating maritime trade and has been given responsibility for
managing got eminent trust funds created for renovation of port
facilities. BANCOMEXT also manages funds that incest in enter-
prises active in mineral expor,Q.

The reduction in export activity during World War II resulted
in a considerable increase in the purview of BANCOMEXT. Its ac-
tivities now entailed financial support to the production of what were
politically determined as "et.sential food articles," the maintenance of
an agricultu nil price stabilization program (in coordination with other
government agencies), and, more generally, the extending of financial
support to the official program of development of agricultural prod-
ucts, especially of exportable commodities. This aspect of BANCOM
EXT's operations has in turn led to concern about such things as
techniques of agricultural production, producers' organizations, com-
munication, and commercial policy. Of the total credit authorized by
the bank, some 50 percent now goes to price regulation and about 25
percent each to production loans and for commercial purposes (see
ch. 20, Industry).
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National Agrarian Development Banks

Aside from regional banks, there are now three agrarian develop-
ment banks (see ch. 19, Agriculture). One, the Banco Nacional Agro-
pecuario, founded in 1965, is still too new' to be adequately evaluated.
The other two banks, the Banco Nacional de Cr6dito Agricola y Gana-
dero (BANGRICOLA), founded in 1926, and tln, Banco Nacional de
Credito, Ejidal (BANJIDAL), established in 1935, are among the
oldest, largest, and most important public credit institutions inlfexico.
BANGRICOLA was the first of the national banks established by the
government. It specialized in loans to small farmers. The majority of
the bank's credits are in working capital loans. The main sources of
its funds are the federal government, foreign credits, and domestic
banks. BANJIDAL was created to aid farmers who work the com-
munal lands of the Revolutionary e :lido agricultural system. Both
banks were originally highly centralized, but since the late 1950's, They
hale begun to set up a network of regional branches located throughout

country.
Agrarian credit policies involve both the "carrot" and the "stick"

as a means of influencing agricultural development and of directing
agricultural priorities toward national goals. Credit from both . N

GRICOLA and BANJIDAL is used to enforce programs of tr .A116(781
assistance and advice. The allotments of total credit usually -L.e made
after the adoption and completion of specific techiniques by the pro-
ducer. As a result, these banks have become central to the whole process
of agricultural technical assistance in Mexico. Since harvests are gen-
erally the only effective collateral on loans, the banks have become
engaged in the disposal of these harvests as a means of protecting
themselves against loss. Thus, the agrarian banks have become deeply
involved in regulating the conditions of sale of agricultural products.
They own and operate processing plants and storage facilities, and
participate in the government price-support programs. In effect, the
market for agricultural commodities is tightly controlled.

Banco Nacional de Obras y Servicios Publicns
The Banco Nacional de Obras y Servicios Pfiblicos was created in

1966 through the merging of the Banco Nacional Hipotecario Urbano
y de Obras Ptiblicas (BNIIUOP) and the then liquidated Banco
Nacional de Transportes. BNIIUOP had become at the time of the
merging in 1966 the second largest national development bank in
terms of total assets. It was exceeded only by Nacional Financiera.
Undoubtedly the general size and importance of the new Banco
Nacional de Obras y St-vicios Ptiblicos will remain much the same as
its predecessors, as likely will its activit ies.kliese consist of the financ-
ing of public works, federal and residential construct ion, and expanded
private transportation facilities.
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Other National Development Banks and Credit Institutions

There are five other national development banks that supply credit
to areas that require special attention. The Banco Nacional de Foment()
Cooperativo began operation in 1044. It provides credit for a number
of cooperative societies set up during the 1930's. Substantial support
from this bank now is directed to fishing, truck transport, sugar
processing, and salt production, as well as small manufacturing enter-
prises. It administers a special trust fund extending credit and tech-
nological assistance to the large artisan portion of the Mexican
population.

The Banco de Come io de Distrito Federal was established in 1943
when inflationary cone itions and shortages of consumer goods had
caused the cost of living ilidex in Mexico City to move up steeply. The
bank was instituted as a means of providing special low-cost credit, to
the small merchants of Mexico City and to assist them in forming
association to reduce purchasing costs and in maintaining a "reason-
able price level for the consumer."

The Banco Nacional del Ejdrcito y de la Armada, founded in 1946,
was originally organized to direct the savings of the military into
productive channels. Today it is more generally concerned with con-
sumer and mortgage loans for military personnel. The bank also man-
ages an obligatory savings fund for enlisted men, administers the mili-
tary life insurance program, and operates stores for military families.

The Banco Nacional Cinematografico and the Financiera Nacional
Azucarera are bai&i obliged to funding the development of the movie
and sugar industries.

Aside from thew national development banks, there are an impor-
tant set of what are called "auxiliary cred' ,Istitutions" functioning
in the Mexican economy. The Patronato del Ahorro Nacional is a
rapidly expanding organization for the special purpose of facilitating,
protecting, and stimulating the savings of people who ordinarily do
not have contact with savings organizations. The UniOn Nacional de
CrMito was specifically instituted to aid credit unions in general, and
the Union Nacional de Productores de Azdcar was instituted to aid
the sugar industry in particular. The Nacional Monte de Piedad, the
National Pawnshop is a savings and credit institution dating back to
the colonial period.

PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS

The number of private financial institutions has grown more than
four-fold from 1910 to the present. Except for the founding of some
savings and loan associations in the 1950's, there has been no change
in the types of credit institutio. _, operating before 1940. More signifi-
cant, however, has been the great increase in the number of branches
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and agencies of the existing institutions of which there were more
than 2,500 in existence in 1965 :b opposed to 63 in 1940. Even though
the private banking system is very urban oriented, the distribu, of
a variety of credit institutions is now such that most borrowers and
lenders throughout the country have access to the national money and
capital market. A possible exception are the farmers who, at least on
the ejidos, are in part hampered in obtaining credit due to a lack of
collateral, because of the nontransferable nature of their property
rights (see ch. 19, Agriculture).

Unlike those of the publicly-owned financial institutions, the re-
sources of the private credit institutions have been mobilized almost
entirely in the domestic market. Less than 10 percent each is derived
from credits of the Banco de M6xico and from foreign sources. Since
the private institutions, unlike their public counterparts, are profit-
motivated firms, changes in supply and demand conditions in the
market and changes in the gosernmetal policies governing their
-operations, influence both the sources, and uses of funds and their
relative rates of growth.

Commercial banks and fimicieras are by far the most important
private credit institutions in Mexico. Mortgage banks have maintained
their relative position in the private credit structure, in large part due
to the preference for their obligations among investors; but, their
assets account for no more than 2 percent of those of all financial insti-
tutions. With the exception of the organized security exchanges and
the private insurance organizations, other auxiliary financial institu-
tions do not yet play a very significant role in the financial process.

There is a pronounced urban concentration in the activities of com-
mercial banks and finalteiCraS. At the end of 1963 more than 80 percent
of the credits and investments of private banks were concentrated in
10 large cities and fully 60 percent was in Mexico City alone. The
sources of funds are somewhat less concentrated, the 10 largest cities
providing about two-thirds of the demand deposits and some 10 per-
cent of the time and savings deposits.

The commercial banking system is highly concentrated. Six leading
institutions control some 60 percent of the assets of all commercial
banks. Two of these, 13anco Nacional de M6xico and Banco de Comer-
cio, control over 30 percent of the assets of the more than 100 conier-
cial banks in :Mexico. Tie commercial banks control most of the large
fivanrienm, holding some two-thirds of all their assets. An example
of this financial concentration is the Banio de Coercio, one of the
largest commercial banks in Mexico, which controls a group imp lading
the largest finalbei,./1/ in the count r. , one of the largest mortgage banks
in the country, and a large insurance company.

The Mexican government has frequently called upon the leading
financial groups, as representati es of the private sector, to extend their
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actin ities into industrial and commercial enterprises previously held
by foreign firms. This, among other things, has led to large banking-
industrial-commercial complexes w hose cores are the financial systems
mentioned above. Control of these giant econoin it: groups is vested in
about 10 or 1 families.

Also, there is a heasy dependence upon internal financing in the
private sector. This is because most Mexican-owned business enter-
prises are closely held by a family or group: they would prefer not
to deal NI ith large, autonomous financial institutions. Certain enter-
prises, particularly in agriculture, residential construction, and small
businesses, hate only limited access to the money and credit market.
Also, the cost of capital has generally been quite high, in large part
due to the gm ernmentally Indio ed scarcity of funds.

Banking Institutions

The laws Mani, 0 that govern in is ate credit institutions recognize
seven different t lies of credit organization : bum us de deposito
(deposit 1 anks) , no /ones de dt pOq.i0 do a opro tsar ings hanks) so-
ejt(bules finaiu. i ray (private investment institutions), baoros hipote-
1(10.08 (mortgage banks), twit <Wes de eapitali.,:aeioa (capitalization
banks), boo, os de (dorm y prtistama para la ir-ienda familiar (savings
and loan banks), and socitdades fiduciarias (trust associations).

While legally treated as separate institutions, the functions per-
formed by savings banks are usually combined as departments of
deposit banks. These a ombinations constitute commercial banks whose
facilities ate similar to those provided by commercial banks in the
United States, including checking accounts, sits ings accounts, trust
operation and loan departments. Nearly 70 percent of the resources
of commercial hanks are dented from checking and sas ings accounts,
predominantly (:,5 percent) the lot suer. These banks ins est about 25
percent of their funds in bonds and stocks and about 50 percent in
credits. The major poi thin of the credits at e issued to businesses and
unlit percent of ss hich ate short -term (less titan one year).
Commercial banks handle most sits ill!rn and trust activities in the
country, and ale ithuost the only source of consumer loans.

The /1114011 if r(b) are industrial investment of development banks.
Bei of the mute long -ter wattle of t heir ciedits, they are probably
of gm cater importance to the Mexican industrial sector than are the
commercial banks. The private 1 r L.1111,S Obtain most of their
funds from their uttu bonds, foreign cut Icuct habilit ius, and notes and

tificates of deposit to hubs iduals and businesses. These funds are
used pi ineipalls inter 60 pei relit ) fur credits to hafts ideals and busi-
nesse-, inure than ttto t hit ds of which arc granted for a sear or longer.

Os er 26 mortgage bank, Here in open anon in 1965. Although their
open ations e small \then compared to those of the commercial banks
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or financiera8, the mortgage banks represect an important source of
long-term credit through the granting of mortgage loans and by guar-
anteeing mortgages issued by private individuals.

Capitalization banks handle a very sn,all portion of total private
credit operations. Their main function is to provide a means for future
small businessmen to accumulate enough capital to get started. Finally,
while as yet not completely successful in their operations, savings and
loan banks enable the small saver to accumulate sufficient funds to
qualify for a loan to purchase a house.

Insurance Companies

There are more than 70 private insurance companies operating in
Mexico. Their actions are inspected by the ComisiOn Nacional de
Seguros, whose members are selected by the Minister of Finance.
The portfolios of the insurance companies fall under the provisions
of the reserve requirements imposed by the Banco de Mexico and
the National Insurance Commission. An obligatory part of these port-
folios are government securities yielding 3 to 6 percent annually.

As in the banking system, there are both public and private insur-
ance institutions. In national insurance agencies the state participates
in the form of majority stockholder, or it has the right to appoint a
majority of the members on the board of directors or approve or veto
resolutions passed by the stockholders or the board.

Domestic private firms, as well as branches of foreign firms desir-
ing to operate in Mexico, must first have their mode and method of
operation approved by the Minister of Finance. In the past, more than
90 percent of the policy coverage by these insurance firms has been on
fire and other casualty contracts. The growth of life insurance has
been limited by a prevailing fear of inflation and high concentration
of income distribution. Thus, as late as 1960, much less than half the
existing companies handled life insurance, and only about 25 percent
of the policies issued and some 5 percent of insurance value was in life
insurance. As the inflationary psychology has subsided and the pro-
portion of the population in the middle-income brackets risen, there
has been a very rapid growth in the amount of life insurance purchased
by the population, making Mexico today one of the top users of life
insurance in Latin America. This changed acceptance of insurance
as a long-term form of savings contract has been reflected in the accel-
erated growth of the financial res,AireAs of private insurance companies.

As a part of its overall program of agrarian and agricultural re-
form, the government in 1954 fostered an agricultural insurance pro-
gram in the form of a consortium, to provide coverage where private
companies found the costs and the risks too high (see ch. 19, Agri-
culture). The new program's coverage includes frost, drought, floods,
hailstorm damage, excessive moisture, hurricanes, fire, and plant pests
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and disease. This program is handled in part through Mutual Aid
.Associations organized by agriculturists and cattlemen in each state
in Mexico. The federal government subsidizes the new system by
covering the excess of losses over premiums and indemnities; because
crop damage tends to be high in Mexico, the government subsidy is
generally high. Part of the program is obligatory when a loan is
obtained from one of the national deN elopment banks. The general
coverage of this extended agricultural insurance program, however,
has been relatively small.

The Securities Market and Exchanges

A stock exchange of sonic sort, either formal or informal, has existed
in Mexico City since about 1890. The present exchange is based on
legislation passed in 1932, empowering the Minister of Finance to
establish securities exchanges under laws similar to those governing
"auxiliary credit institutions" in the nation. The Ministry subsequently_
created three exchanges (Bolsa de Valores), in Mexico City in 193: ,

in Monterrey in 1950, and in Guadalajara in 1900. The Ley Orgimj. a
of 1910 specifically charged Nacional Financiera, with the task/ of
do eloping and maintaining the Mexico City exchange. NAFTN has
subsequently done considerable trading on the exchange, though most
of its trading activity has been limited to its own and government
securities.

In 19-10, the ComisiOn Nacional do Valores (Natioal Securities
Commission) was founded to regulate the stock exchange in Mexico.
The commission is made up of representatives of the government and
the private sector. In addition to regulatory responsibilities the Securi-
ties Commission has attempted to channel national savings (and par -
ticularly institutional funds) toward those areas considered crucial
for economi development, by political policy makers.

The total transactions on all three exchanges in Mexico comprise
no more than 5 to 10 percent of all the securities trailed in the country.
The main reason for the large "over-the-counter" trading is that almost
all public and private banking institutions generally conduct their
transactions directly with buyers and sellers of securities. These gen-
e'. dlv are other banking institutions and related to the market support
operations of th- Banco de M6xico and NAVIN. Furthermore, of the
securities trailed directly on the organized exchanges only little more
than 0 percent of the transactions involve equity securities, almost
all of which are industrial shares. This is due in large part to the
desire for closely held control of industrial enterprise, to discrimina-
tory tax deductions favoring interest pa ments and not, dividends,
and to the high cost of this means of financing under prospects of
inflation. The proportion of transact ions in 1 oh ing equities has grown
rapidly in recent years, however, doubling between 1900 and ia05.
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Moreover, although Sind I Is a proportion of transactions on organized
exchanges, by rough estimate Ow ratio of corporate stock to total
financial assets is about one-fourth and that to national wealth is
about one-tenth, both relatively high, especially for a developing
country. If one includes all transactions made outside of the exchange
but registered w ith it, the Mexico City exchange is by far the largest
in Latin America.

Over 90 percent of the outstanding volume of fixed-yield securities
traded on organized exchanges consists of government bonds, eedulas
hipotecariae, mortgage bonds, financial bonds, certifieados de par-
tieipacion of Nacional Financiera, and other such instruments. This
is principally because their prices are supported at par through a
willingness of the various issuing institutions to buy or sell their secu-
rities at any time, to increase the competitiveness of financial instru-
ments relative to other assets and bolster confidence in the financial
market. The practice is also necessary to compete in a. market charac-
terized by a strong preference for assets which are quickly convertible
into cash.

FINANCING SAVINGS AND INVESTMENT

Since 1940 pri% ate institutions have been the main means of chan-
neling loanable funds in the domestic market (see ch. 22, Domestic
Trade). Public financial institutions were not unimportant but their
liabilities were largely in foreign currencies. The most outstanding
feature of the majority of financial instruments employed is their high
degree of liquidity, or ability to be readily converted into cash. The
market preference for liquid financial assets is largely a product of
the long period of inflation that lasted until the mid-1950's. Financial
zit readily marketable at short notice allowed one to convert hold-
ings into items that would protect the real value of his wealth against
erosion from price increases. This strong preference for liquidity was
manifested principally in the persistence of short-term claims. Such
readily-convertible debt obligations have assumed an ever increasing
importance in the money and capital market, and are largely responsi-
ble for the growth in total banking system liabilities.

Another significant characteristic of various forms of saving and
deposits was the growth of instruments denominated in foreign cur-
rencies. This growth reached sizable proportions as a consequence of
the devaluations of the peso in 1948-49 and in 1954. It reflected a
hedge against further devaluation. As the peso tended to stabilize
and become one of a select group of international "hard" currencies,
claims convertible to foreign currencies began to decline, progressively
so after 1960.
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Private Savings and Credit
Thc -t tats p,od On siting, (I-posits has been maintained by

the National Banking Commis-Aim itt an extremel% Ion rate. It has,
tleJugh, been high enougli to attract funds. particularly from small
-t% ers the pro% ince-, to %%hunt Itigitcr-% Maim, in% est limits are either
unfamiliar or tin:II:id:Ode. A- a consequen, 0, ing., deposits account
for ,unie r. IwITellt of total banking. obligations. In general, however,

dkpo:,..it, 11,0c not IAA n Ittti,tetie to large and know ledgable
sa ors.

Since 1960, many fund, lea% °sits denominated in foreign
vurrencit,s hate gra% itated ,thawrt. specialized types of demand de-
po-its (,0111011 hat aped to ChitokL :OTOIllits) and time liabilities
similar to :a% lug. depo,it-) in tft2 folin of loans and acceptances c:

pri% ate bank-. For example, loans recei%ed front enterprises and M-
(1'1%1(111:11- in return for promissory notes are a principal means -ised

p,m to attract fund-. On the other hand, commercial
its,e in% estment trust as >ields compttithe Nith those obtainabb

from ra4 promissory notes and .i.ceptances. Finally, the de-
nu nil fur lung-terin oldigations, such its financial bonds and e///u/as
//7,0,f, //'-ia's has b ,en rising ,i.nd such liabilities now constitute bout
25 ercent of tile wanking indebtedness outstanding. (1/:(hilail itipo-
,e,,,r;as ark= a popular fotia of mortgage certificate secured both by
real e;t1te and guarantees of the issuing mortgage banks.

The ability of househol a,s t ,o save depends upon the size and distri-
bution of persoual income. l'er capita ineome in Mexico is moderately
low, although rising rapidly (see ch. 6, SoJal Structure). The rate
of growth in per capita real gross national product has been about
3 percent a year over the last 21 . ears. This rise has been accompanied
I v an increa-e in the proportion of the population in the upper end

f middle income groups.
Time (de m(' Its, ince.ne let el and income structure, in effect, create

t No oppo-i lig forces nith regard to the let el of sittings in MLxieo. The
Ion real per capita he-one level tends to loner the sat ings 11, el. In
goncral, it would appear that the net direction of these forces in the
(umitr.%, }:)after. has been ton ard au increased le1(4l of household

Sa% ings (hi ()ugh as-ets other than irporatestock
non approximately 31,:, percent of personal income.
S. iitlf through insurance is still moderately rare in Mexico, and

lion cleilii net purchases of bonds and debentures is as yet relatively
small, Although controlled by a relatively small group of upper-
11e Quilt bon-eholik, thiough of pirate ,-tock I i, been very
-.toughly estimated as accounting- for 11,.. to 3 percent of disposable in-

un,o. I i that is the ease, then total personal sit% ing through financial
a--ets (ignoring the netting out of personal debt) averages about 41/2
0 :erciat of per,onit I disposable income.



The greater part of the loanable funds hale been channeled into
short-term loans and credit,. Almost all medium- aid long-term funds
come from publicly owned financial institutions, particularly Nacional
Financiera, and mortgage transactions. This has not been a serious dis-
advantage. and in fact tends to rebet most commercial and industrial
activities, since production techniques'are still lal iiitensie and com-
mercial activity is usually satisfied by short-term financing of in% en-
tories and installment credits (see ch. 0, Industry). As in the past, the
practice is still to allow regular renewals of loans, so that short-term
credit becomes in effect a source of long-term financing.

Commercial and industrial enterprises are not signifies itly ham-
pered, but the agricultural sector I; still short of capital dte to high
risk and lack of collateral. Less than 20 p,,:rcent of the cr dit avail-
able to agriculture comes.: from private banking institutions, lost of
that being concentrated on the highly commercialized agriculture a
the northwest.

With the possible exception of some agricultural in% estments, money
credits outside of the larger urban areas are for %cry sliort-terms, often
lent by vendors, coat padres, or friends. Repayments ate expected after
the weekly, twice-weekly, or daily markets. Generally in rural areas,
however, there is a great reluctance either to borro a or to lend, based
in most cases on a sense of economic insecurity typical of largely
agrarian societies. This stems from a feeling that repayment is depend-
ent upon the elements, which are clearly beyond human control.

Public Financing and Credit

The main source of government financing through i.redit has been
shifted from direct issuance of newly printed mone, by the Banco de
-AVNieo to other lenders in the A,tem, prim!, ipall l,t tt ate fl ancia'
institutions. The private financial organizations ha% in effect, been
forced, under threat of penalty, to pro_ :de a large volume of Iclatively
low cost financing to the government sector flit °ugh it carefully
planned use of the selectee credit-L.)11h ol mechanism in the central
bank's reserve requirement policies. As a consequence, hile thi has
been a significant drop in the inflationary pressures induced by gov-
ernmntal tinancillg tbnougit the priutmg. of papet tuone., there ha,
also been a significant diversion of financial resources to the finam, lug
of governmental expenditures This makes loanable funds both s,_arce
and costly in the private sector of the ei onomy . This s amity (oily
partially relies ed by the expansion of foreign credits to the public
sector. Yet, the recorded domestic indebtedness of ewe' prises, both
public and private, and intik iduals has tended to inena,e far /1ne
rapidly aura has that of the go% ern mont sector.

There are three principal sources from whi II financing of 1,ubh,
enterprises can be ()beamed. the go\ertu. ent .kTtor, domestic
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,ouree,. and the .Itliou4rsh the figure tends to vary
widely ft car to \* at. It 1,ould I ppcar that, on a erat.,e, only about.
20 percent of total public Adel pri,e lilt l',(111t'llt expenditures collies
front t Boil e,tio Iiiqie% and apit ii mai het. IZeliantv upon foreign
bo, owing ha, di itiiat I. all% inch t-ed to the point that the amortiza-
tion pa \ .11 t 'occt pralcin, aniwinting to more than
20 pet ent of tla pt -0 1 due of \port, of good, ,ind
(,ee t 11. .2:1, Fotei,rn ononit, Nelat .1-, a con-oquenev, a greater
reliance ha, begun to Irt H 411 otl Illt el lLEl tinanenty: of publi enter-
pri,e at:tit a tinaticiipr lia Hod made thron,tri, a OnSid-
(Table 1101)101eOlt,,1 in their fund ;411j, I tire.

CURRENCY

Use of Money

\[4),,t t,,,1 , M, 11+44111'\ 14).11101 xollinges Of goods
,11141 =et The Me the Mull' 1 PlItOte Intlialt ChittlentS liv-
ing along the '.\fe\i, an ti tine/nal in I, 'tier In Chiapas. ('atiipeclie, and

lItto. In t -c -mall rural. and -trongl\- Indian population
cent t e i, 11111 1.1 I/Altering ,tilt prod tit 06 good,. Sometimes
commodity mone±, although it 1i oidd appear that, because of
the 811110,4 nationwide 014.0)111t the use of
oininoint a, ray,. 1-.1 (a, III to, it,, of as many as 5.000 inlial)-

itants Ill,lt - 11,'ll l,ll e eli lei a, ( nadal a .NicNIet) City. 110M, ever,'
there still 1-4 exten,i%e trade cat ried On b ineill, of barter. The ex-
, 11,111ge rates, e% en if they ate in tet los of money prices, are fre,
(piently ,et by custom and imbedded lit :t net woll;- of extra - economic

!vitt ion- alit( 4,1,1.g at ion". tot th of credl,t tt ill somet inies occur
in barter tratewtion, ing the eNollangti. of the `ante type of
!,rood, to IR' (II 14'1 da t t pe of "barter" credit
Iti particularl nt ttltll hit hl pet goods, su,li as meat,
where ,laughtei -t I,I it ',it it 0 litel iltI Ijpr

Monetary Policy

ht III 1IIII-t Itlt,iii, CI 111,111 -4I ;all /1''1
whet c a balm!. e I- -t het V.1"11 and pon, to a,,hie\ e

nal ie.Nth extet blimp C, Atexi,.o had to place irr( der
ieliatlee twitHrtr.e pont t t, thin On the 11,,.al

i, due to the in irliedl% Of I O. :,'\ to
rhall(rc, ,n 2:r0-. 11 Itional plohahly being
4,11.0,14 d 1,t. Hutt' ON, t 1.1C \ pOke1,- I ^k ..!1, 1)111,110 Finance).
'Ionetai y lilt id a onent tonal -01I. open-ni trket

opmation- and iii the .11,c/IIIIt late, hate genet ally proem]
effecti%e 1,11 -Nit' \IC() tIn i 01 MOIV 11.12111y indil,tiialiiCt1 0011trieS.
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This is largely (Inc to the less w ell integrated overall credit market
:111(1 to a desire not to tclt on interest-rate adjustments which might
well work to inhibit investment expenditures and. dietefore, economic
growth. Overall monetary pullet is usually determined in bread detail
by the Minister Of Finance with close consultation of the Banco de
Mexi co and Nacional Financiera. Over the, t ears, this policy has gen-
erally changed in response to de% elopment of the monetary and capital
market and to underlying changes in the structure of production and
the distribution of income.

The basic policy instrument governing the si-,! of the 'owlet supply
and tie availability of credit is the reserve requirement. Pris ate banks
are legally required to maintain reser% es with the Banco de Mexico
in cash an ecurities in amounts equal to specified percentages of their
deposits and other selected liabilities. This provides the central bank
with it means of preventing or encouraging money creat h,n and credit
expansion. The legal reserve requirements ate based both on total de-
posit obligations at any moment in time and on increments (or "mar-
ginal increases ") of er deposit levels on previously specified dates. This
form or "marginal- reserve te(luirenient has prose!' to be a most useful
technique, even though it involves problems of correct and prompt
diagnosis of changes in market conditions. It allows tight control to
be exercised over credit expansion but also because it allows smooth
hdjustment in a bank's teser. e position w ithout forcing a drastic and
perh. )s potentially destabilizing ro ision of a bank's pottfolio. It
penalizes those banks that persist in increasing credits most rapidl'y
during lit ilods of iestrieti% e policy while favoring those -aloe banks
11 hen polio makers are attempting to pi °mote credit expansion :
thereby it exercises a generally stabilizing influence.

The original cash resent requirements had been supplemented in
1948 and 1919 by require limits governing the dit ision of bank assets
between various tape- of stem ities and other assets. Thus, the Banco
de Mtlx. o bt means of these selectite credito ittols is able to intioence
dire, thy the allocatin of credit resources bet w eel competing claim-
ants in the eiononly. The,e requirements force pri% ate credit insti-
tution.; to acquire securities or grant credits which might otherwise
not al pear attiacti% e. Also, t he teml to neutralize expan,ionary ex-
cess reser. es while a trot ding a mom- of hi ft ing public ,ecin it les from
the cent bank port folio to port folio, of the pi I% die credit institu-
tions. '1 iii, pie\ ents potential inflationat 1)11'.--.11re:s f!-,nt mounting
as would occpt through the financing of public debt bs the printing
of per !none% . Nloreox cr. the Banco de Alex ieo i, able to direct the
priN ate credit institution, to toe a specified pm, ent age of the funds
for national economic de% elopment. In addition, these qualitie or
selectile credit control, allow the Banco de Mexico freedom to de-
termine the tapes and amount- of seal it ies to add to its own port-
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folio ad On as the type, and amounts of tedi,eounts to make
available to %anon, banking ,v-tein inst ut

Through its rech,counting powers the cential bank is tble to influ-
ence the t\ pt's of borrowers and the t.pes of collateral to be made
eligible by the banking -stern. 'Mtn co% er, the power to dictate to
some degree the sti actin( of bank 1I.tiul, has been used to reduce the
degree of liquidity of banking s't stem obligation, and to control the
volume o( fund, made a% ailable to %at ions lending institutions. This
1, accomplished by mIncing the banks to extend the maturities of
their obligations and by forcing them to te,e a larger portion of their
resources to acquire long(1 t el III 5ecu1Itit expeciallv those issued by
t he government and other publie-sector borrower,.

Money Supply, Output, Price,4, and Interest Rates

Change- in the 'none% slll,j,ly due to change, in monetary policy
ha \e had a iclation,hip to output. prices. and interest lags ill
Mexico ,ifit'e (see table -1). The money supply, in the form of
et.111",,, 11111 alld has grown at a compound rate
of about 11 perk ent pe'r \e,, -roa e 1:110. ,Nbq Cot Cr, the akence of any
,..u-taintd 'Allot! of -3 iglu- mor., ha- been influential in contributing
to the pi ohatged per md of niatk experienced by Mexico.

rece'itit, t he Mexi itn eeorioni, unable to ru,tr let int( runt iontrt
111 rei,et clot rIllellt- be, au-e ut her pledge to the M to Illa Illta in free

e011 \ ihi )it \ of the pt-o. 1,1, 1,peciall tuhlerable to external in-
LIVIRT,. dill to till 1 %% -plat lai and agricultural nature of

lu r international t lade an,' hot pint record of inflation and detaluit
t (moial 11,141,111r, of fin cign extll.ulge reser . es e tended to

t itate IA ion, in i re,er% es of the Bane° cle
All'Aik 0, ( lean d attempt, to 111,1110 n the international table of the
pe,o. lia%e diecil ath red Cie rate of increa-c in the moue) supply
arol it ith it the late of grow th of output, the I,ti, e Ietrl, and intere.A
rat,. partittdad% t pet niik. 191tp-1 1 at 19A-:)1, large
tit', t(-,l -e, I" tile rah' tI the 111011V\ ere -coupler

it del t 011icla I 11:-A' I In neither ease was the
,alt ing detlat icut to I e \ 7.1 t 114.. eis,e baiance of pa ments

,orolit ion., and 'Jot': iequired ,izable (III ,iltiat i 111 ittis-1919 am!
lit 1:15 I to I et cr-q. the falling trend in °Ili. ial reser% es (see eh. 23,
FOIVI!r11 0010111,.

cm- lea1 to the 111111etar\ 3110101;0 ieti the
111,1,1c,pla,, of it-. polo ill ui attentpt to heighten the iespon-
.,1 en,., 4 if I Ile (1,1111)111 II) 1114.)netI I POI it \ ,Rifts and to :smooth Hit

II, d -elect it-e credit control,: were ilea 'tilted in
1:i and P119 but thii were not full implenici\ted until aftei the

tele,Ion and dealuation .11111 1111'V to the
it olio( 10,Iji 1961),
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Table 48. Indices of the Mexican Monetary Experience, 1940-1967

Money I supply
Year Indhous

of pesos)

Wholesaler
prices

(1050 100)

Interest s
rates

Exchange rate
(pesos to

U.S. dollars)

1940_
1941

1942
1943_

1, 060. 4
1, 269. 5
1, 749 9
2.672 9

33. 0
35. 2
38.8
46.8

5. 40
4. 86
4. 85
4.85

1944 3, 309. 9 57. 4 4. 85
1945 3, 539.5 63. 9 4. 85
1946 3. 460. 8 73. 5 4. 85
1947 3, 438. 7 77. 8 4. 85
1948 3, 916 9 83. 4 9. 7 5. 76
1949 4, °52.9 91.4 10.6 8. 02
1950 5, 988. 5 100. 0 10. 7 8. 65
1951 6, 800.9 124.0 11.4 8. 65
1952 7, 078.7 128.6 11.3 8. 65
1953_ 7, 652. 9 126. 1 10 6 8. 65
1954_ 8, 723.5 137.9 I3. 5 11. 34
1955 10, 516.7 156.7 11.4 12. 30
1956 11, 692.2 164.0 12.0 12. 50
1937 12,493.4 171.0 12.6 12. 50
1958 13. 388 9 178.6 13. 0 12. 50
1959 13 434. 3 180 7 13. 4 1?. 50
1960 16. 888. 9 189. 7 14. 0 12. 50
1961 18,007.6 191. 14. 5 12. 50
1962 20, 274. 3 195. , 14. 4 12. 50
1963_ 23. 680 2 196.:3 13. 7 12. 5t)
1964 27, 640. 2 204. 7 12. 4 ;2 50
1965 29, 518. 9 208. 7 13. 2 12. 50
1966 _ 32,751.4 211.4 11.8 12. 50
19' 35, 565.3 217.4 10.4 12. 50

f.:01r,. currency and Lheck-depo,d. lialalities of the Bunco de Mexku and coulmercial tde posit and savings)
banks. 12.6 pesos. US$1.

3 Indet of prices of 210 articles in Mexico City.
A composite figure using an estimate of the average )1:14 tr assets of titivate banking institutions, ex-

eluting legally required inves::upnts.

Source Adapted from Informs A naal, Banco de AUxico, .o,ith format adaptation
of Brothers, Dwight, and Solis M. Leopoldo, Mexican Financial De-
velopment, pp. 74, 84, 192 (face).

Despite increasing domestic production, a high growth rr.te in the
moue) stippb, before 1955 generated inflationary pressures and mone-
tary instability. This situation generated again a recurring character-
istic of the monetary. propensities of Mexicans, namely a strong
desire to spend paper money quickly upon receipt, a desire strength-
ened by a fear of rapid depreciation in the purchasing power of the
peso. This attitude against hoarding paper umncy was corroborated

grewing complaints of land speculation and "excessive" purchases
of -.luxuries," inIcstments characteristic of inflation-avoidance in a
limited securities market.
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In the early 1950's a fundamental change in the manner of monetary
expansion began to take idacts. These shifts began to take effect around
1956. They are characteristic of the Mexican monetary system to this
day. Monetary system credits to the government, while still large, are
relatively less impo:tant than before. The Banco de M6xico no longer
directly monetized the go% ernment's budgetaty deficits. Rather it in-
directly supported them by a system of selective credit controls which
permitted a diversion of private investment funds into the public sec-
tor. Moreover, public enterprises and the government itself came to
rely more heavily on foreign credits. The result was a lower and gen-
erally steadier rate of money expansion, a little more than 10 percent
per year since 1955. As a consequence, prices have tended to rise at
only about 3 percent per year while the annual growth in the supply
of goods and services absorbed most of the rest of the increase in the
money supply (see ch. 18, Character and Structure of the Economy).

The overall effect of these recent changes was a growing confidence
in the money economy. This is shown by a decline in the velocity of
circulation of money., indicating an increased confidence in the peso's
ability to maintain its purchasing power and shown by the increasing
importance of checking accounts in the total money supply. Checking
accounts now constitute 60 percent of the money supply as opposed to
less than 38 percent in 1940.

When compared w ith rates determined in the financial markets of
the United States and Western Europe, the interest rates encountered
in the Mexican market are high, at least in the case of those deter-
mined by the free operation of sGpply and demand in the loanable
funds market. The lowest rates arc paid on government securities and
savings deposit s (the latter now varying between 11A and 51/2 percent ).

The actual rates to be found in the loanable funds market range
from 10 to 12 percent for excellent credit risks, 14 to 18 percent for
many companies, and .20 percent or more for "speculative" loans. These
rates are effectively pushed even higher. to a range lkween 20 and 25
percent by additional costs of borrowing stemming from commissions,
charges for opening credit accounts (usually equal to a minimum of
one percent of the amount ins ol s ed). discounts of interest in advance,
and a pollution requirement of maintenance of reciprocal balances
with the lending inst it ut ion (usually equal to 20 percent of the amount
of the indebtedness). Rates on short-term loans in rural communities
art' considerably higher and often termed "usin ions" or -exorbitant"
by many people in Mexico.

'niece high interest rates reflect in pact the effects of the r.ttlk.t ant ial
inflation pre% ailing from the mid-19:10s to the mid-1950's. Attempts
to stabilize pt ices by the go% e -meld fter the 19:4 de aluat ion,
however, proved to he a further stimulus to increasing those rates of
interest determined by market forces. The expectations of further
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inflation produced a general unwillingness to hold money balances
beyond those necessary for transactions purposes. The monetary au-
thorities remained persistent in not allowing the money supply to
expand beyond a level they felt was consistent with maintaining in-
ternal price stability and external balance. At the same time, they
attempted through use of selective credit controls to facilitate the
growth of output without directly monetizing go ernmental deficits.
In the private sector this procedure increased the scarcity of loanable
funds which were in high demand. The result was a higher level of
interest rates, as indicated by the rise from 11.4 percent in 1955 to
14.0 percent in 1960.

The purpose of this policy was to dispel the existing inflationary
psychology and to reinstate a more efficient allocation of resources.
Then expansionary forces could lead higher levels of output without
a higher internal price level or Lxternal imbalance of payments, The
approach generally proved successful because while the effective or
real rate of interest was higher, the Mexican economy began to sustain
a higher level of output. This growth in itself tended to ease the pres-
sure on the interest rates. When coupled with a new policy started in
the early 1960's of general monetary ease and with more efficient fiscal
:Actions and greater foreign borrowing, the effect brought on a steady
decline in the market rate on private securities, from over 14 percent
in 1960 to around 12 percent by 1965.
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SECTION IV. NATIONAL SECURITY
CHAPTER 26

PUBLIC ORDER AND SAFETY
Available data indicate that in some categories of crime, there ap-

pears to hale been a decrease in the rate of criminal activity in Mexico
over the past 25 years. Nevertheless, crime continues to be a serious
national and local problem. This is partic ilarly true with respect to
homicide, for the murder rate has grow n oler the years and is high not
only by Latin American experience but when compared to homicide
rates in many °Eger countries. The Federal Budget for 1968 cites an
estimated need for 0, er 17:1 million pr,,o, (12.5 pk,,os equal 1'S$1) for
the administration of just ice at the federal level alone.

Federal legal power tends to be substantially greater than that
possessed by the states. The constitution requires the states to enforce
federal laws, and the states are required to follow the federal penal
code as a model. Moreover, the states' chief executives, the governors,
can be removed by the President. The state police however, are con-:
trolled by the governors (see ch. 13, The GoveAnnental System).

The largest part of the workload of the courts consists of amparo
actions, a large proportion of these actions being for criminal matters.
The right of amparo is described in the constitution, in the Law of
Amparo. and in procedural codes; it protects indiliduals and en-
sures procedural fail ness -vheneer administrative or legislative
actiGns or laws threaten const itutionallN guaranteed rights. The Law
of Amparo applies in mai.1 tli.-poes bet tt ccu fetus ;%.1,uul ,tate authori-
ties where const it utionality is at issue.

In the la rrer cities, prisons are set it inert rowded. reflecting the
rapid influx of people from curd to mkt!, areas. lteforms are in proc-
ess, however. t, new, more appiopriatels designed prisons being
constructed; c'tanges in penal law being undertaken ; adequate train-
ing being gn en to police and pi ison personnel : and greater use of
modern equipment. and methods- being made.

Recent years hat e seen the outbreak of %iolen,e of a more inah.,i%e,
and perhaps mole t ganizei fot iii. `ti ike, e,cd1.0 big to gdn battles
(as in the Copra Wu kers Union sti ik in Acapulco in 1907) :Nil
student i iots ii, tai nuns pia: C (in, iudina the I9 rioting in Mexico
Citysee ch. 11, Polo 1)' mimics) illu,ti, ate a continuing need for
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having federal troops to sell e as a back-up force to the police. As yet,
these events appear to !lase only a local pattern, not a nationa: one,
each Witt different part icipants, generally, and occasioned by varying
causes. Demonstrations mat ked by s lolence lead to the invocation of
the 1911 Law of Social I )1:-,,Ohlt 1011, «-1101V, in effect, a state of siege is
declared and constitutional guaranties of individual rights are tem-
porarily suspended. One of the provisions of the Law of Social Disso-
lution occasioned other recent demonstrations. In August and Sep-
tember 19Cs, students, teachet s, and parents marched on the President's
office to dennral changes in the Penal Code, which would abolish the
part of the 1911 seeking to punish subs et sive activity, and elimina-
tion of ant Hes 145 and 1-15-bis concerningsocial dissolution.

THE LEGAL SYSTEM

Historical Development
From conquest In 15'20 to independence in 1821, Mexican legal hist i-

t tit ions and penal law were largely adapted from Spanish ones. A chief
judge appointed by the Spanish Crown w as given complete civil and
criminal jurisdiction. A superior court was set up in 1527. Local magis-
trates courts and municipal councils--the latter of which stirs ire to-
daywere also established (see ch. :3, Historical Setting).

A guiding principle of Spanish law much of it deris ed ft om anon
law and to be carried into Mexican lawwas that better a guilty
person escape than an innoce one be punished. Punishment generally
tended to he severe and included not only corporal punishment, but
imprisonment. exile, confiscation of goods, and fines. Imp' isonment for
debt was common The presid los, which had formerly serx e('. as castles
and frontier for'; gat i-,oned by militai% forces, became the major
penitentiaries.

With independenc., 1-t.Nico carried on ith Spanish }Jena] law more
or less intact. Added stress %% as girt n to tles eloping laws to deal withh
carrying- arms: the use of alcohol: restrictions on beggars, highway
bandits, and thieves; police organization : and the establishment of
prisons. Penal codes changed only slow after independence. An in-
for4itional system, ,under which the judge had absolute power and
served as prosecutor as well; cont limed to prevail. There existed a
general lack of guaranties for t he accused and indefinite prison
sentences were often git en. Follow in.. Ft cli,11 and A met ican models
of penal law, chattges began to be introduced.

The Conq it ut ion of Is2-1 foresh..dossed some of the legal and juridi-
cal doctrine underiy ing today's sy stem, but implementation of the
constit,;t:tonal pros is,ton, litgovd. 11w Constitution of 1s:+7 introduced
(ltanges which did take effect. All special ttihunnl, w ere abolished,
except military ones :And One for the press to deal v. lth such matters
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as plagiarism. 'rho ft.,1(.1a1 court ststtnt piescribed was substantially
like that found toklit, awl of the constitutional bases for cimi-
nal codes and procedutt5 were the sante as those in the Constitution
of 1917, Including pro% isions for the classic t ights of the defend int.

Throiighout the latter part of the 19th century. orintinal justice w as
ttsitall effected either b.% a single judge of Howl:di a court, of citizens,
a populat jut v. Punishment lay:tine les, se . et e as extreme and unusual
penalties Mete pt ()hilted and rue -sure lint cased abolish the death
penalty altogether. Imptisounient tante to be based on tin le, oruitio
of tlerTee of liberty and of as,o,.iation with outside's. Labor became
less punitive in gnat deter elilleaCIA/11 11101e 11All I

iii ell'OrtS at sot ial rehabilitation of the ( rintinal.
Two distinctiNc featut t,, of the Mexicaii legal ststem, klatiwr hack

to the 19th cent tlt. ale tile Public JIlnistrt tMiui,terio P(tltlico) and
the right of ari,pd,o. The Public :11mi-trt pox ides public prosecutors
and ink estigators and t, ult oil flow the the collectots of taxes
and fines. w Ito in t ime became t hat ged with ct hue tepression. The tight

the prim, ioral me, fir Note, tins intlis ideal rights
and for resuk iwr ts bet wt en the states and the fetict tl gos ern-
went, w la-stunted about loo % cars ago and itli refine-
ments to the present tint( , Ii. The Got eminent:II St stem).

tta, introduced in the 1-17 .10ta de Helot was, W as made
more expli, it in the 1 Constitution, and additionally detailed in
the 1917 Constitution and iu the 1,,tw s of .knipato 1/I11)11,11ell since then.
Alvaro protvtion ation of a law but does
not constitute action against the but itself. Its function is 'similar to
that of injun, tact, and w 1 it, of habeas cot pu-. though it 1, more cunt
piellensive. It does not attack the constitutionality of laws. There
no arapino against laws, a feat moo defended lit Mexi, an 'a niters fut
keeping the courts out of politic - and fore,'},} -in'! 1,11,1,. exer-
cise of leg;-lative power. .1 simplified law tta, plifilitilgated
in 1't`,9 :old ,trap,tro cases Wel e 1e01101 nl that ear. Fill then modi-
fications Mete itltrodmtid :Intl 1 1`A`,1) thete were .2.10S .1iitp,ro
vacv, contium. to be a huge pott,,,n of the A Mil klAMAI

A pernik too, element of the law, which it hie% od prominence in
the 19th century and was pat ti, loaf ked in the operation of the
hated rir nth.? under the klictatiq,liip of Pot fit io Diaz, w as the Jt e ji/f/kt,

hich peratittsd the ,unu'1.ut emention after attest of pH-oilers
"attempting t ap.- Its last w hie-Tread use IN under t he counter-
ret ()luta), ir dictatot. Vi, to, ;alio I fuerta. but it petsisted be.% ond
this. especially ill I Ural :110:! -. 1 Ile 1! // f,tlej 1- il/ longer in force.

lit t1. ;dual iigl.ts, (4),1-tIt pro \ ided, cannot tit ilv
violated or suspended ;11 time of e, although the law recognizes
It condition tx hely Ow, , an be ti repot at lI suspended It cause of a
danger of invasion. dist utbatice of the publi, pea, e, or :alt
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other ek eta kk hich ina, place soeietk in great danger or C011itiet. This
exception is contained in Article 29 Of the Constitution. In the legal
systems of a number of other count ries the condition is referred to as
a state of siege, w lierelf, in effectonart lid law prek ails. In Mexico this
provision is detailed in The Law of Social Dissolution enacted in
1941, wherein the Executike can suspend intik idual rights. It is the
sect ion of this law co el ing sulk ci sik e helm for ag,ainst, «hick demon-
strations kvere held in MS. The law is ordinitilk used in ease of riots
`and strikes.

Criminal Codes

The penal tote of 1-,71 was the first complete penal code since the
Spitio-h code of It prole hied for intik idual rights, including
titose of the acen-.d and the conk feted, w1iirh \\ ere. contained in the
Constitution of 1 i. This culls al., introduced the concept of condi-
tional litx`brty (parole) on good conduct, or prison term extension on
had conduct, as %%ell 11". (11V nOt ion of attempted crime. The ISTI. penal
code W.1-; Vila t red for d ri2deral District and the territories, though
it served a, a part ial model for the states. It survik ed kkitlh modifica-
t ions until 1929 hen a new code kk drafted to serk e for only 2 sears,
filter which ft, new code was established.

The 19-.1 penal code for the Fedi nil District and the territories went
far to modernize the law, climinat lag .ttcli feudal remnants as special
prik ilege,, formulas, and rites. Juk elide delinquenQ was singled out
for special attention, new prof isions were made for controlling the
traffic in nacotits, for dealing w htL coruption. pandering, and
tAllioaage. The code compreht ntls both climes enforceable in the Dis-
tit and territorial local courts and a number of federal crimes,
enforceable only in federal conils.

Crimes It.c btoadlk t al (701 . tio.t au.anist other people, those
against propert those against the state, those against piddle morals,
aml those again..t public lhe.dtfh, The imposition of penalties belongs
to 'he judiciary. Athuinist rat ikt. authoi ies, can punish kiolatnis of
governmental and poll, e tegulat ions old\ hf the penalt y does not exceed
3r, hours imp i-onnient or h fit and, if the fine cannot be paid, im-
pri-onment a- ,t 1,st it ute cannot exceed 1.) daks. I f the offender is
a day laborer, the line cannot exceed a week's wages.

'I he -tate-3 are required by law to publish and enforce federal laws.
Although Congress requires them to use the la31 penal code in estab-
li-hing their own codes, literal transfer has not been effected or re-
quired and di Grote es persist. For example, while capital punishment
1-4 prohibited in the l911 penal code, and tit :s pro\ i ,ion remains in the
modified k -ions, not all state jurisdictions hake abolished this
pen lt The con,t ut ion it -el f,uhhik permits its use for certain crimes,
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such as parricide, abduction and high w ay robbery, but the count itution
does not require that the penalty be imposed for such crimes.

Habitual drunkenness or % agranc Ina.% result in the loss of the of-
fender's civil rights. Kidnapping, depending on the form, calls for no
less than 5 years and no more than 30 years in prison, plus a fine. 'Var-
ious forms of assault are distinguished, homicide is treated differently
depending upon whether it is comiti d for a profit, and smuggling
is given special attention. As one of the more ad% anced of the under-
de% eloped nations, Mexico has experienced a growing need to deal with
more sophisticated crimes such as fraud, embezzlement, abuse of trust
or confidence, and the like, and the codes and decree laws have reflected
these changes. There are rather severe penalties imposed upon those
\\ Ito violate the personal rights and const it utional guaranties of others.
Such penalties vary ith the severit) of the offense and iltnge from it
fine to lengthy imprisonment.

Under the Law of Siwial Dissolution, constitut ional guaranties
may be suspended for t duration of a state of siege. Pri% ate persons
can arrest and detain others if they are w itness to a crime, but must
turn them over to the authorities immediately.

Mexico grants political and diplomatic asylum. Aliens cannot be
deported without juridical determination, although the President can
issue a deportation order if deemed eeessar% for public safety. Alexi;
can nationals 'Iry not be extradited by foreign countries, unless (1
treaty so specifies or ualess they are naturalized citizens of h. VIA
2 .yeafirs standing. Extradition among the Mexican states is required,
howmer, if the penalty in oh ed is at least one month in prison.

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Social Controls

The count r has a st tong family iit ientation, fiiensed on the father
(see eh. ). The President is legal ded as a father o% er all the
nation, and 'Teel% es respect and obedience accordingl This linkage
stork, more clearly in the ran al areas, w here the combination of respect
for author it and influence of the Church operate to limit criminal
activity and to condition the kind of et iminal behavior that does occur.
In gene' al, the rural areas tend to hat e more simple crimes: drunken-
ness on occasion, some fighting- perhaps in csinjunct ion w ith di inking
or celebration-and some unpremeditated murder and simple rubbery.

Such controls weaken substantially in the urban ens ironents, fur
urbanization has proceeded at a %ery rapid pace, resulting in o% yr-
crowding, unemployment, slum conditions, and conflicts of % alues
between the r..ral migrants and the cii.y tdttellers (see ch. fi. Social
Structure). Being imprisoned is not al'.'. s t iewed ttith distaste or
contempt since many of Mexico's helms and t e% eil leaders hike been
confined at one time or another.
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With the accelerating growth of the middle class and with con-
tinuing reductions in illiteracy, public appreciation of the value of
law enforcement has been growing. The widespread lawlessness and
violence which characterized much of the country's earlier history has
given way to the relatively much greater stability visible in recent
decades (see ch. :3, I Iist orical Setting).

The Public Ministry

The institution of Public MinistryeNists at both federal and lower
levels. At the federal line], tile public prosecutor and his assistants
are part ('f the office of the Attorney General of the Nation. lie is a
party in c.% il, administrati% e, and criminal cases. The public prosecu. /
for acts as the accusing party in federal criminal cases. Initially, he,
acts as the (thief of the investigating force, hut, he, drops this role fO
that of prosecutor when the ease goes to vomit. His duties are es(ab-
fished in procedural codes. lie is the watchman over prompt just.
administration of justice: he must represent the public as pbuntiff at
the same time that he must act to preserve the accused per7on's rights.
If these rights are violated he must, see that reparations, /re made. It
has been said that the office was largely decorathe until the Revolu-
tion of 1910-1917, since before that. time prosecution was actually
carried out by municipal leadefs, political leaders, and, at times,
leaders from the military.

At lower as well as federal levels, the public 'prosecutor is inde-
pendent of the courts and cannot be censured by them; at the same
time he has no judicial power. In the codes developed over the years
to regulate t he office, the duties lune tended to follow the Frenell con-
cept of the duties of such officials. Public defemi.ers are also provided
for by law.

The federal public prosecutor is appointed by the President, and
he must hat eliad at lea. t 5 v ears of experience as a professional lawyer.(.
As Attorney General lie is also the legal tionnselor for the Go% eminent.,
While part of his function is the repression of crime, he does not
ordinarily enter a case until a crime has been committed. At the state
level, the public prosecutor is appointed 1),% the governor; in the
municipality lie is chosen by direct popular vote.

The Pnlice

The national police are part of ti. Nfinistry of the Interior
(Gobernacion) and ha%c their headquarters in Mexico City. They Are
charged with investigating actual or threatened infractions of fed-
eral law. The Federal -District courts act as coin is of first instance-for
federal law enforcement, an(; their workload tends to lie quite large,
a condition which r ''its the sii.e of the task performed by the
tional police.
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Also at the national level are police forces for the .Ministry of Public
Health, national railways, hydraulic resources, and Petroleos Mexi-
canosIthe nationalized petroleum industry.

Each of the federal entitiesthe 29 states, the two national ter-
ritories and the Federal Districthas its own police force, each. with
a chief reporting to the Governor of the state or territory. The uni-
forms vary somewhat from state to state, but in general they resemble

those of the United States. They normally carry pistols and, a times,
white-truncheons. Id addition to enforcing the law in their respective
states, the state police also assist in enforcing federal laws.

Large cities, like Mexico City, have a variety of kinds of police.
Mexico City has judicial police; park police, highway police, secret
police, riot police, and police links with such specialties as. foreign
languages. There are private poi lice forces as well. Many banks and
department stores and similar institutionslrave their own police and
their own jails. LegiSlative action, how9ver, may eventually change
this-practice, so that there will be a sill& police force for each state

; and the Federal District rather than the many different types of police
forces ,which have been in existence; a !novellas been underway in

;--the Senate to accomplish this goal.
At the village level, police work is much less intricate: Village police

normally mirk in pairs, but they ordinarily do not have police cars,
two -way radioS, orzaddy wagons. If vehicles are needed, a taxi may
be used. The dace of police work in the villages is generally slow ',dur-
ing the week, but rises on the weekend when rural dwellers come to
town for church and marketing, when drinking and celebratio'n may
lead to fighting. The Constitution requires that.the-federal Executie
and the state governors shall command the public forces in the militia-
palities where they customarily or temporarily reside.

Securing a sufficient number of properly trained police personnel
has been a long-standing problem. Police academies have been estab-
lished, and police schools in other countries have been used. Mexico
City has established a new Police Academy of rigorous standards,
Which graduates 100 to 150 well-trained policemen each year for the
city's police force.

Police work has become much more technical. Advances inttoxicol-
ogy, chemistry, forensic psychiatric, polygraphy, and other lechnol-
ogies have been exploited in both crime laboratories and routina police
operations. Modern, equipment, has been made available. In 1q.61 an
agreement was signed betven the United States and Mexico for the
transfer of such United States equipment for the use of Mexican
national police.

- Other Organizations

Two other organizations having major roles in law enforcement'
stand out as particularly significant: the major political party itself,

a

`.s.7%:
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the Institutional Re% olutionary Party (PRI), and the armed forces
(see ch. 27, The Armed Forces). The PRI is singled out as represent-
ing continuity in the executive and legislative branches of the govern-
went (see ch. 13, The Governmental System). 'rite pa rty's role in this
context is primarily one of crime prevention through its action to
limit and contain dissidence am! potentially illegal activity. This it
does by incorporating a ery wide spectrum of special interests within
its membership and by undertaking socio-economic reforms to get at
the causes of crime, subversion, or violence, rather than relyingon the
use. of armed force, military or civil, to deal directly with aberrant
behavior. The necessity for armed force has not been removed, of
course, but the need for massive and frequent use of it has been re-
duced (see ch. 3, Historical Setting).

While the armed forces are not prepared to engage in large scale:
and extended international conflict, they have shown- themselves to
be competent in backing up the civil police forces hi mainta ning
public order and internal security. Their presence serves as a deter-
rent, and, distributed over the country in several military zones, they
have served to assist local police in handling riots. Recent instances_
of such assistance occurred in the 1968 studenf riots in Mexico City
and in the 1967 strike by the. Copra workers union in Acapulco,
had evolved into a gun battle. The Navy works directly in preventing
crimes such as smuggling, and' assists in preventing others such as the
traffic in narcotics. The-work by the armed forges on civic action
projects helps indirectly to maintain public order by eliminating some
of the causes of disorder.

THE COURT SYSTEM

The Federal Judiciary

At the federal level the judicial branCh consists of the Supreme
Court of Justicethe highest court in the landsix circuit court-S, and
about 46 district courts, or at least one for every state and territory_
and the Federal District. The circuit and district courts hate jurisdic-
tion similar to that of such courts in the United States (see ch. 13, The
Governmental System).

The Supreme Court is made up of 21 justices and five supernumerary
justices. They 'tiny sit in plenary session, though ordinarily the work
flow takes place t, trough four chambers, each with five justices, which
deal respectively w th criminal, civil, administrative, and labor matters.
The justices are al pointed by the President with the consent of the
Senate and lutist have been lawyers for at least 5 years and have records
free of conviction of any serious crime.

The Supreme Court has both original and appellate jurisdiction,
but it does not rule on the constitutionality of legislation. Through the
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action of amparo it can provide relief from administrative or judicial.
actions which threaten the constitutional rights of petitioners, but
constitutionality itself is not addressed. As such, the judiciary is more
adthinistrative than independent. Precedent is not as widely estab-
lished as in Anglo-American institutions, but five like decisions
row on a given matter establish precedent that lower courts nmst
Observe.

Each circuit court has six judges who are appointed by the Supreme
Court. In-amparo actions they sit as a full court; hi other cases they
sit as individual jtidges. Their term of office is 6 years, and they, too,
must have been lawyers for at least 5 years. Each circuit court is_as-
signed to a- justice of the Supreme Court, who must make; periodic
visits of inspection. In umpara cases, the circuit court is the final court
of appeal unless-the law involved is being impugned as uneonstitu-
tional, unlets violation of Article 22 (which prohibits extreme or un-
usual= punishment) is alleged, or if the conflict is littween the federal
and State governments.

The district courts act as courts of first instance in matters relating
to- federal law. Their members are appointed by the Supreme Court;
they-must have been lawyers for at least 5 years; and each is assigned
le a justice of the Supreme Court -for inspection purposes. Super-
numerary judges may be appointed by the Supreme Court if the case
load so Warrants. District court judgments in direct dmpara caseS are
subject to review.

The members of the superi9r cuorts for the Federal District and
the territories are appointed by the President with the consent of the
Chamber of'Deputies. Their qualifications are similar to those of the
members of the higher courts. They appoint the judges for the courts
-of" first instance and the minor and correctional judgeships in their
a as. There are also federal grand juries of seven members, which
c ncern themselves with crimes committed in the press, crimes against

iblic order, and crimes and faults .of Federation officials.

State and Local Courts

The Constitution allows the states to organize their own judiciaries,
ditn they generally follow the pattern set by the Federal District. Their

superior court justices are usually appointed by the governors with
{the consent of the legislatures. They usually have both original and ap-
Ipellate jurisdiction. The free nmnicipality is preserved as a con-
stitutional requirement, and each municipality is given juridical
personality. The local judicial provisions in the Federal District and
the territories are set up by the federal courts in those areas. In the
municipalities, the municipal council is preserved, and provisions are
made for both judges of first instance and justices of the peace. Gov-
ernors can grant pardons to those convicted of crimes against their
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respective states or'of infractions against local laws, and the Presidoit
can pardon criminals convicted of federal offenses and those convicted
in Federal District and territorial courts. The Congress can give
.amnesty in cases of violation of federal law.

In' civil or criminal cases involving only the interests of private
patties, the plaintiff can, if he chooses, use the local state courts rather
than the federal courts in matters involving the application of federal
laws or treaties. Appeals nal), be made to the Supreme Court against
judgments in second instance at the state level, in cases in which the
Federation is interested.

Special Tribunals

The constitution provides that the only special tribunals will be those
of the armed forces. A number of exceptions apply-, however. In the
field of labor law, bodies with quasi-judicial powers have been set up_:
Municipal Boards of Conciliation ; Central Boards of Conciliation atd-
Arbitration; Federal Boards of Conciliation; and a Yederal-Boardoi
Conciliation and Arbitration. Federal law gives these boards jurisdic-
tion over ninny kinds of conflicts, legal or economic, individual or
collecti ye.

There are special fiscal tribunals at the federal level, alto of a quasi-
judicial nature. The Federal Election Law of 1946 provides for a
Federal Electoral Commission and Local electoral commissions. Pun=
ishment is not within their province, however. For full trial and pun-
ishment, offenders are sent to the federal courts if federal laws have
been vioated, and to state courts if state laws have been violated.
Finally, legislation provides for the separate trial of juveniles in
juvenile courts established in the Federal District and the territories
and states.

_CRIMINAL PROCEDURES

There was no complete code of criminal procedure until one vas
promulgated for the Federal District and the territories in 1880. Prior
to that time it had not been rare for trials to last many years; fre-
quently they lasted no less than 2 years. A new procedural code was
enacted in 1894 with innovations concerning the prosectitors office
and the judicial police. The first codification of criminal procedure
for the Supremo Court and the lower federal courts occurred in 1908.
A new procedural code, one still substantially in effect, was enacted in
1931 to regulate the criminal procedures of the Federal District and
the territories. Its provisions have been largely incorporated into the
state procedural codes as well.

Arrest and detention must be preceded by the issuance of a warrant
by a competent judicial authority, except in cases of in flagrante
delieto, when anyone can make the arrest, and in cases where the need
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is vital and no judicial authority is available. For the arrest, the ac-
cused must be shown to be presumed guilty on reasonable grounds,
and the crime with which he is charged. must be one for which im-
prisonment would be the penalty. He is entitled to legal counsel from
the time of arrest. Detention awaiting trial must be as short as pos-
sible, and in no case can the detention period exceed, the maximum
prison term applicable to the crime. The accused must be set- free on
demand if he can pay bail, which is set according to his status and
the gravity of the offense. Bail may not be permitted if the offens4
carries a prison term of more than 5 Years.

Detention cannot exceed 3 days without a formal order of commit-
ment with specification of charge and accuser. The subsequent trial
can deal only with the charge or charges specified. The law requires
that the place of detention be separate from the place for serving sen-
tences, although in practice this requirement is often not met. For the
trial the offender must be represented by legal counsel, his own if pos-
sible; if not, he can choose one from a list presented by the court, and,
if he fails to choose one of these, the court will appoint a defender. ,

Trials are usually, open, unless their subject matter would be in-
jurious to public morals, order, or security. During the trial the de-
fendant has the right to confront the witnesses against him, and
can cross - examine -them as well as introduce witnesses and evidence .
on his own behalf. Jury trials are not usual unless the penalty in-
volved exceeds 1 year in prison or if the crime is against the domestic
or foreign safety of the nation. If a jury trial is held, the jurors must
servejury duty is obligatory for Mexican citizensand they must
be able to read- and write and be residents of the place where the
offense was committed;The defendant must be tried within 4 months
if the penalty involved does not exced 2 years in prison, or
within 1 year if the maximum penalty is greater. Penalties are im-
posed by judicial authorities.

The accused has legal recourse before, during, and after the trial
through the provision of amparo, which covers any allegations of
violation of his constitutional rights. Through this channel, which
extends up to the Supreme Court, he can secure relief from false ar-
rest, improper procedure, false witness, extreme and unusual punish-
ment, or any other violation of his rights, including those relating to
procedural fairness.

The organic law and procedures provide that in the case of actions
which could deprive the accused of his life, could threaten his per-
sonal liberty by means other than through judicial proceedings, or
put him in danger of deportation or exile, the accused can apply for
amparo through the request of other persons if he is unable to do so
himself, Moreover, if the penalty includes deprivation of life, deporta-
tion, or exile, the penalty will be suspended. The penalty would also
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be suspended if it is alleged to come under the constitutional prohibi-
tion of extreme or unusual punishment. The strictures regarding
rights and the use of amparo are applicable whether the court is fed-
eral, state, or local.

1

THE PENAL SYSTEM

The constitution requires that the federal and state governments
organize their penal systems on the basis of labor, training, and edu-
cation as a means of effecting the social readjustment of the offender.
The institutions being developed and used have been moving_ toward
that goal. If a penal facility in any of the states is inadequate or non-
existent, the state can make an agreement with the federal govern,,
ment for a prisoner convicted of a common offense to serve sentence
in a federal establishment. The responsibility for overseeing and
regulating the serving of sentences resides with the penal administra,-
tion rather than with the courts or an administrative judge. ;

At the village level, jails are often rather flimsy in construction
without close security over the prisoners. Escape attempts arc not
common in the village and small town jails. While food may at times
be sparse, families are free to augment the prisoner's diet, and in some
cases the prisoner's family may move in with him and set up houte-
keeping. Jailing is more common at the village level since Many'
prisonerp-do not have the money to pay fines. They work off the fines

_through cleaning streets, gardening for the municipal landscape, and
the like. Prisoners are often encouraged to produce handicrafts, and
are allowed to sell their products. While beatings and other violations
have been reported, guards rarely mistreat cooperative prisoners. Most
jails allow a weekly conjugal visit in private. Ordinarily this privilege
is reserved for visits by. the spouses of married ptisoners.

The jails in the larger cities, especially the district jails, tend to be
overcrowded with consequently poor conditions. The overcrowding
stems in part from the relatively high rate of murder. Further, it has
been most difficult4o maintain a rate of growth in penal facilities
adequate to the heavy population influx to the cities. It is required
that women serve their sentences in places separate from those for men,
and separate facilities have been built.

The penitentiaries of newer design have come much closer to meet-
ing requirements. In 1958 a penitentiary designed for 1,000 prisoners,
was built in the Federal District. This penitentiary covers an area
of 1.5 million square meters, of which 100;000 square meters represent
prison buildings. It has three Mocks of three-person cells and one block
of 152 single cells. Prisoners can receive female visitors in private;
there are relatively elaborate medical facilities, a primary school, a
library, an auditorium; there is training offered in such trades as
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tailor, printer, carpenter, and electrician; and there are athletic facili-
ties for football, basketball, and baseball.

The practice of transporting criminals to a penal colony has been
in existence since 1860, when vagrants and pickpockets were sent to
Yucatan to work on farms. In 1894, convicted robbers were sent to
work tobacco fields. Such colonies have been defended on grounds that

=they more nearly _represent colonies of regeneration than peniten-
tiaries of punishment. In 1905, a federal penal colony was established
-oh the Tres Marias Islands, about 60 miles offshore in the Pacific
Ocean. Prisoners are allowed to have their families live with -them.
Thatched huts are provided, and the convicts work to develop_ the
iilandelattiral-resources. The use of penal colonies is ordinarily lim-
ited- to -prisoners with sentences of 3 years or more. This 'restricts
the Use-Of such colonies to a relatively small proportion of those sen-
tenced, since sentences of more than 3 years are given in only about 20
percent of the cases.

INCIDENCE OF CRIME

The somewhat fragmentary statistics available suggest that there
May have been an overall decrease in crime over the past 25 years.

-Complete data are not at hand covering all infractions of the law.
ti Data on minor infractions were not found, nor were data on crimes

against, the state. There also must be presumed to exist numbers of
unreported crimes as well as crimes that are dealt with without going
through formal judicial procedures, such as offenders dealt with by
private police. Both crimes against persons and crimes against prop-
erty showed a decrease from 1952 to 1961. Homicide, however has
risen from 12.6 per 100,000 inhabitants in 1950-51 to 19.3 in 1965.

The crime rate for women continues to be a rather small fraction
of that for men, although some Mexican criminologists believe that the
-difference is only an apparent one.because both law enforcement agen-
cies and courts are less vigorous in their arrest and conviction of
women. Since 1952 there has been an increase in the rate of sentenc-
ing as against the rate of accusation over the years. This trend has
been explained as indicating an increase in the numbers and training
of police andpublic prosecutor personnel.

The foreign tourist and the middle-class Mexican alike have little
contact with the police, such contacts as do occur being usually limited
to drunkenness and traffic violations. With rapid urbanization, traffic
haS increased greatly. Police control has helped to ameliorate some of
the it effects of this growth. Mexico has a death rate from motor
vehicle accidents that is extremely low for the Western Hemisphere.
In the mid-1960's the rate ifor Mexico was 6.4 per 100,000 inhabitants;
for the United States it *as 24.4.
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The incidence of murder is among the highest in Latin America,
ranking with that for Colombia, El Salvador, Nicaragua, and
Honduras. In homicide cases, sharp instruments are the most fre-
quently used weapons, followed by firearms, vehicles, and blunt
instruments.

_

Difficulties with what might be called organized violence show more
of a local than a national pattern. In the past 2 years there have been
student riots, but generally separated in space and time, and ostensibly
for differing reasons. In some cases troops have had to be called in to
assist the police (see ch. 14, Political Dynamics).

TREATMENT OF JUVENILES

The constitution requires that juveniles be treated separately from
adults; accordingly, the Penal Code for the Federal District and the
territories exempts minors of 18 years of age or under from adult penal
institutions and processes. Many of the states have made the same
provisions in response fo Article 18 of the Constitution as amended in
1964-65.

Courts of justice specifically for minors date from the 1920's in
Mexico. A tripartite juvenile panel was prescribed, consisting of a
teachers, a physician, and a psychologist. In 1928 such a tribunal was
established in the Federal District under the Ministry of the Interior,
and similar tribunals have been established in other states. A 1941 law
requires the three members of the tribunal to have carried out spe-
cialized investigations into juvenile delinquency. Their function is
one of inquiri and if. restigation. They prefer to work secretly, to
avoid possibM harmful publicity to the minor. These investigations
were aided by a provision of the 1941 law which set up a Center of
Observation and Investigation. All decisions of these tribunals are
subject. to review by the regular courts.

The juvenile courts are a matter of local jurisdiction. There are
now two courts in Mexico City and one in each territory, in addition
to those in the states. In case of infraction, a child under 12 years of
age may only be sent to a foster home or watched by his own family.
If over 12 years old, the minor may, go to a correctional institution or
school. There is a Department for the Prevention of Juvenile De-
linquency, and the Department of Social Welfare is responsible for
enforcing the court orders.

Juvenile delinquency has increased along with the general growth
in the population, but it has not grown at as fast a rate. As in Mexican
adult criminality, there are many more male than female offenders
among juveniles.
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CHAPTER 27

THE ARMED FORCES

The Mexican Army has a deep- rooted military tradition that reaches
back to Aztec and tribal forebears antedating the Spanish conquest. Its
military legacy is a mixture of Spanish, Mestizo (mixed), and- Indian
tradition. Since the beginning of the Revolution in 1910, the military
has drawn on its heritage including, especially, its Indian history as a
source of pride and inspiration to develop a professional and dedicated
military establ ishment.

The prow" of the Interamerican Treaty for Reciprocal As-
sistance i ed in Rio de Janeiro in 1947, and enforced since then
through the rganization of American States, appear to have reduced
greatly the likelihood of interstate conflicts in the Hemisphere. The
likelihood any Mexican involvement in conflict is especially low,
for not only is Mexico very strongly dedicated to the priimiple of non-
interference, but she has no serious disagreements on her own borders.

In recent years, therefore, the Mexican armed forces have increas-
ingly had missions oriented toward internal security and order with
a slight though continuing concern with hemiiphere defense. The mili-
tary backs up the national and state police on request, and, through
civic activities, contributes in important ways to education, public
works, anti-disease an anti-drug-traffic campaigns. The government's
approach to internal dissidence is to treat it as a socio-economic prob-
lem and to carry through indicated reform and development programs
rather than to view it as apolitical or religious problem as was done
in the past. The heavy preponderance of middle-sector political leader-
ship looks to broadly based electoral support rather than to force of
arms. Police are used to enforce the law; they are backed by federal
troops only ifthe occasion warrants. .

The military'has been essentially nonpolitical for many years, and
the threat of election-time revolt has faded. Mexico has been free of
any serious meddling in civil affairs by the military for thirty years.
Manuel Avila, Camacho (1940-48) was the last President to wear a
uniform. The Communists have been unable to gain the support of
commissioned or noncommissioned officers.

Mexico's defense budget for 1968 constitutes less than 10 percent
of the total budget. The military share of the government has been
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similarly. low for some years. An appreciable share of the _military
budget is devoted to educational, medical, retirement, and other bene-,
fits which add significantly to the otherwise modest pay for the armed
forces.

NISTORICAL -DEVELOPMENT

The country's history _during most of the time since the arrival of
the Spaniard has been one of recurring conflict, ranging frorkalhout
war to revolutionary skirmishes and forayS (see ch. 3, Historical`
Setting)-. Mexicans take particular pride in their ancestors! resistance
to conquest, and their military heroes-remain the indomitable Aztec
leaded.; riolCortez andhis Conquistadores.

COlOnial wars tended to be small, and in 1758 there were only 3,000
regulars in New Spain, most of them on garrison duty on the-notthern
frontier-and in the principal ports. There was also a coloniarmilitia,
but-it was generally tuidermanned and underequipped, scatte over

any strength. ith_
a growing far of
ial armies. These

regulars rotated
a. -By 1784 -there-

Militia New

the country in infantry and cavalry units at com
the ending of the Seven Years War in 1763 and
England, a plan was developed to create colo
were to consist of regulars raised in the coloni
overseas- from Spain, and a disciplined milit
were over 4,000 regulars and more than 39,
Spain. The latter years of the colonial era' were particularly_
chaOtic, marked by almost constant conflict as factionikught faction
and revolution was the order of the day.

In the 19th century the country found itself repeatedly on the te- _

fensive, beset by both internal and external forces that threatened, its
national existence. At the same time, however, these forces contributed
to Mexico's unification by fostering among the people- a sense of

,nationalisin and a preoccupation with their own history, After Mexico
L ilehieved her independence from Spain, the Mexican army was ragged

and poorly equipped. It was sorely needed in the struggle for sta-
bility, however, since social and political institutions had not caught
up with the fact of independence. There was no truly national army
in that early period, for taxes to support it were all but impossible
to collect, the provinces did not support the federal government, and
bandits roamed the countryside. Generals became eaudillos _(chiefs)
and eaudillos became generals, though military leaders were coming
less and less from the socio-economic elite. The people were not in-
terested in the problems of external war, and the armies became more
interested and involved with internal security and politics.

Later in the century there were several clashes with the United
States, culminating in the war of 1846-1848 over Texas, which was
resolved in the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. In 1862 the French
intervened. They were beaten by the Mexicans at Puebla, making the
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-Fifth of May a major national ho ay. Two years later, the French
wene on to impose Afaximilian on the Mexicans as their emperor._
After a long and fierce struggle, and after diplomatic intervention by
the United States, Napoleon withdrew his troops in 1867; Maximilian
was executed. The revolution beginning in 1911, marked its first suc-
cess with the resignation and departure of dictator Porfirio-Diaz in
1911.

The early years of the century witnessed a further series of revolt'.
tiOns and international incidents, such as United States seizure of-
Vera Cruz in 1914 and the brush with Villa 2 years later. The last suc-
cessful revolt to effect a clauge of government occurred in 1920. There
were three more attempts in the 1920's, but each was more feeble than
the last. Since.1930 Mexico has had no violent changes of government.

On December 8, 1941, Mekico severed relation. with Japan ; on
-December; 11 it- severed them with Germany and Ita y. In May of 1942
German submarines attacked Mexican vessels and pir was declared.
The United States and Mexico formed a Defense Commission for col.
laboratiOn in anti-submarine warfare in the Gulf of Mexico. A,Mexi:
can Air Force squadron fought in the Pacific. and many Mexicans
Night as United States.troops.

THE ARMED FORCES AND THE GOVERNMENT

Political Position

In 1968 thegovernment was still following the Constitution of 1917
which, though amended many times, preserves the basic stipulations
concerning the military. This provides for full subordination of the
military Wcivil authorities. The President is the Commander in Chief,
but is not allowed to be a member of the armed forces at the time he is
President. He appoints all officers; for those of the grade Colonel and
above; he must have the approval of the Senate.

Although there is no conscription for the regular forces, all males,
upon reaching the age of 18, are required to register for reserve train-
ing, which entails 50 weekly drill periods of 4 hours each. There are
no organized reserve units, however, and the men normally receive
no further training. The Constitution provides that in peacetime the
military cannot demand lodging, equipment, or provisions from pri-
vate householders, a yivilege reserved for wartime. Military law is
the only field hi which a special jurisdiction is allowed. This is in great
emit vast to earlier times when as many as 34 separate jurisdictions were
recognized, including mercantile, mining, and ecclesiastic.

Since World War II the country has succeeded in maintaining tir
con4itotional subordination of the military to the civil. The with
drawal of the military from the political arena has been a particular,
feature of the on-going Revolution. The military sector of the Insti-,
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tutional Revolutionary Thal (PRI), the dominant political party;
was dissolved in 1910. Many senior officers do, however, participate in
politics in the later stages of their careers, but they do so as indi-
viduals. They are often appointed to high government positions as
well, but these are apt to be out of the defense field.

.Role In the Economy

Federal budget allopations for the military are relatively low. Mili-
tary expenditures for the fiscal year ending December -31,,? 1968, are
estimated at about 2.3 billion pesos ,(1 peso equals US$0.03) ; this-
represents about t9.4 ,percent of the estimated federal budget- and less
than one percent of the estimated gross national product: Out of the
total military budget, over half 'will be spent for pay and allowances,\
with more than 131percent for education and medical care and- about
15 percent for pensions. Defense outlays for 1967 approximated -2.025
million pesos, or OA percent of the, total federal budget. Military
spending in 1966 was 6 percent lower than in 1067. In 1965, the defense )
budget of 1.9 billion pesos represented 11 percent of total government
expenditures and less than 1 percent of the gross domestic product..

Defense budgets include funds for the merchant Marine and for
military industry. Because close cooperation with the United States
in military matters is politically unpopular, Mexico has not requested
extensive military assistance from the United States. Much of its
equipment is purchased from European sources.

Defense-developed skills contribute importantly to technical skills
required for the Mexican economy; for example, nearly all commer-
cial pilots come from the Mexican Air Force.

ARMED FORCES MISSIONS AND COMPOSITION

Missions

The tasks of deterring or prosecuting externally generated conflict
remain fundamental to armed force presence and training. The inter-
American defense arrangements pledged by the Rio Pact of 1947 and
exercised since that time through the Organization of American States
have shown themselves capable of successfully handling interstr te dis-
putes. The long-standing boundary dispute between Mexico and the
United States over El Chamizahin the El Paso area was resolved by
agreement in 1963.

From time fo,time Mexico has had problems with Guatemala over
fishing and exile activity, but these have been relatiely minor. Great
I3ritair might give up her claim to British HondUras (Belize) if
Guatemala piesses its claim successfully. Should this happen, Mexico
would object to any annexation of British Honduras north of 17° 49',
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w-hicli formerly belonged to the Captaincy-General of Yucatan.
The government. :as usually Created internal,probiems extendflig to

violence or, insurgency as socio-political problems rather than military
ones. The armed fOr6es are used as a back-up to the police, but only
upon request.

lActi;ities which have come to be titled "civic action" have long been
important) in the Mexican armed forces. These activities include build-
ing and rehabilitating schools, training teachei:S, and teaching. Early
in the 19th century they horn' al schools instructing commissioned
and noncoMmis§ioned officers how to teach.

Currently; most of the civic action programs are directed from the
middle levels of government. They ,eonsist largely of projects pe

lorned when needed and reqii-citid by the 34 zone commanders in
mo:tjunction with the state governors. At the highest level of govern;
Ment strong encourageineil is given to educational projects and those
related to stamping out disease and drug traffic. Road building, disaster
relief, and antideforestation measures are frequent tasks for the mili-
tary, the Army in particular.

Coastal patrol and other antismuggling activities continue as mis-
sions for the armed forces. They participate in the Interamerican
Geodetic Survey, now including a physical resources survey.

Army

Tlie army is by far the dominant component of the armed forces.
From 41,800 men in 1956 it grew to 51,000 'men in 1966. These wore
organized into 50 infantry battalions, two infantrybrigades, and two
infantry fixed colnpanies. There were 21 cavalry regiments, one mecha-
nized 'cavalry regiment, and three regiments or artillery with two
coastal artillery batteries. They were equipped with light weapons,
105mm. howitzers, armored cars, and light tanks.

Air Force

The Air Force is a subordinate element of the*Army. From a p'er-

sonnel complement of 3,500 in 1956 it grew to about 5,000 men in,1966.
These are organized into five air groups of 10 squadrons, with a total
of 300 aircraft. The aircraft include jet fighters and trainers with,
largely, piston engines, United States transports, and 'United States
and European helicopters.. ,

Navy

The Navy is an autonomous force. It is rather small since it has been
designed primarily for coastal patrol, and, as such, would not make
a significant contribution to national defense. In 1956 the Navy had
a strength of 2,500 men; in 1966 the strength grew to 6,200 men ill-
chiding Marines. the fleet consists of about 70 vessels and 20 aircraft.

I
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The vessels include frigates, escorts, boats, transports, landing
craft, mine_ weepers, and tugs. / ircraft. include _helicopters, utility
transport, trainers, ar *loat%, for transport and rem inaissance.

MANPOWER

Procurement

The men of the armed forces constitute a representative cross sec-
tion of the population, reflecting generally the country's major_ethnic
groupings. A large majority are from mestizo families, who make up
some 55 percent of the population (see ch. 4, Population). Discrimina-
tion, However, no longer exists. The officers are drawn largely from
the broad middle sedor, from both rural and urban areas. This has
contributed to the breaking down of regionalism and localism and to
the professionalizatton of the officers, giving them a more national
point of view..

The averagg volunteer adapts readily to military life and authority.
He is generally inured toAardship and amenable to discipline; but
many are illiterate, and few have had any experience with modern
uw,hanical equipment. Many enter the service with a background of
poverty and lack of advantage. The relatively high standard of living
as a serviceman, the economic security,lind the appeal of the uniform,
have all ,combined to create an atmosphere favorable to military
qervice.

Training

Ill general, tke train;ng of enlisted personnel is continuous and
thorough. Once assigned to a unit a man receives on-the-job instruc-
tion throughout his military career, and there are Opportunities to
attend a number of technical schools operated by the various 'services
and branches. The greatest emphasis is placed on the training of
nonv-onunissioned officers, who are periodically able to attend courses
at different levels to further their career deelopment. NoncornmiS-
sioned officers are mostly long-term professionals who have come up
through the ranks and been selected on the basis of experience and
proven capability. As a group they constitute one of the mainstays of
the military services.

Formal training for officers includes the courses at the Military
Academy (Colegio Militar) founded in 18,27. It was originally oriented
primarily toward artillery and engineer requirements, but now offers a
complete service curriculum.

Son-Mexican training sources are used. For example, over 200
Mexican officers have graduated from the United States Army South-
ern Commiind's School of the Americas at Fort GRlick in the Canal
Zone. Others have graduated from the "United States Army's Special
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Warfare School at Fort Bragg. Gkaduates of Mexican military acad-
emies are estimated to have the equivalent of from 10 to*12 years of
academic training.

CONDITIONS OF SERVICE
Living ConditionL

The Army is the element of the forces most closely associated with
the personal lives of the people, and its historical background and
tradition are generally familiar to most citizens. Uniforms are a com-
mon sight, and although the size of the military establishment limits
opportunities for a professional military career, a good percentage of
the country's young men undergo a relatively brief association with
the armed forces through training and reserve activities. The military
is not emphasized, however, and it is not a dominant facet of the na-
tional culture.

The life of the military man is not overly strenuous, and discipline
is not severe; at the same time, it is not one of ease or affluence. The
rewards of a military career are limited, but they compare favorably
with equivalent levels in civilian life, particularly for the average
peon or Indian farmer. There are opportunities for education and
advancement, and there exists a degree of security that would be dif-
ficult to attain outside the_military service. The pattern of daily life

,
in the Air Force closely follows Army routines,-while theNavy offers
an environment that appeals to many as novel and unique.

Military posts are scattered throughout the country, with many of
the principal installations concentrated in the Mexico City area. Since
1962 there has been an extended construction program in progress
that has gradually been eliminating the primitive and inadequate
quarters that had existed earlier. The new buildings are of modern
construction and design, often comprising complete units of officer,
troop, and family riousing. Priority has been given to the older estab-
lished permanent posts, and close to 70 percent of the major installa-
tions, particularly around Mexico City, have eliminated the former
mud shacks that were typical of many of the older stations. Although
construction stanards have not always been found to be of the
highest quality, military housing has, nevertheless, been improved
significantly.

Pay, Allowances, and Benefits

In general. quarters, rations, services, and benefits compare favor-
ably with what the average soldier would find in the civilian economy.
Pay is low, however, and many officers and enlisted Men with family
responsibilities must take on additional off-duty work in order to
meet their obligations. This situation is compensated for, to an extent,
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by prestige and security, particularly among officers and noncomis-
sioned officers, while additional advantages such as retirement, accrual
of leave, and medical care, also help to counterbalance the inadequate
compensation, Pay scales do provide for some supplementary allow-,
ances for families, hazardous duty, flying pay, and the like, but for
the Most part these categories are kept to a minimum.

Retired officers get pensions sufficient to keep them at their customary
stall/lard of living, although here, again, added employment is often
necessary or desirable. Such employment is generally available because
of the valuable technical skills developed by a military man during his
career. Mexicans appear to feel that fringe benefits such as low interest
loans, free or low-rent housing, medical and dental care, and servants
add about 40 percent to an office's income. Article 12 of the Transistory
Articles of the Constitution provides that persons who have fought
in the constitutionalist tinny, and their children and widows (as well
as others who have served the Revolution or public education), shall
have priority in the acquisition of parcels of federal land that are
made available, and shall have a right to discounts specified by law.

Food is ample and nutritious and follows the familiar and accepted
dietary pattern of the country. Messes are usually maintained at. bat-
talion level, and units have their own staffs of cooks and bakers. Mess
personnel are normally trained at the Army's Cooks and Bakers
School, which brings them to a high level of competence. Although
kitchens are often rustic and primitive, their product is conceded to
be of high quality, and, in general, the men consider that they are well
fed.

MILITARY JUSTICE

Discipline is not particularly severe in the armed forces, and main-
taining order is not a major problem. The average serviceman has a
background of traditional deference to authority; obedience to his
superiors is considered a normal adjunct of military life.

There is scant information on military justice or the .irinduct of
courts martial. There appears to be no system of permanent military
courts, and tribunals are convened as needed. Both the Army and the
Navy have their Judge Advocate's Corps, which supervise all military
legal matters. Courts operate under the provisions of the Code of Mili-
tary :Tustice, which closely resembles the Unified Code of M,ilitary
Justice of the United States. Commanding officers have relatively wide
disciplinary powers, and courts martial are generally resorted to only
in cases of serious offenses.

In the colonial period a grant of special military privileges ,(f hero
militar) that had been developed in Spain was extended to New Spain.
It. was codified in 1708 and gave jurisdiction over both civil and crimi-
nal cases to the regular armies, including their families. and to the
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colonial militia. This made military personnel virtually immune to
civil authorities and was an important fringe benefit serving to en-
hance enlistment rates. This form of the military man's fuero carried
beyond Independence, but many of the military's special privileges
were taken away in the Constitution of 1857. Since the army has no
fixed dothicile, it must take its system of justice with it wherever it
goes, which, in part, explains why the present Constitution provides
that the military is the only field in which one can be judged by special
courts. The Supreme Court of Justice, however, has jurisdiction over
disputes between military courts and federal or state courts.

Martial -law, involving the suspension of constitutional guarantees,
is ordinarily applicable only in time of war. However, other than
peace and war a third condition is recognized in law, a State of Siege,
where guarantees can be suspended. This is provided for in Article 29
of the Constitution in cases of invasion, serious disturbances of-the
peace, or anything placing society in great danger of conflict. In 1941,
this provision was expressed in the Law of Social Dissolution, Article
145 of the Federal Penal Code, which was passed to deal with Nazi
and -Fascist operations in Mexico. It has since been used in cases of
riots, and it has been used against strikes as well.

RANI., UNIFORMS, AND INSIGNIA

The rank and grade structure of the Mexican services closely paral-
lels_ that of the United States. One difference is the existence of the
rank of sublieutenant, a probationary grade below second lieutenant.
This iS.designated subteniente in the Army and guardiamarina in the
.Navy. On service uniforms, officers,d isplay insignia of rank on shoulder
straps in the Army and on the sleeve cuff in the Navy. The Air Force
wears the uniform and insignia of the Army. Noncommissioned offi-
cers' insignia are worn on the upper or lower sleeve.

Officers' insignia of rank in the Army and Air rorce are indicated
by bars, stars, or embellished stars. A. sublieutenant wears one gold
bar, a second lieutenant two, a first lieutenant two and a half, and a
captain three. Field grade starts with one gold star for a major, two
for a lieutenant colonel, and three, set in a triangle, for a colonel.
General officers wear silver stars with the addition of a semicircular
laurel wreath enclosing the eagle of the national arms. A brigadier
general -has one star, a major general two, and a lieutenant general,
the highest authorized grade, three. A brigadier general is called gen-
eral brigadier: a major general, general de brigada; and a lieutenant
general, general, de divisiOn:

Navy officers' insignia of rank are worn as gold stripes just above
the cuff (or on shoulder boards), with the uppermost stripe incorporat-
ing a braid loop some 2 inches in outer diameter. The number and
pattern of stripes correspond exactly to United States equivalents, with
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the added insigne for guardiamariva which uses one half stripe. Mem-
bers of the Naval Infantry, or Marine Corps, are distinguished by a
red piping On insignia of rank.

Noncommissioned officers' insignia of rank consist primarily of hori-
zontal stripes worn on the sleeve. The Army displays the stripes in the
color of a man's basic arm, worn above the elbow. The most prevalent
colors are red for infantry, blue for cavalry, and purple for artillery.
A prix :te first class wears one short stripe (vertically), and a corporal-
one full stripe horizontally. Sergeant second class has two stripes, and

A serp'?.ant first class, three. There are no army warrant. officers. The
Na V), \uses the rank of corporal, which is designated by a white chevron
on tbetkver sleeve. Petty officers wear white stripes at the cuff, one
for ,petty officer second class, and two for first class. A chief petty
offider has three stripes, and a warrant officer one gold stripe without
the-loop. -'

The Army has a blue dress uniform and a service uniform and field
green sin ilar to that of the United States Army, but a shade duller.
Suntan kh ki is used for hot weather. The Niivy, including the Naval
Infantry C( rps, uses standard navy blue or-white. There are a variety
of dress, service, and field uniforms for all services. Army jackets are
standard single-breasted models, worn with straight trousers except
in the field. Cavalry officers may wear breeches and boots. Navy officers
use the blue double-breasted coat similar to that of the United States
Navy, but more fitted and with two rows of five buttons each. White
uniforms are worn in hot weather. There is also a khaki work uniform
that is worn with shoulder boards. Uniforms for enlisted men closely
resemble United States Navy wear.

Headgear ranges from the conventional peaked service cap to field
caps of the overseas type or steel helmets. Helmets are very similar
to the French design.. Senior officer service caps have visor decoration
that becomes more elaborate as the position in the hierarchy rises.

The Army uses branch insignia, mostly appropriate heraldic devices
in brass worn on the lapel, and the Navy has a variety of cloth spe-
cialist badges that supplement rank insignia. The ornaments of both
services) in many cases closely resemble United States equivalents.
There are also a number of badges to indicate special duties or ac-
complishments, and these are worn mostly over the right breast pocket.
There is a distinctive emblem for graduates of the Military Academy,
and others to indicate Presidential Service, General Staff Corps, aides,
and the like.

.

The eagle emblem of the national coat of arms is used extensively
for decoration and is incorporated as a central theme for buttons, cap
ornaments, wings, and other items of apparel. Officers purchase their
own uniforms, while enlisted men receive a standard issue, which in
addition to uniforms includes equipment and personal items. Uniforms
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and accessories are comfortable and of generally good quality ; they
adequately meet the needs of the individual, and the serviceman, for
the most part, presents a neat and professional appearance..

. AWARDS AND DECORATIONS

Mexico makes extensive use of awards ,lind decorations, and the mili-
tary are particularly conscious of the numerous national symbols.of
official recognition for both military and civil distinction. There_are
several strictly military decorations and numerous awards for indi-
vidual acconiplishinent of a professional, academic, or technical nature.
Military personnel are eligible for any national decoration, many of
Which may also be presented to foreign nationals. Foreign decorations
can be-accepted and used, but not without the permission of the Fed-
eral Congress or of its Permanent Committee.

The country's highest award is the Mexican Order of the Aztec
Eagle. Created in 1933, it is presented in six grades, the highest of
which, the Grand Collar, is given only to heads of state. Of the mili-
tary decorations, the most important, in order of precedence, are the
Mexican Legion of Honor, the Cross of Military Merit, the Heroic
Valor Medal, and the War Cross.

The Cross of Military Merit for Army use, was created in 1902 and
is in three classes. The crosses are gold for officers and bronze for en-

-listed men. The Heroic Valor medal or Cross was established in 1926
and also is in three classes. There is a beCoration for Naval Merit, a
-Star established in two classes in 1926. The Decoration for Merit in
Air Service has-three classes, gold, silver; and bronze, and was created
in 1929. In addition, a Decoration for Technical Military Merit was
created in 1026, a first class for Mexicans and a second class for for-
eigners who have assisted in developinithe armed forces. Also in 1926
a Cross for Fidelity was established in four classes, and in 1911 a Cross
for Pensioners was created.

There are various other awards to recognize long and meritorious
service or special accomplishment in such fields as engineering, sports,
or teaching in military schools. Commemorative campaign medals
have been issued to participants in the significant battles, campaigns,
and wars in the country's history. They were struck and issued to
participants in the resistance to the United States invasion of 1914,
for example, for convoy and patrol duty during World War II, and
for service in the Far East with the Mexican Expeditionary Air Force
in the Pacific in 1945.

LOGISTICS ti

The principal deficiencies of the armed forces are probably in the/
area of logistics. Limited financial resources and dependence on foreign
sources of supply create serious problems in plocurement of major
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itemsf armament and material. Mexican participation in the United
States Military Assistance Program has been quite limited. Of the
US$811 million in military grants within tl-c Western Hemisphere
from July 1, 1945, to June 30, 1963, Mexico re: ;eived only $1 million
and total military aid to Mexico in all forms amounted to only $3.2
million from 1950 to 1960. For Fiscal Year 1967 the total of United
States Military Assistance to Mexico was to be only US$100,000.

The military logistics system is geared to peacetime needs, and
though it fulfills these requirements adequately, even here there are
deficiencies in distribution, support, and maintenance. As presently
orginized the system is not estimated to be capable of sustaining the
current forces for any length of time in active wartime operations.
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GLOSSARY
abolengoOld families of distinguished ancestry, wealth or position.
amparoA category of legal actions which guard individual civil

rights. Literally, amparo signifies protection, assistance or a human
refuge.

AztecThe last and largest of the preconquest Indian cultures to rule
the Valley of Mexico. The capital was Tenochtitlan whose founding
is based on the legend of Huitzilopochtli, the principal -god. Power
was exercised by a feudalistic state. At the time of the Spanish con-
quest, Moctezuma II was the ruler.

barrioAutonomous neig borhood ward or subcommunity within a
city.

bracerosMexican farm 1 borers engaging in seasonal wage-labor in
the United States.

BUOBloque de Unida Obrera (Worker's Unity Bloc). A unified
labor organization for ed in 1949 by the Confederation of Mexican
Workers. , ..

cidiallerimoNoble an I courteous, in a gentleman-like manner.
cacigue-Any leading inhabitant of a small town or village, often a

local or regional political bosi. .

cadquismoA power structure focusing on provincial party chiefs.
calzonesWhite unbleached muslin trousers tied with a handwoven

sash.
cm/yes/noLiterally a countryman, translated as peasant; usually a

farmer, but the term is applied to most lower, class rural dwellers.
castizosOf a noble descent; descendants of Spaniard and mestizo.
caudilloBasically, chief of a body of armed men, or as customarily

used, a military dictator and autocrat.
cedillas ltipotecariasA popular form of mortgage certificate secured

both by real estate, and guarantees of the issuing mortgage banks.
CE.VComit6 Ejecutivo Nacional (National Executive Committee).

Executive Committee of the PRI.
COOC.1fConfederation General Obrera y Campesina de Mexico

(General Confederation of Mexican Workers and Farmers). A labor
organization founded in 1933 as splinter group of CROM. CGOCM
emerged in 1936 as the Confederation of Mexican Workers.

011ichimec- (Chichimeca)Northernmoinadie-tribes of-Indians-whose
invasions were a threat to Indian and Spanish cultures.

i
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C/TCamara de la Industria _de Transformation (Mexican Manu-
facturers' Association).

CNTCentral Nacional de 'Trabajadores (National Workers' Union).
com,padrazgoRelationship contracted by a godfather with the par-

ents of a child for which he stands sponsor.
compareA fictive kin relationship between a father and his child's

godfather.
CONASUP0-:Co.npafiia Nacional de Subsistencies Populares (Na-

tionafPopular Subsistence Food Company). The Government orga-
nized and operpted corporation which purchases farm products at
guaranteed prices, stores surpluses, and distributes food to low in-
come groups through its own stores; at discount prices.

conquietaoreeThe Spanish conquerors.
Constitution of 1917The most hallowed document of the Mexican

Revolution which incorporated political elements prevalent in most
19th century Western constitutions.

conetitucionalietaeThe forces of Villa, Obreg6n, and Carranza.
contimasinoPrepetuation by extra legal means of a President's

power beyond the elected term of office.
,Council of IndiesAn organization created by the Spanish Crown

that was responsible for the governing of the Spanish Indies which
included MOxico.

CREFALCentro Regional de EducaciOn Fundamental pars, la
Am6rica Latina (Regional Center of Basic Education for Latin
America).

or/aimMesoamerican-born Spaniards.
CROCConfederation Revolucionaria de Obreros 37' Campesinos

(Revolutionary Confederation of Workers and Farmers). A loosely-
knit labor organization formed in 1952 in opposition to the CTM;
today a supporter of the PRI regime.

ORO/IfCon federacion Regional Obrera Mexicana (The Regional
Confederation of "tr,,xican Labor). Founded in 1918 by Luis Morones
with the support of President Obreg6n in order to provide organized
support for Mexican workers in their claims against entrepreneurs.

CTALConfederation de Trabajadores de la Am6rica Latina (The
Latin American Workers' Confederation). An international leftist
Latin American labor organiiation.

CTMConfederation de Trabaiadores de Mexico (Workers' Con-
federation of Mhico). A national, labor organization which was
created out of the old CROM. It has remained the largest labor
group in Mexican commerce and industry despite various ups and
downs of government favor.

curanderosFolk healers who use herbs in their treatments.
&blear es reelimzr=To educate is to redeem popular motto of the

Revolution of 1910.
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ejidoOriginally the traditional Indian communal farmland. No
communal municipal or state lands, especially collectively or indi-
vidually farmed state lands regulated by the state.

emplegthaniaRage for public office.
empresas de pthlicipaeion estato2State participation enterprises

created in the form of privatecorporations but controlled by the
state through majority stock ownership.

Fe,deracion de Sindicatas de Trabajadorea al Servicio del Eatado
(Federation of Syndicates. of 117 orkers at the State Service) A civil
servant's and teachers' organization.

fiesta Festivity; often a religious festival and the main source of
diversion for rural people. *. .

financierasPrivate investment or development banks.
gachupineeIberian-born Spaniards; Spanish Republican expatriates

residing in Mexico.
haciendaA, large estate, ranch or plantation.
haeendadoOwner of a hacienda.
hispanidadThe state of being Spanish; the mystique of cultural

superioiity and unity of the Hispanic world.
IDBInteramerican Development Bank.
/MSSInstituto Mexicano del Seguro Social (Mexican Social Se-

curity Institute). The national governmental agency responsible for
the social security program.

jacal A primitive but often made of mud and brush or corn stalks
and the like.

juntas de agua Local water boards or commissions.
Literary and Social Club of Queretaro A secret society of the under-

ground movement for independence. Many of its members played
key roles in the independence movement.

mariaehiaWandering ?nusicians usually attired in the costume of
Mexican cowboys.

Maya An Indian culture, located in the Yucatan Peninsula.
MesoantericaMiddle America.
mestizajeThe process of blending Indian and Spanish (or other

European) racial and cultural traits.
mestizasPerions of_ mixed Spanish and Indian racial and cultural

heritage.
metateTraditional grinding stone for preparing cornmeal.
misionerosMissionaries teachers for rurel seas.
MLNMovimiento de Liberation National (National Liberation

Movement). Formed in 1961 in an attempt to form a united leftist
opposition to PRI, founded during the first year when Vicente
Lombardo Toledano took the Mexican Communist Party (PPS)
out of the MLN.
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It. ,

moleA traditional Mexican special dish made with chocolate, differ-
ent types of chile, peanuts and sesame seeds; served with chicken
or turkey, rice and beans.

rwrissos, morosDescendant of Spanish and mulatto forebears:
MRPMovimiento Revolucionario del Pueblo (Revolutionary Move-

ment of the People). Most radical of today's nonparty interest
groups, led by Raul Ugalde.

mulatoA Person of mixed Negro and European races.
municipioMunicipality political division of territory below the state

level, corresponding roughly to the county in the United States.
NAF/NNacional Financiera (National Investment Bank). The

largest and most important government development bank, specializ-
ing in long-term credits for industry and economic infrastructure.

Nahuatl - -A native Indian language.
OASOrganization of American States.
OlmecaAn early Indian culture which was located in the Gulf Coast

jungle country of eastern Veracruz and western Tabfisco considered
to be the "mother culture" of the advanced Mesoamerican. They
are distinguished from later Olmecs by the name "Tenocelome" or
"those of the jaguar mouth" in reference to their style of sculpture.

OR/TOrganization Regional Interamericana de Trabajadores
(Inter-American Regional Organization of Workers). Inter-Ameri-
can Regional Federation of Unions, for which the CTM adheres.
Affiliated through IFFTY, the free-world international trade union
organization.

padrinoGodfather ; term of address used by godchildren toward
godparents.

in All 0Pan American Health Organization. A subsidiary agency of
the OAS.

P4N Partido AcciOn Nacional (National Action Party). The princi-
pal and most influential opposition to the PRI.

panista,sMembers of PAN (the National Action Party). Primary
opposition party to PRI.

parcelas escolaresPlots of land in which rural schools teach ele-
mentary agricultural techniques.

PAR,lfPartido Autatico de la RevoluciOn Mexicana (Authentic
Party of the Mexican Revolution). A legally registered political
party, often viewed as a conservative wing of the PRI.

PE.1/EXPetrOleos Mexicanos. A government onopoly of national-
ized oil fields and refineries created by Card nas. This act made
Cfirdenas a national hero because it symbolized Mexico's break with
foreign domination through the expropriation of the foreign oil
properties in_1938..

peninsularesPersons born and raised in Spain.
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pesoThe monetary unit containing 100 centavos. Long-standing free
rate: Mex$12.50 equals US$1.

plazaA town square and the fochs of the Spanish town around Which
were situated the symbols of Spanish dominance; the church, the
town hall, and the residences of Crown officials.

PNMPartido Nacionalista de Mexico (Nationalist Party of
Mexico). One of the stronger conservative opposition parties in
Mexico today; openly pro-Catholic.

porfiriatoThe long rule of Porfirio Diaz.
PPSPartido Popular Socialista (Popular Socialist Party). The

Mexican Communist party, led by Vicente Lombardo Toledano ;
since 1964 an "official" opposition to the PRI when it was granted
legal status.

preparatoriasSchools above the secondary level which prepare stu-
dents for higher study in universities or professional 'and technical
schools.

PP, ZPartido Revolucionario Institucional (Institutional Revolution-
ary Party). The new name given to the national political party, the
PRM, in 1945. Today PRI is Mexico's dominant political party.

PRMPartido Revolucionario Mexicano (Mexican Revolutionary
Party). The PRM became the present PRI during the regime of
President.Avila Camacho.

PIINPartido Revolucionario Nacional (National Revolutionary
Party). PRN became the PRM under Cirdenas in the late 1930's.
This in turn became the dominant PRI under President Avila
Camacho in the 1940's.

guarderias infantilesNursery school, some of them sponsored_by the
government for children of low income working mothers.

rebozoA long straight shawl.
.Reforma (Za)That period of the 19th century dominated by liberal

thinkers with great faith in the power of words.
reglamentosDetailed administrative regulations.
seoundariasSecondary schools which provide terminal diplomas or

preparation ,for technical or vocational training.
sapareWoolen blanket worn like a shawl.
super mercado Supermarket.
TeatihuoednAn Indian' culture which was the dominant power of

the early Classic period. It was the first of the great Indian civiliza-
tions to unite most of Mesoamerica and rule from the Valley of
Mexico.

tierra caliente Hot low lands.
Tierra de GuerraA name given to the northern land of Mexico by

the Spanish.
tierra templadaTemperate zone.
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tierra y libros (land and books). A popular motto of the Revolution
of 1910.

ToltecAn Indian culture which was an amalgam of elements proba-
bly of northern and western origin whose dominant tribe was the
Toltec-Chichimec. The power center of the culture was, the city of
Tollan founded by legendary figure Quetzalceatl.

tortillasThin unleavened griddle cakes made of ground maize treated
with lime.

_

Treaty of Guadalupe HidalgoA final peace settlement which ended
the Mexican-American War and seceded to the United States all
Mexican territory north and west of the Rio Grande in return for
US$15 million.

UGOCMUnion General de Obreros y Campesinos de Mexico (the
General Union of Mexican Workers and Farmers). A splinter left
labor federation formed by Vicente Lombardo Toledano after lie
was expelled from the Worker's confederation of Mexico (CTM)
in 1947. Since that time the UGOCM is the Mexican affiliate of the
Communist World Federation and of Trade Unions and of the
CTAL, but is not legally recognized. It is the action branch of the
Popular Socialist Party (Partido Popular SocialistaPPS), and
represents less than half of one percent of union membership.

UNSUnion Nacional Sinarquista (National Sinarquista Union).
With PAN, one*Of the two most, influential rightist political parties.

vaqueros Cowboys of Northern Mexico.
viviendas-7-F amily dwelling units soften associates with one or two

story, patio-centered tenements.
xenophobia --A fear or hatred of strangers or foreigners.
zamboA person of mixed Negro and Indian races.

,
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INDEX

Acapulco: 27, 28
acculturation and integration 109-110
Actopin Valley : 11
Agency for International Development

(AID) : 454
Agrarian Affairs Department: 317
agrarian policy : 317
agricultural development banks: 455
agricultural exports : 397
agricultural insurance program: 459-

460
riculture: 221, 289, 292, 294, 377;

dget, 4 ; economy, 303-305, 314-317,
347-549, 455, 456, 457, 463; im-

port xport, 394 -404;. labor, 4; mar-
ketin 316; mechanization, 4; pro-
duction, 4; role of government, 316-
319

Aquascalien es: 10, 34, 366 (table 14),
367 (table 15)

Agustin Yaflez: 185
Agustin I : 61
Aires : 144
air force: 489
air transport: 28, 386-388; domestic air

service route (map) 387
albanza8 (sacred songs) : 206
Alamo: 64
Aldama : 58, 60
Aleman, Lucas : 65
Aleman, Miguel : 82, 364
Aleman Valdes, Miguel (President) :

240
Allende, Ignacio: 58, 60, 283
Alliance for Progress: 249, 411
Almazan, General Juan Andreu: 240
Alta California : 35
Alvarado, Pedro: 48'
Alvarez, Juan : 65
Alvarez, Luis H.: 241
znparo.L221230, 471, 473, 479, 481-482

Anahuac: 39, 60
animal life: 20-21
anticlericalism : 2, 280
antimilitarism : 281

I

Arbenz regime: 254
Arizona : 9, 24, 35
armed forces, law enforcement: 475
arm : 489
Audiovisual Literacy Center (Centro

Audivisual de Alfabetizacion) : 169-
170

auxiliary credit institutions: 456
Aztec: 39, 42, 44-46
Azuela, Mariano: 185

bachillerato: 178
Baja California : 7, 8, 11, 13, 14, 16, 21,

24, 27, 28, 51, 313
Baja California Norte: 9-10, 266 (table

14), 267 (table 15)
Baja California Sur: 9, 266 (table 14),

267 (table 15)
Bajio Valley : 11
balance of payments: 291, 408, 410, 411,

412
balance of trade: 391, 394, 407, 408
Ballet Folkloric° : 184, 188
Balsas Depression : 7, 11, 14, 16
Banco de Comercio de Distrito Fed-

eral: 456
banking: coordination of, 448, 450;

credit and capital formation, 296; de
Credit° Hipotecario, 151; -de Mexico,
448, 450-51, 453, 455, 456, 463, 464-
465, 466, 468; de Mexico, origin of,
446; Nacional Oinematograflco, 456;
Nacional de Ooinercio Exterior
(BANCOMEXT), 327-328, 339, 416,
448, 450, 454, 465; Nacional de Credit° ,
Agricola y Granadero (BANGRI
COLA), 448, 455; Nacional de
Credit° Ejidal (RANJIDAL), 448,
455; Nacional de Foment° Coopers-
tivo, 455; Nacional de Obras y Ser-
vicica Publlcos, 455

banIthiginaltUtions :-442458=450;-437
Bank of Mexico: 78
barrios: 118, 115, 120, 150-151
birth control: 98
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birth rate : 139
bianco: 214
Bioque de Unidad Obrera-BUO: 365
"blossoming wars": 46
Bogota cnarter : 258
Bonaparte, Joseph : 59-60
book industry : 273-276
Bourbon monarchy (Spanish) : 54
braceros: 219
"bread or club": 70
British Honduras: (Dllize), 9; fric-

tion with, 249
budget: administration of justice, 471;

expenditures, 432-134 ; health and
welfare, 139

budgetary process: role of executive
branch in, 418, 423, 426, 427; role of
executive and legislative branches in,
419. role of leoq) "^a branch in, 418,
422

business enterp , Limited Liability
Company : 37;), 376 ; partnership, 375

Bustamente: 62
borders and political subdivisions: 8-10

caalleristao: 214
caciqutsmo: 22;), 436
Calderon (battle of ) : 60
Galles, Plutarco Elias : 110, 198, 364;

anti-clerical reforms, 239; machismo,
2; presidential election of 1928, 239;
PRN, 239-240

Camacho, Manuel Avila : 80; President,
240; formation of the PRI, 162, 242,
364

Canary Nacional de la Industria de
Trans:ormacien-CNIT (N ational
Chamber of Manufacturing) : 415

Campeche : 8, 26-27, 36, 104, 266 (table
14), 287 (table 15) ; city of, 26-27

Canada : 405
capital accvant, surplus; 409-411
Caballido, Emilio: 187
Cardenas, Lazard : 80-83, 283, 324, 364,

380; agrarian reform, 239-240, 244;
education development, 101; financial
policy, 447 ; Mexican hero, 283; na-
tional unity, 1 ; southern regional po-
litical loyalties, 2

Carranza, Venustittuo : 40-41, 74-77,
283, 363; Constitution of 1917, 227;
Mexican hero, 283; Revolution of
1910, 238-239

Casa, Antonio: 77, 191, 192
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Castellanos, Rosario: 186
Castillo, Bernal Diaz : 164-185

Catholic Church: 50-56, 05-68, 71-72,
183, 280; cultural influence, 193,195,
205, 207; economic influence, 195, 202,
441 115 ; education, 200; history, 193-
200 ; organization and operation, 201-
203; political influence, 194 -200;
population control, 167; relations with
state, 193-200; social clubs, 153-154;
welfare activities, 202

cattle isin^: 313
Centro:a the Committee (Comite

Electra. ..cional-ECN) : 242
Central Highlands: 8, 21, 33, 103
Central Plateau : 10
Centro Regional de Educac:on Funda-

mental Para la America Latina
(CREFAL) : 169

Chamber of Deputies
Chappltepec : 46
Chavez, Carlos: 77, 188
chemical industry : 323
Chiapas: 20 28, 36, 105, 108, 111, 266

(table 14), 267 (table 15)
childhood: 130-135
Cholula : 45-47
Christian Family Movement : 202
Chriatianity, similarity to Indian reli-

gion: 195
Chumacero, Ali : 186
cinema and theater : 276-277
civil service: 233
Citlaltepec
Ciudad Chihuahua : 22-23, 27-26
Ciudad Juarez: 8, 16, 27-28, 36
Ciudad Otrregon : 37-38
Ciudad Pemix: 27-28
Ciudad Victoria : 28
classic era : 41
classroom buildings programs: 168
clergy, conflicts : 196; economy, 196-197 ;

government domination. 226; political
involvement, 195-196; rights, 104

climate: 14-17
clothing: 148
Coahuila : 16, 24, 28, 73, 266 (table 14),

267 (table 15)
coa: 24
coatzacoalcos: 26-27
coffee: 312, 397

Colima: 266 (table 14), 267 (table 15)
collective bargaining: 850, 376-377, de-

fense, 251, 255
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Colorado River : 9, 17, 241
Connie Central Israelita de Mexico

(central Jewish Committee of
Mexico) : 204-205

Comision General de Aranceles (General
Tariff Commission) : 414

commerce: 370 -374; market geography,
370-391; channels of trade, 371-373 ;
commercial practices, 372

commercial banks: 56-459, 462 ;rbanks
and credit institutions, thvelopment
of, 444-448 ; code, 374-375

Commission on Cooperation in Latin
rerica (COLA) : 204

communal attitudes : 211-213 ; socialism,
280

communism and the Mexican communi-
cations media : 278

Comonfort, Ignacio: 66
copadrazgo: 128-129, 213, 234
conipadrcs: 128-129, 206, 463
Confederacien de Camaras Industriales

( CONCAM IN ) (Confederation of
Chambers of Industry) : 415

Congress a Apatzingan : 60; of Chilpan-
cingo, 60; subordinate to executive
branch, 230-231 ; composition and
character of, 232-233

conquistadores: 47-50
Constitution of 1812 (Spanish) : 54, 00-

61 ; of 1824, 61 ; of 1857, 66, 68; of
1917, 75, 80, 198, 253, 348, 353-355,
263-264, 437; civil rights, 228-230;
domestic security, 228-229; educa-
tion, 160-101 ; federal judiciary, 229;
labor, 347-349, 353-355; legal system,
472-474; tax structure, 229

constitucionalistas. 74
construction (sec also housing) : 151,

339-, V.
consumer gu ..3: 399, 403 ; services,

380-383
consumption patterns : 152
constinuiuno :.436
contol° ley (colleit!ve regulati 1) : 366
coordination of banking acti% ity : 448-

449
coppers 22-23
Cordilleran sy,?m of mountain ranges:

.:4
Coronado, Francisco de: 51
Cortes, Herman : 46-50
Cortines, Adolfo Ruiz : 81-83240, 285
cotton : 396

Council of Conciliation and Arbitra-
tion : 230; of tie Indies, 53

court system : 478-480; state and local
courts, 479

credit : 416; credit, public, 463
Creelman, James: 72 ; "Creelman Re-

port," 72
crimes: 474 ; crime, incidence of, 483 ;

codes, 474; procedures, 480; punish-
ment, 483

criollo: 53, 212, 214, 283
cristcros (counterrevolution) : 198. 239,

241. 247-248
crops : 309 -312; production, 309-312

(see 306, table 22)
Cruz, Sor Juana Ines de la s 185
Cuauhtelnoc: 49, 283
Cuba : 5; diplomatic relations with, 241,

244, 249, 255, 256
Cuban Revolution : 250
Cuitiabuac : 48-49
Culiacan, city : 35-37
Culiacan Valley : 315 (table 29)
culture, desert : 41
cultural dualism, regional differentia-

tion and rivalries : 39
culturi, hispanic dominance: 49-58 ;

bureaucracy, 53; Church, 55; ex-
pansion and colonization, 49-51 ; land
grant system, 49, 51; mercantilism,
50-58

curanilero: 145, 208
currency : 464-469

death : 140
Defense Ministry ; 173
Department of Labor Ex&ange : 351-

352
desert vegetation : 19-20; climate, 14-16
Diaz Felix : 73
Diaz Porfirio . 53, 69-73, 160, 197, 214,

283: Constitution of 1857, 26; Ley
fugo, 473; Mexican national hero, 283

Diderot s '59
Diego, Juan : 205
diet : 147
diseases: 140
Distrito Federal : 10
diversion and recreations 139, 153
divorce and separation : 137
dissident urban groups: 282
doctrinal (primary schools) : 195
domestic trade : 874-377
Dominguez, Miguel : 58-60

'
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drainage and flood control works: 26
Durango: 10, 1.0, 22, 34; city of, 24, 27;

state of, 105, 266 (table 14), 267
(table 15)

early Settlements: 33-36
Economic and Social Inter-American

Council (CEPAL) : 258
economic policy, planning and develop-

ment : 3, 298-301, 328-330, 337
education :'11,157 -182, 281, 289; church

influence, 157-161; constitutional pro-
visions, 157; higher, 178-180; Ministry
of Education, 158; primary, 177; pri-
vate, 180; public funds, 5, 158, 160,
166, 168; public health, 146; reform,
160; secondary, :178, 280 -281; teacher
training, 168, 180; technical, 157

ejidos: 1, 213, 239-240, 242-245, 307-309,
346, 448 .

elections: election of 1940, 239-240;
1946, 240; 1932, 240; 1938, 240 -241;
1964, 246

Eieetion Law of 1916: 480
el oral ,system : 231
elec ric power : 380
Ele en Year Plan for Education, 1959:

14
El1Paso del Norte : 8-9, 34
el/pIngo: 207-08
etnpleados de eonflanza: 350-351, 353,

365-66
Employers' Association (Centro Patro-

nal) : 352
employment : 321, 343, 340, 350-352

empresas de partfeipacion estate!: 4 -12
Europe: 404; importsfrom, 404; trade

with, 404 N

European Common Market: 404
European Free Trade Association . 404
Evangelical Audio-Visual Crider of

Mexico: 204
executive branch : 227, 230, 237 ; foreign

trade regulations, 412 .
Export -Imps: t. Bank : 454
export: 321, 401-105 ; etversitication,

294, 296; quotas, 414; restrictions,
408, 395 (table 37), 409 (table 40)

family: 215 -217; structure and func-
tion, 124; Indian, 106

Farias, Vicente Gomez: 63, 196
farmers and economic power ::3
fauna, native : 20
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Federal District: 265, 266 (table 14),
267 (table 15), 270 (table 16), 273,
294, 437 ; housing 234

federal government and educational in-
stitutions: 174; welfare, 225; High-

-Thvay Department (Secretaria de
Comunicaciones y Obras PUblicas-
SCOP), 234; judiciary, 224, 229, 478-
479 ; penal colony, 483; reliblic, legal
composition of, 227-230

Yerdinand VII : 62-63
fiestas: 153, 284
financial crisis of 1907: 446; control,

448; history, 444-148
finaneieras: 450, 457-459, 462, 466-467
fish, fisheries: 21, 312; exports, 397
flag : 62, 284
Flores, Carillo : 82-83
folk medicine:, 143 -146; malaria erad-

ication, 142
Andes: 451, 453 ; Fondo pant el Foment()

de las Exportaciones de Productos
Manufacturados (Fund for the Devel-
opment of the Export of Manufac-
tured Products), 416; Fondo pare is
PromociOn de las Exportaciones
Mexicanas (Fund for the Promotion
of Mexican Exports) : 416

food : 146
foreign aid : 411; exchange, 407-109; ex-

change, government control of, 451;
debt, 438; investment, 409 (table 40) ;
investment policy, 410 ;, loans, 411;
relations, 5, 261

forestry : 313
Fro nciscans : 51 --.
Franco-Mexican War :
freedom of expression : 263=-265
Freemont..General : 65
French intervention : 226
French Revolu; iou : 58-59
fruits and vegetable.s: 312
-Fuentes, Carlos
f Items: 196

gaeltupines: 53'
Gadsden Purchase : 253
geographical resources:
Gil, Emilio Fortes : 79
GobernaciOn Ministry of

tenor) : 224, 230-231
gold : mining, 22; monetary system, 1,45
Gonzalez, Manuel :
Good Neighhor Policy : 254

the In-
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government, authority and responsi-
bility : 219

government expenditures: 417
Grati Chichimeca 43, 50
Guadalajara, city of : 8. 25, 27-28, 34,

36, 38, 50, 61, 68, 272; Valley, 12
Guanajuato : 9-10, 22-23, 27-28, 101-

106, 266 (table 14), 267 (table 15),
268-269

Guatemala: 9; friction with. 241, 249
Guaymas( 27 -28, 313
Guerrero :c7t-10, 12, 36, '104-106, 108,

111, 200 table 14), 267 (table 15),
268-269, 312

Guerrero, Vicente :38, 60-62
Gulf Coastal Plain : 10-12
Gulf Coast and ltteaten region : 10, 15
Gulf embayment: 8 4'
Gulf of California 10, 105
Gulf of Campeche : 8
Gulf of Mexico : 8, 15, 21, :112-313
Gutierrez, Eulallo : 75
Guzimin, Martin Luis; 185

hacienda: 40, 280
kacendado: 211, 219,'253
handicraft : 106, 191, 321, 341, 372
health : 140-146
heroes. Mexican : 283
Hidalgo 9-10. 104-100, 111, 266 (table

14), 267 (table 15), 268-269
Hidalgo y Costilla, Miguel 55, 60-61
Hidalgo, Father Miguel 196, 249, 283
higher education : 157
highways : 3s4
Hippocratic theory of disease: 143
holidays : 153, 283, 354
Holy Week, religious celebration of :

153
Hondo Valley 9-10
hospital facilities: 141
)louse of Trade: 56
House of the 'Wm Workers (Casa

del Obrero Nlundial) : 363
housing: 149-152
kuapangn: 206
de In Iluerta, Adolfo : 239

Victoriano : 73-75, 283
Iluitzilopochtli :44, 46, 4S
humanities, the: 19'2
humid subtropical climate 11, 16
humid tropical vegetation : 20
hydroelectric %%orks : 26
hydrology : 17

illiteracy : 5, 157, 169-170
import duties: 398, 412-413
import licenses: 413-415
imports : 399-405 (sec 400 (table 38)

and 402 (table 39))
income :138, 140, 152 ; per capita income,

462
independence movement: 58-63; begin-

nings of revolt, 58-59; conservatives
vs. liberals, 62 ; Hidalgo, 60; Iturbide,
61 ;' Morelos, 6-61 ; regionalism vs.
centralism, 61; struggle for inde-
pendence, 59-61

Indians: during Spanish period, 51-52;
origin, 41 ; Aztec, 39, 42, 44 ; Mexica-
Aztec, 45 ; Mixtee, 43; Olmec, 39, 41 ;
Teotihuacan, 39, 42-4? ; Toltec, 39,
42-44 ; TolteeChichltnex, 43 ; atti-
tudes towards education, 165 ; the
community, 213; folk heroes and na-
tional cohesion, 280; population, 280;
relations with missionaries, 1947195

individualism : 220-221
industry : 362-367
inflation: 294
Inquisition, Office of the Holy 55, 60,

63
Institute of Health and Tropical

Diseases: 179
Institute of Security and Social Serv-

ice for State Workers: 151
Institute Mexicano del Seguro Social -

IMSS (Mexican Social Security In-
stitute) : 358-361

insurance companies: 439-160,1462
Inter-American Development Rank

328; education, 61; foreign loans,
454 ; enter development, 152

interamerican Highways : 9, 28
interethnic relations: 107-109
International 'sank for Reconstruction

and Development (11111D) : 251-252,
251, 291-292, 364, 441, 454

iron and the ferro-alloy metals; 24
irrigation works ; 26
Isthmus of,Tehatintepee: 12, 20, 26, 111,

,

Iturbide, Agustin de : 1, 61

Jaime Torres IL-xlet : 162
Jalisco: 10, 36, 105, 266 (table 14), 267

(tablO 15)
Japan : 405
jarabo tapatio: 206
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jarana: 206
jardincs de nines (kindergarten) : 178
Jesuits: 51, 55
Juarez, Benito: 65, 68, 159, 196-197, 226,

247, 2S3
Jews: 201, 204-205
judicial branch : 233
juvenile criminals : 474

Kearney, General : 65
Knights of Columbus: 198

labor force: 343 (table 34), 344, 351
labor organizations: 7T, 80, 81, 240-244,

363-365
labor laws: 347-355, 357, 361, 363, 365;

movement, 362-365; relations and or-
ganizations, 362-365 ; unions, 350-354,
362 -366

Lake Patzcuaro: 36
land reforms: 10-12
"Land and Liberty" : 73, 76 ; reform, 110,

280, 287, 291; tenure, 301-309; use,
305-307

La Paz : 27
Latin America : 358, 405
Latin American Bishops Council

(CELAM) 203
Latin American Free Trade Association

(LAFTA) : 293, 327-328, 337
La Vents : 41
law enforcement : 475-478
Law of Social Dissolution (1941) : 472-

474
lead and zinc (see also mineral re-

sources) 23-24
legal system : 473-475
legislature: 224, 232-233
T,erdo de Tejada, Miguel : 65, 68
League of Nations : 259
ley fuga: 473
libraries : 275
life cycle: 130-138
literacy : income levels, 166 ; national

literacy campaign, 166
Literary and Social Club of Queretaro :

58, 60
literature: 181-187
livestock: 313
localism : 280, 284
T /'pez, Jacinto : 2 a4

Lopez Mateos, Adolfo
1958) 240, 251

Loreto : 35
T of Nifi0.4 Heroes (the boy heroes) : 283

(election of
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machismo: 39, 127, 135, 211
Madero, Francisco I: 72-74, 283
malaria, eradication of : 142
Malinche (Doily Malinche) : 47
malnutrition : 140
Mango de Clara : 63
manufacturing : 334-335, 392-393 (table

36), 395 (table 37), 396, 405
Manzanillo : 27, 38
marriage: 135-137
Martinez, Juan Jose: 283
Marxism : 259, 279
Matamoros: 27,.28
Mateos, AdolfoL6pez: 82, 258, 285
Maximilian, Archduke : 67, 197, 445
Maya : 39, 42, 50
Mazatlan : 28, 79, 313
meat, meatpacking: 397-398
medical care : 140, 146; medical person-

nel, 141
medicine, folk: 143, 146; rural, 139
Mediterranean climate: 14, 16; vegeta-

tion, 19
Mejia, Ignacio : 68
merchant-consuls: 57, 59
Merida : 27
Mesa Central : 11, 14, 16
Mesa del Norte: 20, 27, 28
Mesa del Sur : 16, 20
mestizaje: 2, 39, 213-214
mestizo: 39, 52, 69, 72, 77, 114-117, 121,

190, 211-214
Mexica-Aztecs: 44
Mexicali : 311
MexicoCommunist China relations: 255
Mexican Communist Party ( (Partido

Popular Socialists) -PPS) : 244
Mexican Manufacturers' Association-

CIT : 364
Mexican Revoilitionary Party (PRM)

81, 240
Alexicanismo: 282
Mexico : 8-10, 104-106, 266 (table 14),

267 (table 15)
Mexico City : 26-29, 33-36, 38. 51, 67,

265. 268-269, 271-273, 313, 316-317,
371, 382, 444, 460

Michoacan : 10, 36, 104-108, 266 (table
14), 267 (table 15), 268

middle class: 116, 150, 246, 279
laid-latitude climate: 14, 17
military, the: 221
militarism, attitude toward : 281
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military, civic action : 978; college at
Chapultepec Castle, 65; justice, 492-
493; political activity, 2, 485 -487;
service, 491-492; training, 169 -170,
490

Minatitlan: 25-27, 38
mining and metallurgy: exports, 11-13,

321, 323, 332-334
mineral resources: 22-25
Ministry of: Agriculture, 173, 949; De-

fense, 173; Education, 192, 158, 162,
164, 173-174, 177; Exterior Relations,
249; Finance, 913-414, 948; Health
and Welfare, 191-143, 173; Industry
and Commerce, 413-7414 ; Interior, 476,
484; Labor and Social Welfare, 398,

31--352, 360; Navy, 173; Public
Health, 477

minority political loyalties : 284-285
Mimm611, Migucl: 67
ntbsioncros: 141
missionaries: 194-195
Mixtec : 106
Moctecuhzoma Xocoyotzin (Montezuma

II or Moctezuma II) : 96
monetary and financial system : 41 1-469
money supply : 966-469
monopoly : 379
Monroe Doctrine: 257
Monclova : 27-28, 35
Monterrey: 8, 70: city of, 23, 27, 28, 35,

38

Monterrey industrial region : 27-28
Morelos : 196, 266 (table 14), 267 (tble

15), 268
Blorelos, Jose Maria : 40-41, 196
Moroncs, Luis: 77, 240
Morrow, Dwight ; 78
motor vehicles: 384
Movimiento Familiar Cristiano (Christ-

ian Family Movement) ; 202
mulatos: 53
municipios: 234, 359
Alufloz, Jose Romero: 192
murals and muralists: 188-190
mugle and the dance : 187-188

Nacional Financiera (NAFIN) (Na-
tional Investment Bank) : 952-454,
960-461, 903, 465

Napoleon II : 67
Narvaez, Panfllo de: 48
Nation, as distinguished from state:

280-281, 352-353

National Anthropological Museum: 192
National Assembly : 223-224,.242
National Bank of Mexico, school resto-

ration: 170
National Border program : 408
National Center for Information about

Foreign Commerce (Centro Nacional
de Informacton sobre Comercio Ex-
terior-CENICE) : 916

National Commission for Free Text-
books: 169-170

National Confederation of Peasants
(National Peasants Confederation) :
241; (Confederation Nacional Cam-
pesina-ONC), 244

National Council (Grand Commission) :
2?.3-229, 242; chart, 243

National Executive Committee: 224;
(Oomite Ejecutivo Nacional-CEN),
242

National Food Company (Compailin
Nacional de Subsistcneias Popu-
lares-CONASUPO) : 141

National Housing Institute: 151
National Indiar Institute: 169
Nacional Financicra (National Indus-

trial Development Bank) : 322, 912
National Institute for Child Welfare:

169
National Irrigation Commission: 78
National Lottery, malaria eradication:

142
National Polytechnic Institute: 171,

344-346
National Preparatory Center for Tech-

nological Teaching (CNCET) : 171
National School of Anthropology and

History : 179
National Securities Commission : 46.0
national society : 2
National Union or Parents (Union Na-

"ional de Padres de Famila-UNPF) :
246

nationalism : 123, 188-190, 242, 279-282;
national pride, 982 285 ; foreign
policy, 250

natural vegetation : 17
Navojoa : 27
Navy : 173, 989
Nayarit: 10, 27, 104, 266 (table a), 267

(table 15), 313
negro : 52
new laws of 1542: 58
New Left : 1, 214-215, 279, 285
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newspapers: 2G9 -271
Ninth Meet'ig of Foreign Ministers of

the OAS : 255, 258
Nogales: 27
noninterventionist foreign policy: 249-

250
normal schools: 161, 180-181
North Pacific Region : 10
Northern Region: 10
Nuevo Laredo: 27
Nuevo L6on : 8, 10, 13, 260 (table 14),

267 (table 15)
nutrition: 147

Oaxaca : 10, 30, 104-103, 111;266 (table
14), 267 (table 15), 268- 209, 305. 312;
city of, 27-28

Ohrgon, Alvaro: 40, 74-79, 110, 238-
239, 241, 283; machismo as political
value, 2 ; national hero, 283

Oct, Antonia Moines de: 157
Ojinagit : 28
Olmee : 39
Olympic games: 279
Ordaz, Diaz Gustave, prc.,ident: 216:

student riots of 1908, 52, 248, 258
Organization of American States: 5,

260, 485; Mexican role, 219; regional
center for school construction for
Latin America, 157

Orient, Mexican foreign policy in: 23ti
Orozco: 77
Ortego y Gassett. Jose: 192
Ortiz Rubio, Pascual : 239

Pachuca ; 28
painting. sculpture, :tad architecture:

188-191
Palenque: 42
Pan American Health Organization.

water supply and sewage: 152
Panuco River: 101; drainage system, 26
Papagavo storms: 14
paracanlaismo ("puntchutistn") : 365
paros (shutdowns) : 367
Partido National Revolucionario

(PNR) 79 (see also Political Parties:
Partido Revolucionario Nacio PRN)
79

patents, trademarks and copyrights:
378

palro'n (employer) : 350-351
Paq, Octavio: 180
penal code, 1931: 471-475 ; penal cy stem,

482-483
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periodicals: 271-273
Pershing, John J.: 75
peso: 4(11; hard currency value and

parity, 441; origin of, 442-144
Peten : 13, 20, 42
PEMBY. (Petroleos Mexica nos) : 81, 399
philosophy, 19th Century Mexican 191
philosophical and political history of the

Indies: 59
physical selemvs: 192
physicians, numbers and training of ;

141
pipelines of Mexico, petraleum prod-

ucts: 387 (figure 16), 388-389
Plan of Aqua Prieta 70; of Ayala, 73;

of Ayutla. (15: of Iquala, 61
Poinsett, : (12

police, national aiid state: 476-477
political attitudes towards militarism :

281; politicai instrbility, sources of,
281-282; political values and middle
(lass, 279; political parties, opposi-
tion, 214

poll;ictl pmrtiess Action Ca (61 Ica
Mexicana-ACM (Mexican Action
Party), 246; Independent Peasant
Front, 244 ; Movimiento de Libera-
cion National -MLN (National Lib-
eration Movement) , 238, 244-245;
Movimiento Revolucionario del
Pueblo (MRP) (Revolutionary
Movement of the People) , 246 ;
Partido Accion National -PAN (Na-
tional Action Pa rty ). 2, 0. 235: major
opposition party, 230. 238; election
of 1961, 231; reaction to Cardenas re-
forms. 2-15; Partido AtiOntico de la
Revolution Mexicatut--PARM (Au-
thentic Party of the Mexican Revolu-
tion), 238: Partido Nacionalista de
Meoico-PNM (Nationalist Party of
Mexico), 199; Partido (Revolu-
cionario National -PRN) (National
Revolutionary Party), 79; Partido
Popular Socialista-PPS (Popular
Socialist Party-Mexican Connnunbst
Party), 244-245, 305; Partido Re-
volulonarlo Institutional -PRI (In-
stitutional Revolutionary Party),
1-2, 4, 82, 220-224, 235, 282, 285. 343 -
:114, 303-305; dominant political
force, 237-238, 241-248: law enforce-
mnt. 477-478; Partido Revolucio-
na Mex lea nos-PRM 1 Mex Ica n
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Revolutionary Party), 81, 240-241;
Union Nacional Sinarquista-UNS
(National Union of Sinarquistas),
238

political patronage: 282; political
skepticism, 285; political stability,
225; sources ; political system,
223-224 (see also ch. 13, Govern-
mental System) : political values and
attitudes, 279-286

Polk, James: 64
Polytechnical Institute : 162
Ponce, Manuel : 77
Pope Pius IX :
Popoff l'ish (sacred writings of the

Mayo) : 184
population: distribution, 85, S7-91, 87

(table 1), SS (table 2), 90 (figure
11), 91 (figure 12) ; mobility, 97
(table 11) : births and deaths, 93
(table 5), 91 (table 6), 95 (table 7)
(table 8), 90 (tables 9 and 10) ;
urban, 89 (table 3) ; growth, 3-5, 85,
91 (figure 12), 92 (table 4), 150-151,
167

porfirialo; 3, 69-74
ports: 26, 406-107, (Ice alsn seaports)
postal system : 382
power resources: 331-332
preparatorias: 178
President: 224; governing powers and

Supreme Court, 224; Asia. centrist, 2:
monetary planning, 442

presidential au, esslon 73, 2319

primary education : 177
private savings and credit : 462, 463
prisons and jails: 462; crowding in, 471
profit sharing: 375
Progreso: 27
property taxation: 437-138
Protestants: 195. 201, 204
public credit institutions: 442: educa-

tion. financing of, 174 ; budgetary*
process, 411 -42g; financing and credit.
463-164; financial institutions, 449:
health, 141 -142; Nacional Financiera.
452-454; Public Ministry (of justice),
473, 476; sources of revenue, 428-432

Puebla : 10, 104-105, 111, 266 (table 14),
267 (table 15), 268-269; city of, 38;
valley, 11

Puerto Angel 27
Puerto Madero:. 27

Punta del Este meetings at OAS: 257
Pyramid of the Moon : 42
Pyramid of the Sun : 42

Queretaro: 10, 104-105, 206 (table 14),
267 (table 15), 268-269

Quetzalemitl, Topiltzin Ce Actl 43-44,
46

Quintana Roo : S- 10,10, 20, 104, 265-266
(table 14), 267 (table 15)

radio broadcasting: 266 (table 14), 267
(table 15)

radio and television : 381-382
railroad net of Mexico : 385, 387 (figure

16)
rainy tropical climate: 14-16
Ramos, Samuel : 192
rancheros: 116-117
Raynal, Abbe Guillaume :
real palronato (royal patronage) c 195
recreation: 153-155
La Reforma 39-40, 60-61. 65-69. 71-72
Reform Laws of 1833: 63
Regional Center for School Construc-

tion for Latin America : 157
religion of contemporary Mexicit : 193,

200 -201; Roman Catholicism; 193;
Indian, 207 ; Pagan. 205

religious life and practices: 195, 20.5-
209; urban. 193, 20S; rural, 207-208

resources and technology : 288-289,
323: power resources. 331 - 332: re-
sources depletion, I

revenue and expenditures: 419 (table
41), 420 (table 43)

revolution, Mexiean national pride,
279, 282-2s4; political values, 280 -
2S2_. 284-280; revolutionary goals,
279

Revolution of 1910: 2, 60, 69, 1S.', 155,
197: and PRI 82; labor movement,
362 -363; educational goals, 160;
monetary system, 446-447

Revueltas, Jose: 185
Reyes, Alfonso: 77
Reynosa : 35: gas fields. 21, 27
Rio Grande River 8, 18, 34; delta, 21,

27
Rio Pact of 1917 4SS
Rlo Tehuantepec : 26
Robles, Garcia : 257
Rodriguez, Abelardo : 79, 239
romanticism in literature: 184-185
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Roo, Andres Quintana : 58
Roo, Leona Vicario: 58
Rousseau: 59
Rubio, Ortez: 239
Rulfo, Juan: 186
rural: education, 119, 164-166; health,

labor, 141, 145 ; migration, population,
150-151; society, 37, 38; standard of
living, trade, 147

Sabines basin : 24, 27
Sabines, Jaime: 186
saints and fiestas: 153-154s
Salamanca : 27
Salina Cruz: 28
salt : 399
San Antonio : 35, 269
San Bias: 27
Sandez, Bravlino Maldonado, MLN and

Independent Peasant Front: 244
San Diego: 9
San Juan Valley : 11
San Luis Potosi : 10, 16, 51, 104, 266

(table 14), 267 (table 1.5), 208-269;
city of, 28, 35

Santa Anna, Antonio Lopez de: 63-66;
monetary reform, 445

Santa Rosalia : 27
cantos (local patron saints) : 206-208
savings and investments, financing of :

461
school attendance: 165-166, 168 (table

12) ; building, 157; curricula, 165-
166 ; improvements, 170-171; mainte-
nance and restoration cr.:made, 169-
170; medical, 141 ; primary, 157

Scott, Winfield: 65
Sea of Cortes: 35
Seeretaria de Hacienda (finance min-

ister) : 413-414
Secretaria de Industria y Comercio

(Industry and Commerce Minister) :
413-414

Secretary of the Interior (Goberna-
don) : 224

secondaries: 178
securities market and exchange: 461
Senate, composition of : 224, 232
settlement patterns: 32-38
Seven Laws: 63
Sevilla : 56
Seward, William: 67
shipping: 389
Sierra, Justo (Mexican educator) : 160
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Sierra, Madre: 16, de Chiapas, 20; Oc-
cidental, 11, 12, 17,14, 33, 51; Orien-
tarn, 20, 26; del Sur, 20, 27-28

siesta: 215
Sinaloa: 16, 26, 266 (table 14), 267

(table 15), 312-313
Siquieros, David Alfaro, painter: 77,

245
social clasS: 116-119
social classes, political influence: 113;

boundaries, 120
social control, rural and urban: 475-=

476 ; .distinctions, etholinguistic, 114;
cultural, 114

social dynamics, primogeniture: 121;
job distribution, 121; class contacts,
121

Social Insurance Law of 1942: 358
social mobility : 115; education, 118,

120, 163; rural, 115, 119; urban, 119-
120

social sciences: 192
Social Securities: 294, 356-361, 436;

cost, 359; disability, 359-362; in.
dustry, 359; maternity benefits, 355,
361; medical limitations, 358-359; oc-
cupational injuries, 359; pensions,
369, 362; survivor benefits, 860

Social Security Institute (IMSS) : 143,
146; social security benefits, 146: low-
cost housing, 146, 149; lifC insurance,
146

social status, cultural background: 118;
determination background, 110; oc-
cupation, 117; land ownership, 116;,
urban-rural uniting, 118

social stratification : 115-117; tradi-
tional, 114; contemporary, 115; 16th
century ,115; caste system, 115 In-
dians, 113; urban-rural, 115; upper
class, 113; mobility and rigidity, 120,
122 ; kinship, 120-121; urban-rural
variations, 119

social values: 213, 215; authority and
responsibility, 220; education, 171;
the individual, 215-217; status and
prestige, 219

social welfare: 351, 366
silver industry : 23
soils': 13
Sonora : 10-11, 26-28, 105, 266 (table

14), 267 (table 15)
Sonoran. Dynasty : 76
Soto y (lama, Antonio Diaz: 77
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South Pacific Region : 10
Soviet-Mexican relations: 254
Smith, Adam : 59
Spanish conquest : 46-49, 115 ; Cortes,

46-49; Cuauhtemoc, 48-49; Indian-
Spanish alliance against Aztecs, 47;
Moctezuma, 48; political weakness in
Aztec realm, 47 ; religious factors, 46;
seige of Tenochtitlan, 48-11)

Spanish Crown 53
Spanish Inquisition : 195
special tribunals: 480
sports:, 155

Tttbasco : 8, 10, 13, 16, 26, 35, 47, 104-
-105, 266 (table 14), 267 (table 15),
313

Tamaulipas: 8, 10, 13 - -14, 20, 24, 26, 28,
260 (table 14), 267 (table 15)

Tampico : 311 ; city of, 24, 27, 28, 38
'rarasco : 104, 105
tariff policy : 413-411; tariff protection,

288, 291
taxes: 234; state government and

taunfoipios, 345; taxation and reve-
nue, 417-439

Taylor, Zachary :
teacher training: 171-172 ; salary of, 181
`technical education : 171-172; technical

skills, 289
Tectihuacan : 39, 43
telephone system : 381
television industry : 267 (table 15)
temperate upland vegetation 20
Tenocelome : 41
Tenochtitlan : 45-49
Tepanec : 44
Tepic: 28
Teias 35, 269
Texas independence: 63-64
Texcoco : 44-46, 48-49
Tezcatlipoca : 44
theater : 186-187
!terra cal tentc, school attendance In :

175
Tierra de Guerra : 50-51
tierra y libros: 160
tierra tcmplada, school attendance In :

175

Tijuana : 9
Tikal :, 42
Tiacopan : 44-46
Tlaxcala : 9-10, 104, 106, 265-266 (table

14), 267 (table 15), 268-269

Toledano, Vicente Lombardo : 80; labor
leader, 238-240, 244-245, 364-365

Tollan: 43-14
Toltec : 39, 42-44
Topiltzin Ce Acatl Quetzalcoatl : 43-44,

46
Topolobarnpo:, 27
Torreon : 27, 38
tourism : 35, 382, 408
trabajador (worker) : 350-351
trade, domestic: regulation of trade,

376-377 ; trade agreements, 405-406
transportation : 383-390..
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo: 65
"res Zapotes: 41
trials : 481
Triple Alliance: 45
tropical savanna climate : 14, 16
Tucson: 35
Tula : 43
Tuxpan 27

Ugolde, Raul (RMP leader) : 246
Villa, San Juan de : 64
underemployment : 294-295; urban. 344-

346 ; rural, 347
United Nations : 257 -295; Mexico in the

U.N., 241)
Regional Center for School Construc-

tion for Latin America : 167-168
United States : U.S.-Mexican relations,

250-253 : U.S.-Mexican trade, 403-404 ;
V.S.-Mexican communication media,
278

University, National : 159-160, 162, 178-
179, 184, 190-192 ; school year, 175;
prestige value of, 171; national
politica, 281-282

University city : 162
upper class and political position : 280
urban population : education, 181;

health, 141 : housing, 150-151; set-
tlement. 38; standard of living, 139

Valley of Mexico: 8, 11, 22, 26, 33-34,
36, 42, 44, 46, 49, 60

values, western cultural : 215
oiqueros: 219
VaA'011eelos, Jose : 77, 160, 239
VelAzquez, Diego:, 47-18
Venustiano Ca rranza : 27
Vera Cruz : 8. 13, 16, 24, 26, 46-47, 04-

67, 101, 103, 105-108, 111, 266 (table
14), 266 (table 15), 268-270, 305, 312;
city of, 26-28, 35-36, 38
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Victoria, Guadalupe: 62 .

Villa, Pancho : machismo, 2, 185 ; na-
tional hero, 283

Virgin of Guadalupe : 205-207
vocational training: 5
Voltaire : 59

wages: 350; labor organization, 347-349
War of the Reform : 226
Ward, Henry : 82
water resources: 448-449
water and sewage services 382; 'Minis-

try of Health, 141-142; public health,
152 ; supply to homes, 1403-147, 149-
150; urban and rural, 152, 253

welfare programs: 355-362; labor, 146;
national food company, 147

Western European nations, Mexican re-
lations with : 447
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Wilson, Henry Dane : 73-74
Wilson, Woodrow : 74
witchcraft, as a source of illness: 145-

146
World Health Organization (WHO) :

147

Yucatan : 8-10, 13, 10-17, 20, 27, 36, 102-
105, 111, 266 (table 14), 267 (table
15) ; peninsula, 8, 12, 20, 34-36, 42,
44, 62

Zacatecas: 10, 16, 22-23, 34, 266 (table
14), 267 (table 15) ; city of, 28, 50-51

Zambos: 53, 115
Zapata, Emillano : 39, 40-41, 73-77;

national hero, 213; southern political
attitudes, 2

"Zimmerman note": 75
Zuloaga, Felix: 66
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550-65 Afghanistan 550-50 Khmer Republic (Cambodia)550-98 Albania 550-81 Korea, North550-44 Algeria 550-41 Korea, Rep. of550-59 Angola

1-550-58 Laos550-73 Argentina
550-24 Lebanon550-66 Bolivia 550-38 Liberia550-20 Brazil 550-85 Libya550-168 Bulgaria 550-163 Malagasy Republic550-61 Burma
550-45 Malaysia550-83 Burundi
550-161 Mauritania550-166 Cameroon 550-79 Mexico550-96 Ceylon 550-76 Mongolia550-159 Chad 550-49 Morocco550-77 Chile
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550 -67 Congo, Dem. Rep. of (Zaire) 550-94 Oceania550-91 Congo, People's Rep. of
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550-46 Panama550-152 Cuba 550-156 Paraguay550-22 Cyprus 550-92 Peripheral States of the550=158 Czechoslovakia Arabian Peninsula550-54 Dominican Republic
550-42 Peru550-155 East Germany
550-72 Philippines550-52 Ecuador 550-162 Poland550-150 El Salvador 550-160 Romania550-28 Ethiopia 550-84 Rwanda550-167 Finland
550-51 Saudi Arabia550-29 Germany
550-70 Senegal550-153 Ghana 550-86 Somalia550-87 Greece 550-93 South Africa, Rep. of550-78 Guatemala 550-95 Soviet Union550-82 Guyana
550-27 Sudan, Democratic Rep. of550-164 Haiti
550-47 Syria

550-165 Hungary 550-62 Tanzania
550-151 Honduras 550-53 Thailand
550-21 India 550-89 Tunisia
550-154 Indian Ocean Territories

550-80 Turkey550-39 Indonesia
550-74. Uganda550-68 Iran 550-43 United Arab Republic (EKvpt)550-31 Iraq 550-97 Uruguay550-25 Israel 550-71 Venezuela

550-69 Ivory Coast
550-57 Vietnam, North550-30 Japan
550-55 Vietnam, South550-34 Jordan 550-99 Yugoslavia550-56 Kenya 550-75 Zambia
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